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DTO WITHIN ~·of 1%
+ HALF A MICRO-MICROFARAD

A rigid chassis that is all one piece-not merely a
framework bolted together.
A one·piece chassis so
strong that there can never be the slightest distortion in
use , . . . this is the chassis of the J. B. NUGANG.
Trimmers to each stage inside the chassis are operated
by external starwheels. Vanes wide spaced and of
heavy gauge. Special rotor bearings ensure permanent
accuracy and give remarkably free movement.
Capacity .0005.
Supplied semi·screened, as illlus!rated, or fully screened
with lid.
Capacity without trimmers : Minimum 20 m.m.f,
520 m.m.f.
Capacity of trimmers; 70 m.m.f.
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KVGANG
Semi.screened

PRECISION

Fully Screened

2-gang

14'-

2-gang

J.gang

2.1''"

3-gang
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4-gang 2.8'..

4-gang

31'..

INSTRUMENTS

Advertisement of ]acksOJI Bros., 72, St. Tltontas' Stteet, London, S,£,1,

/lop. 1837,
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Moving- Coil Speakers
~' Mansfield" Senior

Improved P.<'l1.4.

"lvlansfield"
Senior PM4.

42/-

If

complete

.1'lfansjield"

Junior PM.s.

27/6 complo!e

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD., Radio Works, Manslield, Notts.
London Office: 109 Kingsway, W,C,2.

Irish Free State distributors: Kelly & Shiel Ltd., 47 Fleet Street, Dublin,
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An Important New Work

NEWNES'

ENGINEERING PRACTICE
To be

comp~eted

in about 48 weekly par£s

......................................................................................................
A Splendid New Work Dealing With All Branches
of Mechanical Engineering, including Steam
1 Engineering, Automobile Engineering, Marine
l Engineering, Power Generation, Engineering

~~~~::~~~~~~~~~~:~.~~·~~~~~-~r.!:~~~i~::. ~~. ~l

1....

SCOPE OF THE WORK
The Principles of Engineering.
These are explained- in a clear and simple manner i!lush'ated
by photogn\phs and cinematograPh pictures.
How It Works.
Over 50 Different types of machines are treated, Including
Prime Movers, Pumps, Electrical Machines, Lifts, Cranes, etc .

. The Drawing Office.
In this section the standard practice in preparing engineers'
drawings and designs is fully dealt with.
The Pattern Shop and Foundry.
Articles here show the method of constructing patterns
of all kinds and the most up~to-datc methods of metal casting.

Workshop Processes.
In this section Fitting, Turning, Drilling, Milling, Shaping,
Planing, and other everyday worbhop processes 'are described
and illustrated by hundreds of practical examplc3.
The Installation of Machinery.
This section shows bow to efect Prime Mo\•ers, Shaf.ting,
Pumps, Air Compressors, and aH kinds of mechanical
appliances.

Iron and Steel Manufacture.
The articles in this section have been Contributed by some
of the best~ known authorities, and show clearly the method
of producing iron and steel in all the forms used by engineers
such as Rails, Girders, Bars, Plates, Sheets and Wires.

Maintenance and Repair.
Many articles arc included in the work showing how to
operate and keep in good repair all kinds of mechanical
appliances.

HUNDREDS OF ACTION PICTURES.
In addition to 1hc usual line illustrations hundreds of photographs have been specially taken in iarge engineering works
all over the country.

WHY IT WIU INTEREST YOU.
The pictures will hold your attention, and you will find that
this work makes not only instructive, but also pleasant
reading. Here is an opportunity of acquiring a good knowledge
of m01;lern engineering practice at a nominal weekly cost,

..

THE COMPLETED WORK.

When cornpicted this work will make several handsome
volumes which you will find of constant use for refcrcn::e
purposn It will be provided with a full Index which wil!
enable you readily to turn up any wbject on which you require
information.
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WHERE ONLY THE
BEST WILL DO

•

You cannot obtain
anywhere, at such
a nwderate price, a
more dependable
transformer than
the Slektun Colt.
It has been
specified by many
well- known de·
signers for its sound construction and
its unvarying quality reproduction.
For years of faithful service choose
Slektun components always. They
will give you better results and corn·
RATIOS 2-1,3-1,4-1,5-1
plete satisfaction.

4'9

All Good Radio Dealers Stack ''Slektun" Quality Radio Components.

FOR BETTER
RESULTS USE
L.F.

Slcktun
Transformers

H.F. and L.F. Chokes
Mains

Transformers

Loud~spcaker

Units,'

In Case of An.v Difficulty Write Direct To:

SLEKTUN PRODUCTS LTD., 21 DOUGLAS STREET, WESTMINSTER. S.W.1 •
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NEXT WEEK: THE MAINS EXPRESS THREE !

F. J, CAMM
Oct. 1st. 1932,
Technical Staff:
H. J. Barton Chapple, Wh.Sch.; B.Sc. (Hons.). A.C.G.I.,
Frank Preston, F.R.A., W. J. Defaney, W. B. Richardson,

RouND THE WoRLD
" Narrowcasting "
HEY have a way of doing things in
!
America that seldom occurs to people
on this side (just as well, perhaps). The
other day, for instance, it was the occasion
of the opening of the new 50 kW VilGY
transmitter at the Schenectady StatiOn of
'the GcnCral Electric Co. of New York,
and a huge crowd of people were present
at the ceremony. Even the Government
co-operated in_ the affair, and loaned the
United States Navy airship, the Los Angeles, to -participate ln a stunt i)iece of trailsmission through the new transmitter._ The
airship from aloft Shot a beam of light on
to a mirror some half a mile away, and a
.programme >vns sent oVer the beam that
was easily followed by the audience'below._
This method of " narrowoasting," as they
call it, was that originated by l\Ir. John
Bellamy Taylor, this gentleman having
sent the human voice over a beam of light
on many occasions. In this case the transmission was particularly successful, as the
;programme was picked up_ by a sister air'ship, the Akron, many miles away over the
tPacific. ThP beam of light is modulated by
1
the voice, and the photO-electric tube in the
:receiver responds to the modulated light,
affecting the electrical impulses in the amplifier, from whence it is fed to the transmitcer. As a freak transmission, I suppose
the system serves its purpose, but I am
1
afraic1. I cannot sec much future for it commercia.Ily, at any rate, particularly as a
'good pea-soup fog would put the whole
thing out of action,- I should think.

T

Prague's Giant Broadcaster

OF WIRELESS

of electrical and mechanical interlocks
which prevent operators not only from
toUching dangerous voltages, but also from
receiving a shock from the di-scharge of a
The equipment _will cater
condenser.
initiaJly for two studios in Prague, though
provision has been made to extend service
to ten studios when required.

Unknown Listeners
LOT of publicity is being given to the
forthcoming B.B.. C. talks to" The Unnamed Listcnec." G. B. S. comes into the
limelight-is, lw _eve,r. out _of it _?-with a
talk "To a Politician," and various prominent people are to give _talks to other
unknown listeners. It woUld not need a
verY. fertile itnag'illatioll to suggest scores
arid Scores of other listeners >ve would
like to say a few words to, but I do think
the season could be very well started off
''with a tfi.lk-and a really good talk at that
-to "An Unknown Oscillator."

A

. . . - . . . .- . I
.
i A Fine Souvenir ·
I for Regular Readers- 1
!
VALUABLE
I

New G.E.C. Conversion Unit
\VING to the extension of the grid
system throughout the country, a
considC'rablc number of D.C. areas arc
, being switched over to A. C. This means
that many thousands of mvners of wireless
sets who employ the mains for their
source of energy find it a difficult problem
to convert such· sets to operate from A.C.
mains. \~Ve understand that the General
Electric Co., Ltd., is shortly bringing out a
conversion unit which will solve this problem by giving the equivalent of the original
D.C. supply at a very economical rate.

0

New Italian Station
HE new 60-kilowatt transmitter which
is now being erected at l\Iilan (Italy)
will shortly carry out its initial tests:
October 28th has been fixed as the date
of its inauguration ; it coincides with the
tenth anniversary of Mussolini's Fascist
rule;

IT
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! See Pages 80 and 81
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HE new radio station is situated in the
._
geographical centre of Europe, some Who'd Be a Manufacturer !
DISGRUNTLED customer wrote as
35 kilonietrcs east of Prague, in the vicinity
follows to a certain manufacturer
'of the small town of Cesky-Brod. This
new high-power broadcasting station is concerning the non~ani,val of a volume
rated at 200 kilowatts (C.C.I.R.), and is the control which had been on order for eight
'most powerful broadcaster operating is days:" Supposing the sa.id volume control
the medium-wave broadcast band. During
'preliminary tests it was heard in many was made by hand, inspected by an inebriate
European countries, including the British and handed over to a half wit, I, in my
Isles. The new station, which operates on innocence would have imagined that it
·a tmvelength of 486.2 metres, has been might have been delivered by now.
"I don't >vant to hurry or worry you in
designed- to give very high~qua.li~y reproductions with low rtmning and maintenance a'i1y way, brlt·I would-be mOst grateful <if.
costs. Apart from its high power, the same" could be· delivered before ChriStmas.
"If you get just one teeny weeny factory
station cont,ains a number of novel features,
·not·the least ofwhich.is the special system workirig night and day on mv volume con·.

T

trol, I should dream dreams of having my
amplifier completed before the 1next
' Show' tells me it's out of date."
Said control had never been ordered
from the manufacturer by the local dealer
who had ·the original order. Verb. sap.

A

How Germany Does It
N Gennany the listening tax is paid
monthly, and its collection from set
owners is made by the postman on his
rounds. The annual broadcast licence
costs twenty-four marks, or at to-day's
rate of exchange about thirty shillings.
Germany possesses roughly four and a
quarter million registered listeners. Radio
pirates are discovered by the municipal
chimney swee:vs, who, in the course of their
daily duties, visit all houses, fiats and
apartment houses. It is their duty to
notify all wireless receivers to the local
authorities, thus allowing the latter to make
the necessary investigations.
One Mast Aerial
HE 120 kilowatt Budapest (Hungary)
transmitter is being erected on the,
island of Csepel in mid-Danube ; its aerial
'will be of a distinctive pattern, and will
consist Of one pylon over 3_20ft. high. It is
somewhat similar in construction to the one
now in,use at -Breslau for its new station.

T
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Round the World of Wireless
The Prague Cockerel
OR its early morning ·transmissions,
the Prague (Czechoslovakia) studio
uses· the crowing of a cockerel as an
interval signaL As the sound could

INTERESTING AND TOPICAL PARAGRAPHS

1st, 1932

(continued)

A Ship's Band Broadcast
_
VERY Sunday morning, at 5.15.
G.M.T., the Hamburg station re-!
lays a concert given by the ship's'
band of one of tho transatlantic
liners in dock or at Bremerhaven.'
This early. transmission is also usually
taken by KOnigs Wusterhausen, Brcs~
lau, Berlin, Muhlacker, Frankfurt-am-;
Main and Langenberg. The orchestral'
concert is preceded by the tolling of,
the St. Michael bell, the German " Big
Ben."

E

F

not be imitated successfully by mechanical means alone, several birds were induced to crow, and a gramophone record
was ma.de of the best farmyard rooster.

1

Marconi Television
NDER the call-letters G2BS, the
:Marconi Company (Chelmsford)
has carried out interesting experiments
in television transmission on a wavelength of 750 metres. On a recent
occasion, when a demonstration of the
system was made, pictures were transmitted from the Chelmsford laboratories and clearly received at St.
Peter's School, York, some 150 miles
a\vay.

U

Double Power
.,
ONTRARY to statements made in
Continental newspapers, Poznafl
(Poland) is not to be the site of a new'
lOO-kilowatt transmitter, but the power'
of the existing station may be doubled
in the near future.

C

Programmes for Prisoners
More Power for Sofia
T Malmo (Sweden) the Central
OFIA (Rodno Radio) will shortly
_Prison has been equipped with
wireless loud-speakers so that the in-'
possess a 15-kilowatt transmitter
The Clarion "Nustyle" combined
to replace the present low-power plant. book<oa•e and wireless cabinet. It is 57in. high, 24in. mates may listen to the local radio·
YVork on its construction is being hur
programmes at fixed intervals during
wide, and l4in. Jeep,
the day. The loud-speakers are placed
ried forward, and the Bulgarian authori
ties state that there is a possibility of
· in the corridors, thus enabling the
the station being brought into .regular A New Idea in Programmes
prisoners to listen whilst confined in
operation by the end of the present year.
Concerts and instructional
N an endeavour to cope with unemploy- their cells.
ment amongst musicians, Radio Vitus talks or lectures axe permissible, but at
Saving Programme Material
(Paris) has inaugurated a broadcast feature periods when news is broadcast from
N order to economize on programme by
" situations vacant and wanted" Stockholm, tho Chief ·warder switches off
material, with the exception of two are which
made known to interested parties. A the main receiver.
nights weekly, the German studios wil1 small
charge is made for these radio ads., Doctor Radio
- close down nightly at 11.0 o'clock G.M.T. · and all
answers from el'll;ployers are adOn Mondays and Thursdays, however, dressed to
N 160 metres (1,875 kilocycles) yoU
the studio officials.
according to a rota, one station will broadmay pick up a call-Elbe W eser Radio.
cast a special late concert from ll.O p.m.
It originates from the German coastal
until 12.30 a.m. :For the benefit of Ger- Warsaw's Drum
station DAC, which broadcasts llews bullemans living abroad this transmission will
ROM \Varsaw, in the course of the tins to shipping in the North and Baltic
be relayed to KOnigs Wusterhausen (1,634
evening programmes, you may have seas. This channel is also used for the·
m.) and to Zeescn (DJA), on 31.38 m.
picked up the roll of a drum. This sound, transmission of expert medical advice from'
which is produced by a gramophone record, the Cuxhaven naval hospital, and is given
Extensive French Scheme
invariably precedes certain important offi· to shipping of all nationalities, on request,
HE French State Posts and Telegraphs cial communications. It has been chosen in case of sickness or accident on board.
are considering a further development for its distinctive nature in order to attract
of their short-wave broadcasting service with the special attention of listeners to the More ChaoS
a view to bringing their overseas colonies ensuing announcement.
ERl\fAN listeners to the Heilsberg
into closer touch with the mother-country.
station have complained that broadThe experimental station at Tananarivc
casts of their programmes are marred by
(Madagascar) is to be endowed with more
interference
from the Polish transmitters.'
powerful pla.nt, and the authorities also
As the power of the Heilsberg plant can
contemplate taking over the working of the
be increased to 150 kilowatts, the German·
Chi-Hoa transmitter (Radio Saigon) in
authorities propose to work on a minimum
French ludo-China as, owing to lack of
"Hallo, llrown. How's the wirele~s set
of 100 kw. in the near future. Should this
lOcal financial support., the programme
going?" nrown looked glnm and, produclng
not meet the case the transmitter will be
service was suspended some months ago ..
a grubby piece of paper, said: " Well, .E
used at its full capacity. Such a power
re-wired my set last night. Here's the circuit.
In addition, new short-wave stations are
When I switched on nothing happened. The
would bring the KOnigsberg broadcasts
to be installed at Rabat and Casablanca
·wiring agrees with this, and I can't see
within the reach of most set-owners in the
{Morocco), and, to complete the system,
anything wrong, can you?"
British Isles.
'
·
This is the circuit, and for the first three
transmitters will be erected at St. Denis
correct solutions to this problem which are
(Reunion Island), Dn,kar (French \Vest
opened on October Srd, a prize of a book
A Lesson for Us
Africa), Brazzaville (French Congo), and
will be awarded,
N most European countries listeners to
at St. Pierre (.Martinique). When the net
the radio programmes suffer from
is complete the authorities hope to broadinterference due to electrical plant in their
cast special news bulletins and concerts
immediate neighbourhood. The Danish
from Radio Colonial (Pontoise-Paris) which,
authorities have passed a stringent law
in turn, would be pic-ked up and re-transmaking such interference an indictable
mitted by the French overseas stations.
offence. In order to cope with the floods
of complaints which have been received,;
Austrian Change Round
the Copenhagen police compel any person
HE lOO-kilowatt broadcasting station
who notifies the name and address of a
\vhich the Ravag authorities arc
possessor of electrical apparatus troublebuilding at the summit of Mount Bisambqrg,
in the neighbourhood of Vienna, will evensome to his neighbours to deposit with them~
ANSWER
TO
LAST
WEEK'S
PROBLEM:
tually take over the duties of the Rosenthe sum of 10 kronen. If the complaint
h:•.egel transmitter. The latter, in its turn,
As the detecloT valve was R.C. cvu(J(ed fv the ne;>:t is justified and the culprit convicted the
valve
it
alread!l
had
a
high
value
of
redstr.mce
in
the
anode
money is returned; if not. it is confiscated
is to be dismantled and re-erected at Gra.z
had. The addition of a decvut;Jling resistance of 100,000
a.r.~ r~ more powerful relay of the Austrian ohms resulted in a large oolt'lge dr_op, ond so~;mu the to defray the expenses of an unnecessary
prosecution.-JACE.
main progamr.::es.
reduction in signal drength.
·
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CARE

AND

UPKEEP

c

Periodic Attention to the Points Mentioned in
this Article will Considerably Enhance thz
Performance and Life of the Set.

By GILBERT E. TWINING

Removing
dirl from
between
the vanes.

Fig.

I.

HE life and successful operation of a

T

of the plunger type_ the lllungcr ought
to be ·withdm:wn, and the side springs
cleaned and bent slightly closer together,
Dirtv valve pins making bfld contact with
the ~~a.lve holders can cause- crackling and
loss of pm·>·cr, as also did and dust bct\:·een
t.hc variable eondenscr vanes, especml!y
noticeable wlwn tuning: a. pipe cleaner
passed het\Yecn the vanes v,·ill cffectua.lly
clean these, as shown in Fig, l. All
terminals should be tcst.ed and screwed down
firmly; dirt.y or badly-fitting wander
plugs muy need clenning, and the pins
opened out with a pocke-t knife. The S]Xtdcs
and terminals of the L.T. accumulator,
especially the negative side, become corroded bv the action of ihe acid ; these
should bO eleaned and a little
vase line sm.cared around
them.

wireless receiver depends upon the
way it is handled and maintained.
A set which is carelessly opemted cannot
be expected to give full satisfaction for any
length of time, whlh;t even if it is treated
with care and consideration \Vea.r will
nevertheless be taking place ; condensers
arc being strained by volt.agcs across
them, valve filaments are deteriorating and
tmnsformers, chokes and resistance,;; arc Look to Your Accumulator
:-mbjectcd to magnetic strain. Therefore.
Never let an aecumulator
in time, some fault may develop ·which will
stand in an unchargerl state.
need correction.
Dust and dirt are some of the worst It should be recharged
c-nomieB of 'Yireless, causing weakness in sig- immediately, otherwiso the
na! strength, breakdowns in insula.ti.on. t·O- lllates will' sulphate, and this
gether "\vith crackling. The point is t.hat can only be corrected by
when any symptoms of trouble occur a. charging slm.dy at half the
search for the cause should be made normal rate. If the plates arc
immediately. It is of no use letting it sulphated badly, howevPr,. it,
continue, for, unless it is due to external will probably mean rcnewmg
influence, it will not right itself and will them. Always keep the elecprobably become worse. \Vhere crackling troly-te up to the correct level
noises, coupled with loss of volume and bv adding distilled 'va tor.
distortion arc heard in a circuit, the first After an accumulator has
test must be to determine to w·hieh class been in use for some time it
the intNference belongs. Remove the will be much benefited if
a.erial, and, if the noise still eont.inues, washed out, cleaned and the
remove the earth. If the disconnection of cells refilled with fresh elccboth aerial and earth do not remove the tolyte of the correct spPcific
noise, the trouble is probably due to bad gravity. This is specified on
contacts or faulty components. High- f.hc label bv the makers.
t.C'nsion, lo'v"tension, grid-bias and loud- With a hvdrOmeter it is a
speakers, grid-leaks and their holders, simple mll.tt.cr to test the
resistances, etc., should be looked over for densitv of the acid (see :Fig. 2).
\Vh~n a trickle-charger is
loose connections.
used it may be found that the
L.T. battery is being undcrFaulty Switch Contacts
s,vitehes are somPtimes the cause of lost cha.rgcd. In time, the voltage
volume owing to bad contacts being made, will fall so 10\v tha.t the volume
dne t.o the presence of dirt, or looseness. is reduced.- The cells may be
Ath-ntion :::hould periodically be paid to a.ll damaged if they arc continually
f'l'i\·itchcs inside or underneath coils, panel being used in a more or less ~;:=:;;;j~
s·witchcs for L.T., etc. \Vhc.re these a..re uncharged condition, and a c;
u-ood charge should therefore
"' be given at regular intcnak

B

Ft'g. 4.-This

diagram i!lus·
irales the
various points

of deteriorat i o n of a

valve.
measure
anode
en f. B:
crease of

A:
of
cur~
de~
am~

f i cation.
C: ·Filamenl
loses emission.
pli

D : lower impedance.

it is fttr chcapcr 1o look after this
small battery than to spend money on large
expensive H.T. batteries, The amount of
U.B. giYen to the po,ver valve will determine
the amount of f'UJTcnt Hawing from the
H.T. battery, given a certain li.T. voltage;
therefore, it must follow that if the G.B.
is kept com'ltantly at 9 volts or the amount
stated by the valve maker, the H.T. battery
is being used as economically as possiblC.
Too little or too much grid-bias, however,
·will both lead to distortion. The sot must
always be switehed off when altering G.B.
volta.ges : if you adjust it without doing so
the bias to the valve is removed, and the
plate current immediately increases. Thh;,
of course, is very detrimental to the valve,
and if oft-.en repeated would, in time, ruin it.
Also switch off when making other adjustments inside the set, and, as an extra
precaution against short-circuits, withdraw
the negative wander plug from the H. T.
battery.

Aerial and Earth

The aerial and earth system is a most
important part of the set, and should
receive regular and careful attention, for
no matter how perfeetly the set may be
w·orking, it cannot give its best reception if
this is faulty. Partial short-circuiting of
the aerial to earth may easily mean weak
signals: the points to ·watch MC perished
lead-in tubes, broken insulators and dirtv
earthing s'vitches, etc. In the ca:::c Of
outdoor aerials it is even advisable to fit
~ a new wire every hvelve or eighteen months,
on account of corrosion due to oxidization
of the metal : this process will take place
much more quickly in to,vns .than in t.hc
country, however.
The ea.rth lead must be short and as
stout as possible : ~~'i gauge stmnded
copper aerial wire is suitable: it should be
Battery Troubles
soldered to the earth tube or sunken plate, not,
The high-tension battery is
fJcrewed do·wn under a terminal. A bad earth
one of the chief sources of
connection leads to im1tabilitv and distortion.
lot>t -pmver and distortion, for
fn dry weather, or if the soil' is inclined to be
most nsersarekmptedto carr:v
~andy, the earth should be kept moist by pouron ,vith the old buttery after
mg water do,vn the earth tube,. the top of which
the voltage has dropped be!mv its
tube should project a,bout an inch abon; the
useful life. A p;ood te:>t. is to
surface of the ground. A good earth can be
the grid"hia.s voltage; if this g:ivc3
made by joining up to a convenient ·water pip<',
louder signals, it proves that
F'd
t f
employing one of the usual earth~
1
2 A h l
the H.T. curren;,; is too low,
t" [:·
T y(~~~me
or
clip's sold for the purpo::~e. The pipe
and eonsequenUy, the v<1lve is
~s ,n
· ' a~ mu a ors.
must first be scraped quite clean to
over-biased.
ensure a good contad, and should be '"Tapped
The grid-bias battery dPterioratos in time, and
with insulating tape to protect it (Fig. 3),
should be renewed every six or nine months:
~continued 011 page 112)
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Mr. W. B. Richardson has investigated the Design
describes in the first of two articles the Construction

T one time reccivcrr:: were so cumbersome and irregular in shape that
anything like symmetry in the
dec:ign of the case -..vas impossible. Nowadays, hm'n_·vcr, sets arc usually quite
compact, and the eontrols are limited to
one or two knobs onlv. This makes
the task of building pleaSing and distinctive cabinets much easier, and well within

A

one on t.hc other. I do
not lwsiLatc to simplify
my original designs if by
so doing I can secure
ea:oder con.struction.
After all, in a small piece
of ·work such us a radio
ea binet the simplest de~ign.<>
nearly always look best--el'lpceially if nicely finished. I
hnve not given measurements
cxeept for certain details, as
the sizC. of the cabinet naturally
depends on that of your
set. Ply>vood, either plain or
veneered, is used almost exclusively for the
main partfl. Any frame'"'ork necessary is
made up of lengths of moulding. Some
shops -..vill cut all the stuff up with a
machine to your measurements. One I
know of locally will do it while you wait.
This is naturally tt great help, as you can
then be sure of everything being squared
up correctly besides saving time. The rest
of the \YOrk then consists merely of
assembly and finishing.

has rebates 1\in. by tin. into which
the three sections of t.he roof and the
sides 'fit, as in Fig. 2. In st.a.rting to
work, first determine the mertsu'rements,
bearing in mind the size of your set anrl
speaker. Then build u-p the roof by nailing
and gluing tha panels in the rebate:; in tbo
mouldings. Countersink the nails and :fill
in the holes -..vith plastic wood or some
similar stopping. Nail and glue the hvo
sides to the floor-board, and then secure
the roof to the sides _in the same \vay.

DOOR
IN

SPEAKER

f8RCK

I)P£NING

Fig. !0.-A novel and orna~
mental cabinet, details of which
will be given next week.

Now fit the fmnt.

PJINEL
OPEIV/NC

Figs. 2-4.-(Reading from left to
right) A front, sectional and side
view of the cabinet shown in Fig. l.
1.1

Combined Speaker
and Wireless Cabinet
This is one of the
most -popular arrangements. Figs. l

; 11
the capabilities of the average I
!
11
constructor.
There arc several good reD sons
t 0
for building your own ca.binet. -~l:=::!!~~;;;;';i~~===~l 121hmv
a
simple
You may require a spccin,l design
but ef·
that is unobtainable ready-made.
It may be it question of expense, or fcctive design. There i;; no
again, you may like to do it as a hobby. frame in the ordinary sense,
the whole structure being
Original Designs
kept rigid by the use of a
Fm the first rrasnn, I offer here only stout floor-board ha1f-an-iEch
original designs. You will find yon c£Ln- thick, toget·her with corner
not buy cabinets exactly tht~ same in the mouldings as the " beams "
Rhop;:;. For the second and third re.'l.sons, of the ronf. The panels of the
I have kept the construction as sjmplc roof, sides and back axe rdl of
a·s it. is pos8iblc. The use of machine- ·1'lrin. plywood, but the front
cut p]y,vood and mouldings b'Teatly reduces may well be of !1n. materiaJ
the labour involved be::;idei:! keeping the to a\'oid resonance. The pent roof is supco.st do\\'11, Of course, design and con- ported by four lengths of oc tagona.l corner
struction are to a large extent dependent moulding. The particular }Jattern f:!hown

It should be glued
in position and nails driven through into
the moulding and floor-board.
~o
other fixing Should be necessary if all
parts arc true, but a brad or two down
the sides will help if there is any tendcncy t.o bulge. Before fixing the back
Cover the speaker opening with n, piece of
gauze and fix the speaker in position. If
the batteries are to be housed in the case, a

4

Fi_g. 5.-A cabinet fo,
the experimenter, deslg11ed
by the editor.
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of Wireless Cabinets very thoroughly, and here
of a Number of Original and Novel Cabinets
Hhelf should he fixed just abovo the set. 1 If, hmvcvcr, you
The back is made in t\Yo parts. The upper l)refcr the ends to
part is 1ixed like the front, but the lower overla.p the ~ront
part is hinged to the floor-board and drops and back, there IS no
down for the insertion of the set and bat- reason why they
tcri.es. There is also a small strip to flU the should
'space below the floor-board (see Fig. 4). A not. In
<tOod idea, is to drill holes in the back and this case
~over them with gauze so as to allow the N1e rails
sound \Yaves from the back of the speaker fit t c d
to emerge, and so prevent any " boxed- to t h c
in" effect. Careful rubbing do-..vn with f r o n t
'glasspaper until all joints are smooth a n d
and Hush completes the work ready for back as
polishing.
stops to
prevent
For the Experimenter
the ends
Figs. 5, 6 and 7 give deta.ils of a. novel lea.ning
arrangement for t.he man tvho ha.s fre- in ·would

t:e;'~"~i:n:n:a~r:d:s~·~·~o:f~~~~~~~~~~![~~~~~~

hi~ set. need
It isto
quite
in
·quent
get orthodox
at
'a_ppeamnee, but instead
of merely having a
!hinged lid or baCk
it has 7id, back and
.<;ide-5 all hinged!

l~e~:~§l""'""'""""="""""";g~~~

thing can be
,rr he '"' h o
'completely
jiffy. lt then
pref.!ent.:=~ inthe
opened
a
appearance
shov;'Jl in the
inset in :E'ig.
6. In order
that it should
not fall

-I!Y£LET

and yet it has quite a moUern note about it.
I think :·you_ \vill find the drawings <>elfexplanatory, but hore lPt· me sa,:y t.hnl
the whol0 effect i~ dPpendent on the finish.
The joints in the -..vood should be \Vell
-="'-'==--~110""- rubbed do·wn, and the grain should be such
a."' to conceal rather than emphasize t,hem.
ln both this and the experimenter's
ea binet the height may be increased so
that. the set only or:cuplcs the upper part.
the lowPT being u:;;ed to house tlw batt.erics
or mains-unit. In this case a deeper pan~l
can be used extending below the bn.so
board or a wooden pal:wl used to fill the
space bclo-..v the ebonite panel.

"""""'::::::::::~~d~~~::::::::::""'~~~~r
~

\:!/
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asunder unexpectedly, catches arc fitted as
shown. When the"e are in position the lid
can still be raised as in the more usual type
of cabinet. You will notiee I have shown
the panel
the whole length of
the front and
the cud-pieces;

Securing a " Professional" Appe-arance
~
Su far I have not
1 §
:=:aiel anything:
·- ___
about how to stain
and polish the
Fig. 7.-Details of \YOrk, but I strongly
the hinges /or the ex- advise the amateur
perimenfer's cabinet to investigate the
shown in Fig. 8.
polishes put on t,he
market by such firms as Hobbies Ltd., De_r(•ham, Norfolk. They also supply o.J! kinds
of fittings, a.nd many of the moLtldings.

F,g.6.,'

VIeW a/

the expenmerller' s
cabmet, shawmg !he hmgmg of
the fop, Jides and back.

be omitted, hut instead rails would have to
be fixed to the end-pieces as a support to
the back. One point to note is the direc·
tion of the grain of the wood. In the endpieces it :,lhould be horizontal, not vertical,
otherwise the scrc\-vS fixing the hinges
to the lowPr ellge will tend to pull out.
Naturallv the whole secret of success ovith
this model lies in the fitting of
the hinges.
Fig. 7, shmTs how
thcv should be sceured
to give full movement.
The axes of the hinges
must be level with the
edge of the wood, and
the wood should he
recessed just sullicicnttv for the hinges to
lie itush, If von do
not reces~ ih~ ,,·ood,
there will be nm;ty
gaps and the cabinet
will not close propC'rly.

Easy to Make But Very
Effective
ThA Ht.Ue cabinet
shown in :Figs. 8 and
11 is perhaps the
easiest of any to make 1

~._..-:-

~
~

(To be c:mcludd next
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THE WHY AND THE WHEREFORE-2
A Series of Weekly Articles Dealing with the Function of the Various Components
of a Broadcast R~ceiver
set.ting will hold over a large tuning band,
E saw last week how the energy was
By JACE
and therefore the arrangement was not so
received by the aeriil.l and tuning
popular as it could have been.
circuit of our receiver, and it
off
a
stfeam
of
electrons.
Surrounding
the
would perhaps be as wel1 to point out here
that, no matter what form of tuning is em- filament, but a.t some distance from it, is a The Screen-grid Valve
ployed, 1.e. aperiodic aeriai coils, band pass metal plate-the anode, which is joined to
These. deficiencies are overcome, howtuners, etc., the principle is the same. The the positive side of a high-voltage battery, ever, in the screen-grid valve, which is an
known
as
the
high-tension
(H.T.)
battery.
various types of tuner abovementioned are
ordinary three-electrode valve with the
simply incorporated in order to ensure that The negative side of this battery is joined addition of a further grid. This extra.
to
the
filament,
and
this
completes
an
the receiving set shall be "selective," that
grid is joined to a point on the positive side
is, will only deal with a narrow band of electrical circuit giVing a steady current of the H.T. battery having a slightlx lower
through the varve. Situated between the voltage than tha.t applied to the anode, and
filament and the anode is a spiml of ,-.,;re provided the coils in the aerial and anode
known as the grid, and it is to this electrode circuits are adequately screened, the circuit
that the received oscillations are fed. The is perfectly stable_
II!GH
result of this is to vary the steady current
lENS/ON
Instead of a tuned circ-uit in the anode
8RTTERY
which we haYc just referred to, and '\\;C lead, an H.F. choke may be used. This is
therefore have in the anode circuit a varying simply a very large coil of "\vire, which is
current exa~tly similar to that· which 'vas not tuned in any way, and it has the effect
received by the aerial cirquit, but now many of providing a barrier to the high-frequency
times stronger.
oscillations. They are thus prevented
from passing through the H.T. battery to
The Neutrodyne
earth. In order to pass on the maximum
Un_fortuna.t.ely, we Cannot use -the ordi- signal strength it is cgsential that any
nary three-electrode valve in this way, as choke used in this position should be
owing to the small space between the specially designed for the job----and not
eiectrodes, some of the energy"' feeds back,'' one of the ordinary small reaction-type
chokes. Sometimes, in order to give
greater selectivity, and to obtain greater
Fig. 1---:-The wireless ~alve, and a diagram
signal strength, the tuned circuit :tssociated
of the way in which the e/ecfren stream
with the anode may' be joined between the
i~ emitted.
anode of the valve and earth, the H.F.
choke being. retained in the anode lead.
frequencies at one time. For the purpose
Fig 2 shows the neutrodyne .eircuit,
of these articles, however, we may regard
' whilst Fig. 3 shmvs the complete circuit
thCm all from the same angle, namely, the
arrangement so far as we have described
reooption of the high-frequency oscillations
at present, employing fl.nS.G. type of valve_
Hr.-.modulated by the speech or music of the
We have now got at our disp·osal a strong
...!!!...
tranSmitting station whiGh "\Ve are desirous
high-frequency oscillating current, which
of hearing.
is an exact counterpart of the transmitted
·well~ then, we have got to the point
signal, but before "\Ye can turn this into
where these pri.rticular oscillations are
speech or music it must be " detected " or
Jlresent in our tuning circuit, but unrectified, and \Ve shall deal with this
fortunately they are very weak. \Ve must
function next week.
therefore treat them in the same manner as
the microphone currents were treated at !I; Fig. 3.-A screen-grid valve employing
the broadcasting station, that is, amplify
tuned-anode coupling.
them in order to have a current sufficiently
strong to be efficiently " det·ectcd " or and this results in instability. Various
rectified. To understand this amplification suggestions have been made for overit is essential for us to know how the coming this trouble, and the most popular
ordinary wireless valve workR, and thq until fairly recent times was the neutrodyne
following brief explanation, in conjunction circuit_ -With this arrangement a coil is
with Fig. I, should make- this perfectly connected to the anode of the valve, and
clear.
the centre of this coil is joined to the H.T.
positive terminal. The other end of the
The Three-electrode Valve
coil is then joined, through a very small
The ordin-ary type of valve contains variable condenser, to the grid of the valv~.
three elements: a filament (or cathode}; Across the ends of the complete coil a
a grid; and a plate (or anode). These tuning condenser is connected, giving a
elements are known as " electrodes " and tuned circuit, similar to that in the aerial
this gives us the term " three-electrode lead. The small variable condenser, known
valve." The filament consists of a thin as the ncutrodvnc condenser, is then adwire across which is joined a low voltage .iusted until thO capaclty of the valve is
battery-kno"\vn as the " low tension " balanced out " and _ stability results.
hattery." This causes the filament to The process of neutralising is rather tricky,
Fig. 2.- Th~ well-l(nown neulrodyne
glow, and in its incandescent State it gives and it is very difficult to aiTange that the
method of H.F. coupling.

W

•

-----------

\Vith home-made radio-grams and con..
verted gramophoRcs there is often a background of "chattering" .which is very
annoying when a record is being played.
T~e: noise emanates from the pick-up as it
traVerses the record, and is partly due to
cabinet ·resonance.

__ __

r·-·-·-·-··-··-··-·-·-·-··--·""1j,_,_,_,_,,_,,_,
-

Preventing Cabinet,

Resonan~:e
,,_,_,_,,

The trouble can be remedied very easily
by lining the edges of the lid of the cabinet
with a good thickness of felt.
The same trouble- is often experienced

when a loud-speaker is enclosed in a square
box type of cabinet. The " boomy "
results often compla.iri:ed of with thiR kind
of loud-speaker can be largely overcome
by lining the interior ·Qf the cabinet with
thick felt or packing the corners with slag
wool held in thin canVas bags.
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ABOUT VARIABLE CONDENSERS
Some Valuable Information Concerning a Component which is
Often Taken for Granted.

I

T is really surprising how a chance
remark or action will open up a train
of thought the germ of which was
quite outside the reahn of the original subject of discussion. This was exemplified
when I was talking over with two or
three radio menA. the question of laying
out a wireless receiv((r, the components for
which were being collected together aft.cr

the theoretical circuit had been finally

ByH.J.BARTON CHAPPLE
Sch., B.Sc. (Hon,.)
A.C.G.I.,
D.l.C., A.M.I.E.E.
make its presence felt as a hobby for all,
the only type of variable condenser that
enjoyed any vogue was the straight-line
capacity.
The condensers had semicircular plates ·and the capacity of the condenser was proportional to the dial setting. condenser capacity
rapidly
That is to say, if a graph had been plotted creased more
with capaci.ty as one ordinate and dial towards the end of the
reading as the other, then a straight line dial reading than it did
Tho
would have resulted. As the number of at the beginning.
graphical relation between
dial
reading
and
Here you see
wavelength then DeM,. H. ].
canw appro~im.ately a
Wh.

approved.
As was to be expected, each component
was. being reviewed rather critically to
ensure that the set's performance would
fulfil adequately the aims of the designer,
and when the question of suitable variable
condensers arose it became necessary
to choose a pair that could be accommodated
easily in the somewhat limited panel space Barton Chap~
available.
One of the company then ple. of our
passed a remark to the effect that it would Technical
have been a·wkward if the older type Staff, at work,
straight-line frequency condensers were the in our labora~
only ones available.
Another of those
tor g.
present, being fairly new to the art of wireless, owing to his youth, asked to be enlightened on this point, and it occurred to
me that there must be many other present·day wireless constructors and listeners
quite unaware of the phases of development broadcaSting stations began to
through which variable condensers have increase the ',logging of the stations
passed before reaching present-day stan- became more difficult to the average
dards. I am not concerned so much with listener. "\Ve can see this if we
mechanical construction, or the outcry realize that the wavelength of the
that \Vas made four or five years ago for tuned circuit is proportional to the square straight line, and everyone was .happy for a
" low loss " components-an era that was root of the capacity in that tuned circuit. time. I say approximately because of the
carried to such extremes that in many To double a wavelength, therefore- allowance that still had to be made for
cases it defeated its prime object-but that is, jump from a 200-metre station stray. f?Xternal capacities introduced by
rather with . the shape of the condenser to a 400-mctre one-meant an increase the wmng and components. lVith wireless
in dial reading of four times with straight- increasing in popularity, however, and more
plates and matters allied to this.
line capacity condensers, and this \vas and more transmitting stations of hicrh
'condenser Capacities
apt to bo disconcerting and not proper power being erected, the heads of the vario~s
For example, it has often been said that logic to the listener whose arithmetic was national broadcasting concerns found it
the wavelength range of a tuned circuit- none too brilliant.
necessary to get together and suggest a
say, the familiar 200 to 600 metres-is
solution to avoid-chaos as a result of stations
Square-law
Condensers
actually altered by using different-shaped
overlapping one another.
This type of condenser was, therefore,
plates in a variable condenser. This is
Finally a definite frequen(}y sep.1.ration
superseded
by
the
straight-line
wavelength
quite erroneous if each of the variable
was decided upon between the varioU:.<J
condenser,
or
as
it
was
more
popularly
condensers employed has identical capastations at home anti abroad. \-\'hen this
cities at the minimum and maximum termed, the square-law condenser. The scheme was put into operation it was
plates
were
not
semi-circular
but
shaped
settings. The range of wavelengths covered
noticed by li.'>teners that there was .a certain
by a coil shunted with a variable condenser more like a heart cut in two so that the crowding of the stations logged at the
is a function of the product of the inbottom end of the condenser tuning dial.
ductance of the coil and the capacity
The explanation wa.s simple, for with a given
of the condenser. Hence, in the case of
frequency difference the wavelength differ~
the latter, if the measured capacity of
cnce is less on the shorter wavelengths
every condenser used is the same when the
than it is on the longer wavelengths, hence
fixed and moving plates are completely · -That a larger value of grid leak than nsua1 i the crowding.
is
often
found
ad\'antageous
on
tlw
short
meshed, then obviously the shape of the
waves. Values as high as 5 megohms may be
plates bears no relation to the top tuning
Straight-line Frequency Condensers
tried.
limit. The same remarks apply to the
-That the valves o;hould be shielded from the
Condenser manufacturers bowed to
sound
waves
from
the
speaker
if
very
loud
lower tuning limit when the plates are
popular demand for a cure of this new
signals are obtained, in order tQ avoid mkrounmeshed. The important point is to make
trouble by introducing the straight-line
phonic trouble3.
the minimum capacity as low as possible
-That all leads carrying ILl<'. currents should
frequency condenser with long narrow
be
kept
as
short
as
possible.
so as to extend the range, for it must not
plates somewhat· like an elongated heart
-That all metal used for screening should
be overlooked that the actual maximum
cut in halves. There was only a very
be "'earthed" if it is to act as a screen.
and minimum capacities of any variable
small capacity increase per degree reading
-That reaction control is smoother if a srnal!
condtmser is connected between the anode
condenser are in effect increased when inat the lower end of the scale, and in conseof the detector valve and earth.
corporated in a wireless receiver. This is
quence calibrations were frequently upset
-That all by-pass condensers in a scr('en·
owing to the presence of stray capacities
by the increased relative importance of tbe
gri(i stage should be of the non-ind11Ctlvc
type to ensure stability and assist in grc:i.ter
in the wiring and components, especially
stray capacities to which we have alluded
stage gain.
the self-capacity of the coil being tuned.
previously. Furthermore, when nnmeshed.
-That in mains-operated sets aU leads carrythe distance between the ends of the fixed
ing alternating currrmt should con~ist of
Straight-line Condensers
twisted ilex (of the ordinar}' eicctrie lighting ; _ and moving plates was large c_omp~red to
variety) t.o reduce the ri~k cf induce{] hum.
Why, then, have variable condensers
the other types and in consequence neees~
That whertl possible all control;~ .should be
been marketed having plates shaped
sitat-cd greater panel space when working,
at earth potential to avoid hand-capacity
according to certain preconceived designs ?
effects.
while to crown the woes of the manufa,c.
'Vell, first of all, when wireless began .to t~ ................................-..........~·~····~ ...............~ ... ·~···-·····!
(Continued on p.tge 108.)
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Subscription Voucher.

YOUR FRIENDS WILL BE GLAD TO
KNOW OF THIS AMAZING OFFER.
1Vhy not tell them f:e[ore it is TOO LATE.

READ THESE
SIMPLE
CONDITIONS

Affix to the .Subscription Voucher
which we post to you lJ Gift Stamps
cut from the bottom left-hand
corner of the back page of PRACTICAL Wl,RELESS for 13 consecutive weeks commencing this

wcdc
\'\'hen your Subscription Voucher
is complete, send it, tog~tbcr with
a Postal Order for 2s. 4d., to coYer
registration, postage, packing, in~ur:mce,
etc., to PRi\CTJC,\L

\VIRELEP.5 Presentution Department, and your copy of Newncs'

\Virdess

Constructors'

Encyclo-

p>edia ·wit! be despatched to you
immediately.
Nu reader may qualify for more

th~n

one copy of
Newnes'
VVircless Constructors' Encydo·
p..cdia.
This offer flpplies to persons
residing in Great . Britain a.nd
Ireland.
Readers m the Insh
Free St:~te must pay any duty

imposed.
The last day upon .. which rcscr.
vation forms will be accepted is
\¥ednesday, October ~7th. ·
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Converting Plug-in Coils
ANY cntJJUc,-iu.sts are eonvcrtincr their
:
wi~ekss sets jnto more moder; sets,
and i.hose wishing to ecouomisa may find
this idea use-ful.
\Vith the exception of a brass hincre
ebonite l;nob, and <t screw of suitabl~
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THAT DODGE OF YOURS!

M

Ev{'ty reader of ''PRACTICAL WIRELESS" tnust have otigina!ed some Ettle
dodge which wou!d intere~t other readers.
\I;:• by not pass it on to us? For {'t•ery item
published ell thh p.•ge W(' will pc:ty h!!!f a
guit.ea. Tho;> ite-ms thi~ week have been contributed, but in future we want t('aders of this
paper to supp!y the items. Turn that ide-a of
yours to account by sendlng it in to u~. addtc.>sed to the Editor. "PRACTICAL WIRE.
LESS," George NeWnes, Ltd., 8-11, South·
ampton Su·ee!, W.C.2. Put }OUt name and
a<;Jdrcss 011 ewry item.
Please note that
every not,on sent in mast be original.

1

~~

1

A

........................................................ ··-········ ....................... :
b~

Ccnl'erling plug-in coils to panel mounting
wilh a fine adjustment.

length, no other parts arc required. One
})lug holder is fixed to the panel while ·the
othPr is attached to the panel with a brass
hinge, as ,shown. A tnpping hole is drilled
j n one leaf of the hinge which is nearest to
the panel. The screw passes throuah a
clear hole in the panel to the tapped llOle,
and the weight of the coil keeps it in close
contact with the end o_f the adjusting
screw. An excellent adJustment of reaction is also possible.
·Curing a Microphonic Valve
NE of the common trouble::>-a listener
,
has to contend with is n, noisy background, and this is oometimes camled Ly a
microphonic detector valve. The noise i~ in
the form of a howl ".rhich may start at any
time durlng reception, or only when ft
certain note is reproduced by the loudspeaker, the sound waves from which interact on the bulb of the offending valve.
A thick felt or rubber ring placed round
the valve will often cure the trouble.

O

A Simple Earth for Your Wireless

·A SOUl'\D
earth Ponnection is essential
for good reception, and most 1virc!c;.;B
tmthusiast.B will find that quite a good
earth can be obtained from a wire run from
an ordinary_ cold water pipe. A section of
the pipe should first be scraped clean
after \Vhich a short length of metal should

atta,ched to tl~c pipe by m~·ans of (:Opper
wtrc, as shown m the skdeh. A hole iR
thm drilled in one cml of the metal strip
awl an ordinary bolt is inserted 'vith nuts
on either side. By screwing in the
bolt the strip
acts as <J,
lever and tbc
wires

are

pulled tight
against the
pipe.
The
earth wire is
then connected as
shown.

H. T lead on the set extracted from the
H.-T. battery and imcrterl in the socket,
and the V..·ander plug on the strip is inserted
into the H.'J'. on the battery.
A Handy Coil Former and Base
USEFUL coil former :md base can
be made from an _old valve-holder
and t.hc bottom of a discarded vaivP. The
coil former can he made of cardboard \Vhi(;h
has previously been painted with shellac,
and mounted on tho valve base hy cutting
slots dmrn each side of the _latter nH shown
in the diagram. The required number of
cut.s to be made cn,n be determined bv the
type of coil maJP. The above method will
be found to function equally as 1vell as the
commercial tyPe of six-pin coi! and former.
A circu.it Using tlw four~pin coil is also

2

3

L.2

4

L.3

A Testing
Hint
HE ma4
jority of
shown. All coils should be wound
milliameters have two
in the same direction, starting from
terminals for connect. CR!ID
earth. If oscillation cannot be obing purposes, and it is COILtained, try rcverBing the emls of tlw
reaction coil.
a job when one wi!'ihes to measure the
anode current of a set to connect \vander
A
Handy
Aerial for the Camper
plugs on to pieces of wire, etc. To overcome this make up the simple device · THE aerial shown in the diagram will
shown in the sketch.
prO\~e very useful to campers, as it
It consists of a piece
can be carried in a very small spa.ce. It
of ebonite -1t-in. or !in.
consists of two pieces of wood, l.5in. bv
thick, about Uin. Ion."
i]n; by ~in. Four holes arc bored at each
and ~in. wide.- Drill ~
end of the wood about an inch apart. '1\v.ist
hole at one end to
a piece of thick wire round each tent pole
at the top, so that a piece extends u1nvards
Eao.!YtTE
above the top of the tent. Bend the wires
half-way up so that the bars do not slip
dovm (see sketch). Thread the aerial wira
4B.R.
Bo~r
through the holes in the two pieces of 1vood
and the spare end can be used as a. lead-in
to the set.

T

A handy testing device.

take a 4 B.A. bolt, and drill a clearance
hole in the other end to take a brass socket
which can be obtrrined from an old H.T.
battery. Pitch should then be poured round
the hole an1l allowed to .':\et. Before inserting
the socket into the strip, hmvevcr, a piece of
flex, about 2in.long and caTrying a Bpa.dc end
tag nt otw end, is FJo!dered on the bottom
of t.l1e socket. i\. similarly equipped piece
of fkx of t.lw same lcngt.h is secured under
the 4 B.A. bolt., and nbto under this Lo1t
is fi.t~tened a Din. length of \\-ire carrying a
wander ptug. To use the device the mil!iamet.er is conncDted to the SJlade ends, the

An aerial for the camper.
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eA ·Masterpiece of

SCREENED GRID Radio
•

VARIABLE- MU S.G. VALVE
SElF-CONTAINED SPEAKER
ALL-MEJ AL CHASSIS

P

RESENT Day Radio conditions demand a Screened

Grid Receiver. No other type can cut out powerful nearby stations and bring in the programme
you want. And the Screened Grid Receiver that offers
you the greatest value for money is the new Cossor

Melody Mal<er
Incorporating Cossor Variablc~Mu S.G. Valve-in·
dividual!y shielded coils-all.meta! chassis-and many
other advanced features of design -the new Cossor
Melody Maker has an butstanding performance
Under normal conditions it will bring you the best
European programmes free from interference. Its tone
is rich and true-to~life. It has the professional appear..

0:1nce of costly factory-built models. Never before has
any manufacturer-not even Cossor-produced such
an efficient Receiver at such a moderate price.
The new Cossor Melody Maker is so simple that you
can build it yourself- and save pounds- even if you
know nothing about Wireless. For the bare price of
the parts you can own this up-to;date Receiver. Money
cannot buy a more efficient 3.valve Screened Grid Set.

MODEL

BATTERY

ALL•ELECTRIC

MODEL 3:U

MODEL 336

Complete Kit of Parb,ld.,ntical
with Bauery MOdel 335 except
that no loud speaker Is supplied'.
HandsOmely finished ublnet 'Ji
;n, 'high, 131 in. wide, 10~ if\.
deep.
Prlc•

Complete Kit of Parts, identical
with All-Electric Model 337 <:><c:ept that no loud speaker is
supplied. Handsom.,!y finl•hed
cabinet 10} in. h<gh, 171 in. wide
and 10~ in. deep.
Pric:e

. £6.7. 6

Hire Purchase Tsrnu: l41- dJ•
I><'Sit and 9 of":.~;·~"!y />{<ymei'Jll

us

ALL·ELECTRIC MODEL 337
Self~Contained

wilh Self-Contained loud Speaker

with

Kit of Parh in dudes Couoi 220 V,S.G. Variable·
Mu Metalli•ed Screened Grid, Cossor 210 H.L.
Metalllsed Oet,.ctor and Conor 220 P. Output
V~lves; Individually Sbielded Coils, Couor L.F.
T..,nsformer: All-metal Cbusis and all the parts
ne~essary for the rapid ass.,mbly of the R"c.:iwer
as illu$trate<l ; h~ndsome!y fini.shed cabinet HI~ in.
hlgh, 13!- in.wlde, 10\ in. deep and 10 in. BalancedArmatuie Loud Spe'1,ker with rear adjustm.,nt.
Provision is m~dc for
fitting Gramophone
_Pick-up Socket and
•
•
Price
Plus:.

~~t M'e~~~d 1 nS~~~:~e~ G~rd~2'~~;~~ ~~ri*.~~

£ 7 17 6

Hire Purchase Terms; 17]6 thposir
mul 9 mOn.thl;~ P"JJmcnts of J7/6

£9.15.0

loud Speaker

0

Metal!ised Detector, Cossor 41 M.P. Ompuc and
Couor 442 B.U. Rectifier Valve•; lndividuall1•
Shielded Coils; Cossor L.F. Transformer; AI(.
metal Chassis ; Co..or Heavy-Out)" Mains Transformer and all the parts necenary for rapid
a..embly. Hand•omely fini•hed tabinet 18) in. x
17~ in. x 10; in., Balanced-Armature Lo~d Speaker
with rear adjustment.
Pr<:>vision for ~mng
Gramophone P•ck-up
Pl~g and jack. Price
•
•

£11 15

o

Hire Purcha$e Terms: :is/- dept><il
wid tt monthly p(l;lniems ()j :ut-

H1re Purchase Terms 1916 de·
P<>S<Z and I~! 7c;"'t:ly poy,...enu

Ali-E1<!ctric Models fer A.C. Ha;ns oilly200 w 250 volts (adiustabld,
40-100 cycle$,

~.-.-

....--. • • • __ _..,_..-.----.__.._. ___ o_m••*-•

fi' o

A. C. _Cossor Ltd., Melody Dept., High bury Grove, London, N.5.
~lease send me free of charge a full si~e Constructional Chart that tell~ me
*Batterv
bow to build the Cossor "*All-Electric Melod-y Maker
..(*Strike out rype -r.ot required)

....... ............ ·"··

Address

11.

1
1
:
1

COSSOR

•B MELODY MAKER
I
I

I

•

.A. C. COSSOR LTD,. Jfighbury Gr.-!•t. London, N.s. Depots o.t Bi..minghom, Brrswl.
Glasgow, J..ccJ5, Lit'erpPol, Mo.n'-'!mer. Ncwr;o.s1/e, Sheffield, Belfrm end Dub/m.

I020r.zw: .

~---~---
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PRACTICAL INDOOR
~AERIALS
This Article will Interest All Readers who
for Any Reason Cannot Avail Themselves
of an Outdoor Aerial. The Author Describes
Many Novel Forms of the Indoor Type,
Some of which are Not Generally Known

A

PART from those listC.nors who object
to an outdoor aerial on the score
of appeara.nce, there are countless
others who are so situated that thcv aro
unable to erect one for purely prU:ctical
reasons. To these the choice of a suitable
indoor substitute is of vital importance.
, The type chosen will naturally depend on
the facilities available. Probably the
most cfllcicnt type is a replica of an outdoor
aerial erected in the loft. However, it is
oft.cn ihc case that the listener who has
access to a loft can also arrange an outdoor
aerial. On the other hand, where an outdoor aerial is out of the question the indoor
fi:tcilities arc also rather limited. For this
reason I shall confine remarks to a description of some of the more practical arrang:emcnts of the type likely to be available to
the flat-d\vellcr and those living under
similar conditions.

-:

Indoor Aerials and Mains Operation
Before going into details of particular
types, I want to make a few genom! remarks.
In the first place, most sets nowadays have
a small condenser in series with the aerial
to increase the selectivity and in some cases
to act as a volume control. With an
indoor aerial this condenser is
usually a disadvantagl', since it
cuts down signal strength con4

siderably, al!'>o the selectivity with a small
n.erial is already far
better than with the
longer outdoor type.
:First of 111l, then,
Fig. 3.-The metal "short" this condenbacking of an or- ser \vith piece of wire,
dinary mirror as an if possible. This applies
auial.
to all recei\Ters except
those opera t.ed from
D.C. mains. D.C. sets should have a good
condem;cr of about .01 mfd. in series with
thfl aerial besides the condemer which
is already included in
•L • SHRPED AERIIIL
the earth
RUNNING 1/J.ONG
lead and is
usually incorPICTURE R/1/L
porated in the
mains unit. I
say first of all
short the
aerial condenser for the
reasons I have
just given, but
naturally, if
you find that
the tuning is
not
sharp
enough,
you 1
';:~=:;=;:::====~~~
must include
it. If it has too much effect, try
one a little larger. If you have a
band-pass set alteration of the
aerial condens8r may necessitate
slight re-adjustment of the first
trimmer condenser. Now as to the
aerial itself.

somet.imes a "point" for a gas fire which
\Vill work equally well.
Failing that., you
must resort to a length of wire concealed
under the carpet and extending to tho
bathroom or kitchen water tap. A conncc4
tion to an iron fireplace or even a brass
fender is better than no earth at all, but in
this case the aerial Rhould be a good one
to make up for the poor earth, otherwise
results are likely to be disappointing.
While on the subject of " earths," here is
a tip 'vorth trying. Change over the connections to the " aerial " and " earth "
krminals of your set-that is, join the aerial
to the earth terminal and the earth to the
aerial terminal. You may get better
result.s !

The Use of Mirrors
It was during a. thunderstorm that the
idea of using a mirror as a " pick up " of
radio energy first occurred to me. I was
thinking what a nice large surface of metal
there was in a mirror opposite to me, a.nd
wondering if it had a sufficient charge on it
tO make a spark to earth if I coni-1ected a
wire to it, and also what sort of a mess \vould
result if a chunk of lightning chose a path '
to earth that way. Well, after the storin
was over, I tried out the looking glass as an
aerial by making careful connection to the
quicksilwr at the back. lt ced:<tin ly

Using the Picture-rail

Fig. 4.-The mat..
tress of a bed makes
an ideal aerial.

The piece of wire draped along
the picture-rail is so welt known as
to need no introduction. \Vhen
properly arranged it is very efficient
and costs next to nothing. All that
is needed is a length of single bell
\vin', of a colour to blend with that
of the walls, and one or two drawingpins, Pin the \vire at intervals uf
about four feet in the recess at the
top of the rail. Carry it a.long two
sid(:~ ofyw rt?om,~mly, so as to form
an L, as m )hg. I.
VVith the question of the aerial
comes that of the ea.rth. Fig. 2
shows a neat and effective arrangement where a. gas brttcket is handy.
The earth is jOined to the bracket
by scraptng the metal clean near the
wall and twisting the bared 0nd of
the earth wire round it. Soldering
the joint is better still. \VhPre nO
gas braeket is available, there is

Fig. 2. -

Using

the gas bracl~et as
an earth connec-

tion.
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When the higher notes are
RECTATONE restores them

missing

YOU NEED IT NOW
Rectatone~the Varley component
that restores to their true value
the all~important higher notes.

It is by deliberately cutting off
these higher notes that to·day's
Superhets and ultra-:-sharp tuned
circuits achieve their selectivity.
Now comes Rectatone to put them

back again ... and millions know
they need it.

VARIABLE COMPENSATION
The degree of compensation may be
suited to the particular tuned
circuits in use or employed to correct deficiencies due to the loudspeaker or to the acoustics of the
room.

RECTA TONE

I

Has a rising response curve
from I ,000 to 4,500 cycles.

2
3
4

Balances any form of sound
reproduction.

Rafio 7-1

Compensation is controlled by
a variable resistance of about
5,000 ohms connected externally between the terminals

H.T. + and RES.
With a pentode output valve
a 2,000 ohm fixed resistance

Restores a weakened treble
to its correct value.
Gives a variable compensation
and, therefore, complete control of tone correction.

5

Gives the required tone cor~
rcction without an extra L.F.
stage.

6

Becomes at will and instantly
a normal straight~line tramformer.

7
8

The ideal L.F. coupling for
selective sets.

Particularly useful where the
same LF. amplifier is med
for radio and gramophone reproduction.

Lisi No. D.P. 33

may be connected in series
with the variable resistance
in order to prevent excessive
amplification of high fre-

quencies with consequent liability to self-oscillation.
Suitable Resistances for use with Recta tone are:
Varley C.P.157 5,000 ohm Wire-Wound 5/6
Vnrley C.P.I23 2,000 ohm Spaghetti - 9d.

GoMe:~Varle~Ki~:yHo=~3Ki~:~Lond:l
I

l
I

I1

I

I

W.C.2.

Please send me, free and post free, the

"BOOK OF THE RECTA TONE"
Date ... ., ........ ~.
Name ................ · .............. ., ...... ·........

I Address ............... ~ ............................ ·~·

I

1

I1

I
I

I ............ ~ ~ ~ ..... ~ ~ .. ~. ~. ~ ...... ~. ~ ....... (Pr. W.2.) I
L---·--------------------1
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worked, O.nd brought in the radio with t.he
incYitable atmospheric-s. The only difficulty wa.s in the method of connection, which
was too uncertain for universal use, so I
did away \Vith direct connection and
placed a sheet of copper foil against t.hc
back of the minor itself and replaced the
\vooden back. The mirror and the foil
formed a condenser, and connection to the
set was made via a wire soldered to the foil.
The arrangement is shown in Fig. 3 if
you care tO try it. It is quite l'limple, and
zinc or aluminium may be used in place of
copper.
The Bedstead Aerial
Here is an arrangement that is so old that
it has been almost forgotten. I don't
quite know why it should be, unless it is
because constructors nowaday·s do not have
their sets in their bediooms, as did·some of
the amateurs in the old days, when they
sat up all night listening-in while their
fond mamas thought they were fast asleep.
Anyway, a spring mattress forms quite a
good indoor aerial, and you will see how to
fix it from Fig. 4. Of course, if the set is
in the room below. you will have to take the
lead-in through the ceiling. That is perhaps why it is not very popular, as it means
drilling a small hole in the plaster, and it is
difficult to conceal the wire. \Vith the
receiver in the bedroom the job is simple
enough.

A Picture-frame Aerial
Quite an effective frame aerial can be
wound on the back of a large picture.
Details arc given in Figs. 5, 6 and 7. Of
course, it has no advantage over the orthodox type apart from the appearance, but, as
with most of these schemes, it is intended
to make the aerial as inconspicuous as
possible, and that is its recommendation.
If the wooden cross-pieces are no thicker
than !-in., and do not extend quite to the
corners of the picture, they will not cause it
to stick out from the wall. The little pegs
on which the wire is wound are short pieces of
matchstick stuck in at an angle. The number of turns of wire must be found by experiment. About ten turns of 28 gauge D.C.C.
wire will be suitable for the medium waves
with a picture 3ft. by 2ft. As with all
frame aerials, the receiver must be placed
immediately underneath, as long leads
reduce
the
efficiency.
There is one
/'1ETRL PLRTE . ~
drawback
I
wit.h the picture.frame
TO RECEIVER+··'
aerial, and
•-;
I
that is that
I
it is strongly
I
d i r e ctional.
I
If most staI
tions lie east
I
and west of
I
you, it should
I
hang on a
METRL PLifTE 1
wall running '
en,st and
t:~:- -:_-_-_'_:~
west, but if
you depend
ehicfly on "1111111
programmes
coming from Fig. 8.-A radio-gram cahl'net
a northerly containing aerial and earth
or southerly
plates,

:

direction, then hang the
p~cture on a:wall at right
angles to the first.
A Radiowgram Aerial
"'When constructing a 1111.111.<
radio-gram, the arrange.
mcnt shown in Fig. 8 is
·worth trying if there is no
room for a frame aerial.
It consists of a metal plate
in the lid and another in
the floor of the cabinet..
They u.re connected respectively to the aerial and
Parth terminals of the set.
Fig. 9 shows how to make
an adapter to plug into a
lamp socket, and so use

'•

FRIIME

A~J<MrL/

ONBIICK OF

PICTVRE

~~~~~~

1

the mains
an
aerial.
Twowiring
smallascondensers arc held together
with a rubber band and
connected as shown.
Various values round
about 0.1 mfd. may be
tried. An alternative arrangement with one condenser is also shown.
\Vith this pattern the plug
should be inserted first
one -..vay round and then
the other.to ascertain which
best. \Vtth. both patterns it
try them wtth the lightning
the " On " and then in the "

Figs, 5, 6 and 7.-A picture frame can he easily adapted to
accommodate an aerial.

way it works\ or three wires are better. A small inis also best to sulator should be used at each end.
switch first in
There are, of course certain important
Off" position. details which must be' attended to where
efficiency is· the main consideration.
As with an· outdoor aerial, the wire
should be kept as far from earthed
bodies as possible, a good rule to
observe being that no part of the
"'-LEFT
indoof aerial should be allowed to
, D run closer than I2ins. to walls
IJNC ONN£C,"E. ceilings, etc. Attention shou1d als~
be paid to the disposition of electric light
wires, as an aerial running parallel with
such wires may result in hum, which is
incurable by all ordinary methods.
Apart from the types of home-made
aerial above-mentioned, there are of courst:>,
already on the market variou~ types of
commercial aerials. There is the wellTO 5ET TO SET
known spring-type, which has to be_ expanded and attached to opposite walls ;
the small " cage-type " aerial, consisting
Fig. 9.- Utilising
of about a dozen strands of thin wire
the electric light
attached to Cardboard discs ; and the Sheet
w{res as an aerial.
metal aerials which are intended for attaching to the outer walls, chimney ·Stacks, etc.

TO SET

Super~het.

Only good condensers which will stand the
voltage of the mains should be used. Need·
less to say, no current is consumed. \Vhen
the adaptor is completed, wind i,t round with
insulation tape to protect th~ terminals
from accidental short·circuiting.
Convenience Considered
Finally, let me repeat that the various
forms of aerial given here arc designed with
a view to convenience and inconspicuousness before everything else. They are not
all equally efficient, but
each has certain merits
relative to. the circumstances governing its use.
If efficiency comes before
convenience, then the loft

Aerial
Those readers who own, or intend to
make a super·heterodyne receiver, should
remember that it is very desirable to use
an indoor aerial in connection with them,
and as short an indoor aerial as possible,
too ; otherwise, much of the selectivity
associated with this type of receiver will
be lost. Another point is that on an out~
door aerial, considerable interference with
neighbouring reception is likely to accrue.
Best results may be obtained when the
super-het. is used with a frame aerial.

Fig.~~O:~~f~~~~~~;~~~~~;E::::::::~

needs a lot of beating.
If theshown
loft inis
aerial
then one wire will
sufficient, but if it
very small then two

Fig. 10.-An aerial erected in the loft,
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ABOUT-VARIABLE

FEW months ago the variable mu
took the listening public by storm ;
,
· everybody asked everyone else if
they bad fittc:•d one, and those who knew
little about it felt that they were years
behind the times.
•
Following the usual fate of a new valve,
the variable mu is looked upon with suspicion, as a fair percentage of SC'reen-grid
users have repfaced thpir old valves \vith
this new wonder and are keenlydisa.ppointed
with the results.
The great mistake is to assume that this
is a new form of S.G. valve that requires
no alteration to the receiver and merely
htts to be plugged in. Such a line of a~t~bn
,will usually result in a loss of selectivity
and range.
In order to avoid anv doubts as to the
writer's opinion of. this~ type of valve, let
it be quite clear that the variable mu will
improve the selectivity of any screen-grid
receiving set and give range at least equal
to the original type if, and only if, the
essential simple alterations arc carried
out.

A

How the Variable Mu Works
' 6 The seleetivity of a scrct:'n-grid receiver
is often ruined by what is ca.lled crossmodula,tion, \Vhicb ·is a freak <'fleet of the
valve tbat will shift a programme from
one v..-avclength to another; thus, if two
::-La.tions ure applied to the grid, it may pass
on to the next valve the carrier wave of
one plus the two programmes. The strange
})Oint is tha.t, tdwn suHering from th.is
form of jamming, the troublesome stations
disappear when the wanted station closes
down. This is caust'd bv the screen-grid
valve becoming overloadCd bef'ause it has
a very small grid swing, while the general
selectivity is not exceptional o·wing to the
low impedance necC'ssary to give the valve
a rensonable amount of grid swing.
The variable mu differs in construction
from a standard valve only in the grid,
'which is irregularly spaced, but this small
dPtail has a remarkable effect on the working of the valve, as it gives it a·long, gentle
slOpe, as sho'l\n at ~,ig'. l, very reminiscent
of a super-power valve. Thus it is possible
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VALVES-1

By PERCY RAY
:··'"'""."''"'"'"'"'""''"........ ,_,.. ,......................................... .,
Their advantages and the
correct method of using
them

J..

to put a considerable grid bias on the
valve, and so increa~<>e the grid s\ving in
exactly the same manner, as the bias
allows the power v;alve to handle large
signals.
In addition to this, the increase of grid
bias on a variable mu valve will reduce
the slope and raise the impedance. Thus
if some form of variable bias is used, it is
possible to have a control that will go from

s
H.T.-

4

7JJJ

~

0~

~ s•'t?
/J '--

20

-

/5

-

10

-s

0

GRID BIAS

Fig. 1. The characteristic curve of th~
variable mu valve. Note the long, genlle
slope caused by th~ irregularly spaced
grid.

Fitting Variable Bias,
The illustration Fig. 2 shows the
method of fitting variable bias to a
battery type of variable mu. A
glance ·at the connections shows how
Simple it is to adapt any existing
SPt so that the great increase in
SPlectidty can be taken advantage
. of. It is important that a three~
'5" Po
point switch is used
'sw 1, ; ; ;
to stop the grid b_at1-.
tery from runnmg
downwhennotbcing
L-------- _
L.T+ wed, but if an ordin-

--ftl..T-

r

HT+

~ ..........................,_ ..............................................................!

ftttt out up to any degree of selectivity that
mu.y be required, the only limit being if the
amplification is too much reduced before
the desired selectivity is obtained.
If ·such· an arrangement were used With
a screen-grid valve, a matter of three
volts would give the most horrible
l-f.T.+I2o distortion, and at about four volt-s
the valve would stop working altogether, while the selectivity· would
be considerably reduced.

HT+60

The only parts required in addition to
the valve are a 50,000
oh m
potentiomct.er
(preferably graded)
and a 1 mfd. condenser. Itisimportant
that this latter com-

--------- _

G.S.+ ary switch is already

__

in use, another one
c_an be put in the
--'--QG.B.- positive lead and
Fig. 2. Th: method ·of fitting variable bias to a battery type of used in addition to
variable mu:
the flla.ment·switeh.

Fig. 3. The method of arranging the
bias on an indirectly heated mains valve.

ponent be non-inductive, such as a T.C.C.,
othenvise it '.Vill upset the n·orking of the set.
If only one variable mu is being used, an
ordinary nine-volt grid battery will do, hut
if hvo stages are wwd a fifteen or eight-e-en
volt unit is desirable. It. should be quite
dear that the same battenT will be used
to bias the power valve iind any oLher
necessary. Fig. :3 shows the niethod of
arranging the variable bias on an indirectly
heated n-mins valve. The actual value of
the resista.nccs will vary with the particular
make of valve used, but instructions are
usually included with the valve.

A Wide Range of Volume Control
The use of a varia.l~le mu will give
several other advantages in addition to the
vital one of increased selectivity already
mentioned, perhaps the most important
being the enormously wide range of volume
control obtainable from the variable bias
control. The chief charm of this control
is that the quality of reproduction improves
as volume is decreased. Thus excellent
f1delity is possible from a powerful station
a few miles away; with any form of volume
control other than tills, quality falls off
with volume. An additional advantage is
that this control can be turned through its
full rotation without upsetting the tuning
in any way. Thus it does away with the
difficulties so often met with "when tuning
is so dependent on the. selectivity cont.rol
that three hands seem necessary to tune-in
properly.
Reduced Background Noises
Anot-her advantage i" that any background noi~>es \vill be reduced to a minimum, and will be redueed at least in pro·
nortion to the incoming signal, which is
\rery delightful after the usual type of
valve that reduces the programme and
leaves valve l1iss at the original level
VVhen designing a set to incorporate a
variable mu valve, it is not necessary t-o
make any special arrangements for F>Clcc- ·
tivity in the aerial coil, such as bo.nd-pa.sii
tuning, as selectivity eau only be obtained
,at the· expeme of volume.
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.TNE LATEJT I( ITJ
~EV EWED JACE
By

K

IT sets are now- becoming both more
popular and also more interesting
in many ways. The latest kit to
be placed on the market is the ·." 303,"
which is a simple three-valver, using the
same coil as the Dolphin Three described
in last week's number of PRACTICAl,
\VIRF.LESS. The kit. consists of a, small
metal chassis upon which is mounted the
terminals, valvcholders and some other
J)arts of the receiver. Five wires arc also
included in the kit, which is completed by
a cabinet containing a moving-coil loudspeaker of the permanent magnet type.
The tuning coil was described in some detail last week~ readers will :remember that
it contains the on-off S\vitch as well a~
range s\vitch and selectivity device. This
(~oil is used in conjunction \Yith a ~Iulla.rd
detector val-ve which is coupled to the
firo;t L.F. valve by a resistance-capacity
coupling. The anode resistanc-e has a value of
20,000 ohms, and the coupling
condenspr has a capacity of .01
mfdH., so that the amplification
and lmv-note response for this
stage should be quite good.
The very attractive lines of the
assembled kit can be gauged from
the centre photograph on this page,
and the sturdy lines of the cabinet, \Vith
ample space for the accumulator, H.T.
battery, grid-bias battery, etc., will be
a.pparcnt from the other t\vo photographs
reproduced.
An L.F. transformer of
generous dimensions is used to couple the
output valve, >vhi1st a small condenser
is shunted :across the primary of the

r··-·,_,,_,_,,_THE···~··-··--'-'•-••

1READY RADIO "303

.

"I

"'·-··-·-··-·-·-··-··-··-··-··-·-··--

output. transformer, which is of the
universal type and is suitable for either
pm-vcr or pentode- vah'es. The a.s,scrnhly
of the kit was readily carried out, a.nd the
completed receiver was tested in Xort.h- West
London. The two London stations were,
of course, received at g;oocl strength, no

Three~quarter front view of. ·
the Ready Radio "303. ! _·\;

reaction being needed to build up these
signals, which were sufficiently loud to fill
the room. Selectivity with the special
coil control was quite sufficient for all
ordinary requirements, and eight or nine
stations were easily received on the aerial
used for the _test, \vhich was a rather· good
one, being situated on a hill and attached
to a 30-foot mast.· On tho long waves,
5XX, lladio-Paris, Hilversum and Eiffel
Tower \vere also received before dark, so
that the performance_ is very good indeed,
and is a tribute to careful design.

1....................................................".........................

~···•······~;

KIT,
Ready Radio "303."

MAKERS,
Rl'ady Radio, Ltd., Eas!not House,
I31ackheath, S.E.3.

SPECIFICATION'
,;
~

•

._:_:_

;
i
i .

Metal Chassis, detector arid two L.F.
drcnit. The ingenious du.1.l range coil
unit comprising on-off switch, selectivity
device and wave~chang-e switch is employed
---on~ R.C.C. stage and one transformer

coup!ed-moving coil loud~speaket of the
permanent tnagilct 6eld type--the whole ;
housed in a walnut case,
!.

PRICE,

Rear view of tlze Ready Radio "303, ~:

!

£3.10.0.
.
'
t
f._ ...................... ~···· ............ ~ ...............................................t

There are just one or twd
points which perhaps
could be criticized, and
which no doubt could be
easily adjust€d py the'
makers in order ·-to still
further improve.this little
kit. One is the rather
awkward situation of the
aerial termina.l, the iden~·
tification of \vhich is very
difficult if no instructions
are handy. The indica~
Three-quarter tions of the terminals at<
rear view of the the rear of the chassis also.
Re_ady Radio in my opinion, arc en·
graved on the wrong side.
"303."
as they are partially
obscured by the terminals themselves.
Finally, some sort of indication on t.he wander
plugs would facilitate the correct adjust.
ment of the grid and a:node potentials~'
The kit is one of the most interesting we
have seen, and when the prico is borne in
mind-which is £3 10s. Od. exclusive of
valves-it 1vill ibe realized that this repre.
sents extremely good value for money.
Cabinets, generally speaking, are of rather
plain construction, but the cabinet supplied
\Vith this particular kit is much above
the standard usually met \vith. \Valnut,
with a very- good finish, and a simple type
of speaker gri_lle with a silver fabric, enable
the set to harmonize with practically any
type of furniture. The general_. trend in
kits is certainly in the direction· of simplifl.·
cation, and with assemblies of the type of
the " 303 " it can certainly be definitely
stated that there is nothing difficult to be
done. Even the removal of' the insulation
of wires has been obviated by the special
type of terminal, which has a pointed end
which pierces the rubber coVering of the
leads when tightened up. This fact must
be borne in mind, of cou,rse, when attachillg
the wires so that good electrical cOntact is
made. · This creates a new standard in kit
sets, and will a-ppeal to tho.se who wi.sh to
build up a receiver in the easic.st mann,er.
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FREE INSIDE
Number I
a fine Design Chart containing full instructions
and wiring diagram for
making a Double-Cone
Portable Set which will
interest not only you but
every one in the Home.
IF you are a keen amateur
you will find this is just the
work you have been lookin~
for.
It explains wirelesS
theory in a \vay never before
achieved.
It is packed "\Yitb
really practical articles. Not
a square inch of padding in
the whole work, and not a
page which you cannot
understand.
IF you earn Your living in'
the indu.sta>y, this work iS
'\vorth pounds to vou as an
eYcr ready source 'of reliable
information.

Contributors include:
SIR OLIVER LODGE
SIR AMBROSE FLEMING
L. McMICHAEL
RALPH STRANGER
J, ROBINSON
F. HAYNES
N. ASHBRIDGE
A. E. WATKINS
And many other experts;
But every article is written in
simple language.
·~

GET YOUR COPY TO-DAY.'
Obtainal>le at a!l Newsagents and Bookstalls,:
or Post free 1!2 from Ceorge Newncs, Lfd..
8~1 I Southampton St., Strand, London. W.C.2,
Geo. l'iewnes, Ltd.

IN ABOUT ·24 WEEKLY PARTS
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SUPER-SHARP SELECTIVITY

FOR THE DOLPHIN THREE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS CHOSE
THE FINEST COIL UNIT FOR
THEIR FIRST SET
When you build the ' Dolphin ' Three
are assured oi selectivity and
sensitivity far above the average obtained from a Det.-2 L.F.
circuit.
lt incorporates the
wonderful Ready Radio Dual
Range Coil Unit, fitted with
four-in-one control, which acts
as combined on-off switch,
wave-change switch, selectivity
and volume control, thus greatly
simplifying wiring and construction.
Instructions are included with every
unit. From all radio dealers.

you

PRICE

CONVERT YOUR OLD
SET FOR 10f6
All you need to convert your old
set to the Dolphin Three is· this
U'onderful ·coil unit.

I'· Book

Free

Full details of how to use this amazing
Coil are contained in the Kendall-Price
· Book. 36 pages describing 10 won. derful circuits, with photographs and
diagrams, published ut 1/-.

POST COUPON. NOW AND
WE WILL SEND YOU YOUR
COPY FREE.
;::~n••••n•n•u•n••n••n••n•••nn••n••••n•u•n••••nn•••nnullu~c·>J,

i To READY RADIO LTD. (Book Dept.), Eastnor House, BLACKHEATH, S.E.l.
i Plu.se send me the
Book of the ten cirtuih-free.
Kendali~Price

gName...

. ........ n·••···

.....................

.......... , ..... ,

~ ~d~re"····
: If you wish to have. with your free book, ten
stam~n~ with this ecurcn.

5.1/· in

full-~i:ted

bh.LC print!, enclose
Prac. \V, 2.

~~••••n••nununun•••n•u••uunMun••nn•n••uuunu .. unn•u
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How To UsE

A BLUE

An Interesting Article Explaining How to Make the Best Use of Our Wiring Diagrams.
By JACE
ROBABLY the quickest way of building
a set exactly t.o
spceifieation is to use
a full-size blue print.
Although primarily intended for the guidance
of the beginner, there is
no doubt that even the
expert home constructor
,will find his work greatly
speeded up by using: a
hlttc print inste-ad of relying on the usual small
wiring diagrain. Besides
that, there is the question
'of a.ccuracy. With some
modern receivers of very
'compact design the accu'ratc positioning of the comilOncnts is of
utmost importance.

P

l'!Iakfng Ready
Now a.o.; to procedur~. J.-.ir.st of all stand
all the components \Yhich are b be mounted
on the baseboard direct. on the blue print
and have u. good look at it. This -.;viH give
you some idea. of ·wlmt the finished thing
will look like, besides showing you if you
have forgott-en any of the parts. You cnn
11ow either take them all oft' and stand
them on the baseboard in approximately
thcir righ~ posit.ionf'l, and then make the
:final adjustments b:r careful mea.surlng
from t.he bhw print, Ol' you ca.n Rtanrl them
on the table while you mark the po~itions
Ly placing the print on the baseboard and
pricking through it with a sha-rp bradawl.
The latt-e-r met-hod is perhaps the better
so long as you make the marks clear. The
samc method can be cm played w·ith the
po.nel.
Alternative Components
It may be that some of the components
yoLl arc using are not the same make or
quite the same pattern as those shown on
the blue print.. You may be "Lising th~

alterna:.tives to those specifwd in the
list. ln t-his case it js usnal to mount
the components with the terminals in as
nearly the same position as thm;e shown
on the print. This may mean tuming
the component round. However, in the
ca.se of unshielded coils or chokes it is
better to lengthen or shorten the leads
rather than alter the position of the
components in relation to others.
The Wiring
Do not necessa-rily mount all the components r.ight away. lf they are at all
crowded you will find it· best to fix them
one by one, and complete as much of the
wiring a.s possible each time. Perhaps
I should have mentioned that in the case
of sets employing under-baseboard wiring
all holes for the wires to pass through should
be d"t"illed before mounting the components.
In sets of this type you will usually find the
underside of the baseboard will have to be
marked out as well as the upper. Any
skirting to the baseboard should be fixed
last of all. As you lvire each component
cross off ,the corresponding wile shown on

S

ULPIIUR.JC ac·id in its proper plac-e is .:--•······•-·····"-""""'_,.....,,_,,.... ,,_,, .... ,,_, .....,,
all very well, but see that it stays ~,,, .-~CID
t.hc•re. Accumula-tors after reclmrging:
'""\..
i
arc unfortunat?l.Y not always delivered in
the dry cond1t10n externally that they L""·"-""""'-""'"''-""""-""""''-''"""'-''"··••_.
should be, so make sure that yours i1:1
befOre putting it to further use.
~heet' glass, in the cabinet to stand the
A ease of neglect in this . resp0ct is tha_ t accnmuhtor upon.
The . ideal arti~le
::;hown in the accompanying mustration, to use for tlus purpose 1s a Xylomte
which is of a transportable"""'set removed
fwm ·itd cabinet. 'l'he dark stain, 'which is
dearly noticeable in the top right-hand
corner, is immediately underneath the spot
o:;cupieJ. by the L.T.
lmtt.ery. ·whC'n the set is
/""·---....,
iu th::""<.:orrect position,
/
·,
awl wv,s caused bv a.l'irl
/
]Jenetrr~ting t.hc ;;·ooU·work. Corrosion of the
.,Yite"i forming the frn,me
:H':·ial follo-;,~·eJ. causing a
brcakJ.own neccssit.a tillg
l'c-wjnding. It is always
advis&,bto t.o pla.cc• ~t
r1£cDe of easily-cleaned
mnter·ia·l unaffected by·
Hw. actlon of slli.phurie
acid's acLion, such as

DROPS'' 1.
t

I

the blue print. \VIwn you
have finished, aU tho
wir0s should have been
marked off. If any are
not you know you have
missed them out. .At
thi" stage, however, you
will not have crossed
them all off, since you
still have to fix the panel
to the baseboard and
wire up any final poirJtH
between the two.
I
always think that this ii!
the best method, as if a.H
the components and panel
arc in- position first it i:"J
such a fiddling_ bu>'~ineBs
making connections in the
corners. The set. also becomes unwieldy.
After all, it is no joke keep twiRting and
turning; a ·heavy chassis perha-ps containing
a massive ganged condenser, whereas there
is no difficulty in handling the baseboard
or panel separately.

A Few ' f Don'ts"
ln conclusion, here are n few "don'ts."
Don't spread your blue print on thB
baseboard anJ pa.nel and fix the componCnL-J
rl.ircctly on top of it with the idea of tca.ring
it away when the parts arc a,ll fixed. Yo•J.
will find it a job to clear it away l)roperly
from bet·wpen each component. Also yo:J.
-.;vill most likely want it as soon as it ha.B
been "scrapped.'' \Yhen drilling hole~~
for chassis type valve holders,, etc., don't
drill straight thmugh frOm ·one side, "bui;
turn the work over as soon as the point
of the bit comes through and drill from the
underneath. This will give a clean edge~
to the hole. Don't be in a. hurry to d"t"i:!
your panel till you have made certain that
the components you are using will not foul
one [mot.hcr. Alternativ-e components may.
for instance, need positioning slightly
differently from those shown on the blu'3
, print.
photograllhist's tray of a suitable size.
Such a tray is illustrated on the left-hand
corner of the photogra,ph.
Should an a.9eident occur, and the
accumulator be madvertently dropped or
knocked over, a. simple precaution -.;v.m
avoid the ruination of carpets, etc. Common. washing soda is all tha-t is r~quir_~~·
and 1t should Le heaped on the sp1lt a cm,
and further soda added
until effervcscim! ceases,
a'fter which th~ l"Jl~)t.
should.
be carcfultv
vm~hed. This \YiH pr2vent a hole beiDg burn'J
through the mat.criod,
ancl the same ..reme;.l\'
mny be applied 10 !m~r
fabrics over whidt th?
acid i,; unfortu.na.tc1y
cpllt-.

I

WHAT IS THE
SONOTONE?

•

-~·EE NEXT WEEK'S ISSU€
F'OR THE ANSWER
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A . -TRIP ROUND ~E·UR(JJJE . ON · .THJ
WtW We
How ·
·RA:NGE. EXPRESS
Week;s Article Deals
-Last
This

I

Connecting Up the Set

No time was lost in connecting up the
·batteries,
aerial, earth, and loud-speaker-

t_
~

which, incidentally, was a 66v. As this
report will serve as a guide to the intending
constructor it will be necessary to set out
the con4itions of test, a point which is so
· often omitted and without which a test .
report is _obviously of little use. The district was South-east London at a spot
exactly twenty-one miles from the Brookmans Park twin transmitters, which, as

11
~

I
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f
i
1

~

6£~J'~,~~~~ e:~~ ~~~:b:;d. us~~e ~e~fJ~~
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of the conventional L type with a horizontal
length of 20ft., with a down lead 18ft. long,
the; actual height of the horizontal section
being 25ft. This aerial is indeed of modest
d"
·
b
d
1menswns, ut is erecte with unusual ·
care regarding clearance from gutters ahd
.other earth'ed objects.
·
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Handling the Variable Mu Valve
.. . After quick run 'round I realized that
i~ would "be necessary to acquire. the knack .
.. of liaridiing 'a variable mu vaive, as it works
in a manner.;.that is notedly different from
any other foqn of selectivity control. With
the controlling potentiometer set for maxi-muin volume and correspondingly minimum
selectivity, about one dozen stations were
received; but the full p6ssibilities of the
setd I quite
· lost until the volume control
an reactwn are used together. When two
stations are locked together it is necessary
to tune in the wanted_ one carefully and to
reduce it in volume until it can only just
be heard ; next bring back the volume by
advancing the reaction with the usual
slight readjustment of the anode tuning
condenser. When this delightfully simple
operation has been completed it will be
found that the unwanted station has
vanished.

a

-

Th~ attractive modern )ines
of the 1933 :4daptag'ram ·Cabinet, .
into which theLong Range Express
can comfortably be accommOdated together
with turntable, motor, etc. The same cabinet
will accommodafe tlte Mains Express Three to
be described next week.

W

HEN Mr. Percy Ray handed me
the "Long Range Express" I
was immediately impressed with
its advanced design. 1 had not previously
seen it, and therefore lost no time in looking
over its general design. The first point that
pleased me was the elaborate arrangements made to utilize the full output of
the pentode, while adequate arrangements
were made to overcome the shortcomings
experienced with most, loud.speakers when
worked with a pentode valve. · '!'here is no
novelty in this idea, but ·it .is ·!t novelty to
find it in a battery set which is so often
skinned down ..t() the .last penny with but
little regard Jor _performance and still leSs
for musical quality.

Explained
t.
\vith ·Operath

another -evening. Stations below ~loud
speaker strength are omitted. . For this
test the ' bj~.lanced armature · loud-speake~L,
was replaced by a permanent' magnet-. 1.
moving-~oil, as the volume justified such a. · ·
course.
The a~companying list of stations was
identified by means a of heterodyne wavemeter, _a nd their Correctness is io some extent dependent upon the assumption that
they were working on their published
wavelength~ .

big output is not taken into account,
9.5 ori the locals and 13 on the
distant stations. Readers .
-be
surprised that the H.T. consumption
this manner, but it must be reem.beJred that when the volume is turned
of the poteritiometer, extra· grid
is given to the variable mu valve,
which accounts for the drop in anode
current.
Tone Control
" tone " of this
i seThe
t is remarkable
at Normal .Room . Volu~ on a
while the a:vailable
Moving-coil Loud-speaker.
volume is more than
Stat ·on
eo tt
· w L Pot e
is usual from .a bat- ,
Itadio-P~ri~
E'ru ~c~"'l- ·172;;"
{/·
tery set or at least
*Konigswuster. Uermany
1035
60
hausen
from a battery set
Daventry 5XX
Britain
· 1 ;,54.4
30
takin g less that
30
~~}~~~borg ' t~~~~k - m~
2& m.a. Personally,
7.5
with the particular
Budapest No. 1
Hun!!JII<Y .: f>50
18.5
15
Vienna
Austria.
517
loud-speakers I used I
l'mgue
cze~~~~akia ·488 · 6 · 120
am inclined to think
·that the tone com*North RC!(io ual · llritain
480
i.O
60
pensation had been a
~~=nberg
Germany
50
littl e overdone. I
l'ilidland ltogionnl ~~'f.ln
398 _9 ~5
w o u Id recommend
London ltegionai Britain
356
50
3;
;
those who require
llrno
Czecho342
mu s i c a l perfection
Poste Pari si en
l!';~~~!kia 328.2 GO
above the average to
Breslau
Ge rman y
325
60
replace the .01 con·~?{;~r~~ional
HBr 1t aainnd
~g~--~ ~g
0 11
denser associated with
Hellsberg
Germany
276.5
60
the output arrangeTurin
Itllly
273.7
7
London National B ritoin
261.6
;,o
ments by one having
2
*Toulouse
I<' r anee
5.>
·7
a value of .006, while
Trieste
Italy
247.7 10
on the other hand
"Fecamp
l!' r ance
223
10
• Receiver at medium volume only
those preferring a real
thump in the bass
Stations at Good Volume but Not
might prefer the
Clear of Interference.
result of making 'this
EifielTower
France ·
.1445 _7
13
condenser .02 mfd.
Brussels No. 1
nelgiwn . .. 509
15

will

r··s~:~~::~··F~:~···£::··~;~:;;:~:::--·~:d···

Ample Pentode output
Natura 11 y some
s.t at i 0 n s, . such as .
F·
·
£ d" ·
ecamp, . were a mg
very badly, but this
cannot, .of course, ·be
attributed to the
receiver as this bugbear of _long-distance
radio is brought about
by factors outside
human· control. The
output of the pentode
is truly phenomenal
considering the very
small amount of hightension current that
this remarkable valve
consumes, namely
5 ·9 m ·a · (this with 120
volts H.T. and lOO on
e~tra grid) although
w h e n using the · l
moving-coil 1o u d. 1
speaker I raised the l
extra terminal volt- l,
age to 120 with a 11
corresponding in- 1
crease in H.T. current f
to 6.5 m.a. The total I Florence
ltaly
500.8 20
3 76 -4 50
high. tension con· ', Miihlacker
Scottish Regional Britain"
Herl!;lany .
360.5 60
sumption of the set is ; Brussels No. 2
Belgium
338.2 15
very low even when ..................................... ........ .............................................
1

tit

On an Indoor Aerial
I also made a brief
trial on an indoor

Remarkable Selectivity ·
Before actually setting out to make a
NEXT WEEK : THE' :A:LUMAINS EXPRESS.
log of stations I ran over the receiver to r----------------------------------------see how it shaped. The remarkable selec:
tivit.y was soon apparent, due presumably
to the use of a variable mu valve
and the ·special· coil designed to
suit ,its chara(ltcristjcs . .. .Combined
with this the smooth volume control is a great boon. · This iS the
250
only three:valve battery set that
2'1S
I . h!J.ve ever han\lled • where · a
2'10
2lS
2l0
volume control has been necessary
2Z$' ,
zzo
on foreign stations in a large room,
I!IS
210
and with the Long Range Express
~~
it is very necessary indeed. I
commenced to compile_the station
log at nine iri the evening and
finished at exactly five minutes to
eleven. I ma:y add that it was
not Sunday mght, and· therefore
the · two London stations were
working during the. whole. of the
test. For the converiience. of
Je8,!f~!S .•t~: S~~i.ons logg;e<!. a:.;e..
divided mto ' tw9 ·' seCtiomr: _(a) '

.!~d~~h~:~~~f~t~~er~ t::~~t ~.· . . . .------:=:-:--.-:--.·~'-;:1..;.·.-~~;--:;;-.-:;,..-,:-.......,.,--,...---:;--:--:-;--;;--:----;-----All-M~
1

1

0

Bottom view of tke Long Range Express Three.
but might have been all right on
Cirettit diagram ofth'e
I:.":t/t61bs t&.he described next ·week.
L~,_.,~ 1 ~,,._.~,_~:..-ll... ,._,:_.,~,l.-n.-.t~t.._...J._,~,._.u.-n.-u. .-t.-n.-..~.c,_,,...,,_..,...,...;·,,_..~;_.I,....,.._..,_.,,....,,....,J-.Il-'~~~~.-.~~.-c,...f,._.l,_.,l_,,...,,._..~,._c~~.-n·••'~
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:o .. Build the Set.
ng and · Adjusti~g -It.

The' table fn .the
centre of these pages
indiCates the fai:t
that the set really is
"long range."

aerial · with results that I fully
expected, from testing it on the
outdoor aerial ; about ten stations were obtainable with really
good punch, which is very good
for a receiver of this type, as
fer this purpose two screen-grid
stages are desirable, although the
performance of the Long Range
Express under .these conditions
would more than please those
who require the lor.als, R.adioParis, and half a dozen other
programmes thrown in.
Good Results from Pick-up
Before uncoupling the set· I
decided to try a gramophone
pick-up, although the hour was·
somewhat late. I used the new
Varley pick-up duly equipped
with voluri1e control, and connected one lead to the grid of
the detector valve and the other
I -tried in G.B. ~ 1! and 3 with
the particular valve I had the
I t-volt tapping was ample. The
volume available was, of course,
By
somewhat limited, as with all
battery sets principally designed
HAROLD
for radio, but the quality of
reproduction was good. I fitted
DOWNING
a Novotone between the pick-up
with every hole correctly drilled thus making
and set with very pleasing results ; readers
mistakes impossible. Every constructor
who are unacquainted with this device will
will know that the set he builds will be
be interested to know that it is used to
modify the output from the pick-up, which
identical with the original. The Ad~tpt
suffers from the deficiencies of the gramoagram Cabinet shown at the top left-hand
phone record brought about, to some
corner of this page will also accommodate
extent, by the size limit imposed by
the Mains Express Three. Wiring diagram
domestic requirements.
and complete details will appear nex.t week.

•

Permanent Connections for Pick-up
For making a permanent connection to
the pick-up, one lead may be left in the G.B.
battery and the other taken to a small
" on-off" switch placed on the back
panel as near as possible to the grid condenser, the other termin.al of the switch
being taken .·to · the terminal of the grid
condenser that is already connected to .the
grid of the detector valve. As this switch
is alive it must be insulated from the panel,
while the otherW-ise
switch must
of the imposed
highest
quality,
. thebe losses
would affect the radio performance. I used
a Wearite whfch :made absolutely ·no
difference to the radio ·side.
.
The All-Mains Express Three
Next week we shall describe hO\V ' to
make a mains version of the LOng Range
Express, pursuing o\rr policy of adapting
our sets to suit · all' needS. · ·If anything, ·
the performariee of .the mains ·8et. is ·
even, ~tterthan' the oattery. Bearing
in mind that the whole ' country is in
process Of changfug over to alternating current there is .def!~tely a nee~ .
for · a three-valve all-mains set free
from the neceBsityoffrequent accumu- ··
I!\.:tOr 'cllai"gmg' a.ild ! the .
' of .
H.T. battery renewals. As with the .
battery model arrangements have been
made. for the chassis to be available
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WHAT THE
I
I
I"DoLPHIN"WILL Do 1
I How to Manipulate the Attractive Receiver I
I Described

I

Last

Week. Simplicity is its
Keynote

!

!

L_,_"_,_,_,._,_"_,_,_,_._ """"'"·-·-"-'- .,...~

he
heard in
the- speaker
although
the
e-xa.ct

tuning

point for this
;;ta t.ion was 50
degrees. Selectidty was increased slightly
until th c
A front vi~w of the panel anl bcu~bard.
Kational disappeared, and then
HAT, actually, is it. possible to reaction wa.,s ud>a.tlcedslowly. Speech could
hear on the Dolphin Three faintly be heard, and on rotating the tuning
described in these pages l.:tst dial just four degrees the voice of the anweek~ This question -has probably arisen nouncer at a German station was clearly
in the minds of those many cnastructors
who ha.ve made up the receiver, and also
those who are not certain whether or not to
build this varticular set. Accordingly the
following interesting test \Vas carried out
under tm1 miles from Brookmans Park-in
the neighbourhood of Golders Green. The
recei VCf WitS taken intO a hOUSe \Vhich
could not boast a wirele;:;s set, ~nd con-·
scquent.ly no aerial ·was available, 1111d the
residents knew· nothing at a.H about
wirelef:'B. They were elderly people with
no liking for modern idccts, and consequently
it was thought that thPy would be ideal fOr
the test in view. For an aerial a length of
22 D.C.C. wire was attached to the fence
separating the gardens, the total height
being onl~l ·5 feet. The wire was laid along
the top. of the fence and taken in through
t.ho french windo>vs, with a piece of the
:samP wire ta.ken to the water pipe-a
di::otance of lO feet. 'I'he batteries Yfere
mnnectcd 'JP a,nd I handed a copy of the ,
tuning instructions to the owner of the
house and asked him to carry on.

W

First Test
He read the article through once or
t.wice and then tun1cd on the receiver.
Actually, !lC' turned the control knob halfway round so that the pointN was on th6
little indica.tion between the letter,s " C "
and" T" of t·he word" Selectivity." The
tuning dial had been left a.hou"t. e;ght
de-grees bc\ow the correct tuning point for
Utf' Re~iontd stittion, with the rPsult- thflt
thiS st.a.tion could be f[tintly heard in t.lw
Gpcalcc:l'. The tuning dial ·wa.s rotn.ted t.o
t.h2 coJTc~d ttming point. and ouicklv
turn:'d back a-g>:lin, und it wns t-oo 10nd tO.r
m:.·· ft·icndc. _I had. .in this •pr,rtir:uh..t
inc:tancc, i-o dt>mQnstr;j,J·c· the use of the
f';f'1ect-h·itv device, n1thou.r.)t dw m'1jorit...;,
of Jic;t.cn-E'l'." \\ iil hr,.ye l1v di:J.icnlh.r i~1
discovrrir:;f.': ~tow to mo::mipn1att- thC fiO·
kctivi:y cF:1l fmd n<•dion control.

Av~;a'i Results
Hl"-''CVCJ~, as soon (lS the id~a Y>iis grJ ."p::>d
the ~··Jllo;..;'ing re;:;ultB were obtained. The
tuning diat >>"tt-s turned to 0, mYi the·
f-<'iectivity was adju:'lt{:'d. t.o itB v'eakc:;.t
point-that i,<, to the ~-oint of nnximum
~'olu.me:, 7'he Nat.iona(ptognomme cou.U

I

A three.quarfer front vlew of the set, the
construction of which was dealt wilh last week.

h"'ard. No station name \Ya.s
given as apparently it hrrd just
been mentioned before the an·
nounccment being made, which
waB to the eifN:t that the next
itf'm woulJ be a Fox-trot" l!oderner~th t.hc ArcllC's." A
fpw bf!x.s of this were Estell{'d to,
::;:\:cht fading bc.:.ng experienced,
and tht>1•_ thB cEal -...n.ts rot-a.tcd
c;, th-o degree.:; higlw·r.
Three
Flt-:"1-ti<xu \HOte b:>tnl before I~ondc,n
l\!1tional
vms reached,
the
stm::1gth being more tbo.n~sufli·
c~c:-nt fm c~1~oitainmont va.luo,
Too f.. oml
The N~tio~12l ptc;:; ~~mme wa-s
nmc:t too lou;i >ritl:t the .sdr<·t-i:,:i;y
contml in tt.2 present. posit.iL:·n, ~, d(l
t.o mttke 1. h:· vohnne of ·<"· 1cn'l
whi.rh ;.~·as enjcryP. 1_1k tbt" ~_,c-lut~r
of the- control bt·Jb was tcmlCd to
the indi.c:ttion lmdcr tk·- lett•o.r
. "S." 'l;his gf',Ve a signal quito

enough for all ordinr.ry results, and th0
:Ka.tional occupied a space of 8 dcgreeB on
the dial-without, of (;Oursc, any reaction
being used. Two more stat.ions were just
audible. with reaction, bC't ween the
Nationa.l and the next station to be
comfortably received, ·which was the
Regional F'or this station the settings
had to be the sume as for the National,
and, naturally, there was no background to
spoil the reception. Selectivity was de~
creased and the tuning dial was rotated
until at 108 degrees the Midland Regional
was audible, with the London Regional in
the background. A little reaction, and
slightly increased selectivity, and the
Midland came through quite clearly with
no interference whatever. Billy Merlin and
his Commanders were giving a very enjoyable dance programme, which was received
ut about the same volume as that to which
my friends had reduced the London stations.
A few minutes to enjoy the programme and
the test was continued. \Vithout alterin(J'
either selectivity or reaction, the tuning
dial was advanced, and when 119 degrees
was reached a good, [']car sigual was heard.
Nothing was -touched, and as soon as the
hand had finished playing, the voice of
the la,dy announcer at Home was clearhr
heard. Increasing the reaction slightly, and
a small adjustment of the tuning dial, and
Rome \Vas sufficiently loud to give an
enjoyable programme, without interference.
Kothing further could be comfortably
received until the North Regional1vas tuned_
in at 133 degrees. La.ngenberg, just below
the North Regional, could not be ad{'quately
separated, as the selectivitv control had to
be reduced too much, and ~then insufficient
reaction could be employed o-..ving to tho
re~mltant distortion. \Vlwn the North
Regional \vas silent, however, Langenberg
came through nt about the same strength
a.s R.ome.
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CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR.
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EXPRESS 3

S,::ecified by the Author for the Long Range
Express 3.

1
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I

"LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 3."
Chassis ntod. el with (Lissen) S.G.,

J

Balance in 11 monthly payments of B/3. only

I

Detector and Pentode valves. cas;,
Price !4/9/6. Carriage Paid.

SfJ
Send

1I

MELODY MAKER. Model 335, Send
1 Complde with \'alves, speaker anrl callioet.1Qj
1 Cash Price,' £7/17/6. Carriage Paid.
•
- Balance in 11 monthly payments of 14/10.
only
I COSSOR ALL-ELECTRIC MELODY M_AKER. Send
I Model336. Complete with vulves, cahinet
I speaker. Cash Price, £11/15/0. Carriage Paid.
Jllalancc in 11 monthly payments of 21/7.
onlyI SLEKTUN SCOUT S.G.3.-S.G., Detector and Send
Power. Pilot Author Kit ~·A " (less valves
I and cabinet). Cash or C.O.D., £4/8/6., Carriage .
J paid.
oaly
I Balance in 11 monillly payments of 8/1.

I
I
I

(
(

IKIT "A" I

and21/7 I1

J :oti:G·-·0~11~T~~~~:~:M::Etu~~-AG\~-~r With I
J 6-ratio input transformer and protecting grill. 6j5 I
Price £3/10/0. Carriage l'aid.
I'Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/5.
1 EPOCH "20 C " PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER. (New Ed1tion).
\Vith 3-ratio input transformer. Cash Price
£1/15/0. Carriage Paid.
I Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/6.
I W.B. PERMANENT-MAGNET MOVING-COIL
I SPEAKER. Type PM4. Complete with tran~! former. Cash Price £2./2/0. Carriage Paid.
I Balince in 7 monthly payments of 5/9.

t

I

order l

f

Send

6 /16
only

Send

5/9
,
only

I
1

I

.

1
I
I

~rQuire~.

Paid,
s. d.

5 0
7 6
1

0

6/5

1
5/6 1
1

KIT "A"

4

~~sn 12 or m~~~Jy

or

C.O.D.

6

(Fo•· A.C. ,\hin,).

.

Q

N

paym~nts

S.

KELSEY

•::,~~~-

oi 1319.

1

I

G
N
S.

ADAPTOR

I

orCASH
c.o.D.
Ca<e. p,fd.

I

Complete PILOT Al!THOR
KIT of Sp~cified Parts with
Ready.drilled Panel: excluding valves and cabin~t

\£3 ,

61

•

..

i

Or 12 monthly payments of 6/2. Carr. Paid.
£ s'. d,
3 Mullard Valves: P.M. 2D.X., P.M.
1 L.F., P.l\L 2.
.•
• . . .• · 1 2 9
1 Clarion" Dolphin Three" Cabinet,
without chas5iS
..
••
..
0 19 9
1 "MOTOR" S.40 Super Power Unit
1 Hl 0
with Cone Chassis ••

1

or occes:;ories are aoailable under our own

7/4 I

I

Cash

September 24th, /932 .

PILOT BA
1
th:raiP'r"Lo'T

~t~: ~~~al~~

m
I

" HOW TO BUILD
SHORT-WAVE SETS"

Edited and written by Mr. G. T.
KELSEY the famous Short- Wade
Expert," Popular Wireless." ·The
only book exclusively devoted to
Short Waves, Describes4effic:ient
sets with full working instructions
and operating notes, 48 pages and 4-colour cover.
Sold in thousands at Olym'pia. Obtainable from
all Bookstalls and :;hops, W. H. Smith & Sons
c:- direct.

Easy Way H.P. System.

your wonts.

Send

u:;

'!•••••uooy_<onv•>n>

BAND-PASS UNIT euta
out
vro!(ra:i:nme interference effectively
and sharpen~ tunin~ to needlepoin~ "eledhlty. lt is 5lmple
to nttach and can be operatul
by anyone without technic,ll
knowledge, No valves or ~tras

5/1 I IMPORTANT Pa" Kit•• mi.o.Z•
laneous components

I

MODEL C with Collaro In·
dudion ~~lectrk Mol or \\ith
Tone-Arm, l'lck-up Olnd Vol·
mne l:oJ<trol in one UJ>it.
12" Turntable.
Automatic
Stop. Antomatic N~cdle Cup.

Described in "Practical Wirelessn

.I
I
417"

1
I

MODEL 11 "ILh
!Jarmr<l
Donhl~ Sorin[( :Motor.
12'
Turuta"hlc: Alltomal \r, f\toJ).
R.'T.!L Tune,· Arm wirll l'kk·
up, an<t Vohm>~- Conltol
cou'plele. Automatic Ne~dle
Cup.
or 12 monthly
payments or 12/·-

STRAIGHT THREE

monthly pavments of
only J
ATLAS ELIMINATOR • .Type A.C.2.44. Three Send
) tappings. S.G.,detcctorandpower. Ontp11t:
120 volts at 20 mja. Cash Pnce £2/19/6. ,
Carriage Paid.
only
( Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
GARRARD
INDUCTION
GRAMOPHONE Send
MOTOR.
For ~ A.C .. mains.
Medel 202.
1
Mounted on JZ,-inch nickel motor plate with
I
I
I fully automatic electric starting and stopping only·
J switch. Cash Price £2/10/0. Carriage Paid.
1
Ba.lance in 11 monthly payments of 4/7.
1
1 REGENTONE W.1.F. H.T. ELIMINATOR for !Send
A.C.
rnains,
tapped
S.G.,
detector"
and
120/1iiO
J
1
v. at 1:?. rnfa. Ca5h Price £2/15/0. Carria1,'C, ,
Paid.
,
only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/1.'
COLLARO INDUCTION MOTOR WITH PICK- Send J
I UP. For A. C. mains. 12-in. turntable, moulded
pick·\lp, volume control and automatic stop.
Cash Price £4/0/0. Carriage Paid.
only 1
~~~e~_2~~~~.:_a~~~:~~f~/~ __ ,____ j

I

Clearance Jlclween
mctGr
board
and
nndUllide Of :id,
4in.
Ready
fitted with back
Bllf!le
lloaril
3/6 extra. if

DOLPHIN

I

Str~ct

s/5.

17 x 19! in. ;

(Ill post charges.

i

18

toard
depth,
Hln. ; Speaker
Com partme n t,

Jlilf

or 12 monthly payments of 10/3. Carr.
£
1
1 Peto-Scott Cabinet in Oak
1 Celestion Soundex: :Moving Coil
1
Loud-speaker
3 COSSOR Valves: (1) 220 V.S.G.;
2
(1) 210 U.F., (1) 230 P,T,

~he;

x Sin. ; base·

KIT of 'P:df>edPanel
P"" with
Ready.dnlled
and
Chas:;i:;: excluding valves
and Cabinet

I

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND CHASSIS. 3cnd I
TY_PE 100U, Cash Price £1/19/6. Carriage
J

I
I ~~l~~ce in 7

Complete PILOT AUTHOR

Carr, PaHl. j _ __ _ _ __ J

Privacy. No third
party collections, We
deal with you. direct
I

..,;;Ith, 21'1 in.;

depth, 1.5lin.;

J)anel

Any item•
•••·
I MPORTANT
,
plied
separately
11 for
"Practical Wireless" Sets. If vDlue ove ..
10/- sent C.O.D. Carriage Paid. We pay

EASIWAY
NO DEPOSIT.

Dimen~ions :
Heigh~ 3Sjin. ;

0~~SJ\,., ~s-tt-61

(
1

8/1 1I
1
I

! Cash

Tra<le .lfark
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OF THE SET

J. Delaney Explains Some Interesting Points About the Disposition and
Methods of Con•
necting the Loud·
speaker
SEC0110'1~>'Fig.

l (l,ft).-An

or,L/put transformer
connected between
sd and speaker.

Fig. 2 (rigllt}.-An
output filter as an

extern.1l addition.

UITE a number of wireless listeners '
are under the impression that, be.
cause the loud-speaker, when it is
purchased, is fitted with connecting cords
abQut six feet long it must he joine9.- to
the loud-speaker terminals of the set by
those cords and placed as near to the set
as possible. This is not the case by any
means, and if you are doing this you may
not be getting the ~best from- your
·spcakC'r.
:First of all, the set, owing to its particuJar size and shape, will have to be placed
on a table or sideboard where it ·will look
nice, and at the same time be in a position
convenient to the lead-in, This mC'a.ns that
it is generally placed near a window.
,,Vhere the speaker is of the cabinet type
.it is usually stood on top of the wireless
set, or by its side. Just for an experiment,
join two long Jengths of covered ,,·ire to
your loud-speaker leads and connect the
Pnds of these -wires to the correct loud!:!peaker terminals. Now switch your set
on and take tho speaker round your room,
trying the effect of it in different positions.
·\Vha.t do you_ find ? In the majority of
cases you wiil find that there are two or
three pla.ces in the room where the music
sounds much more pleasing, either due to
reflection from the opposite wall (or the
reverse, absorption by a drapery), or due
to the height at which the spea.ker is
placed. Try _the effect of your own particukr .speaker standing on the floor, anywhere in the room. Now lift it up, and
support it by some means right near· the
ceiling. Is not there a great difference in
these two positions?

Q

Long and Short Leads for the Speaker
If you have carried out the above little
test, you will have found that there is most
likely some pl-ace in your room where the
speaker is at its best, and this is some

; DESPITE the growing use of thP alimains receiver, the ordinary battery!
operated set still remains by far
the more popular type, and is likely to
maintain this position for several years to
come.
Users of battery sets frequently forget
when .they have to purchase a new battery
tltat the technical engineers \vho planned
the receiver made it one of their first considerations to see that the valves and other
component parts are such that they will
give the best results when working in conjunction with each other.
The outcome ·of this is that the set becomes a -oomplete wnit made to give you
pedlrot radio reception.
Tl>e seloo100n and """ nf the "'""'.tensio:a
I

distance from the receiver. Now, in most
receivers (unless they are fitted with an
Output Transformer or l!-,ilter) the current
from the last valve has to pass through the
windings of the loud-speaker, and naturally this results in a slight drop in voltage.
\Vhen the spC'aker is joined to the sd by
a short lead of a few feet, this drop is not
of very much importance. \\'hen, however,
long leads, such as are occasioned by the
above test, are employed, then this drop
may become of real importance, especially
:in the case of the small receiver employing a valve of the Power Type running
from a small H.T. battery. An Output
Trdnsformer or Filter will, however, enable
you to use any length of lead for t.he
speaker, and by thi."' nwans the receivcr
may be operated in a different room.
.
.
A Htgh-reststa~ce ~peaker
The conn~ctw_n,; . for .an Output ~rans
fqrmer arc sho\\U 111 Fig. I. The lransforr~er sh(;mld be of the l. to 1 type where
a htgh-reststa.n~ speaker IS CJ~_ployed, a~d
?f the st-ep·d~:mn type (of the .correct ratlc:')
If a low-res1stance speaker 1s used. Fit
th~ transf?rmer on to the back of the ~e
cmve! cabmet, as n_ear to ~he lou~-speal'-~r
~e~mmals as P.?ss1ble.. 'I he pnmary IS
{omed to the L.S. ~.ermmals,. ll;.nd the leads
o the loud~~-peal~e~ are Jomcd to t~o
secondary. \\ tth tlus arra.ngen:ent there ~~
not n~d
bother abou~ the ga~1ge of the
ex. ens1on eads or the kmd ~f wrre, except
tha.t the two leads must be msulated from
on; another.
.
.
.
. rh? Output Filter.arran~ement IS shown
m Fig. 2 . a.nd consists of an L.F. Choke
and a 2 mfd. condenser. The Choke should
be of goOd quality, and is joined across the
L.S. terminals, The condenser has one side
only joined to the L.S. negative terminal
(U1iB is very important), ~nd the remaining
tcrmina.I of the condenser is jOined to ono
j

t1

~--·-·-·--·-·-'-·--··-·-·~

lead for the speaker. The other lead is
joined to H.T. negative. It will be noticed
that in all receivers the H.T. negative-lead
is joined to earth, and therefore it will
be obvious that there is no need with this
filter arrangeJIICllt to take two leads awfty
to the loud-speaker. The one lead from
the condenser may be taken to any distance
and joined to one lead of the spea-ker (it
does not matter whether this is positive or
negative as there is no current flowing),
and the remaining lead of t,he speaker may
then be joined to the nearest convenient
earth. In the case of the speaker taken
down into the garden, for instance, it will
be quite sufficient to stick the tag on the
end of the wire into the ground. This lattc;r
arrangement will be found of great use during the summer, as only one strand of the
waxed variety of bell-wire need be run
along the garden fence, and thi.<> is boUt
cheap and weather-proof. 'Vhere . the
speaker is used in different rooms in th'J
house, a eonvenient earth can usuaUy be
found, and the bell-wire can be run from
room to room in quite a neat manner, the
speaker terminals in each room -being
joined up to t.he bell-wire and earth~
Falling Off of Signal Strength
Where the speaker has been joined to
a receiver in the ordinary way, a.nd has
been in use for some time, it may be found
that signal strength has fallen off. This is
due to the fact that the ·wrong coiHH'ction
of the speaker leads has dema.gnctized
the magnet, and it will be necessn,ry to
have it re-magnetized. This only co~ts a
few shillings, but the above methods of
connecting the speaker wil~ avoid thi 3
trouble, and consequently the expense of
the transformer is justified, both in the
extension of Jife of the speaker, and in the
improved reproduction which will in most
cases be obtained.

looked by the inexperienced wireless fan
and guidance by the battery manufacture;
should, therefore, be all the more welcome.
When the ordinary standard-sized H.T.
,,_,_,_,_,_,,_,_,_,,_,_,_,_,~
battery is used, for example, the maximum
plate current taken up by the valves should
and grid.bias batteries must, therefore, be not exceed 6 milliamps. If the rate of
in accordance with the type of va.lves in the discharge is greater than this, you should
receiver, as batteries play their part in help- see that you get a battery of sufficient
ing to weld the set into the complete unit capacity to withstand the extra strain and
as much as the component parts themselves. so have a reasonably long life.
The manufacturers of Drydex batteries,
Drydex batteries, for example, are l_)ro·
for example, tabulate some 120 different duced in various grades to meet the re.
t.ypes of portable sets alone, and recom- quirements of sets of different pla.te current.
mend which of their five different types of For the multiple-valve sets, which demand
high-tensixm b&t~ sbould he used to a very heavy plate current, there aro
meet the :requirements -of the various sets. batteries which are capable of withstanding
There are mtmy points which are- over~ a discharge Up to 30 milliamps.

!

!

How To Choose Your
Radio Batteries
·

I
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Simple Tests Without Instruments l!
·-··-··-··-·-··-··-··-·-·-·,-··-·-··-··-"-''_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,-'
' down very low on almost any lvavclcngt.h. There is just one word of1varning:
lf, by any chance, your choke is fttult.y,
due to a,, break in the wlncling;s, which js
very ra.rc indeed, this test wonld he of
no use. In such a case, however, the fault
would most likely have been discovered
beforeha.nd_ through the receiver in 'vhicb
2.- the choke WfUl previously connected having
es ling . stopped \\orking altogether.
the effin~
ency of a 11 Tes~ing Fixed Condens~rs
fixed con-~
1Ixcd condensers of 1 mfd. capacity or
denser.
more may Ier~ddy be tested by
connectmg them momentallly
Efficiency of H.F. Chokes
acroRs the terminals of- au H.'J'.
)l- easy way of testing the efficiency battery. On removing the conof an H.F. choke, is to connect denser, it wiU he in a cha.rgcd
it acros:o; the tuning coil of your state,andon~hortingthetcrminals
woeeivcr aFJ in Fig. 1. This will natura.ll)' with a wooden-ha.ndled sercwre>mlt in some loss of signa.l strength driver, orBimilar metal tool which
dependc·nt on the cHicienc:y of the choke, is insulated from the hand, quite
but with •1· good one it will not be very a sna.ppy spa.rk -.,vili occur at the
great, althongh the tuning \Vill be ;;,lightly terminals. Sec Fig. 2. Anv conaltered owing to the self capacity of the denser which is of any use at 'all will
choke.
do this, but to test its cfficie-w'y
Testing a. Choke
properly yoa should spe how long it
I . To te~t the choke thoroughly the set \viil retain its charge. If oH short.in~
,;hou!d be tuned-in to all "~NttYC[engths. the hJrminals nn hour flft:-er charging
This will show up any flnJ spots iu the a spurk occurs then the corJ_dcnser iM
choke. For instance, 8J choke which is O.IL A very good cm~ wili hold a
indHcient over part of the waveband charge overni~ht if the weather is dry.
-..vill cause a lo.ss of sem_litivii.v in vour \Vhcn chan:.ring: the condent-";Ct do not
receiver when tuned to that" pa.rti(~ular touch the tc.rminn1s or the eleetricity
llart of the scale. whereas a re;dly ··dud ' 1 will immediately leak a.v;ay ar:d your
component will cut the sigual strength I test 'i>ill be 11scL::s.s.

Atmospherics or Worn-Out Battery?
If yonr r<:>ceivel' develops intklrmitt.ent.
{;fackhng noif\cs, anti you arc in doubt
as to -...-hethcr they a.re caused by atmospherics m a.rc due to "onw trou hie in the
set itself, suuh as ri, -..vorri-out H.T: battery,
or burnt-out L.Jf. tmnsformcr~ you can
soon ascertain by disconnecting the aerial.
If the noi,:;:e.9 .9top or diminish very greatly
they arc due tn atmospherics. Craeklinu
ca.u:;c-d intcrna.Uv would not be diminished
by this procedul_.e,

A

'

__',"'
, H. F.
..... ,
c•,CHOH£
,.
•
'I'
'I

.~~...,~

Fif!.

l.- ·An fmy u)at} of

te.5fing

t!v

n7icienc!J of an H.F. chol(e is to conn~cf
Jl across the tuning coil of yoar raeiver.

(I From

'
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EFORE you start building any set get the NEW Wearite
Booklet G.N.!
Whether it is Coils, Resistances, Chokes,
Transformers, Switches> or components of special design, consult
this illustrated booklet first. Every component listed in it is
built up of years of experience of the needs of the constructor.
Each and every product has the
stamp of efficiency on itWEARITE PARTS ~
' WEAR IT E.'
Remember
REQUIRED FOR THE f
~<'earite was the first name m
"LONG DISTANCE EXPRESS" I'
Radio Components-and is still
and" DOLPHIN STRAIGHT 3 SI ~
first to-day.
- l
:
Q.V.C. JO,O~.:O ohms .•••• 4/6 [:

B

r--------------[

I
I

8

SEND FOR YOUR
n· .ll.
Copy Now !_ '''R'TE
fOR B 0 0NK LET
N
"- O. G • •

\Vearite will solve your technical
difficulties.

\\!rite to "Research

Dept." if you hnve a problem.
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c.w.c. sw;,,, ........ t/3
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Chocke".
...... 3/6
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AND REMEr.:"lBER-A GOOD EARTH ALWAYS!

NO SPANNli'lR

NO SCREWDRIVER

WRIGHT
740,

1--HGH

&
ROAD,

'l'-1.:

Price 3/6 complete
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Ltd.,
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·r ·•mPI••• "''·TEST REPORTS OF COMPLETE RECEIVERS
BY THE TECHNICAL STAFF
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I

THE VARLEY D.C. I
l
RECEIVER
1
'-'-·---·-·----·-~

provision being made for other
stations to be entered.
At the actual test the l.ondon
stations were easily tuned-in at the
readings given on the log, and ample
volume was obtained. The tone, as
was to be expected from a M.C.
speaker fed by a P.l valve, was nice
and full. The cabinet resonance, due
to the small size of the cabinet, was
very low indeed and served to give
a fullness to the tone. On the longwaves, even on the very inefficient
aeriaJ, many stations were received.
Radio-Paris was loud, and judging
by the strength and the poor results
usually obtainable on the aerial,
there is no doubt that a good aerial
would provide an even greater
selection of stations.
Provision is made at the rear· of

The Va}-lt!jj Three Valve receiver.

The escutcheon is

raised and· lowered /or short or long waves, thus expos~

ing the appTopriate tuning scale, which is graduated in
,

frequencies,

recently unde:r:took a very
thorough test of this receiver
' under rather difficult conditionsin the heJtrt of London, .with a small indoor
aer~al. This particular receiver is ·supplied
with ah ·external voltage regulator and
this, -in -addition -to the actual set, has to
be a<}justed to suit the voltage of the mains
being. u~ed. The receiver is housed in a
cabinet of unusual design, .the moving.
coil 'loud-speaker being fitted in the top
of the. :cabinet, a:Od directed upwards
insUJa<J__ of in the more usual position.
A fretted opening forms the top of the
cabinet, and t;h_is is prot@cted by a lid.
This lid ·lifts to an angle of about 45 degrees,
in which position a switch is operated to
bring the v-alves into circuit, and the under
side of this lid reflects the sound frorp_ the
speaker in a forward direction. This is
a novelty which we have not met in any
othPr receiver.
The circuit consists of S.G., Detector
and Output Valves, which are of Mazda
manufacture, S.S., A.C.jH.L. and P.I.
(These it will be noticed,, are of the 4-volt
type usually fitted to A.C. sets.)
One dial tuning is employed, two con·
densers being ganged, with a " balancing "
devic~.giving p,artial rotation of the statoro
of each cOndenser to compensate fOr -differ,ences in .the tuning circuits. A volunie
control and a reaction control, complete
the panel lay-out, so that no difficulty
should be ex_p~rienced in hamlling the set._,
A klg chart was supplied with the receiver,
on which tWelve· stations ,v-ere · logged,'

W
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NEXT WEEK'

THE G.E.C. MUSIC
MAGNET THREE
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o

'"·-··--·-··-·-··-~·-·-,__·
the receiver
for the addition of an extra
loud-speaker, and a gramophone pick-up,
itnd -\vith two alternative aerial connections
the receiver "Till be found to meet every
possible requirement.
The price of the complete receiver is
24 guineas, and with workmanship and
finish up to the standar~ usually associated
with Varley pr9ducts, . t~is receiver may
be purchased· with every Confidence.
A gramophohe pick-up may be used·
with this ·receiver, appropriate terminals
with the necessary illdications being fi~te4

on the terminal panel at. the rear. The' ..
volume control which is fitted to the front
panel will not be in circuit when the pick-up
is being used, so that a separate volume
control will be necessary. In th~ working
instructions supplied by the ma-nufacturers
on the back of the log chart this ·fact is
mentioned, ·together with thre~ possible
causes of breakdown with the appropriate
remedy.
The full instructions relating to working
and aerial conditions should enable even
the most inexperienced to obtain the very
maximum from this interesting receiver.
A further point which nttracted our
attention was the detailed information
concerning the undistorted output and
the current consumption: In the case of
this particular instrument, the undis..
torted output is 600 milliwatts, and_--the
total consumption is 250 watts.
The
A.C. model of the same instrument takes
36 watts, and is, of course, much chea.per
to run, whilst it also has·the great advantage
of giving an output of 1,000 milliwatts.
This serves once again to bring- home ·the
benefits ·which accrue to the listener viho is
fortunate enough to have an A. C. ·j:\Upply
t-o hand, as apart from the cheapness· of
the running co:sts, a much greater <_mtput
is available. The new D.C. valves will, ·of
course, assist in reducing the current
consumption, but the power output wiH
still be favourable to the A.C.·fed receiver.
None t-he less, it is certain- that it will
be many years before A.C. is general
throughout the count.ry, and it is indeed
fortunate that the-listener whooe mains arc
D.C. has available such a splendid receiver
as the Varley here reviewed, and illustratej
at the foot of this, p~ge. It is not an easy
matter to design an efficient D.C. receiver,
and the fact that Varley have done sci -iB
further tribute to the t.horoughness which
characterises this firm's products.
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2 Polar :So. 2 ,0005 mfd. variable condcn~crs 13 0
1 Pair Tannoy coils
...
...
...
...
. .. 15 6
1 w~arite Standard ~··re<;n.-·1 H.F. chGke
3 6
4 o
1 '1\'earite special ~<"rcencd · H.F. choke •
2 'r.c.O. . 0001 type S flxd condenser
... 2 6
1 T.C.O . . 0001 upright 3 clip t.YPe fixed
condcnsll'
...
...
...
...
...
... 2 4
2 6
1 T.C.O, .01 tspc S fixed condenser ...
3 Dubilier 1 mfd. tnJe cond~nsers 9200 ... 8 3
2' Dubiliur 2 mf!l. mansbridgc type condensers 9200
...
...
...
... . . .. l.l 3
1 Dubilier 30,000-ohms 1-watt fixed rcsis .... 1 0
1 Dub!lier 10,000-ohms 1-watt .flxed re~i~. l. 0
1 2.megohm gr1d leak ...
...
...
... _ ...
10
2 Olilt 4-pi_n chaos.sJ.s mounting valve holders 1 4
10
1 C!ix 5-pm ehassJs mounting valve lwlder
1 Yarlcy Nicore 11 l\o,DP2 L.F. transformer 1.1 6
, 10 0
1 Wcarite 16-henry 15 m-a. L.F. ('hoke
1 Wea1·ite ganged wave ehan~c switch
5 0
1 .0003 mfd. reaction condenser
2 6
1 3-point on.off switch
...
...
..
1 6
3 0
1 Lewcos 50,000-ohm< potJnt.iomdcr
4

4~~}~~~~_t~~el
~g~~~ers ~~ini~~alSEarth,
LT, LT)

...

6 B-I.FB vcand"r plugs
HTl, HT2, Gll)
...

(Xuia'l;

...
...
...
...
(GB2, G.B-1, H'l',

3 Coil~ Lcw~os Glazite
...
...
...
...
1 Long-Range Express Three 16 gauge mdal
panel 12 x 8 ani ba~eboard 12 x
1 Bulglll 7-wa;,· battery cord
s~rcws,

etc.

9~

.

..

8

••
•

••

+.

GB-2, GB) ..

..

-..

I W-ooden baseboard. 12ins. x 8ins.
••
2 Bulgin panel mounting dial pointers
No. 3..
..

•••
£2 13

48

26
2

£5120

valves 220 YGS meta\lisen-.--210HF m~mllised, 230 DT mctallbcd 2 1 o
17

8
3 0
9

..

I Permcol ebonite panel 12ins. x 7 ins .••
Coil Glazite Lewcos
Screws, ete,

1 0

1 6

3 Cossor

Ki~net :~ ~=~r:f!t

Ready Radio dual range coil unit
•,
J.B, .0005 mfd. variable condenser
Popular Log line with slow motion
8
dial
.•
••
.•
••
2
.00015 mfd. reaction condenser
Buhdn Transcoupler . •
.•
11
9
I Slektun colt 5-1 L.F. transformer
I
3 W.B. 4--pin valve holders
••
I T.C.C ..0002 mfd. fixed conds. 3--t~r:
2 •
mina! type -~
10
1 2-meg. grid leak
•.
•,
••
3 Belling-Lee terminal mounts , .
.• - 2 0
6 Belling-Lee terminals (Aerial, Earth,
I 3
L.S,+, L.S,-,Pick--up
.Pick~up-)
1 9
I S~way battery cord
•,
..
.,
4 Belling~Lee wander p[ugs (G.B, GB~ I,

0

£5 • 12 •
or 10'6 down and 11 .
,
N O. 1 monthly payments of 10 6
with valves,
Kit less cabinet £7.13.0
or 14'- down and 11
,
No.2 monthly payments of 14 ..
with valves
Kit and
£8.10.0
cabinet
or 15'6 down and 11
,
No.3 monthly payments of 15 6
"t with valves, Consolette cabinet,
Kl R. & A. Challenge M'C Speaker,
Siemens
Power batteries,
N O. 4 Oldhnm ace.• £
O
or 22'- down and · 12 • 10 •
11 monthly payments of
22'Recommended Accessories :
2 Siemens 60-vo\t Power H.T, batteries 1 4 0
I Siemens 9~volt G.B. battery • •
.•
1 0
I Oldham 0..75 2-volt 75 ampere hour L.T.
6
accumulator ...

0

3 Mu!lard valves PM2DX, PMJLF,
..
•. 1 2 9
PM2 ••
•.
..~
I Special Dolphin Consolette cabinet , . 1 1 0
less valves
and cabinet
or 6'- down and 9
monthly payments of
with valves,
le" cabinet
or 7 1 ~ down and 11
mOnthly payments of
with valves
and cabinet
or 9 1 - down and 11
monthly payments of
with valves, cabinet, batteries.
R. & A. type 50 loud-speaker•
aerial
and
earth or 13'- down and 11 monthly
p'ayments of

O
£2.13,
6'£3 , 15 , 9
7'£4 , 16 , 9

Kit
No.1
Kit
No.2
Kit
No.3
Kit
No.4

9'-

£6.19.3
13'_

Recommended AccessoTies :
I Siemens 120-volt H.T. battery
I Oldham Z~voh accumulator -··
I Siemen' 9-volt G.B. battery...
I R. & A. type 50 loud~speaker
I R. & A. Bantam loud·speaker
1 Selecta.net aerial
I s..Jectanet eaTth

13
9

1

15
1 7
2
1

TELSEN Kits to Manu. facturers' Specification:Ajax Three Kit £3.1.6. 10/..
down and 8 monthly payments of 7/6.
Aiax Three Valve Kit £4.4.3,
10/.. down and I! monthly
payments of 7/6.
Aiax Three Valve Cabinet
Kit £4.15.0. 15/- down and
11, monthly payments of 8/6.
Jupiter Three Kit £3.17.0.
10/- down and 10 monthly
payments of 7/6. Jupiter
Three Valve Kit £5.18.0,
15/- down and 11 monthly
payments of 1016. Jupiter
Three Valve Cabinet Kit
£6.0.0 20/- down and I I
monthly payment~ of 10/6.
,With Special Cabinet, Free
Blueprints.

--

" RADIO FOR THE MIL-

L I 0 N ~'
Stationmaster
Three Sealed Kits. Battery MOdel " A " witb Table
type Cabinet and valves
£5,11.0. Deposit 15/- and
11 monthly payments of 10/-.
Battery Model "B" with
Console type cabinet, Valves
Speaker,
and
Celestion
£7.10.0. Deposit 2fl/,. and
11 monthly payments of 13/-.

READY

RADIO

KITS.

Meteor S.G.3 Ki.t (with
valves) £5.7.6, or 10 monthly
payments of 12/6. Cabinet
Model (as above with Cabinet
and Moving--coil speaker)
£8.17.6, or 12 monthly payments of 17/-.

303 Kit (with.valves) £3.10.0/
or 7 monthly payments o
lt/9. Cabinet Model (as

above with Cabinet and
Moving-coil Speaker) £6.17.6,
or 10 monthly payments of

16/-.

CASH, C.O.D. AND EASY PAYMENT EXPRESS ORDER FORM,
To: Direct Radio Ltd., 159, Borough High Street, London Bridge, S.E.l.
Pie~ se

dispatch to

(a)
- ·for which (b)
(c)

~e

a! once the /allowing goods .......... ,... ....... ,_, .... ..... ~·- ,_. ·- ~ ·- ....... _. ....... ~- ... ..

I enclose

I will pay on deliverJ
1 enclose 6.rst deposit of

cross out line } £
{ not applicable
...................................... ....

NA!viE.- ...................... ·-· .• - ..... -· ........... - .......

H

........................................... · - - ..........................

We specialise in Radio for Export. Goods to your
exact specification are very carefully packed and
insured, all charges forward. Terms: Cash with
order or deposit !rd with order, balance C.O.D.

·~""
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WHATEVER-

So why not take advantage of the Six-Sixty Ifalve Service and find out which, if any, of
your va~ves are slowly dying and now fail to give the good reception that they used to.
Have a free demonstration, with your own re:ce·1ver, of the drfference one or more of

the latest valves will make.
it may surprise you! There has been a tremendous
advance in valve design this last year or two. -Some modern Six-Sixty valves have a
11
''Goodness factor ten to twenty times gredter to-day.
Take the val·.-es you are now using (of any make) to a SIX-SIXTY VALVE SERVICE
STATION and have them tested. No charge is made for testing or advice. You
will get a straight report on their condition and suitability for any speciFied purpose,

and particulars of latest type equivalents should you desire this information.

,

AT

Six and Sixty
YOUR SERVICE

Write to us fQr the dddress
of the· Six-Sixty Valve Ser~
vice Station nearest to you.

B.V.A. RADIO VALVES and. EQUIPMENT

Six-Sixty RCJdio Co. 1 Ltd., Six-Sixty House, 17/181 Rathb:me Place1 Oxford Street, London,

SPECIFIED FOR
THE "DOLPHIN
STRAIGHT THREE"

co''-s

CO'\-~\\.S

The MoToR 8.40 Unit
specified for
the
"Dolphin Straight
Three " because of its
purity
of
tone-sensitivity, and realistic reproduction due to its
paten t
compensating
armature and a special
device that permits only
horizontal vibration Of the
waii

8 YEARS
SPECIALISED
MANUFACTURE
Sovereign Tuning Coils are to-day
a reeognised standard of efficiencyamongst set designers and con·
structors.- From ordinary dualrange models to highly specialised
units for ultra-short waves and
selectivity devices, Sovereign coils
are made to scientific. designs
that definitely assure maximum
performance.
Accurately wound
and made from the finest materials,
these components will bring the
best from any set they are used in,
Standard models are described in
our catalogue (free on request).
Special coils for sets described in tiie
technical press are advertised
accordingly. _Sovereign Coils are
stocked by all up-to-date dealers.

transmission reed.
The
MoToR
5.40
Unit as illustrated, with
Patent

'?.i;z:'.

.'?'.

·......':l•.

'YvF'AG-(V
~OVEREJGN

Compensating

Armature.

THE

FREE BLUE PRlNT !

•

~~"'
.~ :> murrrrmummuu
..10· ~~eiGN
IIIUIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIII \ ~;;_"0..0 IUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
'f!lnmmmnm

W.1.

A Blue Print of the Sovereign" Ambassador" and
•• Viceroy" Sets is given
free with this Sovereign
Dual Range Coil. Type
W.S. Wound on slottedbakelite former with
tabbed
terminals
and
mounting lugs. this coil is
recommended
for
use
wherever a standard dualrange coil is required.
SEND TO US

IF
YOUR
DEALER
CAN, NOT SUPPLY

3!6

PRODUCTS, LTD. SOVEREIGN HOUSE, ROSEBERY AVENUE, E.C.1

27'6 S.40 UNIT

dt all deaf!'rs-or »>rite
for illustrated lift.

TEKADE RADIO & ELECTRIC, LTD.,
147, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.
Telephone: C!erktnwell 2486.
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RESISTANCE ..CONTROLLED VoLUME
An Article Describing Some Novel Uses for

a: Variable Resistance

;· ··-··-··-··-··················-·····-···············.. -·...............................1
i

U

NDOUBTEDLY all those readers
who interest themselves in wireless ;
By
'
matters will have realised that
iH.J.BARTON-CHAPPLE
present-day efforts appear to be devoted
Wh. Sch., B.Sc. (Hons), A.C.G.l., D.l.C., A.M./.E.E.!
more to the refinement of exist.ing circuits ·l.............................................................................................
;,
and components than to the discovery of
eome startling feature which would bid primarily by the size of the variable refair to alter known practice. This offers sistance, and mount the component on it
r. 1
r1
ample scope with four terminals. Two pieces of wood
to the ex- can act as feet to raise the resistance from
pcrimen ter the table or bench, and Fig. 1 A and B
for trying show clearly the method of mounting and
out ingenious wiring.
It is necessary merely to link
7:2
T4
schemes terminals T1 '£ 3 and· Tz T 4 , joining the
~-;_.,---+---~
which, in resistance across the wires as illustrated.
their successN mv to pnt the little unit to good service.
fu I accom- Naturally, for volume control, the most
VOLUMf!!
plishment,
CONTROL
satisfactory way is to use the control as
give to the near as possible to the aerial end of the set.
radio user a One of the simplest solutions is, therefore,
sense of satis- to join terminals T 1 rmd Tz either across
faction and the aerial and earth terminals of the set
make him or in series with the lead in. Both these are
feel quite at shOwn in Fig. 2 A.
Adjustments may
home with then be made on the resistance knob to
the wireleSs give the required control of volume. In·
SUPPORT _.;t
Fig. 1.-(A) The t:olume set and its cidentally, this arrangement brings about
control, and (B) ifs circuit performance. an improvement in the sensitivity of the
To quote just set rmd js especially desirable when situated
arrangement.
, one instance, dose to a powerful transmitting station.
has it ever occurred to you how a good
Another effective form of volume con·
variable resistance can serve a number trol is to connect your home·made unit
of useful purposes ? Essentially it acts as across the secondary terminals of the first
a form of control, and provided the low.frequency transformer in the set.
variable resistance purchased is of good The scheme is portrayed diagrammatically
quality, \vith a smooth action, then its ill Fig. 2 B. The refinement used in this
applications are multitudinous.
way flattens out the frequf;lncy response
curve of the transformer if this happens to
Variable Resistances
be somewhat "peaky."
In this short article it is proposed to
L.S.
deal mainly with the variable resistance
as a form of volume control, leaving uses
in other directiOns to a future article. You
are then in a position to adapt your recep. 0Vo-T""'T----f.:d"ic
-l
tiOn to any occasion, for in effect you are
P'ROMSI!T
providing the loud.speaker \Vith soft and
loud pedals in just the same manner as a
T.>
T-1(} .,
piano. About the best value of continu·
oUsly variable resistance for this purpose
is one that adjusts from zero to 100,000
or 200,000 ohms, the alteration in resistance
being continuous, smooth, and silent with
a complete absence of jerkiness.
Such
refristances can be purchased fr.om several
radio firms such as Claude Lyons, Varley,
\V~tmel, Regentone, etc., and it is nearly.
ahvays best to mount them up as a separate
little unit, as then it is available at will for
seVeral different purposes.

~
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AH Easily~made Unit
To achieve this procure a piece of
ebonite, the exact size being governed
HE relief afford~d to motorists, whereby
they can obtain a gencr,ous allowance
for an old car when purchasing; a new one,
has proved a great _boon, but it is now
possible to secure similar advantages as far
as radio sets are concerned. This is one of
t.he many features offered by the newly
formed Radialaddin Club, whose headquarters are situated at Berners House,
:Berners Street, \V.l.. A shilling weekly sub·
scription is the only fee to be -paid, and for
this the member is assured of a constant

T

®
~

Fig. 3.-(A) Using the control fo modify
the volume al the speaker, and (B) con~
verted as a lone control.
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change of his set, with a knowledge of its
exclmnge value at any period. Used sets
are ·available for cash or hire purchase at a
fraction of original costs, whilst technical
advice is given on all problems. The wireless

Control at. Output
A third way to control volu,me is indi·
cated in Fig. 3 .A. Here the loud-speaker
terminals of the set are joined to terminals
T1 and Tz of the unit., while Uw loud·
speaker. itself is connected across T 3 and
T 4 . In many cases this method is not so
good as the previous two, but readers can
test for themselves to ascertain which best

@
0

r-----:c.L--c,;

: -o :

TO RERIAL
TERMINAl- ON SE:T,

.

:? .c.:
TO EARTH
[_~---:.-r TE:RMINAL ON SET

V

@
Fig. 2.-Two methods of udn_f/
the control: (A) on the aerial
circuit, and (B) across a trans~
former.

suits their requirements. With the addition
of a fixed condenser the resistance unit ·
forms an excellent tone control. It will
be appreciated that, whereas for speech the
reproduction _·should be sharp and crisp.
with· music a softer and more mellow tone
is desirable. The simplest way of putting
this into operation is shown in Fig. 3 B.
T 1 of the resistance unit is connected to
one loud·speaker terminal of the receiver.
while T~ is taken to a terminal on a 0.1
mfd. fixed condenser, the other terminal
linking to the second loud-_spen.ker terminal
of the set, the loud-speaker itself occupy·
ing its normal position.
It is clear, therefore, that this easiJy.
made.up unit has a variety of applications.
and no doubt other '"ays and means of
applying it to the set will occur to readers.
By mounting the resistance in the manner
suggested it can be kept near at hand.
"at your elbow," in fact, and adjustments
made without having to touch the set
itself, a feature which is particularly
convenient on many occasions.
experimenter who is constantly building
up sets will welcome this ·scheme, as it
provides him with a rmdy means for
exchanging his apparatus without accumulating large and obsolete stocks. Furthermore, the ordinary radio man can keep his
set right up to date at a small outlay.
Many other advantages ire open to club
members, especially local organisers, and
existing or prospective radio users will fina
it worth while to write to the secretary at
the addres9 mentioned for full particulars.
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UOUR BEST WISHES "
A Further Selection of Congratulatory Messages which the Editor has Received". from Leading
Manufacturers
From A. F. Bulgin (Director, A. F. Bulgin
and Co., Ltd.)

" \Vhen broadcasting first commenced it
is questionable whether anyone visualized
the extraordinary rapidity with which it
would capture the '"hole world.
" It is not more than
a decade that I~ like
many of my confr&res,
was enthusing over the
first ' \Vrittle transmissions,' and it is therefore amazing that radio
should hn,ve presented
the w-orld with one of
its greatest industries in
so sh9rt a space of time.
" That the British
radio industry should
lead the realm of Radio
is a matter
t·he greatest satisfaction to
all employed in the manufacture of British
products, whether it be an inexpensive
gadget or a 100 guinea radio.gram.
" It is, therefore,. but common justice to
acknowledge the part the actual listener
plays in every stride made by radio. No
manufacturer can exist without the support of the public, and in persollally
tendering our sincere thanks let us also
include the Press.
" A new paper affords new scope and
marks still further progress:
".The industry is still ' young,' and any
effort to still further enhance the position
of the British radio industry deserves the
support of all who have that industry at
·heart or extracts the slightest modicum of
enjoymentfrom' ~~
the ether."
~~,.~
From J. G. M. Rees (Messrs. Varley)
· "Congratulations on your new publica;tion! There is no doubt that the man who
·builds his own set and uses sound compo'nents will get the maXimum of satisfaction
·and entcrtaimnent if~ ·he follows the
,practical
advice contained in your
.columns. Moreover,
the amateur can
·build his set exactly
to his own require·
·mcnts, and can re:model it at any
time in accordance
·with the latest radio
··practice at a cost
·of a few shillings
'for new parts.
" Good luck to
·you."

From L. E. Tillmore (Jackson Bros.)
"There is ro'om for a paper like PRACTICAL
WiRELESS, with a ' Queries and Enquiries' ·column run by experts, and tech-

nical articles written in simple language
that all can understand. If ·your new
paper has the success which it deserves,
there will soon be an end to the confusion
in the public mind betweBn 'the mystic
microfarad and tbe still more mysterious
micro-microfarad ! "

than a niche for your paper. I am sure that
you will receive a very warm welcome from
those thousands of
heads who are al\Vays craving for
new conquests in
the wireless world,
and from tw-ice as
From H. Freeman (Parr's Advertising, Ltd.)
martv" hands· :nrho
" The writer welcomes the practical
restlessly wait to
editorinl policy set out in the printed
build new circuits,
mutter he has reeeived from the publishers
and even from
of PRACTICAL \VIRI<:LESS.
humble folks such
"Approximately 5,000,000 licences hav~
as ourselves, who
been issued to the
will be prepared to
public, and there is;
spare no pains or
in his opinion, a wide
expense in making
fiC'ld open for PRAC·
good components
j TICAL
\\TIRELESS, that will back worthily and successfully
; which from its very the imagination and ingenuity of your Enname is evidently gineers. Therefore, I look forward with
going to appeal to the great interest to 'your new publication
ever-growing number and again may I wish it great success.''
of constructors.
" My first receiver From E. S. Lancaster ·(Colvern Ltd.)
" Every success to PRACTICAL \VIRE·
a con~mcrcially.
constructed LESS!
" If. you cater fully for the needs of
one, but since
1920 I have constructors, we· are ·corifident· you \Yill
'
built several succeed.
" There is no limit; to progress, and
others.
Setconstruction is Colvern will continue to improve and
a most interesting hobby, and not like other embody new features in their coils which
hobbies, because it invariably brings no doubt will be available to constructors of
pleasure to all in the home. _
•
PRACTICAL
~ (:;>
'
" I wish every success to your publica- \VIRELESS
receivers."
"7.J~
~--.,.,
tion .and a\vait with great interest a copy
ofyour~
. •
From Norman Goldsworthy (Managing
f i r s t -...,,'1,6!-HJ.-....:\--:-~
Director Scientific Publicity, Ltd.)
issue.''
~
" ]'rom what we have seen of your plans
for PRACTICAL \VIRELESS we judge that
your new publication will make a very
From A. W. Rambling, A.M.I.R.E. (A. strong appeal to the home constructor
W. Rambling, Ltd.)
who is a critical judge of quality and per" First of all I would like to congratulate formance and we shall, therefore, welcome
the publishers on the occasion of No. 1 its pages as an excellent medium for the
of PuACTICAL \VIRELESS, which will un- components marketed by our own clients."
doubtedly be welcomed by the Trade and
Public alike. As a very early member From A. H. Whiteley (Whiteley Electrical
Radio Co.)
of this Industry, one reflects on the great
help given by the Press to the public in
" The scope for the amateur constructor
explaining the mysteries of radio and the in radio to-day is remarkable. He may
general spread of radio knowledge. At start with no more technical k no w .
the pfesent time the public has arrived ledge or skill than how to use a
at the stage of knowing what results to screwdriver, and put
a set
expect from different classes of sets. Also that in appearance,
they are a ware of the shortcomings of the in technique, and
' mass product.ioil ' type of circuit one in performance ·is
usually sees put· forward as new. I feel absolutely up to
sure that PRACTICAL \VIRELESS, as its date-even to
excellent name implies, will be of great , having a moving~
value to the con'structing public, by placing coil speaker. Under
before them the best tested and proved your wise guidance
designs with practical constructional articles he soon will venthat can easily be followed. By this ture, and succeed.
token rea.ders will be certain of results. in more elaborate
One can look foli\'ard to PRACTICAL VVIRE· achievements which
LESS each week with certain knowledge that manufacturers arc
it is based on sound experience, and its making easier and
pages will be fuU of really interesting notes surer for him.
covering every phase of radio,"

S2

From E. Leete {London Electric Wire Co.)
" It seems to me that the ever-increasing
interest that Britain's population shows in
wireless matters will create very much more

w~~~:~c~C: I .A f;./ £~
•

our most cor. \}}~
dial goodwill
and best
wishes."

,

YOU CAN HAVE A COLLEGE
TRAINING IN ALMOST ANY
CAREER FOR A FEW
SHILLINGS MONTHLY

STUDY
AT
HOME

IN YOUR
SPARE
I

TIME I

LET ME BE YOUR FATHER
Unless

you

touch

are

with

in
all

branches of industry
you cannot see the

possibilities of employment, but with
our gigantic organisa~

tion we are in touch
with every spher!" of
activity, and we know
that in many trades
and professions th~re
are

more

vacanCies

than there arc trained
men to

fill them.

We teach by post all branches of the following

vocations, and specialise in all
examinationsconnected therewith.
Our advice is always Free.

f\l\.
GE,.,_ucr.f.sl> co'-'-E:
0s1 " f.t\cf.
'{"f.~ ~ot\0
General

0~\\~S'

(j

The "CHALLENGER" P.M. MOVING COIL
Reproducer is unrivalled
/
in its price-class.
lt will
handle 3 watts undislorted
"""-"
A.C. yet is sufficiently
INCLUDING
sensitive to operate with the
3-RA TIO
output from the average
TRANSFORMER
power valve. Dimen~. 8}" dia. X 31-" deep,

"~

The

WIRELESS WoRLD

5 •

states:-

"ThP performance of this unit is sni-h that it m!"rits discu<>sion from
an abso!u!e dandpon1t and withm1t regard to the very rPa,orable
price ashnl ... Overall sensi ti v1 ty sl!ghtly better than the a vcrage ...
f('prod;ldion of bass below 100 cydf'S qul!e definitely abo;Je t/;,• average
. . . as a rbult of the well-mainta1ncd output down to ;,o rvc:('s a
full-bo<JJ(•d ])ns<; t.< obtained without' boom.' Reprodu<;tion o(~rcech
lS n~•t1Jral aml. unforccd, and the balance in music isexception.l!ly good."

Write for a copy of our new leaflet
which contains details of the complete
range of R. & A. Reproducers, at prices

If yl!u do not see your own requirements

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR AN " R &
e~

AMPLIFIERS, LTD.

abov~,

write to us on ony

~ubjetl

DO NOT DELAY
THERE MAY BE CHANCES FOR YOU TO·DAY FOR
\VHICH YOU MAY BE TOO LATE TO-MORROW.
EVERY DAY COUNTS IN A MAN'S CARE EH..

from 15'- to 70'-.

Pi!.EJlR(IDUtERS

Accountancy Examinations
Advertising and Sales Management
A.M.I. Fire E. Examination
Applied Mechanics
Army Certificates
Auctioneers and Estate Agents
Aviation Engineering
Banking
Boilers
Book-keeping, Accountancy and
Modern Business Methods
B.Sc. {Eng.)
B.Sc. (Estate Management)
Building, Al·cbitecture and C!erk
of Works
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Civil Service
All Commercial Subjects
Commercial Art
Concrete and Structural Engin..
cering
Draughtsmanship. All branches
Engineering. All branches, sub..
jects and examinations

Education
Heating and Venti!ating
Insurance
Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining. All subjec:ts
Mining, Electrical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Municipal and County Engineers
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Police. Special Conr£e
Preceptors. College of
Pumps and Pumping Machinery
Radio Reception
Road~ making and Maintenance
Salesmanship
Sanitation
Secretarial
Shipbuilding
Shorthand (Pitman 'sl
Structural Engineering
Surveying
Teachers of Handicrarts
Telephony and Telegraphy
Transport
Weights and Measures "Insp."
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
Works Managers

A."

WOLVERHAMPTON.

IT COSTS NOTHING TO INQUffiE
fir. WE TEACH BYPOSTINALLPARTSOFTHE WORLD.._.
Also a~k foi our New Booh~FREE OF CHARGE

THE HUMAN MACHINE
Secrets oi Success;
Note Addreu Carefully:

THE BENNEIT
COLLEGE LTD.
(rept. I\12)

SHEFFIELD
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THE NEW RANGE OF REGENTONE MAINS UNITS

STAR
FEATURES
ONLY ON REGENT ONE
The incomparable range of Regentone Mains Units entirely
redesigned.

Each Mains Unit now incorporates these

five star features.
Each model is housed in a solid drawn steel case, of
most attractive design having_ a Flore~tine bronze finish.
Each and every model is provided with tappings divided
into three main_ groups; SCREEN GRID, DETECTOR AND
POWER.

The Screen Grid and Detector supply each

have high, medium and low outputs.
has one output only.

The power supply

SEVEN VOLTAGE TAPPINGS ARE

COMMON TO All MODELS.

All mains units inc.orporate

a LINE VOLTAGE REGULATOR, by means of which .
voltage fluctuations in the main supply line can be
compensated.
The line Voltage Regulator and

voltage tappings are

carried by a specially moulded distributing block; the
sockets carrying voltage are

sunk into the insulating

medium.
For supply and voltage as follows
100'120 volts, at 40'100 cycles.

200'250 volts,

Dual frequency 25150

cycles at an extra charge of 10'-.

Prices from 39 16

or 8 1- down.

Change from bat'i:ery to mains
but change with Regentone
-and follow the experts
If you have a battery operated receiver, make it all•
electric with one of the nc\V Regentone Mains Units.
Regcntonc Mains Units are specified by fainous set
manufacturer:;; for their sets; experts choose them for
star circuits, the Press pays tribute to their efficiency
and reliability.
Choose Rcgcntone-the one the'
experts · all recommend.

THE SYMBOL OF INDIVIDUAL CRAFTSMANSHIP
Regeotoue, Ltd., Rcgento•Ie House, 21, _Bartlett'sBldgs., HolbornCircus, E.C.4. Tel.Central874-5 (5 tines).lrish Free State Distributors: Kelly&Shi!l,Ud.,4-7, FleetSt.,Dt~bll!l-
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EVERAL receivers were seen at
the recent Radio Exhibition in
which the customary tuning
arrangements had been disposed of,
and some form of automatic selection installed instead. One receiver
had a number of small buttons
which could be labelled, and the
depression of a button tuned the receiver to the station indicated on
that button. In another the centre
of the loud.speakcr fret was fitted
with a knob, and disposed round
the fret were small windows bearing
the names of the more powerful
European transmitters. Rotation of
the knob tuned the receiver to fixed
points, the indication being provided
by a travelling light behind the windo-..vs. Devices such as these_ tend
to make radio much simpler, and
a receiver may be adapted to a
similar automatic selecting device by
t·he following means.

•
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PRESS THE BUTTON

The Conversion

A number_ of the semi-fixed
cOndensers should be obtained, the
exact nu m her -depending upon the
number of stations it is desired to
Existing Receivers, says Mr. D. James,
receive. Obviously, only those sta:
tions which are received at good
j may be Converted to Automatic Sets
strength should be chosen. Screw,
j
in Quite a Simple Manner.
these condensers to the baseboard·
of the receiver as close to the
tuning coil as possible, and join
To GRID all the terminals on one side of the
condensers together and connect
this " common " lead to the lead
from the tuning coil which is
earthed. The remaining terminals·
of the condensers should then be
taken to the selector device which
is chosen, and this may be of the
type having a rotatable arm travelling over a series of small stud>!, or
a number of sockets mounted on the
panel. In the case of the rotating
arm device, the condensers would
This diagram explains the method of joining be joined to the studs, and In
Varying the Capacity
up the condensers. The diagram "also shows the other arrangement they would
The tuning o~ practically all
how a number of temt-fixed condensers may be taken to the sockets. The lead
receivers is effected by _the varia.
be connected up to enable the scheme described which joins the tuning coil to the
grid of the valve would then have
tion in the capacity of a condenser
in this article to be carried out.
connected across a tuning coil.
to be joined to the rotating arm
As the value of tho condenser is inin the first device, or to a flexible
creased, so is the wavelength to which ever, the small, semi-fixed type of conden- lead provided with a plug in the
ser
may
be
usefully
employed
to
convert
second arrangement. The diagram atthe entire circuit is tuned. If the condenser (or tuning) dials were graduated an ordinary receiver into an " automatic " tached should make the idea quite
one,
and
quite
a
useful
range
can
be
in capacity values instead of degrees
clear.
Each condenser should be in·
you would find -that a cavacity of, say, covered by using a number of these con- dividually adjusWd to a station, and an
densers
.
indication provided so that the appro.0002 :mfds. tuned to the London National
If you examine the wiring of your tuning priate condenser mnv be brought into cirand a capacity of .00035 mfds. tuned to
circuit
you
will
find
that
thoro
are
two
the Regional. Obviously then a fixed concuit as required. Where a reaction condenser of one of these values could be con- wires leading from the tuning coil to the trol is fitted, this will, of course, have to
tuning
condenser.
One
of
these
wires
iB
be operated separately, but the idea of
nected across the coil in place of the
variable condenser with the same result, " earthed" and the other is joined to the plugging-in to the required station wiH
but the reason that the variable condenser grid of the first valvc~either direct· or no doubt appeal to the older members of a
is employed is that the value necessary through a grid condenser. If these two family, and a very simple and.at the same
for the different stations does not unfor- wires arc diBconnected from the variable time stable receiver may be built up on
tunately work out to a simple figure, and condenser, but left connected to the other these lines.
furthermore, where many stations are parts of the circuit, the following additions
If care is taken it may also be possible
wanted _it is much simpler to have a will make the set tunable by means of a to arrenge that the Reaction condenser can
rotatable dial to vary the capacity. How- selector switch.
be controlled by a similar method.

r--··-·,--·-·--··-·-··-,-·-·-·-·-·.-,J
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A NEW RADIO FACTORY
Progress
T is always a pleasure to record progress,
especially when it is well merited, and
I was therefore delighted to form ono of a
party w hieh visited the new works of
Belling & Leo I .. td. My friend, Mr. E. M.
Lee, is a director of this company, formed
ten years ago, and from its inception the
specialisation has been in the manufacture
of tenninals, wander plugs, in fact, anything
that bears a relation to radio connections.
The new building covers 22,000 square feet
of floor space, and has been constructed
with a view to obtain flexibility so that new
developments and new ideas can be put into
practice with the minimum delay or disorganisation. Partitions have been kept
to the absolute minimum, and .are so constructed that they can be moved to another
position very quickly. The whole factory
is ready to be expanded at any moment by
building further bays on to the south side,
and then removing the temporary south
wall as soon as the new bays are ready for
occupation.

I

Automatie Machinery

.
HE machinery consists mainly of
high-speed automatic lathes, and is
capable of turning out almost any shaped

T

part in either metal or insulation material. chemical proccsseR, including a de-greasing
The principal materials worked are brass plant, which uses the chemical trichlorethyand casein rod, this latter being made from lene in the form of vapour for removing the
milk by first extracting the pure casein, last traces of oil. All the oil removed is
which is rather like cheese, and then dyeing refined and used again, while all. the waste
it and adding suitable fillers, and hardening metal and brass dust is- sent back to the,
with formaldehyde to produce the very makers to be melted down.
attractively-coloured Bubstance from which
so many small wireless parts are made. Press Work and Fuse Wire
Many parts have to be polished, which is
HE press section includes a special
done mainly by automatic methods, and a
type of press, which Belling & Lee
dust.extracting plant prevents dust getting Ltd. havo developed for producing the
into the air from these machines. Metal permanent lettering on their terminals,
parts are mostly sent to tho niekel.plating plugs, etc. From the press work we prodepartment, where they are first freed from ceeded to the hand assembly and finished
all dirt and grease by means of the latest inspection. In one corner of the assembly
department some exceedingly fine wire was
being handled in the production of radio
fuses. This wire is so fine that it melts
before the filament of a valve could be
EVERY QUERYdamaged in the event of any fault in the
receiver. Some of the wire is only onemust be accompanied
twentieth of the thickness of the human hair,
by the coupon on page
and it takes some months of training before
the operators are able to handle it safely
113 and a stamped
and speedily. Altogether this was a most
addressed envelope a I interesting visit, which afforded amplo
proof that a real industry has been
desired
I postal reply
built up round the "bits and pieces" of
radio,
H. J. B. C.
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Radio Ramblings
1I
Tracking Interference
N a report recently issued by the research
department of the Post Office, it is
stated that over 10,000 cases Of electrical
interference with wireless sets have been
dealt with during the past twelve months.
Most of the interference has been caused
by electric motors, flashing signs, trams, and
medical apparatus, and it has been found
that, while it is possible for motors
to cause trouble to a wireless set 200 vards

I

away, a modern motor rarely offends at
more than fifty yards.
High frequency

JO-T;.;;;S- -F-;,:~;;;-;;; --i
NOTEBOOK.
'

1

·-----------------By "DETECTOR."

:

A Question of Psychology
:FOREIGN firm of electrical equipment
manufacturers in advertising a refrigerator they make, announee that any·
one buying a machine within so many days
\vill receive a free present of enough
electricity to run the thing for three
months. Isn't it strange that the sale of
this refrigerator has gone up considerably
since the advent of this announcement ?
Particularly \Vhen you consider that tho
cost of three montl1<>' electricity for quite
a. hefty cold.producing machine would be
amply covGred by half a sovereign ? And
yet, if the concern in question had announced a discount of one ·per cent., I
don't suppose anybody \Vould have taken the
least notice. There's psychology for you!

A

save the situation. To deal with such
calamities a new radio receiver-trans.
mittcr set has been developed for use by
the fire-fighting patrols in the forests of
North America, and which allows the alarm
to be given to all the patrols in the vicinity.
The set weighs about ten pounds-the
weight depends on the capa.Gity of the drv
batteries used-and the set can transmit
or receive at will by the Hick of a switch.
Three valves arc used, and by a very
ingenious circuit they are used for both
the receiving circuit and for transmission.
A cDmmon wavelength and fixed tuniiig
is used so that there is no tuning control,
and a standard aerial of 70ft. of immlated
wire is carried and slung up on to bushes or
trees when required.
Reliable speech
transmission and reception is obtained up
to ten miles and Morsc can be used up to
twenty-five miles.

medical apparatus can, however, offend
up to 300 yards. Now you know ! If you
are troubled with weird noises in your
speaker, draw (as the old school joke
about the Equator has it) a "menagerie"
Jine around your house, at about 200 to
300 yards radius, ~nd then go on an inter.
ferencc hunt.. Your hunt ·would be very
much simplified if you could get hold of a
B.B.C. Birthday Broadcast
frmne aerial and notice from which direction
VERY programme innovation of the
the unwelcome signals >vere strongest,
B.B.C. comes in for a lot of criticism
remembering that these signals come in a.
and the" Farewell to Savoy Hill" bmadca.sf
direction at right.angles to the plane of
of last ·May had its fair share. If I may
the frame. Having done this you have cut
be allowed to add my voice I should say
down the district to be investigated to
that the affair was very well done, and
a long slice of ground in a straight line,
was quite interesting, even if it was much
but you can locate the offending machinery
too drawn out.
Also, the ceremonial
even to closer limits, if you attack the pro b.
accents of the gentleman who did all the
lem even more scientifically !
Get a
talking
flavoured
rather
much, I thought,
convenient-ly situated wireless friend living
of the days of" Good Queen Bess." \Vhat.
in some other part of -your locality, and
ever you thought of it, anyway, you will
take your frame aerial to his house, and ·
be sure to " register" surprise when you
notice the direction of the offending signals
learn that we are to have another affair of
on his set. Draw a rough chart of your
similar
nature. This will be in the birthday
part of the vmrld, and on it mark the
celebrations ofthe B. B.C. in November and
positions of your houses, and the directions
liste~ers. will be taken in turn to ~very
of the signals relatively to each. Theoretistudio m the new Broadcasting House.
cally where these lines cross is tho source
I make but one comment ! Savoy Hill
of the interference, though it is quite
had nine studios-Broadcasting House
possible you may be a little >vide of the
has twenty-two!
mark at fust. Still, you will have narrowed
The Cameo
Your field considerably, and if your rough
Empire Cab~
Colliery Radio
map of the district is not too inaccurate,
inet
and
you should come within :fifty yards of the
ARCONI has again been in the limeStool.
trouble. I do not propose to tell you
light due to his work in mid ·ocean
·what to do now ! That is a matter for your
on the ultra-short waves. It is at once· a
own tact and judgment, and the experience
trib~1te and an i~onical commentary that
of telling a deaf and elderly spinster all
the mventor of thiS most wonderful science
the bother her artificial sunlight apparatus
should be compelled to seek the solitude o£
is causing you will stand you in good stead And there's a tip for British all-main radio ocean wastes in order to obtain the miniin later years. Sufficient to say that the manufacturers, free, gratis, and for nothing. mum of interference from the wide-spread
Post Office engineers recommend that Can't you imagine it? "Run your radio ramifications of the child of his brain.
offending apparatus of a medical nature set for two years at our expense ! " In Meanwhile, a little band of experimenters
should comprise a closed non·radiating other v..-ords, knock five shillings off- the are working in a Yorkshire colliery to still
secondary eircuitor-A ME'l'AL SCREEN selling. price •.
further cause the name Marconi to be
OF LARGE ENOUGH DIMENSIONS TO
blessed whenever the alleviation of human
OO"~IPLETELY
ENCLOSE
BOTH Radio for Fire Fighting
suffering or the saving of human lives come
HOSE of you who have at any time to be considered. I allude, of course, to
PATIEN'l1 ANDAPPARATUS!!! Now
tell that to your elderly spinster ! At the
lived in the great lumber belts of the attempts that are being made to provide
great risk of flogging a dead horse, however, North America will know the great dread a really dependable form of communication
I would like to whisper in your ears. Before -in which forest fire.':\ are held by the inha- underground in times of disaster. A fair
you set out on this drastic business, just bitants and the forestry authorities, and I success has already been attained and
go over your own set and that of your retain viyid recollections of a visit paid research work is going ahead, thanks to the
friend's, and make sure you have no loose to the scene of desolation 'after such a fire genetosity of the colliery owner who ha.s
connections ! They inake more row as had passed by. As in most conflagrations, placed his_ mine at the disposal of the ex·
a rule than a dozen modern electric time is of paramount importance, and pre- perimenters for tests.
The transmitter
ventive measures taken in time will oft-en used has an output of0.25 kW itlld is used
motors.
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in conjunetion with an acFia.l fixed to 35ft.
masts at the pithead. Those of you who
saw the German mining. film Karnerad·
schaft wHl recall how Inincrs endeavoured to
effect some fo1'm of communication by
rapping on the TJipe lines, and it needs, very
little imagination to realise the boon of a
dependable radio link with the surface of
the mine. Of cours;e, many modern pits
have telephonic eommunication throughout
the workings, but when the unexpected
happens telephone wires are among the
first things to be fractured and torn up.

Sparking Dangers in Mines
CERTAIN prejudice exists as regards
A
the use of electrical apparatus in
mines owing to spttrking dangers in volatile

gases, and one of the major problcrm; in
providing; radio service underground is that
of obtaining spark proof apparatus. For
various reasons reception i" vastly inferior
as a rule to that obtained above ground, and
blind spots are often found in the region
of metalliferous veins in the geologic
structure.

Experiments in the Severn Tunnel
O"C' may remember the attempt·s made
to receive the Cardiff station by
members of a Radio Society whilst travelling
by train through the Severn· TunnelBritain's longest tunnel. The reception was
worst at the. deepest part in the middle
of the tunnel, a gradna.I improvement being
noticed as the train neared ground level.
'Vhile this is perhaps not an exactly
parallel case, it serves to illustrate that the
difficulties of wireless communication underground are ma.ny. \Ve hope that the diffi.
culties will not be too many to disceurage
those who arc seeking to further lighten
the burden of the members of the mining
industry-men who earn every penny of
the small wages they get.
Every wireless enthusiast who rea.ds
PHACTICAL 'VIREL'ESS will have long since
realised that the wonders of radio are
legion. Every day we hear of some new
development, every day some untiring
worker discovers some new aspect of this
young-old science. Probably, apart from
television, the problem of broadcasting light
and heat and power by means of the ether
has most engaged the thoughts of experimenters, and it has been left to an American
body to demonstrate that cooking by
wireless is posRible. The Americans, \Vith
their old-world attitude toward their
women folk, have a happy knack of harnessing most of their new-found industrial
processes to the alleviation of domestic
drud_gery, though it is a debatable voint.
whether our less sophisticated wives and
mothers will take kindly to meals cooked
by meitns of dials and knobs. 'Vell, I have
seen socks, dusters, and other domestic
oddments ha.nging from an aerial to dry ;
will I live to see cakes, pastries and other
edibles supported from the :wlf-same ·wire
to cook ? I think not, for by then the
consumption of heavy meals will probably
be nothing but a spectre of the horrible
past, and we will all be fed by wireless or
by some form of tabloid food that remains
as yet the dream of our most progressive
dietetic scientists.

Y

lOZ

MANUFACTURERS'

LISSEN "SKYSCRAPER 3"
Chassis model with Lissen
S.G., Detector and Pentode
valves. Cash price £4/9/6.
Carriage Paid. Balance in
11 monthly payments of 8/3.

With

8{3
order.

COSSOR MELODY MAKER MODEL 335.
Compktc with valves, spc.-tker and cahinr.t.
Employ3 Cos~or vari::tblc-mu S.G., H. F. ~!age,
detector and power valves. Cash pnce,
£7/11/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 14/'10.
Carriage Paid.

SLEKTUN

order.

SCOUT S.G.3.- S.G.,

Detector and Power. Pilot Author
~it "A" (less valves and cabinet).
Cash or C.O.D., £4/8/6.
Carriage
Paid.

Balance in 11 monthly payments
of 8/1.

•

\Vitb

10/•

\'.'itb

8/1

5/-

order.

................

ACCESSORIES

OARRARD INDUCTION GRAMOPHONE MO·
TOR. For A.C. maill5. !'fodel2tJ2. :\lounted
on 12-inch Ilickel motor plate with f11lly
automatic electric starting ·and stoppin;:
switch. Cash price £2/10/0. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4}1.
B.T.H. SENIOR PICK-UP with arm and b~o.J.
Cash price £2/2/-.
Balance in 11 month!y payments of 3/10.
Carriage Paid.

•

With

4/7

order.

With

3tl0
order.

COLLARO INDUCTION MOTOR WITH PICKUP. For A.C. mains. 12-inch turntable, \\'ith
moulded pick·np, volume control and auto· 7/4
matic stop. Cash price £4/0/0. Carriage order
Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/4.~

1933

ADAPTAGRAM

C'om·ert )'""'"tong Range Express::: to a
J!:Ltliogram with n.;" l>eantiiul inl'<id
Walnut (,'ahinet. SUPJ•lied witl! vigHcttc
frunt "" llluotJalOO ,m,\ motor hw>r.l,
re~,dy ln tal.e your owu Sct.Gramophoue
~tutor and l'ick·trp. P:wel Hiin. x 8ln.;
.Bu<ehmu·d l~iH.; 6peaker eompanll!ent:
17in. x 1\l{iiJ.; ovcnLII ·JionetL"!nn•~Blin.
high, ~1 'fiH. "it\c, 1'-lin. deep. Uencn•JS
aecmnmodation ior batteries or"'""'"
equipment. l'ille\l with l~tck. Halt>e

FINE

~~~~~~~~-SPEAKER UNIT AND CHASSIS, 'With

5/5

Cash price !1/19/G. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 7 monthly paymenb of 5/5.
order.
ATLAS EUMINATOR, Type A.C.244. Three
tappings, S.G., detector and power. Output, \Vith
120 volts at ~0 mfa.
Cash price £2{19{6. Carriage Paid.
order.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
EPOCH "SUPER JUNIOR " Type MM. Send
~.~:~~n~~;n~I~~~~~r.)[oving·Coil Speaker with S/~
Cash or C.O.D. £1/7{6. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of Sf·.
only.

5/6

V-.'ith

6/6

PC~id.

order.

Balance in 5 mont!Jly payrn("nts 0f 6/6.

EKGO H.T. UNIT, Type A.C.25.

Ea•y Terms; 12 mo:~.thly
ii/9. l."•.n;a:>;c an<\ pa(•kin~ 2/~ e~tr~.
f.JODI:J."" J\'" with ~hrrarol J>ncll,te ~p,;n~ ~'otor and .lJ.T.lf.
ec,mi,incd Hck·np :c~>ol \'<>ltlltW t"cat<nl. <.'a'it or C.O.D. 6 Gninea.s,
~r 12 monthly ~ayments of 12/-.
~!PDI;L " U" "it h Coil;on>
Ekdrk <1r:mwuhone l'nit ;onopldcwjl h l"ick·U!J"nd\ nlul!.t( ·,.,.
trol. C;,>h ~r C~O.D. 1 Guineas or 12 mcnthly payr.:Jents of l:'l/9.

A

5/-

~~~~~Q-~~~L ~;·E:K£::A~~i~l~ 3~·~t~r~~!.

63/pa.vnents o!

LIKE

5/S

put transformer. This speaker will handle
np to;, watb. Cash price 11/15/-. Carriage

;i:'~'l ~~1 ;:'~~~~;_; ~~r::~~'~:

BUILT

R. & A. "VICTOR " PERMANiENT MAG_NET
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER DE LUXE with
6-ratlo input tr:msform~r and protecting- grille.
Cash or C.O.D., £3{10/·· Carri:~ge Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly paym2nts, of 6{5.
R.& A." BANTAM" PERMANENT-MAGNET' With
MOVING·COIL SPEAKER with :3-ratio inout
transformer. Cash price £1{7/6. Carr. 1\iid.
cnler.
Balance in 5 monthly paynwnti; of 5{-.
W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING-COIL Wit!:
SPEAKER. Type P.M.4. With transformer.
Cash prke £2/2/-. Balance in 7 montlily
order.
payments of 5/9.
W.B. P.M.5. PERMANENT MAGNET MOV~ \Vith
ING-COIL SPEAKER with input transformer.
Ca5h price £1{7/6.
Dalance in 5 monthly payments of 5/·. Caniag()
order.
Paid.

PIANO

For multi·

\Vith

"al've sets requiring up to :!.5 m/a. 3 tappings,
;~~;; .detector and 120/150 volts. For A.C.

7/1

5

ord~r.

Caoh price £3/17/6. Carriage Paid.
Balnnce in H monthly payment5 of 7/1.

HEAYBERD H.T. ELIMINATOR, Model D.150
for A.C. Mains. 1:-,0 volts 25 m/a. l var, S.G.:
1 var. 0-150 volt; 1 fixed 150 volt. Ca~h
£rice £4/6{~.
p~1d~ce 11 monthly payments of 7{10. Carriage

\\'ith

7/10
order.

REGENTONE H.T. ELIMINATOR, Type W.tO \\'it[,
A,C. ~Llins.
3 to.ppiugs, S.G., detector and power output 12.0-150 volt5 at
50 m,'a. Cash prke £3/1C/·.
Balance 11 monthly paym~nts of 6/5. Carriage order,
Pnid.
ATLAS H.T. EL,IMINATOR, Tyi!a D.C. 15/25 With
for D.C. I\lains. 8 Tappings GO/SO volt, ::,C/'J'J
volt: 120{150: output 1C.'and 25 Dl/a. at
E•O volts. Ca~h Price £1/19/6.
lJalance in 7 l!!Ontllly payments of 5/3.
order.

for

fi/5

5/5

llny itams aJ<nrti~~i ln thiR io:~mal
10/· ser.• aU C.O.D. cbat~es ~a•J.. ·

s~ut

c.O.D.

n

valt!c ot:er

56 Ludgt-tn Hill, London, E.C.i

nw .vour 110 pp. Cal.!!ogue (:JJ. 5l.1mt<

.,IIOo,\OJ .......................... , ..........far which I tli·_-!os~
•••• .< ....... .'! ....... ..

Make certain of your copy

of~

NEWNES WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA
See pages 80 and 81 [or Simple Condi!ions.

PN.W.

MiscellaneoU!l compon4.!nls, accessories, etc., etc., supplied CASH.
C.O.D. or /i.P. on our own
Private Syst4.!m of Easy PaYments.
Send details for quotation by return post.
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Tune m
on

this

NEW
WIRELESS
INSTRUCTION
The I.C.S. \Vireless Courses cover
every phase of wireless work, from the
requirements of the youth who wishes
to make wireless engineering his career,
to the man who wants to construct
a broadcasting set for his home, and,
at the same time, to know how and
v.rhy it operates and how to locate
any faults that may develop.
No branch of industry has ever progressed as rapidly as wireless, and the
rate pf progress is increasing. Only
by knowing thoroughly the basic principles can pace be kept with it. Our
Instruction includes American developments and practice in addition to
British. It is a modern education in
radio, covering every department of
the industry, and gives an outline of

the principles and possibilities of television.

Our Courses
Included in the I.C.S. range are
Courses dealing with the Installing
of radio sets and, in particular, with
their Serviceing, which to-day intimately
concerns every wireless dealer and his
employees. The Operating Course is
vital to mastery of operating and transmitting.
There is also a Course for the wireless
salesman. This, in addition to inculcating the art of salesmanship, provides
that knowledge which enables the
salesman to hold his own with the most
technical of his clients.
'Ve will be pleased to send you details
of any or all of these subjects. Just
mark and post the coupon, or write
in any other way-the information
you require \Yill be forwarded at·once.

!~ ·-·-·---·-·-·-··-·-·-·-Concerning V ariab!e Condensers !I
j

--·--·---·--·-··--·-···
(Continued (Tom page 79.)

turer he had complaints that there was,
with this new condenser, an apparent
station crowding at the top end of the scale.
The outcome of all this was the appearance on the market of what might be termed
a happy medium, namely, the log mid-line
condenser. The shape of the plates followed
\Vhat is known as a logarithmic law, and in
the calculation and resulting plate shaping,
allowance \Vas made for an average capacity
value of the stray capacities introduced in
the set. The advantage of this type of
condenser can perhaps be more readily
appreciated if we think of modern wireless
practice. In the early days when two or
three tuning operations had to be carried
out before a station was received properly,
difficulty was experienced by the person
handling the set unless he was skilled.
l\fa.tching the inductance of the tuning
coils was a big step forward and reduced
these dial differences considerably, but with
a log condenser even perfect matching was
not absolutely necessary. This is brought
about by the fact that when two or more
circuits are tuned to any one wavelength
the resultant alteration in the dial setting
when tuned to another wavelength is the
same for each cond-enser.
That is to say,'eQ.ual wavelength changes
coincide with equal dial setting changes,
say, 10 to 30, with one· condenser and 14
to 34 with another. It was therefore posREADY RADIO 303 KIT. CabinetMode!,
sible to set each tuning condenser to give
including moving-coil unit and valves.
the same dial reading· when a station had
Cash Price, £6/17/6.
been tuned in accurately merely by releasing
And 11 monthly payments of 12/9.
.
the grub screw securing the dial to the
ACCESSORIES'
moving plate spindle. The simultaneous
tuning of all the circuits then became a
NEW ORMOND PERM. MAGNET
MOVING-COIL L.S. UNIT.
Gust
relatively easy matter and paved the way
released)
Cash Price, £1/18/6.
for the gauging of condensers.
And 7 monthly payments of 5/4.
In conclusion, let me say a word on a
A.C.244. 3 H.T.
popular fallacy which existed some time • i!.'.~.~:::ELIMINATOR,
20 M/A output.
ago. It was often said that this or that
Cash Price, £2/19/6.
And 11 monthly paymcnta of 5/6.
type of condenser brought about added
NEW R. & A. " CHALLENGER "
selectivity.
PERM. MAGNET MOVINC..COIL
The dial separation for stations working
UNIT.
Cash Price, £1/15} ...
on wavelengths fairly close to one another
And 6 monthly payments of 518.
is certainly altered with the different types
of condensers that are used, and a better
distribution of the stations round the dial
results from the use of the square law or
log types. This is really only a psycho99 P.M. MOVlogical effect, however, and the ability to
ING-COIL UNIT. The Finest o!
separate the stations one from the other
the New Permanent
so that they can be listened to without
Units.
Price
interference is a function of the set itself
And 11
and the aerial with which it is employed.·

Sound Sales Mains Transformers.
N addition to correct design,- the actual

I

constniCtion of a mains transformer can
play an important part in its operation.
A badly clamped core, for instance, can
give rise to hum caused by the vibration
of the laminations. Sound Sales Ltd.,
appear to have paid particular care to a11
YOU MAY USE THIS COUPON
details in the J.esig;n and manufacture
INTf.RNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS. LTD., of their mains transformers. Silicon steel
Dept. 94, International Buiidin:;:s, Kinnway, London, W.C.Z. core ; screened primary windings, heavy
Without cost or nbfiga/ian, please send m~ full in- gauge screening case, and fuses, are all
/ormaliall obuut THE /.C,S. RADIO COURSES, embodied in
these products, resulting
in very efficient components. The inIfam~ ............. ,, .................... Ag~ •...... sulation test is carried out at 25,000
volts, and a leakage test at over 2,000
Addres•
volts, enables the transformers to be used
for all ordinary purposes with confidence,
\Ve are m:ing one in our J\Jains Express
Three to hA ilm:;cribed n~xt week.

NEW R. & A. " VICTOR" PERM.
MAG.MOVINGwCOIL REPRODUCER
DEwLUXE, With 6 ratio Transformer
and Cadmium plated Grill.
Cash Price, £3/lOf...
And 11 monthly payments of 6/5.
BLUE SPOT 100U,INDUCTOR UNIT.
Cash Price, £1/12/6.

With

514
order
With

51order
With

51order
With

5{7
order

With

51order
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wireless or m"odd purposes, anrl i~ made ln all-steel,
Xo. 2 is!> householder';; mod PI, and :So. 3 a carJWHttor';;
and engineer's modPl. Guest, Keen and Xcttlefohb,
Ltd., Heath Street, Birmingham.

A SPECIAL PAIR OF PLIERS
pair of pliru
in the i!hJRtration
T II in specialcolumn
willmpid!y a11d neatly form eyes
~J

~hown

thi~

11e can hear),
with tlJC normal slowmotion dial,
with its ten m:
twelve to one
ratio.
~atur
ally, the demand has been
felt in manufacturing circles for an even
Blower slowmot.ion movement; aml
equally naturally. that
demand ha<~ been nwt.
Thtre are already at
least two dials on the
market providing not
only a twenty to OIJC
ratio 11ctwccn the gears,
A slow-motion dial wilh a 2J to but also so designed
1 reduction ratio.
that the scale can lJC
illuminated very ea<>ily,

thus 8till further nimplifying tuning opcratiom;.

The~ dial~ 11.re of the dlsc type, and their Jnounting
is extremely simple. For those who are keen on
di~hmcc-searching, whether on the sholt or normal
broadcast wavehund;;, they provide a new accuracy
that is very valuable. Telsen J£lectrie Co., Ltd.,
_.,\~ton, Birmingham.

A UNIVERSAL TEST METER F~R WIR~LESS.

wnel_e~s

HE instrum.ent shown on this page IS a
test meter giving four rtoa!linqs on one dml,
T
inelU!lin"' direct measurement of resistaiJCe. It may

l;e used"to test ll.T. aii!l L.T. volta.ge, current eon·
sumption, valves, transfo~·mers~ cmls, {'Oud,'cnser~,
short circuits. resisbwce, d1stortwn and Uad co:me~.
tions. It is fitted with a batt~Cry for valve and mrcmt
testing. The readings are up to 150 volts for H._T.,
up to 6 volt~ for L.T., 30 milliamps for current, res!~t
ancc \lP to 2.,000 ohm~ .. An intercstinfi book on :?stwg
is included wJt.h each m~trument. wlll<:h co~ts J -S. 6d.
Standard Battery Co., 18!-8, Shaftc~loury Avenue,
W.C.2.
A SCREWDRIVER AND SCREW~HOLDER
WELL-KNOW~ firm of ~crew manu.Iaettuers ..haR
recently marketed tl;e com?ined .;erel~diJVer
and screw-holder ~hown m the Illu~twJ.~on. m ~he
next column. It pips the screw \Vlub_t It 1~ belni!
turned and it ~aa there-fore he used _w1t~ one hand
ly 'u will be fouud ideal [or workmg Hl awkward
o;~c::~, aR tlw blade cannot ~llp out of ttm S!'rcw:slot.
ldctiiionn,lly, it dispen~t;~ with the need _fo~, a ~l?llct
or bradawl hole in orduuuy w:lolb 1111~ 1~ 1,; suJ!:•L,!~
for mPL~l or wood ~n·e~~~- It 1~ mnde Ill three ~1zcs.
No. 1 1u·r·omJnOditting :i\os. 0 to (i gaur<;c wood ~crews,
10 to 4 BA ~crrvv;;,
and \Vhitworth
~crews
l;l Gin. to
U/G-Hn.
diameter;
A rmirersa/
No. z size ~nits -!
fes I mdcr
tcJ \) g1mgo wood
for l-V~·re/c:s.
scn·w~, 5 to 3 BA
sr:rCIY~, anrl Mn. to
5;·3:2in. \Vhitworih
serews; Xo. 3 cater,;
tor 8 to 1-i gauge
wood screws, 2 to 0
BA
screws, and
3/U\in. to !in. Wllitworth screws. No.
1 size is suitabl~: for

A

in the ewl~ of 'vire. ami of a !liamctcr to suit
the terminal or bolt t.hcy arc intcndt.'d to pas;; over.
Eyrs formed with ordinary plier;; are sGldom neat or
sati~factory, nor do thny alway~ make good eledrieal
contact. The pliers JlrOYidc eight sta11dard sizes of
loop-forming ends which make perfe!'tly rircular loop~.
These range from 1/]Gin. to 5/l6in. in dianwtu. The
inner faces of the pliers meet in perfect contact. along
a line Jin. in lengtll. The tool may al~o lJe used for
other sma.ll bending joiJs. The usual side cutter:>
arc incorporated.
Volute Pliers Co., HI, Victoria
SquarE", 8.\Y.l.

POLARITY INDICATOR FOR WIRELESS
ERE is a neat little polarity indicator which will
be found usc1'ul by radio enthu~iastH, car-owners,
and otlJCrs interested in electrical matters. 1t will
imtn.ntly indicate the negative polarity of_any source 11f
current from a few rnilliamps to much higher currents
and JlfJ to ;)00 volts. It is conv<'nicnt in ~izc, for it
can JJc carried in tho waistcoat pocket. It will show
alternating current or direet current wiring a8 well.
H. costs IJy post :Is. 6d. from I.C.A., Ltd., 28, Park
Road, Kottingham.

H

~;;,,;,@6
A s<:rewdrioer and screw~lwlder combined.

TEST PRODS FOR WIR£LESS AMATEURS
HEN wirel"ss sets which ltave given gatisfact.orv
results fail to function, the first thing the amateu·r
does i8 to search for a brok••n circuit. This is a somewhat lougthy process, but
it can lJe considerably expedited lJy lllNtn~ of two test
prod\\. .In use, the prods
are connect«d to a voltmeter and a small loattcry
in serie~ with the ends of
the length of wire to be
tested. \Yorking along
the wire with the Jll'od~
{the needle points, of
course, will readily pierce
the insulation) at intervals of -}in. or ~o the
break is soon located. lt
is sold l1y J. J. Hastick &
Sons, 118, Bunhill Row,
London, E.C.

W

MINIATURE WIRELESS
TESTING INSTRU~
MENTS
'VTJREJ,BSS becomes much more fascinating when
W you have a set of instrument~ l;y means of wbieh
you can men~ure voltagr, current., rrsi~tance, etc.
F<Jr best results it is de~irablc to have thc~e incorporah•cl on the vane!, BO that by J,reosing a button
n•:Hling~ mny be taken.
1\'liniaturc instrument~ :[or
r:uwl mounting having ~in. dia:tlwter dial~ are IHJW
available at 0:', (i!l. each (postage 4-d.), Ilicl~el plated .
A useful pair of loop~formr'ng
pliers.

f"'''_,_,,_,,_,,_.l_,_,l_!l-!l_,_,,_,,"'!'!'
~

IJ Make sure of your

j
I

I
I

souventr. -1I

Encyclopaedia by following the
simple conditio11s given on
pages 80 and 81 of this issue.
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J
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they may IJe ob!-ainell to rrad f>, 6, 10, 12, J 5, :!5, in
volts or amp~. They arro ~oh! l1.v J. J. Eastick and
Son-', 118, Bunhill l{ow, London, E.C.
CHAKOPHONE UNIVERSAl.. TUNING UNIT
HE Bugle Engineerin,l! Comp;my have improwd
their well-known l:J,akoplwne Tuning Coil, IH'-<l
11nder the nnmc uf the l'halwphonc l;niver¥al Aerial
TLming Unit it is eompkte wiih rotary mngndic
rP;td.ion coil and wave-change
switch. Thi:;; now tuner takes
the place of the old de luxn
model, the manufacture of
whkh has now bef'n discontin·
ucd. H is built on a bakelite
mouhlrd former and a JlUHh-pull
switdt in the ba~c is ust~lt for
wave-changing. The swit!'h iH
ltrranged so that ><enral tnnrrH
can he ganged. A panel Iilntc
is included to indicat"c th!l
increased volume and switching
moyements. The tuner can IJe
used as an aerial tuning induct·
anct~ a11d as aerial or a.node
coils in screen-grid dreuits.

T

NEW LISSEN LINES
l~\Y Lisscn lines produeed
this season arc the triple
Short·'~>--ave coil, which eowrs
the useful Hhort.-wave range from
12 to 85 nwtres by means of a A ocst pocket polarity
simple switch (no coil-ehung·
indicator.
ing), the astatic choke, which
ean 1Je supported by the wiring or flxNl down to the
ba~eboard and occupies very little -~paee, l\Ild the
anti-break-through choke, ~pPcia.liy designed for in~
s!'rtion in series with the aerial to eliminate "breakthrough" of medhnn-wave stntions when receiving
on the long waws, Liss{'n will also list many new
valves, including the vllriable-mu S.G. 2v., the S.G. 215,
which has a ''cry high amplification factor and a low
impedance.
FERRANTI PRODUCTS
HE con~tructor on the look-out for a rclittiJ!c
mea.suring instrument would do well to ol!tain a.
copy of the latest catalogue of _Ferrant.i ll.adio Meters,
which contains a complete range of high-grarlc in~tru
ments suitable for either D.C. or A.C. measurements,
for audio-frequenty current, and instruments for \lie
in radio-frequency circuit.s.
Otlwr recent catalogltes which ~we have received
from this firm tillow a complete range of Verranti
I'OilliJOTH~lJt~ a11d Oile con!lned to mains components
only, including nnodfl teed rc,dstances, choke~,
maius transformers and safety boxe:;.
Separate
leaflets nre also available deallng with moving coil
speakcu, includiug l'erranti Inductor Speaker, ]JU~h
pull transformer~, audio-frequency transformen,
chokes and condenter,, and the Fcn·anti S!'Yen
valve mains consolett.c, a fine A.C. operated snpcrhrt
set. Hradcrs can obtain a copy cf any of the~e lhts
from ::Ue~o;r~. l•'erranti, I,tr.J., Jlollinwood, Lr.nca~hirc.
PIX VALVES
llB prices arc: Gencrnl purpor.e, 4~. Gd. ; rowrr,
6s. 6d.; Super-l'ower, Rs. Gd.; Sereenrd t:ricl,
lls. 6d,; :2 and 4 vol~ range Full "\Yavc Rectifier,
s~. 6<1. ; indircctlyheaterl types-Gen.
era!
pnri1o~o,
lls. 611.; ~crccncd
Grid, 15~. 6d,
The compnny i,;
also producing Britishma!lu
versions
ui'
tile well-known Amcl"
icnn Cross:cy ::iupcr
II1~t Set~, with Ion~
und ~hort \Vavc~.
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and the fivevalve "Ascot ''
'·Model, scl:s
Te;t prcd.s fer wireless ccr:strudcrs.
at 16 guineas.
(Continued on 1X!J!.B 116.]
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ADIO rec{"ivcrs for use on the short.-\vave bands below 100 metres require
to have special attention paid to a
number of points which do not usually
occur in the ordinary broadcast receivers.
The short--wave receiver does not differ
from a normal wave receiver in fundamental
principle and the general circuit design
remains the same in most cases.
Differences occur \Yherehy \VC have to deal with
such matters as body capacity troubles,
tuning arrangements, etc., ·whereby \VC
can overcome the extraordinary sharp
tuning experienced in a short-wave receiver.
If the receiver is to be used for reception
which will be as consistent as possible,
we shall have to strive for a generally
higher level of volume, owing to the weakness of the aVerage short-wave signal.
\\'c have to decide in the first place whether
the receive-r shall be used for headphone or
loud-spca¥-er ,operation. Even in short·wave work it is nowadays customary to
use only a loud-speaker, and so we find that
the general trend of short-wave receiver
design is to use a larger number of valves,
four or :five being used in the most useful
types of receivers.

R

Metal Chassis
It is nowadays customary and practically
essential to use a metal foundation for the
short-wave receiver, if it is to have a
reasonable degree of efficiency. This is
necesl'lary, not only to provld0 sufficient
stability in the amplifying stages but to
ensure that little or no body capacity shall
be present. This trouble can exist in a
short-wayc rece-iver in various forms and
generally makes itself known by the fact
that if the hands are brought in close
proximity to the tuning controls, the
frequency to which the receiver is tuned
will alter to some extent. This, of course,
prevents tuning the receiver with any
degree of accuracy and it can be overcome
by careful circuit design and construction.
Shielding alone will not necessarily cure it.,
and it is generally necessary to incorporate
a number of high frequency filter and byllassing arrangements in the receiver itself

SHORT WAVE
RECEIVER DESIGN
By Mander Burnett
before the trouble is completely curPd.
Aluminium is probably the most satisfactory.metal to use for a screening mat£ria.l,
and it can quite easily be shaped and drilled
by the home constructor.

An Efficient Two-valve Circuit
In Fig. I ·we have the circuit of an average
tWo· valve short-wave receiver of a type used

about lfi to SO mct.res.
band, from about 15 to 35 metres, the
coil V is not used, being shortcd oUt
of the circuit by the switch S. Sufficient
reaction to cover the whole band with one
coil can be obtained if the coil V is of the
correct size and a compromise has to be
struck 'or hereby the coil will be of sufficient
size for both wavebands. The tuning:
condenser C" will have a capacity of about
.00025 mfds., and owing to the enormous
range of frequencies to be covered, tuning,
even with a condenser of this capacity.
will be very sharp indeed and a high ratio
vernier dial will he necessary for easy
tuning.

c.s

by amateurs all over the world. lt
will give satisfactory headphone re·
ception on a number of stations and F;g. I.-A
inter-continental reception is easily circuit diaaccomplished. It consists, of course, gram o/ an
.,:
of the usual detector valve followed average two
I
by a single low frequency stage. A valve short
;J
.J
number of such t:t.agcs can be added waVe re•
.,:
if required, whilst a carefully designed
ceiver.
lli
screened grid H.F. amplifier can also
be added ahead of the detector. The inductThe high frequency fiHer composed of
ances L1, 1..·~ and L:: may consist of any one the chokes RFC1 and RFC'1 and condenser
of a number of types of short-wave coils C:J and G 1 is necessary in order to prevent
designed to cover t.he required bands. If high frequency currents pa,"!sing into the
the receiver is to be· used solely for short- low frequency amplifier. This filter may
wave reception, the three coils may well be take various forms but it is essential that
wound on one former and built into the the conde-nsers remain of small value,
receiver as a permanent unit. If a com- otherwise the low frequency response
mercial type of dual 'vr:t,ve coil is used, the characteristics of the receiver will be conwavelength covered will generally be from siderably altered.

.,
" "'· ...
"' .,

Fig. 2.- The circuit diagram

of a large type of receiver
utilizing five valves and operating on the super-heterodyne
principle

H.T.-f-60

H.T.-f-120
H.T.-

t

A Five-valve
Super-Het. Circuit
:Finally, in Fig. 2
is given the circuit
of a larger type of
receiver utilizing
five valves and
operating on the
super- heterodyne
principle. '!'his is
without a doubt
the most satisfactory type of receiver for shortwave work where
powerful signals
are required. By
means ofthesuperheterodyne system
(conversion of the
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received frequency to a lower one before
final rectification-and amplification) we can
use a very high degree of amplification
without the use Of powerful low frequency
amplifiers. The first valve, V 1, is a combined detector and oscillator-a separate
oscillator is not required when the difference
between the received frequency and the
local beat frequency is only a low percentage of tho original frequency, thus
-assume that we arc receiving a signal
with a frequency of 10,000 kilocycles (30
metres) and our intermediate frequency -is
150 kilocycles, t.hcn our I.lt'. is only a very
low percentage of the original frequency
oflO,OOO kilocycles. Tests have proved that
a single valve is capable of dealing with
both the original and the beat frequency
quite efficiently with only one tuned circuit.
Thus in our short-wave super-heterodyne
we arc able to get true single dial operation
without the use of any complicated ganged
circuits. This does not apply of course
to normal broadcast receivers whore the
difference between the received and the
intermediate frequency represents a high
percentage of the original frequency. Two
valves aro necessary hero for both
operations.
Amplifier Stages.
The second valve, V 2, is the screened grid
LF. amplifier, and further stages may be
added here before the second detector, if
required. This super-heterodyne system
of reception is generally made use of in the
transatlantic telephone receivers and has
proved very satisfactory.
The third valve, y::, is the second
detector; and si~>nals are then again amplified by the low frequency amplifiers.
This type of short-wave receiver has a
further very big advantage over other
types in that the tuning is very much more
simple. Reaction is introduced at the
intermediate frequency instead of at
signal frequency, thus it is possible to have
a reaction control which has practic~tliy
no "reaction-tuning " effects, and it is also
possible to set the I.F. detector just below
the point of osciUation and tunc in all the
short-wave stations without hearing a
single " chirp " or whistle. Thus critical
control of reaction is not required.
Screened-Grid Amplification.
Finally we come to the type of short-wave
receiver which makes use of one or more
screened-grid amplifiers which amplify
the original signal before rectification.
Quite appreciable amplification can be
obtained from a single screened-grid valve
down to a.bout 15 metres if the circuit i8
carefully designed, but, of course, each
amplifying stage of this type generally
means another reaction control as the task
of gauging H.F. circuits in a short-wave
receiver is not ono to be tackled lightly.
However, quite satisfactory results can be
obtained from a receiver incorporating a
S.G. high frequency stage, detector and
L.F. amplifier, and the somewhat more
simple type of construction of this type of
receiver undoubtedly makes it an attractive
proposition for the average user.
In the above remarks the writer has, of
course, been using battery models as examples of short-wave receiver design. A. C.
operation of a short-wave receiver is to-day
quite a.n attractive proposition, and in the
majority of cases no trouble will be experienced do"\vn to 20 metres if ample smoothing
arrangements . are incorporated;
the
superior characteristics of the modem A. C.
valves resulting in a general overall increase
of volume, compared with a battery model
of the same type.
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PILOT

AUTHOR
KITS
ENSURE

100%

SUCCESS •••
••• EXACT TO
SPECIFICATION

•

EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES
OF
PILOT
AUTHOR KITS

•
•
•

•
•

Contains parts only as
chosen and solely speci·
fied by the Autho;:.
Officially approved there-fore by Authorities you
can trust implicitly.
Complete, down to the
last screw and piece of·
wire.
The only Kit of Parts
that guarantee strict
adherence to Author's
solely specified compo..
nents and enable the
Author's published set

to be duplicated in every
way.

All panels and terminal
strips accurately drilled
and slotted to specifica.
tion.

GOOD

NEWS

FOR

B

Y s'pecial arrangement with the Editor of

" Practical Wireless" PILOT AUTHOR
KIT5-famous throughout the World for strict
adherence to Author's first specification-arc

available from your usual Dealer in the familiar
sealed carton. You are saved therefore the delay,
trouble and difficulties experienced in collecting
the specified items essential towards building a;

1

Set an absolute duplicate of that designed by
the Author. Build a Pilot Author Kitthere is no substitute.
LONG RANGE
EXPRESS 3
Complete PILOT
AUTHOR KIT
comprising
a II
parts as specified,
with ready-drilled
Panel and Chassis.
but excluding
valves and cabinet,

DOLPHIN
STRAIGHT

3

Complete PILOT
AUTHOR KIT·
comprising
all
parts as specified,
with ready-drilled
Panel, but
ex.,
eluding valves and
cabinet.

In cases of difficulty,
write direct, giving
name and address of
your nearest Dealer.
AJvalisement of

THE BRITISH RADIOGRAMOPHONE CO. LTD. PILOT HOUSE, CHURCH ST. LONDON, N.16
Telephone: C/isso/d 6287/8.'
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VoLTS AND VALVES
About

a

whicl,l Often

Littie

F you examine the chart or instruction
sheet accompanying a valve you will
find certain values of H.'l'. and grid
bias arc specified. Now these values are
really important, and it is not only a

I

Escapes , Attention

cireuit of a valve reduce the potential
whieh is eventually a.pplied to the valve.

Ohm's Law
The elementary formula known as Ohm's
Law t.ells ns that a current passing through
2000a OHMS
a resistance causes _a vol-

10.00 OHMS

--i~~~~r-1--'W·~IIMNJWV\r-- H. T. tage
and thts
mula drop,
is represented

r

:200 VoLTS. 15mill

( P.M.zs4 )'/'

Fig.l.-A.typ_ical
anode cucutl.
question of plugging a valve into its socket
and then adjusting the grid bias until
signals arc clear. \Vhen you want to gc~
the best from a set, the
correct valves should be
chosen for each stage•, and
then the value of the :200 VoLTS
H.T. which should be
1000
applied at the H.T. terminal should be ascertained.· (Of ·course, if you
are making up a receiver
described in these pages,
the correct potcntials
be quokd.) It is too
often overlooked that all
resista.nces in the anOde

t

'"ill

ER"

UG
Specified for
sets described
this issue!
The

w1rmg

device

provides

METAL TO METAL POSITIVE
CONTACT- a most
po!nt.

important

forby
the
equation I=~· I
being current in amps, E being voltage
in volts, a.nd R being resistance in ohms.
Now from your valve, curves vou will
sec that there is a certain anod~ current
at a given H.T. and G.B. value,
and if therefore yon wish to apply the
maximum H.T. to the valve, it is essentiaJ
to ascertain the voltage drnv through all
the components in the anode circuit, and
then add this figure to that required at
the anode.

tS mjR
:us VOLTS

t

OHMS

515 VOLTS

20,000 OHMS

Fig. 2.-Showing how the
voltage is dropped through
the anode resislances.

An Actual Example
A diagram of an L. F.
valve should make the
idea clearer. The flgure shows a l\Iullard
254 valve with a transfOrmer and a
decoupling resistance in the anode lead.
The valve makcra give the maximum
voltage as 200 volts. at vvhieh figure (when
correctly biasC'd) the anode current is
15 m.a. \Y c will assume the transformer
primary }ms a D.C. resistance of 1,000
ohms, and the dccoupling resistance a
value of 20,000 ohms. There is therefore
a current (at correct. maximum voltage) of
15 m.a·. traversing a total resistance of
21,000 ohms, which, by the above formula,
we find will give a drop of 315 volts. Thereforo, to enable 200 volts to be applied at
the anode a source of 200+ 315, or 515 volts
would be required.
This is made up as shown in Fig. 2, and
this fact must be home in mind when
working out the values of decouplers or
grid bias. Remember, the grid bias must
be decided by the voltage on the actual
anode, not at the H.T. positive tapping.

Care and Upkeep
~

Supplied with
long or short
shan.Zs and
in.•ulalars.
Full range
of markings.

Widely variable and noncollapsible prongs giving firm
grip, full surface contact with

any H.T. or G.B. socket.

FOLDER

"P.R."
FREE.

Lcdrn Linx, Ltd., 254, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.l
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(Conti11ued from page 75.)

A Vaive's Length of Service
The valves are the most important items
in the set. The life of a battery valve is
naturally govcmed by the number of hours
of use, and it is generally taken that 1,000
houra represents one year of service, after
which the valve begins to det€rioratc,
commencing very slowly at first until
distortion becomes perceptible to the
human ear, gradually getting worse. The
limit to a valve's life can, therefore, be
taken as approximately tw·o years. It
may still continue to be used, but only with
decrease in amplification and an increase
in running cost. Fig. 4 illustrates this
deterioration.
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CO\LS
8 b~c\usive\y

Specified
in the
~, LONG-RANGE

EXPRESS 3"

15'6
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Complete with
Screening Cases

. have been
1hese COl1s
d 't
. 11 designed, an I
• spec1a Y
NNO'f
is essential that1 A b .
d lo o lam
Coils are use
b
mthea ove
besl resuIts Iro
I
"Obtainable rom ·
~e~NNO'f PRODUC15,
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•
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LET OUR TECHNICAL STAFF SOLVE
YOUR PROBLEMS,__________ ,

UERIES and

The coupon below
must be attached to
every query.

ENQUIRIES

IF a postal. reply is
desired, a stamped ad.
_dressed enrJelope must
be enclosed.
E rJ er y
query mast bear the
name and address of the
sender. Send your queries to The Editor, gaYe fairly good f('SUlts on my set, Can you kindly
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Geo, Newnes, explam the reason for this apparcutly pcculiiu
Ltd., 8-11, Southampton St., Strcmd. London, behaviour? "
_
W.C.2.
. 'I'he PF;culiarity is explained lly thll furt that your
ATTACHING AN OUTSIDE AERIAL TO A PORTABLE 'I medium wu,-cs. Tnncd !Jy a .OOO::i mfd, condenser P 1_ck-11p 1s of a low-resistance pattern, wh.il~t your
"I ha. vc a 3-valvc l'ortablc l-tcceiYcr which give~ wiwlings of these ~izes will cover tuning rangeK of fro.~ tneml.'s is a high-resistance one. Generally ~peaking,
~airly good reCCJltion from the local ~tati<mR, but approxii~at~ly.l,OOO to 2,000 and 250 to 500 J?Ctres.
a low-re~i~tanc? pic~-11p _must
IS very poor on any others. There is no provision In prad!Co 1t IS found be!<t to arrange the wwdi11gs
,1'1• ·~
be used m <:OnJtwctwn W!th a
fnr connectinf! an out~ide aerial, but I am told that 1in two parts, one of 75ft.. and the other of Hl5ft.
volume control of low rcslstt.lw set. coul•i bn modified in ;<;ome wa:v so·t1·1at an aeri.al t"or long-wave reception both windings arc connected
•01{1
ance, and ·vice ve-rsa. Now your
conld be !lSC(l whcf! greater volume was required !n series, ~ut _for medium waves the larger winding
~
":olumc control has a high reon mow tlistant statiOilS. Will von Jlli•aFe a<h·i~e ? " lH ~hurt mrcmtcd by mPan>~ of a push-pull switch.
a::
~Jstauee, and therefore proTiw ~implcst wcty to connect 11!1 aerial wottl(l be to The mcclium-wave winding should for yrcf~ren<.:e
....,.;
\
bably- Il.Httch~R the high-resist•
tJ;ke it. to one tl'rminal of 11; .0001 mfd. pre-set condeJJser consist of side-by-side ~urns, whilst. the larger ~·inding
L~
ancc pick-up. On the
of w~uch the o:-lwr termmnl was joinc1l to the grid can.beaccommodatcdmthrccsec.twnRIJiacedmcon• • o~he; hand, your
tcrmmal of the first vah"e-bold<~r. A11 earth connection vement slots or notches. (8ee llg, 1.)
Jt
. fncnd 8 volume control
won!1\ also be des.irable, and s/10uld be made to L.T.
Js of lower resistance, and
ucg:ttivc. This method would cPrbin!y give increased MICROPHONIC VALVES
therefore suits the lowvo\um{\ but it might. not afford sufficient sciect.ivity
"I hn:v~ a 3-Yalvc receiver, which has given very
resistant·?
pick-up.
The
to myliJ!e ~he '· loeal" tu bn diminat.ed. A bettrr goo.rt ~en'tco for ~h~ past tw? yearR! and rN:ently
re_mcdy m YO)lf ~asc lies
way ts to wmd hvo or three turns of 2J's gauge double <.leeHled to convert 1t mto a cabmet rad10 gramophone,
wJtll the subst1tutwn of a
low-rnsistaP..,~e volume con·
cotton-NJvcrc(l wire round thcframe arri~l, and eonncct. bat immediately the SJWaker was put in the same
the ends to aerial and earth re~pectivdv, The opti- <.:abinet as tile set all musi(\ was drowne1l by a terrillc
trul forthequartf<rmf<gohm
mum po~it-ion for UJC winding will be somewhere yell.. 'Yhat is. wrong, please?"
one at present tlttccl. The
bAv•:1c1~n the l1mg and llletlinm-wave a 1·rial \\inotiiJgs,
Th1s Js a fa1rly common sc:uretl c:r tronbl~, and is
correct resi~tanco will be
but 1t can bc~t be found 1Jy trial. A position should due to the detedor-v.~lve lH'tllg IllJCrOJJhomc. That
found on the makers' in·
beobt~incd whieh w_ill gin: a bala!].C~ between maximum its, wh<'ll .subjeet .to vibration. it causcs_a mu.sical note
~t~netion sheet, Rf!d
volume :~1~d maxnnum seih'tJVJt~·- In this case to be em1ttell ~;; t.lw speaker (d:lC to VllJnitHJll of t.he
wrll probably be m
also stab!hty will probably be improved bv taking electrodes). When the speaker rs not very near to the
the region of 20 000
a lead, from the "earth"· end of the new- winding _"'"""''-''"""'-'''"""-"'""'"-"""""''-''""""'-'''"""'Fbigfi. 2.--:-How t~ne is reg,_fated
ohms, ln most c~ses
t-o J,.L negative.
IJ
ftmg a resrsfance ar.d conthe exact value i~
denser across the loud-speaq,er
not
critical, but
USING ELECTRIC SUPPLY MAINS AS AERIAL
terminuls.
~hould not <.liffer
"I n'Jt.ice that a number of comlllercial all-mains
from tbc specified
0
recei_vcrs can Le used without an outHidr, aerial, Lcing
•
value _by mor~ than lOO per cent. or so. lf the resist.sp~CJfie~i as havin~ a 'mains aerial' connection.
COPPER WIRE DATA
ance ts too hi!!;h, reproduction will he "screedJy/'
~ take Jt that this rm~ans that the supply mains ran
as ;;:ou have d1~cove~cd, but if too. low, the higher
m sCJmc way be used as an aeri~l, ami wondt~r if 1 Cut this out each week -rind paste it in a musical frcquen~JCS wllllJc lost..
·
e_ou!d alt-er my home-made A.C. set to rJperate in a
notebook
TONE CONTROL WITH PENTODE
f\J!llllur manner, bc<.:ause, living in a flat., I am u n a b l c l r - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - .
" With the object of inerensing the volume from
~~~~~~fet ~~~c ~~r;,ial. Is the mains aerial as gopd as an
my two-valve battery set I hM·e ju.~t fitted a Jlent.odo
SAFE
\n pine~ of the three electrode power valve. Volume
The supply mains can be nsed as aerial with anv
GAUGE
LE:->G'rl{
CURitE:«T
IS cortalllly greater, but rcprodu~tion is higher J.<itched
rec~ivcr m_?re!y by conneeting the aerial termimll
PER OHM,
CAPACITY
(S.Vo' .G.).
!1-nd less tmtural. Is this inevitable when a pentode
t0 one mams-lcaU througl! a small fixed r:ondenser.
ts employed, or is there some simplfl cure?"
The eonden~Pr sl10uld have a eapaeit.y of from .0001
Yns.
AMPS.
A peu~odc alw_ay:; does give empha~lB to the higher
mfd. to Jl003 lllfd., and it i~ essential that it should
16
13-1.6
13
frcquencJCs,
but 1t 1s not a difficult matter to regulate
lHl a _really good one of WJ IeR>~ t.lum "400 volts D.C. i
18
03.4
7
the
tone by fitting a rcsistn.nce and condenser acro~s
wo:kt;1g." . . . Yoa might be i_11tere~ted to know tb:tt i
20
42A
4
the
loud-speaker
u~rminals as shown in Fig 2 giYcn
1\-[e,~r'i_. l.),llnhe!" mrtke :1. spcc1al condcn~er with lnmp I
22
25.6
2.5
herewith. The rcsistnnce '(R) sbouhl have' a vnluo
piu;; httm,'!;, awl designed prindpally for use with
24
15.8
1.5
of
about
50,000
ohms,
nnd mav be either fixed or vn.rib,tttery SP;ts. G1~nerally speaking a main~ aerial
26
10.0
1.0
~ble. If variable the tone ean-bc cont.rollcd as desired.
~ le.'!'i <~ffi,;wnt tJnn a no_rm_al out-~idc onr, although:
2$
7.18
.7
T~JC
eondenHer
{Cl
should
be of al1out .oJ. mfd. capacity.,
lJe~Lter than t.he averagB lllSHle aCfHII.
'l'he efficienr·v
SO
6.03
,5
When the ~pcnkcr is fed through a transformer t.ha
d:p~n:l~ p~incipal\y upon the characteristics oi indi32
3.82
.4
tone
control
should
be
put
acro~s the primary wiucli!JO"
nduul mam~ snpiJly lead.~.
S4
2.77
,25
of the transfor~e!· lf ~hokc-capaeity foed i~ f'mploycd
5
the
correct
po.:;1twn
is
m
parallel
with the choke,
FRAME AERIAL WIND!NGS
~~
g~
"I an~ lmil<ling a 4-valvc portable receiver of mY
40
0,75
70 ~/a
own de~q:n, but am at a loss to know how manY i
FITTING A VARIABLE MU VALVE
turn~ ar•• r•rrtur<'cl on thP frame aer1al. [s t.hert• .1n~'
"I understand that a munbcr of advanta,.os a..-e
~~r~~~e ..H~~ t£;:Ji of .dc,tcrmrwng the cone<t llll;nbcii-''' ·-•· ,,_,..,,_, ..
to lie gatned from the use of a \ana!Je Jnu
Y
;,
ont us.ug nd"\anc~'rl!J1Htlwnui.tlcs 1
vahe all is well for the note dies awav unmodtately vahc, and eontf'mplato the sub~btution of one m my
frot~~, ))J1 ~~~ 18 1• It 1? suf~u~nUy ,\( 1111 tt( for frame~ lthP \Jbratwn ce~scs. nut \\lJen the spe!tker and valve ~ G -Dct-l'en. batt-ery set m plao:e of tl•e ordJn,uv
h-t"lli,ot ,
Mt f Jtyue to allow ·l WJndmg arc clo«o tog1ther sound-wMcs rchun to UJC valve S G. vahe at present 111 use.
I would be oh!JJ,l}
'~
,_, 10
o \\If< m oug \\.1\HH and 7-.>ft. for and c,m,c sttl! more v!br,<tlon. This proccsB goes on I 1 you could P:lVC me particulars of any alteratwllil
,lmdel!mtcly unt.1t the souiul reaches max 1mlm1 in- whwh "'ould hccome Hecrs~ary."
T
tcn~1ty, ,tfter which tho note rem<~ms at a loud
1t 1sworth whllc to use a vanahlc mu valvf', esprcially
GRID
.tnd steady p1tch. The most obvious cur(\ 18 to fit a v,;hcn the recen er JS u~ed near to a PO\\ erful tran~n.Jttu.
new 'ahc, but this IS not always essentwJ, becaustt 'The nece~sary ulteratwns arc of a SJmplo c!mr,Jct~r •
tt 1s Hon.etrm~s po~sJblc to "damp-out" vrbratwn but vmy ~lrghtly wtth dlliercnt rrce1vcrs. lJJffeH•nt
l:)y httmg the val\e- m a sprung valve-holder or by methods are sho\\1l at (a) and (b) m the nrcompanym~
wrappmg 1t in thick felt. During tho paRt year dtngram (J<tg, 3), At (a) a swgle-cJrcmt aellal tun~
or so m.mufacturers JJave paHl great attention to IS employed, and the gnd of the S G. vnlvc tms been
tins part.tculnr valve fault, With a rcBnlt u1at -.;·cry connected t~ R:'L'.- 1 through the tumng c01l. To
few present-day Yalves suffer from the defect. Even make tllo CirCUit SUitable for a V.:M:. valve a grid
~o, o.ne does .seldom eome across a new -.;•alve whieh condenser and le~k !Jave been added. The con•
1s m!Cror:hontc,. ns dld the writer only a few weeks denser breaks the_ cncmt between the grid and H.T.-,
•0005
ago. Tlns particular valve was however immedi and the leak, bcmg connect-ed to a potJ:ntiomcter in
ately replaced on returning it to'the makCrS,
- shunt with the grid bias lmttcry, carries the varia\.1~
(Continued Overleaf)
·PICK-UP VOLUME CONTROL'
r··----·~··· ·~···
~
~
-;·~
. "I recently bought a pick-up of well known make
wtt_h th~ intent..lon of using it on mY 3-valve receiver, 1
FREE ADVICE BUREAU
wh1ch rs provtdt~d with pick-up trrminals and a
qaarter mcgohm potcntiomctcr '"olumc eontrol. When
H:T.- L:T.I attempted t(: use the pick-up, however, reproduction
This ·coupon is available up to Oct. 8th, 1032, !
was vory shnll, and constant high-pitched whistle
and must be attached t? all lettexs containi:f!.g f
CO!Jld be heard above the music. -Now· thB-peruliar 1
i
quer1es.
:
Fig, }.-Diagram i/luslrafing reply crmcuning
thmg .is t~w.t thG pick_-up worked perfectly. well on !
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 1/10/32
t
/ram~ aerial windim/S,
·
my fnend s set and hts pick-up (of different make)
-~
~ ~·- ~·
-~ ·~··· ··~·~

· bq Our Technical Staff
uT+
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Queries and -Enquiries-continued

any way of reducing th'e
A.C. voltage. given by the

grid bias. Notire t.o whkh side of the l.oattcrr ~witch
the positive grld bias load is connected. If it were
joined to the other switch trrminal the iJattery would
soon become exhausted, due to the potentiometcr
continuously drav.'ing current from it.. With the
connections shown t-he potrmt-iometer load is removed
immediately on switching· olf the -set-.
At (b) ;t slip;htly different method is illustrated,
this one l1eing ~nitallle wlwre a -band-pass - hm('.r
is employed. The by-pass resi'ltancc (R) which was
previonsly t,aken to H.T.-, is now connected to the
slidcr of a 50,000-ohm poteJJtiometer, which i8 in parallel with the normal ~rid -bias batt~ry. Here again
operation of the potentiometrr allows a variable bias
voltage to be applied to the grid of the-v.r.-r. valve.
Jn this case it hns been assumed that the comwCtion~
of the G.B. battery show·n at (a) were not· convenient,
aml the usual two-pole battery switch has been
replaced hr one of the three-pole type which isolates
G.J3.+ from the potentiometer when in· the "off"
position. ln each of the examples giv<"n. use Ls made.
of the same grid bia~ battery as is used for
the L.J1'. valves.

secondary -"'inding of a
mains transformer ? I ask
this question bccau~e I have
Oought (\·ery cheaply) an
old type of mains transformer wh~h is designed to
give, in addition to 250 volts
li.T., 0 volts at 1 amp and
7.5 volts at 3 amps. I wish
to use this in a four-valve
A.C. receiver which requires
a heater voltage of 4, at 3
amps, and one of 6, at 1
amp. If I could alter the
7.5 vqlt winding, thrrefore,
the transfonuer would suit
my purpose vcry'wcll."
The· suggested alteration
can be matlc fairly easily,
alt-hough it might t'ntail
dismantling the_ whole in·
strument. The method is as
follows: Rcmovc the 7.5
volt
winding,
carefully
counting the · number of
turns.
Hy dlv;_ding this
number l1y 7.5 you can find

REDUCING VOLTAGE OF TRANSFORMER
WINDING
" Could you please tell me if

per ,,olt (this will
the number of turns

.~ti~:;;~;~:,i;.~:~;

fr1ur tin1es as litany
turns a~ were
.allowed per volt.

October 1st, 19 3 2
The same wire will do as was previon8ly removed since the current
in each case is"thc·s!tn_Je. Had the 7.5_ volt winding been df'~igned
·for a lower current.,. though, a different gauge of wire would have
been necessarr. For-3 amps,
20's gauge is suitable, and
either enamelled or double
cotton-covered wire could be
used.
Fig. 3B.~Anol.;er
mdhod of substituting
a variiible mu l!alve
where a band~f;>ass
t u ne r is employed.

V.-MU

H:r.-

L.T...,

R

G. B.+

SWITCH

C

r~~,).~p~~~~~~,.j~~~~~~·~ij~~·~i·~·~~~

~r~~~'f2i~·1lt!~'H!ti?J
- - - - . --

NEW 1933 PERMANENT

-~--

__ _

MAGNET SPEAKER

No. 99 P.M.

V.-MU

-....

E. d. HERAUD, Ltd.,
jll!(

Fig. 3A·.-The subsftlution of a variable mu valoc in. a: sinsle cirruil
aerial tuner.

DEPT. P.2,

NUMBER ONE, EDMONTON, LONDON, N.18.

~-POLAR

"N.o(J
Condenser
Specifie4
for the
"LONG RANGE
EXPRESS THREE "
Its popular features include fast and slow
motion, ball~bearing spindle, positive
pigtail connection, one~hole fixing. It
follows mid-line law, and is made in hard
aluminium with brass pillarsfot.rigidity.

6'6 IP~DILA\IR
II

"0005
:ggg~s

.

SPECIFIED
for the

"LONG RANGE EXPRESS THREE "
This set has a circuit of
most
advanced
design.
This
necessitated
the
choice of a mams trans·
former ahead of ali other
types. The Sound Sales

Super
Shielded
was
therefore solely specified.

ll!ustration shows the latest Sound
SaleJ tran~former. Totally enclosed.
Static. Shielded. Westinghousc typc
H.S. as specified.
Absolutely sound in construction
Cuts out ·all modulation hum. c;,t~
down running co~to to a minimum.
The only transformer
ini:orpgrating a fuse
PRICE
and combined tapping
selector.
Absolutely
•
sale.

25!

1932-1933 CATALOGUE "P.R.'. FREC

WINCROVE & ROCERS, LTD.
1 88-9. STRAND. LONDON. W.C.2

--,

HIGHGATE,LONDON,N.I9
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~I ~!~1EYJ:~
a po.,tcard, the nan1cs of llw firms from whom

,;~;;~~
FUSE

you

require cataloaucs, and address it to "Cata!opue,"
WIREr.r:ss, Gco. Ncwncs, Ltd., 8/11,

SWITCH

PnAc·ncAL

~<mlharnpton

N
S
J

St., Stnmti, LO>!don, W.C.2.

"MOTOR" SPEAKERS

In.:livi<!nally built by British craftsmen from British
Materials and severely tested. That i$ the reason !or
the popularity of Heayberd Maim Transformers
,among Set Designers and HomeConstructor5. Here
are two Mains Transformers from the wide range of
Translormors for every Radio use,

HEAYBERD W.31 TRANSFORMER
(For Wcstinghouse H.T.S Recti6er}
Secondary Tappings: 175v. and
200v. 180 ma.
2 + 2v. 5 amps. for A, C, Valves
and 2 -j- Zv.l amp. for PowerValve,
Rectified Outputs: 200v. 60 ma. or
.250v. 60 ma.
Price . .
• . 30/..

HEA YBERD 805 TRANSFORMER

(For Valve Recti6cation)
Secondary Outpat : 350-250
+ 250-350v. 120 ma.
2 + 2v, 2.5 amps., 2 + 2v. 5 amps,
and 2 + 2v. 2 amps.
Price
55/..

ENGINEERS
•••
SIT DOWNANb

THINK THIS OVER

Can you allow any opportunity for a
job to pass by unhecikd?

fir~t-claM

"ENGINBBRISU OPPORTU:SITIES"
pomts the $Ure way to nmny such

,

.

opportunities. You cannot atrord to
mjss this book, It gives details of all
recognised- Exam1nations {A.M.l:nst.
(l.E.,
A.M.I.Meoh,E.,
I.E.E.,
G.P.O., etc.), outlines Modern Homestudy Courses in all br1!llchcs of Civil,
Mech., Elec., Motor, Radio, Aero
an•-! "Ta.lkie " Engineering, and
explains t)-,e 11nique advantages of 011r
Emplo;rment D~pt. The book is FR:E ~;.
Send a postcarJ fot' your copy )lOW.

PRA.

-----··. --·-=-----·---- .-..-;:.._._•.

-~~---

F.C.HEAYBERD 6Co.,

BRITISH INSTITUTE· OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,

..

FINSBURY STREET, LONDON, E.C,"

One minute from Moorgate

Saiec-uarded through the

Vice-like Grip at
Contact Points.
BIRMINGHAM·

HARLIE PRODUCTS

An intem~tiug lit.tle booklet entitled : " Discovery "
has been recci'.'Cd from Mes~rs. IJUJ"!ie J.. td., Cambridge
~\rterial Road, Enfield, Middlesex.
Among the items
mentioned in UJis book arc microphones, pir-k-nJli!,
switche~, motors, tone control8, etc.
In addition,
very interesting technical details are given at the
end of the book, explaining bow to connect UIJ pick·
ups, volume control at pick-nps, switching from radio
to gramophone, et('. The tone selector is the latest
device to be marketed by this firm. This i:> a Rmall
device t{) connect acrws the terminals of a loudspeaker, and it iR provhlcd with a knob giving va.riat.iou.~
of tone from low to l1igh. It may al~o be used in
conjunction with a pkk-up to eliminate scratch.

Complete range of Heayberd Mains Units; Kits,
Transformers, Battery Chargers, Chokes aml
Condensers are described in new Handbook and
Catalogue.

~-~"' .,.·-·~-

All "BUSCO"
Switches have
Self-cleaning Contacts'
and " Set Crackling " is

The popularity of the permanent magnet moving
coil speaker is largely dnc to the marked advance
made in these inRtrumcnts during the la:;t two or
three years, as a re:>ult of patient research ~·ork and
careful tc~ting. The excellmwe of dt~ign and performance of some of the modern instruments leaves
their JlTCdecessors of two or three years ago far lwhiml,
and the fine range of "::notor" perrnanCJJt magnet
lllOVing coil speakers by Tekade lladio and Electric,
J,td., are no exception. Several typrs are shown in
a neat. folder issued by this llrm, iw.:ludhJg the " Motor
~Iinor," a sturdy little speaker with cobalt magnet
and cast aluminium cba~~is selling at 3\ls. M. A
balanced armature type of unit and chassis is also
listed, tog<~ther with some well-designed cabinets
with spe~tkers, and ranging in price from 52s. 6d.
to 6Us. 6d. complete.
POLAR CONDENSERS
The development of single knob cdntrol in radio
sets during recent years has resulted ln a demand
for gang condensers having a high degree of accuracy.
The demand has been well met by a new ran::(e of
"Polar Star CondeJJsers," of the two, three and four
gang type. These condensers are precision instruments, and arc capable of working t{) very fine limits,
the vanes being of aluminium, and the rotors and stators
lliRCbinc a"'sembled, Full particulars of these condensers, and various other Polar components, including
~low motion disc and tlrum driveor, variable condensers
for panel mountiJlg, short wave conden~ers and L.T.
and H.T. accunmlators, are given in a booklet just
isRucd by Wingrove and Rogers Ltd., Polar ·works,
Old Swan, Liverpool.

S~n

.

390, Sh:J.kespcarc Ilou~~. 29.'31, Oxford

Street, London, W.l .

He's satisfied at last !
"TONAX" has rut out
all rattle and distortion
as well as giving per£ ect
tone and g,reater volume
to his Cone speaker.
Fitted in a minute.

TONAX

B~lti.</1

.uaae.

lMP.ROVED CONE ADAPTOR
From most deal~• M Post ar<d Packing

lfpplled fi#o
Fr~8

GARRATT

ES

LEWCOS.
The London Electric \Virc Co. and Smiths I.td.;
at Church Road, Leyt<Jn, B.lO, are well known a:;
manufacturers of all gaug~s of instrument wire.
In addition, however, such items as Spaghetti ltcsistances, all types of tm1ing coils, and transformers
are also manufactured.· The catalogue issued by the
above firm gives det.aiffi of these, as well a.:; of the latest
set'! of coil~ for the Sllper-hcterodyne circuitg.
HOME RECORDING
There is a great deal of interest to be obtained
in making your own records. ·To amuse friends at
a party, to send a spoken message to friends in distant
parts, and many other. uses can be found for records
made at home. 'l'he "Fay" Home Recorders are
complete radio-gramophones, containing an electrical
recordinl:( outfit.. Details way be obtained from 121
Victoria Street, S.W.l

.Chosen by "Practical Wireless" Technical
·"LONG RANGE EXPRESS 3" "'- Mod•'N"''"·
C"-Lmet, 'MlAGo>hlo"'''
hlgb x l:S
-

This

New

Gothic

Style

OS BORN
* CABINET

CHAS. A. OSBORN (Dept. P.P.W,), Regent Works. Arlington
St.; Lundon, N.1. 'Phone: Clerkenwel\5095; and at21, Essex Rd.,
Islington, N. I (2 minutes from Essex Road Tube Station). 'Phone:

Clerkenwell 5634.

for ls, Zd. P/0.

Moneyreturnedr'Fnot satisfr.'ed. Wrr.'te Dept." P.R."

...,..-- Rad10
illf!.
ills. wide x Hl ins. deep. Will
take a, set 14 in•. x 10 In~. x 8 ins.
high.
Ample •pace is allowe<t lor
sJ,>ea.Jrer up to 10 ina. diameter bole.
Made un1er a, !<lleclal procegs that
C~.!.f. reeonattoe. . B"'lllo anJ. ~ilk

PRICES.
ASSEMBLED READY TO POLISH :
Oak £0 17 6
MahOOJ.\flY £1 0 0

w ..Jnat

_

lJ.

2

ASSEMni.ED AND l'OLUJHED 1
l>l~hog~>.ny

_

£l
£1

W11-ln0t

-

Ill 10

Oak •••

5

1

6
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A CHAT ABOUT(Concl!lded /rom page 109)
WEARITE EARTH TUBE AND LEAD-IN
""rHE earth tube mannfftctured by Messrs. Wright
1 and Weaire is now well known, and th~-re-is no
need here tQ mention it~ novelties, such as the easy'
and ingenious scheme which permltR of the soldering
of the earth lead without the use of a soldering iron.
Th1• latest novelty from this firm, however, is the
lead-in deviee. This consists of two discs of aluminium,
eov0:rcd with a cellulos>coloured coating, one disc
being red and the otl~er blue. Each disc is provided
with a termial of the Fahnst.ock type, and has a
hole in the centre through which a rubber. ·suction
cup may be fixed. The two discs _arc inhmd~d to be
11~ed as the plates of a condenser, the dielectric being
furJ?.i~hcd by the glass of the window pane.
The red

disC is stuck outside the window, and the lead-in
attached to the cUp on this disc, whilst the other disc
is fixed inside the windO\\', and a lead taken from this
to the aerial terminal of the receiver. The device
thus saves drilling a hole and at the same time serves
as a series aerial condenser. The capacity may be

UNDER the above title, with the assistance of a
recognised authority on foreign broadcasting matt-ers
and a regular contributor to wireless publications
both at home and abroad, we are inaugurating a special
Identification Service, which stwuld prove of great
assistanCe to. our readerH. When tuning in .well·
known station.<; it happens frequently_ that listeners
pick up wireless transmissions of which they fail_to
recognise the• origin. _It Is to solve th(lse little pro·,
blemd t-hat the Broadcast Query Service has been
organised.
, ...
In order that a careful search may .be made it Is
essential that certain data should be supplied to the
best of the inquirer's ability and knowledge. When
sending such queries to the Editor the following rulCs
should be follow!ld : ·
ad~~e.~~ite leyitlly, in ink, Giye your f?ll name and

varied by adjusting the rclati-..-e positions of the two
discS. The price of thi<J neat device is only 1s.

AN INVISIBLE AERIAL
rr~cstion

concealing nn indoor
T HEaenal has of--satisfactorily
been dealt with by the well-known
firm (lf Pix. Flat strip aluminium foil, having a length

of 30ft., is mounted on a length of adhesive tape,
and a rubber-co~ered lead is attached to one •~Iul for
eonne'ctioo: The tape is suppllcd in a roll, and it may
read!ly be stuck .to walls, stairways, etc. If only
reqitired temporarily, the aerial may lJe · n•rolled,
leavillg no holes or marks to be obliterated. This is,
of coUrse; a new- idea in aerials, and should you
unfortuD,Rtely -cut or otherwise damage yonr hand
whilst erecting the aerial,.a_ieng:th of the plaster may
be removed and used in place of. tlw usual sticking
pl.'illtrr. The price of this a<'rlal is.2s., and it may be
2. State type of receiver used, and whether trans-_ obtained from any radio d?ale~.
mission was heard on headphones or on loud-spbker.
3. State approximate wavelength or frequency to NEW
COMPONENTS-LISSEN
SHORT·
which receiver was tuned, or, altetnatiw~ly, state between
WAVE COIL.
which two stat-i011~ (of 'Yhich you hav.e _the condenser 'T'HE key to the sueeeSsful operation of a
readings) the transmission was picked up. .
..
1 • short-wave -receiver or adaptor .is un4. Give date and time when broadcast was heard. doubt-edly an efficient coil, and bearing this
Do not forget to add _whether a. m. or p.m.
in minll.constructors will welcome -the·new
5. Give details of programme received, and. if you . Ussen TriJllc Range Short--\Vave Coil, whkh
can, some indication regarding the language, if heard. . covers, the whole of the short.-wave. band6. State whether and what call was given and ·or and entirely eliminates the inconvenience of
kind of interval signal (metronome, musical box, roil-changing. In the new romponent, which
bells, etc.) between item~.
is very compact,- the )tuning and reaction
7. To facilitate publication of replies, append a windings are set rigidJy in three_ sections on
nom-M-pl1mie to yonr inquiry.
the grooved. ribs of a wel\-linislwd bakclite
Although the service iR mainly applicable to broad- former, aild stray capacities are 'reduced to
casting stations, wherever possible replies will be given a minimum. Tire coil can be used- iri ally
in regard to rnorse transmitters (commercial st."ttions, type of circuit-in a straight detector
fog beacons, etc.) and short-wave broadcasts. For the drcuit, in a superhet, or in an H.l<', amp·
indentification, however, of stations operating on chan· , lifying stage. The tuning range with a .0002
Iiels below 100 metres it will be evident to inquirers mfd. variable condenser, is 12 to 85 metres.
that a closer {'stimate of wavelength must be ~ub The coil is priced at 4s. tld.
mitted than in the case if broadcasts on the medium
or long waveband, if successful indentilicatlon is to PIX AT MANCHESTER EXHIBITION
lJe carried out.
HE :British Pix Co. Ud., on Stands 85 and
All inquiries should be addressed to The Editor,
86, will be showing the famous I'ix and
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 8-11, Southampton Street, Pix Clips, also the nritish Pix; Valve, manuStrand, London, W.C.2, and the envelope marked factured from EritislJ mat-2rials,
Brmuieast Quer-y Sen•ice, in top left-hand corner. which embodies all the latest im- The Wearite.
Stamped addressed envelope should not be enclosed, provements in design and construcas r~plif'.s cannot be sent by post, but will be pulJlished tion. the Pix valve has a triple-coated ~el!~soldering
eart,\ tube.
in due course in each issue of PRACTICAL 'VIRELESS. neodymium filament,

T
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NEW AND RECENT BOOKS
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.
WIRELESS BOOKS

"OMNIBUS" BOOKS

THE OUTUNE OF WIRELESS

8/6

By RALPH STRANGER (Omnibus size)

Post free 9/3
A comprehensive work on wireless that everybody can understand. The
Outline o/ Wireless is specially written for the "man in the street," and
covers the whole subject of wireless reception from A to Z. Third Edition.

THE MATHEMATICS OF WIRELESS

5/•

By RALPH STRANGER.

Po,t f,, 5/3

This book is essential for the wireless amateur who desires to gain a fuller
knowledge of his subject. Written by one who has the gift of explaining
abstruse subjects in a simple fashion. 256 pages, fully illustrated.

WIRELESS, THE MODERN MAGIC CARPET

3/6

By RALPH STRANGER. (Fourth Edilion)

Post free 3/9
Wireless simply explained at the beginning and seriously treated at the end.

FINDING FOREIGN STATIONS

3/6

By R. W. HALLOWS. (Long Distance Wireless Secrets). Post free 3/9
A book which will be eagerly welcomed by all wireless enthusiasts. It will
solve their difficulties and enaWe them to obtain the best possible results
of which their sets are capable.

WIRELESS STEP BY STEP

2/6

By "DICTRON." (Ninth Edition).
Post free 2/9
A book which sho';VS the wireless enthusiast how to obtain the maximum
1
eujoyment from hi s wireless set.

RADIO PLAYS

2/6

By L. DU GARDE PEACH.

PMt froo 2/9

Millions of wireless listeners who have been thrilled by such plays as "The
Path of Glory " and "The Mary Celeste " will now be able to read them in
book form. Mr. du Garde Peach has written some of the most successful
plays ever broadcast.

HOME MECHANIC BOOKS

1{- each
Post free

1/2

THE OUTLINE OF ART
Ed;tod by

s;, WILLIAM ORPEN, K.B.E.•

8/6
R.A., R.l.

Po,t !roe 9/3

A clear and concise view of the work of the great masters, and the essentials
of present~day art. 300 reproductions.

THE OUTUNE OF llTERATURE

8/6

By JOHN DRINKWATER.

Po" froo 9/3

The history of literature from the earliest books to the work of the twentieth
century writers. 80 pages of admirable reproductions.

48 COMPLETE STORIES. New Edition
By EDGAR WAUACE.

7/6

Po.st free 8/Edgar Wallace personally selected for ·inclusion in this wOrk forty-eight
of his best tales. 1,014 pages.

GREAT STORIES OF REAL LIFE

7/6
Po,t froo 8/-

S7 STORIES OF GRIME AND ROMANCE

Sir Max Pemberton, Edgar Wallace and William Le Queux recall some
astounding real-life dramas,

CHILDREN'S ANNUALS

1933

Picture covers beautifully printed in colour. 128 pages. ~rofusely
illustrated. Crown quarto, Quarter bound. Cloth spme.

THE CIRCUS & FUN FAIR ANNUAL
NEW THIS YEAR.
All old friends are here in picture and story-the

2/6
Po,t froo 2/9

Ring~master,

the Trick·

rider, the Clowns, and a host of funny men and animals.

PUNCH AND JUDY'S CHILDREN'S ANNUAl.

2/6

Post free 2/9
Crammed from cover to cover with the adventures of Punch and judy, to
say nothing of the famous dog, T oby.

Invaluable to every handyman. Clearly written and fully illustrated..

TIM, TOOTS and TEENY ANNUAL

MOTOR CAR UPKEEP AND OVERHAUL
ACCUMULATORS
TOY MAKING FOR AMATEURS
25 TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS
SIMPLE ELECTRICAL APPARATUS
MODEL BOAT BUILDING
THE HOME WOODWORKER
MODEL AEROPLANES AND AIRSIDPS
25 SIMPLE WORKING MODELS
THE HANDYMAN'S ENQUIRE WITIDN

Post free 2/9
Tim the cat, Toots the pig, and Teeny the duck are a queerly assorted
trio and their comic antics are a joY:

"WILLIAM" SERIES
by Richmal Crompton

HOBBIES' NEW ANNUAL

WILLIAM-~THE

FIRATE

3/6

Post free 3/9
Contains practical descriptions of working models of every 'type. Fully
illustrated and gives loose insets of parts for making workable models.

NEWNES' BLUEBIRD LIBRARY.

2/6 each
Post free

2/9

A BIG BOOK SERIES.
An excellent series for boys and girls.
cloth, picture jacket in 3 colours.

Eooh 2/6
Post free

2/9

JUST WILLIAM
WILLIAM'S CROWDED HOURS
WILLIAM THE BAD
WILLIAM'S HAPPY DAYS
WILLIAM THE GOOD
WILL! AM
WILLIAM-IN TROUBLE
WILLIAM-THE OUTLAW
STILL WILLIAM
WILLIAM-THE CONQUEROR
WILLIAM AGAIN
WILLIAM-THE FOURTH
MOP.E WILLIAM

LATEST "WILLIAM " BOOK

2/6

Price 7/6
· Post free 8/..

FIVE BAND EVANGELINE
SILLA THE SEVENTH
WHO WAS WENDY
POLSON OF GREYHOUSE
THE GHOST MOUNTAIN .
DEAD MAN'S ISLAND
THE WIZARD OF THE WOODS
HILARY OF TAUNTON
THAT DETESTABLE NEW GIRL
CUCKOO OF THE LOG RAFT
IN THE DAYS OF DRAKE
THE CITY OF NO ESCAPE

256 pages, strongly bound in
Christine Chaundlet
. Bessie March1nt
May Wynne
R. S. Warren Bdl
Major Charles Gilson
John Hunter
Major Charles Gilson
Margaret C. Field
Dora Chapman
Bessie March~nt
. Eric Wood
T. C. Bridges

8-ll SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
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FA· C~T $ Y..O u~
- sHO~ULD. "
K NOW.:A·a-our ~ -TffE MAZDA -_. ..

"

...

l~VOLT · 'RANGE
#J.

In t~is exceptionally, efftsi~M"!~fl9-e of- ~--v~lt - valves wiH :b'-" r :
fo,u nd types to ~uit all battery operated. set!tt
· .• •
THE HLl, an ouhtanding example of Mazda sensitivity, , Is an excellenl .
cumulaiiv~ grid detector." Amp. Factor: 31. lm~/W:tJOO Ohms. ·( ·
THE Slt S ."M, ' a new variable-mu screened grid vafve ol exlrem.
sensitivity and low inter-electrode capacity.

THE PEN 220 and PEN llOA are two economical pentodes, whld.
will give ample v9lume ·with a very low signaf input.

THE PllO and PllOA will operate balanced armature and moving coil
speakers res,iectively

at

full volum~ with extremely economical 11nod.

consumptions.
Full details of these, and other useful
··Muda 2-volt types will be found In the
Mazda Catalogue, sent FREE on request.

· Muda Valves are fiHed by all leading re•
ceiver milnufacturen.
d . .len stock them.

All 900d radi o

LOOK FOR "EDDY" IN .
YOUR DEALER'S WINDOW

. .

lOO% BR-ITIS-H·- -Designed by ·.British-··Engineers

Prloted b1 NEWISES & P EAII$ 01! P ltl lo"Tl!IO CO., LTD., Cxrnoor tl tr~t. 1-'idbroke GroY~, W. LQ, and pubu.ti'e,t~y 0EORG.
N!!WJI•s, LTD., 8-11, Southampto n St rcrt, St ra..d,>W,C.ll. Sole A~c nts !or AUl!traha and N~w Z~ln nd : ~ORDO!I & OOTO<r,.
L TD. South Africa : CENTUAL NEWS A OI!<OY; LTD. Practic<ll W i ret <IS ca n b~""ot to -any part Of t he world, post free, fUit--.,.
17/4 per anolllll; six months, 8/8. IMeglstered a t th~ Geoerarto.t Otll~c for Tr<in•<r.WI3ion by Canacli&_!l ~~ne l'oat.
•

l *t
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WHAT. IS THE SONOTONE .!

~· ·

<see . Inside> -
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LTD.
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S LEADS
ENTS
part made by
Lewcos is a speciality in
the strictest sense of the
term: the most advanced
in design and most aC~
curate in tnanufacture.
Stocks

of

Lewcos

Co1nponents of every

description are held by
all first' class radio
dealers.
\V rite to Radio Publicity
Dept. W, for descriptive
leaflets of the compon-ents you require.

1!\\U·1J;M9U·IAA ;\•1~ti!rj iJii·' ;I:' i• d:J ;I ;(.{3 M:; i t-1:1
THE

LONDON

ELECTRIC

WIRE

COMPANY AND SMITHS

UMIHD. CHURCH ROAD,

LEYTON. lONDON.

E.IO
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SPECIFIED IN SONOTONE 4

--~

Have you heard
THE

MEANING

OF

PATENTED?
PURE TONE •••

It's the ideal of radio
repro~uctio~; a diffc~
ence m punty, senst-

SOVEREIGN PRESET
CONDENSER
Despite its simplicity, this famous Sovereign
Component has done more than any other
towards solving the problem of selectivity
in a cheap and efficient manner. Accurat~.
reliable, and up to Sovereign's high standard
of manufacture, such a component is well
worthy of inclusion in the Sonotone Four,
Send for the " Practical Wireless's" splendid new receiver.
1933 Sovereign The Sovereign Preset Condenser as specified
Rad;D Comprmenl Ca.talogu~

is obtainable from all Radio D:.:alers,

tivity and tone th.1t
only the MoToR
S.40 Unit-with it:>
patent compensating
nrmature-can give.

Yet it's a difference
that you can afford.

The S.40, like

all

MoToR

s.,eakers
and units, is moderately pr:ced.

2716
5216

1/3

YORK (as i!luslratedJ
C•bioc<S,,,,.,
embodymg

the

S.40 Unit.

(3rd :Ji/ion)
n/s'o
free

Sovereign
blueprinf for

building
Sovereign
"Ambassa-

•

dor''
and
" Viceroy"
Receivers.
SendtoDept..-

Pr.W.2.

LOUDSPEAKERS
TEKADE RADIO & ELECTRIC Ltd.
147 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.I.

SOVEREIGN

fjt Dario Valves in your receiver and its sensitivity, range and vo~ume will increase

enormously. Do not tolerate valve deterioration. Whv let those worn-out valves spoil
your reception when, at such a little cost, vou can r~store the original sensitivity and
purity of your set with Dario Valves. You ~ill be amazed at the improvement.

FREE-Write to us now and we will send you free the Dario Booklet which illustrate.~ the
full Dario range of valves together with slopes and all technical information. If you are
in doubt as to the valves you should b~ using in your receiver, write to us for
a Free Valve enquiry coupon, and we shall be pleaSed to tell you the correct
valves for your set.

1,·······················•••"''''''''''"''''''''''•········.. ·················"·'"'"''''''••

DARtO 2-VOLT.
DARIO Screcno<lion Bivolt

DARIO A.C.

..

12/6
13/6

DARIO Screenodwn \'ariable-Mu

DARIO
DARIO
DARIO
DARIO

I 111iversal Bh·oH rerluced to
Super H. F. Hi volt reduced to . .
..
Det<>ctor Bivo!t (non-mkrophOllic) to .
Super Detecto:· Bivolt rduccd from

DARIO Super Power Biw,Jt reduced to
DARIO Hypcr Power Bi\'<'lt reduced to
DARIO Polyodion (multi-grid) , .

DARIO

D.C.

MAINS VALVE
(I.H.).

DARIO
DARIO
DARIO
DARIO
DARlO

.A..C.
A.C.
A.C.
A.C.
A.C.
OARIO A.C.
DARIO A.C.

5/-

6/6

5/5/to 5/6/6

7/-

12/6

20-VOLT
15/-

DARIO D.C. I'ol;-odion (multi-grid)

15/6

VALVES

(I.H.).
13/6
13/6
13/6

.,..,.

Surwr Power
Polyodion (multi-grid)

FULL-WAVE

DARIO D.C. Sereenodion
DARIO n.C. Snpcr Df'tt>ctor
DARIO D.C. Super Power

MAINS

Screenc.<l.ion
Super Screcnodion (Steep slope)
Yariable-!IIu Screenodion
Super Detector reduced to
Super H.F. rcducrd to

RECTIFYING

10/-

13/6

TUBEl

(~·VOLT A.C.).
DARIO F.W.l (:!xZ50 v-60 m.a.)
DARIO I'.W.Z (2x3:,o v-120 m.a. 1
DARIO 1'.\\'.3 (2x500 v-1:!0 m.a.)

11/6

12/6

...

,,_
11/-

14/-

Also the usu.1! 4-volt battery range.·

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTD., 538, High Rd., Leytonstone, London, E.11

PRACTICAL

~W~I~RE~L~ES~S.;_;.;_;.;;;;;;.;_;;;;;;-;;.;~O~c~Lo_~b~e;r~8~th~,;19.;3~2~-_;;;;--

IMPORTANT
"Practical

Wireless"

PRESENTATION
VOLUME FOR
No reader can afford to be
without the amazing encyclo ...
p~edia which is offered to all
readers of PRACTICAL WIRE.
CONSTRUCTORS' LESS to commemorate the publication of the first number.
The entire contents, written
and edited by the most accom•
plished designers and writers on the practical side of
wireless construction, are presented in a new and attractive manner. The whole field of wireless construction
is covered by its pages, and the volume is remarkable
for the number of practical diagrams used to illustrate
the text. Every wireless enthusiast will find this
NEWNES'

volume a treasury of knowledge.

RECTA TONE

MAKE SURE OF YOUR

1 Has a rising response curve from 1,000 to

PRESENTATION
BOOK
POST THE
RESERVATION FORM

4,500 cycles.
2

Balances any form of sound reproduction.

3

Restores a weakened treble to its correct
value.

4

Gives a variable compensation and, there...
fore, complete control of tone correction.

5 Gives the required tone correction with...
out an extra L.F. stage.
6

IN LAST WEEK'S (OCT. 1st) ISSUE OF

Becomes at will and instantly a normal
straight-·line transformer.

"PRACTICAL WIRELESS"

7 The ideal LF. coupling for selective sets.
8

Before the Closing Day,
OCTOBER 12th, 1932.

Particularly useful where the same L.F.
amplifier is used for radio and gramophone
reproduction.

Step·up ratio, 1 : 7. Can be used in all the usual methods,
either direct coupled or choke or resistance fed, with or witho~t the tone correction feature in

L1st No. D.P.33

15f_ ,...

each case.

I ey' /<;:Mess~,~~!~~~
.... /

'1 ,;:;
yat•

//FREE I

Frrprs.: Olicu re!~ Coutryl Ltd.

U

se

th · S
I

..,...-

Coupon.,...,..,..,...
,.

,.. /

/

I
l'lcase !lend me. free an\1 po~t free, the I

,. ;

House, 103
Kmgsway, London, W.C.2

-

URGENT

• Kmgsway

BOOK OF THE RECTATONE
nate ........................

Name,, .................. ,................ • •··•·••·••••··• · • •· ••· • •

·..:.....:..::.:. "...:..." .:..:.·..:...:. ·..:.:..~.!.!.'..!...! :..:,.:.•,:.:.::.:.;:..:....:

Ask your ne<vsagent to-day. to get you a copy of

I last week's "Practical Wireless" (issue dated Oct. 1)

or obtainable, post free 4d., from Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,
1 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.Z.

1

~"",...,..,. ......Addree8., •••••••••••••••·••••·••·••·••••••••.. ••••••····•··· •• I

~

DON'T WASTE TIME. If you do not act immediately you will
lose your chance of obtaining this invaluable Presentation
Encyclopredia-DON'T HESITATE. Order immediately a copy of
the October 1st issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, containing
full details of our generous offer, together with Reservation Form
for your Gift Volume which you must send in to us by Wednesday,
October 12th, 1932.

:..:...·..:..:...·.:.:~.:..:. '..:.! :..:.:.J!~V2J
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-EviR"v-TiiiNa--R"io•ol
CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR.

r· THIS

I

YEAR'S WINNER

"LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 3."
ChaSSIS model With (LJssen) S.G.,

Detector and Pentode val'ies,
Pr1ce £4/9/6. Camage Pa•d.

cas~

8'3
Send

.

Cash Pncl', £6/7/6.
only
Balance in 11 monthly pavmcnts of 11/10.
COSSOR MELODY MAKER. Model 335. Send
Complf'te with valves, speaker and cabinet.l
Cash Price, £7/17/6. Carriage Pa1cl.
•
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 14/10.
only
J COSSOR ALL-ELECTRIC MELODY MAKER. Send
J Model336. Complete with valves, cabinet
speaker. Cash Price, £11/15/0. Carnag"(' Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 21/7.
only
SLEKTUN SCOUT S.G.3.-S.G., Detector and Send
Power.. l'ilot Author Kit "/\" (less. va~vcs
andcabmet). Cash or C.O.D., £4/8/6. Carnage .
paid.
only
J Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/1.
R &. A "VICTOR .. PERMANENT·MAGNET With
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER DE LUXE. With
Jo.ratio input transformer and protecting grill.
Cash Pri~e £3/10/0. Carriage Paid.
order
Balance m 11 m0uthly payments of 6/5.
J EPOCH "20 C " PERMANENT MAGNET Send
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER. (New Edition).
With ;{.ratio input transformer. Cash Price
I
£1/15/0. Carriar::c Paid.
only
Balance in 5 monthly parrnent~ of 6/6.
BLUE SPOT PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING Send
COIL CHASSIS.
Type 99 l'.M.
Including
matched tra1"'former.
Cash pncc, £2/19/6.
only
Balance in 11 monthly p3.)"mcnts of 5/6.
'

I

O/

I

'l'rGde Mad<

S,:ecified by the
Express 3. ,

Described in "Practical Wireless"

Balance m 1 t monthly payme~~~..~~ ..~~~: ... ~-~.~-~·.....

I

I
A

Dimensiollll:
381in. ;

width, 211 in. ;
ole11th, 15!in.:
panel site : 18
x Sin. ; hueboard
depth,
Hin.: Sp~aker

Complete PILOT AUTHOR

KIT

ll

KIT of '""""d P"''' wifh

Ready-drilled Panel and
Chcu;sis; excluding valves
and Cabinet
·

Com parlme n I,

X 19t in. ;
Clea.rance Re·

11

I
I

Itqcired.

8/1

I MPORTANT

Any

Paid.
s. d.
5 U

1

7

6

2

1

0

it•m• wp.

plied separately
for" Practical Wireless" Sets. If ()a[ue ot!er
10/- sent C.O.D. Carriage Paid.
We pay
all post charges.

I

6'6

I
I

£

1 Peto-Scott Cabinet in Oak
1 Celestion Soundex Moving Coil
Loud-speaker
3 COSSOR Valves: (1) 220 V.S.G.,
(1) 210 H.F., (1) 230 P.T.

6(5

I
I

CC~rr.

or 12 monthly payments of 10/3.

I

I

moior

tween

boa.rd
and
nnd11111ide of lid,
4in.
Ready
fitted with back
Ball1e Boud
3/6 uha iJ

and21 /7

I

Author for the Long n:ange

Hei~rht,

September 24th, /932.
''

WALNUT

ADAPTAGRAM

EXPRESS 3

1

...11
COSSOR MELODY MAKER.
MOIIel
:i34 Send
with l\Ietall,sed Var!able-Mu S.<;">. and Detector 10/.1
Valves, Power \'alve and Cabmet.
, J

1933

LONG RANGE

DOLPHIN

5/6

wit.h

vignetlcd

front

as

I
Prke £1/12/6.

C'bh

Cup.

Cash

12

or

C.O.D.

monthly

6

pa.vmenl• of 12/·.
'-----

(l'or A.c. M.uns).

B:~\aucc

I~TLAS·E-~i·M-IN~T·o~:·

5'2 lI
I

ADAPTOR

516

I ~~i~i~;: i~a~1·monthlv pavments of 5/6.
I GARRARD INDUCTioN GRAMOPHONE

only
Send

1MOTOR.
Mounted

1

I

1

~---

m
I

BUILD

Edited and written by Mr. G. T.
KELSEY the famous Short· Wave
Expert,'" Popular Wireless." The
only book exr:lusive.fy devoted to
Shr.rt Waves. Describes4efficient
sets with fufl working instructions
and operating notes, 48 pages and 4.c;olourcover.
Sold in thousands at Olympia. 01>tainable from
all Bookstalls and shops, W. H. Smith & Sons
or direct.

PC~id.

5,

d.

1 2 '
0 19 9
1 1!)

0

I

1

f

~~~~~~;r ~~~~:.. t.:~

the PILOT
BANIJ..PASJ UNIT ruts
out
iu.terterence et~ed.i,·ely

{i''~''~tlY,,<~~v_:''~

pro~r~mmc

and sluupc!lz tunin~ to n..edlc·
1ooint seleeti,·ily. H is sim.,Je
to att~ch ~nd can b~ oper1<tcrl
toy anyou.e without te~hni~.tl
kuowled~e.
No val>es or e~tra,
lequired.
CASII or C.O.D.

"'S''*
-----------------·-----.I

out any obligation.

'

I

--·-----·----- -··--------SHORT-WAVE SETS"

f..

I IMPORTANT laneouscomponents
Part Kits, miscelI or accessories are available under our own
Easy Way H.P. System. Send us list of
I your
wants. We will quote by return with·

4/7 1I

For. A. C.. mains.
MOdill 2~2.
on 12·mch n!ckel motor plate w1th
I· fullv automatic electric starting and ~topping only
I swi\ch. CC~s!l Price £2/10/0. CC~rriage PC~id.
I Dalance in 11 monthly paymenb of 4/7.

HOW TO

in the
World's Short.
Wave Stations on
your Existing Set.

Complete PILOT AUTHOR
KIT. of Specified Parts with
Ready-drilled Panel; excludmg valves and cabinet

3 1\tnllard Valves: P.liL 2 D. X., P.M.
1 L.F., P.M. 2.
..
•.
..
1 Clarion "Dolphin Three" Cabinet,
without chassis
••
••
•.
1 " MOTOR" SAD Super Power Unit
with Cone Chassis ••

............................................. I

I

u

Q

N
8.

Tunes

Or 12 monthly payments of_6/2. Carr.

I

Type A.C.244. Three send
tappin,<::3. S.G., detector and power. Output:
J UO volts at ~0 mfa. Cash Pnce £2/19/6. :

4

7

------··

!

in 6 monthly payments

of 5/2.

c.O.n.

Cash or
N or 12 moothly
S. payments of 13!9.
Q

5<:-nd

only

P<~i<l.

motor

63

Described in uPraclica/ Wirelessu

KIT "A"

and

are
require-d
to tran•form
your
lladio
iHto a
cmnhlnolion ln>lriJment, prP'entin~< t!i~
'
profc'"ionallv tini>he<l appearatu·c or tl.e
mo·t lu,uriOus Har:lio·Gr.·amopl:one mon<·y
•
,.,., buv. 12 ruonthh· p.wmetot.< of ·6.'!!.
C•n-iage and l"addng l!/0 e'tra England and Wale,,
MODEJ, B with
Garmrrl MODEL C with Collaro In·
Double Bprin~ .Motor. 12• dno:tjou Eieo•tric Motor with
Turntahln. Automatic Stop. 'J"one·Arm, !"iek·up alld Yol·
n.T.H. Ton~·Arm 1<Hh l'ic!<· umP Control iu one l'Hit.
up, and Yolome ("<•utml 1~· 'l"urtJtable.
Automatic
cotr.plete. Automaik Needle Stop. Automatic N~edle Cup.

September 24th, 1932.

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER
UNIT AND CHASSIS.
TYPE 100U.

ilhlR1ra lf"d

~~:~; ~~~'ddy p/~ku~~kc r{.,Ou~k{iJ'"no/eJXp~~~1~~opi',;'~l~

or

STRAIGHT THREE

i

eMODEL A ;o~~~,~~-i\;.~,;',;. e~i~~~~~f t~cty~~

~

Or 6 monthlr

payru~uh oi 4/6

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. 77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.l

Dear Sirs,-Please send me C.O.D,/CASHjH.P.............. ;........................................................

(

for which I enclose {,

(
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Use your own hands, save
pounds t- get a better set/

YOU CANT
GO WRONG
-YOU ARE
TOLD WHAT
TO DO WITH
EVERY SIN6lE

NUT~SCREW/

INCLUDING METALLISED S.G
VALVE HIGH MU DETECTOR
ECONOMY POWER PENTODE

This is the only kit you can build yourself
employing such HIGH POWER VALVES
INCLUDING VALVES
CABINET. AND ..

The~e never ~as been the equal of this set within the range of the home construc~or
-th1s new Ltssen Skyscraper is the only one on the market that you can budd
yourself, employing Metallised Screened Grid, High Mu Detector and Economy
Power Pentode Valves. No factory-however weH·equipped-can build a better
r~ceiver. No manufacturer, however large, can produce a receiver whose results
Will surpass those you will get from the Lissen Skyscraper you build yourself. It
is the only battery set that can deliver
'"'h power-yet the H.T. <urrent ,... LISSEN COMPLETE CONSTRUCTIONAL

LOUDSPEAKER

average commercially.. designed 3.. vaive
set.

sumption is far less than that of the

CHART
FREE

Yet the L:osen Skyscl'aper is made simple fo:t
you to build, Elabo1·ate care has been taken to
ensure your sueces~ by giving-in the Skyscraper Cor.structional Chart-such detailed
instructions and such profuse illustratior.s that
everybody, with no technical knowledge or
skill at all, can build it quickly and with com"
plete certainty of success.
You buy the Lissen Skyscraper Kit complete
with valves-a Lissen Metallised S.G., a High
Mu Detector, aud a Lissen Economy Powel"
Pentode Valve- and the price is o11lY 89/6.
Send Coupon below for your copy of
Or you can buy the Lissen Walnut Consolette
Skyscrapel". Cabinet and Loudspeaker c«m•
FREE CHART!
bined a~ illustrated.
h holds allas battcl"ies,
and
and loudspeaker
well. It: ... ________ .., .. _____________ ,

To

"PRACTICAL WIRELESS" READERS

accumul~tor

makes everything self-contained.
A special
Pentode Matched Balanced-armature Loud- 11
speaker of great 1
power is suppli~d 1

Please send me FREE coPY of ,-our Jf,. 1
1

SS

Address ..•.•. •-• •. •-• -· •• •• .• H ,

withthethe
and
pricecabinet
of t~e
Skyscrapcl"
K1t
complete
with
valves and this

11
1

Name

f

Skyscraper Chart.
....................._,_,_ .. ,_.

J

·~

I1

•••• ,,.

I

1

. . . . . . . . . . . . .~ ............................
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I
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YOUR LAST CHANCE OF OBTAINING THE "WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S E.NCYCLOP~EDIA." See Below

F. J. CAMM
Oct. 8th, 1932.
Tuhnical S!a/T:
H. J. Barton Chapple, Wh.Sch .• B.Sc:. (Hans.), A.M.I.E.E..
Frank Preston, F.R.A., W. J, Delaney, w. B. Rlchardson,

RouND THE WoRLD
InstantaneousSuccess of "Practical Wireless ••
PTBHSTIC as we were regarding the

success of
\VnmLESR, the
O
fact that the paper \vent out of print by
PRACTICAL

10 a.m. on Wednesday, September 21st,
the day of publication of No. 1, affords
tangible proof that \VC were rig:ht in our
belief that there was real need for a paper
entirely devoted to the practical side of the
fascinating hobby of wireless.
The
avalanche of repeat orders which poured
into the publishing department demonstrated in no uncertain way that large as
our estimate of the potcnt{al market was,
it erred on the low side ; for notwithstanding
thC' fact that two reprints of many thousands
were rapidly rushed through the presses.
t.hey were immediately absorbed and on
the following day we were again "o.p."
\Ve express our regrets, therefore, to
the thousands who were unable to obtain
a copy of No. l.

Further Evidence
F further evidence were needed of our

Ienthusiastic
success, a weighty mass of letters from
readers, which descended like

a cataclysm upon the editorial offices,
would provide it. May we thank the
many thousands who have taken the trouble
to ·write in appreciation of our efforts, and
assure them that '"'e shall vigorously
pursue our practical policy. Regard PltAC·
TICAL '''IRELESS as your guide, and one
which ,vi\l provide genuine service to
readers in difficulties with their sets.

HaU-guineas for Readers
F you have a practical idea of your own

I ,\·hich you think would help other
readers, send it in to us, marking the
f'nvelope "\Vrinkle." For every item used
we pay the sender half-a-guinea. It is
scarcely necessary to add that all such
items must be the original work of the
:;ender.

The Wireless Constructor's Encyclopredia
EALISING that many readers could
R
not obtain No.
of
\VmELESS, n,nd so were unable to qualify
I

PRACTICAL

for the \VmEr.Ess CONSTRUCTOR's EN·
CYCLOPJEDIA-the souvenir volume .which
we specially produced for regular readers
· to commemorate the publication of No. l
of PRACTICAJ, \VIRELESS_:__we haVe extended
the clorsing date for reservation forms so

OF WIRELESS

that all readers may have the opportunity
of securing one of these valuable works
of reference. It is amazingly complete,
f'xhanstive in it<~ treatment, generously
illustrated, and the entire contents are
arranged in encyclopOC'dic order so that
you can rapidly consult the exact piece
of information you require.
No such
volume has ever been published before,
a fact which readers of our announcement
on pages 56 and 57 of No. l, and pages
80 and 81 of Xo. 2, quickly recognised,
for thousands have already registered
and thus made certain of their copy of
this truly comprehensive 'vork. The opportunity for you-if you have not already

l''_,._,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,_,,_,_,_,_,,,

on the manufacturing side, particularly
with regard to holes and mounting Juga.

The One-hole Fixing
HE one-hole fixing is, of course,
T
theoretically ideal, but practically it
often gets rid of one diffic-ulty and provides
another. This is generally true of variable
condensers, most of which require a hole
of from Mn. to {-in. in diameter. Most
hand drills will not accommodate drills
beyond -!in. diameter. and the ~Lmateur is
therefore left to his own devices to open
this out to the required size. Quite oft.Pn
the device consists of a few seconds' brutal
work with the t:mg of a file or .any other
tool 'vhich will make some sort of a hole.
The tang of a file will give a hole of conict~l
formation, and the result is that th"}
condenser, when of the panel-mounting
sort, does not remain locked for very long.
It does not matter so much, of course,
when the condenser is of the baseboardmounting type.

I
I
IFREE I'- BLUEPRINT I
I
I M
NEXT WEEK!

Criticisms of Programmes
AY we say, in response to those dozen;;

of the

ISONOTONE
FOURII
,

! The very latest four~valver i
!I for the home constructor. I,
1Selective,. Cheap, and a

1

Station Getter !

I1

L.,,_,;_,_,_,,_,,_,_,_,_,,_,,_,_,J
taken advantage of i t - appears on page
118 of this week's issue. The conditions
are simple, so sign and send the cottpo'l
to-day, Don't miss your last chance.

Aluminium Chassis or Wooden Baseboard?

of readers who have written suggesting it (as weH as to the many who have
offered to write Sl\Ch matter) that it will
form no part. of our policy to criticise
programmes. That scJf.imposed task is
already undertaken by almost every daily
and weekly paper, and no useful purpose
would be served in adding to the number.
A wireless programme is not like a tlwatre
programme, where we1l"directed and fair
criticism often results in the production
being improved. A wireless programme is
ephemeral iu its nature; and much of it is
of a non-recurring nature. (..Titicism must,
therefore, be jejune in character rmd, we
feel, not of interest to readC'rs of this
paper. While the critics arc ploughing the
air, let us get do\\ n to soroothing practicaland consfnlctire!

ILL the aluminium chassis evcntuallv Recording Plant for German Transmissions
entirely supersede the wooden basC.
W
ERl\TAX listeners miss very few
board
has held the field for so many G . worth-while· broadcast.s even
.the
years ?
The aluminium chassis un- specific relay has taken place _at an
,yhich

doubtedly ma.kes a neater and· more
workmanlike job, but for simplicity and
quicknes.s of assembly the baseboard scores.
The latter provides little scope for originality
of arrangement. 'Ye should like .to see a
little more \Yorkmanship "in· hoine-constructed sets-and a little more uniformity

if

inconvCnient period of the· day; as mo~t
of the .studios operate· recording· plant.
T;lC broadcast js ·registered on ·wax a~<d
st.. •red for transmission at a· rriore suitable
hour of the evening.
More Use of this
system: is made in the. . Gcrmrtn · studio3
than on this side of the channel.
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Round the World
of Wireless
r,,_.,_,,_,,_._,_,,_.,_.,_,_.,_._,,1

Exchanged Wavelengths of Dutch Stations
N September 30th, according to their
usual custom, the Dutch broadcast~
ing
studios
exchanged
wavelengths
for a further period of three months. The
A.V.R.O., V.A.R.A. and V.P.R.O. programmes a1mounced as emanating from
Hilversum may now again be heard on
296.1 metres and tlw K.RO. and N.C.R.V.
broadcasts (Huizen) on 1,87.1) metres. In
the meantime the power of the transmitter
on 296.1 metres has been increased to
20 kilowatts, thus bringing the best Dutch
programmes well within reach of most
set-owners in the British Isles. In ihe
majority of instances the initials of the
radio association responsible for the radio
entertainment follows the call Hier Huizen
or flier Hilversum in the announcements.
The Dutch broadcasts are carried out by
various group~'> under the direct control
of the )finister of \Vaterways.

O

I INTERESTING
-

& TOPICAL

PARAGRAPHS

I
•

t,_,,_,,_,_,,_"_' __,_,_,,_,__•

A REAL PORTABLE

Picture Transmissions from Paris
ICTURE transmission as distinct from
television has not yet died out,
ctlthough but little is mentioned in
the Press of any striking new developments. On l,HlO metrcfl, hO\vever, to,vards
10.0 p.m., the Bt-lin Laboratory at RueilMalmaison (Paris) occasionally transmits
experimentally interesting pictures and
documents. It is stated that these broadcasts can be recorded hy instruments which
were sold previously in this country for
another system. The call is FSBO in
morse let.ters and announcements in regard
t.o t.he broadcasts arc regularly made in the
French language.

P

Hungarian High-Power Station
·fOR
the purpose of finding a suitable
site for the 200-kilowatt station
This portable radio set is an importune pari of
the back pack of this member o/ the United
States Forest Service.
It is used in quick
reporting and communication during fire
emergencies in national forests.
The two
types of portable sets weigh 10 and 35 pounds
and have average radii of 10 and 50 miles
respectively,

Germany's New 5 kW. Station
ORK is to be started soon on the new
5-kilowatt station destined to
Freiburg. im- Breisgau
(Germany)
to
replace the present low-power transmitter.
When completed the station will operate
on a common wavelength (259.3 m.) with
Fmnkfurt-am-Ma.in, Cassel and the proIt is expected
posed relay at Treves.
to get this new broadcaster ready by the
spring of 1933.

W

Smith made up a dual range coil-on the
lines of mo~t of the commercial artic\('~.
:Mt>dhm1 waves \wre to be received on a ~olcnoid
sedion of the coil, the long wnves l1elng provided for by a o:t'ction-wound winding in
1wrirs with the

lir~t

windim!.

'Yhen

t('~ted

out the normal W~IYC-~ were O.K., but c.n the
long wan·~ tlw ller'=ional could be lward over
ne~trly half of the tuning dial. Why t

Radio Normandie Transmissions
o attract attention to its broadcasts
Radio Normandie (FCcamp) has
organised a series of competitions for
listeners in the United Kingdom. Although
during the day enterta,inments are given
which are of interest to local subscribers,
most of the sponsored transmissions in
the later hours and particularly on Sundays
arc intended for listeners in the .I!ritish

The anode of the detector calre 11'11.~ iNolated b!f the
ineerlion of lite fixed conden$er bel-u:een the H.P. choke

lslA~.

N.l

T

As

A

A

E

German Exchange of Broadcasts
a further development of its inter~
national interchange of programmes,'
Germany, in ~tddition to relays of
entertainments to and from the United
States, has concluded arrangements for
the exchange of wireless broadcasts with
Buenos Aires (Argentine Republic) and
Rio de Janeiro (Brazil). As a preliminary
step to the establishment of a regular
schedule the Berlin studio will carry out
this feature every Tuesday and Friday
between 10.0 and 10.30 p.m., G.M.T. It
will be possible to pick up these special
broadcast-s through K6nigs \Vusterhausen
(1,634 metres) and Zeesen (DJA) on 31.38
metres alternately through a number of
Gennan provincial transmitters which are
taking the relay.
Broadcasts in Hebrew and Arabic
'£ Tel-Aviv (Palestine) a small transmitter has been erected for the
purpose of broadcasting programmes
in Hebrew, English and Arabic on 45()
metres. It is the intention of the organisers
to equip the station with short-wave
transmitting plant in order that special
entertainments may be relayed to the
United States. Although the wavelength
has not been definit-ely fixed it is likely to
be on or about 50 metres. Experiments
in re-transmission will be shortly carried
out through the intermediary of a private
yacht in the port of Haifa.

New Austrian 100 kW. Station
LTHOUGH definite confirmation has
not yet been obtainf'd, it would
appear that the Austrirtn a.uthoritieB
for the new 100-kiluwatt station now undPr
construction on Mount Bi:-:nmberg, nt>ar
Vienna, intend to use one of the long;.\mvo
channels, namely about 1,240 metrP:>, for
the broadcasts. Tests carried nut during
the 11ast five months on and around this
wavelength have proved it eminently
favourable for a transmitter of this high
power. It is likely that the ;)17 metre
channel at present used by the Hoscnhiigcl
transmitter will be given up.
Danish Exchange of Programmes
XCHAKGES of programmes are to
t~tke place shortly at regular intervals
between Copenhagen and Stockholm,
and in particular on those evenings when
one of these cities effects a relay of an
operatic performance from a State theatre.
This wilt prove of advantage to listeners
in Great Britain inasmuch as it offers
alternative long-wave channels on high
power, namely, Kalundborg and Motala.
These broadcasts will also be put out
through OXY, Skamlebaek (Denmark) on
31.51 metres.

(continued)

!.. .................................................................................
SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 2
and the tran.~jo,ncr primary.
Th(' following rcadrrs receive hool>s in connection
with .Prol!lf'm Xo. 1: John Rough, ll, Burn~ Tt'rracf',
Hafl,gat(', West I.othian; W. K. Hinningham, 3,
~warbrick Street, Kirklulm, Nr. l'reston. Lanes; G.
"Poulton, i92, Caledonian Road, Kings Cross, London,

which tile Hungarian authorities propose to erect in the neighbourhood of
Budapest, a !-kilowatt transmttter has
been t-emporarily installed at Craciunelu.
It works on 2,000 metres and its rebroad~
c-ast of the Budapest programmes has
already been picked up in many parts
of Western Europe. According to the
latest statistics there are now 1,423 broad~
casting stations in the world to which, it is
estimat-ed, some twenty-six millions of
listeners tune in daily.

New Belgian Station
HERE is talk in Belgium of opening
a special broadcasting station in the
neighbourhood of LiCge or Verviers
'vith a view to making special transmissions for the inhabitants in the Eu:Pen
and 1\falmedy districts, 'vhich, according to
the Treaty of Versailles, were compulsorily
ceded by Germany in 1919. Belgium,
although a small kinwlom, i:~ hampered by
the fact that the 1'lcmio;;h, French and
Genuan languages have all to be u~ed if
the greater part of the population is to
enjoy radio entertainment.

T

League of Nations Broadcasts
N September 26 the League of Nations'
short-wave station a.t Prangins
(Switzerland)
started
its
broadcasts
of official news relating to the workinp:s
of its various commissions. The channels
used are 20.74 metres and/or 40~1 metres.
Transmissions arc made in the French,
English and Spanish languages.

O

Ecole Superieure's Identification Fanfare
ARIS PTT (Ecole SupCricure) now
opens its daily broadcasts with the
playing of a gramophone record ; it is a
fanfare of trumpets by the famous band
of the Garde Republicaine.

P
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MAKING AND UsiNG TuNING CoiLS
A Review of the Various Types, with Facts Concerning
Their Use and Incorporation in Various Circuits

A set of home-made tuning coils: Reading from left to right the coils are: A short-wave tuner with 6-pin base; a broadcast tuner wtllr 6-pin
base; a smaller dual-wave tuner suitable /or use in .screen-grid receivers; a broadcast tuner with built-in wave-change switch, and another
broadcast tuner for baseboard mounting. The Jirst coil shown is wound on a skeleton former, the second, third, and hurth ·use ribbed ebonite
formers, and the fifth is wound on a paxolin tube,

NLY a few years ago, when t.he
honeycomb or basket type of
plug-in coil was in popular use,
practically every experimenter made his
own set of coils. Such coils often required
special formers for their construction,
and not a little patience was required in
winding them. These facts are mentioned
to show a contrast with present practice,
for now almost every constructor buys a
·ready-made tuner without thinking twice
·about it. This does appear rather peculiar
to me because, for less pretentious receivers
at any rate, a dual range tuner can be
made much more easily and quickly than
could a set of honeycomb coils. Admittedly, good tuners can now be purchased very cheaply, but even so it costs
still less to make them. Besides, the
making of a tuner provides a fascinating
addition to the usual process of mere cornponent assembly and gives a deeper insight
into the 'vorking of the set. In my opinion
anything which tends to drive home in a
practical manner the principles upon which
one's receiver works is particularly stimuJatinu to one's interest in Radio, the finest
of aiT hobbies. But that is not all, for
aft.er making one tuner you are sure to
make another ; comparison is the next
step and the reason for the superiority of
one leads on to a spirit of inquiry. That
soon causes the active mind to draw con-

O

clusions and to develop ideas,

and no one ca.n say to what
goal those idt•as
event·
ually lead. They cannot do
other than aehieYe some
successful results, and who
can say that an entirelr new
and revolutionary sysWm of
tuning might not be the
outcome.

'"'ill

The First Essentials of Coil
Design.
By now I hope my readers
have become sufficiently
interested in this subject as
to inquire how to set about
the construction of a tuner.
Before deciding upon such
vital factors as the number
·of turns, gauge of wire
required and so on, let us
consider the primary require·
ments of tuners for different

purposes. In designing a tuner for a simple
non-S.G. receiver of the Det.-L.F. class the
size of the complete unit is not of great
consequence, but in a set having one or more
screened-grid stages it js :very desirable to
l{eep each tuning unit to the smallest dimensions compatible with efficiency. The reason
for keeping down dimensions is not merely
to obtain compactness in the receiver, but
to avoid interaction and feed-back between
t·he various tuning circuits. As many
readers are awa.re, the magnetic field created

the receiver to be made more compact.
It might be argued that a larger coil is
more efficient, since it can be wonnd with
heavier gauge wire having a lo".r resistance.
'i\'hilst this is true of a coil to be used in,
say, a crystal set where reaction cannot be
applied it is not so in any other case.
Let me explain further. The application
of reaction (by which is meant legitimate
reaction which is fully under control) gives
to a coil a result equivalent to "negative
resistance," and so when rea.ction is em,.,_,,_,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,_,
ployed a comparatively high initial resistance is of little consequence. When a
coil is screened its measured efficiency is
By FRANK PRESTON,
reduced, but, as we have already seen,
screening is often a practical eSsential. Even
F.R.A.
1,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,_,,_,_,,_,_...,_ this factor does not cause us to experience
any qualq1S, because the loss can again be
by a coil can easily extend to six times the restored by the use of reaction if necessary.
size of the coil itself. And it will be clear This is not always necessary, hmvever, bethat when the" field.c:;" of two coils overlap ca.usc we do not generally >vant a coil which
each other there will be a feed-back or is " too " efficient, paradoxical as this may
reaction effect between the coils concerned. seem. One which is too efficient, if used in
The reaction might not in all cases be harm- a highly efficient S.G. circuit. will provide
ful, but in many it ,.,.ill cause uncontro11able too great an amplification, which will
oscillation ; at any rate, it will not be under result in instability.
direct control, and should therefore be
Up to now I have generalized in my
avoided. Of cour,:;e, we can prevent the statements, to avoid going tt:Jo deeply into
magnetic field from " running 'vild " n,s it the theory of this subject and with a view
were, by enclosing the coil within a metal to presenting only the moat important
screPning compartment, but even then the facts for consideration. But from now on
small coil hitS the advantage of enabling I propose to give more definite concrete
practical details to guide you
ELEVATION SECTION
in making '"hatever form of
tuner you might be in need
of. Rather than give difficult
ma.t.hemntical formulre for
calcuhting the number of
turns of any p::trticular gauge
MEDIUM WAVE
of wire required on a former
sot. ~es.w.t
of such and such a diameter
to provide an inductance of
so manv microhenrie::. a series
of defifiite figmcs obtained
after both calculation a.nd
practical experiment will be
presented. (See page 130).

I,
!

__

,_,,~

!I
1

A Tuner for Det.-L.F. Sets

As explained above, there
is no need to restrict the
dimensions of a tunerrcquir,cod
for a non-S.G. l'f'Peiver. In
general, it will be found most
convenient to employ a
former from 2in. to 3in, in
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is) for a set having two or more tuning
stages, and the writer finds a 1fin. diameter
six·ribbed ebonite tube to make an excellent
former. The former should be the same
le~gth as that shown diagrammatically: in
Frg. 1, and should have similarly-placed
slots. All windings should consist of 36 gauge
enamelled wire, the correct nu m her of turns
being as follows : Medium wave : sO turns.
Reaction : 84 turns, with centre tap.:
Long wave : 220 turns.
In this case it 'vill be seen that the tuned·
windings. are. not centre tapped, although
the reaction IS. The reason will be made
clear a little later on. This tuner, which is
very similar to that seen in the centre of
'the photograph, will cover the same tuning
ranges as the larger one described above.

Fig. 2.-Three methods of connecting the tuner shown in Fig. 1 into a detector circuit,
diameter by some 4in. long. The former
may consist of wcll-shcllaced cardboard,
paxolin or ebonite, but the latter is usually
to be preferred. Fig. 1 gives all constructional dctaHs of an excellent tuner made on
an eight-ribbed ebonite former 2~in. in
diameter by 3-kin. long ; a number of lf8in.
deep slots are made in it, as can be seen.
The slots are most easily made in a lathe,
but where such a machine is not available
a small warding file can be used. In the
latter case it -..vill be found very helpful to
bind a piece of wire round the former to
act as a guide in keeping all slots in line.
The winding process is not difficult, but
care should be taken in putting on the single
layer winding to keep a good tension on the
wire. To anchor the ends of the 'vinding, a pair of l/l6in. holes should be
drilled, and the wire threaded through.
The numbers of turns indicated in
the drawing assume the use of enamelled or single-silk covered wire, which is
thinner than other kinds. It will be
'noticed that both long-wave and
medium-wave windings are centre c.US
tapped by making a loop in the wire
and passing it through a hole in the
former. Connections from the various
tapping points can be made in two or
three ways, such as arc illustrated by
the photograph showing a number of
finished tuners. One way is to attach
terminals round one end of the former
and another is to bring them out to valve
Ilins on a six-pin base. Yet another is t:?
bring some of the connections out to term1·
nals and take the others to the terminals of
a suitable wave-change switch mounted on
an ebonite end plate secured to the former
by means of small angle brackets. The latter method makes the tuner suitable for
single-hole panel mounting, the switch bush
being used for mounting purposes. Where it
is preferred to use a cardboard or paxolin
former, the same numbers of turns will
be approximately correct and the same
spacing between the ends of separate windings should be allowed. As, hmvcvcr, all
three windings
have to be ·wound as
single layers, the length of former must be
increased.

'"ill

Alternative Tuning Circuits
Fig. 2 shows three entirely different
methods of connecting the tuner just
described in a detector circuit. At (a)
tlw aerial lead is joined to c.t. 1 (the
medium-wave centrC tap) and a simple
on"off switch serves for wave-changing by
short-circuiting the long-v::avc winding.
The other centre tapping, c.t.• 2, is not
used at all, being left disconnected. Readion is obta.ined by means of a .0003 mfd.

reaction condenser wired between one end
of the reaction coil and earth. An H .F.
choke of sound design is necessary in the
detector anode circuit.
This particular
circuit gives good selectivity on the low·cr
wa.vcba.nd, but only moderate selectivity
on long waves. The latter is compensated
for by slightly higher long-wave efficiency,
and the arrangement is thus most suitable
\vhen extra volume is required from a longwave station.
The circuit given at (b) provides equal
selectivity on either waveband, because the
aerial is transferred from one centre tap
to the other by the wave-change switch,
which muRt be of the double-pole-doublethrow va.riety. Reaction connections arc

WfC

Sw

•

•

Tuner Connections for S.G. Set.s

Fig. 3 (a) sho·ws a tuner of the latter
type connected in the aerial circuit of a
S.G. valve. The numbered connections
correspond with those of Fig. 1, and c.t. 3
is the centre tapping of the "reaction,.
winding. Actually this winding is not
used for reaction in this instance, but acts
as an aperiodic aerial coil. A three-point
W,C switch short-circuits the long-wave
winding and half the aperiodic winding for
medium-wave reception. The circuit of
Fig. 3 (a) provides a very selective arrangement, and may be followed by another
similar tuner used for tuned-grid coupling
as at (b) in the same diagram. The centre
tapping is not used at (b), and the reaction
winding is employed for its legiti.
L.F
mate purpose. Provided care· is
exercised in making both tuners
H.F.C.
identical, condensers C.l and C.2
may be ganged together with every
satisfaction. In making a set to
the circuit of Fig. 3 care sho_uld be
taken to arrange both tuners with
their axeS at right angles to each
other and to erect an aluminium
screen somewhere between them.
Band~pass

Circuits

Either of the tuners described
F· 3 c· . .
.
may be used in matched pairs for
rg. . - zrcutl mcludmg a screen~grid tuner. band-pass tuning. The circuit of
Fig. 4 (a) employs two of the larger
not shown, but are exactly as for circuit (a). coils for B.P. tuning inaDet.-L.F. receiver.
Circuit (c) gives exactly the same effect a.s The two coils are coupled together by a
(b), but requires only an ordinary three- small-capacity pre-set condenser which can
point wave-change switch.
The looped be adjusted to provide an optimum band
centre tap of the medium-wave winding width. A screen should be erected bet,veen
(c.t. I) is broken to provide the same effect the coils, and it is preferable to include a
as two separate windings. The long-wave small condenser in series with the aerial lead
winding is connected between the two to prevent the aerial capacity influencing the
portions of the medium-wave one and is first tuner unduly. Reaction is applied to the
short-circuit·
second tuner as in
cd by the
Fig. 2 (a), but the
switch when
reaction -..vinding of
mediumthe first tuner is not
wave recep·
tion is want·
GRID
ed. On long
CRID
waves the
aerial goes to
c.t. 2.

0

A Tuner for
S.G.Receivers
It has been
pointed out
that it is
desirable to
employ a
smaller tuner
(physically
smaller, that

3

H.T.-

Fig. 4.-Band"pass-funed circuz"l,
includin_!! a pair·of small tuners.

(Continrud on
page 130.)
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NEW IDEAS IN CABINETS
In this Article our Contributor Concludes His
Suggestions for Novel and Really Useful Cabinets
By W. B. RICHARDSON
as well as from the front will pass
out through the fret. When the frame
is complete you should cut out the front.
This is made from a sheet of -1~-in. plywood. If this is veneered with mahogany or some nicely marked wood the
a.ppearance iH much enhanced. Veneered
plywood is quite inexpensive, NO\v cut
out a Huitable design, such as the one
shown, for the speaker fret, and another
opening for the panel. This work is
best done with a fret machine, but if
the design is simple, a key-hole saw can
be used. To fix the front, it is simply
bent to conform to the curved frame and
nailed on.
The heads of the nails
should be punched in slightly and the
holes filled with stopping. Before adding

Fig. I.-The finished corner cabinet.

A!\T gi dng this week full details of
£1w corner cabinet mentioned in my
last article. As you will see from
the illustrations it is quite a new idea in
the housing of receiver and speaker and is
intended to hang on the wall in a similar
manner to a china cabinet. In this position
it take3 up the minimum of space \Yhil8
harmonizing with the general scheme of
decoration. If smmounted by one of the
popular corner lamps the effect at night
i::; particularly pleasing.

I

Simple Construction
Fig. 1 illustrates the finished cabinet.
It is mn,dc up of a simple frame\vork to
which is nailed a thin plywood panel curved
to form the round front, while the back is
enclosed with two fiat panels and doors.
First of all build up the frame as in Fig. 2.
The uprights are lin. square and are nailed
and glued to the quarter circles of wood
which form the top and bottom. These
latter should be about half an inch thick.
A similar piece of wood to the top and
bottom pieces, but with the corners cut
away to fit the uprights, is fixed as a shelf
for the batteries. Since the front is curved,
it is necessary to fix up a small baffle board
on which to mount the speaker. This is
shown in Fig. 2, and l1 plan is given in Fig. 3.
If the board is placed a little way back,
sound waves from the back of the speaker

Fig. 4.Sectionof
cabinet show~
in!{ shape of
hns~>l.nnrtl.

'

Fig. 2.-The mainfram~work o/ ihe corner
cabinet.

Fig.3.
-Plan
of ,hdf of
corner cabi·
net,showinghow
sormd waves from
back of speaker
pass round the baffle.
the back fit the·
loud -speaker in
position. The
construction of
the back and
doors will be apparent from
Fig. 6. The two
holes in the

doors allow you to reach the catches
which are fixed on the inside so as not to
stick into the wall. The set, composed of
the usual panel and baseboard, :=;lhlP-> in
position with the panel opposite the opening in the front. If the baseboard is cut
to the shape shown in Fig. 4 more room will
be available for the components, and it will
slide in or out easily between the uprights
of the frame.
The corner cabinet must, of course, be
fixed securely to the wall. If the plaster
is good, two Rawlplugs at the top mav be
sufficient, but I strongly recommend· the
fixing of two wooden b'earers to the \vall
t.o support the cabinet. underneath, as in
Fig. 7. A refineme1it here is the inclusion
of a strip of 'vood fixed in the angle of the
wall to act as covering for the aerial <Lnd
earth wires, and maim wires if the set is to
be run from the mains. If the eyelets,
known as mirror plates, ·which arc fixed to
the top of the cabinet are of th0 slotted
type, the cabinet mn be lifted from the wall
with~ut rcm_oving the screws, thus allowing
easy mspcctwn.
Another. Wall Cabinet
If you examine Figs. 8, 9 and 10 you will
see how to make another version of the
corner ca-binet. Apart from the appearance, this has perhaps some n.dVantages from
the constructional point of view. The top
and bott<?m, for instance, dO hot require the
use of a fret saw or keyhole saw in cutting
~:mt as there arc no curves. Again, the
mternal baffle board can be disJlensctl
with as the speaker crm be mounted direct
on to the front. If there is room, the panel
may be set back a little \Vay from the
opening in the front, so as to give a similar
effect to the first model, \V here the panel
was of necessity recessed owing to the
curved front. A
pn,nellight is
then fixed to the
inside of the
front just above
the panel and
shines down on
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it, thus illuminating the controls in a
similar manner to those on the dashboard
of a car. This device may Of course be
adopted with both models and the effect

coincide properly 1v hen fitted together.
Also hold your twist-bit perfectly level.
You might get a friend to see that you
are holding the brace straight while
drilling. Figs. 13 to 15 give full details
of this constructional work. The measurements of width and depth will be such as
will suit your requirements, but the
proportionS shown arc rather pleasing.
The veneered pane1s are simply cut to
shape and nailed to the cross-rails. Any
aclditiona,l support can be in the form of
fillets glued in the corners. The speaker
and panel openings are finished off \vith
curved beading obtainable at pictureframe makers and similar shops. To
mark out the speal}er opening as shown,
draw four circles so that the arcs cut one
another. A plain opening of this shape.
backed with speaker gauze, looks as well
as anything. The lid is made up of four
lengths of moulding and a plywood panel.
Again, suitable moulding can be bought
rebated along the top edge to take the
panel. The cornerB are mitred together•
the joints being made with screws and
glued.

is very striking.
There arc two ways of constructing
the facet-ed front of this second model.
Jt. has the angbs of a regula-r octagon,
and corner mouldings can be obtained
containing rebates into ·which the panels
tit flush, or else corner posts can be made
from the same square stuff as is used for
the other corners. The inset Fig. 10 will
shmv you how the posts are planed do,vn
to t.hc right angle. If you find this rather
too difficult to tackle yourself, I suggest
you give this part of the work to a joiner
or use the rcady·cnt mouldings shown in
:Fig. 9. \Vhichevcr method you use, the
cutting of the panels must be carefully
done so as to get an invisible joint at
the corners. Panels machine-cut and
dead square can be supplied to your
measurements from your local wood·work shop. As I explained in my last
article, 1vith cabinets of simple design
the finish is of great importance. St-op

Fig. 9.-Plan of
the cabinet shown
in Fig. 8, using flush·
fitting 1·ebated mould.
ingsfor front uprights.

up any nail holeB with stopping and
smooth all joints with glasspaper before
attempting the application of stain or
polish. A polish similar to French polish,
but specially prepared for amateur use, is
now on the market, and I can recommend

dowels. \Vhen
drilling the
holes for the
dowels very
carefully mark
their positions
on both the
legs and the
rails so
that they

Fig. 8. - Another
suggested design for
a corner cabinet.

Fig. 15.-The /ramz"ng rails are fixed to
Jhe legs with dowels.

/

COND/JIT
FORIIERIAL
& EIIRT/f L£1105

Housing the Gramophone
If a gramophone is included in the
cabinet the lid will have to be hinged.
Three shelves will be needed inside the
cabinet. One is fitt-ed below the top rails

SERRER

Fig. 7.-Wall bearers support the base of the
cabinet-and aerial and earth leads are concealed by a wooden strip in the corner.
Fig. 16.-How the lid is hinged.
Fig. 10.-Plan of
the same cabinet
using home-made
uprights.
/nsel
shows how fo cut
uprights from
square .. sectioned
stuff.

this if you wish to do the final
polishiJtg yourself.
A Distinguished Radio-gram
Cabinet
Fig. 11 shows the finished
effect obtained by constructing
a radio-gram or self-contained
radio cabinet on simple lines.
hut using nicely marked
veneered plywood pmwls. Tho
main structure consists of four
ready-turned legs framed up
with deal rails. Fig. 12 gives
some of the patterns of these
legs, which can be obtained in
a variety of styles. They are
usually 36in. hig:h and about
1-Vn. square. The rails are 2in.
by lin. and are secured with

Fig. 6.-Rear L'iew of the completed cabinet, showing
le/ and batteries.

to support the motor and turntable;
another rests on the middle ra-ils and
carries the radio baseboard; while the
third forms the bottom of the cabinet
and takes the batteries or mains unit.
By tilting them, these shelves can be
inserted after the main framework is
assembled. The back of the cabinet iR
hinged to form a door. It should not
extend quite up to the top. otherwise
it will foul the lid. The best way is
to make it an ineh or so short, and
to fix a strip 1in. by 1in. to the
top rail above it. This strip
should then be flush wit.h the top
and back of the corner posts or
legs. If the lid is then hinged to
this. it will not foul the cornel·
posts or the door when mised
(see Fi?:. lG). Finally, I must
mention a litt.Je refinement which
will be 1vorth while from the
acoustical point of vie1v, namely.
the provision of a gauze-covered
opening in the back of the cabi~
net as well as the front. This
will give the best results from
your speaker.
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FIXING THE OuTDOOR AERIAL

r - - - ·-···---·

Some Practical Advice
About an Important Link
in Wireless Reception

I

I

By W. H. DELLER

Fig. \.-Method of attaching aerial to
the point of the roof.

N outdoor aerial is usually suspended
between a suitable mast·, at the end
of the garden, and a point on the
house itself. The mast may be in the form
of a ·wire-staved steel tube or a stout fir
pole. \Vhere. conservation of ground space
is a consideration a good pole with 3 to 4ft.
of the end buried in the earth, with some
brick rubbish well rammed in round it whC'n
filling iu the hole, should provide a rigidly
anchored mast without the use of bracing
wires. The point of fixing the end of the
aerial to the house is governed by the leadin position, ·which should be as near to the
ultimate position of the receiving set as
possible. The lead-in wire requires arranging in such rt manner that it is not
capable of being blown to and fro against
the wall or projecting parts of the house by
the wind, and it is an advantage to make
this end of the aerial a.lso readily lowerablc
by means of rope and pulley.
The photographs, Figs. 1 to 5, show
various lead-in positions and suggested
convenient points of anchorage of the
aerial in relation to the same, and one of
these examples, with perhaps a slight
modification, will cover most requirements
in this direction. It is the purpose of this
article, therefore, to describe the various
3imple mean.':! that may be employed to
provide these type'S of fixing,

A

wires will r;oon force the bottom end deE"pcr
in soft Pat'l·h. With a. mast of this variety
tLe idC'al nwa.ns of overcoming this is to fit
a fhngp (lrilled for bolting on the lower end,
nnd make a concrete base in the ground
\Yit.h bolts set in spaced to suit the holes in
the flange. Protect the part of a pole that
is to he buried in the ground from rotting
by giving it a good soaking with crPoRot.c.
Keep the hole in the ground as sma.H in
diamL'ter as possible awl attach the pulley
~eem·cly to the top end of the mast, prefera Lly with galnmised wire rope. Thread
the acrbl hoid-iug rope through the pulley,
bmtting the loose ends together and, after
plaving- the: butt of the mast against the
hok·, use the rope to assist in raising it to a
vcrt.ical position.

Supporting Aerial at House End
Fig. l shows t.lw aerial attached to the
point of the roof. A single pulley block is
wired to a heav-y screw eye in the \Yoodwork
a.t the top of the building, and a second
pulley is Rimihuly fixed on the right lower
down. This arrangement keeps the hoisting
rope ch·ar of the windows, u.nd a cleat
placed below holds the free end. The
aerial wire is carried round an insulator,
which is fast-ened to the rope end, and down
the lead-in insulator terminal.
The second arrangement employs a short
mast. That illustrated in Figs. 2 and 8 is
made up from galvanised wat-er piping and
fittings, and is comprised of a short piece of
-§in. or Jin. pipe, (these sizes by the way
relate to the bore), of a suitable length ·with
n, short thread on each end.
A " cap '' is
fitted at the t-op, and at the opposite end
with an elbow screwed to a " flange." As
both of these parts arc screwed internally
it will be necessary here to use a " nipple "

Points About Mast Erection
Before proceeding it would perhap<o be
advisable to mention one or t\VO points
in connection with the ereetion of a mast,
One of steel tube should rest on a solid
foundation, otherwise the pull of the bracing

Fig. 7.-Clip /or attaching a pulley direct
to a chimney.

Fig. 3.-A slay can be used /or
keeping the lead~in away from
the house wall.

Fig, 2.-Using a shor! mast /or anchoring
the house end of aerial.
or, if this will not give sufficient distance
from the face of the ·• flange " to the inside
edge of the vcrticttl pipe, a short piece of
piping should be subst.ituted to give the
clearance required by the overhang of the
roof. The parts must be very tightly
screwed together and a hole drilled at the
ton to take an evebolt, which is nntted
in£o position, for t:he pulley. Coach-screws
(large \Vood-scrcws with square heads for
Rpanner driving) may be used for fixing· the
flange to the woodwork.

Alternative Methods
For the third example the lead-in :is
carried down at the side of the house and.
for keeping the \Vire away from the gutter
and wall, a short stay will be required
(see Fig. 3). This can be made in the
same form as the mast just described,
excepting that the " elbow '' fitting is not
required and the piping is scre\ved directly
into the flange. Where the ends of tho
rafters are available as a fixing, an iron,
bent edgewise at an obtuse angle to suit
the pitch of the roof and drilled for screwing:
to the side of a rafter with a couple of
co:wh-scrcm:., ma.y be utilised.
A ~1b v faBtened to the chimney is shown
in Fig. ·4. This consists of similar tu bin~
capped at one end as previously described.
Holes arc drilled to suit the width of the
brickwork and a "U "-shaped c·lip with
square corners threaded at the ends and
fitted with nuts i;; required to keep it in
position. R-eference to Fig. G should make
the::e rcma.rb:; clear.
The dip f~hovm in 11'ig. 7 is URcful for
::ttt!whing a. pulley directly to a chimney:
mad(', from 1in. by 3/ 16t.hs in. mild steel bar
(which ia easily bent cold) and fitted at the

Fig. 9.-The cutting end of a
wall drill.
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~orncrs·with 3/8ths

in. Whitworth nuts and
bolts, it will provide a strong fixing and one
that will stay put for years,
In cases such as that shO\vn in Fig. 5,
where the aerial i~ taken over the top of the
roof, a short mast is again required. This
may be made as shown in Fig. 6, but ln
order to keep the pulley insulator and wire
dear of the vertical tube the top of the
mast is returned to one side at right angles.
An "elbow" in place of the cap, 'vith a
short piece of pipe in it, will serve this
purpose. It is also desirable to provide a
small insulated stay at the bottoiU, at a
point approximately level -..vith the lead-in

October 8th, 1932

insulator.
The down
wire can
thus be
kept reasonably
taut wit~out imposing
undue stram on the tcnninal.

"Lead-In" Insulator
The concluding rem/l,rks
concern t-he fitting of the
"lead-in" insuP!P£ la tor. Where thi~
is to be titkd
through a window fmme select a drill
or bit as near to tlw outside diamek>r as possible.
To ensure that the \vood
is not splintered \V hen
breaking through, hold a
block of woo(l t.ightlv
against the frame lx:hin(l
the line Ucirw taken bv
the drill. :fhe tuhula~r
wall drill, the
t:utting end
of which is
shown in Fig.
H, is made by
filing
teeth
on the end of

'

NtPPLE BETWEEN
EL60W 4 FlANGE
8.-Showing metal fittings /or
mal{ing a short mast.

r··-···-·----··-L<·····-·----··-·--..··-·---..·-·----··-,·----·-··----·-·. . . - ......,_,_(0...., -......._(0.....!
'

a piece of piping. Itisanadvintage to splav
the end of the pipe aft-er cutting the teeth oil
it. This drill is used as one v,:ould a chisel,
but do not use the hammer too hard. An occasional twist given to the tube will assist
the cutting operation, and a heavy block of
wood held aga.inst the im;ide of the wall,
behind the point of percussion, will prevent
the breaking a\vay of material and produce
a clean hole of the same diameter as the
drill.
Fig. 6.~Stay for bolting to a chimney.

Fig. 5.-A short mast can be
used where the aerial is taken
over the lop of roof.

i

Fig. 4.-Supporling the aerial from
a short slay fixed lo a chimney.
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Figs. 12 lo 14-(Le/f fo right). Details
o/ the turned legs and method of
attaching them to the main frame.
A cut away side view showing the
position of the fillets.
Plan of the
radio-gram cabinet showing the assembly
of rails and panels.
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IN

QUEST

OF

QUALITY

An Article Explaining How Both Manu•
facturers and the Home Constructor Have
Striven to Get More Realistic Reproduction
from Radio.

By W. J, DELANEY
keys, etc., were broadcast, and
listeners were asked to write
down what they thought the
sounds they received represented. Many and varied
were the replies. However,
the aim of us all should be to
endeavour to reproduce the
original, and this article describes some of the schemes which
have been employed in this search for
realism.
Loud~speakers

The loud-speaker used in the early
days of broadcasting, consisted of a
small telephone receiver over which
was mounted a small horn (Fig. 1}.
\Vith the receivers and valves of those

Fig. 2.-The

popular Amp~
lion Dragon,

EFORE we can go into this question
it is necessary for us to decide
just what is meant by " Quality."

B

Your next-door neighbour, or your radio
companion will perhaps tell you that ho
gets " perfect quality " on his set, and you
go round to hear it. A few minutes
convinces you that the reproduction is
not nearly so good as yours. But, \Vhcn
he hears your set he vrobably says that
your reproduction is not so good as his.

Fig. 3.-An early
cone type speaker,
the Sterling
Mellovox.

At the Talkies
If you go to the talkies and study the
reproduction, instead of following t·he picture or story, you will find that the range
of tones is very. corn plete indeed, in fact,
at a good house, it is far in excess of
those you hear from the wireless. Kotc
the extremely high notes, such as jingling
::oins or jangling chains : the piercing
::ffectof escapin~ steam, and the low fullpowered roll of heavy gum; or thunder.
Some of these effects arc not produced
by the B.B.C. because of the inability
t.o ''get them over.'' There are so many
defects in receivers and speakers, that if
a play was broadcast in ''"hich certain
2ffecb> played an import.u.nt part., the
majority of listeners would fail to appreciate the play, because of the in~
ability to hear them. It is not so very
long ago that the B.B.C. held a corn·
petition in which such effects a~
\vashing-un. striking a mateh, jangling

too, the matter broadcast was limited aR
there was obviously no necessity to broadcast
notes that nobody could hear. As the art progressed the orchestras were augmented, and
gradually the listener found that tntces of
bass instruments could be heard. As soon as
the Octets and similar combinations employ.
ing a 'cello became popular, the need was
felt for a better reproduction of this instrument to give " body'' to the music.
The first attempts in this direction con·
sisted in enlarging the Rize of the horn,
and a.c; this got larger the reproducing units
were found to be too weak t.o satisfactorily
int1uence the column of air in the horn.
Therefore tho power and Size of the units
increased. Probably the most out.o;tanding
of this type of speaker was the well-known
Amplion Dmgon (Fig. 2).

Cone Units

That brings us to the first point-individual
taste. No two people can agree on the
kind of reproduction which can be voted
"perfect." One prefers a high pitched
tone, because " it has the brilliancy of
the top notes," whilst another likes a deep
tone "because you can hear the bass."
But aft.cr all, " perfect quality " can only be
one thing, and that is a re.production which
is a faithful copy of the o1·iginal, and this
is unaffected by personal likes and dislikes.

Fig. 4.-How the movin.f!~
coil type of loud~speaker
made its first appearance.

days, however, this reproduced probably
the entire range of frequencies which was
dealt with by the receiver. At this time,

Broadcasting steadily improved, and af'J
the speakers could now put up such a good
show the components in the receiver
began to improve. \\Tith an improvement
also in valves the horn type of loud.spea.ker
began to sho\v up its deficiencies, and so
once again the designers got to vmrk.
The horn \vas considered to be unsati.sfactory for good reproduct:on, nnkss of
tremendous dimensions, and, therefore,
means were devised to enable the size
of the diaphragm of the unit to be increased.
This naturally led to the cone type of loud.
speaker (Fig. 3). 1lany and varied were
the types of units and cone produced
at this time, and size,
material, method of support,
etc., \Vere all given the credit
for the imvrOvcd results obtaim·d. The cone diaphram.
W<l.'l found to ~ivc such n. true
re.sponsc that only the operating nlPehanism was improwd, a.nd this natura.!!y
led to tho moving coil typo
of speai.:Pr (Fig. 4).
Hmv·
ever. Y<thTr:» aml component-,:
stcadilv improved, and at

the ])resent rlay the movingcoil loud-speaker is regarded
by many as ideal. But. to
return to the c.:incma.. most
of the talkie installations
(Contimled on ba1:~ 164.!
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A Useful Article Explaining How the Wiring of a
·Receiver Can be Carried Out in a Workmanlike Manner

I

EATNESS in laying out and wiring tuned circuits in your set, separate as widely
up your receiving set will reflect . as possible and place the coils at right-angles
itself in the results you ultimately (this assumes an absence of screens). (3)
obkin when using the receiver on the aerial. Keep the filament wiring distinct from the
H.T. wiring. (4) Take advantage
of any earth points on · your set in
order to save long leads, i.e., do
.
not join every " earth " wire to
the earth terminal, but to the
nearest point on the one wire which
ultimately paBBes to the earth terll1inal. (5) ·Keep H. F. wiring well
· away from L.F. wiring.
·11----...a . By following these simple general
principles you cannot go wrong,
the problem of component posiVarious tools nec~ssarg for wiring the set.
tioning being, of course, linked
If the work is slip-shod and careless, then with the question of wiring runs. Often
you can rest assured that either the set will a compromise has to be struck in situanot work or, if it does, poor reception will be tions where there appears to be a tlittle
the reward. On the other hand, if your difficulty in fulfilling all the rules just
lay-out has been undertaken with due care enunciated.
and the run of wiring executed in a workmanlike manner, then your efforts will reap
their just reward of excellent reception.
The task is quite a simple one if tackled
in the proper way, and these few notes will
put you on the right road. First of all a
word as to component arrangement. If
there is a baseboard plan given, then the work
is merely one of copying, but if a pictorial
diagram is featured, then you must place
all the components on the board and,
noting their individual function, i.e., aerial
coil, aerial condenser, grid leak,.transformer,
u....J. nliers for bending
an looping the wire.
etc., dispose them so that the resulting
connecting wirc.s take the shortest runs
possible. If you make a haphazard lay- The Right Gauge of Wire
Now a word as to the actual wire, Do not
out, the wiring business becomes so complicated that you are likely to make choose a wire of too fine a gauge or it wiU
mistakes and, furthermore, the set is sure sag, and the most . suitable gauge recomto exhibit some peculiar fault and be un- mended is No. 18. It does not matter
whether you use square or round section,
reliable in working.

N
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MAKING AND USING
TUNING COILS
(Continrud from

Rend the -wire in a clockWiJe. direction, a.s shown, and

th~

terminal nut will then griP the wire tighter round thethreacl.

How to Commence
Begin on the left-hand side of the baseboard (facing panel) and, treating this as
the aerial side, work across to the right and,
where possible, arrange similar,components
in line, for the wiring can then be made
parallel t() the · baseboard edges, and this
always looks neat. Provided you keep
one or two simple rules uppermost in your
mind, you cannot go wrong.
(1) All "grid" connections should be n.s
short as possible. (2) When you have two

jldge
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just satisfy your own individual taste.
Where wires run very near one another or
cross rather close and are likely to touch
and cause a short circuit, it is advisable to
slip lengths of irisulating sleeving over them
or, if preferred, use the Glazite wire, which
carries its own coloured insulatioQ..
Since nearly all the components now used
in reception are supplied with terminals, it
is possible to wire a set without a single
soldered joint. One or two tools are
necessary when. wrring up a set, and the
most important are a penknife, round-nosed
pliers, flat-nosed pliers with cutting edge,
screwdriver, ..and brush. When wiring two
points together, measure off the length of
wire required and then loop each end with
the aid of a pair of round-nosed pliers.
Bear in -mind that when placing each wire
over the particular terminal shank it should
be arranged that the screwing down of the
terminal tends to close the loop and not
open it.
·
Screwing the terminal down in a clockwise direction will then grip the wire and
tend to close it tighter round the screw
thread. This point should be noted
particularly when holding flex wire under
terminal heads, otherwise the strands of
wire are liable to work loose.

Keep the Wire Insulated
If you use the Gla.zite wire, cut round the
insulation with a sharp knife about tin.
from the end, and then pare off the covering
before looping.
A small cleaning brush (a 6<1. oneinch brush from any stores is quite
suitable) enables you to clear away
any dust or dirt that has .accumulated
while you are working and is always
handy to keep by you .
The problems arising when you
prefer to solder all your joints are
really only small ones, but there is
one point you are liable to overlook.
To avoid softening ebonite or moulded
components while joining, the soldering iron should only be held on the
joints for . the shortest possible time.
If the parts are clean and well
" tinned " the solder will " run " · almost
as soon as the hot iron is applied, but if
not, clean and tin the parts again rather
than hold the iron on and overheat to no
purpose except to soften the material as
previously mentioned.
the two circuits. When used in an S.G.
receiver, this band-pass arrangement might
well be followed by n. tuned-grid coupling
as in Fig. 3 (b). 'In thg,t case tuning could
be controlled by a three-gang condenser.

used a tall. A t.hree-point W/C switch acts on
both tuners. Tuning may be accomplished
by means of two separate .0005 mfd. con- Other Circuits
densers or by a two-gang condenser ; the
It is not possible here to give particulars
former method is safer, because this circuit -of every circuit for which the tuners
does not always tune· too accurately.
described may be used, but the circuits
Fig. 4 (b) shows a band-pass circuit that have been suggested will give sufficient
consisting of a pair of the smaller tuners. information to enable any experimenter
The arrangement is suitable for either S.G. t() adapt them to almost any circuit in
or non-S.G. receivers; the reaction coil current practice.
As a guide to those
in the second tuner will only be used in sets constructors who wish to employ formel'l!
of the latter type. The band-pass coupling of other diameters than those dealt with,
condenser B.C. should be a non-inductive the following table is given.
one of .05 mfd. Here ,
·
again a
scrooning
,. ................................................... - .........................................................................~ ........,.
i~ Diameter Medl urn- Wave W'm di ng
Long- Wave Wl n d'mg
Reaction ;
pIa te s h ould be fitted
36 •8 gauge ;
Qetween
the
two
~ tf
- G
(
Nu h
Number of turns 36'• cnamell d ;
tuners.
This circuit
o ormer ena::.~t~ ~!.re ~f :_,~~ gauge clllimellcd wire
wir: '
gives . very accurate
f 8 In.
28
40
130
45
tuning, and it is
' 2l ,.
28 ·
so
150
60
uite
safe
to
e.mploy
a.
i
2
,
so
58
174
75
q
i li "
36
80
220
84
ganged condenser for
a 11 ,.
so
s~
240
oo
;•
tuning simultaneollSlv
&..-·...... -;...........................................................................................................................~
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TO~NIGHTl£~
4 7 Good Radio Programmes "on

~

.
the Air"

how to increase your
choice of stations
••

Every night the great European
stations pour out a wealth of
entertainment. Are you one of the
thousand_s of people whose worn·
out or inefficient valves_ prevent
them from enjoying it?

Increase the range of your Set-get
a wider choice of programmeswith Cossor Screened Grid Valves.
Due to their abnormally low
inter..electrode capacity and unique
construction, including the famous
Mica Bridge, Cossor S.G. Valves
will definitely increase the-range of
any well·designed Receiver.

COSSOR
Send for a free COPV of rhe

-40;page Conor Valve and
Wireless Book which (On•
ulno ~ weal!h of interutinw
and uoeful lr~ formation
including Radio Definitions
-U•efu! Circuits~Li•t of
Stations, etc., e:c. Please

uoe the C<>upon.

SCREENED

GRI~,~~

---------~~~~~~---~~
z:,-

To A C. COSSOR LTD., Mdodv Department,
Hifhbury Grove_ London, N 5.
Pl£;~se send me, fn~e of charge, :a copy of the
40-page Cossor Valve aod Wireless Book B.17.

Name
Address
Frac.

8/10/3~

··------------------~-------~

0

1321

132
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LOTUS GUARANTEED C01f.
PONENTS, specified by all the
Leading Designers of the day, are
also tremendously popular among
LEA DE R.SHIP
amateur enthusiasts, because they
represent the certain way to success
in home construction. When you build with
LOTUS Components, you guarantee the tonal
quality of the Completed Set.
LANDMARK THREE KIT SET, consisting
tirely of LOTUS Components, is equal in tone
range to the most expensive mains receivers.
you can build it yourself in an hour or

en·
and
Yet
so.

SEND THE COUPON NOW!
To LOTUS RADIO LTD., MILL LANE, LIVERPOOL.
Please send Illustrated Lists of LOTUS GUARANTEED
COMPONENTS and Landmark Kit.
Name

Address

alt.

stamp only if envelope i.; unsealed.

P.w. uo.

LANDMARK

THREE

KIT

SET

October 8th, 19.3 2
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THE··· -HEART OF
'

YouR ·sET

Part 1.-THE VALVES OF YESTERDAY AND TO-DAY

T

HE analogy between the valves in a
radio receiver and the heart of a
living body, although not complete,
is remarkably apt in many respects. Just
as the heart controls and directs the lifegiving blood s-tream, so ·does t\le ·valve
control the electric currents which briri.g
to life the r.idio programines, and ·in the
same way that valvular disease of the heart
reduces a person's capacity for work and
eventually produces deatll, so worn-out or
faulty radio valves reduce the output of a
set, and ultimately rqake it ceane to function.
Because efficient and correctly-applied
valves are so essential to successful broadcast reception, it is important that listeners
who build their own receivers or take a
technical interest in radio should have
some knowledge of the principles upon
which valves work, the various types of
valves available, the factors which govern
the choice of valves for any particular
application, and the 'correct working condi·
tions for different classes of valves and
similar matters.
It ~s, of course, impossible to treat this'
vast subject exhaustively in a few short
articles, but the present series of notes
cover the ground generally and, it is hoped,
in a practical manner, and may pave the
way for a more detailed discussion of
specific problems at a later date.

By

H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE,
Wh.Sch., B.Sc.(Hons.), A.C.Q.I.,
~.Le., A.M.I.E.E.

from it has been develoPed the whole range
of valves with two._ three, four, Jive and
even more electrodes, suitable for a wide
variety of purposes~ radio detection, amplification -and transmission, for rectifying
altern..'\ting currents in high-tension units
tmd battery chargers, for the production of
oscillating cui'rents used in electro-medical
work, and in numerous interesting industrial
processes.
·

The Construction of a Valve
The external appearance of a radio valve
is familiar to every listener, but it is nOt
everyone who has had an opportunity Of
examining the internal structure. -Fig.. 1
shows the const.ruction of a typical threeelectrode .valve as used -in an ordinary
battery-opera~d receiver, the bulb havin"g
been removed to disclose the details oL-the
eiectrodes.
'
. ·
From the central glass support or" foot,"
as it is termed, rise a number of stout nickel
wires to which the various metal electrodes
"are welded. The electrodes are arranged one
outside the other, the innermost being the
filament. In a battery-operated valve this
is a thin metal wire, treated in a special
manner to render it radio-active when
heat-ed.
Outside the filament, 'but oot
touching it, is the "grid "------3 spiral or
mesh of wire enclosing the filament ; and
surrounding this is the" plate "or" anode,'•
a box-like metal structure, again supported
free of the grid and filament. From the
grid and anode, and from the two ends of
the filament, connecting wir~ pass through
the glass of the bulb, and &re connected to
four metal pins in the cap or base. •rhesc
serve to connect the electrodes of the valve
to appropriate parts of the circuit of the
radio set in a manner to be described.
in the other direction, need not be reThe whole process of valve manufacture~
told here.
whereby hundreds of thousands of valves
Fleming's first valve was employed for are produced by ingenious machinery, each
the detection of wireless morse signals, and perfect and 'l with remarkably uniform
·,
characteristics, is most in······.-·-··~ tcresting, but far too intricate for description in the
space at present available. It
should be placed on record.
however, that the valves
produced by British manufacturers have not only
attained a high standard of
electrical efficiency, -but are
justly renowned for their
consistently good perfornt.P
a nee and for their reliabili1,¥.

Why "Valve"?
In eugineering language, the term valve
is applied to any apparatus which controls
the flow of a gas or liquid. This control
may be in the direction of the flow or in the
quantity of the stream. Thus a throttle
valve is used to vary the flow of steam to
an engine, and a non-return valve is used to
a,dmit water to a boiler, but at the same time
t.o prevent the water from being forced out
again by the steam pressure. Again, some
mechanical valves are so ·designed that a
;malt effort can control a powerful flm"- as, for
~xample, the homely 'bath
tap, whigh can be turned
by the mere pressure
of two fingers, but will allow
~strong stream of water to
flow into the bath. Radio
valves, of , one sort or
another, perform precisely
'similar functions with respect to electric currents.
Like many other notable
inventions, the development of the radio valve
was the result of researches
undertaken in connection
with problems which, at the
time, had nothing whatever
to do with wireless or any
other form of communica-·
tion. The familiar story of
how Dr. (now Sir) Ambrose
Fleming, while investigating causes of failure. in eat~:'
types of electric la.mps
a,rising out of the phenmnenon known as the Edison
effect, discovered that if an
Fig. 2.-A group of Cossor valves indicating various 5lages in development.
exhausted bulb contairied
Top: Super-power valve of 60-Watt dissipation.
a heated filament and a
Bottom row {left to right):
metal plate, currents could
(I) 1921-.6 power valve, Stenlor clas3. (2)-Modern pento1.e. (3)-1916 valve
pass in one direction-from
.of peculiar construction. l4)-Modern mains S.G. 1-'ah)( ,(5) 1923-.3 amp.
filament to nlate-but not
kalenised filament.

How a Valve Operates
Although the elementaryprinciples of valve -action
are known to manY listen~
ers, u. brief summary is here
given for the sake of corn~
pletcness, and for the
benefit of the newcomer to
radio.
In dealing with
valves, it is frequently
necessary to represent them
in diagrammatic form. Fig.
S. show:s the conventional
representation of a three~
electrode valve or" triode,,
the various parts of the
valve being indicated for
reference. It is iinilerstood

that the bulb-represented by t.he enclos·
ing ellipse-has been deprived of all the air
durin~; the process of manufacture. When
used in a wireless receiver t.he hvo ends of
the filament are connected to the low-tension
battery, usually a two-volt accumulator,
and a current passes through the filament,
the temperature of which is raised to a dull
red heat. Under these conditions particles
of negative electricity termed electrons are
given off by the filament. The a.node pin of
the valve is connected to a part of the circuit
which ultiniately makes contact \vith the
positive pole of the high tension battery,
nnd by this means the anode is kept positively charged.
Now it is a \veil-known electrical fact
that a positive charge attracts a nega.tive
charge, so that the electrons emitted by
the filament will pass in a stream to the
anode. A stream of electrons is, in effect,
an electric current, and this current, which
passes from the fllament to the anode
within the valve through the external
circuit and back to the filament, is termed
the anode current. If the valve contained
only a filament and anode but no grid, the
anode current 'vould be of a fixed steady
value dependent upon the high tension
voltage and the effective resistance of the
circuit.

The Action of the Grid
The production of a steady current flowing

I

T is not always easy to obtain reproduction from the loud-speaker \vhich is
pleasing to the ear on speech and all
types of music. For instance, your particular receiver and speaker may reproduce
speech with all the crispness and brilliancy
that could be desired ; but when an instrument such as the 'cello is being played this
will perhaps lack the deep mellow tone
w hi eh is characteristic of that instrument.
Alt-ernatively, the 'cello may sound beautifully deep and mellow, but when speech is
received this may sound woolly or muffled.
How then can \Ye alter the tone of the
reproduction so that we can obtain the
results which are m03t pleasing to the earalthough perhaps not technically correct ?
First and foremo.st, the receiver should
be designed and operated so that it amplifies
all frequencies e,·enly. This means that
care has to be taken in the choice of the
values of by-pass condensers and grid
rcsistances, as high notes may be easily
lost owing to incorrect values of these
components. Reaction must be used very
sparingly, or again top notes will be lost,
giving the reproduction a woolly or muffled
tone. The low-frequency transformers must
be of good quality in order that there are
not any bad resonance points-that is the
over-amplification of certain notes in the
musical scale. Supposing attention has been
paid to all these points (or the receiver has
already been constructed), and then, owing
to the particular loud-speaker which is
purchased, or some other cause, the reproduction is not to your liking. The following
arrangements will enable you to vary the
tone, giving a fairly wide range of effects.
The " Mellow 'Cello" Tone
The most common tone is the " mellow
'cello " one, which is due in most cases
not to over-emphasis of the bass notes but
to the lack of top notes. The most likely
cause of this, as mentioned above, is the
wrong values of by-pass condensers, or
unwanted capacities, chiefly in the high.
frequency side of the receiver. Unfortu-
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in a portion of a wireless set is, however, of
very little service in r<idio recePtion, which
is essentially a process involving the amplification ilnd modification of varying electric
currents. It is in this connection that the grid
of the valve comes into play. Imagine that
by some means the grid is given a small neg-

/lNOOE.

6Rt0

Fig. 3.-Conveniional diagram of a threeelectrode valve, indicating the essential parts.

ative charge. Because like electrical charges
repel each other, the negative charge on
the grid will tend to repel the electrons
emitted by the filament. Some of them \Vill
return to the fihtment, but some will pass
through the grid and reach the anode ;
thus anode current will still flow but be
reduced in value. The greater the negative
,,,_,,_,_.,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,_,,_,,_,,_.~

!CONTROLLING!
TONE

Ii

By HAROLD DOWNING.

IJ

~·-·-··-·-··-·-··-··-··-·-··-··-··-'

nately, it is not possible to put these lost
frequencies back, and therefore the only

•

charge on the grid the smaller is the anodfl
current.
·
Similarly a small positive charge on the
grid tends to a.ttract electrmis-v,·iJI, in
fact, assist the anode. The anode current
will consequently increase. Some electrons
are, hmvever, trapped by t-he grid and flow
in the grid circuit as grid ·current. It will
be seen latCi' on that, except when using
the valve as a detector, grid cnrrent is to
be avoided, and -for this purpose all amplifying valves arc given a permanent
negative charge known as negative grid
bias.
The action of the grid just described
provides a method of controlling the value
of the anode current in the following manner. The radio waves intercepted by the
receiving aerial set up a varying high~
frequency current. This can be used to give
a varying charge to the grid of the valve.
with the result the anode current is made to
vary in sympathy with the incoming signaL
By choosing a suitable type of valve, and
arranging the circuit conditions correctly,
the electrical variations in the anode circuit
can be made more powerful than the impulses employed to " excite " the grid. In
this way a valve acts as an amplifier of radio
signals. By a modification of the grid
circuit a valve can be made to amplify
only one half of each radio wave, and thus
to detect signals in tho same way as a
crystal detector and to amplify them at
the san1e time.

i series

with the speaker will do this ; although, of course, this iS only possible with
filter or transformer-fed speakers.

Getting Rid of High Notes
\Vhen the reproduction is shrill or "higbpitched,due to lack of bass response in the receiver, and also to cheap low-frequency transformers, or inadequate high-tension supply,
the effect of more bass may be obtained by
getting rid of some of the high notes, and
this is carried out quite simply by connecting a fixed condenser across the loudspeaker terminals. The actual value of
the condenser will depend on the amount
of bass which is to be by-passed, and
therefore it is most convenient to have
several condensers which may be switched
into circuit at will. Fig. 1 shows an
arrangement by which this may be carried
out; the selector device consisting of either
a switch or a plug may be connected to the
loud-speaker terminal, and sockets fitted
to the free sides of the condensers.

The Multitone Transformer
The problem of tone control has been
tackled by one firm in quite an efficient
manner, and the result has been the production of a special low-frequency transformer known as tho l\Iultitone Transformer. This is provided. apart from the
four usual terminals, with two additional
terminals across which a potentiometer
with a value of about 500.000 ohms is
joined. The grid of the valve is then
joined to the arm of the potentiometcr in
addition to the G terminal of the transformer. Adjustment of the potentiometer
•Louo5P£Ak£R •
then enables the response curve of the
transformer to be altered to give a straightline response or to emphasize the top or
Fig. 1.- How fo arrange a number o/
bottom notes. It may be fitted to any
fixed condemers across the output terexisting receiver in place of a transformer
minals lo vary the tone.
whieh is alreadv in use, and it solves the
way to cure the defect is to artificially problem of eaSily adjusting the tone of
brighten the tone by reducing the amount reproduction to suit the particular item
of bass which is present. A condenser in which is being received.
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,WHEN you build your next set, why not
make it up in chassis form, •vith a metal

1

............. ......................... ...................
~

~

~·-·····

..................1

l THAT DODGE OF YOURS!
~

Every reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE.

LESS" must have originated some little
baseboard? The cost is very little more than
dodge which would interest other readers,
)f wood is used. The sketch shows a simple
Why not pas9 it on to us? For every item
.assembly, a piece of sheet aluminium of
published on this page we will pay half a
guir.ea.
The items thi~ week have been con·the required size being screwed to two
tributed, but in future we want readers of this
battens at each side. The ebonite panel is
paper to supply the items. Turn that idea of
screwed to the ends of the battens, and
yours to account by sending it in to us, ad.
dressed to the Editor, •• PRACTICAL WIRE.
also to two corner brackets. A small
LESS," George Newnes, Ltd., 8.11, South.
angle bracket, bent from sheet aluminium
ampton Street, W.C.2. Put )'Out name and
is screwed to the metal base and panel, as
addreu on every item. Pleue note that
shown. By raising the base 2ins., small com- f every notion sent jn must be origina(.
~·· .............~ ·~·~·~···
.............. .........
ponents, such as fixed condensers and re- ~···" ....... "
sistances, can be mounted on its underside here, and you should specify a~ special
to save space.
screen-grid choke for this stage.

..........

:

-······

a good plan to attach a crocodile
clip to the end of one of the flex leads for
clamping on to a terminal, as in the sketch
herewith, which shows a transformer wind~
ing being tested for continuity. This method
is similar to the voltmeter test, except
that it gives an audible response instead
of a visual one, and is much more sensitive.

Tone at the Output
IRCUITS are becoming more and moro
vigorous, thanks to improved valves and
more efficient components.
It often
happens, therefore, that more smoothing
is required at the output end of the set
than is usually provided for. For this purpose a reservoir condenser of .002 mfd.

C
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£BoNJ~£
Cov£RE:D
PLUG
WIRE:.

~~.·-

...

iiiil

It

;fil

ME:TRL Bnsf

Ebonite plugs /or protecting l.:ads
where they p.ass through the chassis.

Special care must be taken where the
"'iring passes through the metal base.
Over each lead that passes through a hole
in the chassis, a piece of systoftex can be
slipped on. Another method is to fit each
hole with a small ebonite plug having a
central hole through which the insulated
connecting wire i'l passed, as shown in
the above sketch.

H.F. Choke Losses
POPULAR method of coupling between
a screen-grid valve and the detector is
a tuned circuit connected to the leaky
condenser Of the detector and connected
also through a fixed condenser to the anode
of the screen-grid valve, the anode being
fed through a high-frequency choke.
An important point to bear in mind is
that there inust be few losses in this choke
if the full amplification of the screen-grid
stage is to be obtained. Inquitea number of
the inferior chokes, not only is the amount
of wire badly skimped, but also the insulation is not by any means what it should be.
If you are out for efficiency it is worth
while -to have a good choke and condenser

Circuit Testing With 'Phones
Defects in the wiring of a· set, or
those arising from faulty components,
LOVDSP£111f£R
may often be deteCted by simple tests
with a pair of'phones and a flash-lamp
•002
battery or dry cell. One tag qn the
H.T.+
'phones should ·be connected to one
·DOS
terminal of the dry cell, and two flex
leads should be connected, ono to
the remaining 'phone tag and the lh;:;==;~=;'~~~=;';;';;'"'=;'~=;~=~==;'~~;!J
other to the remaining terminal of Showing how an additional condenser can be used
the dry cell.
/or smoothing purposes.
These two flex leads, if now touched capacity is recommended. Even this may
lightly together, will produce a strong not be large enough to give the necessary
double click in the 'phones, one click when smoothing effect, especially when heavy
they make contact with each other, and orchestral music is coming through, so,
another when they arc separated again. to be on the right side, it is a good plan
They may thus be used for testing for to couple in parallel with the .Q02 condenser
continuity in leads, etc., since the loud another one of about .005, as indicated ·
double click is ample evidence that every- in the diagram, Note the S\vitch and, its
thin:g is satisfactory.
connections. This switch, of the push-andpull type, can be mounted on a short
terminal strip and is arranged to connect or
disconnect the .005 condenser as desired.

A

A simple method of testing wilh phones
and a dry battery.

0 1J

3n

A-Xq.

M£TRL

BRsE:.
(FILUMIN!UM)

A fault in a coil holder, for inst,ance, such
as a break between the terminal and the
plug or socket to which it is connected, may
now easily be detected, since if one flex lead
is connected to the terminal and the other
to the side of the holder to which the terminal should make connection, absence of
the double click is positive evidence that
the component is faulty.

Keep Your Set in Good ·condition
\Vhen you have half an hour to spare,
place your set on the table under a good
light, and having brushed away any dust
and tightened up loose terminals and nute,
shorten eyery wire that is longer than
necessary.
Carefully dust your coils,
especia1ly those of the short-wave type, and
for this purpose an ordinary paint brush is
very handy, as shown in the accompanying
sketch. Where valves are fitted having
split leg pins these shou!d be carefully
opened with a pocket knife to ensure a
tight fit in the valveholders. You should
also remove the push-pull switch if one i-J
fitted to your set and clean the contact points
with sandpaper. ·After this little attention,
be surprised, when you switch on the ,
at the increase in its efficiency.

I"~·-·-·-··-·--·----·-·-THE FIRST BATCH OF RADIO !I
WRINKLES FROM READERS
I

I

WILL BE PUBLISHED NEXT

I

lb~""':"--:""7":"'":"'~-:7"=~JJ
WEEK.
A simple chassis assembly.
.._. _ _ ,_ _ _ _ ,_,~_., _ _,_,.J

An ordinary

Paini~brush is handy for
dusting· Coils.
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An Interesting Article Which Tells You All About-

CouPLING AND DECOUPLING
ROADLY 8-peaking, the essence of a
\virclcss set is a string of valves with
some means of selecting the required
:->tation and some mr-ans of connecting each
valve to the one following it. A few years
ago, when valve efliciency 'vas comparatively low, almost any reasonable number
of valves could be coupled together without
any special precautions being taken, but
in these days of super valves and mains
eliminator::;, almost as much care has to
be taken to avoid coupling where it is not
wanted as to provide efficient coupling
·
where it is wanted.
The average modern set that has been
designed to vwrk on batteries goes up in
the air when driven by an climioator unless, of course, provision has been made to
overcome this trouble either in the set
itself or elsewhere.
Similarly, fa.r more attention has been
paid to coupling in recent years, largely
because the efficiency of the latest loudspea.kers has been greatly increased, with
the result that it will reproduce as much
bass as it is given. and, tllf'refore, low
notes must not be lost in the inten·alve
coupling.
It is a g:reat mistake to assume that
bass is more important than treble, as very
low notes indeed sometimes rely upon very
high harmonics for their actual timbre or,
if the expression can be used, the per::;onality of the instrument. Generally speaking. the treble i.c; lost in the tuning circuit
if these arc unduly sharp or, alternatively,
by the use of excessive values of condensers
eonnected across, say, the transformer
primary, whereas bass is usually lost after
the detector valve.
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Fig. 1.-R.C.C. coupling.
In passing it might be mentioned that a
fair percentage of sets a.rc •· half stunned "
by the presence of an H.F. choke without
an adequate anode to earth bypass condenser. This should not, however, be
regarded as an invitation to use an unnecessarily high value, as this will upset
both the middle and top notes and cause
lifelc!'!s reproduction.
\Yhen using the resistance capacity
method of coupling, as shown in Fig. l,
considerable care must be cxPrciscd in
choosing the right value. Within certain
limits, the higher the value of anode resistance, the greater the ~mplification, but
quality is impaired, as, although few people
realize it, the valve is actually in parallel
with its own anode resistance.
In general, the anode resistance should
be three times the valve impedance, but

when the most perfC'ct quality is required
at some expense of volume, this value
may be lowered to twice the impedance or
even less. The grid leak may have a value
of four or five times that of the anode
resistance; remember that one megohm is
a million ohms, so that if the anode resistance happens to be 20,000 ohms, the grid
leak might well be 100,000 ohms, or to
quote it in megohms-·I. This rule holds
good eXcept in certain circumstances,
unless a really big valve is following immediately after it, when the maximum valuo
should be 50,000 ohms in the interests of
safety.
The third component of the resistance
capacity coupling unit is the condenser,
which should always be a reliable type, as
a serious leak would result in the high
tension gett.ing on to the grid of the following valve. As there is no simple way
of working out the best value for this
condenser, a Table, Xo. 1, has been
worked out to indicate the best value of
gl'id leak and condenser for various valuci5
of anode resistance.

Transformer Coupling
At the present time transformers can be
divided broadly into bvo classes : those
containing generously proportioned iron
cores and those containing comparatively
small cores of a special mixture of nickel
and iron. There n,rc, in addition, certain
badly designed, cheap transformers, containing very little ordinary iron, but these
will not be considered. These two main
classes of transformers call for entirely
different treatment: the heavy ones, 'with
the big C'Orcs, can be connected straight in
r-------------~.HT.+

TABLE No. 1
A~ODE

JtESf_S'f.\:'i"('E

i

\)HID I.£.•.K

2iiO;oU();imH___ I

I

200,000
100,000
7::-.,ooo
50,000
30,000

Fig. ]a.-Transformer primary directly in
anode circuit.

z::;,ooo

20,000

~~:288

mcg.
.5
.5
.:!5
.2
.1
.1

CO::-iuE:;;s~

.OOG mru.
.OOU "
.01
.01
.0:!
.0)

.o::-,
Qj

:2~

:~ ::

GB.
Fig. 2b.-Parallel-/ed transformer. With this

I

arrangement no battery current passes through
The question of tuning circuits is dealt.
the primary.
with in last \Veek's free gift book, but VALVES CORltECT TO .Nt;AUE~l' VALCE~
Lli::iTED BY ::\L\.KEltS.
referenC;e is made below to the
the anode circuit as shown in Fig.
question of dccoupling these stage3.
2a, but the small' nickel-iron transTABLE No 2
The reader's attention is therefore
formers should be parallel fed. as
:.!,.\
DlWP
YOLTS
,lfrnvn to the coupling circuits
shown at :Fig. 2b. The reason for
:W
10
100
00
:!00
followin~ thq detector valve.
this is that the httter t,ype ha vc
RES. l'o~n. RES. Co:.n. R!•:S. Co:xn. JtES. CO~ D. Rr:;;, CO~ D.
-relatively poor crficiency when the
:Resistance Capacity
-1
2
40,000
100,000
1
2o,oou
1
tlO,OOO
1
:WO,Ol!O:
1
Taking the low fr~quPncy side in
high-tension current is passing
10,000
20,0DO 2 30,000
50,000 1 100,000' 1
2
the logical sequence, the anode
through a primary winding, as the
15,000 :) 20,000
30,000
2
iO,OOO 1
3
drcuit of the detector valve
10,000
25,000 2
inductance of the latter gets
4
15,000
3
50,000 1
12,000
3
20,000 2
40,000 1
lirst receive attention.
This
sumllcr and Rmaller as larp;er and
1:">,000 3
10,000 4
35,000 1
0
larger currents arc put through it,
~encrally :consists of a small fixed
12,000 3
25,000; 2
s
and a. decrease of impedance mean::;
condenser
(connected
between
10,000 .
10
2o,ooo I 2
'
anode and earth to bypass unwanted
a decrease of bass.
CORRECT TO NEAREST VALUES OBTAlXABLK THE RE·
H. F. energy), an H.F.ehoke, and a
Some care has to be taken when
i':llSTANCES USED MUST m~ GAI'AULI•; Oil' 8TAXD1.NG THE
1transfOrmer primary, anode resist~ CURRE:NT :FLOWING. CONDEN:;~;RS .mJS1' EE CAl'AilLE Ol!' selecting resistn.nce in the anode
STA~DING TilE VOLTAGE.
(Coutinued on j>Qgc 139.)
.ftnce, or L.F. choke.
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YourH.T.
for 1,.
year

H;::V long does one shillings-

'
worth of H.T. run your
set?
A week-or a year ?\If you
run from batteries \you
spend at least 50/on upkeep; replace
battery with an Ekco
and your yearly cost is
shilling only.' All you have
to do is plug into the
electric light or power
socket and switch on~.
that's all !
Whatever the type or size
of your radio set, there is
an Ekco Unit for it.
See your dealer about it,
or post coupon below.
Based on 1000 hours' use of average 3 v. Set

All Ekco Units are
obtainable by Easy
Pa'yments.
D. C. Units 39/6;

A. C.

Housed In solid drawn steel
\
case, oxidised copper finish.

Connecting plug;\ecessed

below

surface

Si:e ,~ 9" xS"

of\ case.

x.Jl\

{K.25 and 25 cyele models
9~" X 5~" X 3~" 1

Units from £2 . 15 . 0

To E. K. COLE, LTD. (Dept. P.I.),
Ekco Works, Southend-on·Sea.
Pka3(' send me details of EKCO Electric Power Units, Consolettes,
Consoles and Rad1ograms.

Name__
Address ...
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There is a Colvern Coil 1'or every
modern radio receiver•
Specified for the Long
Range Express 3.
1 KBL.
1 KGR.
@ 19/- per pair.

• • • • • • Colvern Coils were
chosen 1'or the Long Range
Express 3 (A.C. model) ••••••
make them your choice.

Send 1'or the Colvern Circuit Booklet, Radio List
No. 10. Free on request.

COLVERN LIMITED
MAWNEVS RD.,

ROMFORD, ESSEX.
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detector causing instability, motor-boating, or
is to arrange for too violent oscillation. This eflf>.ct is con+
much amplification, siderably more marked if an eliminator is
with the result that usr-d, as usually the resistance bet\vccn the
the output valve is positive tappings and H.T. minus is
horribly overloaded, greater than that of a battery.
and gives terribly
In order to: stop this trouble, it is necesdistorted reproduc- sary to give other than battery current a
tion, punctuated by direct path to H.T. minus, and to separate
un assortment of the anodes from each other by a resistance
or choke and a condenser. In general
resonance points.
Suppose, for ex- practice the choke is very seldom used, as
ample,
that
the it only becomes useful when a very heavy
dotector valve givPS high-tension current is passing. It i.-;.,
a 2 volts swing in its however, generally used in the output
anOde, which is not stage to choke-feed the loud-speaker and
unreasonable on a direct the speech current through the loud,G.s.high-powered
sta- speaker winding to earth. Fig. 4 shows
Fig. 3.-Two forms of choke coupliftg.
tion, and tha.t a 3! the anode and screen circuits of a screen
to 1 transformer is grid with decoupling added. The screen
(Contin11ed from page 136.)
circuit, bnt three times the valve impedance used, we shall get almost 7 volts on the grid resistance may be 600 to 1,000 ohms, while
is generally suitable, provided that there is of the next valve. Assuming that this is an a rerLsonable value for the anode circUit
a reasonable high-tension voltage, say 120 L.F. type, it might well have a working is 5,000 ohms. As the screen is provided
volts, available.
Care should be taken, amplification factor of 12, which Nil! give with a condenser in any case, an additional
however, not to use the value of condensers 84 volts in the anode. Assume a 3 to 1 one is not necessary, but in the anode cir.
shown in tn,ble No. 1, as a very much larger transformer : this i'ould give almost 252 cuit the condenser marked A has to be
yaJue is desirable, depending upon the volts to the power valve, which, with an inserted. This might be a 1 mfd., non· .
transformer used. However, 1 mfd. is a amplification factor of 7, would give 1,700 inductive t.ypo. 'Vhcu using a mains
good general value, but if with the trans- volts odd. This is, of coUrse, ridiculoU& screen-grid valve the screen is usuallv fed
former used this results in one or two of but it indicates what would happen ij by a fixed or variable potentiomctCr as
the bass notes being reproduced out of either the second or third valve over- shown at :Fig. 5. The top part o£' this,
proportion, condensers having a value of .5 loaded. As, however, an ordinary power marked B, acts automatically as a decoupor 2 mfd. may be tried. An L.F. choke is valve would not develop without distor- ling resistance, so no further precautions
sometimes mwd instefLd of a resistance, but tion more than about 30 volts in its anode, are neressary.
The decoupling of the detector is prob·
us considerable trouble may be caused by
ably the most important. Here, it is neces·
H.T.+J20
an unfortunate selection of values, it is not
sary to make certain that the values are
recommended.
lfT+60
adequate.
lJnfortunately, however, if
too high a resirotance is used, the H.'l'.
sooo
Choke Coupling
value will be lowered, which is undesirable
V OHMS
:Fig. 3 indicates the method of using lowbelow a certain point. In order to ensure
frequency choke coupling. Here, again, a
that dccoupling is ctliclent. the rcsiMtance
certain amount of difficulty presents itself
in ohms when multiplied by the capacity
rcga.rding the choice of grid leak and r:onof the condenser in mfds. should not Le
dcnser, but as a rough guide the grid leak
less than 40,000. For cxami>le, 30,000
may be eight to ten times the value of the
ohms associated with 2 mfd. will be
valve impedance, and the flppropriat-c conGO,OOO, which is in order, l1s would be
dem;er selected from ta.blc X o. 2.
20,000 and 2 mfd., but lJ,OOO and 2 mfd.,
There is the possibility of an additional
or 30,000 and 1 mfd., would both fall below
low-frequency st-age in addition to the out40,000 and \VOuld be inadequate. It doe-"
put valvc. but this is rapidly dying out
not follow that in every case fig:ures arrived
with modern high-dfwiency valves, but it
at by this method '-"Ould be high enongh.
is still retained when the detector is not
but such cases arc rare, and arc not likely
prcccded by a high-frequency valve. The
to be met with by the constructor. In big
great mistake when using two valves folamplifiers, however, it is not unusual to
H.T.

(Continued on page 162.)'
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f.{,

r.+

.------+- H.TiR
Fig. 4.-S.G. stage decoupied.

the discrcpa.ncy bE'tween this and 1,700 indicates in a very definite manner the overloading that will take place, and it is
obvious that under such conditions one
resistance and one transformer, or two
resistance stages, would be more useful.

Decoupling

Fig. 5.-With the usual arrangement of a
mains set the potentiomeler acts aS a decoupler.

In the ordinary straightforward threevalve set, the H.T. side of each of the components in the anode circuit are joined together either directly or through the few
intervening cells of the H.T. battery, with
the result that the major portion of the
battery is between the anode leads and
earth. This portion of the high-tension
battery rriay have a considerable high.
frequency resistance which, being common
to all three valves, redistributes such stray
cutrents that are flowing in each anode
circuit to the other anode circuit, thus

Fig. 6.-R.C.C. stage with double decoupling
bu Y<!Sistance R and Rl. c and cl..
'
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MAKING THE MAil

A Mains Operated Version of the Receiver which was Described in tb
Variable Mu and Pentode Valves this Receiver will Undoubtedly

I
I

I

I
I
f_
I·
I
I
I The set ~ay be fitted into this noVel cabinet.
and thus be converted into a radio~gram.
I Note how the turntable and pick-up are
fitted to the Jrop-doum front.
I
I THE multiplicity of rcceivcrs available
for the constructor to build leaves
t
him the very difficult task of making
I a choice between them, and those who have
a number of such sets must agree
I tried
that only a few can justify their existence.
I1 Some
are frankly stunt sets that reflect
credit to the ingenuity rather than to the
practical experience of the designer, and
I fail to satisfy their owners, as they are
1 tricky and unse:nriceable.

11
IJ
I
1

1
1

I
1

1
1
-

I
I

There is definitely a need for a threevalve all-mains set, free from the trouble
of frequent accumulator recharging and
the expense of H.T. battery renewals,
which, although of well-tried principles.
embodies the very latest developments of
radio technique and at the same time has
been designed as a musical instrument that
is an acq~isition to the family life of every
home. The Mains Exprcs::; Three has been
designed to fulfil to the utmost limit these
ideals, and is the result of many months
of patient experifnC'nt. The ~Iains Express
Three is an outstanding example of a
modern receiver capable of a wonderful
performance, a set that will bring station
after station rolling in with perfect qua.Iity
and freedom from interference, while every
care has been taken to ensure that it is

Special Equipment
It has been pointed
out that modern coils
leave much to be desired
from a mechanical standpoint; therefore special
coils have been designed,
equipped with plated brass
screening-cans provided
with really rigid fixing,
while ready-soldered leads
do away with the nuisance
of tiny terminals working
loose because they cannot
be tightened sufficiently
in the first place,
Arrangements ha v c
been made for the chassis
to be available with every
hole eorrectly drilled, thus
making mistakes impossible, and every constructor
knows that the set he
builds will be identical to
the originaL On thu
other hand, economy has
been considered, but not
at
the
expense
of
efficiency ; for example,
the Dubilier type rcsistances used dispense \Vith
the use of holders in most
cases, and O\ving to their
ingenious
construction
they offer a reliable article
at a low price and effect a
saving of nearly £2.
Before beginning to
describe the receiver, a
very definite warning is ,

1
I
.
I1
1
I
1
I

The clean lines and simple lay-out of
the Mains Express Three.

e«>

22o

200

II
II
-

I

I
I

0

Selectivity Control

1
1

necessary : that is, that serious
trouble will result if the specification is varied ; not only will the
efficiency be impaired, but some
components above the panel use
the same fixing bolts as some of
those below the panel, and if
others of different sizes are used
construction becomes impracticable.
Reference to the photographs
will show that a special type of
H.F. choke is used having a
screened lead already attached,
which does away with an unsightly
lead to the S.G. valve and at the
same time effectively earths the
metal covering without the use
of a special clip. It is absolutelv
essential that this choke should
be fitted the correct way round
exactly in accordance with the
blue print, otherwise the anode .of
the S.G. valve will be connected to
H.T.+ instead of to the grid coil.

Theoretical Circtiit of the Mains Express Three,

The

Mains

Express

Three,~
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VS EXPRESS THREE

te First Issue of "Practical Wireless." Employing the Latest Types of
as the Last Word in Mains Sets. By PERCY RAY.
with modern motor cars
to achieve the perfect and
effortless running of an
up-to-date limousine.

Construction
The existence of an all~
metal chassis ready drilled
haH been poinUod out ; in
addition, a blue print is
available which renders
mistakesimpossible. First
of all, mount the valveholders in position. Be
careful to put the four-·
pin-holder nearest to the
mains transformer, and
see that the valve-holders
are so fixed that their
termina.Is are in the position shown in the blue
print. It will be noticed
that the variable mu
valve-holder is secured
with only three nuts and
bolts ; this leaves a convenient hole
through
which to feed the long
wire that runs through the
metal screening-tube that
is already fixed to the
chassis ; the \Virc must, of
course, be insulated.
Next mount the .0001
fixed condenser, as this
cannot be fitted after the
choke has been attached.
It is essential that this
condenser is fixe(~ with

enjoys many refinements, ineluding double-wound trans~
former aerial coupling, which
gives excellent seleetivityeom·
bined with reasonable latitude for various
types and sizes of aerials. The variable mu
"d
·
I
h
screened -gn mams va ve as numerous
advantages over the ordinary screen-grid,
among which are the distortionless volume
control, from a shout to a whiSper, and
very precise control over selectivity. The
tuned grid coil will be found to work wel1
with this particular valve (Cossor MVSG).
The detector stage employs a resistancefed transformer, which ensures that the
bass response is reproduced at full volume
with a degree of fidelity that is re~
freshing after listening to hthei average
receiver, which caricatures t e ow notes
with a deep booming noise like heavy
weights being dropped on to an empty
dance floor.
The output stage employs a power
pentode which is capable of really generous
v.olumc, enough to fill a small hall, but
. vo Iume can b e re d uce d t o a w h.Is per
i h IS
by the variable mu control when desired.
The intention is to use this colossal power
as reserve, so th a t th e Ioud -speak er can
' t me Io d Y Wl'thou t th e st ram
·
pour out penee
and chatter associated With sets possessing
lifttleornomargin;thesameprinciplcisused

s cr e ws
having
counters u n k
h e a d s,
otherwise
titere 1·8
danger of
accidental
c 0 n tact
b e i n g
m a d e
with the
underside
of the
c h 0 k c,
For similsaorns rtehaeholder for
the20,000
ohms resi stance,
situated
near the
pen t o d e
valve·
h o Id er,
s h 0 u Id
n 0 \V be
fit t e d.
The re-

A view of the cabinet closed, showing its
neat appearance.

sistance-hohler on the upper side of the
baseboard that accommodates the 5 000
ohm resistance has holes so spaced th~t it
shares fixing bolts with the three-terminal
grid condemer, consequently these should
be fitt-ed at the same time.

Insulating Aerial and Output Terminals
Construction is now perfectly straightforward, but to avoid accidentally breakingor pulling the leads attached to the coils,
the latter should be fixed after all the
other components have been mounted.
In the same way ca.re should be taken not
to bend back the armoured lead that
projects from the top of the special \Vearite
choke. Note that the flexible lead from
coil to the three-terminal grid condenser
must be threaded through thG sereening.
tube on the chassis. When mounting the
terminals for aerial and outpltt be sure to
insulate them from the metal chassis by
using insulating washers ; it should be
observed that the earth terminal must not

r·usroF"co'i\iilo'NE'Nrs'FoR:Yii"E'MAi'Ns'ExPR'Essriiilli'i:T!
1
1
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I
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I

f

2 variable condensers, type No. 2,
0 005, Polar.
I reactton condenser, Compax type,
.0003, Polar.
1 fixed condenser, type "S" .0001,
T.C.C.
1 fixed condenset', up,ighttype .0001,

:

1

=

I

1

1
_ 4
I
~ 2

~1

I1 2

T.C.C.
fixed condenser, three-terminal upright type .0001, T.C.C.
fixed condenser, type " S" .0003,
T.C.C.
fixed condensers, non-inductive,
1 mfd., T.C.C.
fiXed condensers, 400 volt working
2 mfd., T.C.C.
fixed4c~~1.•,nT•e.c".'c4.00 volt working

.....

tu

~ 1 choke, screened standard type,

I

i
~

I
~~
~

11
~-~

Wearite.
1 choke, screened type with lead,
Wearite.
2 tuning coils, Types KBLCand KGR,
Colvern.
1 switch, ganged wavechange type,
Wearite.
1 potentiometer, lO,OOOohm.;, Lewcos.
2 L.F. chokes, 20 Henry, Varley.
d S 1
1 mains transformer, Soun
a.es type
250 Shielded _Super.
3 valve-hold;rs, ~ve-pin chassis

I valve~holder, four~pin chassis
. mounting, Clix.
I reststance, 250 ohms, 1 watt type,
Dubilier.
1 resistanc~,. 350 ohms, 1 watt type,
Dubdter.
1 resistance, 7,000 ohms, 1 watt type,
. Dubilier.
1 reststance, 25,000 ohms, 1 watt
type, Dubilier.
2 resistances, 20,000 ohms, 1 watt
type, Dubilier.
2 t'esistances, 40,000 ohms, 1 watt
type, Dubilier.
1 resistance, 1 megohm, 1 watt type,
Dubilier.
11 ll't·aidn,!o•:mk'e."5Pa~aeJ'eoedhmR,,IDubilier.
•

1

' •

••

•

10

•

•

•

2 grid leak holders, Bulgin,
4 terminals-aerial, earth, and outpu~
(2-insulated), Belling Lee.
3 bushes for above (Belling Lee).
Glazite, Lewcos. Sundry sct-ews,
wire, sy.sto-flex, etc..
1 met al c h assts, p arousst.
1 valve, type MVSG, Cossor.
valve, type 4 1MH, Cossor.
1
1 valve, type PT 41, Cossor.
1 valve, type 506BU, Coswr.
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Speak.er: Celestion P.P.M.9
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le insulated, as it is intended to make
wnnection ,vit.h the mdal chasdis. Do
not yary the points \Yhcre wires are taken
to the ehassis ; there are ways that appear
more direct., but they will upset. the stability
of the rcc~:iwr. It should Le noted that
the tuning condensers or the 10,000 ohm
variable rcsictance must not on any
account be insulated from the metal panel.

Points About the Wiring
The ])ubilier resistanccs are already
proviUed with connecting wires, so it is
only necessary to cut them to the required
Jpngth, slip on a piece of systo-flex, loop
the C'nds, and place it in position. It is,
S'LIOER EARTHeD
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however. advhlablc not to fit these until
the major portion of the wiring has been
accomplished, a.s they arc inclined to be
in the way and may get damaged by an
unhappy knock with a pair of pliers. It
\Yill be noticed that the lead running from
the- mains transformer to the heater
terminals of t·hc valves is twisted: this is
to prevent hum. It is difficult. to attach
more than one wire to ca<'h log of the valveholder, so the constructor is advised to
use bare wire for this cminection in the
follO\ving nmnner. Take two pieces of
18-gauge wire ftbout 21ft. long, make a
loop in Pach end and attach it to the correct
terminals of the mains transformer. These

two connections, like all the leads running
to the mains transformer, should be made
carefully and be tightly .:weurcd, othenvise
there is danger of shorting one or more
terminals together. TakC' the two lC'ads
and pass them through tlw hole in the
chassis, and Hlip onr C'ach wire a piece
of systo-fiex tha.t i'3 apparently 1 ~in. too
long to fit niecly between the tcrmina:l
on the transformer and the vake leg of
the variable mu valve-holder in cn,ch
case, then cnrcfully twist these two wires
tightly together. It will be found that
the length of wire t[tken up in twisting
will lose the extra. 1 }in. of systo-flex
(Continued cm page 144.)

70 CHASSIS

REACT. COND'R. ..
·0003'MFD..
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Benealh chassis wiring diatlram of the Maim- Express Three.
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Quality Reproduction
lor the '-SONOTONE 4'
Everyone who builds the SONOTONE
can be sure of quality reproduction.
The Ready Radio L.F. Transformer,
which is specified, gives a quality of
reproduction that is second to none.
Its amplification curve covers a re·
markably wide range of frequencies.
The windings are particularly robust
and carefully wound, whilst the iron
is of a new type. The Transformer
can be relied upon to give excellent
service. Ratio : 3·1 and 5-1. Guar·
anteed for two years.

Price

I

Bring your set
up-to-date

I

Fit the Ready Radio L.F. Transformer
and improve )'Ottr quality 100%

I'· Book

Ss. 6d.

I
j

Free

Full detail• of how to use this wonderful transformer are contained in the
Kendall-Price Book. 36 pages describing 10 wonderful circuits, with
photographs and diagrams, published
at 1/-.

'

1

\
\

\
\

POST COUPON NOW
GO TO YOUR DEALER OR
POST COUPON NOW FOR YOUR
~COPY.

To READY RADIO LTD. CB110k Dept.), Ea,tnor lf.euSe, BLACKHEATH, S.E.3.
Plet.se send 111e the K~nda!I~Price &ok of the ten drc11its-free.
Name .. .
A!!dru! ...... .
If JOD wish to bnt, with your free bcok, Ita
l/· ia dam~o"S with this ccu~on.

[ull·si~ed

bl11e

~rinb,

enc'ose

Prac. \V. 3 .
....... ---····· .................................... ,......................................... ..................

Annou:rcement of

READY RADIO

LTD.,

Ea'tnor }louse. Blachheath, S.E.J,
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Making the Mains Express Three
(Continued from page 142.)

mentioned above. It will now be necessary to slip the bare portion of the wires
under the clamping nuts on the appro.
priate valve-holder legs. The wiring of
the heater terminals should then be continued in the same way, but as the distance
between the remaining two valve-holders

,vm

is much less, it
only be necessary to
allow ·~in. of systo-f!ex in each case. Be
careful that the two wires are properly
separated by the systo-flex. The rest of
the wiring should be carried out with
Glazite. Do not use cheap, inferior wire,
as the set is a powerful one and consequently
the voltages arc high, and the use of wire
having cheap covering of little insulating
value should be avoided.
·

Connecting the Mains Lead
When the wiring has bC'en completed
and checked to see that no mistake has
been made, it will be necessary to attach
the mains lead for connecting the mains
transformer to the electric light supply.
It will be noticed that one of the terminals
for the mains connection is marked 0. 'l'o
this terminal one side of the flex lead should
(Continued on page 162.)

L.F.CHOK£.

---------- !~ -------- -- --------------- ·-· -- -------··---··- ·--1
AERIAL CoiL.

BRAIDED FLEX
EARTHED 7b
CHASSI$

MAINS
"TRANSFORMER

OUTPUT

OUTPUT
Above-Chassis Wiring Diagram of the. Mains Express Three.
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STUDY
AT

I
I

I HOME:
No other condensers quite so
smooth ; no other condensers

Unless you arc ;~;
touch
with
all
branches of industry
you cannot see the
possibilities of em~
ployment, but with
our g1gantic org.::~msa
tion we are in touch
with every sphere of
activity, and we know

with amazing ease. Totally
enclosed and protected ball
races give silent action and no
matter the age of your set, you
can enjoy the tuning hitherto
possible in only the most upto .. date, expensive receivers.
0

•••

The POLAR " No. 2" Con-

and professions th:re
ate more v acancJes
than there are trained
men to fill them.

constructed component with F:1st

and Slow Motion. Bonded rotor
vanes ensure permanent accuracy.

vocations, and specilllise in all
examinstions connected the!·ewith.

the

Our advice is always Free.

"LONG RANGE
EXPRESS THREE"

suc.r."-ssf~o\.\."-G"-

tllos1 .._~c."'1~"- .:svo"'O
(j

188-9, Strand, LONDON, W.C.2
-

-

:t\:\\.~

O

WINGROVE & ROGERS LTD.,
L;verpool

:\1€.

g,"E,.~S\

:t vttOG ~ o~\..0

\. p.l<O tj~O~~

frrm all radin! dealers.
POLAR
Catahgue 'N' free ~n requ~sl from

Polar \Vorks

TIME

We teach by post all branches of the foUowing

V,!un ' .0005, .00035, .0003.

for

_

WE DO NOT
PROFESS
TO
ACT AS AN EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY, BUT
WE CERTAINLY
ARE IN A POSITION TO GIVE
FATHERLY !IDALL
!IND
POSSIBIOF EMLOYMENT
THEREIN.

that in many trades

denser as specified for the" Long
Range Express 3" is a perfectly

Specified

!INYOURI

I SPARE I

LET ME BE YOUR FATHER

quite so precise. Polar condensers mean perfect control

•

YOU CAN HAVE A COLLEGE
TRAINING IN ALMOST ANY
CAREER FOR A FEW
SHILLINGS MONTHLY

1~f.

Genml Education
Heating and Ventilating
Insurance
Mathematics

Matriculation
Metallurgy
Accountancy Examinations
Advertising and Sales Mariage- Mining. All subjects
ment
t'Iining. Electrical Engi~;eering
A.M.I. Fire E. Examination
Motor Engineering
Applied Mechanics
Municipal and County Engir..eers
Army Certificate:;;
Naval Architecture
Auctioneers and Estate Agents
Pattern Making
Aviation Engineering
Police. Special Course
Banking
Preceptors. College d
Boilers
Pumps and Pumping Machinery
Book-keeping, Accountancy and Radio Reception
Modern Business lVIethoils
Road~making and Maintenance
B.Sc. (Eng.)
·
Salesmanship
Sanitation
B.Sc. (Estate. Management)
Building, Architecture and Clerk Secretarial
Shipbuilding
of Works
Chemistry
Shorthand (Pitman's)
Structural Engineering
Civil Engineering
Civil Service
Surveying
All Commercial Subjects
Teachers of Handicrafts
Commercial Art
Telephony and Telegraphy
Concrete and Structural Engin- Transport
eering
Weights and Measures "Insp."
Draughtsmanship. All branches Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
Engineering, All branches, subWorks Managers
jects ai!.d examii!.ations
If you do r.ot see ycur own rellu!rements ailove-, write to us on any cubjett

The years of experience th_at Cameo
have had in the dcs1,;tn and
construction of R n d i o Cabinets.
coupled with the erormous_ demnnd
thnt there is for c~mco Cabm~ts, hn
enabled them to produce this am<ll;""
Cabinet at the extraordinarily low
price:ol only 35/-{stoo! 15/- extra). The
Cameo '"Ambassador"" represents a new
standard of v~lues in Radio Cabinet".
Mad<' of selected timber, the front
d Walnut ven<>cr, it is supplied
complete with bafAe board."basehoard
and she!!.
Price only 3)/~. Stool
2)/-. Suitable /or honsin!l Set. and
Speaker with room for Battenes.

DO NOT DELAY
THERE :'IIAY RE CHANCES FOR YOU TO-D-\Y FOR
WHICII YOIJ ";l.f.\Y BE TOO l.·\"IE T0-:1-IOHRO\V.
EVERY D.\ V COLT::\TS I:\:\ )f.\::\'S C.'\.H.EER.

IT COSTS NOTHING TO INQUIRE
CABINETS

... WE TEACH BY POST IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
Also ask for our New Book~FREE OF CHARGE

rpos/

in ld. l:'noelope.

---- -,

ihe

II ·

CARRINGTpN MFG.

LTD.

I

o~~n '[/t5w:~::.mts~

I

24 Hatton Cardcn, London, E.C.l.

I

Do not fail to !ii!e
complete range
of Cameo Cabinets at

5 _45 p.m. (Saturdays
12.30). In Qny CQse
s~nd coupon now for

fv~Wc~;::O C!bi~~~

Showrooms :

eo.,

'Flwne: HOLborn 8202. \Vorh: S. Cro:.Jon.

1 N.4ME. ......

I ADDRESS

••••c•"•'•"•'"•"•"•"•·•••I

.. ..................

..................

'!'HE HUMAN MACHINE
Secrets o£ Success.
Note Address Cllrefully:

1

THE BENNETI
COLLEGE L1D.

I

SHEFFIELD

. . .:. :.:. :.: .:.:·~:.:.:·.:.:;.:.: . .:. :·.:.:.:.:. l.FB. .\Y_I

-.a

(l:'ep'. Je2l

,---:oo;·
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'';..·-·-·-·-·-·-·T HE SONOTONE ·pOUR·-·'"':•~
All About the Wonder Set, Forming the Subject of Next Week's Free-Gift 1'· Blueprint
HAT constitutes the ideal receiver? and a wire-wound resistance, the three The former is in the form of a control of
This is a question which cannot components being housed in a Small metal the potential applied to the filament of
be answered in a general way, as case, and wired to give what 'ls known the screen-grid valve, whilst the latter is
every listener has an individual preference.. as a "parallel-fed transformer" arrange- arranged across the first L.F. couplinrr,
Thousands arc satisfied,. with a one-valver, ment. The anode resistance is of very With a gene~ous v~lve in the output stag~,
and on the other hand; there are probably generous proportions, and will dissipate only a movmg-cotl loud-speaker will do
as :Uany who are satisfied with nothing 3 wat.t.s, and in addition is tapped so justice to the quality of the output, and
less than a five· valve set. Probably the most that it may be more accurately matched. the particular model specified for this set is
popular circuit at the present day is a
Detector decoupling is employed in ~g~anic. It can. be fit~d into a beautifully
three. valve arrangement consisting of S.G. addition to a screen.grid decoupler, and finiShed oak cabmet whwh has been special·
detector and pentode valves.
This is \Yith the further refinement of an output ly selected for the receiver, and which is
certainly a good arrangement, and is filter the receiver is perfectly stable.
made by a wcll.known firm of cabinet
capable of a really fine performance, but
To ensure that overloading will not take makers (Cameo). Tests of this set have
three valves are deemed by some to be place anywhere in the set two volume satisfied us that in practically any part of
insufficient. \Vh1lst the pentode can give controls are fitted, one of the pre·detector the country a great number of stations
quite a good output, there is a preference type and one of the post.detcctor type. should be received at really good strength.
bv some of our readers for two L.F. stages,;-...................................................................................................................................................... ~....................................................
aild in order to have a receiver with!
LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR "SONOTONE" FOUR
~
range·getting capabilities they demand a i Lissen Shielded Two Coil Ganged Unit.
3 Belling Lee Terminal Blocks.
~
four-vah·e. circuit, an?- .will be satisfic?- fUtility Two Gang Variable Condenser 6 Belling Lee Terminals (Aerial, Earth,~
with nothmg less. It IS I~ answer to th1s!
TypeW. 135 •.0005 mfd.
LS.-, LS.+, and 2 Pick-up).
~
demand that ou,: tec,h~t_;al ~~partment j Sovereign Pre-set Variable Condenser .0003. 3,-2 MFD. Fixed Condensers-T.C.C.
has pro_duce?- .the . 80~010:-\E:
,
i Ready Radio Reaction Conde11ser .0005.
Belling Lee Battery Cord, .5 way.
~
Detads. Wlrlng diagram, etc., \nil be given: Slekton StandardH.F. Choke.
Panel 14 ins. X 7 ins. British Hard Rubber r
next week, a!ld it will ~c seen to be a ~eally ~ Bulgin Screened H.F. Choke (Standard
Co,
;
remarkable httle. rccc1ver .. An ordmary;
Type).
2 Coils Glazite.
type of screen·grid val.ve. IS employed for f Ready Radio L.F. Transformer Ratio 3-1.
25 Ohms Filament rcsistance-Colvern.
~
the H.F. stage, and this IS coup_Ied ~o t~e! Benjamin Transfeeda.
500,000
Ohms
Volume
Control-;
detector v.alve by a. tuned·gn?- c~rcu~t. j R.I. Output Choke (Type DY 20).
Sovereign.
.
The latter IS ganged w1th the aenal Clrcmt.,! T.C.C. Three Terminal Type 0002 fixed Pertrix Batteries 120 Voir and 9 Volt Grid~
so giving " one. knob " co~trol. The bvo j
Condenser,
•
Bias.
'
I~.F. stages. ~r:e very effi_ewntly arrang:~d, i T.C.C ..0001 Fixed Condenser.
Mazda Valves-S.G.215,H.L. 210, L.2, and;
the first uhhsmg an ordmary type of 111· iD 0 bT G 'd L k 2
P.220A. (S.G.215 and H.L.210 are!
t.ervalve transformer, and the output j
Iter rl
ea
meg. ,
metallised).
~
valve being fed by a modern form of; 4 Lotus Valve Holders, 4-plll Type,
Cameo Ambassador Cabinet,
coupling. This is the popular Bcnja.min ~ 1 Microfuse (100 m.IA).
Earth: 1 Tin Filt. for earth,
Transfeeda, which, as n~ost of our re~der-s i 2 Lewcos Spaghettis-600 Ohms, and L.T. Battery.
are by no\\· aware, con.sist.s _of an ordmary:
10,000 Ohms.
Loud-3peaker-Igranic Type D.9.
f
L.F. transformer, a couphng condenser,~................................................................................................................................................................................................~

W
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ADDING A PICK ~UP TO THE DOLPHIN AND
THE LONG-DISTANCE EXPRESS
valve specified in the article 1.5 volts
will be sufficient. It is essential for a
This is the Clarion pick~up wlu'ch works splendidly volume control to be fitted across
with the Long~dislance Express described in Nos. I the Pick·up. This should be mounted
on the ·motor.board as near to the
and 2 of "Practical Wireless.·~
Pick.up as possible. If it is considered
Long:·Ran.ge Express Three, and worth while, a switch may be ~ncorporated
the Dolphin Three may both be used in the receiver to switch over from radio to
for the reproduction of gramophone gramophone. A single. pole. change- over
records. For the. Long.Range Express a switch will be needed, the grid of the valve
Clarion Pick.up is recommended, and this being connected to the arm of the switch,
should be mounted on the motor·board, the Grid Bias and Condenser then being
making use of the template supplied with joined to the terminal on one side of the
the Pick·UP so that the ins'.-rument will switch, and the Pick·up to the other side.
track correctly. In addition, it will be
The Dolphin is already provided with
necessary to fit two terminals to the rear terminals for the Pick.up connections, and
part of the chassis. One terminal must be therefore no alterations will have to be
joined to the grid of the Detector valve, carried out before this set may be used
and to avoid any instability this lead with a Pick.up. :For: this receiver we
should be of the metal·shrouded variety. recommend the Limit· -Pick-up. The re'l'he remaining Pick.up tcrmina.l must be marks in the first part of this article rela~
provided with a lead so that it may be tive to a volume control will also apply to
plugged into the Grid·Bias battery. The this receiver. Although in this inst<Lnce
Detector valve is acting now a._q an L.~~. an L.F. valve is employed, the grid swing
valve, so that the value of the Bias must is still rather small, and records of the very
be adjusted to ensUTe that the valve works loud kind will be inclined to overload.
on the correct on.rt of the curve. For the The above remarks relative. to the instulla·

'THE

tion_ of a switch are also relevant to tJiis
recmver.
\Yith both sets, the tuning dials must be
turned to zero during
g_ramophone_ reproduc·
hon to avmd the wire·
1t·ss signals breaking
through.
-

This is the Limit pic!~~up,which
we specially recommend for use
with the Dolphin Three, also
descr!?ed in. Nos. :1. and,;2 of
Pracltcaf Wtreless • •
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Ormond .0005-mfd_ ,Jow motion var.
1

£

typ<; Xo, 6

cou<kn~ns,

.QQQ3 J"eRCtiOH ('O!ldei'I.~Cl'

...

,.,

...

1 T.C.P. . 0001 fixrd conrtcnst•r, type S
l T.C.C . . 0001 fixed conden~er, type 34
1 T.C.O .. 0001 fixed comh'nscr, type S.P.
1 T.C.C. ,0003 fixed condenser, type S

4 T.C.C, 1 mfd. fixed condenser, uon-

T.L~_t,:lC~iv~lfd.

C0ndeii'ser,-·4ooV:
fi~~d COnde~~er, "4oo\::
1 w~~~-~;~~ngH.F. c'1ioke, · s<·rC~neu···stan:
w~;;·;~/;T{F. ci;okc:·· scre~nui" t.;·Pe
2

ti·,;,·cd

T.C:C:ki4gmi:'d.
w1th

kad

...

...

...

•..

10,000

ohm~.

Varl<y 20 lu·nry L.F.

potcnt1ometer
chokes

Matns Tran.,fonnel' .. ,

Raw~wood

d.

PICKED KITS AND COMPONENTS

13 0
2 3
1 3
1 6

2

4

1

3

ll

4

1o 0

SPECIALLY TESTED FOR

BY DIRECT RADIO'S CHIEF ENGINEER

holder

...

...

6

"TELSEN,,"

0

"AJAX THREE 11 KIT. £3. 1 M6
Deposit 10/· and 8 monthly payments of 7/6.
Yalve Kit £4-4~3. Deposit 10/~
and 11 monthlyp_aymentsofl/6.
Valve Cahmet Kit· £4 • 15 • 0
Deposit 15/· and 11 monthly
payments of 8/6.
"JUPITER THREE 11 KIT £3-17~0
Deposit 10/· and 10 monthly
payments of 7/6.
Valve Kit £5·18·0 Deposit 15/M
and 11 monthly payments of
10/6.
Valve Cabinet Kit - £6-0-0
Deposit 20/· and 11 monthly
payments of 10/6.

19 0
5 0

3 0

. 110 0
1. 0

.,. 1

...
...
...
...
nwnntlllg \·al\"~-

dm~sis

2

n,~b;\1;:: 250:olm·,·~ rcS;slali;c i"" wait

Dubilirr
l

I

'1 ,000-ohms

1 watt
resistance
1
rcSi"starl(:e "1

Du~~~~\~.,- 25,"000--~hm.~-1
D~~~l i~r 20;ooo":OhmS" rr.~istarl~e "1
D,;b';'1\iT 4Cl:ooo:Obm~·· res1stauee ·1
watt

...

Dub:J·H

l·m<-~.

..

...

..

re'l"t"Tl<"C l \\aU

.••

l Dubllic·r .5-m~gohm~ Hrid I.cak ...
I· R.l. l'araf~ed T!"ansformer

2 Grid LrRk

IIold~rs

...

..

4 Bcllillg l.<'<' tei'Tlllnah typc· " B"
3 Ddllng LN: llusl1eS for above
Lew<·os Glazite ...
...

0
0

1

0

1

0

2

0

2
1
1

0
0
0

2

~~~;~:;~s;~crM'~;itlfl<~ha~~~~s ""for · inaili·~
type

1
1

8
1

..

-~et

1

•

0
0

3

ACCESSORIES.
Epoch 20th Century U;C Spcak('i .. 1 15 0

"rm
Epoch Oak ea bin et
...
...
... 2 7
KJT Model1 £9 : 1 : 3 (less valves and

Cabinet)
KIT Modfl.l 2
Cabinet)
KIT ModelS
Cabinet)

6

l.2 monthly payments of 1'71~
Jt::l2: 6: 3 (with valves lfl-&S
12 monthlY payments or 22/6
£13 l11l3 (with valves and
12 monthly payments of 25/·

9

LOUD-SPEAKERS

0

''
£13 11

3
i'.vccial "159 " Cabin('t in Walnut ... 1

1

9
G

1 Co.~sor MY~G. CO<SO!" 41MH,
("o<S<>l" PT41, C<J~<or 506BU
...

Th':l~~~l:ft~~.s ~'~~d~~~d.:'~~:~ Y?~~~:·u~~ "

0
0
2

9

Valves:-

1

3

8

Duhllicr 350-ollll!S nsistRn<"e

"RADIO FOil THE MILLION"

3
4

Chx five-pin clmssis mounting valveClix lonr-pin

R & A BANTAM
~ £1
7 6
R & A Challenger
• £1 15 0
R&AYictor
M£3100
{10 monthly payments of 7/6)
ORMOND Type R475 - £1 18 6
EPOCH Super Junior M £1 7 6
EPOCH A2
• £3 3 0
(10 monthly payments of 7/M)
(:\Ioving Coil Type Chas5is only m·
corporating Input Transformers.)
"159 11 Walnut Cabinets can be
4
supplied for any of the abo\·e
27/6 extra.
MOTOR "YORK" magnetic type
in walnut cab:net
£2 12 6

I

DOLPHIN STRAIGHT THREE

£ 2 .13. O
6'
£
3 15 9
7'£4.16.9
9'-

less valves
and cab;net
or 6'~ down and 9
monthly payments of
•
with valves,
le" cab;net
•
•
or 7'~ down and 11
monthly payments of
with valves
and cabinet
or 9'- down und 11
monthly payments of
with valves, cabinet, b:.tteries,
R. & A. type 50 loud-speaker,
aerial
and
earth or 13'- down and 11 monthly
pnymcnts of

Kit
No.1
Kit
No.2
Kit
No.3

IGt
No. 4

£6.19.3
13'-

Fecommended Accessories:
I Siemens 120-volt 1-l.T. battery
1 Oldham 2-volt accumulator ...
1 Siemens 9-volt G.B. battery ··•
1 R. & A. type 50 loud-speaker
I R. & A. Bantam loud-spe!i.ker
1 Selectanet aerial
1 Sel~ctanet earth

YOU

LONDON
BRIDGE

17 0

...

Colvrm Tllning Coils, KBLC, . KGlt.
\V<·antc gangt<l wave~hange swtkh
L"wco~

'·
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13 6

'
I9 V
l5 n
7 •

2 6
I

6

ANY COMPONENT CAN BE
SUPPLIED SEPARATELY.

OS RAM
OSRAM THIRTY THREE. Battery
Kit with Cabinet and Valves
£9M9MO. Deposit 20/~ and 1:!
monthly payments of 15/~-

1------~-------·1

SLEKTUN SCOUT
S.G.3 (complete kit with 1\Iullard
\'alves and " 159" Cabinet)

£1

0

12 monthly payments of 13/·

0

"STATIONMASTER THREE 11
SEALED KIT
BATTERY MODEL "A 11 with
Table type Cabinet and Valves
£5M11~0.
Deposit 15/M and 11
BAT~~R~ly rl06ELnt~, 1'' 10 ~~ith
Console type Cabinet, Valves
and Ce\estion Speaker £7·10MO.
Deposit 20/· and 11 monthly
payments of 13/-.
A.C. MODEL "C" with \Valnut
Console Cabinet, ;\[ains Valve~
and :\fagnavox :\Ioving Coil
Speaker £14·0·0. Dtposit 35/~
and 11 monthly payments of 25/·.
A.C. MODEL "D 11 Chassis only
with :\lains Valves £10~0·0.
Deposit 30/· and 11 monthly
payments of 18/6.
Instruction book free witl1 each kit.

8

READY RADIO
THE "303 11 Model A (with valves,
cabinet and moving coil speaker).
Price £6~17-6. 10 monthly payments of 16/·.
MOdel 8 (complete kit with
valves only).
Price £3~10MO.
7 monthly payments of H/9.
METEOR S.G.3 Model A (with valves,
cabinet and moving coi! speaker).
Price £8~17~6. 12 monthly payments of 17/-.
Model B (complete kit with
Valves only). Price £5-7~6. 10
mont!Jiy payment:> of 12/6.

BATTERIES & UNITS GRAMO ACCESSORIES
H.T. ACCUMULATOR. Oldham 120- BOWYER LOWE A.E.D.• :\Iark III
volt .3500 m/a hour capacJtV
Pick·up
• £1·10~0
£4---1·0. 12 monthly payment"~
1f6.
BOWYER LOWE special pick·up
volume control 8/6
ELIMINATORS.
Atlas A.C. 244 {H.T. only) £2M19M6 COLLARO
AUTOMATIC
Spring
motor
32/~
9 monthly payments of 7/6
A.K. 260 H.T. and trickle COLLARO AUTOMATIC A.C. Incharger
- £4·10-0
duction motor
· £2·10-0
10 monthly payments of 10/~ "159 11 RADIOGRAM WALNUT
A.C. 300
........ - £6·10-0
CABINET
· £5·5·0
12 monthly payments of 12/·
10 Inonthly paym~nts of 12/D.C. 15/25 H.T. only £1·19M6
COLLARO COMBINED A.C. induc·
Siemens 150-volts Sup~r Radio
tion motor, Pick-up ami volume
£3M9·0. 6 monthly payments of
control in one unit
- £4--0~0
12/6.
12 monthly payments of 7/6

KENDALL-PRICE
CIRCUITS
ALL WAVE THREE {complete kit
with Mullard Valves and :• 159"
Cabinet)
- £5·0·0
12 monthly payments of 9/6
S.G.3 A.C.Icomp\ete kit with :'l[ullard
Valves and" 159" Cabinet)
£16·7M6
12 monthly payments of 30/·
s.G.4 {complete kit with :\Iullard
Valves and " 159" Cabinet)
£7-10-0
11 monthly paym~nt~ of 14/·

COSSOR
NEW
COSSOR
MELODY
MAKERS All Mains K•t So.
357 £11·15-0. Dt~po~it 25/· ami
11 momhly pro,yuwnt~ of 21/-.
Eatt('ry Xit No, 335 £7-17-6.
Deposit 1716 and 11 montlJiy
payments ol 1316.
SUNDAY EXPRESS S.G.2
RADIOGRAM
A.C. MODEL with v<tlns, speak<:r,

~~bl ~~~· a~r~~~~~~2~~1~l~lO~i ~~~ci
or 12 monthly paym€nls of 331BATTilRY MODEL with valws,

7-

speaker, eabind., batteries, gramoplwnc-motvr, pick-;:p and all at•CC$~Ol'ir-~
...
...
...
£15-7-5

ol" 12 ulont.hly

p~ynwnts

Of 281-

~•••••••uauauuaanaauaaan•••••••••••••auaaaau••••••••••••nuunaauu••••••••uaauaaaaauaaaaanaaa••••"'

CASH,

C.O.D~

AND EASY

PAYMENT

ORDER

FORM

To: Direct Radio, Ltd., 159 Borough High Street, London, S,E.I.
Please di:;patch to me at once the following goods . .......................... .

.... ---· , ............. -·-·· ........... - ....... , ...................... .
for which (a)
(b)
(c)

1 enclose
I will pay on delivery
I enclose first deposit of

{ cross out line } .
not applicable
1:.,,,.,.,,,,

.• ,,.

,\'".·1 JI E , ..... , , , , , . , ... - .... , ...... - .......... , ............. - ...... - ..

ADDRESS .. , .. ,., ... , ... , ...... , .. " .. " .... " ..... ,., .... ", ... , ... ,
l'RAC1"1CAL WlhELEf3f3

~;l0/32

;..unuaaaaauaaauaDaaa 01 auaauauuaaaaaauauaaouaaaaaaauuaaaaaaaaacaaaaaaaanauauauanauaaaaaaunaa•••
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HE Music Magnet range of homeconstructors' kits which have been
produced by the G. E. C. has been
still further improved by the addition of the
Thirty-ThreE'. This is a most iriterestina
kit, comprising a three-valve set, loul
speaker and cabinet.
The latter is of
moulded bakelite, possessing quite ·pleasing
lines and finish, and, unlike the majority
of cabinets, the loud-speaker opening
is quite plain, no fancy cut-out.."! being
fitted. The opening is covered by an
old-gold fabric which tones very well with
the cabinet.
All the separate components are enclosed
in clearly identified envelopes, and a most
comprehensive instruction chart is supplied,
on which, in addition to the step-by-step
instruct-ions, a 13in. scale is provided.
The cutting of the various wires is thus
greatly simplified.
Three controls onlv are fitted to the receiver, one for tuning, one for volume,
and one for wave-change. The tuning coils,
of which t·wo are employed, are of oricrinal
design, wound on square, instead of the
more usual circular formers. The shortwave winding is carried on a former inside
the long-wave former, the hvo windings
being arranged at right angles. The coils,
and the two variable condensers are screened
and ganged, and the entire receiver is
enclosed in a metal chassis. A separate
compartment is fitted to house the batteries.
There are several novel features incorporated in the circuit, foremost of which is
the employment of a screen-grid valve in the
detector stage. This, in conjunction with
the S.G. H.F. valve, results, as might be
expected, in a very good long-distance
performance. A fuse is included in the
battery leads to avoid risks of destroyed
valves through short-circuits, or wrong
connections, and adequate decouplin g is
incorporated in each stage. The tuning
dial is calibrated direct in metres, instead
of degrees, and this is of great assistance
in tuning-in long~distance stations.
In
order that the receiver mMr be used for
gramophone reproduction, pi~k- up terminals
are fitt.ed.
On test, as was to be exPected from a
study of the circuit arrangements, the
receiver proved to be both powerful and
selective.
Local high-pmvered stations
came in with a real punch, and it was possible to pass them if the control >•.ras turned
too ra.pidly. The volume control acts
as a form of reaction control, in addition
to reducing the potential applied to the
filament of the H.F. valve, and with the
aid of this control it was possible to hear
quite a number of stations at good loudspeaker strength. The power valve which
is fitt-ed did not suffer from overloading,
and quite a pleasing tone was produced
by the speaker. The back of the cabinet
is open, so that there was no cabinet

r)-0"<0l-00•.,0)-<o,.,,,_,,,.,,.,_, ......,_......,_ •• N0)"1

; THE

OSRAM

! THREE MUSIC
!_....... -

...... -

THIRTY. ;
MAGNET

!

...... ,_, .......-, ... .,.,_, ...... ,_, .....,,_,

r~sonance, although there was quite sufficient bass. The instruction chart contains
a t~blc gi":'ing the principal European
statwns, wtth wavelength and power
so that it is quite simple to pick out th;
stations with the calibrated dial. The
chief features of the set are reproduced
herewith:I.-A complete table model receiver
with built-in loud-speaker.
2.-Batt.cries housed inside cabinet-no
external battery connections.
3.-Two metallir.ed Osram screen-grid
valves and latest type Osram pow·er
output valve.
4.--Screen-grid detector gives great sensitivity.
5.-Tuning by one knob only.
6.-Single tuning dial calibrated in wavelengths.
7.--Combined radio volume and reaction
control for smooth operation.
8.--Wavelength change by rotary s'vitch
with definite positions.
9.--Kew magnetic loud-speaker chassis
with floating cone ensUres highest quality
reproduction.
10.-First-class components-de luxe finish
throughout.

-That where an cutsidc nni<\l cannot ]Je
crect;:d, a m~in~ arrial will often give Uettvr
rc~ult; tlwn the orthmlox indoor aerial.
-That ea J,inrt rcsonrmcc can l>c rc·mo\-ed lw
Jcal"ing the back of a ntLinet type 'oud
speaker open, or filling the cabinet with
nl>Korbcnt. wool.
-That "-here !ti;tll valur~ of G.n. am employed
vnlves cart b\~ de~troycli tluou_gh a short. drcuit. A ful'C in the G. !l. ]Pad will prc~·ent thi~.
-That an unserccncd H.F. dl0kc ean cau~c '"
instability, due to its external llcld. YarY its
)>o:,itlon in su\'h cnse~ to !iud a position ":here
no couplinp; exists.
-That lo11g w:\Vcs arc not used on the other
si}le of the Atbntie.
-That the L.F. t.ran~forlll,.,rS-\Yl!Cre nl\Jl'<l
t h11n IHlC is emplo,l-r<l, can iuleraet,-

~

I'CPulting in in~tnlnlity and dbtortion.
Thel"t'forc, it is nlidsab!e to 11rrange transformers at rigllt-nngks unles'i earthed
l!ie!al cases are employed for thi"~E: corn·
pmwnts.
-Tktt. tlti' at-rinl il'ad ~houl<l ne<~ be permitted to pass near tlw ontplll end of a
recd1'CJ', as lf.l•', in the L.f. side of a
~et re;;ults in di~lortion and inolability.

...........................................................................................\

I

...;

1l.~All

metal chassis construction, and
efficient screening for perfect stability.
12.-Unit assemblies make home construction the essence of simplicity.
13.~Va.h-c holder panel w•ady assembled
-strip wiring gives reliability.
14.--Dual gang tuning condenser of new
design aC'curately bahnced for extreme
selectivity.
15.-Separate circuit trimmers for long and
short waYe-bands.
16.--Connections for gramophone pick-up.
17.-Latest Osram valves (battery type)
with the "'embley filament.
·
18.-Low H.T. current consumption using
standard Osra.m valve combination.
19.-Handsome onE'-piecc
cabinet in
moulded bakelite~walnut graining.
And as an indication of the coneisC' wav
in which the instructions arc printed >v-e
quote Step No. 5 : "At this juncture the chas;:;is should be
subjected to careful inspection, Every
thumb nut, with the exception of the three
fitted to terminals with identification
labels, viz., 'Pick-up,' 'Aerial' and
·Earth,' should have a wire securely
clamped beneath it. Ko terminals other
'than those mcntionC'd should be free of
wires ; if this is not found to be the
cas<', re~check workmanship from the
beginning of Step 3. It is essential that
in· all cases the terminals be sccurelv
fastened. The above points having bee~
checked, the chassis wiring is complete."
The General Electric Company arc to
be congratulated once again on getting down
to the problem of the home constructor.
Too n~any so-called kits arc just a mere
collcctwn_ of od~ components ,vit.h very
meagre II!struchons on connecting up
and operatmg. The care 'vhich has obviously
been expended on the desivn of the Thirty
Three, and the method of presenting all
the instructions to the constructor arc
points which are well reflected in' the
finished receiver, as there is none of the
''home-made"
appearance
anywhere
visible. The results, too, are a crl>dit to
a three-valve receiver, aud "\Ye have no
Jfesitat.ion in recommending this Music
1\Ia.gnet to our readers.

............................................................................................;·

.

KITo
Ostam Thirty-Three Music Magnet.

MAKERS:
General Electric Co. Ltd.

SPECIFICATION,
MNal chassis, hakelite cabinet, S.G.
H.F, nud detector valves and S!lper

power valve, ganged tuning' condensers,
dial caHhrated in wavelengths,

PRICE,
£9 9s. Od. with valves;
£10 lls. Od. with batteries.

................... .....................................................................•
~
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SPECIFIED
FOR THE

SONO TONE FOUR

From the top register down to the deep bass of the

drum~~~~~~:::::

the lgranic 0.9 delivers every note with its true tonal
value. Stations which were once mere murmurings
come in at full vo!ume-lgranic D.9 widens the scope
of your set. Let your dealer demonstrate that the
lgranic 0.9 permanent magnet moving~coil loud~speaker
at 32/6 is the best value money can buy.

Write

to~day for fully

o/ complete
149,

illustrated Catalogue No. ].1201
new range of /granic Quality Components.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC
Queen

Victoria

Street,

eo ..

LTD..

London,

E.C.4.

SEND FOR 1932 CATALOGUE

NEW TYPE

M0 VI

LOUD
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THE WHY AND THE WHEREFORE-3
The Third of
Series
A
W 11
b
S I pointed out last week, before the :_, •· •· •·-•··•· •·-•· •· ·· •·-•··•· .......... - ........................................... :
received oscillations will operate
a
of
the headphones or loud-speaker, it is
necessary that they shall be "detected"ee { Y Articles Descri ing
or more correctly, rectified. There are in
in Non-technical Language
common use, two ways of carrying out this
the Function of the Various
process, one being known a.s the. anode
bend method, and the other the grid leak ·• Components in a Wireless
a.nd condenser arrangement. In addit.ion
Receiver.. By JACE
to these, there are one or two other schemes
•·-•·-····-·..........................~·~·"·"····...................................... :
with which we need not trouble
ourselves here.

the receiver, >VC can turn it to good account
here by using it to strcngthcn the si<>nals
in the grid circuit. This is carried o;t bv
inserting a coil in the anode circuit and thcil
placing this [Lnodo coil in close proximit:v
to the grid coil. This enables the H.F.
impulses of the a.node circuit to "react"
on the H.F. impulses in the grid circuit and
reinforce them-a process well-known to
listeners a.s ''reaction.'' In order to ensure
that all the anode circuit H.F.
currents be utilized in this wav
and that none may pass to carfl~
via the battery circuit, it is
necessary to insert a barrier to
H.F. currents, and you ,vill
remember that in last week'
discussion we described suc11
a barrier as n_.n H.F. choke. In
this present case, however, the
choke need only have sufficient
inductance to prevent the passage
of the H.F. currents.

r--------------------------,

Anode Bend Rectification
You '\\'-ill remember that inside
the valve there is a stream of
electrons from the cathode to
the anode, passing via the grid.
The anode is provided, by means
of the H. 'I'. battery, with a positive potential, and therefore t-he
electron stream will consist of
ne'.rative electrons. It follows,
th~refore, that if the grid is made
Controlling Reaction
neuative it will assist, or add to,
th~ electron stream, whilst if the
The degree of the reaction
grid is made positive it will
may be controlled by either
varying the distance separating
l·ctard or decrease the stream.
Nmv to explain fully the process
the anode and grid coils, or
of rectification we should have to
by arranging the c o i I s close
study the characteristic curves
together to get the maximum
of the valve. and this would lead
coupling, and then providing an
The complete detector circuit, showing :the method o/ joining
us into a rather lengthy technical
alternative path for the cur11.p the reaction condenser and coils.
rents to earth instead of
explanation 'vhich would no doubt
This latter
confuse t.he majority of our readers. 'Ye grid to the positive side of the filament. through the anode coil.
shall therefore content ourselves by stating This also applies a slight positive bias to method is the most usual to-day, anrl
that, for the anode bend method of de- th~ grid, and the combination of this the illustration shows the complete
tection the grid of the valve has to be pmitive potential and the charge on the detector circuit so far described. In thit>
provided with a negative pokntial of such condenser cause the same effect as is circuit arrangement the alternative path i3
a vn,lue tha.t only the application of positive described above under the anode bend provided by a component known aH n.
impulses will n.ffect the steady electron method-namely, one half only of the " Differential Reaction Condenser," ,vhi<"h
flow. n follows, therefore, that the re- oscillations are reproduced in the anode consists of two sets of fixed plates, and onn.
cciwd signal, consisting as it does circuit.. Jt. ,.,..m be obvious that with both set of moving plates. The moving plate~
of oscillations which arc alternatively these methods, there will be correct values arc joined to the anode, and one set of
positive and ~1egatin•, ·will a~rive at ~he for t.he various potentials and components fixed plates is joined to the anode coil.
«rid but bv vtrtue of the apphed negative if the recti tied impulses in the anode circuit This provides the path through the coil
Lias: only 'the positive variations will be (which will now be of low frcC'~~lCncy) giving the reaction effect, the actual
are t-o be faithful reproductions of· those stt·ength being dependent upon the size ot
reproduced in the anode circuit.
originally induced into the microphone the condenser formed by these two sets of
circuit.
plates-the smaller the condenser the less
Leaky Grid Rectification
the effect. The alternative path is provided
With the grid leak and condenser
by the remaining set of fixed plat-es whieh is
method, a ~mall fixed condenser is inserted Reaction
'Ve must now regard the variations in the joined direct to earth, and therefore the
lwtwccn the g;rid and the tuned grid circuit (or the itnode of the preceding H.F. anode circuit of the detector valve as a adjustment of the moving plates transfer»
ntln·).
The oscillations applied to the slow one-way current of varying strength, the H.Ji~. impulses through either path.
C"ondenscr cn,use an accumulation of ne-ga- ch..1-nging now so slowly that the diaphragm
'Vc can now either pass the rectified
tive dectrons on the side of the condenser of a telephone receiver may be caused to signal through a pair of headphones, or
,yhich is connected to the grid, and in follow the variations. There is, however, carry out a process of L.F. amplification in
order that this accumulation may not get a certain proportion of high frequency order to make the signal sufficiently strong
so large as to stop the electron flow inside current present, and although we must to operate a loud-speaker, and we shall deal
the valve, a rc::;istancc is joined from the not allmv this to get into the L.~'- side of with this process next week.
In cases where only one accumulator
is available, it is a good phn to have a
ervstal set handy so that an important
br·m,dcast item need not be missed when
the accumulator runs dovm.
A useful
~lternative arrangement is to adn_.pt the
main set so that it can be used as a crystal
receiver in an emergency.
The tuning part of the circuit is common
to both sets, and all that is required is a
::.:rystal, preferably of the permanent type,
J.nd a pair of 'phones.
To connect up,
attach one end of the 'phones to the grid
comlcnscr (that side joined to tuning
condenser), and the other end to one end
of the crystal detector. The other end of
the detector has no'v to be attached to the
earth terminal. '!:hat is all.

r·-·---··-··-·-··-·--··-··-·'(
j A Stand-By Crystal Detector I

~··-··-·-··-··-··-··-··-·-··-··-··-·)

To

Ff£Rif1L
T£RMINRL

©'c'
PHONES

~To£RRTH
CRYSTfiL DETECTOR

The crystal dctcetor, together with two
telephone tcnninals, can be mounted
permanently on the panel, n_.s shmvn in the
sketch, one terminal being connected to the
aerial terminal of the set, and the other to
one end of the crystal detector. The other
side of the crystal detector is connected
to the earth terminal.
'Vhen the accumulator runs dmvn, or
is sent away for re-charging, just connect
up a pair of 'phones and tune-in with the
aerial tuning condenser in the ordinary way.
For this emergency hook-up the reaction
condenser will, of course, be inoperative.
If thought necessary, a swi1 eh may bd
fitted so that the 'phones and crystal nre
''cut-out" when the main set is in use.
'
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The "Arithmetic" of Wireless-1
A Simple Explanation of some of the Everyday CaJcu!ations
met with in Wireless Practice.

By G. V. COLLE.

Do

not assume from the title of this
article that we are about to delve
into the mathematics of wireless.
They arc somewhat complicated, and wireless
has become such a popular and general
hobby that, quite rightly, it is not thought
necessary for the dabbler, or even the en·
thusiast, to '''orry about them. The arithrne.tic of wireless, however, is a subject that
everyone must know something about, and
't is the purpose of this article to explain some
uf it in simple terms. One can call to mind
innumerable questions that spring from a
lack of knowledge of wireless" arithmetic":
Why do I want a .0005 condenser particu~
larly ? What resistance >!hall I have to use
there? What H.T. voltage will that valve
need ? How about that aerial coupling
condenser ? and so on ad infinitum.

The rule about condensers is the reverse.
To make an emergency condenser of .0005
capacity we have to use one of .0002 and
one of .0003 in parallel. Two other valves
adding up to .0005 would, of course, have
the same effect. Condensers in series follow
the same law as resistances in parallel, and
for that reason will be left alone for the time
being. It may as well be mentioned here.
however, that the total capacity of hm €f]Ual
condensers in series is half that of each
separate condenser. Thus an "emergency"
.00025 may be made from two .0005's in
series. To deal with our first imaginnry
query about the choice of condemer, it
is sufficient to say here that a .0005 condenser
is almost invariably usecl for tuning, on the
long and medium broadcast -..vaves, simply
for the reason that with the conventional
sim of inductance coil it just covers the
necessary width of band.
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Ohm's Law
The first piece of arithmetic that anyone
interested in wireless must allow to sink in is
Ohm's Law. The first form in which it is Tuning Coils and Condensers
Our u<>ual "iiO" coil and .0005 covers
met is this: "Current equals Voltage
divided by Resistance." Current is measured roughly 220-550 metres in the average
in ampen~s, voltage in volts, and rcsistanre receiver. \\'ere we to use a 75 coil <1 much
in ohms for this purpose. Put in its simplest smaller condenser would serve to cover the"
form, this Rtatemcnt tells us that if we have ~;ame range ; one could probably cover 230a current of one mnpcrc flowing through a fiGO metres 'vith ~· 7;) coil and a .0003, simply
resistance of one ohm, the voltage pro<.lucing because the conden~er was acrof>s a J,fi'eater
Thousand:.; ct1·e
40-50
it must be one volt. If the resistance has a number of turn:". A .0005 condenRer seems
making thi--; :-:en· a~
to
be
acce11ted,
however,
as
the
size
that
is
value of hvo ohms, the voltage must be two
tion:ll c:ct and tes~
STATIONS
most
convcn~ent
for
modern
use
as
far
as
volts, and so on. Chilrl.'s-p],'\y, no doubt, but
tify to its .~n1 er
broadcast
reception
on
the
usual
waves
is
it is surprising h01v many people -..vho ought
perform<Jncc, 1 t s
at full
to kno-..v better are still baffled by Ohm's Law. concerned and .0005 it is, in most cases.
long ran.t;e, pmn;r
~
V
For short-wave work a much smaller
Loudspeaker :<nd selecti.-itv.
Simply remember C = -,and you will never tuning condenser is required, and as a rule
E-,;cryonc p·~J
it is inadvisable CVN to use anything larger
ll
strength chims it to t·c the
go -..vrong.
than .0001. Here again the point is eimply
set of the Year. lt
It would be as well to make it clear here to choose a conden::er that matches a
ha_s been -SJJecially
that it follmvs from this that a doubling of convenient size of coil for coycring a conllc~;igncd
by leadin!S coJnpcnc:Jt
the voltage we arc concerned 'vith >Vill result veni.C'nt wave-length-range. These somewhat
manufacturers as <t specialist's sd
in a doubling of the current, asrmming, of trivial points arc mentioned ehicfly to show
that even a novice can Luild-a:>d
course, that the resistance remains the same. the ne-..vcomcr to wireless that thC'sc things
that anyone ca:1 u::ord. Build it
Now for a practical application ; we \vant do have definite reasons behind them, and
yourself. The complete kit of rart-;
to find, fOr some reason, the resistance of that one cannot play " fast and loose" with
and a screwdnvcr are alt you J1('cd.
the filament of a valve of the "2-volt, .1· accepted conventions.
ampere" type. Two volts through 2 ohms
COMPLETE KIT of Parts
would produce a current of l amp. ; therefore
the figure we want is obYiously 20 ohms. Wavelength and Frequency
Another simple piece of arithmetic that
This has taught us something else. If we
want to run one of those valves from a must be absorbed eoncernR the relation
4-volt accumu]_?,tor, we must interpose the between wavelength and frequency. These
right amount of resistance to "absorb" arc tied together by the rule '' wavelength
2 volts, and 20 ohms is the value for it. The in metres multiplied by frequency in kiloBlueprint and the
resistance and the valve will each have two cycles equals 300,000." ThuR 150 metres
most compreher.siv~
volts across them. I\Iore complicated exam~ corresponds to 2.000 kc/s, 30 metres to
CONSTRUCTIONAL
BOOK
plcs of the use of Ohm's Law will fOllow later, 10,000 kc:s, and so on. The number of
ever printed.
hut the" AB C "of the subject has obviously stations that can be occupied without
interference
behvecn
any
two
wavelengths
got to be clea,rcd up first, for the benefit of
new readers who are in the "tyro " stage. cannot be told at sight from the wavelengths ¥-Post the Coupon-or ask yo!lr dealer.
only, but from the frequencies it can, assum·
Law Relating to Resistances and Condensers ing that there must be a clear separation of
Messrs. SLEKTUN PRODUCTS LTD.
[Before one can make much use of Ohm's 10 kc/s between the stations (the European
21, Douglas Street, Westminster, S.W.l
Law, of course, one has to know the law regulations at present allow only for 9 kc/s,
concerning resist.ances-that two connected hence the interference prevailing).
Pltate swd me ne FNEE Book of th~ SCOUT S.G.:\'
in series possess a total resistance equal to
Between 200 metres (l,f:iOO kc/s) and 300 together with the full-;Jce Hluejn"i!lt. 1 enclose 1!<1·
the sum of the two. This is an excellent metres (1,000 kc/s) -..vc obviously have room stamp to cover cost of poslflge.
example of another -perfectly obvious fact for fifty stations. And yet between 26 metres
that remains unknown to a vast number of (12,000 kc/s) and 30 metres (10,000 kc/s) we Name....
home constructors. A" spaghetti" of 50,000 have room for tu:o hundred stations ! From
ohms can be made up simply by connecting this example of accommodating 200 stations Address
a 20,000 and a 30,000 in series. The law in a" wave. band" of 5 metres while another
governing resistanceR connected" in parallel" "wave~ band" of lOO metres will only hold
is more complicated, and will find its place 50, one can see how useless it is to get into PRW.l
in a later article,
the habit of thinking in wavelengths.

IJ~mJIMI
SCOUT S.G.3

FREE
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INTERACTION : ITS CAUSESA Few of the Causes of Instability are
Discussed, and Methods of Prevention
AND EFFECTS Suggested by FRANK PRESTON, F.R.A.
A fe,v suggestion::; about layouts and interaction may perhaps prove helpful to those
r('adcrs who arc possessed of an inquiring
turn of mind. The main thing to be
a\·oidcd is interaction bE>tween two tuned

F

one compan''> the avC'ragf' homeconstructed n'ccivcr with a emnmerdal
product of Eimilar size, both for
appearance a!Hl performance, one \\"ill find
many differences. On the grounds of

is well worth any trouble involved in
the construction ofthe set.
Since a tuned circuit consists of a coil
and a condenser, it is obviously no great
gain to screen the coils: from one anotht·1·
while the condensers lie side by side on tlw
front panel. This is one good n·ason for
using a screen of the same depth as tlw
~-!baseboard, and " partitioning off" th(~
/
H.F. stage altogether {Fig. 2). A metal or
metal-backed panel, and a bru;cboard
I
covered on the underside with copper foil,
also help things considPra.bly.
The scret>nC'rl-grid valve was iuventf'd to
do away with t.iw a,noma-ly that., while it
was possible to f'!C'reen the grid and anode
~
circuit8 of a valve from each other, t.lw
p;rid and anode were still fairly closely
Coupled together inside the ,:alve. A
meshed surCen wa.s tbereforp introdured
bet\veen them, and the anode lead brought
out at the opposite end of the vah·c from
the- othPrs.
If we are to make the most of the possibilities of a screened-grid valve, we mu:-;t
" back up the designers " and sec that the
grid and anode really arc still screened
from one another. The e-asiest way of doing
this is to use a layout similar to that in J<'ig.2,
mounting the valve horizontally through
Fig. 1.-Showin.:? the shape of the electro-magnetic field of coils of the usual
the vertical screen. so that its anode goe-;
plug-in type.
through into the detector compartment,
uppearancC', the usual contrast between the cirwits. lVhcn a set uNes a stage of H.F. the rest of it being left behind where it
two sds is tlmt while the '·home" product amplification the grid circuit of the H.F. belongs, with the input side of the H."F.
looks "scrappy" the commercial recein•r valve and the grid circ-uit of the detector stage. One can sec the serccning -grid
is wma!l v a. model of neatness and compaet (or the anode circuit of the H.F. Yalv('~ in most modern val\'cs of this typ_e, and the
dc;;ign. · Cnder these conditions the per- really the same thing) will be tuned to the valve should be arrange-d through the hole
!'PmHmec is very oft.cn equal. \Yhcn the same wavelength.
in the screen in such a way that the screen
Any pos<;:ibility of interaction betwc0n is level with the " contiimation " of tlH'
home-mad~ set is compressed a little, how·:vcr, and made to look neat, it. vcry Rcldom these two circuits must be carefully screening-grid {Fig. 3). AR a matter of
works as welL The one word '· intcr- guarded agaim;t. Fig. l shows roughly fact, it is ilmost useless to attempt to uszo a
the shn.pC' of the electro-magnetic field of valve of thi.'i type no\vadays without
~~ction " goes n !on_g way to explain this
pheuomonon. \rhilc almost anyone with a coils of the usual plug-in type, and it ,vill screening it in this way, thanks to the
little knowledge of radio principles can make be readily seen tha-t the " A " arrangement high efficieney of modern valnos and
an untidy set work \n:ll, it talH·-" more of an is unsatisfactory; while the " B" is con- colnponents, ,,;hich have made interaction a
cxp!.'rt to dcsi;1:n the same set in such a way siderably better.
much greater problem than it used to be.
tha.t. it still works when it is ''tidied up."
Jt has been a standing joke amongst the Screening
Interaction Between Transformers
'·old hands" in radio for years that the
Screened coil.c; a.nd screening-boxes for
The same rules apply to the L.F. end of
efficiency of a home-made sct varies in in- complete H.F. stages make things fairly the receiver. IntL•raction between two
wr.sc pi·oportion to the tidincc;s thereof. easy for ns
(Continued ou page 154.)
The fact of the matter is that one cannot nowadays,
tnkc liberties ·with the placing
the but if we ·d,, ,-------r~--c-r..::::'"':,.-----------------
~'Cparate components of a set until one
build a ('et.
1-:nows one's job inside out.. Certain com- \rith plug-in
Jlcrwnts m·gsf be clOfw up to others ; certRin or h 0 me .
<"OmponPnts, on the oth('r lmnd, must be made coil:;,
dcliber:-.tcly scparatetl from others.
it
is important that
11~~----------Screen

I

(
\

I

\

of

Conventional Layouts

t he

t w o

li

From this rcac.;oning, to make things easier e i r 1:' u i t s
fm· the home-const:ruetor, have sprung should
be
certrrin accf'ptcd, ('On"\-entionnl '' l<tyouts." arm.n;:;cd at
'\ ith whic·h mw cannot go far wrong. \Ye right--angles,
have in mind the universal "detector ana as in Fig: lb,
t wo-notl'-m<•gr-;" typ0 of l:it't. with the
and tl~at a
:-i!.l;nnls t'ntcrin:r 1·ia the aNial terminal, on st:recn <>hould
t!le l'xlrf'me left., rnssing through the tuned 1 be ar:-angc•d
circuit to the dr·te('tor, •.1Ut to the notr~-~ he t w c e n
!ilagnilin;.;, :1ml '· (•xit right" at the loud- tlwm.Asmail
:>Pcakf'r knnlna.l,;. \Ybik: this l';btnrlardis<l.- pie (· e
of
tlon proePSS undoubtedly mnkes the lot of meted, moretlw amateur a happy onP, it. rather tr-nds on·r. iR not
to ]H'P"\Tnt him from liQding out things :-;u ffi c· i en t.
for himself in the very ~~eful sehool of A sen•cn of Fig. 2.-A screer. the
cxpcrir-ne(,,
sensiblu siz~

8

I

Panel backed
w1th copper fo;]

~ame

depth as the baseboard i:; used for "parliliordng
o.U·" the ll.F. stage.
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AN OBVIOUS
CHOICE
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A BATTERY SET BECOMES
A BETTER SET WHEN

ELECTRIFIED WITH REGENTONE
An all-electric receiver
is constant in efficie-ncy

of output, because the
supply of power never
varies.

If ycu have a ba!tery
set or a battery kit set,
why not eni<>Y the
advantages of Allelectric Radio in the
cheapest way possible.
Join up a RECENT ONE
Mains Unit tn the
same manner as a dry
battery, connect to

the

electric

supply

socket, and your set
becomes permanently

powered by the mains

by the designers of
the" Mains Express 3"
Remarkable tonal response and sensitivity,
coupled with finest quality \Vorkmanship and
materials, has proved the supremacy of the
Celestion PPM.9 Speaker which is priced at
only 35s., including universal transformer.
That is why the designers of the " Mains
Express 3 " chose this amazing speaker for
their set, and why many hundreds of satisfied
users are praising the merits of the PPM.9.
Make certain of getting True-to-Life results
\vhen you build this set by fitting the speaker
that has proved its worth, the speaker that
is the choice of experts because of the outstanding re~ults it gives.

at a cost not exceeding

6d. per month. Regentone mains units. cost

from 391 6,or 81.down.

6 STAR FEATURES COMMON TO
ALL RECENTONE MAINS UNITS

**
**
**

Seven voltage tappings.
Line voltage output regulator.
Solid drawn steel case.
High capacity smoothing.
One efficiency only.
Price determines current output.

PPM.9 Price 35/- including universal transformer.

Ask your dealer to demonstrate this remarkable speaker: the fidelity of tone is truly
umazing.

tELESDON
C(ihe 'Very c'i>oul.o[JW:usic

THE

SYMBOL

OF

INDIVIDUAL

CRAFTSMANSHIP

REGENTONE LTD.; Regentonc House, .21 Bartlett's Bu!ldings, E.C.4
CeleHion Ltd., London Road, Kingston-on-Thames.

Lcndon Showrocms: 106 Victoria Street, S.W.r.

Tt!ephone: Central 8745 (s lines)
lri•h Free State Distributors: Kdl.v ($ Shiel, Ltd., ·~7 Fleet Stre;;t, Dublin
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(Continued from page 152.)

L. F. transformers can produce the most
dire effects. If it does not result in audible
oscillation, to the accompaniment of
anything between a " fog-horn " note and a
high-pitched whistle, it may easily produce
a parasitic oscillation above the audible

October 8th, 1932

we have discussed these few points. Bad prevention of mistakes of this kind ; but
wiring alone is often sufficient to cause the in a more compact receiver it is not always
ruination of a good circuit arrangement.
convenient to adhere to this, and careful
screening is necessary.
Points about Wiring
It may be taken as a general rule, for
Yet another point to watch is the

bJO[] 0
Fig. 3.-The screen
grid

§n'

Flo
PD I

be level with the screening
the valve,

'"ill

range of frequencies, which
only
betray it,s presence by spoiling the quality
of rcproduction completely.
Fig. 4.-When the input and output tmds of the receiver come close
Fortunately, most modern L.F. transtogether the set should be scrtened as shown.
formers are efficiently- screen€d, but even
then it is folly to mount tv.·o of them too instance, that any wires leading from the screening of the H.F. side of a set from the
dosely together. The cores should be grid and anode of the same valve should L.F. side. If, to make the size of the set
arranged at right-angles, and the. distance not be tak.:-:n nearer to each other than convenient, the " doubling-back " type of
should be as great as can convemently be necessary. Even more important is it layout is used (Fig. 4), it will be seen that
arranged. Incidentally, aluminium or copper that the grid wiring of an early valve in the the input and output ends of the receiver
screening is not the slightest use for L.F. set should not go near the anode wiring of a come close together.
Screening, as inwork ! Heavy iron is necessary to do the later valve. It needs· only a very small dicated,. is therefore necessary.
job at all well. The average home con- capacity to start a " vicious 'circle " -resultMuch more could be written on this
structor, however, will not be concerned ing in instability and generally bad per- subject, but probably the foregoing remarks,
with amplifiers of such dimensions that formance.
aided by t.he use of common-sense by the
screening is necessary. \Ve are not finished
The "standard lay"out" we have already reader, will be sufficient to put him on the
with interaction, by any means, when mentioned goes a long way towards the right path.

Making

T

HE chief factor governing
successful soldering is a well·
tinned soldering iron. An
electric iron is easY to keep in this
condition, but we all know. how a slight
overheating of the other variety causes
the tinning to disappear. A good way to
restore this easily is to dip the point of the
heated iron into a tin containing a small
quantity of soldering fluid and bringing it
into contact with the solder. By the way,
don't use fluid flux of this description for
wireless 'vork.
1\lake sure that you really do make a
t:oldered joint and not a blob of solder with
n wire stuck in. If your completed joints
appear as in Fig. 1, you may rest assured
that they are not good. The sold_er should
bo in ihe form of a small fille~ning
the wire to the tag as shown in Fig 2.
WhereVer possible do the soldering oft' the
SPt, but where this is not practicable a piece
of stout paper placed underneath the
operation, as shown in t,}w photogm ph, l''ig. 3, will collect any excess flux or tiny beads of solder
which might later cause trouble.
Should the soldering faces or
point of the copper bit have be~~ome pitted, restore the original
r.mooth faces by filing them up.
There is no doubt that for wireless

Good Soldered Connections
W.H.D.

work a soldering iron with a fine square
point is handiest.
After a time owinO'
to repeated filing. t.he end of the bit be':
comes snub-nosed, and in order that its
range of usefulness will not be curtailed it
will be necessary to fine the point down.
But don't do this by filing, as it is very
important not to reduce the weight of the
iron by a lot, it being only natural that the
heavier the copper the longer will it remain
he.ated.
To repoint an iron without reducing it in
weight, heat it up to a dull red and hammer
the point alternately on adjacent sides,
using a heavy piece of iron as a.n anvil.
Hold the handle of the soldering iron
so that the underside of the copper bit
laya on the anvil at the angle required on
1he new point. The hammer blows should
he a~)plicd from the back end of the taper,
Lecpmg the face of the hammer at the point
t~f impact, square with the face being
formed, a.nd gradually working the blows
towards the point. Having obtained the
desired result. plunge the bit into water
(Conlinued on page 161.)
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AN EFFICIENT WIRELESS VOLUME CONTROL
prim~rily
1~

HE i5,001l ohms votentionwter.
designccl
T
for
volume control
typH'al of a new
rangP of ,·olume eontrol,; made by the well-kllOWil firm
wir<"lP~~

or Wright and Weaire under the trade name of Wcaritc,
from GOO ohms to 100,000 ohm~. ThP gn•at aflvantage

of 1hcsc volume control,; is that thl'y arc extra •·i!ent
in u~r>, due to a spPcia! roller ben ring contact; each
has u square law resistance element, tlrus a~~11rin~
even control
over the entire ran;<:e.The
wiring is space
wnund,
allowin\t

thn~

free
of
l1eat ami eHablin~
it to
carry heavy
currf'nt. The
Plemcnt is endo~ed
in a
t ran sparrnt,
Jlrcproof, prodi"~ipation

tccth·c cover.
One of the new Wcarile variable pofen•
tiom€/(.TS or volume controls,

An insulating

1,ush is pro\'ided en~llfillg
e:~:.;y fittin~ to metal panel~.
I.ug-l,rad;:rts are also
employed for l:>asebouni tuounti!lf!S aml for g~'}Will'!.
'I'!JCv tn~t, 4s. 6d. for 600 to iiO.OOO ohmo, and -•~. (\d.
for 50.000 to 100,000 ohms. \\'right ami Weaire, 7-10,
High Road, N.I7.

THE MUL TITONE TRANSFORMER
HJ:: mol\Prn ten~len('y of tGrw tontrol hi!~ r~;ulte1l
m many deviCe~ to make the ,;dl('!llC H.mplf'.
The )Iultitonc Transformer i~ a compen~ated. L.F.
transformer de~igned for u~e in (·onjnnction w1th a
high resbtanee potentiorneter-a value of 4 me~ohm'l
Ueing actually u~ed.
The prim11_ry o_f the tr~n~
fornwr has on indndante of !j-J, h('unes wrth no D.C.-:which drOp-l to :<6 hrnries at U mj.-\. 'J!,e mea_n ratw
j~ 4 to 1. l'nlikc some typc8 of tone control, tlu~ combination provides what might be tcrmeU '' two-:n1y
eontrol," in otlwr words, pre<lominanl'e ("an l;e !!:l'·cn
to the bass, with a variation thro_ngh the eut1r? s(·ale
up to a predomin_ance of the }~lflW~~. not<·~ 111 th,~
~tale. An intcre•tmg hooklct,
lrne lone Lontrol,,
can bo obtained from tl1e wnnnfadurer~ of th1~
<~o1nponent, )!ultitonc mcctrie C<_J., Lt:-J., 0.":>-DS:
White J,ion Street., Lon<lon, N.l, m "hwll detmb
of the control an<l circuit diagtam~ are given.

T

ponents sol•l under the al•ovc name. Two ~qmrate
items comprise tlJO co!llplcte control-a JJOtentiomcter,
and n small bakelite hasB of the same dirnen~ions a:;
the base of the Hyprrnik 'l'nm~forrner.
Seven
terminals arc provided, four of which arc fitted with
metal Htrips whh:h link the Hypernik to the lJ,ge,
when the latter i;: placed beneath it. The rcmainin~
three terminals arc joined to the potentiomcter
An intereHtiug pamphlet a('eompanies the
compcn~ator and the full in~yuctioHR state
how the various faults above-mentioned may
Le remedied. The price is 10.~.

AN ALL-ROUND WIRELESS SWITCH

TIE multi-purpose wireless switch shown
T
in the sketdo below is rotary in action,
:1.nd has two lJaJls in the extrcmilies of the

hakelite arm. The bf'.lls ~nick securely into
the spaces between the contact strip", 1i1nking
low-resistance contacts l>ctween two vair~
of strip,; ~inwltaneously.
The ~wit('h pcrforrnR all
tlw functious of a doul>lc
pole, don hie-throw.
dtangc-over switch. In
the diagram one of the
ball contacts is
seen nwking a
firm <:onner-tion
between adjacent strips. A
~pedal
feature
of thi~ switch is
the tcnninal,
which wi!l hold
f\evrral wirPs ~i
multancnu~!y in
a vice-like grip.
It is oJ.taiuable
for 3~. 0<1. complete with ferAn all-roand switch /or wireles> ~el•· mina]~ from Tl1e
Uenjamin Electric Limited, Tarriff Hoad, Tottenham, ~.17.

GANGED CONDENSER TUNING CONTROL UNIT

HE
path
T
bring ma<le lil;htcr (·very
The
product lrom the
homc-eon~tructor's

T

W

~

!i

~ay.

late~t

A SCREWDRIVER FOR WIRELESS CONSTRUCTORS
ilE accompanying i!lu;:tratiml 'liOI\".i a ~trt'll'·
drin'r nf a type whi<:tl \rnt!nu),tedly Will appeal
to tll'; wir<-lb'l e11thnsia~t. It i~ an all·nh'tlll too~,
th<' lrnrrth ovrr alllwin~ uhout Gin., tlw h!a.Je apy1oxt·
mutely ~in. wide. In u~e the en•! .-\ i:> ll('h! "tatJOnary
in the palm of the lmn(J ll\1(~ 1]1c dri1'.(:r turnrd !1y
nwan~ of the clwrpwr<'f! poruon, B. "ilmple to u~c
awl hantlv in ~iz<' it h11~ IIHtlll' advantMW~ OV('f :1n
ordinary -~crewdri~·er for ~mall work, l\'l an e\'~'11
)Jre~l'urO {'fill be maintahwd upon the P<·rrw, then·lJy
mini-111Hng the likdiho()(l o{ the Llade "jUIIJJiinl("
the ~new <"ut. Tl1rse ~<-rcwdnl'eH are sold at mo~t
popubr stores at Gd. each.
LISSEN TONE COMPENSATOR
IT !I tile prr~Pnt ~orq::c~tion in th~ dhcr. hrtrro•h·ne wlii~tk~ are to J,c h<'arri all ]()UUd the
tuniug ·dials; mod('fll ~]larply-t\HIPd cjr~uit' r~--n~t
in sidP·1>and rut-olf, or lo~-; d lii!..(h W•tf·~. 'Itw~c
and mnny other imp'!'fr<'tioriH in tcproduetjon c11n all
be COilliJt"ll~atcU {vr by l'II<·~or-'. Lio:'('ll'~ late,ot ('Urll·

at their l>f'>;t when an eh~Ptrir•al rf'proUucing devh-e iS
used. The ordinary soundi.Jox, CYen of good quality,
serious dra wi.Jal'ks.
The neat (one-arm Jwre eomhines al~o a pick-up
enabling the n'C"onl to be amplilied hy the wireles ·
~et and reproduced through the !ou<l-sp(•ater.
l

ha~

u~~\'!1

fncton· hears tlw above rathPr da·
lJorat~ tit](', and it !8 ccrtninlJ· a
nonlty. Two l':llngell condt'IIO!~r~.
of the solid (lidcctrie t;..·J·~, ure
mo11ntcd on two 8lout -pilbr~ hc-],jnd n ha:Fl::on;e \Jakclite din! of
the trsnal HIOW-IIIOtion appearanc('.
Tl1c 1'\\lf condeuzn ];a~ a ~mall
metal sereen to avoid t:nw:J.nted
coup!ln~-~. 11n<l if the moYing va11c~
of tl•c ('Olld<:nsrrR arc i:'arthcol tlii~
plate also i~ earthe!l. At the r~ar d
the hc;kelite llxin!! plate are thrPe
tl'rmiual.~ wllh'lt h;n-c b11~c~ of tiH:
f'Ontact-s!ud typ~'.
A rotatat.le
l.Jra~'l
ntmcnt !•ridges t!;i:'se tt·Jminals, the wntrolling eml lwin3
l•rought. out at tl1e lower e1~d of the
dial. Three p0~1tion.~ are Pllgravc,J
for tlli~ ~ontrol- Off, Short r.ml
I,ong. A conceutric knob on the
dial enables one set of moYing \aues
to l.Jf' JllO\"f(l tluough a ~m:tll arc to
compen~ate for !<light cli."tr~pande~
in ganged tuning -:ircuit~ . .H a ro~t
of H<. Ud. tlJi~ thrr.e-in-o:w <"Oill·
pone11t w:U be foun~ Ycry tl~dnl
co1btructor.

neat gramophone

is mouhled as oth~ complete unit in fabrolit .., and the
leads are carriPd through. lt cosL> 27~. O<l. B.T.H.
Co., Ltd., Crown llou~e, Aldwych, W.C.~.

AN INGENIOUS SCREWDRIVER FOR THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR
VERY horn" constructor i~ [!Ware of the difficulty
of in~ertine( small ~crew~ in awkward places,
where the 1\ngrrs cannot ea~ily lwld tl1e ~crew in
JJ]acc. The ~new u~nnlly drops into an inaccessilole
corner from which it <'<tnuot !Je retriever!:
)!any
tlevices lwve been markett•d h ia<"ilitatc tile operaiiuu, not the lra:;t. ingenivtB of wl1ieh i~ tlw nlp~-it
~<·rewdrivcr.
The blade portion of tl1c scr<-\l'driYcr i~
Rplit, and th(' ~plit i~ OJiell~d to f(;rm a ~ort of leaf
optill!l'. By •·losing the t\\'O r:\rts of the blade it will
be percrived that, when t!Je~e nre in~nted into the
slot of the screw they will ~pring OP('Jl nwl ::'rip it
so that with one ltanrl t!u~ ~cn·w may b-. in~crtPd ami
st[lrted. The long blade enablr>~ the haw I to be kept
wrll dear of the work. , R £. Collingwood and Son,
Ltd., ltochdale.

E

A WIRELESS VOLUME CONTROL
T h not generally reali.~cd that \'olume e11n b\'l
controlled at the input end of a wir('lb'~ r<-<-eiver
us wPII as the output. A well-trie<l mrtlro<l of doing
thi~ i~ by n~i11g a differential tondens<'t' Detween the
arrial nnol tl~e tunin~ coil. Tlw dia!"ram at tl1e foot
of this pw~e show~ the <'Olmer·tion.~. u~ing n well-known
ma]{e of air dieledric CCIHkn~er for Uw purpo~e.
You mel.'rly h::we to ('Ollll('ct the previous U('rial tn·
mina!~ of tl1e coil to t\1(' moving pla!CH of the ('011d('!!S('r. Conne{'t l!Je aerial to one set of fixed pbtr,;
11ml the earthed end of the coil to t!1c oth<-r set of
fr:-;;cd plat8s, This will ~ive Y<'ry l't.wuth f•outrot
of volume. ,.-\, & :F. Bulgin, Ltd., A!.JLcy Hoad, B:trhing,

I

CLIX TERMINALS
ESSRS. LECTRO-J,TXX arc prodn('ing new plu_t!~
under the name 311l~ter Ping~. n~ well a~ soekrt~
of a new de::ign. The ehas~i~ IIIOilllting vnlve-lwld•n
ha<; al;;o bren modified, and now ean I>P obtained
with t.Prminal:; for connf'diOII.~. A furthrr item,
wl!ieh will be of inf€rest to the home eon:>tructor,
is the reduction in the price of t!te p:HICI terminal
(Xo. lA), which is now only 2~d.

M

I

.,..:::;;:;;~~~~~~~

ALUMINIUM1 WIRELESS
·i . of the .VALVE
:
a vain:

THEa

A

A NEAT GRAMOPHONE PICK·U?
T is now (!elwraliy recogni~rd that elf'~trirally·
recorded gramorJllonc record..; can cnly uc heard

I

Metl1od of controlling th2 t•o/<Jme from the int<JI siJe of
a wird~ss circait,
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LET OUR TECHNICAL STAFF SOLVE
YOUR PROBLEMS,----------.

-_/
I ~~~t ~~u~;.:ch~t~
'.ne£
a
S
E
UERI
ENQU.,IR.IES .•
every query.

If a postal reply is
desired. a stamped ad.
dressed envelope must
be enclosed.
Every
quen• must bear the
name and address of the
For every insbncc that one end of the seromlary
sender. Send your queries to The Editor.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS. Geo. Newnes, winding is poHitive the otlJCr is Jlegatin', m<d rj,.,,
Ltd., 8-1 I. Southampton St., Strand, London. rers11. In consequence there is alwaYS n fl'J\\" of
current. between the filnment nnd one "of tJw UIIO'Ie.,.
W.C,2.
As the centre tapping: h_11S 1_1 po!PI~t.ial half way bt>~we~n
UNSTABLE REACTION CONTROL
\maximum scttin"", I should like to lmow the cause the two ends of the wllHimg 1! IS a!wavs neg«t11·c m
"BoiHC t\r.n~ ngo I made up a ~hort.wave set from a of tbi;; fault." "'
n~spect to the positive end. Thus t!Jen: is a ("OJJ~tant
nnmbt'r of compo~H·nt~ wl_Jich l Jmd on ham~. Although
The "dead"spot" is caused by a form of parn.,;itk flow of current around tlw dreuit A.n. whkh rt'prrM·nts
1 mu able to receJvC n fa1r number of ~tatwn5, tuning osrillation whkh more or less dJOk~s the detc~tor the
"l?ad" (receiver, aecumulators on dmq!l', Pte.).
i~ diftk~llt on. aceount of rr:tctiou ?vnlap. When valve. It might be cured by altering the size of the
lt Will be seen from the above explanation that bvth
:t\lemptmg to merea~c t.ht~ ~treugth With the reaction reaction winding-, lm~a more certain remedy is t.o
• ondPnH'L the RCt suddenly \.ur,;ts
introduce a resistance into tlw reaction circuit
into o~ci_llntw_n: I ln~ve experi·
Thi~ might be do11e l1y remo~·in~ the rcadio~
lltCn~ed 1nt_h dtt!Prfll1. grHi leak con·
tarns and rewinding with 36 gauge silk-covcn•d
JH"I"tl:'liS WJfliout. any real succes~:
Eurek11 resistnncc wire. Another method is to break
H'f!Ctlou control is smor>1hel" >~hen
the 1:onncctii>H between the rPaetioll winding and re1!1e leak b eoJHt('Cted lo L.'I'.-·. but
11.ction eondenser, and insert a lOO r,h!liDOn·inductive
~Jgual.JOtrcugth b }JOOr. On the otln:r
(mdalli~ed i~ most convrnien!) resi~f1!1WC as shown in
Figure 5. It is also often advisable to make the
I"Onlwetion between the detcetor anode and rc:~dion
cond1~nser in screened wire, connecting the metal
screen to e11rth,

bq Our Technical Staff

R

FINDING THE VALUE OF RESISTANCES
··How does one calculate the Yalue of resistance
rrquired for rcdudng the n1ltagc of an eliminator?"
The calcuhttion is ba6e([ on Ol:nu'~ Law, wl:Jiel:t
~tates _that the value of the necessary resistance (in
ohms, 1s e(tual to the voltage to be "dropJled" or
absorbed divided by the current consumption
(in amperes). Al', howcHr, the current is
ustutlly in milliamperes and the resistance
in thousands of ohms, the equation can be
Full wave rccfi/ication.
~hnplifiPll to read ;-Resistance (in thm'l:~ands
of ohms) equals voltngc to be dropped divided halves of the wave are rectified, although t.he r<'~ultin;J
by the cllrrent{in mil!iamps). By wav of example voltage is only equal to that dewloped betwren tht
suppose a. voltage of 80 is r{'I}Uire(l for' the detector centre tap and one end of the winding, or in otlH·J
tapping <md the rliminator gives a maximum of words, half the voltage de\·dopcd acruss tlw who!~
winding.

1---~W~N-+.......- · +

=-_L___e_s_o_.n_

_J._ _ _

Curing umlab/e reaclian

B

_.L.-r,

cot~trol.

hand, ('omwcting the leak to L.T.+ produces rm in·
<·rca"c in volume, but reaction is difficult to handle.
Can you suggt'~t where the twublc lie~~"
There i~ no dou\Jt that the eau~c i8 centred round
tlw. grid leak (",onnC'etion. although it is probable that
a dJ!tc•rcnt detector va\w; or lower higlJ.ten,;ion voltage
would help to improve matters. Bincc po;;itive and
~wg_ativc• _!!rid leak connections give extreme results,
Jt ~~ logrcal to exvrct t.hat t.he " happy rnrdium "
~hould LJc found bomcwhcre between t.he extreme
value,;. This happy medium can he obtained by con·
U<"cting- the griri leak to a ~<lider of a 250-ohm potcntiometcr wired in parallel with t.he L.T. leads as ~hown
in. above. l?Y operating the potcntiomctcr control it
w1ll L..:: possible to fiu(l a po~ition at which reaction
fontrol is quite smooth and volume at a maximum.
As a matter of fact this method of connecting: the grid
leak i>~ well worth a trial on any sensitive receiver
\l_"here reaction control is very critical. 'I'he pot.en·
i:~~~~~tcr eau be used as a " vernier " reaction adjust-

DATA SHEET No. 3.
COPPER WIRE DATA (Continued).

- - - - - - - - - - - - - . ; ______:.__,j
1
D.S.C.
D.C.C.
]
R.S.C.
Turns- )."ds. \ Ttuns ' Yds.
Turns ' Yds.
pec
per
per
per [ per
prr
lb.
ineh.
lh.
inch.
lb.
inch.
1:3.::~
15.o
~o.-1, 14.7 ~
17.3
45.-t
20.0
40.H
1\l.U
46.3
21.7
7!!.-l
20.3
.'::13.3
25.6
82.5
26.3
12(}
33.3
137
32.2
m
32.3
203
42.5
222
40.0
2U:I
37
2(}-l
5l.H
332
48.8
325
422
62.1
488
57.8
42
478
47
587
73.0
6%
67.1
675
50.5
755
82.6
1ll2
75.2
887
55 1,02-l
95.2
1,250
85.5
1,220
64 1,477
112 1,815
90.1
1,750
ANOTHER REACTION DIFFICULTY
71.5 2,287
137
2,871
118
3,760
".:.\ly &.G.-Det.L.f<'. receiver is very similar to a
78 3;436
164 4,406
137
4,128
design is~ucd by a well-known firm of mamlfacturers
antl work~ quit.e well in all bat one respect. Oscillation
em be obtained over most of the tutling dial with D.C.C.-Donblc Cotton Covered.
only a sm<~.ll capa.cit.y ot rcartion condcJJser, but. in S.S.C.-Single Silk.
on<> placf' the f'.et cannot be macle to oscillate at all, D.S.C1.-Double Silk C'o,·ercd.
cren thou:;h the reaction couden~er be turned to its

::rr-

I

<:::-_..,.····;·~~·~~~;~·:.·····~~~~·:~~~:~·~~:~·~;·:;~·:::~~-~~~:··~;:~··;::~;:~;
consumption of the vah·e nt 80 v. This is
found by rcferriug to the mak~r8' Inst-ruction tihcet
?I Cha_raderistic CnrYc for t-he valve in use. Assum·
1ng_ thB ~urrent to be 2 lllilliumps, ~the nccessnry
res1strmrc must have:\ value (in thousands of ohn1~)
of 120 di,·it!cd by 2, or 60,000 ohms.
'l'hc same calculation applJes Whf•n finding the
~;aiue
of. ,~c~is~ance. rC(JUired for providing
automattc
gnd bms Wh?n connectcll in the
cuthoilc ll'ad of an indirectly-heated valve.

FULL WAVE RECTIFICATION
'· R~w, i;t view of the fact thllt electrons flow in
one ?-ucctwn only, pan both the positive and
e~r,~;l?'?, J:mlf·WUYCS be rectified by a. full-Wave
On the face of things this does apprar to be
a tea~er, but let u~ <:on"-iller the redifyin"
Clfcmt il!ustr:ltcd. Thi~ is a normal full-wav~
rectifier arrangement wlJCrc the two ends of a transformer secmula1y nrr connected to the two anodos
of. the r~ctifying Yalve, a negatiYc connection
bemg obtamed from the eentrc tappiug,
r~tlw_r

REACTION COIL
Rco.clion diUicultv.

EXTERNAL. VOLUME CONTROL
"I have a commcreial rceriver whicl1, owing to my
clo.-;c proximity to one of the ItegiOJm! StntioJIS, if
~ev('rcly ovf'Tloaded.
I do not wi~h to tllllllH"f wit!
the in~ide of it., hut think that a volnmc contwl would
be very V11lua1Jle. Can I fix one outsille thr rt(·civer?'
The hc~t fow1 of extenwl control in your partieula1
case (as we do not know the fl('rial tuning nrranf.(<'·
mcnts) woukl be made 11p from a Vitfcn,ntial Hi•adiou
Condenser, the most ~uitable value being .0003 mf(b.
Remove the aerial from the aerial terminal of ~'our
set, and join the nerial tu tht• moving ,·ane,; of the
dilfcrcntial condenser. One set of fixed Jllatcs i~
then conaectcd to the arrial t(·rminal of the ~et. whibt
the other set of Jixcd plate~ i;< .iohH"d to the earth
terminal. The condcn.~cr can !Je rithrr fitted to a
small piece of wood or to the cabinet.
BEST ARRANGEMENT FOR AERIAL
"Having remo"\"ed ton. house in the busy part of !hr
town I am rather cramped for space to ('rcct lln arnal.
The grc11test horizontal length whidt I ean pol'sibly
obtain is 20 feet, so, to make the best tJSC of this,
I propose to employ u "~ausagt>" aerial consi~ting
of six strnnds arrang{'(l ruund two strong hoops.
ndorc going to the expcn;<e of purdHt~ing the Jwcess;ny
varts, howcYer, I would like to have your opinion ami
any sup;g<>stions you might offer."
For geneml reception purpos1~s tlwre is nothing to
be gaiilerl by usi11g more than a 6inglc UPI"illl wire
unlt>ss t.hc strands ("an be l;ept at least ;, feet avart..
Evt>n tlwn the iJll}lfOn-nwnt oYrr a single wire is very
slight. You arc advised to use a single wire nnd
cleYatc it as mudt us possible, for heirrhi is the mnin
consi<leration. Il might be added thut ellmnellcd
wirn is best for u~c in towns, where flllOkP and fumr~
are more prevalent, bCCilllSC it resists corro~ion and
oxidation to a much greater extent than does ban
('Opper. As re;?;anb; 1he !'."augc of wire, you cannot
do better than the old-fllshion('{l strandul 7-:Z;fs.
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TRIUMPH 0

Gives extremely ,fine tuning. Similar in construction to the J. B. "NUCANC" Condensers, but
the trimmer of front section is operated
independently from the receiver panel by
means of a second knob concentric with the main
tuning knob. Rigid one piece chassis, very robust
construction.

Trimmer to each stage.

Heavy

gauge wide spaced aluminium vanes. Special
bearings to rotor ensure j)ermanent
accuracy. Capacity .0005.
Matched to within

~·

mmfd. plus } per cent.

Ccml,llete with disc drive aod bakelitc

2 gang

escutch~on

18/6

plate.

27/-

PRECISION

~~~STRUMENTS

Write for new catalogue-

Advertisement of Jackson Bros., 72, St. Thomas' Street, London, S.E.l.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS chooses
CHROMOGRAM
(PAT. NO. 372,918)

Home Constructors'
Radio Gramophone
Cabinet

The Editor of. PRACTICAL
WIRELESS has specified the
CHROMOGRAM RADIO
CABINET for the Mains Expre'S 3
This is the ideal cabinet for the home
constructor. It can be utilised a.;; an
ordinary radio cabinet and it is read!Jy
converted into an all-electric radio~
Unit B. Co'1venible radio cabinet to
take any standard all-mains kit (Practical
Wireless, Cossor, etc.). You instal your
radio chassis, and when ready you order
Unit A. Showing electric gramo- unit C, which consists of a Simpson's
Electric Turn- Table and Pick- Up.
phone :md pick-up unit in use \Vith a
Unit B
... £3. 10. 0,

gramophone.

Unit C

.. £3. 17. 6.

all-mains radio chassis completely
i~-stalkd, price £7 17 6d. Cabinet
Equipment includes a Simpson's
Electric Turn-Table and Pick-up
ready for any all • mdins - chassis

CHROMOCRAM

assembly.

76-78

(state A.C. voltage when ordering),
For full particulars write to :-

CITY

ROAD

LONDON, E.C.1
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Radio Ramblings
1
I

A Cure
HORT waves breaking through on the
long waves ma.y be overcome by insert·
ing a suitable choke in series with the aerial
lead. The choke should offer a high imllE'dance to signals on the 200-600 metre
·waveband, but not to those on wavelengths above 1,000 metres or so. In

S

JOTTINGS FROM MY
NOTEBOOK.

1
1

By "DETECTOR."

:

·------------------

valves are to be connected in parallel they
should be of exactly similar types, ·whilSt
it is a great advantage to de-couple them
by putting a stopping resistance of from
50,000 to 100,000 ohms in en eh grid circuit.
The method of connecting; the resistances
is shown in l!'ig. 2.
Push-pull Amplification
BETTER but more
expensive way of in?rcasing the output-volume
1s to use the push-pull circuit for the output stage.
This form of amplification
will give increased volume
even ·when the d('tector output is only of moderate
magnitude. l t is
particularly us c f u l
when the a vai la ble
TO
H.T. voltage is too

A

L.S

speaker.
For push-pull, o..s for parallel
connection, both valves should have
reasonably similar characteristics. Manufacturers will supply a matched pair of
valves for this purpose without making
ext.ra charge.
Power-grid Detection
HILST talking a bout methods of increasing the output volume, one's
th~mghts natural!y turn to the use of powcrgnd detection. 1\lany wrong impressions are
current in regard to this form of detection,
so I would like to correct some of them
here. The circuit of a power-grid detector
is the same as that of a grid leak detector,
but the values of grid condenser and leak
are usually lower; about .0001 rnfd. and
.25 megohms respectively are average ones.
Because of this a number of amateurs, and
even self-styled experts as well, have used
the lower values of components and fondly
in~agined that they have created a powcrgnd detector. They have been quite \vrong,
of course, because the principal thing about
a valve acting as a power-grid detector is
that it operates on a different part of its
characteristic curve. To do so it is absolutdy
essential that it should receive. an anode
voltage of at least 120, and usually a good
deal more.
·
!'he next comi_non fallacy is that a powergrtd detector gives greater amplification,
and hence more volume. This is untrue ·
it will handle more volume without dis~
~.ortion, but to do so it must receive a larger
mput from the S.G. amplifier or aerial.
H will be clear from this that no advantages
arc conferred. by i~s use unless it is preceded by a htgh·gam S.G. amplifier or the
set is ~nncctcd to an aerial situated only a
few mtles from a powerful transmitter.

W

low for one of the
larger power valves.
The circuit is shown
in Fig. 3, where it will
addition, the choke should be of small dimen-~ be seen that a pair of special transformers
sions to avoid magnetic coupling with other {one input and one output) are required.
components. A suitable " stopper" choke, '!'he secondary winding of the input
as it is ca1led, can be made roughly by transformer is centr~-tapped, the tn,pping
winding 300 turns of 40 gauge enamelled
or silk-covered wire round a short end of
pencil. There is no need to keep the turns
R
even; indeed, it is better to pile them up
L.S.
so as to reduce the length of the winding.
A neater job can be made by putting the
windings in a couple of slots turned in an
ebonite rod. Use Mn. diameter rod and
make two slots -kin. deC'p, -/6 in. wide and
-j\;·in. apart. The choke must be shortcircuited for medium--wave reception,
so this will in somC' cases involve the fitting
of a two-pole switch in place of the normal
Metallised Valves
single-pole one used for wave-changing.
HTHEN making a battery set it is usual
In other cases it might be possible to modify
to assume that it does not matter
the wiring to the existing S\Vitch to make lii!4RTH
to which filament terminals of the vah·e·
it serve both purposes.
Fig. 2.-Th< methad of pa;allelN/eeding a
holder the positive and negative L.T.
fran~former.
connections are made. This assumption is
Power Valves in Parallel
eorrcct when ordinary valves are employed,
you want more volume and power being connected to grid bias ncga ti ve. but not when metallized ones arc in u.~e.
·
from your set ? If so there are two Each end of the winding is connected, The
reason is that the metal coating is
ways of obtaining it' provided that .the preferably through a decouplinp; resistance
(Continued on pa;Je 160.)
output from the detector valve is adequate. to prevent instability, to the grid of one of
You can tell whether the detector output the output valves.
During reception the positive half cycle
is adequate by noticing if distortion
occurs when the speaker is delivering of. each wave is applied to the INPUT
maximum volume. Distortion points to gnd ,of one valve and the T~RNSFOI:!NER
~ ;:;;:::::::::::::;yi'AIWI!--4
the fact that the last valve is being over- negattvc half to the olhcr.
loaded. One way of increasing volume and Positive and negative potentia is ~
q
at the same time preventing distortion is to are reversed for· each wave ~o
snbstit.ute a larger power valve for that tbat the valves are each rcceiv/00,000
already in use, and another is to connect ing vositivc and negatiYe ehargcfl
OJ-.IMS
a second valve in parallel with it. These alternately. It is on aceonnt of
arc well-known methods, but before adopt- this that the system receives its
J
\
ing either of them make sure that the name, one valve " pushin,. "
OUTPVT
it
H.T. and L.T. supplies are adequate while the other "pulls,"
TR~NSPOR11Eil
for the new conditions. Also, if the ~peaker were. The output from Loth
is connected directly in the anode circuit valves is "collected'' with a
reme-mber that the current passing through eent,re-tapped trtmsformcr or Fr'g. 3.- Th.e circuit arrangem~rd of pusi!Npull calves, showing
the ruislance5 arranged for ensurin!! 5lability.
its windings will be increased. \Vhen two choke and passed on t-o the
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YOUR DEALER'S WINDOW

FACTS YO
PENTODES

ABOUT

The output stage in portable battery-driven receivers has
always presented a problem to the designer on account
of the limited H.T. supply available.
THE MAZDA PEN 220 has solved this problem as, owing to
ifs extreme sensifivity, ampfe volume can be obtained with only 4 M/a
anode consumption.

The Pen 220 has, in addition, rapidly gained

favour in the case of standard battery-operated receivers where
economical H.T. consumption is an important consideration.

THE PEN llOA

is a high-power output pentode suitable for

driving a large moving-coil speaker. lt should be used in cpnjunclion
with an eliminator.
THE PEN 425 for receivers operating on anode voltages above !50,
THE AC/PEN, the finest all-mains power pentode, sensitive enough
to operate a loud speaker direcl from aerial Input.

Full details of these and other useful Mazda types will be
found in the Mazda catalogue, sent FREE on request.
Maz:da valves are fiHed by all the leading reeeiver
manufacturers. All good radio dealers stock them.

The amazing

B

SH

EDISWAN RADIO
VALVES
lOO% BRITISH-Designed by British Engineers

______ Odober
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Radw Rambhngs
j
(Contiri11ed from page 158.)
L,,_,_,,_,_,,_,,_,,__,,_,_,_,,_,J

intended to act as n. screen and to do so it
must be connected to earth. In the valve
itself the screen is connected to one filament
pin, so the wiring must be so arranged
that that pin is earthed. As L.T.- and
H.T. -leads are almost invariably joined
together and to earth they should be
connected to the same valve pin as is the
metallised screen.
The valve-holder
terminal corresponding to the " screen "
pin is shown in Fig. 4. Even if ordinary
valves are employed it is advisable to make
the connections as described because when
a valve requires to be replaced it might be i:t.n
advantage to
choose a
70 H.T.metallised
AND EARTH one.
These
mctalliscd
valves nearly
o~
always give
slightly betFi.J!. 4.-Alwayi earth the ter results
filament terminal shown so that than P 1a in
va!tJe5 of the melallued lype
J
ones, bccauso
.
h
may be m/ere ange •
the screening
111akes them more stable in operation. They
- are particularly useful in a portable set
where stability is often difficult of att-ainment.
Calibrating a Receiver
T is a great advantage to be able to find
anv desired transmission in a few
seconds, just as it is to be able to identify
any .sta.tion that might be received. But
can you do this? You can if you care to

_::_

8th, 1932

spend an hour or so calibmti.!lg your cov<>rcd. Next tunc in a few of the more
receiver. All that is needed is (_ piece of powerful stations and take a note of the
graph paper and a little patience. First dial reading. for each. Make a small cross
dmw two heavy lines parallel to two corresponding to each station and draw
adjacent edges of the paper and divide each an even line to pass through the middle of
into equal distance<". Mark off the horizontal each cross. A separate graph can be made
one from 0 to 100 or 0 to 180 according to for medium and long waves if desired, or a
the number of divisions on the tuning dial, single one can be made to serve for both
and on the vertical line mark off \Yavc- by making a second 'vavelength scale.
lengths according to the tuning range
(Contim•rd on page 161.)
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CONDENSER READING
Fig. 5.-How lo draw a calihralion chart.

YOU NEED A MOVING-COIL SPEAKER
You will never get the realism
and quality that is there to
get until you get a modern
moving-coil speaker.
You
need the "Mansfield" per•
manent magnet · moving-coil
speaker-W.B.'s latest and
famous P.M.4. It gives true
and brilliant reproduction
from ~ 2 or 3 valt1e set.
Price 42'· complete. Wt·itc
now for the free art booklet
"Speaking of Speakers."

PIONEERS &
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(continued from page 160)

-Two curves will then be drawn on the same
chart. The method outlined is illustmted

the curve and then take a horizontal one
across to the wavelength scale. This shows
by Fig. 5, which shows a calibration chart the wavelength to be about 1,340 metres,
and by making comparison with any
for a three·valve receiver.
published list of stations, it is not difficult
,Using a Calibration Chart
to identify the station as 1\Iotala on 1,348
OW let us take examples of the use of metres. Both examples are shown by broken
our chart. Suppose we wish to listen lines on the chart illustrated.
to Barcelona, for instance, the wavelength
of which is 348.8 metres. 'Ve find the MAKING GOOD SOLDERED CON\Vavclength on the left-hand scale, draw a NECTIONS (continued from page 154)
horizontal line to meet the curve and from and clean up with a file on the faces, subsethe point of intersection draw a vertical quently tinning as described.
Always sci'ape the surface of a plated
line to meet that scale showing " Condenser Reading." This gives the position on part where it is to be soldered.
Lightly tin the piece to be soldered and
the dial as 56 degrees. On the other hand,
suppose a station was received at 81 the end of the wire or part to be attached.
$fake
the joint by picking up a bead of
degrees on the long waveband and we
wished to establish its identity. VVe should solder with a heated iron. Never apply the
draw a vertical line from 81 degrees to meet solder direct.

~~Ol
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PRAGUE'S GIANT BROADCASTER.
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CO\LS
• £1-c\usi"e\y
5peci\ied
in the

NEW 200 kW. RADIO STATION

" LONG-RANGE
£)(PRE55 3

"

15'6
per Pair

with

Cornp\ele
Cases
Screening

The new radio station is situated in the geographical centre o/ Europe, some 35 kilometres east of
Prague, in the vicinity of the small town of Cesky~Brod. This new high~power broadcasting
station is rated at 200 kilowatts (C.C.J.R.), and is the most powerful broadcaster operating in
the medium wave broadcast band. The illustration shows : The power amplifier from the front,
looking right, at the new Prague broadcasting station.

FREE
If..
Through exceptional circumstances we are able to
offer this entirely new 1033 BKOWN Permanent
Magnet Moving Coil Speaker in handsome Walnut Cabinet at a reduction
of 20/·. The moving coil unit is
extremely .sensitive and highly s.uitable to work with any 2- or 3-valve
set, giving marvellous reproduc!JOIJ.

LIST PRICE £3.19.6.

OUR PRICE •

£2.19.6

The Cabinet is of modern design; height 13 ins.; breadth I3f ins.; depth 6~ ins.;
with handsome ebony-finish vulcamte fret. The pole faceJ of the unit are entirely
protected to prevent d1ist and metal particl!."S entering the g:ap. Send 2s. 6d. deposit
for 7 days' trial; if satisfied, send further f>/-, then 8 monthly payments of 7s. Gd.
The biggest rad10 bargain ever offered! Leafid on request.
E. J. HERAUD, LTD., Dept. p,a,
Satis/c:.clian or Mane11 Back
NUMBER ONE, EDB'I·ONTON, LONDON,

N.18

Gt~aranteed.

Blueprint
of' the

SONOTONE
FOUR
.Next Week !

•

.1 '- e been
These cols
naY
't
. \\y designed, and I
specla
TANNO'<
• essential that
'- .
15
d 1 oo\atn
Coils are use o bove
beslresu\ts lromthela
-Obtainable rem ·
se!. NO'< PRODUCTS,
TAN
H h Grade
Specialists in 1g
. Equipment,
•
Rad 10
WE51
DALTON STREET,
NORWOOD, LONDON,
s.E.27.
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Coupling and . De-coupling.
(Continued from page 139)

have to use double these couplings, as
shown at Fig. 6.
Heturning to the question of actual
va.Iues, it has been indic.s.ted what the two
decoupling components should total, and it
would appear at _first sight that the cheapest method would be to use 400,000 ohms
with 1 mfd., but unfortunately such a
value of resistance will often thrO\v away
too much of the high-tension voltage.
The amount of voltage lost over the resistance is extremely simple to arrive at,
it merely being necessary to multiply the
resistance by the number of milliamps
passing and knock off three noughts. For
example, if the anode resistance ·were only
30,000 ohms, and the current 3 milliamps,
multiply these two together and the result
is 90,000 ; knock off three noughts and it
will be seen that the loss of voltage would
be 90. ThUs the matter has to be ap.
proached in the following manner. Decide
first of all what voltage it is desired to
apply to the detector stage and subtract
this from the H.T. battery voltage, which
will leave the amount that may be sacrificed in the interests of de'coupling. Say
80 volts is required on the detector, and
the battery voltage is 120, then 40 volts
can be spared. Now reference to the valve
curve or the use of a miHiammeter will show
what current the valve is taking. Suppose
it is taking 3 milliamps ; it is now desired
to find what resistance will drop 40 volts
when 3 milliamps is flowing. This is
arrived at by dividing the milliamps into
the voltage, when the answer will. be the
number of thousands of ohms required.

The Mains Express Three
(Contjnued from page 144)

be attached ; the other lead should be
attached to the mains terminal which is
marked with a voltage that corresponds to
the house· lighting voltage. For example, if
the voltage is 230 volts, the lead will be
attached to the terminal marked 230.
Do not in any circumstances remove
the other lead from the terminal marked 0.
·when making these connections be very
careful that a loose strand of wire does
not escape, as it might touch one of the
other terminals. It is advisable to bare
a length of flex that is long enough to be
bvisted into a proper loop for this purpose.
Having made sure that all the connections
are correct and that the mains leads arc
connected to correspond correctly with
the house-hghting voltage, the aerial and
earth should be connected ; in general
the former should not exceed 40ft. in length,
including down-lead. Next connect the
loud-speaker, which should preferably be a
moving coil, and insert the mains lead,
which will previously have been connC'ctcd
to a bayonet plug or two-pin plug, whichever is convenient.

Trying Out the Set
As the valves arc of the indirC'ctly-heated
mains type, a few seconds must be allowed
for them to warm up, then switch to long
or short waves as desired: push in for long
and pull out for short, set reaction control
to minimum-that is, with moving plates
out of mesh with the fixed plates-and turn
volume control full on, , then explore the
ether by means of the tuning condenflers.
If a station is too loud when picked up

Continuing with our example, if we divide be half the value of the anode resi,.;tancC"
the 3 n}illiamps int? the 40 volts, this goes a~sociatcd witl~ the neceSsar:.· <'ondenser t~
approximately 13 tunes, and a.s the answer· give a combmed value of 60 000 as
is in thousands of ohms, the resistance already explained.
'
'
will
be
HT-HSO
13,000 ohms.
HT+IZO
The nearest
value obtain·
~·
able will
be
15,000
ohms, which
will have to
be associated
\Vith a 4 mfd.
condenser in
order to
reach
the
40,000 \Vhich
GS.68.we have in·
dicated as
being a genFig. 7.-A typical four-valve circuit showing the method of inserting the deeral
figure
coupling resisfances.
for safety.
This is a
little complicated to work out, but Table
No. 2 indicates a number of values from
\vhich it will be simple to arrive at any
intermediate figure.
When dccoupling a first L.F. stage, the
result of multiplying the resistance and
condenser can usually be lowered to 30 000
which is fortunate, as ot·herwi!"e the ~ela:
tively large anode current, which results
in small values of resistance, would result
in the use of large and expensive condensers.
In conclusion, when working out the
decoupling resistance for a detector valve
that is resistance-coupled to the next
valve, the decoupling resistance can usually
Hear the wonderful gain
in tone, volume and rew
reduce it by means of the volume control. production sec u re d by
If, on the other hand, it is very distant. fitting "TONAX."
No
and consequently weak, bring it up to full more rattle or distortion.
volume by means oft-he reaction condenser. Costs only 1/-.
Fitted
Note that the tuning condensers should to any cone speaker in
be slightly readjusted after resetting the
3 minutes.
reaction condenser. It is probably ncces·
sary again to point out that the reaction
control should be used with a great deal of IMPROVED CONE ADAPTOR
Fro>!! ~zJ31 d'~/oro or i'oor a"d l'a~kiniJ Fr.;< for ls, '2</. 1'{0.
discretion, as the excessive use of this
method of increasing signal strength results Money returned if not satisfied. Write Dept." N."
in very bad distortion. Owing to the wav GARRATT STORES ~hgswg:~. t~~fs
in which reaction sharpens the tuning. a vcr\'
definite" side-band" cut-ofrisobtained and
this results in a woolly, or muffled tone.
It may be that the required station is
being interfered with by another, in which
case proceed as follows : Reduce the
volume control until the unwanted station
has almost disappeared; this will also
reduce the volume of the wanted station,
but by increasing the reaction and slightlv
retuning, it \Vill be found that the wanted
station will appear without the unwanted
one, unless, of course, they are so near
''
l\EGD.
each other that no set will separate them.
The tuning of the Variable :Mu Three can
'l'llADE :\LHlK
be thoroughly mastered in a couple of
The \Vonderful New Universal
hours, when it will be found that station
after station will roll in without difficulty.
The volume of this receiver is amazing,
Ide::.l for home constructors.
while the quality of reproduction that has
Suitable for all wave lengths.
Easily wound by hand. No
been obtained by careful design and tone
slotting or dri!ling required,
compensation will delight and amply reward
.Highrst possibln Pffir.il'ncy.
the constructor.
If your d("a!er cannot supplv,
send your order dir~ct, giving
It should perhaps be pointed out that
his name and addrc.s5, and we
the small fuse which is supplied with the
'n\AOF. ENQUIRIES
wil! send post
SOLICI1'.E!)
special model of the Sound Sales l\Iains
freE'.
Transformer should be inserted in the
appropriate pair of clips. This will prove EVINCTON ELECTRICAL
MAilFG. CO.
to be a _valuable safeguard against uny
damage arising from short-circuits.
5 Beekine:ham Road. Lt!icester

TONAX

EWEBEC"

COIL FORMER
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\~{1t~~E~
T" sare readers tra<tl!le, lU undertake to send r,n
cataloaues O/ any of our advnUsers. ~lcre/IJ state, on
a postcard, the names of ll1c firms from •vhom !IO'i
req,dre cata/oauc.•. n"d address it to "C"talogue,"
PRACTir::AL
WIREn:ss,
Gee>. i\'ewnes, L/<1,, 8/11,
~~mthampton lit., i>traud, Lo,•dou. W.C.2.

TUNEWELL COMPONENTS
MONn the ucw ~.omponcnts ~lwwn in t11~ latc~t
folder i~~ued by Tuncwcll Radio. Ltd., arc \Vl'ilfilli~hed sd~ of ~creened band-pa~s coil~ llavinlo( a mnp;e
of :WO-~-UIJO metr~s. The t:oil~ are wouJHl on ribbed
ebonite formers anll are accurately mat<'lwd to within
one half per cent.
Thry are mounh'tl ou bal<\'litc
lmsc,; containing !lwitrhcfl will\ vho,;phor brouzc
~11ring.~ antl ebonite actuating cams.
B.T.H. PICK-UPS AND TONE ARMS
A:'I'Y of the cheapn }lick-nps aYailal,l~ arn
incapabln of rrprodncing tile widl' nuH~e of
frequencies imprP~sed on a modPrn ~ledrkally cut
record. To ensure a mu~kal output of tile hlghe~t
{jUH]it~· ll lligh-da~s pkk-up, ~nth ll'-' tllC lle\\' l\.'r.II.
.. ~Iinor," ~l1ould he med. · Tl1b in~trmncnt i;; se!l~i
th·e ovn a range from 50 to 5.000 eyde~. and gh;rs
an out}lut of} \·olt at ahm1t \)DO eycle>!, thus cn~ming
a good volume and a high quality of r<>produetiou.
I!'ull tmrticularci of this modd, and al--;o the ll.'l',lL
l3cnior Ue .Luxe 1'iek-Up and Tonc "\nn, arc given
in a neat. folder \IC hnvc ju~t received from the Edi~on
Swan Electric Com!)any, Ltd.
HEAYBERD MAINS APPARATUS
HE well-known lirm of l:l.eaylwnl-manufacturcr~
of practically all tyJlC~ of main~ apparatHs-have s<>nt u,; their 193:l <'ataloguP.
The home
construetor will timl this a Vf'ritable mine of infonua·
t.ion, as, instead of being ?imply a li~t of their prodncts with price~, this book gives tcchnkal tip~, awl
comvlete cirenit diagrams for making up varioni!
types of eliminator. With the diagrams is a Ji~t of
all the comvoncuts for the~c climinatoi~, with price~.
enabling any constructor to m11ke up a mains tlnit
to suit both pocket and tedmi<:al reqnir<>ments. A
pocket attaclwd to the inside of the back cover ;~
intentled to hold S\Jch leaflets as may be i~sued Uy
Messrs. Heaybenl.
This is one of the most. infonnative !:atalogue~ we bave y~t seen, and 110 con~t-rudor
should be withont OI1e. The address is 10, Fin~bury
Street, London, E.C.2.

A

M

Specified for the

" Long Range Express 3 "
by experimenters and technical experts
ta be !he perf~cL valvehclicr.
Low Losr. Highest Efficiency.

Acknowle~g~d

fllmJily \.onill, ,,keJeton type kr metal, woo<! c.r ehol.ite
mumotin<r. Tllrne<l I:e,ilent Socke~s guarant"" rull-sul'i;•ce
<"ontact with every Iype of valve pin- •nlld er oil•••rw,e,
E.1sy im<ertlon.. tloeket' move I Lterally, centreing them·
~!elves with valve·plns.

!KITS
I GUARANTEED.

T

.

r-B:,:;~:; Q:;c:~~:.:-1

.!u-••-•-••-·--·-••-•-·•-·•-'-''...,i
UNDRlt the al;oYe titlr:-, with the a~si~t::tnce of a
authority on forcigu IJro:ldca~ting- matt~rs
and a regular contributor to wireless pul!li~ations
!Joth at home aml alJioad, we are inaugurating a special
Id,•ntiflclltion Service, which shonhl prove of great
a~~i"tanrc to om· n~aaen-;.
WIWTI tuning in wellknown stat.ious it happ8us freqnoontly that lictl'm'rs
pkk up wire\C'ss tran~lltbsions of which they fail to
rccol):ni~e the origin.
It is to ~ol\'e these little problem~ that the Broad~ast Query Sacice has Uccn
organised.
In order that a cardul R{'arch may l;c mnrlr it i~
(:S*'ntia! that certain rlata ~h011ld he supplied to the
i1c~t of the inquirer·~ ability and knowlrdgc.
When
~ending such (!tH'Jies to the Editor the follo11ing rule,;

recogni~cd

shoukt Le followed:-

.\. Write legibh•, in ink. Give your full name and
address.
2. State tyve of rcecivrr tEed, and wl1~thrr tmnsmi~sion was hcanl on headphoues or on lnud-~pr·:Jkcr.
3. State approximate wavelength or lrr<JUI'IH'Y to
wl;ii'llrccdver w:.s tuned, or. altematin-ly.staln/Jcltt'ten
wi1kh t\10 Gtation~ (of whkh you have tlw coudcu.oer
rc11ding-H) the lmn~mi•c."ion WllS pkkNl IIF •
·1. Give elate and tinH~ wlu:-n l,rot..tku:;t was heard.
Do not target to :Hld "hethrr a.1ri. or p.m.
5. Give details of programme received, and. if you
r.an, some indkatim: re!J.'l.niing HIC lrtlll;Ulli;C, if h,-;,rd.
t\. State whether aJid what ('all was giv<'n aJ,d ·or
kiml of intPrval ~igual tmctronome, musical box,
blcll~, Pt.e.) lwtwern itPm~.
7. To t'acilitflte vul•lieali(in oi replies, append a
nom-rlc·plul,w to your inrJuiry.
.\!though the ~ervi< e i~ mainly appliealJle to lJroadcasting "<tations. 'vhPrever po~~ilJle rcplir~ wil! be ::;iveu
in rcp:ard t.o morsA tramtmittn~ (commercial .4MioM,
fog bef\con~, et!·.) anll short-wn<·c broadea~t.~. Yor t11e
intkniifkatinn, however, of ~tatim1s OJWntting on elw.nnel:; ~ei,JW 100 nwtn~s it will he eYi<lent to inqulr\'r~
that, a clo·>cr e~timatc of wavelength must l;e suhmittc<l Umn in the ea:>o if hoadcastil on the medium
or long waveband, ii succcssiul iJldCJltification is to
be carried out.
A!! inquirirfl should be addre~~ed to The Erlitor,
l'RACTICAf,
WIRELESS, 8-11, Southampton
Slreet,
Strand, London, lV.C.2, and the envelope marked
Broadcast QHC1',1} Sercice, in top left-hand t·onwr.
Stamp('d addrc~scd env<:>lope should nflt be enl'lo~cd,
as replies cannot be ~cnt by po~t.. but will!Je p11bli~hrll
in due course in each issue of l'HACTJCAL \VlltELF.llS.

ALL COMPONENTS AS!
USED
BY
DESIGNERS.

"DOLPHIN THREE"
£3-7·6

"LONG RANGE EXPRESS THREE"
A> de,~•i!Jcd in" Pradi<;~] 1\'ireko,,"

£5-11-6
"HOEBI~"

AUTOKOIL REINARTZ THREE, £3; 9:4,
"HOBBIEi " "LONG DISTANCE FOUR," £4 : 0 : 6.

Kit_, sllp~lkd "" Ea,y l'erm<, Yul·.·e• ,>.n<l ltlttrr:e.< extro.
AUTOKOIL AL!,.WAVE TONER. 201!-2,0 1)0 metr~•, 12,'6
1'rce Circuli" "ith c\·ery tuner.
THE HAMBLING "AUTOCEPTOR." The hte•t an<! m~•l
1,.,,-,,,.t ,,,,-,.,~;"' for ~i·:iH; any two_ seleet.e•l 't«tiOH• at th~
1uud1 ot a ow•tch. Can ~e ""eel w1th any recei\-er. 1-'r•ce
~omplete, 6/U!era.t>!re ~n<l Kit I.i"ts" P.R." Free.

All<ed Ploeo,
A• W• HAMBLING' Ltd.,16,
London, W.C.1.
'
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'

Why You Should Buy
NEWNES'

COMPLETE WIRELESS
To be Completed in About
24 Weekly Parts.

'

B~cause

it explains the theory of
wireless in a way you can understand.
Because it contain$ many new de:oigns
by the best designers.
Because it is authoritative yet easy to
understand.
Bo:cau~o: il gives you the expert advicec
of wireless ipecialists.
Because when completed it will be
worth much more than it has cost
you.
PART 3 NOW ON SALE.
Obtainable at all Ne!h'saftents and
Baokstal/s, er p().<t free 1/2 from
George Newncs, Lt<l .. 8-11, SouthamPicn St., Strand, London, W.C.2

'

1'

•

SOLE RECOMMENDATION FOR
"PRACTICAL WIRELESS"
DOLPHIN STRAIGHT THREE

,

Dispense with your transformer and fit the
" Transcoupler." The improved quality of tone ;
conspicuously uniform amplification throughout ;
the complete absence of distortion will amaze you !
lt is simplicity itself to fit it in any set after any valve.
HOW TO FIT. Connect it in place of your straight
connected transformer and add an earth connection. The other wires remain unaltered !
Could anything be more simple?
Could any unit more completely revolutionise
the system of L.F. amplification ?
Full instructions and bints with every "TRANSCOUPLER."
SEND FOR NEW 80-pp. CATALOGUE "N" AND MANUAL,
Enclose 2J. postage.
A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD., ABBEY RD., BARKING, ESSEX.
G."CJ.n;}l'w"'-'<i

n-10-11,

C~:si~o~

3~(j(l-:l•!Gi.

S!reet, Chanc~~y I·a"-e.

E.C.4.
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.JACKSON BROS., SHORT-WAVE CONDENSER
TIU:-1 is a neat little condenser de~ignrd in every
dct~'lil for 5hort-wnxc working. nud has many
novd features. No current is carried by the lJcarings,
nnd a spt•dal screen<'d pigtail conn('ction to rotor
h used. The minimum capacity is verr ~mal! and the
mnximum is true to rating. Sudt insulating material
~~~ i~ u~ed i>ot carefully ph1ced and proportioned ~o a~
to reduce H.l!'. losses. The frame has been designed

-··-··-·-··-··-··-·-··-·-··-·-·-·-~

I

AROUND THE I
i
TRADE
I
L,·-·-··-··-·~-··-··-··-·-··-··-··-.,1

OSRAM VARIABLE-MU TWO-VOLT VALVE
WING to the desire whieh has been expressed
in many quarters for a " variable-mu" valve
in the 2-volt battery range, the General Eketric
Company. Ltd., have dew~loped for t!w market a
new vah·c of thE class to be know!l a~ the Osram

O

V$.2.

.to avoid, as far as possible, clo.'r'l loop effects.

Ob·
tainaUie in 5 eapaeiti('S from .00005 to .000:!.5, the
.price i~ 3s. 9d. 'l'hl' overall dimension.~ of the .00015
t<ize (including SWl'('P of vanes) i~ :liin. by 2fin. by ~!in.

MAGNACORE TRANSFORMER
'A
NEW development which promise~ to revolutionize the manufa(·turc of low frequeney tran'-

·formers i~ announced lJy 3Iagnacore Limih~d. of 5i,
James Rtrcet, Camdcn Town. By tllC use of a new
t·orc metal known as micronctic alloy, i~ i~ elainwd that
transfornwr~ of cxecptionally high c!licicncy ean be
Jltoduced at a much lower eo!'t than hitlwrto. Yarious
types of ?!Ia!!nacore transformers, emhodyin~r the new
core metal, are now in production as wrll as a novel

I~-··-·-··-··-··-··-··-·-··-·-·-··-·,
IN QUEST OF QUALITY I

j
(Continm•d from page 129)
=
,..,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_.
employ loud-speakers with large horns,
and they seem to be capable of a very fine
' J)CrformiLnce.

Power
·A very important point, apart from the
. speaker and receiver, is the volume at

October 8th, 1932
LOTUS
::I10NG tlw many new componrnts introducrd
this sea~on lJy Lotus Radio are the following :L.F. Transfonnrr No. L
This b a cht>ap
transformer ~pecially de~igned for the home constructor. While small in ~ize. ~pedally designed winding.:; and core give high clllcieney. good n'proctuetion
an(l an exrrptional straigllt-line amplification Ollf\'('.
1t i~ enclosed in a neat brow11 bal;:c!itc mou\Uing.
In ratio.1 ot 3 or 5 t.o 1, the prke i~ 5s. Gd.

A

•MICROFV

The Gold Film Fuse that
Guarantees definite safety

Specified for the •• SONOTONE FOUR."
'£11 e gold ~lm luoe-not v;-lre
of the Microlu ",blow• "
u.:d er O\'er'rod be:ore lh·~
wire ha' CVdl time to get
warm :ttld afford~ the great~'t pos~ible dqnee of protection. l'J\i~;, liritbh.

~

'l'he Osram Y.S.2 is fitted with the Wembley
Filament, whiCh has been proved to have a 10 per ~:ent.
greater electron emis~ion per watt than any other
known filament in production. Owing to thi~ elrctron
efficiency, the high values of mutual conductance.
common to Osram 2-volt battery valve~. are obtained
purely by ·utilization of the ample electron emission
and not by redtH:tion in eleetrmlc clcaranee6.
'
The characteristic of the Osram Y.S.2 i~ a mutual
condurtanee sufficiently high to provide wry good
Rensitivity when used as a screen-grid single stage
H.F. awplifler, but not too high to introduce instalJi!ity
if used in a two stage amplifier, under which condition
the Jlrincipal bcnetlt of the "variable-mu" valve
is felt.
The requirements in the way of grid bias are moderate.
a 9-volt battery suffieing to re(luce the !>lope to 0.03
ma,lvolt.. while a 15-volt lmttery will reduce the volume
of signal~ to practically zenJ. The variah!e grid
bias may conveniently be obtained hy the use of a
high resistance 50,000 ohm potentiometer conneet~cl
directly across the grid battery, and open circuited
when the sf't i~ not in use.

We are asked by the Direct Radio Ltd.,
of 159, Borough High Street, London.
S.E.1, to state that an error occurred in
their advertisement appearing on page 44
of our issue for September 24th. These
are as noted here : Kit No. 2. £3 15 9.
This should read 7s. down and 11 Monthly
Payments of 7s. Kit No, 3. 9s. down and
11 Monthly Payments of 9s.

which the reproduction is required. 'Vhere
only a very small room is to be used it
would obviously be absurd to reproduce
say a Guard's band at its original strength,
and alternatively the volume to \Vhich
vou would listen in that room would be
fidiculous in a large hall. Therefore,
there is not the same need for fidelity for
the small set user as for the public address
man, but there is still the necessity for
arranging that the receiver will handle
comfortably the entire musical range.
'fhe principal considerations are ample

H.T., and correct choice of valves for each
stage. If you examine the receivers
used for public address work, you will
find that GOO volts is quite a small value
to employ for the high tension supply,
and such schemes as valves in parallel
or push-pull are adopted to make up for
the shortcomings of the valves. Therefore,
it is no use seeking real quality with an
antiquated loud-speaker, and a two valvc1
with 60 volts H.T., although, as pointed
out in the opening paragraphs, this may
satisfy some listeners.

~HOLDER

';l'ypo F h\OMJA "' opedfietl.

FUSE 6d.
6d,

COMPLETE I/.

~
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WIRELESS BOOKS
8/6

THE OUTliNE OF WIRELESS
By RALPH STRANGER (01T'nibus size)

iii.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

October 8th, 1932

Post free 9/..

A comprehensive work on wireless that everybody can ur:derstand. The
Ouiline of. Wireless-is specially written for the "ffii!ll in the street," and
covers the whole subject of wireless reception from A to Z. Third Edilion.

THE MATHEMATICS OF WIRELESS

5/·

By RALPH STRANGER

Post f<oe 5/3

This book is essential for the wireless amateur who desires to gain a fuller
knowledge of hi~ subject. Written by one who has the gift of explaining
abstruse subjects in a simple fashion. 256 pages, fully illustrated.

WIRELESS, THE MODERN MAGIC CARPET
By RALPH STRANGER. (Fou<th EdUion)

Post

3/6

!,.., 3/9

\Virelcss simp!y explained at the beginning and seriously treated at the end.

FINDING FOREIGN STATIONS
By R. W. HALLOWS. (Long Distance Wireless Secrets), Po!lt free 3/9
A book which will be eagerly welcomed by a!l wireless enthusiasts, It will
solve their difficultie~ and enable them to obtain the best possible results
of which their sets are capable.

2/6

WIRELESS STEP BY STEP

By "DlGTRON." (Ninth Editionl.
Post f<ee 2/9
A book which thows the wireless enthusiast how to obtain the maximum
enjoyment from his wireless set.

'-!-~·1\,UJLV PLAYS
By L. DU GARDE PEACH.

2/6
Post f<ee 2/9

l'vli!lions of wireless listeners who have been thrilled by such plays as "The
Path of Glory" and "The Mary CeleSte " will now be able to read them in
book form. Mr. du Garde Peach has written some of the most successful
p!ays ev;:;r broadcast.

HOME MECHANIC BOOKS

lf• each
Post free 1/2

Only a Utility condenser was good enough for the
"Sonotone Four."
That is why the designer

Invaluable to every handyman. Clearly written and fully il!ustrated.

MOTOR CAR UPKEEP AND OVERHAUL
ACCUMULATORS
TOY MAKING FOR AMATEURS
25 TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS
SIMPLE ELECTRICAL' APPARATUS
MODEL BOAT BUILDING
THE HOME WOODWORKER
MODEL AEROPLANES AND AffiSHIPS
25 SIMPLE WORKING MODELS
THE HANDYMAN'S ENQUIRE WITHIN

8-11 SOUTHAMPTON STREET,
STRAND,
LONDON, W.C.2
'

specified Utility W312, the closest matched ganged
condenser on the market.
So when you make up this fine set iq.sist on the
Utility condenser as specified.
From your dealer or post
W31Z
free from the makers.
TWO
GANG
Our new catalogue features
the finest range of condensers available. Write fo:r a

19'6

copy.
•

WILKINS AND WRIGHT LIMITED,

ROAD, BI-RMINGHAM.

UTILITY

AGENTS.-Lond'm:

E.

WORKS,

R.

HOLYHEAD

1\lorton,

Ltd.,

22,

Bartlett's Buitdiugs, Ilo/born Cu-ms, E.C.-t-. Scolltsh: E. B. Hammond, 113,
Vincent Street, Glasgow. La11cashire an:l Cheshire:.]. R. Lisler, 83, Old
Roa,l, Blacidcy,
Jfauchesler.
Weslmorland,
Cumber/am/,
Durham,
Nortlmmberlimd, 'i'orkskJre and Derbysfure: 1V. H. C. Rau:son, Ltd.,
100, London Road, Sheffield. Lawnnce Fras~r, Chelsea House, Lmsdown
Road, Bath.
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~·6. DO·N 'T·

WORRY!

. ....

set's all -right ''
All these little troubles a re due to
a faulty earth.

You"ve made th e

set ·carefully but
vital

neglected

th e

p oint, the only d irect co n-.
nection to the station - the
earth.
Take my advice, fit a Fi lt
to-day- the re sults will
astonish you !
Is your own set g iv iflg you
the best?

You don't know

its possibilities until you t~9
a Filt-spend "half-a :rr6Wrr
· o n Filt and give your 'Sel a
chance.

GRAHAM
PARISH
..
~·

'
Simply bury th e copper
r eceptacle containin g th e
wonderlu l FI LT chernl·
cal,
which
at
once
begi ns to sp read th r ouyh
t he
ea rth ,
nttra cti•g
moistu re an d making a
PER MAN ENT
h ighly
condu ctive area to t he
dep t h of seve ra l tee t.
FILT keeps mois t and
h ig hly cond uct ive.
lt
sp r eads like a t entacle,
earthing your set p er·
fectly and gi ving you

every ounce of power,
range and purity. no
matter what set you use.

<

PERCOLATI.E
EARTH
G et a Filt to-d ay f rom the nearest
r adio dealer or direct (post f ree)
from the sole manufacturers

Graham Farish Ltd.
20 1, Masons Hill,
, B romlcy, Kent
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The October number of HOME· MOVIES
. and Home Talkies contains an extremely
intereHing article by Ern Shaw, in which
he explains, fully and
simply, how animated cartoons
may be made at
home by anyone
p05ses~inga cine
outfit: The animated cartoon
is, as everyone
knows. .. .one. of
the most popular
featur~ of'the pro-

15th, 1932

If ,you haven't br)llght .}'our cinJ
camera .}'et, here is a reason -for
r:etting one! Don't forgel that films
like -this can nOW> be taken :dth
artificial light indoOJS·

~c::>sionai, scte~n a~d

IS. a. fQrn1 of moviemaking which, perhaps more than
any other, holds
out opportunities for
the display of
humour and originality.
This article
opens up a field full
of possibilities for
the making of new,
effective and very entertaining pictures.
Read it!
A charming study from the film " Cries oj
Old London," recently sflot in Clifford's Inn, off
the Strand. These old-v.:orld baekgr()ltnds should
11ot be ignored by the amateur.

Even 1f you do not yet possess a
movie camera and projector you will
find a wealth of interesting reading in
the October number, including: The
Heart of a Schoolgirl; Editing Your
Summer Shots ; The Gentle Art of
Faking ; A Typical Scenario, by
Adrian Brunei; A New Corn-.
petition.
SEND POST-CARD TO-DAY
FOR
SPECIMEN
COPY

Obtainable from all Newsagents, Bookstalls and
Dealers:! or post free 7~d. (Subscription rates: Inland
and Abroad 7/6 per annum; Canada 11- per annum)
from George Newnes Ltd., 8-II 3 Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2
Geo. NewneB,

Lta.
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!I EvE:R"vT"iilii;,i"Q-"R"ADiOlI
CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR.

SONOTONE 4

I:·········································································, I
1 j THIS YEAR'S WINNER j l
I:

ll
1
1I~~

, 11I
8 3 11j I

"LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 3."
Send
Chassis model, with (Lissen) &.G.,
Detector and Pentode Valves. Cash
Price £4/9/6. Carriage Paid.
Balancein11 monthlypaymentsof8/3. only

I ;·::::::::::.. . ............... ·::. ·:. . ....... :: . ......... ·:::::::::. ·:::::::.;

I~

I:

I, :~

J:

"

LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 3."
Cabinet Model.
Complete with

Lissen Speaker and Lissen S.B.,

Detector and Pentode Valves. Cash

Price £6/5/0.

Send

11'6

carriage Paid.

1 Balance intt monthlypaymentsof11/6. only

II'·············································································
COSSOR MELODY MAKER.
Model 335. Send

I
1
I

•

I

KIT "AJJ

cAsH oR c.o.D.

CARRIAGE PAID

i1j,.

Or 12 monthly payments of 11/1. Carriage Patd.
The.,-;- ~p~-;.t; _~he -A.-~thoT used
1

...
...
...
...
SOVEREIGN .0005 m!::l. pre-s~t con-

...

lkns~r

...

..

...

...

...

. ..

dmscr

...

...

...

...

...

. ..

I

condenser ...
...
...
...
...
. ..
3 T.c.c. type I-io. 50 2 mf1. fixed con-

8/1

I

I

in~1~1!~~~::·~~~~i~~-~~~·-~~~T

I

l~~;:.~~~;~~tii·:~~,\~~~~~n~.f~~~t~•":!••g'
I

EASIWAY

1 siE'::i·FuN -~tanoiiir·l ii.F. 'CtJOke·

r--~-~~~

Screened

Transhr,n~r

...

H.F.

...3-i" L.F:

..

1

3

1 BENJAMIN 'l'nlll'fc~cta ...
ll
LOTUS 4-pin Valve hol<lPrs
.
1 R.I. out.put <'iwke type IlY. 25 .
12
LE WC OS 600 ohms Spa<:hetti. fix;d
rrs1"tauce ...
...
...
:..
...
...
LEWCOS lO,OOD ohms SpaghcU i flxfd
l"<·~l"ln"''~ ...
...
...
...
...
... 1
1 COLVERN 25 chms filan1ent vnri;~ble
n~istantc T;,cp<• Fit. ...
...
...
... 3
SOVEREIGN .500,0oO ohms volnme
rontrul
...
...
4
1 lOO m:'a :>rirrofu""
...
. _ ...
...
1
3 BELLING & LEJl Terminal Blocks
2
6 BELLING & LEE marked Terminals
1
l BELLING & LEE Fivc-'.Vay Batt.u·.v

•

4

...

...

...

...

...
...

·-·
...

...
x

eMODEL A ;on~~~~iio-Zr~~~- u~\~;~~~ t~t y~~

0

Tignelt..ct front. ~" Jllmtrated and motor board,
to t~ke y<Jur own Set, Cramophone Motor an•i Piekup.
"'o ,kttl or e:..pcn•il·e tools are required to tr~nsform your
Rar!JO Into a ~omhmal ion it<<(rumWol, !•f<'•
'entml' the. profc,,ion.~lly-liJJi<hed app~ar'
aoce of the. mo•t Iuxunou" lta,JJO Ummo;:;~~~~ ;0 ~;:· cao buy. 1:1 montblr pay·
•
with

3

1

•
1
4

7/9

.

o:. ~!~· ............~~.1-\

SPOT UNIT AND CHASSIS Send f
TYPE 99 PP.M. Includmg matched
~
Transformer. Cash Price, £2/19/8.
;
: Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6. only ;
.ATLAS ELIMINATOR. Type A.C.244. Three
···········-~
Send
tappings. S.G.r., detector an'l power. Ontput:
120 volts at 20 m:'a. Cash Price £2/19j6.
Carriage l'a1d.
only
Balance in 11 monthlv pavments of 5/6.
GARRARD
INDUCTION. GRAMOPHONE Send
MOTOR.
For A.C. mains.
Model 202. 4/7
Mounted on 12-inch nickel motor plate with
fully automatic electric starting and stopping only
switch. Cash Price, £2/10/0. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 l!lonthly payments of 4/7.
REGENTONE W.1.F. H.T. ELIMINATOR for Send
A.C. mains, tapped S.G., detector and 120/150
,._ at 12 mja. Cash Price £2/15/0. Carriage
Paid.
only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/1.

5/6 '
5/6

5/1

and

Bnflle lklll\l.,
3/6 extra iJ
requlf?d,

ll

8

moto1

fitted with b!Wk

read~-

•
6
0

6

63

5

9

Carriage and racking

•
•
•

2;'6

!dODEL

0
0
3

(l'or AI,'. )bi"''·

~~h

m~~~S;

6

G

N
S,

duction :E!e<:tfl<; Motor W!lll
Tone-Arm. l'k\;.-up and Yoi·
mtoe
011 e 1:roil.
l:!in. 'l"H<Hiable
Automatic
Stop. Automatic Needle Cnp.

('<mtr'>t ·r,.

~:sh r/' m~~~b~Y
payments cl' 13'9.

7~

0

VALVES, less cabinet

Kit,withvalves,cabinet ~

£8 : 3 : 6

£9: 18 : 6:

Or 12 monthlv
payments o-f
Carriage Paid.

Or12monthly
payments of
Carriage Paid.

PETO-SCOTT
CABINET SPEAKER

c:a~~a:~ ;~d~·

18{2

FITTED TO CHOICE
BLUE SPOT tOOU
or Peto-Scott P.M.
Moving-Coil Speaker.

l

In
Tmnfl.ome
w.. r,-ut
cabi»d u•iih ~onlraR!i>l7
Wa/m<! ;,/al<i r·m•en.

!

i

IMPORTANT·;;;;;··x;;;:···;;,;;;;/.

laneQ/u components
or accessories are available Cash, C.O.D. or under
our own Easy Way H.P. System. &nd us list of
yo~r w_a1Jts. We will quote by Teturn without any
obl,gatwn. Orders -ralue over 10/- Carriage or
C.O.D. Charges Paid.

CASHoc
C.O.D.,
or by 12
monthlv

paymerit~

,

47 6
of 4/6.

Ha11d Fni>th J>O!ish,d.
Carrflll!y
des'filll'd
~~

>l'f0Ci11!ly c.'1o<r11 wood to

proridl!
the
p•·rfccl
oro>nlic cm>dilim>i' nee••·
eary for tM rorr•,-,1 rendition of ll.c "PP~' and
lm•-er ""'&ical freJ!M"cicR.
Eminc,>Jiy ouiJuble fur ~
or 4-nh·o receiar;.

-------------

CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1

77,
West End Showrooms: 62, High Holborn 1 London, w.c.1.

Holborn 3248

Dear Sirs,-Plca;e send me C.O.D./CASII/H.P., .•.•.. , .•• , •• , ...
for which I enclose £
s,
d, CASHJH.P. Deposit.
:Xnd >n( your FREE 1933 Co~:afog 1 u.

NAJI,IE .•••••• , •.•.
ADDRESS

S.

1 8

£6 1

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.

wule<.

Cup.

1

15{•

J•;ngla!>d aad

MODEL C "ilh.C<>Haro In·

KIT"B" b~~~i~\~ KIT"C" ~u~~~~~: j
C.fa~~a:~ ~-~d~'

extra,

B wlth Garrard
Doul.ole SpriiJJ .1\Iotor. l:!in.
Turntal.ole. Autonwti<- Kt.<-p.
B.T.H. Tone-Arm with l'i<·k·
up, :md Volume Cou<.rol
complete. Automatic Needle

12ot
payments oi 12 -.

0
0
0

..............................................

' '

r( ~~~-: ·~~~J.· SPta~K~~~~-N~ti~,~··c·~~~~!~~- ·5s. ~~1·;,2·
:

Standard

...

3

tween

board

underside ollid
4iu.
Read'

••
••
••
•
1

depth.

Clearau.ce B&-

4 Valves as specified ...........• £2 2 6
1 CAMCO Ambassador Cabinet
(Walnut) ................ £1 15 0

Send
COIL SPEAKER. Type P.TII.2. Complete
with 3-ratio transformer. Cash l'nce,
£4/5/0. Carriage Paid.
only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/9.

Paid.
Balance in 6 ;-::~~~~:~:.?.~.~-~·lCnts

1

KIT "A,'' C.\'iH OR C.O.D.

( \\'ith 3-ratio input transformt;r. Ca~h Price
£1/15/0. Carriage l'aid.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/6.

:
I_ ~

BULGJ:N

R~ Atey JiA.niO r-.~tio

1 l'onl'l 14 x 7 ms., ready drilled
l l'~~~s~ SCOTT llaseboard, 14~

"20 C" PERMANENT MAGNET
I MOVING-COIL
SPEAKER. (New Edition).

:
(:

type "S" .0001 mfd. fixed

Cord ...
...
2 Coils Gl<J<.Jte

NO DEPOSIT. Strtct
Privacy. No third
party collections. We
deal with you. direct

II,.....
...... .
'1; W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING·

T.C.C. type S.P •• 0002 mfd. fixed conT.C.C.

1

,. •
•

LISSilN two-gang sbieHed coil with
combined filamf!Jt swilch ...
...
...
UTILITY .0005 mf<l. _variable. conden•er. two-g.'ttJg, type 312/Alr
... 19
READY RADIO .0005 mfd. rractiou

condensr.- ___

f

board

ltin. ; Speaker
C o mpartmeut,
17 X 19J: in. ;

.:-,-.-

1

I

Height, 38!ln. :
width, 2l!in. ;
depth, l5jill. ;
panel size : 18
x lSin. ; bue-

0

0

Mar~

Dimensiozu :

r& • 1· 0

1

10/

Trade

Constrw:ted in Walnut with inlaid Walnut Veneen.

COMPLETE KIT PRICES.
Author's Kit ol specified components
with Ready Drillc:l Panel, but less
valves and cabinet.

cabinet.10'

Complete with valves, lipeaker and
Cash Price, £7/17/6. Carriage Paid.
;•
J Balance in 11 monthly pavmcnt<; of 14f10. only
COSSOR ALL·ELECTRIC MELODY MAKER. Send
Model336. Complete With valves, ea bind and21/7
( speaker. Cash Price, £11/15/0. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthlv vayments of 21/7.
only
COSSOR MELODY MAkER. Model334 with Send
rnetallised variabl<'-mu S.G. and detedor
valves, power valve and cabinet. Cash
•
I Price, £6/7/6.
only
Dalanec in 11 monthly payments of 11/10.
SLEKTUN SCOUT S.G.3.-S.G., detector and Send
power. l'ilot Author Kit " A" {less valves
and cabinet}. Cash or C.O.D., £4/8/6. Carriage
hid.
ocly

1933

ADAPTAGRAM

EXACT TO SPECIFICATION
A" Je.,cTibed in thi$ week'$ i$5Ue.

:

•
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....................................
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Here's the Set for YOU!!
Amazing Reception-40-50 Stations
A Triumph of
Easy Construction

SCOUT S.G.3
*Kit includes the
famous Slektun
Super
former.

Trans·

*Sick tun
Dual
Range Coils.
*Cyldon Ganged
Condenser with
Sector
Vision
Escutcheon.

*
*

T.C.C. Fixed Con·
densers.
W.B. Valve Holders and
Switches.
*Ready Drilled Panel and
Terminal
Strip
of
"Penncol" non-discolourable Ebonite.
*Baseboard Assembly
covered with "Kon·
ductite" metallic screen·
ing material.
A 11 necessary screws,
terminals,
connecting
wire, wander plugs and
flex.

I

Corn plete Kit

Simplest of all
sets to build

of Parts

84'-

-k

Perfect Results Assured
This super set has been designed so that ,the amateur
can build as good a receiver as the radio engineer. All
you have to do is to put it together. Every component has been carefully chosen for easy construction
and perfect results. Amazing range and selectivity
are obtained, and powerful, distortionless performance
is assured by the use of Slektun Dual Range Coils
and the Slektun Super Transformer. 40-50 stations
can be tuned in at full loudspeaker strength-including
even Fecamp, a station almost impossible to get with
most receivers.
The entire set can be built in an evening by anyone
-at very moderate cost. Ask your dealer or write
for the FREE Constructional Book.

FREE
dealer or

writ~

Blueprint and Constructional Book

The Book of the Scout S.G.3 is the most comprehensive
Aok ycur
Radio Set Construction book ever printed,
!or" FREE copy,

Use the Coupon--------.
To SLEKTUN PRODUCTS LTD., 21 Douglas St., Westminster, S.W.l
P!ease send me. the FRE~ illustrated. Book of the Scout S.G.3, together
w1th the £uH-s1;;.e Bluepnnt. I enclose ]!d. stamp to covet cost of
postage,
Name

Address

oo
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SLEKTUN PRODUCTS LTO., 21
NalioncM

DOUGLAS STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.1'
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F. J, CAMM
Oct. ISth, 1932.
Technical Staff:
H. J. Barton Chapple, Wh.Sch., B.Sc. (Hems.), A.M.I.E.E.
Frank Preston, F.R.A., W. J. Delaney, W. B. Richarclsan.

RouND THE
The West Regional
UNDERSTAND that the \Vest Regional
Station at \Vatchet is growing by
leaps and bounds. Both of the 500ft.
lattice masts "\verc completed some time
ago and the building wckk is weU in hand.
It is hoped that the roof will be on by the
beginning of November, and after that the
heavy machinery will be installed without
delay.
The B. B. C.'s Anniversary
EXT week (commencing November 13th)
will signalize the tenth anniversary
of the B.B.U., and all plans have been
made for the broadcast of appropriate
programmes. A special feature of one
programme
be a tour of the twentytwo studios at Broadcasting House. VaudevillB will also figure prominently on the
,"bill of fare," and judging by the names
of the artists, these should be as good
as any similar items ever broatlcast.
,,
When is a Fuse not a Fuse?
·THE above title was recently adopted in
!
an advertisement of a well-known firm
of manufacturers, but the answer they
gave was not the same as that I gave to a
man who fitted a 5-amp. mains fuse in the
'H.T. lead to his three-valve set. He
·couldn't imagine how his v~alves could
possibly_ have been burnt out-and leave
,the fuse still intact !
Tone Control Transformers
F you have not yet tried one of the new
tone control transformers I would
advise you to do so at the earliest opportunity. Besides making it possible to
'regulate the loud-speaker reproduction
from a " bright " to a " mellow" tone,
the tone control transformer allo,vs you
to cut out the high-pitched heterodyne
'whistle caused by two stations working on
very close ·wavelengths. A transformer
of this type can be used to replace a normal
one in any kind of set without altering
the wiring beyond adding two new leads,
'which must be joined to a variable resistance
mounted on the panel.
Dark Nights
F you are a long-distance fan you will
have noticed the steady improvement
in reception conditions during the last
few weeks as the days have shortened.
Quite a few weeks ago I found many of
the Continentals as loud as ever they were

I

N

'"ill

I

I

WoRLD OF WIRELEss

last winter, and this seems to agree with the
forecast that reception conditions this
winter arc going to be better than they
have been for the Jast six or seven years~

Bottled Programmes
HE B.B.C. engineers working in their
T
Research Laboratory at Nightingale
Lane, Clapham, have been able to obtain
much better quality from the new type
Blattnerphones with which they are now
experimenting. The Blattnerphone is a
recording machine with which sounds are
impressed on a magnetic tape. You will
remember that the B.B.C. have made good
use of the Blattnerphone on the occasion
of the New Year's Eve broadcasts, when

r··-·-·-··-·-·--··-·--·--·,
The Most Modern I

l

I-

Receiver

!

of

THE

All

f!

I
1

I SONOTONEI
I1 Selective,
Economical, I
Easy-to-Make.
I
!
!

Receives over 40 stations j
at full loud-speaker strength, j

I
I See pages 188 and 189. I
~
I

t·-··-·--·-·--··-·-··--·-·_,

excerpts from the past year's programmes
have been re-broadcast. The new machines
are being used to enable the B.B.C. to
" bottle " programmes sent out from their
studios so that the sound can later be
impressed on wax discs >vhich will be sent
out to the colonies for re-transmission. 'Ve
hope that this is not going to take the place
of a really high-po-\ver s..,V. station, for
which our colonial cousins have been
asking so long.

Russian Broadcasts for Night Workers
CCASIONALLY Leningrad, Moscow
and Kharkov broadcast special concerts for workers on night shifts, and
these transmissions may be heard until

O

about 1.30 a.m. G.M.T.
At 3.30 a.m.
they are daily on the air with physical
exercises and the early morning gramophone
concert.
Wavelength Changes of Radio Normandie
WING to morse interference from Boulogne and by French coastal shipping,
Hadio Normandie (:FCcamp) is frequently
compelled to make alterations in its wave.
length. It will be found that it varies
between 222 and 226 metres, and a slight
adjustment of the dials is necessary for
tuning in these broadcasts,

O

The World's Listeners
,
TATISTICS recently publisl,led by the
International Broadcasting· Union at
Geneva show that the total number of
receiving sets in the wOrld to-day is computed at 26,000,000, thus representing a
daily audience of over 100,000,000 lis.
teners.
The Highest Aerials
URING the past year many American
stations have considerably increased
the height of their transmitting aerials,
and WSM, Nashville (Tenn.), claimed that,
with the exception of the Eiffel Tower,
Paris, which holds the record (300 metres),
its mast >Yas the highest in the world.
Germany, however, contests that Nauen
holds second place with 280! metres.
The world's record, how·cvcr, is likely to
be beaten by the students of the Polytech·
nic School a.t Moscow, who propose to
install a short-wave transmitter on the
summit of Mount Elbrous, some 4,135
metres in height !

S
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British Military Band Concerts in Holland
OLLOWING the visit of the Scottish
"pipers" to the Copenhagen Exhibition, it is now stated that the Band of
the Royal Horse Guards will give a series
of concerts in Holland during Octoher.
The A.V.R.O. broadcasting association
has made arrangements for the relay of
one of these performances and re-transmission through the new 20-kilowatt Hilversum station working on 296.1 m.
New Gramo. Records Only for Prague
RAGUE, contrary to the principle
adopted by _French studios, has
decided that, in future, only newly issued
gramophone records are to find a place in
its daily radio programme.
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How Summer Time Affects Foreign Time
~ October 2, Great Britain, Belgium,
France and Holland reverted to
Winter or Greenwich )lean Time. On that
date Central Europe jumped one hour,
Eastern Europe two hours, and Moscow
local time three hours ahead of our clocks.
Holland, which "\\'-or ked to Amsterdam time,
is twenty minutes in advance. }:xceptionaJly, this year Rumania adopted
summer time, but changed over to Eastern
European standard on October I. This
puts Bucharest two hours in front of us.
Spain and Portugal have made no change.

0
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regular intervals throughout the year.
Work is now being carried out to remedy
this defect, and on January 13, 1933,
almost all British and Continental stations
will link up for the 'relay of a special concert
or operatic perforniance broadcast from
Rome.
·

NewTelevisionReceiver
for
recetvutg both
Land-line Relays for Mediterranean Station English and German
CCORDING to the French technical ·transmissions, w i t h
press, the 60-kilowatt transmitter
image a'djustor.
whieh the State authorities intend to erect
at Biot to act as .the Mediterranean Regional
station wilt be linked up to new studios
at Nice, Cannes and _Monte Carlo. They will
be connected to the transmitter by modern
pupinised ca,bles in order to obtain a faultless relay of musical concerts from these
popular resorts.

A

Leipzig's High-Power Transmitter
HE bringing into operation of Leipzig's
150-kilowattcr has been somewhat
delayed by technical difficulties, but
readers may possibly have picked up its
hefty signais by the time these notes are
in print. As Leipzig and Frankfurt-amMain were to exchange wavelengths, the
latter's 17-kilowatt station could not take
the air before its big brother was ready to
work. No delay has been incurred in the
completion of the _Munich (75 kw.) transmitter which, it is hoped, will start up on
October 15.

T

New Irish and Russian Stations
HIS month may also sec the arrival on
the ether of Athlone (60 kw.), which
ceased its temporary operations during
the Eucharistic Congress at Dublin. In
addition, we may expect to hear powerfu,l
bro.adcasts on the opening of the Noghinsk
(U.S.S.R.) 500 kw. station, which has been
in the hands of Soviet engineers for over
fifteen months.

T

Polish Relays for America
OR the benefit of their nationals !e~
siding in the United States, the Pohsh
authorities have concluded arrangements
for the relay of wireless programmes from
Warsaw to America for transmission
through stations in the National Broadcasting Company's net.

F

Additional Wavelengths for Spain
ROM a report received from Madrid,
it would appear that the International
Broadcasting Union is endeavouring to
obtain twenty-three extra wavelengths
comprised in the bands 555-810 metres
and 1,050-2,000 metres. As these channels
are mainly used by shipping and aviation,
it is doubtful whether this concession
will be granted to the broadcasting stations.
In connection with this request, .the Italian
representatives at Madrid have put forward
a proposal to the effect that· listeners in
the interested countries should bear the

F

Pn.om.F.;u Xo, 4,
Smithkins had madn a three-valve receiver,
using the usual S.G. detector und power-valve
arrangement. Signal strength wm; very much
below that expected, and when tested all
wiring was in order and n.!l eompom~nts were
O.K, TeEts with a milliamct.cr showed that
the anode current of the first two valves was
correct, but that for the oatput valve was
higher than it sj10uld have been, The valve
was not defective, and H.'J'. nnd G.B. values
were correct, V.'hat was wrong ?

Italy Completing Land-lines
AILING the proper land-lines, up to
the present, Italy has not been able
to take part in the all-Europe Concerts
Which, by arrangement with the International Broadcast Union, are given at

Th-e sections of the wiwlingsfYrovided resonant circuils
which accounUfl for the break·through.
'l'he following readrrs received books in eonne'ction
with Problem No. 2: W. J. H. W~bb, 84, High Street,
Blackwood, Mon.; }}. A. Randerson, 358.1., Upper
'fown Street, Bra.mley, Leeds; Alfred Laurenson,
81, .,Vest End Road, Haydock, Nr. St. Helens, Lancs.

F

cost incurred by the change-over, should
it come to pass, of shipping and aviation
to other wavelengths. This would mean,
no doubt, a slight increase in the cost of
the licence.
Oslo's Interval Signal
HE musical box which is used at Oslo
(Norway) for the opening and interval signals was designed by the Hungarian Engineer who .devised the original
apparatus adopted by the Budapest studio.
The signature tunc used for the opening and
closing of the station consists of a few bars
of the Norwegian national anthem, arid the
few notes heard between programme items
ate a condensed theme taken from Grieg's
opera 8igurd Jorsalfar.
New Dutch Broadcasting Company
N additional broadcastlng company
has sprung up in Holland; it is the
H.I.R.O., which includes various social
and religious bodies. It has been allotted
a few hours weekly, and will
broadcast through the Huizen
station on 1,875 metres. In
addition to propaganda relating
to the aims of the organisers,
we may hope to receive from
this sour,ce entertainment in
the form of gramophone
recitals.
Sponsored Broadcasts in U.S.A.
EVENUE derived from
sponsored broadcasts is
the mainstay of most American
studios. Ono hour's programme
on the Columbia Broadcasting;
system of cighty.two transmitters
costs the advertisers approximately
seventeen thousand dollar~.
The
\VEAF (New York) chain ·run by
the National Broadcasting Company
charges $12,886 for the same period of
time, and if it links up with W JZ (Boundbrook) coast-to-coast unit a further expense of $11,740 is incurred. For the transmission of a publicity concert through all
the main networks the fee amou.nts to
roughly $35,000: In addition to this large
sum, the artists must be paid separately
by t.he firm taking the air, and an announcer
svecially engaged.
Matched Tuning Assemblies
T is very noticeable this season how the
component manufacturers ate using
their utmost ingenuity to simplify the task
of the home constructor. For instance,
there are now two or three firms, including
Colverns and Formo's, who supply a complete tuning assembly consisting of the
necessary matched coils mounted on an
aluminiUm bas8plate, with a ganged con.
denser already accurately '' trimmed."
This latter point is particularly good, because it saves the constructor an in£nite
amount of trouble, and he has the assurance t1\at the job of trimming and matching
has been done precisely by the use of instruments not available to the average amateur.
Radio·Gram Switch as Well
HE first-mentioned firm has carried the
simplification even a step further by
including, with the wave-change switch,
another for bringing the pick-up into circuit. Thus, when the switch points to the
left the set is in the medium-wave position.
Turning it through sixty degrees (it is then
Upright) operates the pick~up switch,
whilst turning it over to the right sets th~
tuning to long waves.
'

T
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Fire Detection on Sh,ips
N appliance for the detection of fires
on board ships has been recently
demonstrated in Great Britain. The appara~
tus uses a selenium cell of a pattern similar
to that utilised in the reproduction of sound
in " talkie " films. When influenced by
a variation in light the cell operates a
relay causing an electric alarm to be ~ng,
imd at the same time flashes a visible s1gnal
in a convenient part of the ship. By the
same means fire extinguiShing chemicals
can be released automatically at the point
where the outbreak has occurred.

A

(continued)

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 2
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CuRING CoMMON REcEIVER FAULTS
How to Track Faults in Your Receiver, and the Remedies to Apply.
By FRANK PRESTON, F.R.A.

hRNSA:WMER
FLnsH-LRMP Bn7rEI?Y

Fig. I.-The simplest /orm o/ tester,
-THA~KS

to the very explicit and easyto-follow wiring plans, such as are
frequently given in this paper, the
construction of a radio receiver is so simple
that it can be undertaken with confidence
by any person of reasonable mechanical
inclination. This is all to the good, so
far as making a receiver is concerned, but

trouble sometimes follows due to the set
"going >vrong." Most frequently the
cause .is something quite trivial, but is
nevertheless difficult to trace without a
knowledge of the correct procedure to
adopt. It is the system of trac1ng faults
-..vhich is most important, for once a correct
one is established it is not usually a difficult
job to locate any kind of fault. There are
four distinct classes into which most of the
more likely faults arc divided; these are
(1) a complete cessation of signals, (2)
a falling off in signal strength, (3) intermittent reception and (4) reception accompanied by crackling sounds, and the
procedure varies slightly in each case.

When Reception Fails Entirely
It is generally fairly easy to find what is
wrong when reception fails entirely. First,
suspect the aerial and earth wires if these
are fairly old ; ascertain that the downlead is not broken and that it makes good
contact with the lead-in tube. Trace the
,vire from the lead-in tube to the aerial
terminal and make sure there is no break.
This sounds very elementary, but the
writer has come across more than one case
where a flexible wire has been broken,
although the break could not be seen, due
to the insulation covering it. If any doubt
exists therefore, it is well to remove the
wire and test it for continuity with a flashlamp battery and bulb (see Fig. 1). Failure
of the bulb to light, or an intermittent light,
indicates a broken wire. A bad earth
connection is hardly likely to stop reception entirely, but it can do so in some cases.
\Vith a "buried plate" kind of earth, the
wire usually comes adrift just where it is
soldered to the plate. Should the aerial
and earth wires ·prove to be in order, test,
in a similar manner, the loud-speaker and
battery leads, replacing any doubtful ones.
The state of the batteries can generally be
judged bv the time from which they were

Fig. 2.-The way to test a transformer winding.
last charged or replaced, but they oCcasionally come to an untimely end by being
short-circuited, so it is as well to test them
before loOking at the set itself. A voltmeter
or flash-lamp bulb is most useful for this
purpose, but the tests must be applied
whilst the set is switched on, or in other
words, whilst the batteries are "under
load" because run-down batteries will often
give a fairly good voltage reading when disconnected from the set. Connect the voltmeter or· bulb across the accumulator
terminals first ; there should be a steady
reading of 2 volts per cell or a constant
light in the bulb. The most satisfactory
way to test a high-tension battery is to
measure the voltage between each 6-volt
tapping, since one faulty cell can spoil
the performance of the whole battery. If
the voltmeter is a low-resistance one, do
not keep it in contact for more than a
second or so ; the same thing applies when
testing the cells with a 6-volt bulb. Any
faulty section of the battery may be shortcircuited with ·a piece of flex and two
wander-plugs. If an eliminator is employed
for H.T., the voltage at its terminals can be
measured with a h£gh-resistance voltmeter.
When the batteries have been checked,
test the loud-speaker with a 2-volt accumulator. Connect one lead to an accumulator terminal and touch the other lead
against the second terminal ; there should
be a distinct" plop " both as the connection
is "made" and "broken." Next, look
to the set and make sure that there are no
loose connections, and that the valves are
firmly in their holders. Try changing over
two of the val \'es as a further check on their
contacts. To make sure that high-tension
current is passing through the output valve
take out the H.T. wander-plug and replace
it; two distinct clicks should be heard in
the speaker. If the clicks are not heard
there is a break in the anode circuit or else
the valve is faulty. To.decide whether or
not the valve i,-; wrong connect a highresistance voltmeter between the negative
filament terminal and the anode terminal
of the valve-holder. If the voltage is
normal the valve must be wrong, or else it
is not receiving the proper L.T. current.
Test for the latter possibility by connecting
a voltmeter or fla-sh-lamp bulb across the

filament terminals. If the current is not
reaching these points there must be a
break in the wiring or the filament switch
is not making proper contact.

A Burnt-out Transformer or Choke
If no reading, or even a low one, is
obtained between the anode and H.T.- the
fault is more likely to be elsewhere. In
sets employing a choke or transformer in
the anode circuit one of these components
is probably" burnt-out." To test,. connect
a loud-speaker (or phones) and a battery
across each winding in turn as ·shown in
Fig. 2. \Vhen connection X is made and
broken a distinct plop should be heard in
the speaker. Do not mistake a feeble single
" click" for the double " plop " because
the former will probably be heard even if
there is a break in the windings. Having
made sure that the last valve is functioning
correctly, pass on to the preceding one and
apply similar tests. If decoupling resis~
tances are connected in the anode circuit
they will, of course, reduce the anode
voltage, so a lower reading must be expected.
Low-frequency transformers, chokes and
resistances can be tested in exactly the
same manner as the output transformer.
but in the case of resistanccs the sound
from the speaker will be less in proportion
to the resistance value. Proceed with these
tests until t.he detector valve is arrived at.
The high-frequency amplifying valves can
be tested in a similar manner, but it will
be found quicker first of all to put them
out of circuit by removing the aerial lead
from its normal terminal and connecting
it to the anode terminal of the valve
immediately preceding the detector.
Where screened -grid valves are employed
the lc"ad normally going to the anode
terminal on the glass bulb must be left in
place. The detector and L.F. stages
should then work by themselves, giving
good reception of the nearer stations.
Once it is established that the fault is in
the H.l!'. amplifying portion move the acrlal
lead to the anode terminal of the first
valve (when two H.F. stages are included).
This will show whether the first or second
valve is not functioning, so after deciding
this point the anode circuit tests ca.n be
carried out on the valve not working as
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explained for the L.F. valves. '~ further
test is necessary in the case of S.-tx. valves ;
the voltage on the screening-.g rid (connected
to the " anode " pin) must be checked.
This can only be measured with a high1'esi8tance voltmeter. If there is no voltage
reading disconnect the by-pass condenser
wired between the screening-grid and

Weak Reception
Generally speaking, the cause of weak
reception can be traced in the manner just
outlined, but there are a few additional
tests which are sometimes necessary. The
most important of these is to measure the
anode current to each valve in turn. A
milliammeter is required for this purpose,
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Fig. 3.-A decoupling reaislance in. the anode lead, and a resistance in the grid lead
to cure instability.

earth, and repeat the voltage test. If the
voltage is normal in the latter case the
condenser must be short-circuiting the
H.T. supply. The correct way to test any
condenser is as follow a: connect a battery
to its two terminals for a few seconds,
disconnect battery and allow the condenser
to stand for some time. Then touch its
terminals with a pair of loud-speaker
leads ; a distinct click should be heard
in the speaker, showing that the condenser
has held its charge. In carrying out such
tests the condenser terminals must not
be touched with the hands or the charge
will leak away. The battery voltage
should vary from about 100 volts for
capacities of .0001 mfd., to 4 volts for
4 mfds.
· Should it be found that the anode circuits
are' right, the tuning coils and condensers
should reeeive attention. Coils can be
· tested in the same way as transformers,
.resistanoo.s, etc•. (Fig. 2). ~e 1111.me. apparatus JB required for testing vanable
coridenseni, but in this case there ·shoUld
not be a click ; rota~e the vanes to make
sure .that they do not short-circuit at any
point. Before leaving the tuning system
see that the contacts of the wa.ve"change
sWitches are :Properly /opening and closing.
'!'his is especially important when . using
ganged coils with self-contained switches,
because it is often found that a ·switch
blade in one of · the coils has become
jammed or strained, with a result that it
does not move with the others. When
testing any component it should be disconnected . entirely from all others and
preferably be removed from the set. All
the above testa have been referred to
battery receivers, but most of them apply
equally well to mains sets. In testing the
filament or heater supply in sets of the
·latter . type a flash-lamp bulb is Il).Ost
oonvenient, but if a voltmeter is preferred
it must be of a pattern suitable for
alternating current.

trouble are often confused one with the other,
so it might be well to explain.the qifference •
.Intermittent reception, that is when signals
come and . go without .there being any
noises, are generally caused by a fault in
the aerial or tuning circuits, whilst crackling
is more often due to a. bad contact in an
anode circuit. The method of testing
anode circuit components has been dealt
with previously and the tests described
apply in this case. If the crackling can
be provoked by lightly tapping the panel
it is quite clear that a. connection must
be loose, but if it is unaffected by this
treatment a. transformer or similar component is probably defective. In the
former case make sure that all the valves
fit tightly in their holders and that the
pins are clean. Also take the same precautions in respect to the high-tension
wander-plugs. Crackling noises are very
frequently ·caused by a. run-down hightension battery or by a faulty cell. A new
battery would, of course, put things right,
but a temporary remedy might be effected
by connecting a 2 mfd. or 4 mfd. condenser
betweenH.T.negativeandoneofthepositive
tappings. Intermittent reception is often
caused in a very sharply-tuned set by the
aerial lead-in blowing to and fro and so
changing its capacity to earth. The same
effect would be noticed if some wires or
components were free to move inside the
set. Although this particular form of
trouble is most common in short-wave
'receivers, it does sometimes occur in
broadcast instruments.

Other Comm(ln Faults
and one showing a; full scale deflection on
Another cause of much exasperation is
10 milliamps. is most convenient. Measure low-frequency reaction. This sometimes
the anode current to each valve by breaking manifests itself a& a. constant whistle
the connection between H.T. + and the which accompanies a.U reception, and
anode component (resistance, transformer sometimes as a peculiat spluttering noise
primary, choke, etc.) as shown in Fig. 3. commonly referred to as "motor-boating."
The current passing can then ·be compared It is more common in older sets and becomes
with that given on the maker's instruction particularly troublesome when the highsheet for the particular H.T; voltage in tension battery begins to run down. The
use. Remember that it is the voltage fault can often be cured by the well-known
between the anode of the valve and H.T.- method of fitting a. decoupling resistance
which counts and not the total battery in the detector anode lead and by-passing
voltage. Too low a current indicates (1) this with a 2 mfd. condenser. Figure 3(a)
too much grid bias ; (2) run-down accu- illustrates this point.
mulator ; (3) defective valve. In the case
When two transformer-coupled L.F.
of all-mains receivers it might also indicate · vl!lves
are employed, the trouble can often
that · the rectifier valve_ is losing its be remedied by reversing the leads to the
emission, but the H.T. voltage would then secondary terminals of the second transbe low. An unduly . high anode current former. Sometimes the howling is caused
indicates (1) insufficient grid bias (probably when the speaker is near to the set, by
a burnt-out resistance, if an all-mains inter-coupling between the loud-speaker
set) ; 42) a break in the grid circuit; (3) valve leads and the first valve. In that case the
oscillating; or (4) if an S.-G. or Pentode,
screen voltage too high. To check for (3)
touch anode terminal with damp finger ;
the current will change if valve is oscillating.
If the anode current fluctuates when signals
are not being received
there must be a bad contact in either anode or grid
circuit. To check, first
short-circuit the anode
components in turn to find
which, if any, is wrong.
Fig. 4.-A
Then do the same with grid
method oJ
circuit components. When
curing
theanodecurrenttoevery
"modulavalve is normal a11d yet
tion" hum
reception is imP<>ssible it is
in mains
fairly safe to asiJume that
o'perated
a component in either the
sets.
grid or anode circuit is
short-circuite~.
AIRINS 7RnNSFORMER
Intermittent
Reception
and Crackling · '
These two' forms of

(Colllim.d 011
page 211.)
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By GILBERT E. TWINING_._,_,__,_,_,,.!

difficult to ;remove ,.,_,_"-:''_,_,_,,_,_"_"_"_,_,_,, pass through condensers and a choke.
cntnely. from sets working off= Hum IS Frequently the Bugbear= Across the J>.C. leads arc shunted fiwd
alt.ernahng current; a great deal I f M .
d S
O
condensers of several mk:rofara.ds ea.pacitv.
1~my bC' done, however, t? r_ectify ~his j 0
:tns .. operate
e~s.
ur j ~n series with these c;or~denscrs if> n. Jm~-fault .. A good.earth connectu~m 1s cssenh_al,
Contrtbutor Here Explatns Some= frcqu.cncy ehokc; th1~ IS. pl:wcd between
.rcccptwn may he stronger \Vlth less ma.ms
1 M h d f
the first cond('nSPl' \Ylneh JS known [L>j the
noises. If a nPw mains-driven set hums
tmp e
et O s 0
unng It.
rectifier condenspr, and the last or reservoir
badly when it is first switched on, the ,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,,_"_,_,_,_.,_, · condenser, sec Fig 2.
?moothing can gencr~!ly be taken as. ~eing
Only the low frequency signal currents
~he first eondensPr recc>ivPs the pulmaclcquatc and the fittmg of an additional pass through the loud-:,;peaker. This fact sat.mrr D.C. from the rectifier so that
~moothing condemer in the filter circuit not only eliminates all chances of shock owi~ to the reservoir action ot' this conwill doubtless improve matters. Rectifier if the L.S. terminals are accidentally denser the current which flows through
hum can be cured by wiring two .I micro- touched, but also greatly helps in defarad fixed condensPrs between the two creasing hum. It may be necessary to
rectifier anodes and high tension negative, alter the position of the low tension A.C.
see Fig. I.
heater wires which run to the filaments of
. Very oftm where a speaker is built the valves from the power transfOrmer.
.Iinto the same cabinet '\vith the set and mains They should be kept as far as
unit. ripple is caused by inductance of the possible from the grid circuit.
speaker leads. espec-ially if it is of the
Another point to look into is
moving-coil pattern. The leads must be poor contact at the grid pin of
kept as far from the mains side of the set the detector vah'e in its
~s possible. In some cases the detector holder. The grid circuit
D.
yalve i,; iltted too close to the speaker and of the vain• i::; very sensi~ UnsmOi)t/?ea
the valve will be affected by the sound tive, and thE' pill must
waves, causing noises which may be taken therefore make proper
Fig. 2.-Smoofhing D.C.
as mains trouble. Shielding may be
contact with its
by means of two large-capacity
·socket ; a lower
fixed condensers and an iron~cored choke.
value of grid~
leak mrry also be found .beneficial. to the choke is a great deal more smooth.
The choke in its turn do('s the work of
opposing current fluctuations, passing on a
Using Alternating Current
A few words regarding converting still more steady ftow to the second conalternating current to direct current denser ; this is the final reservoir from
may not be out of place here, for which the high tension is derived for the set.
if one is to correct the faults of Usually the inductance value of the ehokt> is
mains hum the " whv and where~ not lesf! than 30 henries and the capacity of
fore " should first be known. In condensers at least four miero-fa.ruds eaC'h.
utilising alternating current from Spacing Components in Mains Sets
the mains for high tension, the
Great care must be taken w}l(>n building
A.d. has first to be converted to a mains set to see that· all of the comD.C. Instead of the current rising ponents are in their correct pm;itions ;
and falling in one direction and place the power transformer as fa:r away
then rising again in the reverse from the receiving side of the set as possible,
direction~in other words changing also the smoothing choke, in fact, it is
its polarity~somc fifty times per better to keep the whole of the mains unit
second, as it does in alternating at least six inches from the rest of the SE't,
current, it has to be made to rise and, if possible, belo\V the base-board.
Often what is supposed to be mains
Fig. f.--Rectifier hum can be cured by connecting two and fall in one direction only. This
Some
.I m/d. fixed condensers between the two rectifier anodes iil the work of the rectifier. There hum is actually L.F. oscillation.
are two distinct t)orpes' of this piece battery sets work perfectly '\vith dry
and high~tension negative.
of a-pparatus in use at the present batteries on voltages in the neighbourhood
resorted to, but it is better and often time, one the valve and the other the metal of 100, but \\·hen thev are connected to an
eliminator giving voitages of 150 to ISO,
a necessity to move the valve somewhat. rectifier.
To operate a wirelcRS receiver it must a hum is very noticeable. The obvious
The speaker can be testcd by temporarily
working it a,vav from the set. \Vith any be supplied wit.h a smooth direct current. cure for this is the fitting of de-couplers
t.ype of speaker connected to a mains set Thcrefor<' before the rectified A. C. can be in the L ..F. circuits and pmsibly in the
it is advisable t.o isolate it from the anode utilised, it must first be filtered, that is H.:F. circuit as well, especially in the case
current by either a tranMformcr output to say, smoot.hed, for, although the rectified of a screen-grid valve. De-coupling tends
or choke-filter circuit.. The anode current current flows now in only one direction, to stop varying currents from entering or
of the !aRt va.Iw is then prevented from it. still i;: changing in intcnsit.y, 1·.e., pul- leaving the transformer and valve circuit::~
sating. To eliminate ripple it is made to and ensures a steady flo\v from the supply.
flowing through the windings.
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PHEl'\011-lEXOX which is experi- r·,-··-·-·-·-·-··-··-,,_,,_,,_,_,, .,
by all listeners, whatever kind
A
of receiver
that of fading,

enced
they u~~.:, is
which
occur8 principally when listening to distant
stations. Fading is inevitable and incurable,
but it i::; nevertheless interesting to learn
how it is caused. 'Vhen wireless waves are
sent out from a transmitting aerial they
divide into two portions, and each one
travels in a different way. One part, called
tlw '·ground wave," follows the curvature
of the earth and in time is all absorbed by

I

FADING

I

!,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,_,,_,

metallic obje-cts. The other part travels
upwards at an angle to the ground until it
encounters t.lw Hcmriside Layer.
This
layer, \vhich is estimated to he a bout fifty
miles above tlw earth, consists of ionised
atmosphE-re and act3 as a reflector to the

waves. The upward waves are therefore
rdlected back again jm;t as light waves are
reflected by a mirror. ]Jut as the Heaviside
Layer presents an uneven surface and is in
constant motion, the reflection i'l uneven.
Thus the reflection is at one time "favourable " to any particular aerial, and at
another, "unfavourable";
hence the
fading.
The same general theory ex·
plains why reception of distant station>±
is always better after dark than in davlight.
.
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An Article in which Every Listener will be Interested.'
to Wireless are Caused, and Also Describes Some

'

It is chiefly caused by the sound waves
from the speaker impinging on the
detector valve. If the electrodes of this
are not absolutely rigid, it will act as
I '
a microphone, as can be demonstrated
'
by tapping the valve_ sharply with
your finger. A microphonic valve will
WOOl.
give out a ringin:g sound from the
'
speaker. In the same way sound from
the speaker itself, on striking the valve,
will set it vibrating. This in turn
causes the ringing sound in the speaker,
and in bad cuses this ringing sound
gradually builds up to a volume >vhich
drowns everything. The fitting of
anti-microphonic valve-holders is obviously the first step tmvards a cure.
Try also fitting a rubber ring round
the bulb of the valve, or -placing a
jacket of cotton gauze round it, as in
Fig. l. If the trouble still persists, the
cause may not lie only with the valve,
but may be due to the vibrations from
the speaker setting up sympathetic
vibrations in the vanes of the variable
Fig. 1.-A jacl{et of cotlon wool round the defector condensers. In this case the buildingvalve, so as 'lo prevent sound waves from the speaker up usually occurs only when the set is
impinging on it, will often stop a microphonic howl. tuned-in to a heavy carri~r. Condensers
UNSUPPORTED without supHE subject of extraneous noises in
VANES
p_orts to the
reception is such a large one that it
tips of the
is impossible to deal with it anymoving
thing like fully in the space at my disposal.
vanes (sec
1 shall therefore enumerate some of the more
Fig. 2) are
frequent types of disturbances and endeav·
usually t h c
our to explain their causes, and, more especicause, and
ally, suggest some practical remedies.
the remedy
Noises may be roughly divided into two
lies either in
cJasses- those which come from some
theirreplacccause within the set, such as motor-boating,
ment by
microphonic noises, and certain crackling
more rigid
noises, and those which arrive via the aerial
types or the
or the mains, such as atmospherics, mains
mounting of
hum, etc. I will deal vlith the internal
the speftkcr
noises first.
or the baffio
on felt or
Microphonic Feed-back
.
Fig 2. - Vibrafz'ng condenser sponge rubThis particularly vicious fonn of disturb- vanes may cause a microphonic her pads as
.tnce practically disappeared wit·h the
howl.
in Fig. 3.
improvement in valves, but, unfortunately,
has returned to a certain extent with the L.F. Howling and Motor-boating
introduction of so many self-contained sets.
'Most home constructors have encountered
this at one time or
It is usually

T

Fig. 6.-The cir~
cuit for decoup ..
ling by chokefilter output. The
output grid ci,.~
cuil is also shown

CHANCE
OVER
THESE
WIRES

so low a one that each separate beat can be.
distinguished, thus producing a regular
" Plop, plop, plop ! " In this latter form'
it is known as motor-boating. It may be
due to a variety of causes, such as inter.
action between components resulting from
bad spacing, feed-back caused by a wornout H.T. battery, overloaded mains unit,~
etc. Fortunately, it is not difficult to overcome if tackled systematically. One of
the oldest and simplest dodges is that of
changing over one pair of leads to the L.F.'
transformer. Simply reverse the connections to either the primary or the secondary;
but not to both. In the case of two transformer stages, only ono should be altered.
Failing that, fit a decoupling resistance
and condenser in the anode circuit of the
detector valve as in Fig. 5. Also try a choke
and condenser output filter if one is not
already present. This is an almost certain
cure where the trouble emanat-es from the
mains unit. Fig. 6 shows the usual arrangement. In the case of receivers which
derive their grid bias from the mains,
decoupling should be included, as is also
shown in Fig. 6.

H.F. Oscillation

Unsuitable components, bad }ay-out, and
inadequate screening all contribute towards'
instability in the H.F. stages, resulting in
uncontrollable oscillation. Of course, with
home-constructed sets built up .according
to the designer's specification the trouble is
not likely to occur, since sueh ftoubles are
cured before the design is offered to the'
public. Naturally, a few cases do occur where
trouble arises through some unseen cause,
such as exceptional local conditions or a
" dud" component ; but it is more often
the set which is not to specification, or which
has been altered from time to time, which
causes most bother.
,
As regards a cure, I can only repeat what
everyone has heard time and again-namely,
pay particular attention to lay~out and
wiring. Unshielded coils should be placed
with their windings at right angles to
minimise interaction. The same applies to'
H.F. chokes, which should not be placed witli
their windings in the
same plane a.s. thoso SPONCE
i
of an ad)acent
R
coiL Fig. 7 RUBBE
shows the pro~
per way to
mount them.

J,w,~u~p,;/;'::d·~--1- ~=

I
Fig. 4.-0ne of the oldest
dodges /or stopping L.F.
a, loud and pronounced howl which is quite
howling or motor-boatingindependent of the tuning of the set, but
change over the connections
to one of the windings of the L.F. transformer oft-en affected by the reaction coupling.
It varies in pitch from a shrill note down to
ilS shown by dotted lines.

Fig. 3.-·Mottnting
the speaker on
sponge rubber so as
to prevent the me~
chanical transmission of vibrations
to lhe set itself.
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-AND REMEDY-1
'It Explains How the Majority of Noises Common
Simple Remedies.-By W. B. RICHARDSON.
placed in the detector
anode circuit (across
A and B in Fig. 9),
alter the connection
to include the priFig. 7.mary of the trans.
Unscre.ened
valves for ordinary ones in the S.G. and former. If the crack·
1-l.F. chokes and coils
detector stages also helps where screening ling appears, the
should not be mounted
transformer is the trouble. If the
is inadequate.
near one another, bul if
set is still silent, and there is a
Crackling Noises
this is unavoidable place
decoupling resistance fitted, join
Some of the causes of intermittent the 'phones across A and E, so as
them with their wind ..
crackling noises produced by the receiver to include the resistance as well. The
ings at right angles to
itself are as follows :-·worn-out batteries, commencement of crackling would indicate tial breakdown in prevent interaction
bad connections, " burnt out " transformer that the resistance is the cause. If there the mains unit. In
and H. F. howling.
windings, and faulty resistances. If you arc still no results, pass on to the next this case vou would
know definitely that the H.T. battery is stage by connecting the 'phones (or rather not get -beyond the first stage, since~
the cause, the remedy is obvious, but if the loud-speaker, as the signals will be whatever test you tried, the cra.ckling would
vou are not certain, the voltmeter will louder in this stage) in 1the anode circuit persist. Fortunately, this is of fairly rare
give you some idea. Usually, if the Yoltage
10,000-SO,OOO r-'\MN--has dropped by 25 per cent., the battery is
. OH/'15
H. T. +
\vell on the way home, and more than likely
to crackle. If the battery is O.K., it is
quicker to test the receiver stage by stage
than to try and guess the cause. Disconnect
the loud-speaker and join it, or a pair of
'phones would be better, in the anode circuit
of the detector valve, as in :Fig. 9- If the
cracklings are apparent in the 'pllones, then
the trouble lies in the H.F_ or detector
stages. Tighten all terminals and examine
all soldered joints very carefully.
A
soldered connection may be cracked right
flcmss without the crack being visible until
pulleel a part. Test t.he vafves in their
L.T.holders and open each valve leg slightly
Fig. 5.-How to /it a decoupling resij~
to ensure its making proper contact.
lance and condenser to stop motor~
Short the switch with a piece of wire while it
boating.
is in the'' on'' position, as in Fig. 10. If the
crackling ceases, the fault lies in the
occurrence. The cure is obviously an overswitch. Any spaghetti resistances present
haul of the mains unit and the replacema.y1be the culprits, especially if twisted or
ment of any defective parts.
Another
Fig. 10.
stretched. Of course, if you have others
rather rare cause of crackling noises is due
handy, you can replace them, but sometimes of the next stage. If this is also the last to a defective L.T. accumulator. The
moving them about or refitting them so as stage, then, naturally, you 'will join the positive plates of old accumulators of the
to avoid kinks or twists will prove whether speaker to its usual terminals. Now test block plate type, are inclined to break up_
or not they are the cause. Test the grid for loose terminals, faulty resistances, etc., Only intermittent contact occurs between
leak in the same way. Here is a tip worth in this part of the circuit, as in the previous the two parts. A .broken lug will have the
•vhilc~if you haven't any spare grid leaks
In the case of R.C.C. ,c~o~u~p~l~;n~g~,'.!;:;'~a~m~e;.,::e~fl':;e~c~t~.
or resistances for comparison when making stages.
the coupling con~A
these tests, you can always borrow any from
-~~~
- '\
~+
the idle L.}'. stages_
to give trouble,
The values may
but the simplest
E
DISCONNECT
not be q uitc the
way to test it is
HERE
same, but they will
to replace it with
be quite all right
another. The
for the purpose of
same applies to
locating the crack~
decoupling conI I
ling.
densers.
If no crackling
Faulty Mains
is· heard in the
Unit
'phones when
In t,his stage·
by-stage testing I FROM
have more or less PREVIOUS
assumed that t~e STAGE
set under tf'st IS
battery-operated.
In the· case of a
mains set, proccdurc is the
T.~,
same except that Fig 9.-How to lest I or •' crac kl ing " noises_ To test the H.F. L.
and
placing the grid condenser there is just the detector stages disconnect H.T. from E and join 'phones across A and
possibility of the B. To test H.F. choke as well join 'phones across A and C.
valve~holder the lead from
To
condenser is kept short-which trouble being include transformer join them across A and D. To include decoup!ing
caused by a parresistance join across A and E.
makes for stability.
Non-inductive-type condem:ers should be
used where possible, especially for decoupling band-pass coils. Keep the connection
from the grid of the detector valve to the
grid condenser as short as possible, as in
Fig. 8.
The substitution of metallised

F
~G.f>.
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ece1vers
o.nd !heir:J
ecorus

We shall be glad to
advise reader3 re~
garding purchase of
complete sets.

T

O the man whose house or flat is not
The change-over from " short " (225equipped with electric-light mains
550 m.) to "long" (900-2,000 m.) waves
the Pye" (~"Portable should prove is made by means of the right-hand knob
an ideal receiver. It is undoubtedly one of which also acts in both positions as an onthe best-designed four-valve battery sets
and-off switch. The main tuning control
we have had on our test bench. The cir- almost underneath it, which operates the
cuit is a straight one offering no complic~t
ganged condensers, ia of the milled-edge
l ions and thus not likely to give any trouble
typP. As the scales arc directly calibrated
to ih; mvncr. The valves used are of the
in wavelengths it is an easy maHer to turn
Jatest )lazda type, consisting of a screened
the dial to the particula-r "\Yavclcng;th regrid, detector and lo-.,v-frequency
transformer coupled to a fully tonecompensated pentode output stage.
The lmv vrice of U guineas " all
in" is particularly attractive, as the
receiver is entirely self-contained,
including frame aerial, accumulator
and 126-volt combined grid-bias and
high-tenRion battery of liberal dimen:->ions. Although already equipped
with an eftif'ient loud-speaker provision has· been made for a second
one, if desired, and the output of
the set is amply sufficient to feed
both instmments adequately. It is
essential, of course, that the extra
speaker should be matched to the
Pen 220 pentode valve fitted in the
1·cceivcr and a suitable one is specially
recommended by
the
makers.
:-;houfd the purchaser, however, desire
another type, a Pye pentode output
transformer, Type 6i5 P, should be
used for connecting it to the set.
It is a triple-tapped transformer,
~iving ample range for many models
of speakers. The controls have been T
very cleverly placed at one end of he " ,
the cabinet c.nd are of a simple Model Q P~rtakle, t_est
nature ; they can be mastered in a report of wh1ch rs gwen here.
few minutes by a mere novice. They do quired. For finer tuning and, at the
not mar, as is the case with many makes, same time, extra volume, in consequence,
the good appearance of the cabinet.
the small left-hand trimming condenseralso ..a milled-edge-is used. Opposite the on-off and 'tmvelength
change switch, but in the top lefthand corner, you \Yill find a knob
marked in progressive numbers.
This is the volume control. By
turning this slO\vly clockwise, sensitivity may be increased up to
oscillation point, and in this \vay
gives a perfect control of volume
when dealing. \Vith more distant
transmissions, If a powerful local
station is received the knob should
be turned baek to position " 1 "
or even to the point marked" Vol."
in special circumstances. Critical
adjustment can be made with this
cont-rol in conjunction >vith the
trimming dial. In order to take
full a.dvantage of the directional
properties of the frame aerial the
receiver is fitted with a turntable.
Provision has also been made for
the connection of an outside aerial
and earth, if desired ; this \vilt be
found of great value in the capture
of weak and distant broadcasts.
An<Jther Pue Portable-The "K,""

I

Tested
by
]ACE
On test with the self-cont.a.ined
frame aerial alone, the Pye "Q"
Portable proved highly efficient.
Perfect reception was received of the
two London programmes, aild Daventry National, Midland and KortJwrn
Hegional transmissions at full loudspeaker strengt-h. During daylight
hours no trouble was found in
tuning-in :H:.adio-Paris, Huizen (1,875
m.) and the two Brussels broad*
casts as "\Yell as Petit Parisien, Eiffel
Tower and three (~crman stations.
Later, some twenty transmissions,
including H.adio Xormandie, Bordcaux-Lafa.yct-te,
Bn:slatl, Strasbourg, Hadio Toulom;e;· Sottcn:">,
Stockholm, Rome, Bcromiinster:
Langenberg, Prague, Vienna and
Budapest, 'vere added to the log;
and such was the calibration of tlH.·
scale that the tuning within a hair's
breadth coincided with the exact
metre readings.
On the " long "
waves, Leningrad, Oslo, Kalund~
borg, r..-Ioseow (T.U.), l\fotala, \Varsaw and Zeesen furnished ample
signals on
two
loud-speakers.
,Judicious use of the volume-control, trim-,
mer and turntable allowed a complete
separation of K iinigs lVusterlnHrsen from
Radio-Paris and Davcntry Na.tional. The
addition of an aerial and earth brought.
in a number of weaker broadcasts bnt on
this particular evening al;;;o added interference by atmospherics.
Although not specia.Il:v designed for the
conneetion of a gramophone piek-up, to
secure this further advantage no alteration
in the wiring of the recciv(·r is necessary.
All that is needed in addition to the pick-up
is a valve adaptor and an external potentiameter of suitable value a.s volume control.'
The Pye SQ4E battery is of generous
proportions; it t-lUpplies 126 volts hightension and the necessary grid-bias. The
setting up of the receiver is exceedingly
simple and full instructions arc given in
the buukleL ~upplied with iL All. leads
arc traced by a wiring colour code a.nd-no
mistake can be made.
The PYE "Q" Portable is simple to
operate, possessc8 all the attribute:;! of n.
much more expensive receiver, is economical
in its high- and low-tension battery consumption a.nd, in view of its reduced price and excellent all-round performance, can be recom.
mended in full confidence to our rc·adcrs.
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THE SCREEN ..
GRID AMPLIFIER
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By L. F. THOMAS
Methods of Arranging a Screen-Grid-H.F.
Stage, with Means for Adjusting the Voltage
on the Screening-Grid

AERIAL Cott..

does not mean that there is no
tuned plate circuit. The detector grid-circuit is virtua.lly
the plate circuit of the H.l<'.
valve, and must therefore be
separated from the latter's grid
AERIAL 7liN1Nt:
Gl2tD 7l/NING
circuit. Note that in the layCONO~.
COND'R.
out given the two circuits arc
both well away from the metal
Fig. 1.-Th, layout of the H.F. stage.
screen, and that the coils are
mounted
at
right angles to minimise the
N dealing with the design of amplifiers,
the L.F. amplifier may be dealt with risk of interaction between their fields.
If our first valve were of the ordinary
first, as this part of a receiver may be
left intact, and added to a new receiver. three-electrode variety, it could oscillate
1'here arc a number of facts which have when the two circuits were tuned to the
already been dealt with in the pages of same wavelength, even if there were no
The
PUACTICAL WIRELESS, and it will therefore coupling wha;tever between them.
be assumed that the reader has a fair
"l
knowledge of the principles underlying the
design of the low-frequency stages, whilst
\VC will now discuss the H.l!'. amplifier.
!
\ The L.:F. amplifier needs to be correctly
designed, once and- for all. \Vhen it is
finally " passed'' as being satisfactory,
there is very lit.tlc TJOint in making any
alterations to it. The detector, on the
other hand, is always a good field for
experiment ; and the H.:H'. amplifier comes
still further . into this category.
One
definitely cannot build an H.:H'. amplifier
and say " This amplifier is now as good as
The Sim pie Conditions arc
it is possible for me to make it." It is so
difficult to tell what one OU{Jht to be getting
given on Queries and
from it.

I

r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

'
LET OUR
ADVICE BUREAU
SOLVE YOUR
PROBLEM!

The Screened-Grid Valve
: Let us deal first with the simplest form
of H.F. amplifier-the screened-grid valve
and its associated circuits. The input, or
grid circuit of the amplifier receives, from
the aerial, a relatively small signal. This
has to be amplified, and it will appear, in
its amplified form, in ~he plate circuit,
thence to be handed on to the following
valve-probably the detector. It is of
paramount importance that it should all
be handed on in this way, and that none
of it should find its way back into the grid
circuit ; for if this happens the amplifier
will become unstable and useless.
There you have, in a nutshell, the big
practical point to watch in any H.F.
amplifier. Now for some hints on the
subject of achieving this state of affairs.
First and foremost, let it be understood that
the two circuits mu.st be screened from each
other. This does not merely mean that the
two coils concerned should be placed on
opposite sides of a piece of metal-it means
also that the plate end of the screened-grid
valve must be separated from the grid end
in the same way. The easiest and most
frequently-used method of doing this is
to mount the valve horizontally, through
a hole in a vertical screen. Fig. 1 shows
an excellent layout of parts for this purpose,
and Fig. 2 shows one of the best circuits to
employ for the purpose. Although the
plate of the screened-grid valve is connected
to the positive H.T. through a choke, this

Enquiries Page

.............................................................................................

~

" coupling " in this case would be provided
by the grid-plate capa.city of the valve
itself, and it is this effect that brought
about the invention of the screened-grid
valve, with its screen between the electrodes and its low internal capacity.

Parallel Feeding of the H.F. Valve
Now let us deal with a few more practical

points. One has already arisen without
being definitely mentioned-that is, the
practice of "parallel-feeding" the H.F.·
valve in the manner sho"'n in Fig. 2. In
the writer's opinion, this is ahvays preferable
to series-feed (i.e. the method whereby the
second tuned circuit is placed actually
between the plate of the S.G. valve and
the positive H.T.). But a good choke must
be used. If you make it yourself, take as
much care over its construction as you
would over that of a low-loss coil. Regarding the voltage used on the screen of the
valve, there is little to say except that you
will generally find it as well to keep to the
makers' instructions. \Vith battery-operated sets you will probably use a separate
tapping for this purpose. In the case of a
mains-operated set it is more usual to
arrange a potentiometer across the H.T.
supply to allow for finding the best voltage.

Controlling Screen Voltage
A little-used. but excellent, scheme is to
arrange a "fixed potentiomet-er" for this
purpose. This consists simply of two fixed
resistances in series, the extremes being
connected to positive and nega~ive H.T.,
and the " joint " to the screening Clcctrode.
The total resistance should be between
50,000 and 100,000 ohms. As an example,
30,000 ohms to earth and 60,000 ohms to
positive H.T. will give you one-third of the
t-otal H.T. voltage on the screen. 50,000
ohms "in each direction " will naturally
give you half the voltage. A good rule,'
for most types of screened-grid valves, is
to give the screen five-eighths of the full
plate voltage.
50,000 ohms to H.T.
negative, and 30,000 to positive will, of
course, give this state of affairs.
Since so many separate problems arise
out of the design of a good H.F. amplifier
with a three-electrode valve, this subject
is being kept for the next article in the
series.

. . __ UsuAL-DETECTOR

'--....,..----.

CIRCUIT.

L.T

~----------~------~--0+
Fig. 2.- The circuli diagram of the H.F. sfage.
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THAT DODGE OF YOURS !

A Handy Slow-Motion Knob
HERE arc thousands of wireless sets
in use to-day that are not provided
with a slow-motion dial, and those readers
who own such sets will find this idea partieuhrly useful. A small knob (a large
terminal head will do) with a hole through
the centre, a rubber washm·, and a bolt
which passes easily through the hole in

T.

Every reader of " PRACTICAL WIRE·
LESS " must have originated some little
dodge which would interest other readers.
Why not pass it on to us ? For every item
published on thi9 page we will pay half a
guinea. The first batch which has been
selected are published below. Turn that idea
of yours to account by sending it in to us, ad·
dressed to the Editor, "PRACTICAL WIRE·
LESS," George Newnt>ll, Ltd., 8-11, South·
o:unpton Street, Strand, W.C.2. Put your
name and address on every item. Please note
that every notion sent in must be origill<ll.

..........................................................................................'

:.

How to Fix a Dial Light
F your set is near a window-placed
there with the object of keeping your
aerial and earth wiring; short-it is probably
back to the light and the dials arc difficult
to read. It is a good plan to place tiny
spots of white enamel against the readings
of your usual programmes, and also on the
pointer on the panel.
Tuning in t-o the
locals is then a very easy job, as there
is no need to look for numbers. But
·what is required generally is some kind
of artificial illumination. There oxe
several alternatives. You can take a
couple of wires to your L.T. battery, and use
a pilot light. This has the advantage that
it gives visible indication that your set is
switched -on, but it has the disadvantage
that it is helping to run down your accumulator. A better plan is to instal a dial
light and a switch, so that you lean light up
for
tuning in and then switch off. Use an
The ahoce sketch shows a simple method of
attachrng a slow~molion device to the dial o/ a ordinary flash~lamp bulb and battery. making th~·. wiring indePendent of the wireless
condenser.
connections. If your set is a home-made
the knob are all that is required. The
illustration explains the rest. The rubber \Vasher, of course, is stuck to the
iu,;ide t~'lce of the knob. This does not
interfere with the dial being turned in
thP usual manner, and by pressing the
small knob against the dial, much more
accurate tuning may be accomplished.
-A. DE~To~ (Southampton).

I

For., Frayed Cords
HEN cords such as those used for
battery and speaker leads become
frayed, it is a good plan to cover the frayed
C'nds as shown in thea.ccompanyingsketches.
Procure a pennyworth of cycle valve-tubing
nnd cut this into lin. lengths. Bind the
frayed cord with cotton and then slide a
piece of valve tubing over the cord so that
it overlaps the cord about I in. This method
is cleaner than insulating tape, which is
liable to become sticky.-S. HARDING,

W

(~Ianchestcr).

fRErTfO l/NINC /fv

7·PI.Y FRenvooo

B:nding frayed cords.

affair, here is a good way of making a neat
job of it. )fany sets are housed in a cabinet
'vhich ha.s a fretted front, the baseboard and
panel sliding in from the back. Sacrifice half
an inch of vour baseboard and in.'!ert between
the pane( and the fretted cabinet front a
piece of 7-ply wood similarly fretted. The
effect is an improvement in the appearance
of the set, as the dials appear to be set back
in the cabinet. This 7 -ply lining should

The above skeiches show how to fit a dial light for
illuminating the panel of your receiver.
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have sections cut away aboYe the dial or
dials to accommodate the tiny lamps and
holders, and be permanently fixed in the
cabinet. House an ordinary Jamp battery
on the inside of the cabinet, and a switch
on the side, completing the simple wiring
so that the whole lighting plant is on the
cabinet and quite independent of the set.
If two lamps are used, wire in series,
breaking one wire at the switch. A suitable
switch is the tiny tumbler type to be had
for a few pence. The cutting of the wood
may be done with an ordinary fretsaw,
using a stout sa\v, as there is a good thickness of wood. The edge which is visible
must, of course, be sandpapered and
stained to match the cabinet, and the job
is simple to any handyman.-R. A. BOOTH
(Cambridge).

Soldering in a Restricted Space
T is sometimes necessary to use a very
small bit on a soldering-iron owing to
Irestricted
space. The bit may only be

.k

aDifl. CoPPER

Roo

How to fit a small bit to your soldering iron.

about }in. diameter. Such a. small, bit by
itself loses its heat very quickly, and
the following idea will be found to help
considerably. A small soldering-iron is
made in the usual manner, the end of
the bit being made square. A piece
of -kin. diameter copper rod is fixed
in the end either by screwing the rod
and drilling and tapping the hole, or
by caulking the rod in the hole. It will
be found that the main mass of the
copper will hold a considerable amount
of heat, and the rod can be bent into
any. required position and can be used
in a very restricted space.
Solder of the blowpipe type should be
used for soldering the wire connections, and,
for preference, rosin should be used for the
flux. In no case should spirits of salts be
used, as it is corrosive, and unless the work
is thoroughly cleaned afterv.·ards there is
risk of corrosion.-S. BEAUFOY (Ipswich)-.-
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examples of fine British workmanship.

VALVES in the making ••• o hundred
, delicate operations ••• nimble fingers
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Low-frequency -Transformers
An L.F. transformer consists of a core
Of iron around whieh is ·wound two windings,
one being la.rger than the other. Elementary electricity >vill tell us that an oscillat~
in<:r current passed through one winding
o{' a transformer "''ill result in a simi [ar
1:urrcnt b{'ing generated in the other
winding. If the former winding is the
smaller of the two, then the induced
current will be increased in strength, and
vice versa. The winding through which
the current is pa::;sed is known as the
Primary, and the winding in which the
t·mrent is induced is knownastheSocondary.
For L.F. amplification the primary of
the transformer is joined bet>veen the
anode of the detector valve and H.T. +,
so that the signal oscillations pass through
the primary. The result of this, as we
have just seen, is to induce into the secondary a similar current, and as L.F. transformers are made with a larger secondary
than primary-in other words, have a
Bt.cp-up ratio-the re~ult is that across
the secondary terminals \Ve ·will have our
Kignal oscillations once more, with a still
fu-rther improvement in strength. One of
the secondarv terminals is connected to
the grid of a ~valve and the remaining end

. THE SONOTONE!

The Set the Home Constructor
has been waiting for.
The Set which takes the guess out
of Radio. See the Centre Pages.
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Resistance-capacity Coupling
An altemative method of L.F. coupling
is known as R.C.C. or Resistance-capacity
Coupling. For this, two resistances and
a fixed condenser are employed, and the
process is not so simple to understand as
the transformer. In place of the primary
of the transformel· a resistance has to be
connected, and therefore a,s there is a
current flowing through this resistance
there is a difference in potential at opposite
ends of it. Joined to the anode end of the
resistance is a fixed condenser, and, therefore, the variations in potential are applied
to one side of the condenser, resulting
in similar but opposite variations being
induced to the other side of the condenser,
which is joined to the grid of the following
valve. To enable the grid of this valve
to be biased a further resistance is joined
between the grid anU the biasing battery,
With this method of L.F. coupling there
is obviously no increase in strength,

know whether you have observed r··-·-··-··-··-··-··-··---·-·-'-'!
the screening effect that some buildings
If'anDON'T
have upon wireless reception. A par- I Screening in the Wrong Place I
ticularly noteworthy example happened to
come my way whilst I was on tour with a
portable last summer. The set I was using
'"·as not a very pretentious affair, having
only three vn.Jves, but when I first tried it
out results ·were extremely ,bl'fatifying, as
you can judge when I say that both North
Regional and North National were received
at fair spea-ker strength on the South Coast.
!-Jecdless to say Daventry, Midland Regional and the London stations were well

Lc:nK
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I---·-·-·--·-·-·-·-·Fig. 2.-Resistance-capacity coup/ing.j

By JACE

UR examination of the receiver has of_ the secondary is joined to a small
so far taken us from aerial to the battery know·n a.'> the Grid-bias Battery.
anode circuit of the detector The Grid-bias Battery
valve and we have seen how there is
The purpose of this batt-ery is to provide
prese~t in this part of t~e. circuit an
grid of this L.F. valve with a negative
oscillating current exactly Similar to that the
potential so that the oscillations applied
in the aerial circuit, only now much will cause equal differences in anode
stronger and of what we described as a current, a rather difficult point to explain
'' one-w~y character." This signal may, if without going into deep technical explanawe choose, be employed to operate a pair tions. However, it is sufficient to imagine
l)f
headphones by simply joining the that the oscillations must be allowed to
'phones between the anode of the valve work over an even part of a scale, and to
and the source of high tension. As, do so the grid must be provided. with a
however, we are trying to analyse the bias, the exact value of which is fully
functions of all the components in a wireless stated on the small pamphlet which accomreceiver, it will be necessary fOr us to add panies the valve when bought.
some
low-frequency stages, and so :·········•··•·
discover the use of low-frequency (or
L.F.) transformers, etc.

O

f5RI.O

except that given by the amplification of
the detector valve, and therefore in order
to obtain as much amplification as possible
from a single stage of R.C. coupling, great
care has to be ta.kcn in the choice of the
various values of resistances and condenser.
In general, the anode resistance should
have a value about 3 or 4 times as great
as the impedance of the valve which it
follows, whilst the grid leak should be
about 4 times the value of the anode
resistance. The condenser is usually of
.01 mfds. capacity, although larger values
up to .l may be used if the grid leak is
kept Jaw in value. (The foregoing explanations may seem rather complicated to
the reader with absolutely no technical
knowledge, but it is obvio'usly very difficult to explain the functions fully in the
scope of a short weekly al'tide, and t·hose
readers who are still u.t a loss arc advised
to study some small manual of electricity
before trying to understand the full
theories of wireless.) , Figs. 1 and 2 show
respectively a transformer coupling aml
a resistance-capacity coupling between ~
detector valve and the subsequent valve,
and from what has been said previously
it will be obvious that there is now present
in the anode circuit of the latter valve a
signal many times stronger than was
received at the aerial, but exactly similar
in characteristics. It ,may, therefore, be
used to operate a loud-speaker, or a further
stage of amplification may be added to
st.iJl further ·increase its strength, such
additional amplification being carried out
exactly on the same lines as the ones
described,
Further Information
:Further information on the various parts
of a wireless receiver will appear in these
pages from time to time, so that by closely
studying the various articles which we sha-ll
give, the different terms and functiom
will become familiar, and we feel :mre,
wireless will lose its horrors and become
a simple and at the same time interesting
hobby.

the sot to a table neal' an open winUow
results were much better so far as some
stations were concerned, but the improvement was not general. Later I took the set
outside, and it worked pretty much ai'l
received in addition to several French and usual and most B.B.C. i'ltat.ioJls came in at
German transmitters. In London results reasonable strength. This proved that the
were very similar, and in the North of >valls of the building were acting as a screen,
England there was nothing to complain of and there >vas little wonder, for inquiry
until one day I happened to switch on the revea-led that they were built around a
set in an office situate in a large newly- series of steel girders. In places like this
built block. The set seemed to be quite a portable set is of little use-, unless it has
dead, for even the North Regional was too Eome provision for connecting an outsidPweak to be worth listening to. On moving aerial.

L.·-·-··-·-··-·-··-··-··-·-·~··-··j
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T is obvious that the designers of the
" Lotus Landmark Three " had in
mind the needs of the amateur who,
whilst not greatly blessed with this 1vorld's
goods, yet aspire to receive a fair number
of foreign stations at good volume and low
cost. That they have achieved the latter
point speaks for itself, for at the very
low price of 39s. 6d. it would be difficult
to :find better value in the kit market.
The-circuit consists of the popular detector
and two L.l'. stages, the first stage employ~
ing resistance-capacity coupling, and the
second stage ordinary transformer coupling.
In addition, an output filter circuit is
included, so that the circuit is certainly
comprehensive in spite of the price.
The photograph reproduced on this page
shows that the vertical panel and wooden
baseboard favoured by so many home
constructors forms the basis of the " Lotus
Landmark Three," and the arrangement
of the parts provides a simple, and at the
same time neat lay-out. The fact that
its constituent parts arc of Lotus manufacture should sot the reader's mind at
rt'st on the score of quality, for as no doubt
all our readers are a \Yare Lotus have been
making quality components for many
years.
Here is a kit which, being assembled
from one make of component, at once rids
home construction of one of its greatest
bugbears. You star~ off wit·h a very
complete point to point wiring diagram,
and in the course of a
couple of hours it has
guided you from the
unpacking point to
the listening point.
Only ordinary household tools are required, . and you
cannot make a mis·
take ; in addition,
there can be no
trouble due to using
unsuitable
componertts. The kit which
we ·tested was picked
at random from stock. It is necessary
to point this out lest . t.he r~adcr
think that we were provided w1t·h a

I

I

,.....;.i

specially-tuned and asseniblcd set. An
efficient type of dual-range coil is utilized
for ·the aerial-tuning circuit, and the
unique rotary wavechangc switch manufactured by this firm, is employed for changing over from short to long waves. Special
types of grid leaks, fitted with terminals,
are employed, so that, in addition to short
wirina leads, all soldered contacts are
avoid~d. It was assembled by a. junior
member of our staff and sent into our test
room.

Results
To ensure that -the receiver was tooted
under conditions which resembled as nearly
as possible those met with in the average
home a small inefficient aerial was connected up.
A water-pipe
,
earth wa.s also used, so
that no extraordinary results were to

~
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Lotus Landmark Three,

MAKERS.
Lotus Radio Ltd., Mill Lane,
Liverpool.
Metal panel and wooden
baseboard, detector and
2 L.F. circuit with output
filter, dual· range tuning
coil, all components of
Lotus Manufacture.

PRICE:
£1 19s. 6d.
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be expected. Our normal aerial and earth
system is, of course, rather more elaborate than can be erected in the average home, and it was therefore considered that a kit of this type which is
intended for the man-in-the-strcot, should
be tested u,nder conditions which as closely
as possible resembled his listening conditions. As was to be expected, the National
programme came in at a volume which
more than comfortably filled the room, as
alsO did Daventry, and Radio- PariS.
lTague, Langenberg, Rome, and Fecamp
were also received at very good volume,
and in all a total of twenty-two stations
was received. In no instance did we
have to use reaction pushed up to the
point of oscillation. This latter control is
delightfully smooth, and weak st!\tions can
be built up to comfortable strength \vithout
approaching the distortion point:
A small variable condenser of the type
having bakelite dielectric is included in the
aerial lead, and as this is mounted on the
panel it proves of great assistance in
a simple circuit of this type for providing a selectivity contml.
I.isteners who are situated
close to a powerful station
will find it verv
handy, and at the
same time interesting, to improve the
selectivity-which of
course reduces the
volunw -and then
adjusb the reaction
control to strengthen
the desi1·cd station.
In t-his manner quit.c
a number of dista.n~
stations are received
at. quite a good
volume.
The type of loudf'.peakcr which is employed w·it.h this set
will, of course, affect
the results. A very
sensitive speaker will naturally
be indicated, but if a l'lUperpower valve is used in the
output stage, and the maximum voltage applied. a moving
coil loud-speaker may be used, and ·will.
certainly deliver quality >Yhich will justif}'
its use.
To sum up ail the foregoing remarks,
this is a cheap, easily-constructed, efficient
three-va!ve set, which includes one-make
components of high quality which have
stood the test of time.
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FULLER, explanation of the oper· !"'"'"''0·••············ .. ······•"•-·•··· .. ·-· ................................................; that the amplification factor of each
ations described last week must '
valve is utilised to the greatest possible
By
be reserved for future issues of
extent.
The amplified voltage in the anode
PRACTICAL \\FIRELESS.
H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, circuit
may be employed to excite the grid
Principles of Action
Wh.Sch., B.Sc. (Hons.) A.C.G.I.,
of a further valve, and thus obtain additional
For the moment let us summarize the
D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.
amplification, or the audio-frequency power
principles of valve action by defining a .~................................................................................................... ,i; in the anode circuit of a low-frequency
valve as a piece of apparatus in which
a steady current in one direction is pro..
duced by a heated filament and a positivelycharged plate enclosed in an exhausted
PLAN
bulb, the :power for heating the filament
being provided by a low-tension battery,
and the pO\ver in an anode circuit by a high·
tension battery. (In some types of valves
L
both the low a.nd the high-tension supplies
are derived from electric light mains.)
I'~
This steady anode current may be
varied by applying a varying charge to the
grid situated between the filament and
the anode. The varying charge on the
grid rna.y be a radio signal, or an audiofrequency signal supplied by a detector
or gramophone pick-up, or a microphone.
Bv the use of" suitable associated circuits,
radio·frequency or audio-frequency grid
voltages may be reflected as greatly amplified "\i""Rriations in the anode circuit, or
the valve may be used to rectify or detect
radio signals, converting them into amplified audio-frequency signals.
It was shown last week that a varying
voltage applied to the grid of a valve
Steps in the construction of a mod~rn screen-grid Cossor valr;e.
produces corresponding variations in the
current flowing through the valve and in the
grid
voltage
is
termed the amplification amplifier may be utilised to opcratc'a loud.
cxt€rnal anode circuit. It should be noted
that a rise in signal voltage increases the factor of the valve. This does not mean speaker. Different types of valve are
anode current and a decrease in signal that a valve having an amplification factor required for voltage amplification and for
voltage decreases the anode current. One of 40 will increase the signal to 40 times its pmver out-put, and these must be de ..
other factor may cause an alteration of the original strength, but it does indicate that, scribed in greater detail.
Audio-frequency
anode-current-name-ly, a variation of the correctly applied, a valve
Amplification
high-tension volt-age applied to the anode. having an amplification factor
of
40
will
give
double
the
-~-~....·~-- ------------Normally, a steady high-tension voltage
If the valves in
voltage
amplification
obtain·
is applie-d, but it is obvious that if the
a radio set were
able
from
a
valve
having
an
anode voltage did vary, a one-volt alterataken in logical
factor of only
tion would have a much smaller effect on amplification
sequence, the high20.
.
the anode current than a one-volt change
frequency or radioThe amplification in a valve
in grid volt<ttge, because the grid is so much
frequency amplifier
nearer the emitting filament than the anode. is obtained in the following
would first be dealt
manner :-A " load"-that is
with, but imdioVoltage Amplification of Valve
to say some piece of apparatus
frequeney amplifiThe number of volts change i11 anode having a fairly high impedance
cation is a some·
voltage which would have the same effect -is included in the anode
'vhat
simpler
on ariode c1,;rrcnt as a one·volt change in circuit ofthe valve, between the
process, and so
anode and the high-ten·
claims first atten ·
H.T+2 sion batterv. The anode --------tion. It must be ascurrent wlll, of course,
sumed, then, that
p<tss through the load,
the signal has
and, in accordance with
(Continue:! on page 182.)
.---...;. HT.+ I Ohm's law, there will be
a drop of electrical ~~~~~~---r.~~----~+
!="L.A'TTENING OF
pressure (voltage) in
SIGNAL VOL. TAGE
the load. Because the anode cum~nt
CURVE DUE. TO GRID
OAMP!NG
is varying under the influence of the
L W a~tOOF signal applied to the grid, the voltage
a· OETECTOR across the load will vary in sympathy
·with the instant.aneou;; va.lue;; of the Indicating the result of under-biasing
anode current, and if the value of' the an amplifying valve.
The grid
load is suitably chosen. the alternating becomes positive with re.~pect to the
.___ _ _ _ /.. T.+
voltage drop acro3s the load will be much filament during a part of the alter~
greater than the signal voltage applied to nate half cycles. Grid current flows
the grid. It is the task of the valve maker and reduces the effectice signal, as
to produce valves giving the greatest shown by the shaded arc,,_ while the
pmvers of amplification, and the task of the ei/~ct on the anode current is shou:n
A circu£1 ,.:i.agram of a ocreen·grid~H.F. stage,
set designer to arrange the drcu.it values so
at the top left o.f the diagram.
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Designed by the most advanced staff of technicians in the
Radio Industry, this great Kit, which can be built in about
an hour with the aid of screwdriver and pliers only, equals
in performance the most expensive factory .. built mains
receivers !
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To Lotus Radio Ltd., Mill Lane, Liverpool,
Please send full particulars of the Landmark
3 Kit Set and Lotus Guaranteed Components
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Name .................................................................. ,
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provided in the " screened-grid " valve.
In this valve, feed-back is prevented by
the introduction of a s:econd grid, between
t.he normal or control grid and t·he anode.
The screening grid is charged by a hightension voltage of approximately ha.If the
a.node voltage, and is also maintained at
earth potential relative to the radiofrequency signal.
Screened-grid valves
give considerably higher stage gains than
neutralized triodes, awl are quite stable
in operation. Some types, principally those
designed for use in all-mains sets, require
a small negative grid bias-others operate
sat-isfactorily without grid bias. Detailed
instructionR on this point are always
provided by the makers, whose recommendations should be followed rigidly.

Bias Voltage

The multi-mu valve is connected in a
preCisely similat· manner to a screened·
passctl the detector stage, and is now in the
grid valve, but provision is made for
form of an alternating voltage of musical
applying grid bias in such a wa.y that the
frequency. It is desired to- amplify this
biassing voltage is continuously variable
voltage further before passing the signal to
over wide limits. When weak or distant
the loud-speaker. ]n ord~r to achieve
transmissions are being received, the grid
distortionless amplification it is necessary
bias is reduced to the minimum value, and
that the V<triations in anode current shall be
maximum amplification is obtained ; but
strid!y proportional to the variations in
when powerful or local stations are tuned in,
grid excitation voltage. In any amplifying
the grid bias is increased, so that the strong
valve thi:-~ will occur so long as the grid
signals arc amplified without distortion,
signal does not exceed a certain maximum
but to a lesser extent. The
v.iluc and as long as the negative grid bias
variable bias is al8o capable of
is so adjusted that, during negative halvc8
being used as a smooth and
of the grid signal wave, the grid does not
convenient method of volume
cxcee(l a certain maximum negative pocontrol, and possesses many
t.cntial, and during po:o<itive half waves it
advantages over other methods
does not become positively charged.
of volume control. In the first
U/'10/S fOf:lTED
I
If at instants during each wave the grid VARIATION
place, it does not affect the
IN tiNODE
J
becomes excessively negative, partial rectituning as will occur if a differCI.IR~ENT
- - - - - __ - - - - - - - - - - - :
fication due to unequal amplification of the
ential condenser is emplovcd a,;
two half ·waves \Vill occur, while if the grid
an input volume control, and
I
becomes positively charged during a
it does not increase the noiseI
portion of each wave, grid current will
signal ratio and thus create a
/low and there \\ill El gain be partial recti.
comparatively noisy '' backJication and consequent ditltortion. In
'I
ground"
when volume
is
operating a receiver employing lmv-fre·
reduced.
qucncy amplifying stag(-'8-, therefore,_ it is
The maximum Lias required
essential to ma,int.ain the negative bJas at
for most battery-heated multithe figure recommended by the valve maker,
mu .valves is about 16 volts,
i='ARTIAL.
nnd to choose a valve whieh will handle RECTIFIC~TION
and vruiable bias may beobtaim•d
I
\vithout diRtortion the signal voltage which DUE TO OV£R
I
from a potentiomctt-r of fr.·om
BIA$5/NC,
-- - --:
it is intended to npply to its grid.
2:3,000 to 50,000 ohms connected
Low-frequency amplifying valves (other
across the norma 1 grid bias
----I
I
th;utouipnt valves, which \Vill be dealt with
battery of the re~:epruately) fall roughly into two c!a:sses1
'1
O CRICJ VOL-1"5 + eeiver. l\lost main;;;I
I
high-a.mplification valves, having ampli.
operated multi-mu
I
o
'
I
Jication factors of the order of 40 to i'lO, and
I
valves require a
'
I
medium-amplification valvps, the amplimaxiimun grid bias
fication factors of which range from about
Showing relation between the grid tJoltage. and tlze anode current
of the order of 4-0
lO to 30. Generally speaking, high-magniin a valve and indicating c,;rrect biassing and how distortion is
to 50 volts, and thi:-;
1lcation valves can handle only com.
introduced by over-biassing.
is
best obtained
paratively \vcak signah;, while the valves
automatically by a
with lower amplification factor:=; deal with
In the case of a high-frequency valve, it variable bias resistance.
more powerful signals. All valve tllakers is, of eourse, impossible to employ an ironpublish the correct negative grid bia::~ cored transformer a.s the " load " in the How to Choose the Correct Amplifying Valve
It will have been gathered from the
\vhich should be applied to each type of anode drcuit. The most efficient loa.d is
valve, and the peak value of the grid input a tnnerl. circuit the tuning condenser of foregoing that the choice of an amplifying
signal must not exceed half the grid bias \vhich may, if desired, be "ganged" with val vc should be governed by several
voltage.
the condenser tuning the aerial circuit. factors-the frequency of the signals it is
ln very many instances 110\Vadays, the \Vhen a. triodc is used n,s high-frequency required to amplify (i.e., whether audio-or
coupling between one low-frequency valve ampliiier, a.s is sometimes adopted in radio-frequency), the initial strength of
,
nnd the following valve is a transformer, portable receivers, space and \vcight may the signal, and the type of coupling.
Dealing first with audio-frequency ampli-·
and in such cases medium-amplification be economized, with considerable sacrifice
vaJves arc more suitable. As there is a of overall amplification and selectivity, by fiers, prime cc:nsideration should be given
definite step up of voltage in the trans- employing a resistance or a choke as the load. to the anode nnpedanee of the valve, for
this determines its suitability or otherwise
former, the 10\ver amplification factm· is not
for any given application. For maximum
of great consequence. For certain special The Multi-mu Screened-grid Valve
The chief disadvantage of the original amplitlcation there should be a correct,
purposes, resistance capacity coupling is
employed bet\veen stages. Here, the ampli- screened-grid valve is that it can only proportionality between the impedance of
Jication obtainable is limited to that handle '":ithout clistortion comparatively the valve and that of the extcmul anode
provided by the valve itself, and the high- small input signals, the permissible grid circuit, the external impedance being as
magnification valves arc of particular value. swing or" acceptance" for linear amplifica- large as is pmcticahle compared with that
tion being subject to sewrc limitations. of the v:1lve. Usm~lly the impedance of
As a. result, when local stations are being the va.I-ve should be from one-lwJf to oneRadio-frequency Amplification
In present day receivers, the ordinary received, partial rer:tification is liable to fifth of that of the external circuit. Thus,
three-electrode valve is seldom used as an occur, while if another station is working in a rcsista.nce cnpacity coupled Rtage
amplifier of radio-frequency signals. The on fl. \vnvclength close to that to whi<:h the employing n resistance of from 100,000 to
reason is that with this type of valve the set is tuned, another phenomenon, termed 2fi0,000 ohms, it is necessary to choose a
electrodes themselves aet as small con- cross-modulation, occurs, the ca.rrier of one valve having an ano(le impedance of from
densers and transfer part of the energy in station being modulatccl by the signal of -10.000 to 50,000 ohms.
tl:.e anode circuit back to the grid circuit. the other. In order to avoid the distortion
For transformer-coupled stages, a somel f no :steps were taken to counteract this ocCa!,;ioned by these effects, a. modified what lower value of anode impedance gives
d'feet, the energy so feU back would be re- type of tOcreened-grid valve, c<tlled t.he better results, ns tlw impedance of the
amplified, again fed back and again ampli- ''multi-mu" valve, has recently been n.verage transformer is less than that of
tied, the cunmhttive result being that the introduced. The :=wreen of f·he multi-mu the rcsistaucec; employed in 1-t.C. eouplinQ:.
va.lve would fall into violent clcctrieal oscil- va.lve is of gnuled pit.eh, with the result thnt ~lost valve nw. kers supply more than one
lation, an~i reception becom~: impossi!Jl_e. , the valve is extrenwly sensitive, aJHl gives type of vah·e suitable for tmnsformerA device kno\vn afl
neutra.hzmg,
n high effective amplification ·when '~ ~mall (:ouplcd Elmpiifyin_g O'tagc·s, and these fall
whereby t.hc unwanted feecl-back is oppm;ed grid bias is applied, hut will lm.ndle only into two J:tir\y distinct classes--namely,
by a carefully adjul':!kd feed-back of equal snwJl signals, and is less sensitive whc·n a. the ·· L" clas,;, h<l.Ving an imprtLlllt"e of
value hut of opposite phase. overeomeR large grid bias iH applied, and can then about 12,000 ohmc;, and tlw "I-LL." dMs,
this (_Efficnlty to a g,rcctt. extent, but a still handlf' eompa.mtively large signal ,·olt<>.g;l'Y with impedances of approximately :?O,OUU
}wJt~r solution to the problem has been 1 \\·it.hout distortion.
<Coutinut"d on pag<" 211.)
(Cominued from page 180.)
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An Explanation of the Various Methods of Obtaining Grid-bias Voltages from the
Anode Current, for Both Battery• and Mains-operated Valves
VERY wireless set user either recog- ·-·-·-·-·-·--·-·-"_,_,_.,_,_,, to the total high-tensiOn voltage, along the
By
" complete valve circuit. This drop of
nizes the necessity of applying
negative grid bias to all low-frevoltage will consist of three portionsquency amplifying valves and to certain H. ]. BARTON CHAPPLE, j (I) the drop across the load in the anode
types of high-frequency valves, or aUerna- - Wh S h B S (H
) A C GI
Circuit (t.e,, the output choke), {2) the drop
"
• c ., • c.
ons. ' • • • ''
j across the cathode-anode path of the valve
ti\Tely is instructed to do so without 1
I
D.I.C.,
A.M.I.E.E.
~
(i.e.,
between the points C and D), and
appn•ciat.ing the true value. It is pointed
out that, only ·when such valves are biased .,_,_,_,_,._,_,_, _ _ ,_,_ _,_,,_ (3) the drop across the biasing resistance
to the correct point, that is to say, to the valve, it really does not matter in the least (i.e., betwPen the- points C and B).
middle of the straight portion of their whether the cathode is at zero voltage
Thus, the point A is at a higher potential
characteristic, can they amplify, without and the grid at some negative potential, than point D; D is at a higher potential
distortion. signals having an amplitude or whether the grid is at a zero potential than the point C; and C is at a higher
equal to the maximum acceptances of·thc and the cathode at some positive potential. potential than point B. But the grid of
valves. The normal method of applying This latter condition is that which usually the valve is connected to point B, so that
negative bias, that· is by means of a small obtains when automatic bias is used. the point C, the cathode, is at a higher
11
In most of thCse arrangemenUJ, the grid
ExrE~Nnt.. /lNOL:J£ CIRCUI?J
.............
is maintained at the same potential as
H.r.+
the negative terminal of the high-tension
supply, \Yhile the cathode is raised to a
higher potential by the inclusion of a
resistance in the lead connecting: the cathode
to the high-tension negative terminal.

E

f

.:
!

f

___

1~"'-8tM-R£SIS-T/NCe~B

H.T.-

Fig. 1.-A resistance inserted in the cathode
lead of an indirectlyMheated valve.

drv batten-, gene,rally is fairly weil understOod. Tl~C're arc, hmvcver, certain disadvantages which arise whe.n using battery
bias. In the first vlace, the bias battery
frequentlv is tucked away in an obscure
corncr of tlle set, and in consequence forgotten. Although the battery is nen~r
called upon to pass actual current, its
life is not indefinite, and sooner or laterin six or twelve months-it runs down,
and the actual bias applied to the valve
is very far from the nominal bias aR
indieatE'd bv the figures stamped upon
the side or"thc batt<'ry.
Again, a plug may work loose and drop
out of its socket, and fl very short period
of operation without bias may ruin an
cxpcnsive valve. '1'here is also the temptation to alter the bias without first swikhin~
off the S('t, another cause of deteriomtion
in the valve.

Principle of Self·biasing
During recent seasons, since the introduction of efficient A.C. mains setB, it has
become the practice to bifts Yalves " automatically."
The principle of self-bia.sing
is really quite straightforward, but puzzles
many listeners, and I hope, therefore, that
the following simple explanation, with some
practical biasing arrangements, will be
welcomed bv readers of PRACTICAL Vl IRELESS.
ThE'. object of biasing a valve is,
of course, to render the potential of the
wid ]('s.<; than that of the cathode, that is,
the filament in battery-fed valves. \Vith
ordinary battery bias, the cath(;){le is at a
potential equal tD the potential at the
negative end of the high-tRnsion supply,
and by connectinff the positive pole of the
grid-bias battery t'o the same spot, thr~ grid
potential is equnJ to the vol~.ag~ of as
much of the grid battery as IS meluded
in the grid circuit. In order to bias the

Voltage Drop
This 'vill be made clear by a rdf'rence
to Fig. I, which sbo·ws the essential con.
nections for automatic bias to an indirectly·heated
low-frctluency
output
valvE'. In this diagram, certain refinements, such as the decoupling arrangements, are omitted for the sake of simplicity. It will be· seen that the full hightension voltage exists between the points
A and B, the point B being at zero potential. It is obvious, therefore, that there
will be a drop of voUagc, equal in all

Hr.Fig. 2.-The arrangement of Fig I with a
deMcoupling circuit added.

potential than the grid, or, in other words,
the grid is at a lower potential than the
cat.hode. which is the conditiOn desired
for successfUl operation.

Advantages of Automatic Bias
HT+

The advantages of automatic or self.
biasing are many. In the first place,
if the value of the biasing resistance is
correctly calculated, then· is no possibility
of under· or over-biasing the valve.
Also the biasing resistance automatically
controls the value of the anode current,
HTI
for should the anode current rise, due,
perhaps, to a.n increase in anode voltage.
the drop through the biasing resistance
Nea·B"sBnR 0£COI.!Pi.ING RESISmNCE.
\Vill rise in proportion, the nPgativf' bias
'vill
be increased, and the anode curn•nt
Fig. 3.-An alternative arrangement of Fig. 2,
again
reducPd to its normal value. Further,
in which the cathode is maintained at the
the biasing resistance does not deteriorate
normal negative potential.
as does a grid-bias battPry, does not
vary in value, a.nd needs no replacement. If desired, t.ltP biasing resistance
can be nmde variable, or semi-variable,
so that adjustments can be made
while the set is in operation, without
any risk of an abnormal rise in anode
current.
There is, of course, one slight dis 4
advantage.
Any biasing voltage
applied in this way is definitely sub·
tracted from the total H.T. voltage.
However, this makes no practical
difference to the ciliciency of the
average mains set where 200 or 250
volts H.T. is available from a mains
unit, and the maximum bias voltage
required dopo: not exceed 20 or 30
volts. In the case of. some of the
bigger output valves, however, which
arc designed to operate at about 400
volts on the anode, as each valve
requires over 100 volts grid bias, tho
F(I?. 4.-A baUeryMheated valve arranced in
the same manner as Fig. 3.
lo::ts, if this amount of bias were sub4
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tracted from the available 400 volts H.T.,
would be serious. In this case, therefore,
it i~ necessary to design the high-tension
unit to give an output voltage equal to the
normal anode volt.:<J..ge plus the bias voltage.

Biasing Resistance
Biasing resistances genera1ly should be
of the \virc-wound type, and must be capable of carrying the full anode current
of the valve continuously without, overlieating. In the case of early stage }0\vfreqnency amplifiers and screened-grid
valves, ordinary spaghetti resistances arc
quite suitable, 'but for output valves,
where a certain amount of preliminary
c:tdjustment of grid bias is usually necessary,
N.T.
it is advisable to
JI.T.
..
use a variable
resistor, or, preferably, a fixed
resistor and a variable resistor in
serie:;, This allO"\VR
of adjustment,, but
at the salne time
prevents the valve
from being run
entirely without
B. 5
bias if, by misRe~~mi'ICE take, the vafia ble
portion i::; reduced
to zero. For variNeGRrm=BllsBR.e
able-mu
valves,
Fig. 5.-The biasing r~-where continusistance arranged in the ously adjm;table
cathode lead of an S.G. bias is required,
valve.
the resistance
must naturally be
of the variable type. The calculation
of the correct value of biasing resistance
is a simple matter, and is merely
the application of Ohm\:~ law.
The
formula is : Value of biasing resistance in ohms=
Desired bias in volts
Anode current in amps.
As the anode current is usually expressell
in milliamps, the value of the biasing
resistance is found by multiplying the desired bias voltage by 1,000 and dividing
by the anode current in milliamps.
As an examplP, we will take an output
valve requiring a grid bias of 32 volts
at full anode voltage, the anode current
heing 30 milliamps. The correct resistance
for self bias would be 32 multiplied by 1,000
and divided by 30, or 1,066.6 ohms. Actually, a total resistance of 1,250 ohms
would be used, consisting of a 750-ohm
fixed resistor in series with a variable
resistor of 500 ohms maximum.

Round the World of Wireless
(Continued from page 168.)

A

Screened~Grid

Detector.

N a sensitive receiver, e>~pecia.lly one of
the Det.-L ..F. types, resultR can often
l:c improved by replacing the normal
detector valve by a screened-grid one. A
fi._w alterations must be made to the wiring,
hut these arc very slight and can be c(l.,rricd
cnt. in a couple of minutes. All leads
going to the anode terminal of the detector
valve holder must be removed. joined
together (usually this can be done by
connecting them all to one terminal of the
H.F. choke) and attached to a flexible lead
which can be connected to the anode
t-erminal on the tOll of the S.G. valve. A
separate H.'l'. connection is required for the
t-wreening grid of the new valvf', so an
additional ba.ttery lead must be provided

I

Decoupling Resistance
In addition to the bia.sing resistance it-
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a ncgat.ivc potential giveu to the grid by
the biasing resistance connect.Prl between the
common negative wire and the H.'l'.
icrmina.!.
Fig. 4 gives the variant of this circuit
for use with a directly-heated triode or
pentode output valve, a connection between
the common negative wire and the centre·
tap of the filament winding taking the
place of the cathode lead in Fig. 3. For
screened-grid high.frequency valves, the
circuit is as shown in Fig. ;), This arrange.
ment is similar to that in Fig.- 2, but the
decoupling arrangement for the high-fre·
quency valve consists mf'rely of a .01 mfd.
high·grade fixed condenser.

self, certain additional apparatus is usually
required, by >vay of dccoupling. If the
anode supply is not efficiently smoothed,
and a bad mains ripple is preRent., t·here is
a risk that this may be transferred to the
grid by the bias arrangement, when the
anode current will be correspondingly
modulated, and serious mains hum result.
~1oreovcr, there is always a chance that
t.hc biasing circuit may pick up mains
hum from some other part of the apparatus,
>vhile any other low-frequency component
in the a.node current will have a similar
effect. To reduce this risk, a grid decoupling or smoothing circuit may be
employed.- This consists of a high resist·
ance, usually of about 50,000 ohms,
included in the grid return, and
by-passed to t.he cathode through a
condenser which, in the case :'of
most low·fl·equeucy valves, should
be of 2 mfd. capacity.
Such decoupling is not essential,
but should be added without hesitation if serious hum is noticed.
The condenser value of 2 mfll. is
ample, and in many ca.ses, especially in early low-frequency stages,
1 mfd. may be sufficient. On the
other hand, >vhcre a very bad hum
is present, especially if the output
valve is a pentode, it may be
necessary to use a 4 mfd. conF (g. 6.-A common resislance connected up to
denser for decoupling the bias to
provide bias for two battery-heated valves.
the la:o;t valve. Different designers
prefer different arrangements of the
auto-bias ·circuit, but the circuits given For Portable Sets
with this article are tried arrangements,
It should not be forgotten that automatic
and quite suitable for the types of valves bias can just as simply be applied to batteryfor which they are recommended. Fig. 2 operated receivers. In general it is not
is the complete arrangement for an early economical, for the bias is definitely
stage indirectly-heated L.F. amplifier, subtracted from that of the H.T. ba.ttery. 1
such as the input valve of a gramophone Stm, for portable sets and other .. special
amplifier. It may also be employed where purposes, it has the advantage of compact-.
the detector valve of a receiver is ness and light weight. The essential circuit
required t-o a..ct also as first low·-frequency is show'n in Fig. 6. Here a wire-\vound
amplifier with a pick-up.
resistance capable of carrying the total
Precisely the same arrangement may be H.T. current of the set is connected between
used for a pentode output valve of the H.T.- and L.T.-, and thus biases the
indireetly-heakd type, but for three- output valve. It may be made variable fOr
electrode output valves a slightly different purposes of a.djnstment, and may also be
system is preferable. For a triodc, the suitably tapped to provide bias to other
value of the biasing resistance is usually stages. The value of the total resistance
of the same order as the resistance of the and of the intermediate tappings can be
load, and the loss of power in the biasing calculated in the way already described,
resistance, if this resistan('e \Vere included and any handy reader should be ablQ to
in the load circuit, \vould be serious. This construct a suitable resistance unit, either
is avoided in the circuit shown in Fig. 3, by connecting spaghetti resistors in series,'
where the cathode is maintained at the or by winding his own resistance with highcommon negative potential of the set, and resistance wire.
for this purpose. The lead shoulU be
connected at one end to the anode terminal
of the valve holder, which now coiTesponds to Uw screening grid, and the other
end :->hould be taken to t.he 20-volt or 30volt socket of the battery.
The usual
by-pass condenser between the screening
grid and earth is not essential, but dOC'S
·sometimes effect an improvement. Any
capftcity from .01 mfd. upwards will do
quite well. A screened-grid valve provides
a greater degree of amplification and makes
tuning 8hoxper due to its smaller dumping
effect on the tuned circuit.

This manual, which is priced at 1s. 6d.,givcs full and illustrated constructional
details of a range of S.-\V \'lin·lcss receivers,
adaptors, rmd wavcmetcrs. Each dcscrip.
tion is accompanied by a clear wiring plan
drawn to sca1e, and the exact cost of the
va.rious instruments is stated in all cases.
In addition to the constructional articles
t.here are otllf'rs on "Logging Short-\Vave
Sta.tions," ''Trouble Loca.fing," "The
Short-\Vave Variable Condenser,'' etc.
On the la.f:lt· three pages are given the
circuits of two S.-\V. tra.nsmittcrs and a
list of short·v;rave stations, accompanied
A Short-Wave Manual
by details of their working schedules.
rcfreshingly interesting
LL short-vmve enthusiu.stil will be Alt-ogether a
.
interested in
a
'· Short.\Vave publication. If you want a copy of this
Manual'' which has just been published manual, the a.ddresA of ),lcssrs. Stratton and
by -Messrs. Stratton and Co., makers of Co. is J~ddystone \Vorks, Bromsgrovc
'· Eddystone" short-\Yave components. Street, Birmingham.
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• DON'T BUYany Speaker

I

until you
have heard
THIS one
Be critical.

l\1any
hater
A1ake
comparisons befm·c you
make a choice. Ask
to hear the MoToR
Minor Moving Coil. A
speakers are
than others.

speai>er that's differ::nt
-~-cith

Ioo% purity of
rich clear tone. And
moderately priced too.

'

Unless you are ir:
touch
with
all
branches of industry
vou cannot see the
Possibilities of employment, but with
our gigantic organisation we are in touch
with every sphere of
activity, and we know
that in many trades
and professions th~rc
are more vacancJes
than there are trained
men to fill them.

We teach by post all branches of the followin~
vocations, and specialise ~n all
examim.tionsconnectedtherewtth.

Oura.dviceisalwaysFree.

complete Jt·ilh transformer
and baffle board.

If any difficulty
in obtaining, send
us you~ nearest

TEKADE

MINOR P.M. MOVING COIL

address,

RArt!O

1"i-

~01'0

..THE FINEST
RADIO
CABINET
for the
hotne

constructor.

~0\\\..\)

Geoe'"l Education

Oc\\~S

(I

:'( y\\0

'-\Jt.

G~~Sflt'

otao'> 't"i~\l'- ~~-~ Gi- \1'
s\lf>Gi-'0'0 GO'-'-'£:
taos1 i-1'Gi-

P

&

ELECTRIC, LTD.
147, Farringdon Road,
London, E.C.I.

'IN YOUR[
SPARE 1
TIME 1

YOU CAN HAVE A COLLEGE
TRAINING IN ALMOST ANY
CAREER FOR A FEW
SHILLINGS MONTHLY

LET ME BE YOUR FATHER

39 1 6
dealer's

I

STUDY
AT
HOME

Accountancy Examinations
Advertising and Sales Management
A.M.I. Fire E. Examination
Applied Mechanics
Army Certificates
Auctioneers and Estate Agents
Aviation Engineering
Banking
Boilers
Book-keeping, Accountancy and
Modern Business Methods
B.Sc. (Eng.)
B.Sc. {Estate Management)
Building, Architecture and Clerk
oi Works
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Civil Service
All Commercial Subjects
Commercial Art
Concrete and Structural Engineering
Draughtsmanship. All branches
Engineering. All branches, ,tubjeots and examinations

Heating and Ventilating
Insurance
Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining. All subjects
Mining, Electrical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Municipal and County Engineers
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Police. Special Course
Preceptors. College of
Pumps and Pumping Machinery
Radio Reception
Road-making and Maintenance
Salesmanship
Sanitation
Secretarial
Shipbuilding
Shorthand (Pitman's)
Structural Engineering
Surveying
Teachers of Handicralts
Telephony and Telegraphy
Transport
Weights and Measures '' Insp,''
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
Works Managers

If yoli do not see your own requirements above, write to us on any subject

DO NOT DELAY
THERE MAY DE CH/INCES FOR \'OU TO·D.-\.V FOR
\\"1-I/CH YOIJ 1\!AY BE TOO L:\TE TO-C,!ORRO\V.
E\'ERY D.\Y COL'NTS l)r A JIIAN'S CAI~EICR.

Pat. No. 3';"2.!H8

The Chromogram is an ideal Cabinet for the home constructor·
It can be utilized as an ordinary radio cabinet for any standard
chassis, and later, when a Radiogram is required, it is simply
fitted in a mJ.ttcr of seconds.

Standard Radlo Cabinet • .

•.

..

Electric Motor and Pick-up Unit to fit above
Complete 2 in 1 Radiogram Cabinet

IT COSTS NOTHING TO INQUIRE
..-.WE TEACH BYPOSTINALLPARTSOFTHEWORLD -.t
Also ask for our New Book-FREE OF CHARGE

£3 10 O
£3 17 6
£7

7

THE HUMAN MACHINE

6

Secrets oi Success.

EQUIPMENT Il\:CLUDES SIMFSCl\:S ELECTRIC
TURNTABLE AND PICK-UP.
Send now for complete details to : -

•

CHROMOGRAM

76-78, CITY ROAD. LONDON, E.C.l.

ll'e~··

lAAl

SHEFFIELD
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THE SPEAKER SPEAKS
ON THE PENTODE VALVE
The First Article of a Short Series
By F. W. LANCHESTER, LL.D., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E., Etc.
ordinary (triodc) pO\ver va.Ive, and cam.
parable with a good push-pull power
circuit. But as pointe-d out the amplification factor is then only in the region of
10, and thus only two or three times the
effective amplification factor of a power
valve such as P.625; there is no "saving
a stage" or anything like it ; all that one
can say is t]mt the pentode may occasior:,ally
make the difference between the amplifi-·
External Impedance
The reason for this further lowering of cation of a given set being adequate or
Dr. F. W. Lanchester, LL.D., F.R.S.
the external impedance is in order that the ot.hcnvise.
bass 8hould come through u:ithout undue laM. Summary
OR far too long the pentode valve Even '"ith the external (speaker) impedanec
l. In laying out a set for a pentode, the
has suffered from being a victim to brought dO\vn to thiB level the pentode external impedance (speaker effective imexcessive propaganda; its virt.ues valve requires the support of more in- pedance) should be taken about one-ninth
have been overstated, and in consequence ductance (henries) in the output trans- of the (A.C.) valve impedance a.s published.
its introduction has led to disappointment former (or choke-filter circuit as the ca.se
2. The effective amplification factor is
in greater or lesser degree. But the may be) than the ordinary (triode(power then approximately one-tenth of its nominal
pentode valve properly installed is capable valve. \Vhereas an output transformer value.
of giving remarkable results, as indeed is with a primary inductance of 10 henries
3. The inductance of the choke in a
generally recognised, and its only real in round numbers is sufficient for an choke-filter circuit or primary winding in
competitor for pu're undistorted volume is ordinary power valve, for a pentode with the case of a transformer should be at
the well-known "push-pull" circuit.
an external impedance of 5,000 or 6,000 least 10 henries, and, if full bass rendering
ohms about twice this or -20 henries is is required, 20 henries is desirable.
.
Amplification Factor
required to give as good a l'endering of the
4. In the case of a moving-coil speaker,~
The nominal amplification factor of a bass. For an external impedance of the effective impedance of the speaker is its
pentode is commonly in the rE'gion of 80 10,000 about 40 henries ':muld be required. measured impedance (or calculated imor 100, but this is entirely misleading to
The question may fairly be asked why pedance) multiplied by the square of the
those who think in terms of the ordinary not stick to the 10,000 figure and provide transfornwr ratio. Thus, if the speaker
(triodc) pmver valve. The slogan ''saves an adequate transformer ? The ans\\'er is impedance (ohms-1--reactance) be 20, and
a stage" which has sometimes been em- economic consideration. A transformer of the O.P. transformer ratio be 17, the
ployed is equally misleading. The makers. 40 henries to carry some 3 or 4 milliamps. effective impedance, referred to above as
of the pentode tell us with one accord current is not an expensive matter, in the external impedance, is 20 x l J.2 =5,800
that the external impedance (speaker fact intervalve transformers up to l 00 ohms, and the said combination is suitable
effective impedance) must be kept low, hcnrieR are common. But to take a for a pentode valve. Parenthetically it
say one-fifth or less of the (A.C.) im- current of 17 m.a. as required by PT.240, may be observed that the same combination
pedance of the valve itself: thus. for a or 26 m.a. as required by P'l'.625 is another is equally suitable for,an ordinary triode
pentode such as the PT.425 whose ampli- matter ; for a given size of iron 1circuit the power valve "\vhose impedance is less than
fication factor is given as lOO, and whose necessary number of turns results in over- 2,000 ohms; such for example as the
published impedance is 50,000 ohms, the saturation and diminished receptivity; so P.625A or the P.l\1.256.
ext.t:mal impedance should not exceed that piling on turns defeats its own obJect,
5. The maker's instructions relating to
10,000 ohms. But equal prominence is and the only way out of the difficulty is a the pentode valve should bo carefully
not given to the fact tha.t under these very great increase in the size and cost studied, especially as concerns the dange"r
conrli"t.ions the effective amplification faetor of the transformer. \'Vhcn the economic of allowing such valves to be called upon
is now only one-sixth of its declared va.hw, limit is passed the answer of the public to function on open circuit or with excessive
namely:
and trade would be the abandonment of impedance in circuit.. The penalty of dis10,000
the pentode valve.
regarding these warnings is commonly rL
lOO X 50,000+ 10,000 ~ l6.6
Cut down in the manner indicated break-down, often resulting in the dcstruc.
The external impedance suggested above, above, the pentode is a very good valve, tion of the valve itself, owing to the
although satisfactory from the point of capable of giving a heavy output without ~xcessive peak voltage generated undel'
vie'v of the valve ma.ker, is still far too l!igh distortion, in this respect better than the rmch conditions.
for good reception. In our opinion a
better value for the external impedance
to be associated with the valve in question
would be something in the region of 5,500
ohms. The corresponding value of the
effective amplification factor \Vill then be :
5 500
100 ::< 50,000, + 5,500
10 approximately.

F

RADIO SCOTLAND
T is only two ~Tears since the Scottish
National Radio Exhibition 'vas inaugurated as an annual event, but.
when Uw third of the series opens in the
\Vaverlcy Market (Wednesday, October
12th) it v;-ill come as a familiar and firmlyestablished institution.
Like the great Radio Exhibitions a.t
Olympia, London, and at 1\-Ianchester, which
have preceded it, the Scot.tish Exhibition
will place before its patrons absolutely
everything that is new and up to date in
British radio apparatus. The Exhibition
is an all- British one-no apparatus of any
kind which is not manufactured in Britain
British labour will be shown-and,

I

:w

I

THE CAPITAL'S
WIRELESS WEEK

following :\fr. Bentley's invariable principle,
it is an all-Radio one-nothing will be
shO\vn which has not a direct connection
'vith radio reproduction.
With the opening of Scotland's powerful
new hvin-wave transmitter at \Vesterglen,
there has naturally been a huge increase of
interest in broadcasting in Scotland.
Of special interest this year will be an
exhibit Rtaged by the G.P.O. On a largo
stand the Post Oflicc engineers are showing
examples of the various eleotrical.machincs
in common industrial or domestic use
whose proximity u.ffects and interferes
with broadcast reception ; and at interva.Js
actual demonstrations ,vill be given of the

methods which the P.O. men employ in
order to overcome the difficulties and smooth
out the interfe1·ence. This stand is sure to
have a good audience-for comparatively
few li.':'J:encrs at present reu.lize how much
electrical machines may affect their
reception, and still fevrer know that
the Post Office will try to help them
in any such difficulty they may en·
counter.
A model studio is being erected in the
Exhibition in which certain of the programmes which \vould normally be put on
in Scottish Broadcasting House in Queen
Street, Edinburgh, will be staged on each
Jay of the Exhibition.
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OTO~SOARD

USINGS __ _
_,

- ...• ,_, •....,,_, ...... ,_. ...... ,_. •....• ,_, •....•
......,_,, that there is a compensation in the output
Choice of Needle
HERE are a large number of different
curve, resulting in a reinforcement of the
PARAGRAPHS OF INTEREST
types of gramophone needle on , TO THE RADIO-GRAM USER
lower and high notes. If you feel that your
the market, and each claims some
pick-up still fails to do justice to these
special advantage.
Steel needles are
notes you can fit a tone compensator,
divided into three main types-soft, record has been played a number of times which is an arrangement of chokes and
medium and loud ; whilst there are several distortion will be noticed, due to some of condensers giving resonance points a.t
varieties of " permanent " needle in addi- the smaller sound waves being worn off various frequencies. Naturally, the design
tion to those of the fibre type. The majority the grooves. To test whether your turn- has to be chosen in conjunction with the
of needles, however, are designed primarily table rotates on a perfectly horizontal pick-up, so that the output from the record
for ordinary gramophone reproduction and, plane put a record on, and rest the needle becomes practically a straight line.
therefore, when used with an electric on the clear space at the beginning of the
sound-box, or pick-up, a little more care record. The record should rotate for the The Gramophone Pick-up: Does Yours
Require a Volume Control?
is needed in choosing the type of needle complete playing time without the needle
Disappointing results with a gramo·
for your instrument. The writer always being throvm off.
phone pick-up may often be due
uses Columbia Talkie needles, as
these have a nice, fine point, and
to the non-use of a volume
are extremely bard. I use one for
control in conjunction with tho
-NEEDLE _ ___,,_
each record (both sides), and tho
actual instrument. Quite a number
of the modern pick-ups give a
wear when viewed under the micro·
fairly large output, and if one of
ficope is very small indeed. Five
these is employed to play a very
records may be played with one of
these needles without appreciable
loud record it is possible to over·
"cutting," but the-y arc so cheap
load the valve in the grid circuit
that one can afford to use one per
of which the pick-up is connected,
record. If a permanent needle of
m1less such valve is of the lo'v
the Tungstylc type is used, it must
frequency or even small pO\\'er
on no account be removed from the
type. Receivers whieh hilve not
pick-up until it is worn out, as the
been designed for use witp.
thin point gets bent as it is used,
gramophone reproducers are often
and if removed it may be put back
altered by the user in on;ler that a
in such a position that the point
pick-up may be used. This· alteration
fNCORREC7"
CoRRECT
commonly consists of btCa.king the
will dig into the record. However,
each pick-up seems to \\·ork best This illustration shows the effect o/ a needle which is not vertical. grid lead of the dot€ctor valve, or
with one special needle, so it will
inserting some switching device in
\Yell repay you to experiment with various Vibration Troubles
this particular part of the circuit, and then
types to ascertain the best one for your
Most motors ar-:l provided with rubber relying only on the volume control which
own apparatus.
washers which should be placed on either is included in the L.F. side of the receiver
side of the motor-board. \Vhere a powerful (if one is fitted) to reduce the volume from
A Level Turntable
A fault which can result in a peculiar amplifier is installed with the motor-board the speaker. The detector valve does not,
form of distortion vxises from the radio- attached to the cabinet housing the loud- as a rule, handle a very large input, and is
speaker, these washers are of vital.
importance, as powerful low notes
will cause the entire cabinet to
vibrate, with the result that the
pick-up is shaken, and both dis.
tortion and damage to the record
can arise. If a moving coil loud·
speaker is used with a
mains-driven
instrument .),~~w.o
and the amplifier is not
adequately smoothed, hum
from the mains can be
transmitted to the pick-up
in this way, and this fact
should be borne in mind
when trying to trace hum
in an amplifier.

T

-+---0/RECTION OFROTA'TION
The correct angle f.~r a needle-with ez'ther
ordinary acoustic sound~box or electric pick~up.

gram ea binct being stood on an uneven
surface. If the apparatus is home-made,
the motor-board may also be fitted so that
it is not perfectly level. The effect of this
is that the tone arm bears more heavily
on one side of the groove than the other,
a.nr'l this results in uneveu wear, After the

i

Balancing the Output
It is probably well known

'
that the lower notes of the
/NcO~REC7"
CoRRECT
musical scale are not
recorded at ~he same The "tracking~: _ongle-which was fully explamed in a recenl
str?ngth as the hig_he~ no.tes issue. Note how the sound~bo:x or pick~up must be parallel with
owmg to the lumtatiOn
the sound grooves
·
imposed by the Rpacing of
·
the grooves. The. very ·high notes are \very often of the type in which the applica·
also not present on a record because tion of the maximum H.T. and grid bias
of the recording difficulty. The majority will not enable it t-o take ~ yery large grid
of pick-ups have ·the design so chosen
(Contimud on page 212.)
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HIS four-va.lver has been designed in
response to many requests for a
powerful battery set employing the
ordinary type of sCreen-grid valve, as distinct
from the variable-mu. As \Vill be seen from
the photographs the receiver is very compact, and, in vie\Y of 'the closeness of the
various components, great care will have to
be exercised in wiring, and the instruct-ions
must be carefully foHO\ved if this is the
first receiver you have attempted to build.
As a matter of fact this is a very suitable
set for a beginner to try to construct., a.s,
apart from the simple \viring, there are
not very many constructional points
·which require attention, but these will be
dealt with in t.hcir proper vlace.
The
eircuit, as will be seen from page 190, eonsists of a S.G. valve with filament control,
detector, L.F., and l)O\VCl' valves. The
detector is coupled to the L.F. by an
ordinary L.F. transformer, but for the
second inter-valve coupling a Benjamin
Transfecda is employed. 'This, as most
readers arc probably a.warP, consists of a
transformer, coupling condenser, and wire~
\Vmmd rcsistanC'e. The detector valve is
dccoupled and an output filter is fitted.·
The result of t.his circmit arrangement is a
perfectly stable, powerful receiver, and the
quality is such that a moving-coil loudspeaker is recommended. The output valve
will obviously be overloaded on a po\\·erful

station, and therefore a volume control is
fitted before the first L.F. :=;tage, and this,
in conjunction \vith the volume control on
ihe S.G. valve, will enable the signal
strength to be regulated so that the detector
valve is neither under- nor over-loaded,
and the output valve also only recE-ives a
signa.! which it can properly handle. Having
described the principal features of the
receiver we can no\'i proceed \Yith its

\\
\\

constru~tion.

Construction
Obviously, before construction can be
commenced, all the components as specified
in the shopping li:=;t should be obtained.
It is nmvise to attempt construction with
only a fe\Y of the parts by you, as with all
receivers, and especially \Vith one so compact as this, it is advisable to arrange all
the parts on the baseboard in the approximate positirms they are to occupy, and
mOYe them about until absolutely certain
that every one is correctly ylaced, and
then pierce or otherwise nutrk the positions
of all screw:=;. Bv ·working in this manner
there is no rh;k of finding, when the majority
of the parts have been screwed down, that
there is not enough space for such-and-such
a component. \Yell, then, when all screw
positions have been marked, remove all the
components and drill the holes to accommodat-e the three screws \vhich hohl the

liiiii!,;!IJI•••••••••••••••III(
These illustrations gWe a good idea
of the attractive layout and compact
arrangement of the Sonoione. The ex·
freme right~ and left-hand views are
from front and rear, respectively, whilst
the illustration abo11e shows the com·
pleted r.cceiver in ifs cabinet s~anding 011
the stool which is designed /or it. The
remaining illustration show'i the base·
board viewed from above.
·

!
..!
I
!

'

.
!! '

Full-Size Blue Print Wiring

variable
condenser.
The exact position of
these is shown on the
blue print. Before the
coils can be attached

View of the completed receiver from the back.
showing the battery shelf and loud~speaker fitted
in.the top section of the cabinet,

it is necessary to reverse the positions of
the two coils. It will
be seen from the instructions accompany~
ing the coils that this
is done by simply re·
moving hvo screws on
each coil. Now attach
the variable condenser,
then the ganged coil
assembly, the valve·
holders, the trans·
former and Transfceda,
the grid leak and eon·'
den:=ier, the small fixed
condenser, the two
chokes, and that is all
for the time being. By
leaving out the rest
of the components
wiring i:t simplified.

Wiring Up
These instructions for \vmng should be
carefully adhered to, in order that the
various wireB may occupy their correct
positions, and neat cross-overs made ut. the
correct points. The baseboard should be
laid do\vn, with the panel edge nearest to
you, and then the various I'eferPuccs to
right and left hand will be correctly followed.
Terminal 1 of coil A
to terminal G of
LIST OF
the S.G .. valveReceived on. the
holder.

Terminal G of S.G.
valve-holder
to
fixed plates of first
section of variable
condenser.
Terminal l of coil C
to fixed plates of
second section of
variablecondenser,
and a ~mall wire
from this latter
terminal to tho
terminal on 'tho
small
balancing
section.
Attach a small sol·
dcring lug to the
opposite side of

loud-speaker stren
be given
Stations which were not SI
in signal strength, have r
~····

......., ...............................
Short TVaHs
Ftlcamp (Radio
Normnndie).
Trieste.
London Natioual,
Turin.
Heilsberg,
Breslau,
Brussels No. 2.
London Regional.
Toulouse.
Midland Regional.
Katowice.
Stockholm.
Rome.
Beromlingter.
Langenberg.

,,,......................................... .

i.....,-..... ,_. . . -,. . .,_. . . .-,. . . _. . . .- . . . .-,.....,. . . . . . - . . ,. - . . .,,_,. . ,_. . . ,_,. . ,.,_,. . . .- ..............._,,. . ,,_,_. . ,_. . _,,_, . . . -,. . _._,. . . ,_..... ,_
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Diagram Given With This Issue
h

Top terminal of this choke to terminal
P on the transformer.
,Join together terminals 2 on the eoils,
and thence to the right~Jmnd t•:rmlual
of the switd1 on -:the coil base.
Righ.t-hund ~>ide of switch to eru"th ter·
minaL

'./ Terminal2 on wil C. to the Rcrc>v whieh
holds Ute ooil bnse to t.hc baseboard.
TPrminal 2 on coil e to terminal 6 on
tlic same coiL
l{cmaininf( terminal on the grid condm1st·r
to l;~ t<:>rmin.<tl on detector valve-holder.

::\ow the output chl)ke and the three
condt;IJ':'if'l' may 1::¥1 scnnvetl dO\vn
ln tht.•ir <'orrect positions. and then the
terminal b!od<fdor aerial <Wld cnrih and
loud-speaker may he att-ached. Remove
the- mierofuse from it& base and i3crew
the baMe in its position between the
choke and fixed conden!'t'rS, after >~:hic-h
the wiring may be proceeded with.
Terminal E on the 'l'ransfecda; i"!- joined
to the lr>ft-hand L.S, te-rminaL
The latt.er tNminal is joined to the li'
terminal of the output valve-holder
which is Iw&rest the panel.
l'rom the latter Wrminal to the lermina!
on the e-nd plate of the variable condenser, aml thence to the right-hand
terminal of the 2 mfd. condenser.
Join together the two right-hand trrminals of the 2 mfd. conden&>n<, ant!

2 rnfd.

\

\

I

\

I

I

.

I; / .

:Xow attach one end of the 600 ohms
spaghetti resistanc-e to the latter terminal,
and fix the opposite end to the baseOOard
"\Yith & flUlRJI. ·round-head \YOOd-S(;l'PW,
H.T. terminal of tranaformer to the lefthand tem1inal of 2 mfd. C{mdf'mer.
Attach the 10,000 ohms spaghetti to H.T.
tcrmim>l of transfo-rmer! fixing: the othn
t>nd to lLT. 2 terminal of Tran;,iCeda.
File a smnll hollow at. the low<2r f'dgo of
the terminal block accommodating the
piek~ntJ terminals, tmd att.a.eh thi-;: t;::rmina!
bioek to the ba:;ebiJard, but, bt.fore driving
the scrPws rjght home. slip the battery C'ord>!
undemeath so that they are gripped when
the block is finally fixed. To the lcft-htmtl
terminal of the switch on the- coil ba,<>e
attach the J..~.T. - lead, a sh(•rt lf'n_gth of
flex, and a wire to the nearf'Ft terminal of
the mit'rofuse hohler. The H. 'I". -lead is
t.ht'U at.ta('hed to the n'maining tenninni
of the microfuatJ holder. The L.'l'. + lead
is n.ttaehe-d to the left-hand I<' -terminal of
the S.G. valve-holder. A four-inch h•ngth
of flex should now be fixed to the termin£~1
on the screened choke \Yhleh is nearest the
panel.
Drilling the Cabinet
Befm·e the· '\Ylrin;t ean he fin~shed it
be necessary to drill the cabinet, front. 20
tbi>:: shou!d now he marl;:erl out., and the
hol0s drilled (see the diagram overkaf).
:\ ttach
the
et>cutcheon window to

'

wm

j
J his section of the variable

Nmd<'nf}(·r, and run a. wire to
tlw cent-re tcriuinal of the
.::riU condenser.
:From the latter t.;rmina1 to the
Jdt-ha.n\l shh~ of the .OOOl
fixnl cond<>nr;er.
Ht•mainin.u tA:rminal of the latt.Dr condensf'r
to the left-hand side of the &ercene-d
dlnb:-.

Tc'nninnl C of the deteetm: valve-holder to
t })(• nearest tcru:tinn.l of the gtid eond(·nRCr.
:Xmv- join up the ]f terminals on the ih!'('e
valve-holdPN at
1
the k·ft·hn.nrl side
STATIONS
of the b<<ll.cboard,
Sonoton.e at good
J'l't:P'>iJH! the \Vit't'H
gth.
Full list w:JI
dcn\n >>~;that they
rtxt week
reBt on the base~
t~ntly loud, or eornUuem
board out of the
.u: b<'en im:lud•d in this li:iit.
way.
North Rl'gional,

~ Prngu2.
P

r>.tilan.
Bru:.M:Is. ND. I,
Viern:m.
liodnt~H.

Terminal P nf .L.F.
v a l v t' holder to
t~?rmimd 1) on the
Benjn.mln Transfeetla.
Terminal G of the
pmver valve·hol·
der to terminal G
on the Trn 11sfeeda.
Terminal A of the
detevtor va.lve-hoi~
der to the lower
terminal of the
lU'. choke.

t 1wr,ce to the earth

tenuh:a],
R i;:::ht-hanU L.S.
terminal to the
2 mfd, oondemer.
Hemaining tvrmT~
nat nf this eomlen!'f'r
to A tcrmiw:tl of (nJt·
J>ttt val..-e-holdcr,
l-atter tet'lliinal to
the neartMt termifu<tl
on t.h<' output <'hoke .
Hemaming termi·
nal of thls ''huke to
nearest terminal on
the hCreene-d dwke.
J..atter termilliil to
terminal H.'I', 2 on
Transfccda.
l:...eft-hand terminal
of the !':l.G. valveholder t.o t.]te J:.' terminal of the output
v3ive·htJlder.
Terminal A of thG
S.O. valt'c-holdcr to

th€ 2 mfd. condel1$et.

"''" ''-"'""••---·-._,._.. ···-···-.··-··*'"Ol_. . ,,.,_.,;~.,- . ,~.,-··D~·-···-·.

I
I'

Front t!lew cJ the completed reo:iver.

The two le/1-lumd l<_mAH

are V clume COJttml and Reaction Control ; the central knob en

the right i$ the H.F. Volume Control, whiJst the lower k_nob is the
W am:~change

on~oJf

Switch,

f-{0<•-:.,_."""-h"'..-"""''_'.""'-··· .• ,_,., ,,,_,.,. ... ,_,.,_..,_,.,_~,-·····<0)-"'
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TUNING
1 CoNDENSEf!S

~t~;r~~t~~~.tl~h~ !~fu!~ ;·······~·~-~~~:;····~·;·~~~·;;~~~~~~···~~;····~·~~····;~;:;~~~;;~······•···~·1

control and the reaction con~
denser, and then attach the
remaining seven leads to tho
baseboard as follows. Three
lengths of flex arc attached
to the G and G.B. terminals
of the transformer and the
G terminal of the L.F. valve~
holdE'!r. One length of flex
is attached to the right-hand
F terminal of the S.G. valve~

~f ~h~· t~~!i~a1u~::b!~~r~
1

CONDENSERS

VALVEHOLDERS

Sovereign Pre-set .0003 rnfds.
Wilkins and Wright W.312 (Two·
Gang-.0005 mfds.).
Ready Radio .0005 mfds.
Reaction
Condenser.
Three 2 mfd. T.C.C. Type-No. 50.
One .0002 mfd. T.C.C. Type S.P.
One .0001 ditto TypeS. Flat,

Four Lotus 4-pin,

Sovereign .500,000 ohms,

COILS
Lissen Dual Gang.

~USE
Microfusc 100

CHOKES

~~ft~ns~~~~d~~~eened.

VALVES
Mazda SG.215; HL.210 (Metallised)
L.2 and P.220A.

VOLUME CONTROL

m/A.

ACCESSORIES

"f
i

f

denser, and thc-n join up the
flex and two glazite leads, after
which the work is practically
completed. The small prc~
set condenser must be screwed
to the baseboard between the
aerial-earth terminal block and
the coil base. and one terminu l
of it joined to the aerial
terminal. The other terminal
of this condenser is joined to
terminal 4 on coil A. Three
flex leads and ono glazite lead
will complete the receiverone flex being joined to the
right-hand pick-up terminal,
and the gla.zite joining the
remaining pick-up terminal
and terminal G of the L.F.
valve. The remaining two
flex leads arc joined to the
G .B. terminals on transformer
and Transfeeda. These flex
leads .mUBt be provided 'vith
wander plugs, marked as follows: G.B.l to the trans.
!ordmer, G.dB.2GtoB the Trans1 ee a,
an
· .3 to the
pick-up terminal.
Testing Out
The valves may now be
inserted into their respective
sockets, the batteries uon~
nected up, and the receiver
tested out. H.T.l should be
inserted in a tapping betwecn 60 and 80 volts, the
best tapping being found

~i';:eeB~I~~~g I: T;:-::~~~'A::ial, f ~%ut!~;~ilT'b~· plu~g~i'inf~

on Coil C. AB these leads
RI T
D Y 25 0
t Chok
Earth, L.S.-. L.S. +,and two Pick·
the maximum voltage. C.B.l
should be just long enough
. . ype • •
utpu
e.
Fi~:.~ay Belling Lee Battery Cords.
is plugged in the grid bat-tery
to reach the proper cmn~
TRANSFORMERS
Two coils Glazite connecting wire.
at the 3-volt tapping, a,nd
Ready Radio L.F. 3-1.
Short length of flex.
G B2•
h 9
1
·
ponent on t h e f rant W h en
Benjamin Transfceda.
Four Wander plugs _ G.B.+, G.B.l,
· . mto t e ·VO 1.(-tappmg.
this is finally attached. A
GB 2 and GB 3
G.B. + of course. will be
length of glazite is now cut,
RESIST ANCES
One. Tin of Fdt'. . '
inserted into the scJeket bear~
Lewcos Spaghetti 600 ohms,
Pertrix Batteries, 120 volt a.nd 9 volt.
·
h'
k'
'!!
ono end being attached to
Ditto IO,OOO ohms.
Cameo Ambassador Cabinet.
mg t 18 mar mg, as Wl ·
terminal 5 of coil C, the \Virc
Colvern 25 ohm. Variable.
Igtanic 0.9 Speaker.
H.T. - . Join Up the accupa.ssed along close to the
Dubilier 2 mcg. Grid Leak.
One two·volt Accumulator.
m.ulator, attach aerial and
varia-ble condenser, and a !.. ......................~•··•··•·•·"·•··•··•··•··•·•··•···~···•··•·•··•··•···~ ..····•··•·•··•··•·•··•··•··•··•··• .. •··•··•-..·•··"""""""·"·"·•··•!
(ConJinued on page 192.)
loop made ill the other ~_:_-.~-~.--.-.~-..-_-,_-.-------------'---------------'------'-"----'-~
end to attach to the
small reaction condenser.
A further
piece of glazitc is
attached to terminal
A of the detector
valve-holder, and a
loop provided to at~
tach to the other ter~
mina} of the reaction
condenser.
Before putting the
set in its
place,
attach the dial to the
variable
condenser,
and, if you \Yish the
dial to be illuminated
in use, you can also
a t.tach a short length
of twin flex to the F
terminals of the detector valve ~ holder,
afterwards joining
these leads to the
lamp-holder on the
back of the esc1.1tcheon
window.

.,

,.
'

Final Details
Put

the set into

its place, and drive

home the sma.ll woodscrews. Fit the knobs
for the variable con~

The theoretical circuit of the Sonotorw.
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Those Elusive Foreigners
DIRECT RADIO'S
.,SONOTONE' FOUR
gets them DEFINITELY

..

1 Lissen 2-gang shielded £
d.
coil with combined
fil,.ment switch
17 6
Utility .0005-mfd. 2·
gang variable
denser type W 312 ..
19 6
Ready Radio ,0005w
mfd. reaction con•
denser
2 6
Sovereign .o005-mfd.
pre-set condenser , .
6
I T.C.C. 3 terminal type
.0002-mfd. fixed con•
denser
2
l T.C.C .. 0001-~id. fix~J
condenser type " S "
3
3 T.C.C. 2-mfd. lixed
condensers ..
11 6
Ready Radio Standa~J
H.F.Choke ..
6
Kinva Screened H.F.
Choke
2
R~ady
Radio
Transformer ratio 3-1
8 6
1 Beniamin Transfecda
11 6
4 4-pin valve holders ..
2 0
I R.l. Audirad Output
Choke
..
..
8 9
Lewcos 600 ohms spag~
9
hetti fixed resistance
Lewcos 10,000 ohms
spaghetti fixed
·si stance
0
I Colvcrn 25-oh~s fil~:
mcnt resistance FR
3 6
I Sovereign 500,000 ohms
volume control
4 6
I 0
I 100 m.a. fuse & hold~~
3 Belling L" terminal
2 0
blocks
6 Belling Lee terminals
(aerial, earth, L.S.L.S.X. and 2 pickups . .
..
..
3
Belling Lee 5-way battcry cord
2 0
2 Coils Gla1.itc ::
8
1 Pcrmcol panel 14in .. ~
7in. drilled to spcci0
fication
1 B3seboard 14i~.'x!Oin·..
9
4 Mullard Valves: PM
12. HL 2, PM 1 LF,
1 19 0
PM2
"1S9" Tabl~· Model
Cabinet, in Walnut ..
18 6
£8 10 0
con~

GREAT FREE
GIFT with the
~asy
Every

""

Stations Finder

" Practical

Wireless"

'must have a Calibrator, the

enthusiast
new gaclget

that identifies Foreign Stations by name.
Amazingly simple to use, it trebles the
entertainment value of any Receiver, No set
is complete without it.

THAT IS WHY
WE GIVE ONE
ABSOLUTELY
FREE WITH EVERY
DIRECT RADIO KIT
The Pre:;s says:
,"Indispensable to Ether Searchers.
Enables all stations to be found and
identifzed
irnmediately
Decide
what station you want and-hey presto
-there it is! No more guessing! "

KIT £5. 12.
• Model 1
10.
of
KIT £7. 11.
• Model 2
14.
of
KIT . £8. 10.
Model 3
15.

LF.

'SONOTONE'FOUR
CALIBRATOR

&flftlid

•

=---

Make a point of visiting our Showroom~ at 1j9, Borough High Street, for
interesting demonstration of all new

6
6

(with valves
less cabinet)
or twelve monthly
10ayments

(with

0
0

valves

~~

and cabinet)

or twelve monthly
payments of

6

'SONOTONE' ACCESSORIES.
£ s. d.
Siemens 120 volt
H.T. Battery
13 6
9-volt
Siemens
G. B. Battery ..
Oldham 050 Accumulator
Epoch Twentieth
Century Moving
~oil Speaker Chasw

'"
or in

Epoch Oak
Cabinet ..
I Filt. Earth

I

0

9 0

I IS

0

2 7 6
2 6

ANY COMPONENTS CAN BE SUPPLIED SEPARATELY
~-----~-~~. --·-~-~-

DEMONSTRATIONS

6

(less valves
and cabinet)
or l welve monthly
payments

LONG-RANGE EXPRESS THREE
KIT No. 1, less valves and
cabinet, £5 : 12 : 0, 12
monthly payments of 10:6.
KIT No. 2, with valves, less
ea binet, £7 : 13 : 0, 12
monthly payments of 14/~.
KIT No. 3, with valves and
cabinet, £8 : 10 : 0, 12
monthly payments of 15/6.
KIT No. 4, with valves, Con~
solette cabinet, R. & A.
Challenge Moving Coil
Speaker, Siemens Power
batteries, Oldham ace.,
£12 : 10 : 0, 12 monthly
payments of 22/~.
MAINS EXPRESS THREE
KIT No. 1, £9 : 1 : 3
(less valves and Cabinet)
12 monthly payments of
17/-.
KIT No. 2, £12 ; : 6 : 3
(with valves, less Cabinet!
12 monthly pliyments of
22/6.
KIT No. 3, £13 : 11 : 3
(with valves and Cabinet!
12 monthly payments of
25/-.

1

-----------.

CASH, C.O.D. AND EASY PAYMENT EXPRESS ORDER FORM.
Please dispatch to me at once the !allowing goods

I

Kit Sets and Loud Speakers.
lo)

We specialise in Radio for Export. Goods
to youP exact specificatWn are ~ery carefully
packed and insured, all charges forward.
Terms: Cash with order, or deposit one-third

with order.

Balance C.O.D.

1

To: Direct Radio Ltd.,159, Borough High Street, London Bridge, S.E.l. 1

for which (b)
(d

I enclose
I wi!l pay on delivery
endo~e first deposit of

I

I

uoss cui line} £.
{ not applicable

I

NAME ..

I
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the wave-change switch to
a sufficient height. The-se
battem need to be about
*in. thick. If, however, the
reader decides to use a
dummy three-ply panel for
erecting the controls (and
this is, perhaps, the better
system) the dummy can be
used as a drilling template
for the front of the case.
'l'hc set should push into
place easily; do not bend
or distort the part8 to get
them to enter the holes,
otherwise you will introduce troubles which it may
be difficult to remedy.
Mount the knobs so t.hat
they just clear the polished
surface, or unsightly marks
will appear.
In conclusion, should the
rea.dpr experience any difficulty in construction or
operation, he should address
a letter to the Queries and
Enquiries Department,
marking the envelope

"SONOTONE."
A pictorial view of the Sonolone,
FREE Gift to Constructors

of the " Sonotone Four "
(Continu(!d from page 190,)

earth leads, and then connect the loudspeaker leads to the L.S. terminals. The
small flex lead from the screened choke

The "Sono tone Four" has
been specially designed to
give rpally first-class loudspeaker recC'ption of all Home and Foreign
Broadcast programmes on medium and
long waves. To identify easily by na.mc aH
the stations the
" Sonotone
}'our "
brings in, the new " Calibrator" Easy
Station Finder is absolutely indispensable.
With the " Sonotone Four " li\Hd the
"Calibrator" you have only to 'set your
tuning dial to the reading given by the
" Calibrator " and there's your station. ·
Simple', isn't it?
Messrs. Direct Radio, cne of the distributors of guaranteed and tested kits,
ofl:'er to all purchasers of" Sonotone Four "
kits a FREE gift of the "Ca.librator."
Readers of PRACTICAl, \VIRELESS who are
contemplating building the " Sonotone"
must certainly read Direct Radio's interesting anaouneement on page 191.
Remember, you only get the " Calibrator'' FREE if you purchase your kit
from Direct Radio.

position of the
will be seen from
the photos that strips of wood are fitted to
should be connected to the terminal on top the basC' of the cabinet to raise the baseof the S.G. valve, and the receiver switched board of the set to such a level that the
on. This is carried out by means of the swit-ch knob is not too lo,v on the front.
knob on the coil base, and, by rotating the The most important holes are those for
knob to the left, the filaments are switched the tuning condenser knob and eRcutcheon
un, and the receiver will tune to the medium and on-off switch. The remaining holes
wave band, from 200 to 530 metres (or need only be relatively placed. The con1,500 kc/s to 566 kc(s). Rotating this knob trols for these latter holes may be wired
to the right switches on tho filaments, and into the circuit and then pushed into
the receiver ·will then tune from 800 to position as the baseboard is slid home. As
an alternative, the controls may be mounted
2,000 metres (or 375 to 150 kc/s).
on small metal brackets.
If desired, the set can be completely
The Cameo Cabinet
To enable the receiver to be mounted in wired up outside the cabinet by screwing
the Ambassador cabinet, the front of the to the front of the baseboard a thin threecabinet will have to be drilled out, as shown ply panel marked out in accordance with
in the "panel layout," but a little care the special dimensioned panel layout
will have to be exercised in the actual dis- diagram given on page 190. As mentioned
before, this diagram is intended as a
template for drilling the front of
the case, and if the reader elects to
complete the wiring of the set after
it has been screwed down to the
floor of the case, the cardboard
templa to, carefully cut to the sizes
given, should he laid over the front
Of the cabinet and the positions of
the Ya.rious holes carefully marked.
A template is supplied with the
T"ariable condenser, as mcnt.ioned
carliE"r, and this should be carefully
transft>rrcd to the cardboard templa.t.c. It will l;e necessary, owing
t.o the low position of the wayeehangc switch, to ensure that the
holes arc drilled a sufficient height
nbovo the bottom of the cabinet.,
ot.herwi~£\ when the baseboard is
pushed into the case, it may be
found that the holes and the
spindles do not coincide. This
drilling operation, therefore, should
be gi\·en careful attention.
It will be found necessary to
screw two battens to the underAn interior view with battery shelf and loud ...
neath side of the baseboard to raise
sp~aker removed,
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He has built it

•SO

CANf

.·.. YOU.

fromt/u
GREAT

The. ONLY

receiver you can

build yourself
employing Metallised

Screen Grid Valve.
High Mu Detector and
Economy Power Pentode

LISSEN~'

FREE (IIAif
There never has been the equal of this set within the range of the
home constructor-this new Lissen Skyscraper is the only one on
the market that you can build yourself, employing Metallised
Screened Grid, High·Mu Detector and Economy Power Pentode
Valves. No factory-however well..equipped-can build a: better
receiver. No manufacturer, however large, can produce a .receiver
whose results will surpass those you will get from the LiSsen Sky•
scraper you build yourself. It is the only battery set that can deliver
such power-yet the H.T. current consumption is far less than that
of the average commercially..-designed 3-valve set.
Yet the Lissen Skyscraper is made simple for you to build. Elaborate
care has been taken to ensure your success by giving-in the Skyscraper Constructional Chart-such detailed instructions and such
profuse illustrations that everybody, with no technical knowledge
"or skill at all, can build it quickly and with complete certainty of
success.
You buy the Lissen Skyscraper Kit complete with valves-a Lissen
Metallised S.G., a High-Mu Detector, and a Lissen Economy Power
Pentode Valve-and the price is only 89/6. Or you can buy the
Lissen Walnut Consolette Skyscraper Cabinet and Loudspeaker
combined as illustrated. It holds all batteries, and accumulator
and loudspeaker as well. It makes everything self..-contained.
A special Pentode Matched Balanced-armature Loudspeaker of
great power is supplied with the cabinet and the price of the Sky•
scraper Kit complete with valves and this cabinet and loudspeaker
is only £6 Ss.

Se\'ld me FREE copy of your
1/- Skyscraper Chart.

P.R.4

LISSEN LTD., Dept. P.R.4, Worple Road, ISLEWORTH, Middlesex
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THE NEW TYPE OF' MAINS VALVES
And How a Battery Receiver was Converted to "All Mains."
By PENTAMP.
Al\TY of my readers h~ve no do~bt
heard of Ostar Umversal Mams
Valves which were introduced into
this country a short while ago, but for the

M

l

ever, one or t~'O illteresting points w~th
regard to the power-supply system. ] or
ins~ance, the H.T. current is filtered through
a double choke and condensers. The choke

l

altering
be sure
ha Ye to
discard

t~o filament wiring and you will
of equal results. You would still
use an eliminator if vou wished to
the H.T. battery aS well as the

+

s

Fig. 1.- The circuit of the battery set before conversion.

benefit of others, to whom they may be
new, I wish to give here a brief explanation
before passing on to a description of son;te
simple experiments I made recently m
converting a h.-a-valve receiver to operate
entirely from D.C. mains.
Valve Filaments that Stand 240 Volts !
The valves in question are of Austrian
origin and in appearance they are much
the same as the more conventional types.
They arc made for all-mains voltagcs and
the Voltage rcquired should be stated "\vhen
ordering. They have five-pin bases or
alternatively \V hat arc called " adapte-r"
bases. The latter are for use in existing
!'lets and have the filament terminals
brought out to the side of the base to avoid
re-wiring. Their chief characteristic is that
the filaments are designed to take the full
voltage of the mains. This, in conjunction
with indircctlv-heatcd cathodeo;, renders
them capable of· operation direct from either
A.C. or D.C. mains. In other words, both
thc filament current and H.T. cun-ent is
supplied from the mains
without the use of a trans~
former in the case of A. C.,
or breaking down resistance in the case of D.C.
They arc also very economical, using 5l to 6 watts
per val\'e for heating.
Circuits Used
Perhaps the best known
circuit using these valves
is that shown in Fig. 4. It
is the one used in the Ostar
Universal two-valve rc(•eiver (the third valve
shown is a rectifier). This
set will >vork from A.C, or
D.C. mains (of the same
voltage) by simply plugging in. Ko alteration to
the set is necessary !
However, if the set is
intended exclusively for
D.C. use, the rectifier can
be omitted. If retained,
as sho\vn, the cathodeanode space merely acts
as a series resistance of
low value.
The H.}-.. and L.F. parts
of the circuit are quite
normal ; there are, how-

'

Fig, 2.- The circuit shown by Fig. I modified to suit the new
Universal full mains voltage valves.

is rath~dr .a sbpec_ial
one a.n IS o tam·
able, or \Vill be shortly, in both R.I. and
lgranic makes. Incidentall;:, when using
D.C. a single choke is usually sufficient. A
potentiometer is used to provide an artifici-a,l
centre point when working from A.C.,
but this again is not necessary in the case of
D.C. The vah·e filaments, or heaters, it
will be noticed, arc connected in par<1llcl
direct across the mains and therefore any
number of valves may be used without
causing the voltage to ·drolJ.

accumulator. Even so, this struck me as
being rather a bold claim, so I decided
to put it to the test by trying two of their
valves in a battery-operated set "\vhich I
happened to be u-sing. This set I had
recently fitted with a cheap D.C. maim;
unit_ for supplying the H.T. current, so
that the substitution of Ostar valves should
make it virtually an all-mains receiver,
but anyhow, I mcrclv altered the filament
connections to see -\vbat happened.

A Bold Claim
In one of the pamphlets issued by the
makers they claim that " any old valve can
be substituted by one of the new construction without any alteration of the
set apart from the heating "\viiing." Of
course, they do not mean tha.t this will
automatically convert a battery set into an
all-mains receiver, but that the- characteristics of the valves are sueh that thev can
be substituted for your old ones bY just

A Simple Two·Valver
}'ig. 2 is the original circuit ind Fia, 3
shows it after the conversion,. The first
thing I did was to substitute fi'\;e-pin valve
holdere for the four-pin ones fitted. The
centre pillil, or cathodes, I connected together and joined to H.T.~, also all
connections which were previously joined
to L.T.~ I connected .to the cathodes.
This left the- filament terminals separate
from all other parts -of the circuit- and I

Fig. 3.-Wiring diagram of the battery
set, as converted /or mains use.
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READY RADIO
Quality Components

SPECIFIED lor the SONOTONE
READY RADIO
L.F. TRANSFORMER
Everyone who builds the SONOTONE
can be sure of quality rept·oduction.

The Ready Radio L.F.

Transformer

specified for the ' Sonotone ' gives a
quality of reproduction that is second to
none. Its amplification curve covers a
remarkably wide range of frequencies.
The windings are particularly robust
and carefully wound, whilst the iron is
of a new type. The Transformer can
be relied upon to give excellent service.
Ratio: 3-1 and 5-1.
eluaranteed for
two years.

8'6

Ready Radio Components ensure
lasting qualit~. Change to Ready
Radio and notice the improvement.

READY RADIO

.ooosmEd:

Full details of how to bring
your present set up to date
are contained in the KendaiiPrice Book. 36 pages describing 10 wonderful circuits, with
photographs and diagrams,
published at 1/-.

REACTION
CONDENSER
A remarkably effid.
ent and accuratl:l
reaction condenser,
specified for the

SONOTONE.

It

employs a new type
of solid di-electric.

Small in size, self·
cleaning

plate.~,

smooth, silent varia·
tion. Capacities at
.0001 {1/9 <'ach) to

.OC075 (3/6 each).
. OCOS

mfd.

"~

~prcihM

2'6

POST COUPON NOW OR GO TO YOUR
DEALER FOR YOUR FREE COPY.
l'o READY RADIO LTD. (BMk Dept.), Eastno~HouJ2, BLACK HEATH,
S.E.3 •
Please seod me the Kendail-P.rice Book of the ten cU:cuits--free. I enclose
qd. in stamps for postage.
Name........ .

Address . .

ii ·;.~~; ·~:;, i; ·;~ ··h·.~:_:~·.- ·:~i,: ;; ·;;~;;; ·r.-~~ ·b~-~ :~·.: ·;~·:: r;;!i:~;~~ i ·;~ ;~· -~;~i~~~·.· ·~;~; i;;~~ :

~ I}- in stamps with rhis coupon.

Readu Radio Lid, East nor House, Blackheaih, S.£.3. Lee Green 5678,

Prac. \'V', 4. ~
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(t:ontinued from page 194.)
:vith a switch which will operate
then connected them bv meanS of flex
m such a way that current is only
to the nearest lamp-soCket. The old
switched on when the lid is closed.
filament switch, being of robust conThis will ensure that the set is
struction, I left in the circuit for
"dead" when it is exposed to
switching on. The mains unit and
+ view. Control knobs should have
grid-bias batteries I left as they
the grub screw sunk ·well into the
were. 1_'hen I plugged in the valves
knob in case the operator touches [1,
and s•vitched on. As I expected, as
high potentml point with one hand
whilst tuning-in.
soon as the valves had heated up
thcte was a decided mains hum, which
Finally, I do not wish to give the
impression that the set described
could be heard above the broadcasting.
This was clearly due to
here is the last word in D C. allFig,. 4.-Circuit diagram of the Ostar Universal
the haphazard way I had wired the
mains two-valvers. It. is simply an
two·valve receiver.
filaments, since I knew the mains
of an existing batten•
........................ " ................................................................... receiveradaptation
unit was quite silent. I thereupon fixed a
to all-mains operation and
plate of zinc under the baseboard and ;
is intended to show how such a conList of Components Used in the
drilled small holes right through the baseversion may bO carried out with a minimum
Two-Valver Illustrated on p. 194.
hoard and the zinc at the side of each valve
of expense and trouble. Of course if vou
1-.000Smf\1. tuning eondenscr, St.one~.
holder, and kept all heater wiring under the
wish to make up a set exactly as sho\~'n here,
J-.0003mfr!. reaction condenser, Lotus.
1-TP]sen dual-r~mge timing coil.
panel, the C'onncctionR to the valve holders
there is no reason why you should not, .and
1-L.l<'. transformer, ratio 3; J, LisS!'ll,
in using the Lissen Eliminator vou will
being made through the holes. The result
1-.0003mfr!. 11xell tondenser, T.C.C.
\vas magical-the hum practically diflappearsave the trouble of constrnctinrr thls part of
1-lmfti. flxt~d l"OJHl!:'llHC'r, T.C.C,
1-~
megohm
grid
leak,
Lissrn.
ed! Still not being quite satisfied, I had a
the receiver. Shortly I hope ~to gi\'e par1-l
lllegolnn
grid
leal>,
Lissen.
look at the detector grid connections. Here I
ticulars in these pages of how to make an
1-bpughctti resistanre, 600 ohms, Lcwcos.
shortened the \vire from the grid to the grid
all main.~ three-valver for operation from
l'11ir LiR~en panel brnckd.s.
4-TcrminaL~, mark(•rl. "Arrial, Earth, L.S,+
either A.C. or D.C. at wilL
condenser by shifting the latter right up
awl LJ:!.-," clix.
against the detector valve holder. This
The reader may like to know that tho
Aluminium or zinc 8heetim:! for srreens.
reduced hum to a minimum and, except for
manufacturers of the Ostar valves will be
2-llaseboard mounting 5~.Pin valve holders
Clix.
'
pleased to ad visc a.Il readers of PRACTICAL
a slight building up jul'!t at oscillation point,
1~-3-point !!hurting switch, Ready-Radio.
would pass unnoticed. This l considered
WIRELESS regarding the installation of
1-Lbscn D.C. eliminator, JlOJmlur model,
quite satisfactory, although it must be
these va.Ives, and their address can be obtype A.
Ebonite panPl; Hin. by 7in. Baseboard
remembered that with t.he mains unit used
tained on application. Mark letters "1\Iain.<:J
l
tin.
by
7in.
'
the maximum plate voltage is only about
Valves" in the top left-hand corner. and
ComH"eting wire, S\:r(•v.""S, 2 terminal mounb,
120. I rat·hcr think that with a voltage
address to The Editor, PRACTIC,\L WIREStiitablc valves are : Vt'310 or A520 as deteetor and U\l:W as amplifier.·
·! LEss, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., S"ll, Southampncarer the valves maximum of 240 the very ~
slight hum present would be ma.gnified some- ...........................................................................................
ton Street., Strand, London, \V.C.2. Tho
what. At the same time, it must be requery coupon should be att.,·whed to every
l\Iet.allised
heater
wire
is
preferable
to
enquiry. Lists giving the full range £)f
membered that no smoothing devices whatever were used in the heating circuit. Al- twisted flex for the filament connections. valves are available tu readers under the
lt
tends
to
reduce
any
mR,ins
hum.
A
conditions given under our weekly" Catatogethei I felt that the makers' claim was
zinc or aluminium screen is advisable logues Received " feature.
quite justified and I was agreeably sur- round
the eliminaprised at the wa.y the set handled. lt then
as shown. Like
remained to make the set truly" all mains " tor
metal plate
by providing automatic grid bias. This was the
the baseeasily done by the substitution of two under
board it should be
resistances and a condenser in place of the connectedtoH.T.grid-bias battery. A 600-ohm resistance
Where it is degave the right bias for the amplifier valve sired to instal a
at 120 volts on the plate, and Jt 1 mfd. receiver of this type
condenser and a l megohm grid-leak were as the" household"
.---'WITH THE LATEST
included for decoupling purposes,
broadcast receiver,
it may be thought
Good Reception
On the final test I found these valves to worth w·hile to
compare favourably \vith the normal ty"'"Pe, take all prcthe power derived from the set being cautions possible
The latest development in Matched Coils
~!·GANG
slightly in excess of that obtained pre~ against shocks. AlASSE~iBLY
and, Condense~ combined as one Tuning
viously, with smooth reaction. The valves though it mav be
Umt. Exceptmnal range of stations and
33/6
were anti-microphonic and no need was imposs:ible to actuknife-edge selectivity are obtained by the
ally
receive
a
shock
found for anydceoupling devices in the anode
perfect matching of assemblies that are the
circuits. In fact, the inclusion of an H.F. from the a pparafinest yet designt;:d. Either the 2-gang or
tus,
there
is
always
choke and decoupling resistance and conthe 3-gang Fonno Band Pass Assembly
denser at the anode voltage I was using someone in the
will bring your set right up-to-date.
family
who
has
a
sufficed merelv to slightly reduce the
little
apprehension
signal strength·.
Any :reader possessing a set similar to on knowing that
the one I was using, namely, with a D.C. the set is conto
the
eliminator for the H.T. and ·with accumu- nected
lators for the L.T., who contemplates a mains. It is also
conversion to all mains, cannot go far -possible that some
wrong if he follows the wiring diagram alteration may be
given on p. 194. ~The following hints may desired some day,
also be useful. A fixed condenser should be and it is obviously
included in the aerial lead if there is not e8sential that the
one already in the set. This is in addition highvoltagesshould
to the one in ::;erics ·with the earth lead, not be pr0sent dur
which is usually ineluded in the mains unit. ing such alteration.
JS"o direct connection must exist between the The follmving sugearth and any part of the set. A 1-mcgohm gestions arc thereIf anv difficulty
in obtaining,
or !-megohm ,vill he found the most suitable fore offered to enplease send us the
value for the detc0tor grid-leak. Do not use able the comtrneaddress of :J:Oltr nearest dealer,
rubbishy valve holders. Remember they tor to make the
The
have to stand up to the full voltage of the set "safe."
Cro;:•n !Vorl:s; Regents Park, Southampton,
Lm1don OftictS: 23, Golden Sq., Piccad;tlyCircus,W.t
mains and that the grid of the detector lid o{ the cabinet
valve particularly ~mst be well insulated. should be fitted
~

~

~.'

YOUR set
• Bring
Up-to-date

BAND-PASS TUNING UNIT

FORMO
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OST owners of radio receivers have
heard of the great advances that
have been made in the development
of short-wave broadcasting in recent years.
Numerous broadcast programmes can now
be heard at almost any hour of the day
or night, whereas up to a few years ago,
the number of available stations with a
definite programme value could be counted
on the fingers of one hand ; the amount of
entertainment that one could obtain from
a short-wave receiver was so small that only
the more serious minded experimenters
became interested in the subject. To
some extent, the idea that "short waves"
arc a sort of" no-man's-land," only avail·
able to the more experienced experimenter,
persists to-day, but this is no longer true
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' SHORT-WAVE RECEPTION '
By R. F. Roberts
•l....... ....... ....... ................................. ............. ...... ....'
~
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on~ say, 2,000 metres, radiates
practically the whole of its energy in the
ground wave---the amount of reflected
radiation being negligible ; another station
on 200 metres may divide its energy between
the two radiations-thc reflected wave
being very much in evidence. A transmitter on 20 metres, however, radiates
almost the whole of its energy in the
reflected wave, the ground wave being

mitting

very weak by comparison. This explana-

tion, although very general
and subject
to
many
-------t"'\folmifi._,~modifications,
will serve to
explain how the use of a
short wave enables us to hear

'

stations as remote as the
Antipodes.

Essential Considerations of
Receiver Design
Now as to the receiver.
In what way is a short-wave

2

receiver different from -one
of the OTdinary kind that We
use ? Fundamentally, there
is no difference, the circuit
____..,..__ _,L._:r. principles being the same ;
L
there are, however, two
important qualificatioris:
Fig. I.-The
firstly, all possible sources of loss must be
"buJiness
removed as far as possible, and secondly,
the receiver must _maintain a high degree
end" o/ a
of frequency stability, that is, all wiring,
short - wav~
receiver.
coil mountings, etc., must be rigid. Any
" wobble " in the wiring .will result in the
tuning of the receiver varying with conse.
and anyone who has handled an ordinary quent inability t-o hold a station· once it
receiver can, at very little cqst, enjoy recep- is tuned in. These two qualifications will
tion of stations situated t,housands of be better appreciated if we consider the
miles away. It is a characteristic of short
wavelengths that it is very often easy to
receive, sa-y, a. station in Australia on the
loud-speaker, whilst another station fifty
miles away is barely audible ; this is due to
certain facts connected with transmission
that are worth considering for a )Iloment.
3

+

" Ground " and " Refiected ., Waves
When a station is transmitting, two
types of radiation arc really being emitted;
one leaves the aerial and follows the curva·
ture of the earth, becoming gradually
weaker and weaker in the process due to
absorption of energy by earthed objects
such as buildings, trees, etc ; this is usually
referred to as the " ground wave"; the
other goes off at an angle up into space
until it meets an atmospheric belt known
as the Heaviside layflr. This layer reflects
the radiation back to earth in a similar
manner to which a beam of light is reflected
off a mirror; this wave is therefore tenned
tho "reflected ·wave." A station trans-
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frequency instead of the wavelength.
A 300-metre wave has a frequency of
1 million cycles, per second ; a 30-metre
wave corresponds to a frequency of 10
million cycles, but a 3-metre wave means
that the frequericy is 100 million cycles.
Losses due to self-capacity, resistance,
and the use of poor dielectrics in our
condensers, become, at 30 metres, ten
times as important as on 300 metres ; at
3 metres these losses arc the all-important
factor in circuit design.
Now let us consider the circuit of Fig. 1,
which is the " business end " of a typical
short-wave receiver. The batteries and
L.F. end of the set have been omitted,
the L.F. side following conventional practice as for ordinary broadcast receivers.
-The three coils, A, G, and R, may be
three separate coils as shown or may all
be wound on one former, the latter being
the more usual commercial method. The
coil G is the most important, being tho
grid coil fanning the tuning circuit with
the condenser shown connected across it.
The resistance losses are reduced to a
ininimum by winding this coil with a
heavy gauge of wire ; the dielectric losses
are reduced by making the cciil as near
self-supporting in the air as is possible, yet
retaining enough mechanical rigidity to
prevent any possibility of vibration. The
question of losses in the reaction coil R
does not arise, because it is fed from the
amplified high-frequency enC'rgy in the
plate circuit; wo can thus wind this coil
with any gauge of wire wo like, in a single
layer with turns touching or piled into a
slot in the fanner.

Tuning Coil Connections
Before we consider the aerial coil, Jet
us consider connecting the aerial to a point
marked 1 on the grid coil. The effect is
two-fold; firstly, the damping imposed
on the coil by the aerial will undo all the
good work we have achieved by reducing

Fig. 2.-Circuit of a two-valve receiver.
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the coil's
losses, and
secondly, any vari~t.ion in
the aerial's capacity (such
a.s might. be produccd when
the aCrial lead-in swings in
the 'vind) >vil! be evidC'nt
ns variations in tuning;.
ThPsc effects ca.n be reduced
by tapping the aerial on to
points down the coil, such
as 2
and :~ in the
diagram, but we reach a
point where the transfer of
energy from the aerial to
the grid coil begins to fall
awav. It is more effective
to Conrtect the aerial to a
separate coil, as shown in
the diagram, selecting the
E
number of turns and
the position to effect a
suitable
compromise
T
behreen energy transfer
and dampi~g.
.
Another unportant component IS the
H.F. choke in the anode circuit. This
should have a low self-capacity and no
pronounced resonances over a wide range of
wavelengths ; if resonanccs are present
they will have peculiar effeCts on the
reaction-this being controlled by means
of the condenser in the reaction coil circuit.
There are several very excellent H.F.
chokes available for short-wave worksome of the standard H. F. chokes maintain
their efficiency down to 10 or 15 metres,
so no trouble should be experienced with
this component, providing we use a welltried make.
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ica.Ily, together with a short-wave unit and
the necessary plug for connection. It
will be noticed that the grid connection
is ignored, only the filament and plate
leads being used.
Such a system of short-wave reception
is cheap, simple, and efficient. It is an
easy matter to constru('t the unit shmvn
in }-.ig.!l, when, by "\vithdrmving the detector-val vc from yours taudard rccei ver,
plugging-in the unit and inserting the
detector-valve into the unit's valve
socket, the standard receiver is instant.lv
PLUG TOFI.r INn>
converted into ~n efficiellt
/JerecroR VR~v.s S'ocker short-.wave receiver. S11;ch
a umt can be used with
almost any receiver-even
if it has H.F. stages ; ,ve do not use
Fig. 3.- Single~ the grid connection to the detector valve·
valve short-wave holder, therefore the entire circuit preced·
adaptor •.
ing this valve-the tuning circuit, H.F.
valves and the rest, is effectively isolated
and only the L.F. portion of -ihc set is
Practical Aspects
used to follow the unit.
Now th.a.t we have considered some of
ConstrUctional details of a suitable unit
the more important features of the circuit, will appear shortly, but the experimentally.
let us consider the practical aspects. There inclined reader may care to try the system in
are two possibilities for the short-wave the meantime. An effective coil combinaenthusiast; he can either build a complete tion could be made up with three plug-in
receiver consisting of, say, the circuit _of coils, the aerial being three turns, the grid
Fig 1, plus two L.F. valves to bring signals coil being five turns and the reaction four
up to loud-speaker strength, or he could turns. The tuning condenser mav be
build this circuit into a unit and arrange 0.0003 mfds., and the reaction condCnser,
for it to plug into the detector valve-holder 0.00015 or 0.0002 mfds. The tuning con.
of his standard receiver, thus using the denser must be fitted with a good slmv.
L.F. end of this receiver to amplify the motion dial, because tuning wilr appear to
short-wave signals received by the unit. be extremely critical-and station."! are
This system is shown in Fig. 2. A simple easily missed if the tuning condenser is
two-valve receiver is shown diagrammat- rotated too rapidly.

SOME PRACTICAL POINTS
there are a number of smaller ones which
Connecting a Gramophone Pick-Up
Whilst most modern receivers have pro- add a certain amount of refinement .. Pervision for connecting a pick-up there are haps the most interesting of theSe is the
many older seta not so equipped. Almost fitting of a dial light. Such lights are
every set having one or more low-frequency found on nearly all mains receiveFs but are
stages can be successfully used as a gramo- comparatively rare on battery ones. Be·
sides illuminating the tuning dial the light
phone amplifier.
A single.pole change.over switch-now acts as a reminder that the set is switched
frequently sold as a " Radio Gram " switch on. Most of the types on the market can
-is required. The wire frqm the grid be attached to the panel or condenser
terminal of the detector valve holder to the drive, and the only corwections required
grid condenser" and leak is removed from are two wires, preferably twin flex, to the
the latter point and joined to the centre filament terminals of a convenient valve
terminal of the s-witch. One of the other holder.
Another useful fitting is a station log, a
switch terminals is connected to the condenser and leak, 'vhilst the third terminalis small metal-framed chart, upon which can
connected to the slider of a. suitable volume be ·written the condenser settings for various
control potentiometcr. One of the other stations. The logs are available in various
two terminals is fitted with a flexible lead sizes and can conveniently be screwed on
and a "G.B." wander plug, the pick-up the panel or inside the lid of the cabinet.
being connected to the latter terminal and \Vith many of the older sets a substantial
improvement can be effected by replacing
to the third one.
If a post-detector volume control is fitted the ordinary condenser dials by slow·
in some other part of the set the potentia· motion ones. In this case it is preferable
mct.cr just referred to might not be re- to choose dials which are fitted with a metal
quired. In that case one pick-up lead will screen to reduce hand-capacity effects ;
be connected directly to the grid-bias battery the screen must, of course, be connected to
and the other to that switch terminal earth to enable it to fulfil its proper purpose.
Users of portable sets often wish to inmarked "G." \Vhen a potentiometer is
to be used its correct resistance will depend crease the range of reception by connecting
upon the mako of pick-up employed, so the external aerial and earth wires but find this
value specified by the ma;kers should be impossible because appropriate terminals
chosen. In receivers having two L.F. are not provided. This difficulty can be
stages it is often found that the amplifica- overcome by winding two or three turns of
tion given is too much when the pick-up 24's gauge d.c.c. wire round the main
is connected to the detector valve (which frame, winding and bringing the ends out to
convenient terminals. The best position
acts as another amplifier in this case).
of the turns can best be- found by trial, as
Minor Refinements
it depends entirely on the characteristica
In addition to the more or less· 11 major" of individual sets. Often results can still
modifications dealt with in a recent issue, further be improved by connecting the

"earth " end of the extra windinrr to
H.T.-." Most readers. will have noticed'that
certain firms now supply thPir valves with
either plain glass or metallised bulbs. \Vhen
replacing worn-out valves it is often advis.
able to specify metallised valves. :Even if
they do· not give any improvement they
will certainly be no less efiicient than those
of the plain type.
Wavelength and Frequency
~~IHER of people do not seem to
understand the relationship \Yhich
exists between the wavelength and frequency of a transmission. In most lists
of transmissions and broad('asting pro·
grammes, transmitters are stated to be
operating on a certain tvavelength or such
and such a frequency. For example, the
wavelength of the London Regional is
356.3 metres, and the frequency 842 kilocycles, or 842,000 cycles. To be technically
accurate the latter figures should be given
in kilocycles, or cycles " per second."
Now, ,.,·ireless waves, like light waves,
travel at 300,000,000 metres per second·
if, therefore, one wave is, say, 300 metre~
long 1,000,000 such waves will be created
per second.
It is the number of waves
per second which is referred to as the
frequency, one complete wave being called
a "cycle," and, of course, 1,000 cycles are
equivalent to one kilocycle. It is well to
bear this relationship in mind because it is
often useful in experimental work and
especially in super·heterodyno practice.
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why not express it in the correspond~ f
ence pages? See page 208.
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Tune m
on
N the light of modern set design, it is
both interesting and amusing to view
the practice indulged in not so very
long ago of choosing resistances for their
values, regardless of the cul!ent-carrying
{;apabilities and self-capacitws. Indeed,
many ardent constructorg of the "early
days" can remember when the acquisition
of a resif'ltance of a certain value was deemed
a " find," and it was no uncommon thing to
be forced to make one from questionable
material, such as indianink, blotting-paper,
etc.
Nowadavs the position seems to be
entirely tl~c reverse. There arc literally
dozens of makes available, and each in three
or four different types, each of which again
is available in about four or five dozen
resistance values. Add to this multitude
the question of a wattage rating, or in
other- words, a current-carrying capacity,
and it will be realized what a difficult
task it is for the average constructor to
arrive at a suitable selection for his proposed
set. Of course, such difl1culties do not
arise when a published set design is followed,
since the designer
is invariably care·
ful to name makes,
NEXT
types and ratings,
while the resist·
anccs chosen are
usually capable of
withstanding 50 to
7:3 ner cent. over·
loads.
There is another
type of constructor, however, who
has just sufficient
technical knowledge to design
his own receiver.
He is the man who
~ometimes takes a
f\mcy to the H.l<'.
side of one re·
c:;iver and the J,.F.
stages of another,
and attempts a combination of
the two.
Often his practical
knowledge is sufficient to allow
him to make a success of the arrangement,
but in rearranging the voltage-dropping
resistances or H.T. battery eliminator
he corncs" unstuck."

I

or

or

( E) x
EX

\Vattage = voltage
cUrrent
(W =
I).
\Vhere
.
E = voltage; I = current; R =resistance;
y,r = wattage.
As an interesting example, let illl assume
an output valve requires a IOO·ohm non·
inductive resistance in its anode circuit.
\Ve require to compute the wa.tta.go of a
resistance, and we know the maximum anode
current of the valve is 63 m/a from the data
slip supplied by the makers. Since it is
not possible to apply the formula \V=E xI
until the voltage drop across the 100 ohm
The I.C.S. \Vireless Courses cover
resistance has been decided, we utilize
E= I x R, which in this instance will be every phase of wireless work, from the
E=.063 x 100=6.3 volts (.063 is 63 m/a requirements of the youth who wishes
expressed as a fraction of one ampere).
to make wireless engineering his career
Thus, \V =6.3 X .063=.3969 wa.tt. From to the man who wants to construct
a commercial aspect, a .5-watt (half.watt) a broadcasting set for his home, and,
resistance would be chosen, though as
surges of current sometimes take pla.cc at the same time, to know how and
or as rcsistanccs of 100 ohms are rarelY why it operates and how to locate
any faults that may develop.
No branch of industry has ever progressed as rapidly as wireless, and the
WEEK!
rate of progress is increasing.
Only
by knowing thoroughly the basic principles can pace be kept 'vith it. Our
Instruction includes American developments and practice in addition to
British. It is a modern education in
radio, covering every dcpartrhcnt of
the induo;try, and gives an outline of
the principles and possibilities of television.

NEW
WIRELESS
INSTRUCTION

Our Courses

The construction of this really efficient
A. C. eliminator will be fully described
in next week's issue.

available bct\veen .25 nnd 1 \Yatt, the latter
would be the \visest choice.
Afurt,hcrexample is a power grid detector,
with a positive bias of 1.5 volts on the grid.
This valve has an applied H.T. potential
Resistance Calculations
of 450 volts, which on test shows an anode
In such circumstances the constructor, current of approximately 8 m/a >vhcn a
owing to his unfamiliarity with Ohm's 20,000 ohm anode resistance and 15.000
Law, resorts to "hit and miss" met.hods, decoupling resistance are employed. , \Vc
often with disastrous rcsu\tg to '\'alves, require to know the wattage rating of the
r0sist.:'1nccs n.nd mains transformer and resistances, alRo the volt.ag;e on the anode.
rcctifving valve. The writer, therefore.
By Ohm's Law E=I x R or, in one case,
makeS no apologies for reviving the formuhi E=20,000 x .008=160 volts, and in the
which is n.s follmvs : other E=l5,000x .008=120 volts. Jg.
noring the resistance of the H.F. choke,
Voltage = current X resistance
\Yhich is negligible, the voltage drop is
or (E =I x R).
160+ 120=280 volts.
Subtracting; 280
voltage
from 450, the actual voltage applied is
Resistance = - - - therefore 170volts. Reverting to W=E xI,
Current
in the first case, W=160x .008=1.28 ·watts;
in the case of the decoupling resistance
\V=120x .008=.{16 watt. Strictly suitable
rcsistances would be one 20,000 ohms, 2
voltage
watts, and one 15,000, 1.5 watts.
HowCurrent = - - - - ever. hro 2-watt rcsistances would suit.
resistancJ

or(R=~)

this

I= R

Included in the I.C.S. range are
Courses dealing ·with the Installing
of radio sets and, in particular, with
their Serviceing, which to-day intimately
concerns every wireless dealer and his
employees. The Operating Course is
vital to mastery of operating and transmitting.
There is also a Course for the wireless
salesman. This, in addition to inculcating the art of salesmanship, provides
that knowledge which enables the
salesman to hold his own with the most
technical of his clients.
\Ve will be pleased to send you details
of any or all of these suhjccts. Just
mark and post the cot1pon, or "vrite
in any other way-the information
you require will be forwarded at once,

·------

MAY USE THIS COUPON
___YOU
...........................................
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE

SCHOOLS.

LTD ..

Dept. !14. International Buildings, Kiogsway, Lo:~.don, W.C.z.
Withnu/ cost or obhgalion, please send m' full in/Jrmalion about 1'Hii I.C.S. RADIO COURSES.
Nam~ ..............

.

...•..•......•• Age ..•..•

Addreu·-• ........ ·· • · · · · · ····· · • ... · · · • · ··•••• · ·• · ·
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Non-Inductive Resistances
From technical considerations it is
always advisable to employ an anode
resistance, of a non-inductive nature, as a
wire resistance, wound in the form of a
solenoid on a heat-resisting former, invariably possesses inductance and, consequently,
a definite self-capacity. Howcvcr, froni past
experience, the writer cannot stress the
point, as the internal electrode capacity of
the valve, plmo the valveholder capacity,
are often of a greatl"r dime-nsion than the
anode resistance alone.
Consequently,
unless ohc l1as taken extreme precautions
to avoid high-note loss in a resistancecoupled L.F. stage, by using a low-loss
valveholdcr. de-capping the valve_,. etc., the
choice need not be a narrow one. The
choice nowadays inevitably depends on the
price, and it is a matter for congratulation
that some of the most cheap and reliable of
resistanccs are also non-inductive.
De~Coupling

Resistances

De-couplin~

resistances can be of any
Jonvenient form, so long as they are of
suitable wattage. \Virc-wound resistances,
with adequate ventilation to avoid overheating, are undoubtedly the best, as they
are always silent in operation, and rarely
change their values under different loads,
so long as the maximum ratings are not
exceeded.
On the other hand, the manufacturing
costs of a modem set do not allow for
wire-·wound resistances, and S"\llthetic
carbon resistan<:es have been eomn:lissioned
in great. quacntities. Chemistry ha.s played a
very large part in the perfection of graphite
compounds, and considerable ingenuity has
been shown in some of the designs at present
on the market.

MetaUized Resistances
The Dubilier metallized resistances, which
have achieved a high degree of success, are

e~amples

of evaporated wa.tcr colloidal
carbon deposits hermetically sealed :in
practically non-porous porcelain tubes. It
is possible to run these resistances at considerable overloads (not that it is advisable
or desirable) before any signs of disintogration occur. Anothe-r resistance of a highlysuccessful nature is the Loewe, which is a
carbon deposit on a glass rod suspended in
an exhausted glass tu be. The resistance
operates on the Hues of a carbon lamp,
except that it runs at "black" heat.
Carborundum compounds, compressed at
great pressure, are features of certain other
makes, which dissipate heat over their
entire surfaces, and which are rated according to their cubic area.
It must be borne in mind that all svnthetic compounds, if overloaded, not o~1ly
disintegrate, but ca.use " frying" noises in
the process. By allowing a generou~
margin for overload, therefore, no trouble
should be experienced ; the resistnnc:.':;
behave to all intents and purposes a.s if
they wore wire wound. The strict diffC'rencc lies in their physical properties, wire
windings increasing in resistance with
increase of temperature, and carbon rcsistances decreasing slightly in value
with similar increases.
Finally, a few words about grid-lcrtk".
For H.ll'_ and detector circuits, ordin~rv
grid-leaks of reputable make can be rfdic(l
upon not to break down, but for L. F.
circuits, particularly in mains sets and in
power-valve grid circuits, the ..5-watt type
are to be preferred, since .occasionally grid
current may flow, and the higher rating of
the latter type will satisfactorily deal with
the momentary loads imposed.
De-coupling grid resistances of .1 to .25
meg. should always be of the .5 watt (or
larger)· type. Automatic grid-bias rcsi3tances~ as a matter of good practice, should
normally be wire wound.
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UACKSON

BROS.

SHORT-WAVE

CONDENSER

"\Ye arc a~ked by Messrs ..TaekHOTl Bro~. to point out
that the priec of the short-wave (•omlen~er rrli:'rred to
in ~o. 3 is 5s. 0d. ami not 3~. \!11., as it appeared on
page 16-1 owing to a printer·~ error.

CHROMOGRAM ADVERTISEMENT
An <>rror occurred in Chromornam :~dwrtisfment
on page 157 of the Oo:tohn 8t.h i;;-~ue.
The prkc for the "Unit A" ~houH be .£7 7~. 6!!_
and not £7 lis, 6d.

THE "DOLPHIN" STRAIGHT THREE
"\Ye regret Umt owin.; to a draughtsman'.-; error ~ix
o:ords were shown for lmtterv (:onnections at. the rear
of t.luJ Dolphin illu.4ration "on page 17 nf the first
i~~ue of PR,\CTICAL \YII<EI,ESI'i.
A." dcsrribcd in the
text, and list of component.-;, onlv u lii"('-\I"IW cord was
required. Also, in the ~pecifkatiOn for the LOm.:-Jt::mge
Expre.~~. we omitlcd to indnde the four Belling-Lee
terminal~ I .. f:l.-t·J,,S.~, Aerial, aULI Earth.

CONDENSER GANGING DEVICE
A number of experimenters arc de~irou<; of trvin<>'
ont baud-pa~~ drcuitB and other llrrangemcnt.s which
require gani,(Pil eom!cll:;er~. l1ut IH<' h>th to make the
ne("cs~ary outlay for a ganged condPmer assembl.v.
The British l~eneral Manufacturing Co., Ltd., hnve now
prortuced an intk"!"esting componrnt !mown ns the
Condi'nsi'r Ga.nging Devke, whid1 eonsi4s of two
ebonite lJracket.s and an ingcniou~ toupling: devke. By
mean~ of thi,; compom~nt two on!inan· Yariahle eondcnsers may be mounted on a. bn~ehoflr1l in line, awl
the spindlrs Jockrd to;J;ether to Pn>tblc ~ing!c-knoh
control t{J be fitted. One import:1nt point of thi~
arrangement whkh the maker~ daim b that two entirely dilrerent makes of variable con<iemcr may be
employed, thu~ saving the comtructnr quite an appre~
ciable amount. The component eo:;ts only 2~- 6d.

THE VARLEY D.C. RECEIVER
The price of the Va.rley D.C. TII'\ceiv~r i~ 15 guinea~,
and not 2! guineas, as stated. The i!Itl'itrat1on at the
top of page 08 of October 1st i.,~ue ~ho.wl:l the new
Va.r!ey" Square Peal.;;" A.C. main~ model at 17 f!llineas_
This latter model is a splendid reecivcr which we hope
to report on in an early issue.
~

DIMENSIONED PANEL LAYOUT FOR THE MAINS EXPRESS THREE
/5"------------------~---r--~

___,

TUNING
CONDENSERS

8"
·v'2'-'----~--------------~
:..-----{------------ 7/.
IMIVE-CHANGE
SWITCH
VoL. CONTROL

"

REACTION
COND'R ..

For full constructional details

oi

this splendid receiver, see pages 140 to 144 o/ our issue dated October :8th.
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IN ADDITION TO A SOVEREIGN I
0

-1

I

~=~s::IN: ':~~~:,:o (~:P~H~ L ,f~,·~il ~.
ABOVE SET (SEE PAGE 117 OF c 0 N D E N s E R s

LAST WEEK'S ISSUE) A 500,000
OHMS SOVEREIGN VOLUME CONTROL (4f6 COMPLETE) WAS
SPECIFIED ALSO.

OF REPUTE
WHAT THE INITIALS
T.C.C.MEANTOYOU

MAKE SURE YOU USE ONLY SOVEREIGNOBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS.

:Send to Dept. Pr. W, 3 /er the
1933 Soverei_~n Radio Compon·
en/ Catalogue (3rd edition)
also free: Sovereign blue.
pTint
for building
SoiJereign " Ambassador"

and " Viceroy" Rec:eivers.

WHEN

A 2 mfd. Non-lod"ctive
T.C.C. Condenser. Price
3{10d, Made in capacities
from .01 to 2 mfd. prices
1{10 to 3/10.
Working
voltage 200 D. C.

SOVEREIGN PRODUCTS, LTD., SOVEREIGN HOUSE, ROSEBERY AVENUE, E.C.1

WHY BUY
GANGED CONDENSERS ?.
Here is a 2 mfd. T.C.C.
Paper Condenser type 64
tested SOOv. D.C, for
working up to 250v. D.C.
peak-in capacities from
0.1 to 10 mfd. Prices 1,'10
ro14/-.

you see a condenser with the initials T.C.C.
on it you see a condenser that
IS
the result of 25 years
specialized research-one that
is built up of the finest materials
procurable, by highly skilled
workers. lt is a condenser of
unquestioned reliability-one
in which radio technicians, set
designers, experimenters and
amateurs alike pin their faith.
Be guided-use only T.C.C.
Here is shown the
T.C.C. type "M"
Mica
Condenser.
Made in capacities
from ,00005 to .01.
Prices 1/- to 2/3.
Working
voltage
250 D.C.

The Upright Mica
Condenser
with
grid leak clips. In
capacities
from
00005 to .25 mfd.
Prices 1/6 to 18/Working voltage
250 D. C .

GANG YOUR OWN with this

BRITISH GENERAL

Condenser
Ganging Device

1\:o need to buy expensive Ganged Condensers. Any
existing ctmdensers can be effectively ganged by means
of this economical device.

Easy to fit ; full

directions supplied. Use it in your
SONOTONE 4·
From all dealers, or direct from the manu~
facturers.

The latest T.C.C. production-a chassis mounting
aqueous Electrolytic condenser. In capacities 8 mf~.
440 volts working, 9/-. 4
mfd. 440 volts working,
6j- and 7 mfd. 460 volts
working, 9}-

.tC.C.
ALL-BRITISH

CONDENSERS

BRITISH GENERAL MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
Brockley Works, London, S.E.4.
Full Catalogue of ComPOnents FREE on request.
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DIRECTIONAL RECEPTION
OW that transportable sets A Short Explanation of the Reason for the microvolts in our vertical con-·
ductors---so thtLt A is at a higher
have become so extremely
popular, many enthusiasts Directional Property of a Frame Aerial voltage with respect to B-as
is also C to D-but the induced
are confronted with the question
,- , ,
... ,
as to the functioning of the
E.M.F.'s, which are exactly the
I
By
W!
0.
FORD
,..,'
J
same in value, are acting in
frame aerial usually incorporated
\
...,
,
,
opposition to each other ; and
inside these receivers, and why
'... ...... ...
~~ ~..... ,'
as tha resultant current round
the set is rotated-or in other
......... '
~~ ,
~' ,l ,, , ,...}
--..
,
......
...
\
\
aerial circuit depends upon
>Yards-why it has directional
\
, , , , \ the
/
/
,//
~,'
~~
the difference between these two
properties. It would be as well
..., \ \ ('
/ / : I / / ,.~") ~'
first of all, before describing this, ' ; : l l ! / t/ ,,......,
......... '\ \ \ \ \\ \ opposing forces (which in this
for the reader to get some idea
(\ , .. ,'''"\\'
\' case is zero) by neutralizing
, \\~~\\tll I
''ll
1/,;l/
~......, :
of the electro-magnetic wave. I I l' :I/: I I l/ I I
\1 \,\,,\~\,,1, \ eaeh other, no current results,
1
consequently the coupling coil
Space unfortunately will not
I 1 / ' f l ' ~I I./I ,~Y:'
\ 1-{\\.\1
r 1:,
Tfl.lt.J:
y1
l,~+I \~y\
'+t I ! \! \
1 &;t
T
is not influenced. Reasoning in
permit of a detailed account of
the same way, the waves from
the latter, but perhaps if it is
Fig. 1.-How the lines of stress radiate.
borne in mind how a yioliu or
L or H do not strike both
happens
to
be
invisible,
intangible
and
sides of the aerial simultaneously as
Piano string when struck sets up mechaniHowever, let us perceive before-one conductor being reached in
cal oscillation, putting the surrounding inaudible!
medium in a state of alternate bands of what effect these two forces vdll have advance of the other-so that the total
eo m pression and rarefaction in all directions, upon our frame aerial when they are effective E.M.F. driving the current
Perhaps we had round the circuit will be the difference
which we term sound waves, it should help flashed into space.
considerably in grasping how an electrical better deal with these t-.,vo components bebveen the induced E.i.-1.1!1 , in both
wave motion of a much higher frequency- separately, although their effect on the conductors.
called wireless waves-can be transmitted aerial is somewhat similar.
The Magnetic Effect
under suitable conditions.
Action of Electric Component
A similar state of affairs takes place by
The Electro-Magnetic Wave
By glancing at the accompanying sketch magnetic induction. According to Lenz'
Let us assume that a station is broad- (Fig. 3) you will notice that the frame Law, an alternating magnetic field will
induce an E.M.F. in any
casting
a
speech, its
transmitting aerial being
vertical conductor when
charged
alternatively
it is cut a-eross by the
positive and negative,
flux.
Referring to the
emitting a high-frequencyoncoming waves in the
same sequence as before,
carrier wave, modulated at
audible frequency.
To
\ve
have a
potential
simplify what takes place,
difference set up in both
let us choose, for example,
sides of the frame aerial,
the first complete cycle
the magnitude
which
of electro - motive - force
will depend upon the
(E.M.F.) which charges the
linkage of the magnetic
Hues of force with the
aerial. \Yhcn the latter
has reached its maximum
aerial.
J'rom '"' hichever
voltage, and the current
part of the compass we
is at zero value, we can
desire to receive signals,
Fig. 2.-A diagram of the lines which accompany the above radiation.
imagine lines of electric
we have to rotate our
strain existing between aerial and earth. -aerial is inductively coupled t-o the high set, thereby placing either side of it.s
Directly the voltage falls and current frequency or detecting stage of the receiver aerial in the direction of the incoming
flows do-..vn the aerial, this electric by the mutual coupling coil, while Fi,.g.- 4 wave in order to receive maximum
field, with its imparted energy, separates is a plan form of our aerial, with rings current through the aerial circuit, assum.
itself from the aerial charge and radiates indicating the approaching wave from ing of course, that this circuit is already
ouhvards ill the form of annular broadcasting stations at different points. in resonance >Yith the desired wave
loops. The current then flowing in the First, we will consider the electric com- frequency.
reverse direction produces a reverse effect. ponent of waves F and J as either pass our
It is, of course, obvious that if two highThe illustration (Fig. I) will perhaps serve aerial, which is at right angles to the powered stations are situated in the same
to make more clear how these lines of direction of the waves as shown in Fig. 4. direction, it will not be possible to obtain
electric stress combine to travel outwards 'Ve find that this force has induced simul- any advantage from the aerial's directional
with extending height, but of constant taneously an electro-motive force (potential property as_ a selectivity aid. In this
,vidth, at the tremendous velocity of difference, or difference in electrical pressure case, all that can be done is to rotate
186,000 miles per second. This aJt.ernating as we may call it) in the order of milli or the frame to a position slightly out of
moving system of electric
the correct line, and use the
reaction control to make up
force, varying in intensity,
has associated with it a
for the loss of signal strength
magnetic
property,
which
caused by this" off-setting.'' By
ahvavs attends electrons in
a judicious use of the reaction
motiOn, and is at right angles
and this method of using the
to these lines of electric strain
frame, it is possible to eliminate
in the form of horizontal bands
an interfering station. In con·
structing a frame aerial to cover
as in Fig. 2.
B
0
The strength of the magnetic
both short and long waves, it
flux density "\Yill, of course,
is preferable to arrange the two
vary as the strength of the
sections at right-angles to one
another. This avoids lassos duo
electric field after the first
quarter cycle has passed, when
to the unused section.
they come into step and rise
It is, of course, obvious that
and faH in phase, gradually
t-he presence of any metallic
dissipating energy as various
body, especially of large dimenconductors are encountered.
sions, will effect the directional
Maybe you have realized that Fig. 3.-The frame aerial
Fig. 4.-The wave~/orms of different
property of the frame. There·
one needs an unlimited stretch with its small coil coupled
station; approaching the frame aerial
fore this fact should be borne
A-C,
of imagination, since this wave to the main tuning circuit.
in mind.
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Use Testing Instruments and
Make Certain that Your Set
Functions at its Best

~

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

...........................................................................................

VOLT11-IRTER is looked upon by
many listeners as either a luxury or
an instrument which is used bv
'·experts," and with the ordinary simple
type of battery-driven set a "tester," conflisting of an ordinary fla.shlamp bulb, is
used to sec if the H.T. battery is running
dmvn, and the accumu1'"Ltor charging depot
is rc1ied upon to see that the L.T. is all
right. Of course, thiR will serve for a lot
of people, but how much better if you can
test these artieles for yourself in an efficient
and reliable manner. and at the same timo
have something \vhich can be used in your
receiver to trace distortion; see if the valves
arc running at their best ; trace breaks in
circuits, and so on. The flash-lamp tester
above mentioned is very bad in most
cases, as the euiTcnt consumed by the
ordin.:'1l'Y cheap bulb is on the high side.
No,v, a new H.T. battery will deliver quite
a good current-for a short period of timebut whore the testing lamp is left connected
for some seconds, or maybe minutes, a good
many hours of wireless use have been wasted.
Suppose your total consumption of ~LT.
only runs into 5 or 6 milliamps, and the
lamp you are using for tC'sting consumes
. :~ of an amp. This is 300 milliamps, or
tifty or sixty times as much as your set
takes. lJndoubtedly, this is not economy.

A

voltmeter as a milliamp meter. Some
instruments are also sold on the scale of
which arc three readings: low voltacre
high Yoltage, and current. Again, [h~
cheap instrument will require a lot of
current, and therefore will not be so
efficient as an expensive one.
Triple~ Purpose

Instruments

A treble-reading instrument of the kind
just described will do the following things,
then: Test the accumulator; the H.T.
battery; record the total current consumption of the set, and so enable you to decide
w_hcthcr or not you arc using the right
kmd of H. T. battery; test for overloading,
and enable you to ascertain tho correct
grid bias for the L.F. valves.
'l'o test the accumulator, simply connect.
the two low-voltage leads of the instrument
across the two terminals of the cell whilst
the valves are al-ight. This last point is
important, as the valves in the set may he
taking a total of 1 amp or so, and th('
voltmeter will onlY take a matter of
milliamps, so that a wrong reading il'l
recorded unless the full load is imposed on
the battery. To test the H.T. battery, the
high-voltage leads are joined across the
hro end sockets of the battery. Remember
not to leave it on too long if it is a cheap
instrument. In this case, owing to the
highe~' current taken by the instrunicnt,
you may get a slightly lower rca.ding tha.r1
is actually applied to the set. The same
method is used for testing the grid battery,
only no compensation is necessary here .
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CALCULATION RESISTANCE
CHART!
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This is without doubt one of the
most valuable charts yet published, as it can quickly give you
the four followtng factoFs:l . Current.
2. Watts. 3. Volts.
4. Ohms.
Drop us a line and we will send
you a copy. If you are thinking
of constructing a
set at the
present
time,
consider
using
WATMEL Components--'" They get
the best out of any set," and we
have three specialities at the
present moment-PotentiometersResistances and Coils.

Measuring Current Consumption

If the instrument is joined in the negative
H.T. lead (in series) you will be able to
read the total current consumption of the
set. .Most good makes of H. T. battery
have on them the normal rate of discharge,
and you should make certain that the
battery you are using will deliver at lea~">t
the sa.me current as the set is taking.
If you use a battery with a much higher
rating, it will last correspondingly longer.
If the instrument i:3 joined in series with
the loud-speaker (unless this is filter-fed)
it will show the current of the last valve,
and you should see if this is the same as
Double-Reading Voltmeters
that stated by the valve makers. If not,
The cheap instruments usually have what then see to your grid bias. If the needle
is known as a "double reading scale." does not remain quite steady whilst signalo:
'l'his means that the same scale is employed are being received distortion is indiCated.
on the face of the instrument, but a resist- If the needle kicks in an upward direction,
ance is incorporated in the instrument, and too much grid bias is being employed. If
two terminals are provided on the positive it kicks dowmvard, then not enough grid
side. One of the terminals is joined direct bias is applied. If it kicks violently above
to the windings, but the other terminal and below the normal reading, then you
iH joined to the resista.nce. The effect of are overloading, and must either incrCa.se
thiR is to make some of the current pass the H.T. or fit a valve which will handle
through both resistance and winding with a greater power, unless you are content to
corresponding smaller movement of the reduce signals to the strength which can
pointer. In this way the instrument be handled bv the valve in use.
which normally reads, say, 6 volts, can be
From the fOregoing it will be seen that a
made to register for the .same movement, of meter is really essential to the correct
the pointer, say, 200 volts. Bear this idea running of your receiver, and in our next
in mind, as we shall speak of it again later article we shall describe how to construct
on. Nmv, as the instrument works by virtue an instrument to enable you to read volts
of the current flowing through the winding, (high and low), current, and, in addition,
it is possible, by joining it in series inst€ad ohms, so that you can test for yourself tho
of in parallel as it is intended to be used, to resistance of grid leaks, anode resistances,
register the amount of current flowing, and and any other resistance used in a set,
therefOre it is possible to use an ordinary including those of the :o>paghetti type.

Resistances of Voltmeters

A good voltmeter will have a resistance
of round about 1,000 ohms per volt, and
will cost 25s. or 30s. Such an instrument
will only require about one milliamp to read
the maximum Yoltagc of the particular
ra,nge. A cheap instrument, however, will
have a resistance of about 200 ohms per
volt, and will therefore take a little rnore
current, but if you can afford only this
cheap type, then do not leave it joined
acro~s the battery for too long a time.

NON-INDUCTIVE. This is because
the resistance element is not wire.
Furthermore, the wire contacts
shown n1ake contact with the
resistance element so that the
moving contact does not wear out
the element.
This guarantees
even and true contact always.
lfhe'""extremely firm and even con.
tact with the -eie""ment. 'JlhlS is
obtained by a
new patented
clamping cone which directly it
is screwed down forces the sprung
external ring against the wire
band. The pressure is so great
that perfect all-round contact is
made with the element which will
not vary under any circun1stances.
Self- cleaning wiping
contacts.
This ensures perfectly clean con
tact always.
Silent in operation,
PRIC:C
we recontmend this resistance
(Type 3) only for values abova
50,000 ohms where wire-wound
potentiometers are not required.
Patents for this new resistance
have been applied for.
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COMPONENTS
GET THE BEST OUT OF ANY SET

WATMEL WIRELESS C0. 1 LTD., IMPERIAL
WORKS, HIGH ST., EDGWARE. Telephoue: Eda:ware0323
M.C.7J
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characteristics of the output valve. This
makes for better quality, but it cuts down
the versatility of our equipment even
perhaps the prospective customer already though most modern speakers include a
has a good loud-speaker. There is, no multi-ratio !transformer, even on the very
doubt, some justification for this, for, cheap makes. Vv'hile on this t.opie I feel
attend what Radio show you will, apart compelled to warn the man whose set
from kit sets, you would have difficulty doesn't work, and who has traced the
in finding a commercial set of note that trouble to the valves, to be careful to replaee
did not include a built-in speaker. On the defective valves with others of same
Recond thoughts, however, 1 am inclined make and type. Do not be led astray by
to think that this policy is all for the advertisements of cheap and nasty valves
better, because it allows the maker to match alleged to be'' just as good," and do not
his set with the speaker he supplies in such invest in a British valve of a new type
a way as to obtain the very best possible until you have asked the opinion of the
results. On the rE'sults of his sets the makers of the set. The latter 'mnt you to
manufacturer's reputation is built up, and get the best from their set, and none of our
the non-technical listener is apt to give valve manufacturers really want you to buy
the best of sets a bad name if heard work- a valve that will not give you the very best
ing through a speaker of ancient vintage. results ; they envy their reputation too
I think, therefore, that in the interest of much! This matching of valves with the
'quality it is to the good that radio receivers reproduction equipment is becoming a
should be sold complete, especially as prices problem, and I may mention that I have
have fallen to a level where one can get been engaged in carrying out exhaustive
'a complete outfit including speaker for the tests with several makes of speakers on
figure which had to be paid for a good different sets and under varying conspeaker a few years back. If you have a ditions. I have held one goal in mind,speaker to spare, do not worry, for on the QUALITY, and with the Editor's permisend of a trailing lead it will come in very sion I hope to tell you all about it later on.
handy when reception is required in other
rooms beside the one in which the set is Bristol Radio Exhibition
\VAS dmvn in the Vilest. Country recently,
installed.
and took the opportunity of visiting the
Bristol Radio Exhibition during that
A Question of Matching
HIS tendency to produce sets '' all in," city's radio week. There was the usual
as it 'vere, has a certain disadvantage range of sets and components as seen at
for the experimenter, however, for in the old Radiolympia, and the B.B.C. had a workdays of general-purpose valves and general- ing studio giving out a programme the
purpose speakers and headphones any old whole of the time. Some of it was broadset could be tried out on anv old speaker cast from the \Vest Regional station. Two
without any doubt that sigllals of some features of great interest attracted me.
sort would be obtained if everything was These were organised by the two rival
O.K. Now, of course, one has to be very evening papers published there, and concareful, and make sure that the speaker is sisted of a set builders' competition and a
matched within fairly close limits to the wireless museum respectively. The setseen the criticism levelled at
British manufacturers that in designing
IthisHAVE
season's sets they nearly all forgot that

'

I
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:An interesting view of the new Belling~ Lee factory on lh~ Cambridge
Arterial Road at Enfield. Thl! present strudure having a floor
'space of 22,000ft, covers one~third of the site, which ha> a total
frontage of 500/t. 1\ is entirely devoted to the manufacture of
Belling~Lee Radio Specialities.
The situation is ideal in that
it /aces the municipal playingwfie!Js and the new open~air swimming
·
baths.

buildem were_ in groat stride. There were
little sets in big cabinets and big sets in
tiny boxE's. \:Ye did not hear them work-.'
ing, but it was evident that some of the
exhibitors had put a lot of time in on them.·
There were some very fine exam pies of
good wiring, but, on the other hand, some
of the sets \Vere just the reverse. In the
museum there were a fine lot of old-time
and amusing (to us in 1932) apparatus.
There was a collection ofloud-speakers, and
spectators were invited to switch on any
of them and receive the programme the
B.B.C. were transmitting. Nobody kept
the switches down long! Mr. W. S.
''-'ebrr, Bristol's patron saint of amateur
broailcast.ing, whose station 6 QW comes in
particularly well on Sunday mornings, had
loaned his first transmitter. 'Ve know it
worked-but-well, well!

" Rubber-tyred " Electricity
HAT strange things are found by
accident ! Follmving on complaints
received from the toll collectors on Sydney
Harbour Bridge, investigations were made
by the Physics Department of the Sydnev
LnivE'rsity into the matter of the electriC
shocks t.he collectors said they. often
received from the bridge. After ·a lot of
experimental lwrk it ,vas found to be due
to the friction of the rubber-tyred vehicles
on the asphalt, and similar experiments in
London and Chicago have proved that
quite a considerable amount of electricity is
generated in this \Vay In fairly dry
weather, and with a temperature of 70° F.,
voltages as high as 6,000 have been recorded
from vehicles travelling at ~5 miles per
hour. I wonder if these stray chunks of
electricity -wandering around cause inter~
ference in our radio systems. If so, the
finding of a cure will be a problem, even
though on the now Sydnl:"y Bridge it was.

W

Showing part u} the maitt shop in the new modern factory of Belling
and Lee, Ltd. In th~ foreground can be seen clamping and eye~.
letting presses, and on the left a power bench. In the background,
just right of the centre, is a large batlery of capstans. The whole
resources of this factory are devoted to the manufacture of BellingLee sp:Icialities, 90 per cent. of which are absorbed by the radio
industry.
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tenth birthday of the B.B.C. draws near
I have been thinking a lot of the first days
of broadcasting. "\Ve went to no end of
trouble to obtain absolutely mediocre
results, and the switching on and tuning
in of a set was a man's job, to be performed
before an admiring crowd of relatives and
, connection to earth.
friends. Wireless was blamed for any and
every complaint, and hosts of wives sighed
Travelling Radio Shows
and silenced the family when father took
you see the convoy of decorated down the crystal set to get the news. Of
vans and cars anywhere on their the foreigners, there were three stations
route from London to Manchester in that we could rely on in those days : they
-connection with the Northern Radio Ex- were Toulouse, Petit Parisien, and Madrid.
hibition held in that town ? The convoy Toulouse is still going strong, and has
served the double purpose of a travelling always been fairly reliable, even if he does
radio show and a means of transport of fade badly ; but what has become of
exhibits, and made good publicity out of the Madrid ? He is still on the air, but he takes
'carrying of the radio exhibits to the Show. a bit of getting, whereas in the old days
The :Monday night 'vas spent at Leicester, you could usually get him somehow, and
where a ba.ll and exhibition was staged in his strength used to improve progressively
double-quick time, and the convoy arrived throughout the evening until well after
in Manchester on Tuesday, September 27th, midnight. That was allowing, too, for the
in readiness for the opening on the 28th. gradual fading out of tho H.'l'. battery,
A carefully selected route of 200 miles in which too often used to take place nightly
length -..vas taken, and aeroplanes escorted at that time. The H.T. battery used to
the vehicles in places. The next thing for recuperate to some extent by the next
you to look out for in your district will be night, but it was a good battery that stood
the demonstration sound-amplifying van up to a whole night's listening without some
:fitted up by the B.T.H. people. This van signs of distress. Talking of fading stations
is touring the conntry, and all of you who reminds me that we must all take particular
pride yourself on the quality of your output note of the reception of· the new Breslau
should turn up and mentally compare the station at Rothsiirben. An unusual aerial
results. You will either think your repro- is being used which creates a greater field
duction better or worse than that of the intensity and by means of which the nearest
B.T.H., ·but it will do you good to hear it zone of fading occurs at a greater distance
all the same. The equipment includes two than hitherto. This means that a larger
20-watt undistortcd output amplifiers and area is served by the surface wave and a
12 R.K. moving·coilspeakers. Gramophone correspondingly larger area is free from
records and radio will be sent out, the radio fading, That is, of course, if everyt.hing
being supplied from a set operated from a worhs according to plan l
concealed aerial in the roof of the van.
British and foreign programmes will be
broadcast, and I understand the reproduc- A New System oi Tuning-coil Construction
LTHOUGH fashions have changed
tion is as near perfection as it is yet possible
many times the actual principles
to get. ~ow, don't forget to look out for
this van. It '11 be an education ! Meanwhile, of tuning-coil design arc the same to"day
I see the B.T.H. are busy fitting up the as they were twenty years ago. AH coils
whole of the cafCs, lounges, ballrooms, consist of a number of turns of wire wound
circuses, and other places that come under on a circular or polygonal track and having
the management of the Blackpool Tower an air "core." We know that the inCo., with a band relay public address system. ductance of coils can be increased by
Those of you who kno'v the Tower premises replacing the air core by one of ferrous
will have already appreciated the whole metal, but we have folllld that this reduces
day's entertallhncnt available for a shilling the efficiency and is the source of serious
or so inclusive admittance charge to all losses. The losses are of no great conthese places, but soon it will be worth the sequence when the coil carries low-frequency
money just to sec and hear the B.T.H. currents as does an L.F., or smoothing
equipment. A total of280 watts undistorted choke, but they mount up to tremendous
output will be regularly delivered tllrough proportions where high-frequency currents
are concerned, such as in a tuning coil
forty-four moving-coil speakers!
operating at radio frequencies. It is
therefore very interesting to learn that a
Automobile Association's Broadcast
German scientist has produced a solid
SUPPOSE you know that a daily broad- material ':1rhich, when used as a core for a
cast is made by the Automobile Asso- tuning coil, increases the inductance without
ciation on 833 metres to aircraft, giving introducing any more loss than air does.
weather reports and other matter of interest He has named the substance "Ferrocart,"
to pilots. It is sent out from Hest-on, I and it consists of minute particles of a
believe, and any decent set will get it so magnetic material separated by a special
long as your coils ''rill tune to the wave- form of insulating material. The result
band. Try for it one day, but don't try in is that coils of high inductance ean be
future on the second Tuesday in each wound with o:rtlY a comparatively few
month at ll.30 in t.he morning, for at that turns of wire on a core of this material.
time the National Physical ,Laborat-ory The coils are thus of very small dimensions
sendB out a calibration signal on the same and-due to the fewer turns of wirewave-length. As a result of interference have a much lower resistance than normal
the A.A. station will shut down at this time coils of equal inductance. Another important feature is that screening covers can
and leave the ether clear for the N.P.L.
be placed much closer to the -..vindings
without affecting the characteristics. The
Early Days of Broadcasting
si:.;e of a completely screened dual"range
N the occasion of our own or anybody coil made in the new way is only about
else's birthday we are rather prone 2 inches in diameter by 3 inches high.
to look back over the years and bring It is understood that " Ferrocart" coils
forth memories gay and otherwise. As the will shortly be available in this country.

'.simplicity itself. You see, every vehicle
has to stop to pay the toll, and at the
'skipping place metal spirals are placed on
the asphalt. These come in contact with
,the cha-ssis of the vehicles and the current
present is discharged through a flexible
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tune stations
on the ultra
short-wave
bands if you
fit an Eelex
Short-Wave
Convertor
Over 70 extra stations can be
received with your present S.G.
set if you fit an Eelex Short~
wave Convertor~no alterations
necessary, just connect to the
aerial and earth terminals, You
will be amazed at the- increased
range of programmes possible.

A

I
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With this wonderful instrument
stations on the 16-60-metre band
can be received, or with addi~
tional coils for the 60-120 and
140-190-metre bands are avail~
able at Ss. extra.
Price: one valve model, 60s.
(including valve).
All-mains model, 65s. (witho'..lt
valve).
Two-valve mo:!el, 85s. (witho~t
valves).
Write for list EEl.

~ii]+;lllijj
J. J. EASTICK & SONS
Eelex House. 11 B Bunhill Row, E.C.1
'Phoae: METROPOLITAN 0314.,"5 ..'6.

MEGITE VOLUME CONTROL

GARD LIGHTNING ARRESTER
two products, from the well-known firm of
T Gralmm l<'arish, are both interesting items. The
Yolurne eont,rol has an element
of nkkcl-chrome wire which is
embedded in lJakelite.
The
RI~SE

customary

ruhbing

contact

rrnction winding. 'Yaw-ehangc switches in the JJasc
of the <'Oib are ram operated, the rod for which b
extencled to operate a filamrnt switelt at t.he end of the
roil base. One control, therefore, proYidcs wave·
change swih'hin::; ami, at t.he ~a me time, an "on-off"
switch.
The two-ga11g coil costs 17s. 6d., and the
three-gang 26s.

good IDO\'ing roil flt.tl'd to flU effident flat baffle. The
ha tile 1~ supplied in kit fOfl'l with t.hrce ditfercnt types of
cahnet, the ~ize in each case hein~ 18iu. hy J8in. hy
l~in.
The kits 11re war!<r•ted by Weed<!Il l'ower
I,ink Uadio Co., of 185, Earlham Grove, London, E.7,
at 20s., 3Us., uud 35s.

A SUPER FRAME AERIAL
llAl'llB aerial~ are aga_in coming int.o favour, prin·
dpally on account of the increased number of
sup-bets. bring produced. lt is not only with this
type of dn:nit, however, that a fmme aerial is useful,
as there are many circumstance~ whieh will always
eall for such a device. ].'!at dwellers and especially
listeners sit.uat.e<l close to a high-po\wre<l trans1nitt.inft
stat.ion are among those who will ol!tain the greatest
benefit from the use of a good frame aerial. TllC S!tper
frame aerial manufactured by Me><~rs, ¥.'right and
'\'eaire is in every respect a l>Uper, having seJJatflte
wimlings for long; and short wayes, arranged at right
angles to each other, a switch for changing from one
band to another, a centre tap for reaction puqJOses,
and Litz wire for the windings, The price is 42s., In
polished oak or mahogany.

F

TERMINAL BLOCKS
~mall

Mes~r~.

terminal blocks manufactured by
THEBelling-Lee
(illustrated below) arc of great value
to the home constructor. Each block accommodates

The Graham Farish Megife Volume
Contn>l and Card Lightnina Arrester,
This latter com,ponent may easily be
filled to any existing lead-in, and gives
permanent proteclion against sialic and
lightning without offecting signal
strength,

two terminals, and the holes are recessed

1W

that the

has been disprn~ed wlth, and a. slipper plat.e
arrangement
fitted, which permits of ~Bent.,
frictionless yariation, and ~o makes broken eontacts
imvo~sible.
Prokction against lightning and static is
afforded by the Gard }Jrotector, which is installed
between tlw aerial and earth lead:;. ~·he maker~ daim
that it definitely does not affect reception, and that its
protection is permanent. The price of the volume
control is 3s. Gd. for values up to 20,000 ohms, and
4s. 6d. O\U 20,000 ohms, The Gard arrcstru· sells at ls.
A PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL

b\'low shows an interesting moving·
T HBcoilillustmtion
loucl-spcakcr having a Yery
per·

The illustralion
shows (above)
front view of the
Lissen Tuning
Control Unit
which was dew
6Ctibed last wuk.
The rear view
(be1ow) shows the
of
arrangement
the two condenurs
and the switch

Th•

operating
ler>er
con be seen below
the dial.

A neat wireless terminal
platform,

ma~sive

manent magnet of unique design. 'l'his is not one o·
the" midget" types of speaker, but is a very substan·
tially-built instrument, which has obviously been
designed for real }lower work. An ingenious Cf'ntral·
izing de\'icc is fitted, and the method of suspension,
design of ~peeeh coil, and the cone arc all arranged t.o
gh·c a truly parallel action, with the ahilit-r ofhandli11g
heavy inputs witlJOut dbtrcss, A speerh transformer
is incorporated with terminals to enable alternath·e ratios to be obtained,
so that the speaker may be matched
up with any output valve.
The
manufacturers arc Ormond Engineering Co., Ltd., antl the price 6i'ls.
GANGED
UNITS

COIL

HE
famous
T
shielded coils
procluced
br

Messrs.
Lissen
have now made
their appearance
in a new form, the
coils being moun·
ted on a base
plate in two or
three gang units.
Wiring is greatly
A permanent magnet moving-coil
facilitated by this
loud-speaker with transformer
method of conincorporated.
struction, and the
_
coils are designed
t,(J suit the p:uticular requirements of the Yarious
circuits in which they are to be u~ed. The coils are
lettered "A," "B," or "C." Coil "A" is for aerial
dreuits, coil ".H" aA the second con of a band pass
J!9.ir, Coil " C" is a similar coil with the addition of a

large type ofFelling-J,ce terminal m:~y easily be fit.ted.
The. !!locks may bt: mounted in a vertical or horizontal
pos1twn, an<l for the experimenter they will be found
of great use. The price ls 1:\d. each.
NEW SPEAKER BAFFLE
It is very diflieuit to remove box re;;onance from
the small types of cahinrt loud-~peakcr, and various
methodA have lJeen adopted from time to time to
<:"ereome this_ diftlculty. The llroadcasting House
Speaker pame lS tt_w mo~t effieicnt scheme yet devised,
and. as 1t·s name unplie~, it is employed at tile new
ll.ll.C headquarters. A small box is used to contain
the speaker, and
t.l!is is packed
with a material
known as Sla!!,'·
bcsto~.
This is
pac·ked in a
definlt.e ~hape,
the finished form
rc~embling
tile
mouth
of a
trumpet, with
the ~peakcr at
the apex. Tl1e
effect is to
improve the reproduction of
frequencies
of
the ordr-r of
250 to 50(} ey·
rle~,
and it is
claimed that the
qualitr of the
reproduction is
better than that
obtained with a

TINSIT
Solderin!!,' is made still simpler by tl!e lateat. flux
to be lJr.-,duccd, and which bears the above name.
This is a non-acid preparntion which b stJiuble in water
and is, thercfol'e, very cconomiea\ to use, alii a littl~
of the Hux (which is in paste form) is diRsolYccl in a
quantity of water before use. }'urthcrmore, when the
tube is apparentlv empty, t.he kad i~ ~imply cut open
and t.he tuJ;>e rh1~cd in water, so that there is abso:
lutely no waste. The makers arc Tiusit., 22, W ob urn
Square, London, "' .C.l.

A thru.gang Lisren sT!IelJed coil. In addition (o
the wave-change switch, the unit is provid.d with a
further su;itch intended /o:Jr operating the filament
w.pp/u so that all the ~witching control of the
receiver is operated bu one knob,

.-··
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WHEN ARE WE GOING To
HAVE REAL PORTABLES?
·~

I

i'
N spite of the enormous advances made
reecntly in the design of ordinary
receivers and radiograms, it seems that
inventors and manufacturers are still a long
way from producing a real portable set.
MoSt examples of "-portables" shown at
Olympia were both bulky and enormously
heavy. There was, I must admit, one
notable exception. This -..vas a little four~
valvcr not much larger than a reflex camera.
Unfortunately, I did not hear it working.
However, the usual run of sets of this class
seem to be built round the inevitable
99 to 120 volt. H.T. battery. This,
together with a lead plate accumulator,
weighs at least 12lbs. to start with. (A
99-volt. H.T. battery weighs 8lbs., plus
4lbs. for a small accumulator.) Thus it
will be seen that, however small is the
weight of the case and the set itself, there
is still this initial l2lbs. to be included.

I

Total Weight of the Set Dependent on the
Batteries
Now I suggest that no one would object
to carrying a set t.he size of an attache case
if it weighed only about l2lbs., but the
average portable turns the scale at something like 2 stone. Personally, I don't see
why the case and " works " should not be
reduced to a very small figure. By the
free use of aluminium for case, chassis,
condensers, etc., the only " heavy" parts
would be the loud-speaker unit and the
I__,. F. transfornlCrs. Lightweight unit.<> of
the moving-iron type 've already have, and,
as regards the transformers, the use of
parallel feed 'vould solve that problem,
since with this form of coupling the transformers can· be made absurdly light and
small. This brings us back to where we
started--namely, that the ultimate weight
of the complete set is dependent on the
weight of the batteries. This being so, it
seems to me that designers should direct
their efforts either to the production of
lightweight batteries or to the invention
of valves which will work efficiently from a
much lower H.T. voltage than valves do
at present. It may be o, combination of
both will be necessary.

Use of •• Soft" Valves?
I do not profess to be a valve expert,
and it may be that I am setting them an
impossible task. However, I still have
recollections of the "soft" valves we used
to use ten or twelve years ago. One of
these I remember uRCd to work quite well
a.s a deteetor using five poeket-lamp
batteries (about 22 volts) as the H.T.
supply ! Since then " hard" valves have
gradually ousted t,he soft types. This,
I believe, is partly because the former can
be produced with more consistent characteristies and have a longer life. But the
fact remains that, 'vhcreas one of these old
valves could be run successfully from a
small H.T. battery, the tendency nm...-adays seems rather towards higher and higher
plate voltages. \Vould it be possible to

~.'
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ca:r-without showing signs of disintegration.
VVere I a manufacturer, one of my first stunts
for the next radio exhibition would be to
produr:e an unbreakable portable. This I
should insulate so thoroughly with sponge
rubber that the set could be knocked off
the table .and 'vould still continue to play
while lying on the floor !

Radio and the Car
An idea that rather appeals to me is
that of a light-weight portable for use when
motoring. This "\V<mld contain no batteries,
but would derive its power from the car
battery, a fiexible lead and plugs being
produce both detector and amplifier valves provided for connection to the switchwith a predetermined amount of softness board of the car. Of course, a booster of
which would function with a low anode some sort would have to be run from the
voltage ? I know, of course, that in this car battery in order to provide the necessary
world one cannot get something for nothing, high tension supply. This would be in·
and that if such valves could be made they eluded as part of the car's electrical equipwould no doubt take a correspondingly ment rather than as a part of the set. Of
large anode current. This is where the course, the snag here lieS in the necessity for
battery designer comes· in. It seems to me the booster. Perhaps it is too much to
the need is not so much for a long-life expect that a valve will ever be invented
battery as for one that will give a large out- 'vhich will work with 1~ volts on the plate
put for the whole of its life. Tills rather so that both filament and anode curre-nt
points to an unspillable accumulator com- could be supplied by the car battery without
posed of a number of tiny cells. Here conversion !
again we arc up against the weight problem,
ManufactUrers in America are obviouslv
but I do not think a very small accumulator alive to this situation, as "in that countrY
of, say, twenty or twenty-five cells need not only are 7 and 8-valve super-hetero·
weigh more than an equivalent dry battery, dyne receivers built to fit into the dashboard?
and would be capable of a much higher but ingenious schemes to supply the neces·
discharge rate.
sary potential have been devised. Obviously
the metal ehassis of the car may be used
Nickel-iron Accumulators
for the earth connection, and the aerial
Now let us consider the low tension and difficulty has been met in many ways.
grid bias side of the problem. Barring the Wires built into the framework of the
advent of even lower consumption filaments body-chiefly in the roof-have proved
than at present, we shall still have to employ most effective, and in this form, of course,
a fairly heavy accumulator for reasonable all the unsightliness is avoided.
periods of use between each re-charge,
unless a solution can be found in the nickeliron type of accumulator. In the larger
sizes these batteries have a much better
capacity-to-weight ratio than the lead type,
and will stand more knocking about. I
do not see why a small nickel-iron battery
could not be produced suitable for portables, with a consequent saving in weight.
The case of the grid-bias battery is rather
different. If valves can be made requiring
only a small plate voltage, no doubt the
grid bias requirements would be eorrespondingly small. Even as it is I fail to
see why we should not have special G.B.
batteries for portables with infinitely
smaller cells than standard, since there is
no heavy discharge from them as with the
H.T. cells.
The smile of content is
yours
by
fitting
a
Wanted-a Shock-proof Portable
u TONAX." Cuts out all
I rather think that the design of portable distortion and rattle in
sets should be undertaken as a distinct and any cone speaker. Proseparate branch of the science. It has duces perfect tone. Gives
problems of its own quite apart from those
volume. Fitted in
of ordinary set design, and should therefore greater
a few minutes.
merit special attention from designers and
research workers. At the present both
constructors and manufacturers try to IMPROVED CON£ ADAPTOR
r~tem applied far.
build portable sets with components which
From ;nost deal£•·• "'" Po,! and Packing Fr•• far Is. 2<1. P/0.
are intended for use under normal rather Money returned if not satisfied. Write
"N."
than special conditions. Naturally, special
GA
conditions require special components.
\Vhere, for instance, can one get a sprung
radio chassis'? Nowhere! Simply because
such a chassis is not required for the
ordinary sd. Yet that is probably the
f.et your Cone lor Horn) 8peo.ker give that 1fov!ng Coil
very thing necessary as the foundation for
()ua!i\y and ample •listorl;ollle,,s volmne "ithout ~;<lm.
a shock-proof portable l
.-,.he" by a<lrllng tile •· )-fagno '' Amp1\Jl~t· !Pro. I'"-t.). Something new in ampliller,, for it is \\orked by J•. T. supply only.
I see t.hat I have indirectly brought up
Ncecls no valve", ~ttemtion• to •et, wirin~, or expcn~ive part•,
and b very compad. Actually OUARANTEED to ampHfy
the question of the frailty of portables.
reception three time•. :Full •ioe C"onst,wtional Drawip~"
This I feel su-re must be a thorn in the side
and Diagram; 2,"fl, tol[ethcr with •pccial Elootnlole w~t<·t·i~l,
Reed an<l Rubber Block f.. E"•ily cor.;trliCted.-Agent:
of manufacturers, for everyone kno-ws that
L. Cook,.l$2, Cr,.nstoo Road, 8.]-~.n.
few sets will stand many miles bumping in a
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All letters intended for pob
lication must bear tbe name aod
address of the sender, DOt
necessarily for publicatio..
4

The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his Correspondents
A Suggestion
Sm,-Hcarty congratulations to you
and your staff for the very fine effort in
Vol. I, No. 1 of PRACTICAL V{IRELESS.
Now you have asked for suggestions
and criticisms; well, here's a suggestion
which I think would interest quite a lot of
fellows like myself who are unable to work
these things out for themselves, also an idea
which I have not yet seen in any wireless
paper or described by any set designer.
Here goes. ·when you publish a new set,
why not give such useful data as the actual
consumption in milliamps or total consumption in watts or units, if run from an
diminator, so that a fellow can see at a
glance -..vhat it will cost, -..vhat type of
eliminator to use and a lot of interesting
facts besides.
I sincerely hope you are not going to
make the mistake that is being made by
some designers, of which the names need not
be mentioned; the mistake I refer to is
publishing designs for expensive sets.
Make absolutely sure that it is chea.p before publishing it; when the set is described
quite a number of fellows like myself
get together, and there is sure to be one of
the crowd who has built it, so we can all
go along and have a real look at the hook-up
and if the results a,re there, we crowd are
bound to find them, even if we don't all
build the set.
I must ring off now, as I suppose reading
this, even if you have got so far, has taken
up quite a lot of your valuable time, so
best of luck in your new venture. I shall
be 'Hiting to you from time to time, so I
might 4,avc something of interest to describe
later on.
The best of luck to you and your staff.B. DYER (Chatham).

Wanted-An Aid to Hearing
Srn,-Hearty congratulations on your
new paper.
I have a suggestion. Could you design a
Hearing Aid like those given this year in
Radio News of America? There is a big
field for such, seeing defective hearing is
about as common as defective eyesight,
and wirC!css has not yet entered the field
as it ought to have done. A small, light
one-valver with a peanut valve would be far
better than anything on the market.
Every fan could help his friends.
I have heard of, but nf'ver seen, a small
one made in Germany. Could you by any
means let me know the name and address of
makers?
The ordinary telephone type of earphone
is useless. H distort.s, and Vf'ry few people
can use them. Valves are the solution.E. 'Voon (Ulverston).

Gramophone Critique Required
Sm,-Congratulations on No. I of
PRACTIC)fL 'VIRELESS. I feel very enthusiastic fLbout it, and have already placed a
standing order with my newsagent for a
copy to be delivered to me every week. If
sUcceeding numbers are up to the standard
of the first number, then PRACTICAL

\VIRELESS >Yill quickly become the leading
weekly radio journal.
May I be permitted to offer a couple of
suggestions ? Firstly, as you arc aware,
the gramophone companies issue ne\v records monthly, and mid-monthly. As a
kePn radio-gram man I realise that a number
of these rccoi"ds are excellent when played
on an ordinary acoustic gramophone, but
it is a different story when an electrical
pick-up is used. \Vould it be possible,
please, to introduce a weekly feature, giving
a list of records especially suitable for pickup reproduction ? I am sure that such a
f0ature would be a very popular one among
all your readers.
·
PRACTICAL WIRELESS is written and ill us·
trated so simply that a child going to school
could almost follow it, and if the foreign programme feature perhaps could be added,
it would indeed become the wireless weekly
journal de luxe. There would, I feel sure, be
no grumbling from the public, nor would, in
my opinion, t.he circulation suffer, if, with
'this added attraction, the price of your
journal was increased, say, to fourpence a
week.
Again congratulating you on a wonderful
threepennyworth. - FRANCIS S. COLEY
(Tonbridge).

Gas Bracket as an Earth
Sm,-1 am writing to you with reference
to an article on page 84, Fig. 2, " Using the
Gas Bracket as an Earth Connection."
The main rule for electrical engineers is
to keep all cables and switches away from
gas, as one in the course of life might have a
short circuit and cause an explosion. How
would general insurance come under this
matter ? Yours is a practical book, on
all wireless matters. I have had sixteen
years general and scientific wireless engineering, and am a keen reader of your
journaL-H. Sr.uTn (Torquay).

A Bouquet
Sm,-As a wireless amateur since broadcasting commenced, I should like to congratulate you upon the excellence of your
CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK

fji•Jli•IIJ:i~l•l~
-That w!rei~ss waves travel as fast as ligbt186,000 miles Jlf'r Reeond.
--That a countcrpoi~e will often prove more
ellirient tlmn an inferior earth connection.
-That a three-electrode val\'e arranged as a
" diode " is capab!e of giving fir.<>t·class quality.
-That there is no need to fit a switch when
fitting a }lick-up, provided the receh·er Is
tuned to avoid radio breaking through.
-That an output tone control (:un be easily
made up from a 10,000 ohm re~istancc and a
.01 eondenser.

-That if you t.hink in ldlocyclcs instead of
wavelengths you will more easily understand

the "short"\mve" problem.
-That the material ofwhil:h a cone diaphragm
is made ha~ an important bearing on the rCIJroduction.
-That a D.C. mains-op€ratcd set must l)e
pro\·ided with a large condenser in the earth
lead and, in many cases, also in the aerial
lead.

..............................................................................................

first number. If, as I venture t.o hope,
your policy will be to cater occasionally
for the more experienced hand who wishes
to make a set he can be justly proud of,
that modern practice as follmvcd by the
leading manufacturers incorporating mains
drive, metal chassis, screened coils, S.G.
and pentode valves, etc., will be available
to your readers, then I think you will ha vc a
large following who have waited a long time
for your appearance.
I notice that three excellent circuits of
this type appear in the article dealing with
the favourite circuit.s of your t.echni['al
staff, and I look forward to seeing them form
the subject of a constructional article in
the near future.
·wishing you every
succcss.-VVALLACE F. GENTRY (Norbury).
Wanted-A Weekly Index
Srn,-PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Vol. I, No. I,
seems, if it maintains its promise, the very
thing most people want.
What the general public wants, I believe,
is to be kept fully up to date, with clear
explanations of the latest scientific discoveries and developments, and assistance
in understanding accepted theory and
practice, and also articles on improving
reception on existing sets, such as your
first number richly contains. Here is a
suggestion.
Most people cut out of a -..Vireless paper
those articles and advertisements which
appeal, and destroy the rest;. but it would
be very much better to keep and file each
number.
But searching through back
numbers for any particular item is a very
tedious job, whilst one does not want to
be making one's own index. l\'hy should
you not include with each number as a
flyleaf, on paper which will take pen and
ink, a concise index of the contents with
the page number, and space below for the
reader to add details of any adwrtisement
he fancied ? He could then make a red
pencil mark against the article he might
want to study later ; and also find anv
advertisement he might want. This flyleaf
might be on fairly thick paper about half
the size of the present letter sheet, and the
bundle kept separately for ready reference.
Naturally, as you are so near your first
issue, you should make these indices corn.
plctc from the first-a separate one for
each issue.
A. BEXHAl\r
(Lewcs).

Point-to-Point Wiring
Sm,-Congratulations to PRACTICAL
Vi.TIRELESS on the " Long Range Exprcr,:s
Three " ! At last \VC have variable-mu
H.F. and choke output, tone compensated •.
pentode-ideal for battery users. Too
long have designers thrust medium-power
valves upon us with an output of 150,/200
m/\V, whereas for exactly the same m/A
consumption the pentode gives double.
I certainly think, however, you have
made a mistake in not numbering the wiring
on the blue print, as tC'ns of thousands of
new construetors have joined the ranks in
the last year or so, and it's not so simple
to them. Also a clear photograph of the
sub-base wiring should be shown so the
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builders can sec the shape the wiring
takes from point to point ; besides, it's
invaluable for chcckirig. As selectivity is of
vit~l importance to-day, Mr. Ray should
stress this point in his notes.
One other point. There must be literally
countless thousands of people wu,nting to
Hell sets.. To my mind, there is a big field
for small ads. at a reasonable rate,
\V. B. \VILLTA:'Irs
(East Grinstead).

Sale and Exchange
Sm,-In response to your invitation for
readers' suggestions in PRACTICAL \VmELESS,
I beg to suggest that sale and exehange
pages, at reasonable charges, for receivers,
component parts, etc., would be a welcome
feature, especially as there arc so few
channels at present ava.ila.blc for selling or
buying.
A. T. PYl\I
(Purley).

or type, for almost every circuit dealt with,
and no attempt is made to assist the amateur
who may wiflh to make an attempt to make
his oWn coils.
Jiuny readers still use battery sets,
probably 50 per cent. In most parts of
the country they have no choice.
Let every set described be complete. It
is very annoying to be :::hown next ,veek
how to add some component, e.g., gramo·
phone pick-up.
This means practically
spoiling all the good work previously done.
I have ha.d little time to read your second
number thoroughly, but I find it. suggested,
on pa_-7c 8·1:, that the gas bracket may be
taken as an earth for the set.
ERNEST 0. W. (Abcrystwith).
[The -risk attending the use of a gas-bracket
earth is grossly exaggerated.-En.]

The Long-Range Express
Sm,-~Iay I, as an orllinary home
constructor of "\vireless sets, be allowed to
Short Waves
congratulate you on the excellence of the
Sm,~I have read with considerable first number of PRACTICAL \VmELEss. It
interest your first publication of PRACTICAL is essentially a practical joumal, and one
\VmELESs and, whilst I must admit that that. has long been wanted. I should like
this is the type of periodical which the to congratulate you on the gencrar excelpublic have been waiting for, I was rather lence of the '' Long-Range Expres:;; Three "
surprised to find that there was no article receiver. It is a circuit that I have longed
given solely to short-wave work.
for ever since the "variable-mu valve"
Recently the Coventry Short 'Vave was introduced. There have been plenty
Radio ClUb ha.s been formed, eompnsmg of S.G. dct. anrl power valve sets, but
fifty members, of which I am treasurer. none like the "Long-Ra.nge Express." It
There are also other clubs being formed, is obviously a fine set, and designed exwhich I think provcR the grmving popu- pressly for the " constructor " w ha has to
rely on batteries to run his set, but at the
larity of this section of wi.relesR.
same time wants the best. I am disH. CnATER (G2BJ1} (Coventry).
[1 t 11.:ill be Mted that we hat'e made arra-nge- appointed that I am not able to make this
rnrnts to publish a regular short-wave feature. set up at present, but I shall keep it by me
until such time as I can afford it. When
-ED.]
I have made it up, I shall let you have a
report as to its performance in this district,
Do You Understand Your Speaker?
which '"ill be a severe test of its capabilities
Sm,-May I congratulate you on your and selectivity, seeing that we are under
first number ?
10 miles from Daventry, and the PostThere are one or two points I should like Office Wireless Station is just across the
to discuss and a fc\V suggestions I should fields. I wish PRACTICAL WIRELESS every
like to make.
suceess.
I have been using a Lamplugh Inductor
A 'WIRELESs BEGTIINER (Rugby}.
Dynamic Speaker for some time and, after
reading your article, " Do You Understand
Your Speaker?" I found that I was not Thick or Thin Wire ?
Sm,-I think your first number of
using it correct.ly. Since reading this article I
feel that the majority of listeners would be PRACTIC.o\:L \VIRELESS is very instructive and
more satisfied if they had a concrete proof of interesting, and is a better three pennyworth
the limits of their speakers, and I suggest that than one usually gets. I wish it \Vel!.
1\-Iight I be critical enough to point out
you should prevail on the B.B.C. or the
manufacturers to broadcast a series of high what I consider is not quite in order for a
and lmv notes giving the frequencies as new journal such as P. \V., that is, t·hat, on
they did so, so that listeners "\Vould know Page 21, \V. B. C. Richardson say'S that f()r
wirlng an ordinary set it is just a fad to
the cut-off points in their spea.kers.
In the article for "The Gramo-Fan" a use thick "\Vire, etc., and yet on page 46
most important point "\vas missed, i.e., the one is told to use ¥.rirc as thick as is conheight of the playing surface above the veniently possible. Surely this is a contrabaseboard. The standard height is one diction, or is it that I have not quite grasped
the t'vo sentences 1
inch.
~.... E. GAGE (London, E.C.4}.
H. DAvmso:s (:\filngavie).
Some Suggestions
Sm,-I would like to congratulate you
on the appearance of the first number of
your new paper, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
and I hope that your venture will meet
with every success.
It would, I am sure, as~ist. connt.ry
readers if the prices of the various components were· given.
Coru;truetors have
very often to pay last season's prices in
remote parts, as the dealers have no idea
of any changes which take place, and they
usually rely on out-of-date catalogues for
their quotations.
I find that most makers of this type
specify expensive coils, of different make
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[Both statemf:nts are correct. One refers to
the ll.F. side and the other to the L.F. side of
the circuit.-ED.]

From a Beginner
Sm,-I should first like to congratulate
you and your compeers on the excellence
of your first issue, which I feel sure will
find its place among the multitudinous
books on this subject. I have only recently
joined the brigade of wireless enthusiasts,
and you will be pleased to know your first
issue enabled me to see several valuable
points in a way that had not oqcurred to
me before.
G. W. J. ALLE~ }Norwich).

Advt. of Belling & Let, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial
Road, Enfield, Middlesex.
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LET OUR TECHNICAL STAFF SOLVE
YOUR PROBLEMS

UERIES and

•
:

every query.
.....................................................
.

ENQUIRIES

If a postal reply is
desired, a stamped ad.
dressed eniJelope must
be enclosed.
Every
query must bear the
name and address of the
111ender. Send your queries to The Editor,
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Geo. Newnes,
Ltd., 8-11, Southampton St., Strand, London,
W.C.2,

bq Our Technical Staff

CONVERTING D.C. ELIMINATOR FOR A.C.CURRENT
"I have lately remoHtl from a house having D.U.
mains to one with A.C. and am wondering what to do
with my D.U. eliminator which iR now· u~eless. :Must
I scrnp it and buy a. new A.C. model or can I dismantle
it and ffil:tke use of the parts in builJ.ing a unit suitable
for A.C. ? "

~

condenser, I should be glad if you would inform me
what this article is."-(.T. H., IJnrrow).
J•;ledrolytic condcn~crs are mnde up from two
plntcs of metaL,; having dis~imilnr chnract('ri:'t.ics.
}'or the dirlect.ric a spedul chemicnl solution is emplu~·cd
whieh, upon the application of a pote11tial, acts upon one
of the plates and form~ an insulating contim;. Aetnall}:.
therefore, it i~ not a condenser until
it has a \'Oltage ajlplicd to it. These
cono:lcm-crs arc em}Jloycd prin('ipally in
mah1s-driYen npparatus.

TO INPUT

OF O.C.
ELIMINATOR

·/

M.T.

T/,e recli/uing secfion of an eliminator which may be added
tr1 an eXi$ling D.C. mains unit to convert for A.C. operation,

Fortunately there is no need to do dth('r of tlw
things you mention, for by making a rcctifter unit
vour D.C. eliminator can be used just as it is. 1'hc
Circuit gi\'cn herewith (sec above) gives details of tl1e
rectifier. A mains transformer fccdR into a full-wave
rt"ct.ifying ...-alve, the output from which is connected
to the D.C. eliminator input terminals, The output
of the rectifier corresponds, of course, to the D.C.
mains supply. Details of the components required
nre as follows : Switch: Single Pole Quick-Make-Break, Mains type
lliains 'l'ransjormer (M.T.): Such 11.s Ferranti t~·pc
S.Y.8 or Sav~tge type A.3, having l'rimary to suit
A. C. mains volt~tge; H.T. Secondarv giving 250 volts
on each side of a centre tapping'; L.T. Secondary
giving 2 volts 1 nmp. on each side of centre tappin?
llot.ll transformer:;;. mentioned include nlso a 4-volt
A.C. winding for heating t.he cathodes of A.C. vnlves,
this wl!l not be required at the moment, but might
be usefullatrr if" all-mains" working is desired.
Rectij'yin(l Yalt•r: A type A Full-,Vave Valve, such
as Cossor 500 ll.V. or l>Iullard D.W.3.
The components c~tn be mounted on a small baseboard and enclos('d in a suitnblc box ton void touching
any "live" terminals. Voltage outputs from the
V<lrious D.C. eliminator tiLPJlings will Le prnctically
the snmc as when the eliminator was fed from D.C.
mains,
PORTABLE AERIAL

"I have it 4-.-uh·e portable .o.rt, of well-known
make, but can onlv hear J"Olldon when the set Hands
in a certain Jlositlon. Is anrthing wrong with the
set.? "-(A. H., Preston).
You have apparently overlooked the dirtlctional
property of the frame aerial which the portable
utilises. This tn1e of aerial has to be arranged so
that it is pointing in the direction of the station being
received. If, th('rcforc, you turn your receh·er nbout
you will find th~tt there is a position where each station
comes In at maximum volunH', and when at right
angles to that dir('ction you will not hear the station
at all.
SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS

"1 have got a condenser of the • square Jaw'
type, and as l have noticed that condens('rs arc of
various kinrls-S.Ll<'., Log L~tw, etc., I should be
glad to !mow whnt 'squurc law' mcans.''~(F, M.,
Dnlwich).
'l'he term square law as applied to a wireless condenser signifies thnt its capa('ity incrcasPs as the square
of the movement of the plates. Such a condenser
enables the variou~ wavele11gths to be more evenly
distributed, and not crowded together into a corn·
parath·ely short movement.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER

"l have noticed recently in the adverts of a wellknown condenser firm, references t.o an electrolt·tic

FINDING THE RATIO OF A TRANS·
FORMER
" I am mnking up a wireless set of

my own design, and am doubtful as
to the ratio of the transformer to use.
I3 there any easy way of working this

oui;~;;~ioL~f ~~!s\~~~sformcr should
be chosen according to the IJOsition it
ocClipies in the receiver. If only one stage ofL.F. is
etnJlloyed this may conveniently !Je one of the high
ratio tran~fonners, Sll.Y 7 to 1. If, however, a pentode
is used and rou nrc situated near to a powerful broadcasting station, this will result in O\'erloading the
pentode, so in this case do not use a higher ratio than
3 to I.
DATA SHEET No. 4
Letter Drill Sizes

Cut this out each week and paste it into a notebook.
No.

Size (inch).

A
B

.234
.238
.242
.246
.250
.257
.261
.266
.272
.277
.281
.290
.2!}5

c

D
E
F
G
H
I

J
K
J,

"

No.
N

0
p
Q

"s
T

u
V
w
X

y

z

Size (Inch).
.302
.316
.323
.332
.339
.348
.358
.368
.377
,386
.397
.404
.413

If more than one L.F. stage is used, the first trans·

former should he of medium ratio, say 3 to 1, and the
second of 4 or 5 to 1. 1f you plnce the trnnsformers
the other way round, there is a danger of oYerloading
the first L.F. yalve.
ACCUMULATOR TROUBLE

".My accumulator_. which I have'onlyhnd nine months,
has n lot of sediment at the bottom. I always under·
stood that a sediment should not form until it hns
been in use for years. Is nnytbing wrong with the
!Jattery? "---{P. I•'., Richmond).
1n view of the short time you have had the cell,
a thick deposit cert~tinly shows mbusc. This can
arise from two causes, m·er-charging or over-discharging. If you can be sure thnt the charging is
carried out corredly, you are running the accumulntor
too low. Endeavour to test the condition of t.he
battery with volt-meter and hydrometer, nnd do not
discharge below the values stated on the label br
the manufucturers.
H.T. CAPACITY

"~ly H.T. battery has just run out, nnd I wiHh
to buy a new one. I notice, howe,'er_. thnt the batteries
are of different sizt>-S though the voltage is the same,
Why is this? "---{S. A., Reading).
The choice of the high tension batter~· does _not
depend nlone on the yolt.age of the H.T. rcqmred
by the valves in the receiver. The c~tpacity is much
more Important. Suppose, for in~tance, that the
output valve of your receiver takes a current of 10
miltiamps. If an H.T. battery of the necessary voltage,
but only designed to give an emis~ion of 5 milliamps.
is employed, it will last a very short time.

H.T. bat.tf'ric~ are mnde in Yarious cupacitie~, ~ome
firms denoting this difference by ('Oloured cases_. or by
some fan('y name, such as tre!Jle cnpacit~·, double eapa·
city, red label. et.e. Whatever type of nomenclature
is employed, a~certain from the valve mnker's curv('s
just what eurrent your receiver is taking. ThPn
obtain a H.T. battery which L-> mmle to give a larger
emisSion than this.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

"Is there any ~prriul yalue for the variable con·
denscrs in a recch-cr."-(F. L., Gla~gow).
The ...-alue of the tuning eondcn~er in a normal
bro~tdca~t re('einr i~ mualfy .0005 mfo:I. Most commercial coiL~ arc de~igned t{) cover a given wave-band
with this Yll.lue of ('Ondenser. 1f a smaller cond('nser
is employed, the Ynrious stations will be separat('d
by a greater distance, which will make it easier to tune
in distant stations. The coil will not eov<~r the same
range, however, and this is tbc only draw]Ja('k.
}'or short-wa\·e receivers a much smaller capacity
is essential, or it wilt be impo~sihle to accurately
tune in short-wave stations. A vnluc of .00025 mfd.
is fairly convenient, but wlwre it is possible to change
the coils for dilferent wave-bands a value of .0001
will be found ideal. It will necessitate a number
of different coiL~, however, but this disadvantaqe
wlll be offset by the ca~e of tuning. 'l'hc rcaetion
condenser is usually of .0003 mfd., and most commercial coils hnve the reaction winding adjustetl to give
good smooth control with this value of ('Ondcnser.
\VlJcre a lnrger value is employed, reaction will be very
difficult to control, the receiver bursting into o~dlla·
tion before the weal;: stntions are brought up to muxi·
mum value.
Conversely, a smaller value of ('Onden'ser will prevent
the maximum reaction being allplied.:
LENGTH OF AERIAL

"I have just moved into a new house from a
flat, and now wish to erect an outdoor aerial. What
size, material, etc. would be best? "-(1!'. B., Ealing).
'l'he aerial should be of as lnrgc a conducting ~ur
face as possible, and as it would be impracticalJle
to use a very thlck wire, the usual pract.i('e is to employ
stranded wire. 'l'he most cowmon size of the aerinl
is known as 7/22's, which means seven strands of
gauge 22 wire. 1'he best is that in which each separate
strand is enamelled.
The height of the wire is important., and therefore
expense should not be spared in purchasing a good
pole. For the best results the end of the aerial farthest
from the rc('civer should be the high('r. That is to
say, the wire should run down tow1lrds the receiving
~et., the lead-in !Jeing a direct continuance of the wire .
For general domestic purpos('s a height of 30 fed will
be found most snitnble and convenient. '\'here
it is not. posRible to obtain a long straig-ht. run, there
is no olJjection to using two or more wires running
parallel. However, a space of ut leaRt :J feet should
separate thc.<c wires, and they Rhould be joined at
one end only~the joining \vire JJcing continued as
the lead-in. The total length should not exceed 60ft.
WHY USE A TRANSFORMER?

" '\"hy Is a mains transformer alw~tys used bdw<'en
the supply leads and rectifler.even though the HCcondary
winding giv('~ the same Yoltage ns do the mains ?
1 cannot see any rca.~on why the rrctifier ~hould not
be connected straight to the maillS in the case of,
say, an eliminator required for high tension only."
The transformer is used principally as a "safety·
first" device in 11.n instance sueh a~ thnt you quote.
It serves to isolate tlJC mains from the receiver. and
so minimises t.hD possibility of receiving a shock whi!:;;.t
adjusting the receiver. It is n regulation of the LE. E.
thil.t no instrument which is enrth connected should
be in direct connect.ion with any A.C. mains supply.
A r8ctifier can, however, be eonnett('d direC'tly to the
mains when the outvut is rc.-J.uircd for the ilcld wind·
ings of a M,'C speaker,
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Curing Common Receiver Faults
(Contin.ued from pag<' 170)

remedy is to connect a .002 mfd. fixed
condenser across the loud-speaker terminals
or to employ metal shielded wire for the
speaker leads. In the latter ease the
metal sc:reening should be connected to
earth or high-tension negative. Yet
another way of preventing the howling
is to connect the first L.F. transformer to
the grid of the L.F. valve through a
non-inductive resistance of about 100,000
ohms. See Fig. 3b. A similar kind of
trouble to that just dealt with is frequently
caused by a " microphonic " detector
valve. The detector valve is sensitive to
vibration and -..vhen it receives a slight jar
a " ring " or " hum " is heard in the
speaker. If the speaker is near the valve
the vibration set up by the diaphragm causes
the valve to vibrate still more. This
process goes on indefinitely, the sound
increasing meanwhile. The cure in this
case is to use an anti-microphonia valveholder and to wrap the valve in thick felt.
Instead of felt, a good result is often
obtained by sticking a lump of plasticine
on top of the glass bulb.

old type, while for the modern high and
nH'dium impPdance transformcTI'l, '' H.L.''
valves can be utilized to good effect.

"EWEBEC"
'l'RA.lJg illA!lK

fhe \Vondertul New Universul

Amplification Factor and Impedance
The next point to be considered is the

COIL FORMER

signal which the valve will be called upon
ldeul for home constructors.
Suitable for all wave lengths.
to handle, and the recommended grid bias
Easily
wound by band. No
furnishes a good guide on this point. For
slotti11g or drilling required,
ea.rly-stage valves, types requiring a small
Highest possible efficiency,
bias-that is, 1.5 to 3.0 volts-are usually
lf your dealer cannot supply,
send your order direct, giving
quite suitable, while for later stages the
Lis name and address, and we
valve should have a longer grid base,
'l'RAUE I<;!\QUJHIES
will send post
SOLICITED
fre-e,
indicateq by a higher recommended bias.
Of two or more valves which, judged on
the above points, seem to be of equal merit,
MANFG. CO.
that having the highest amplification
factor is the more efficient, and this point 5 Betkin~ham Ro~d Leicester
is of particular importance in resistancecoupled stages where all the effective 10,000 GRAMO·MOTORS
SlG CASH DISCJUN't AL• OWED 1
amplification is provided by the valve, Make
a Gr&lllophone or Radiogram,
there being no transformer to give an Orcler loose kits Qr aets &nd as·
eemUle them at home. GeUor ad. our
additional step up.
new 64·page uttalogno with a~alc
For radio~frequency amplification there olrnwings "ml inatructlons how to
is not quite such a wide range of choice. make t!J.em. We 8ell motors frwn 7/6.
0
~~~~~I~'~~~::~n't,orb~~~e~OuJ~~ca~e r~:
In portable receivers having three electrode radio
kit•, complete receiving seta,
high-frequency amplifiers with untuned gmmopho:>tJe•, rndio~rama. Repair.
,li'.,.t"bli,hOO 1903.
couplings, a high-impedance, high-magni- done.
The REGEN'l' Fl'l'TlNG.S CO., 0.285, 120, Old S~Jecl, London, E.C I.
fication valve of either the" H" or" H.L."
type should be chosen, whi(e in screenedFamons Maker'& Offer!
Radio-Grain 65{
grid stages the valve having the highest
CABINET for
•
" mutual conductance" is, generally speakSEVEN DAYS" FREE TRIAL
ing, the better vab.rc, The mutual con(OR 10/- MONTHLY)
PDlished Oak 1 and Piano built 1
ductance is a quantity the value of which
The acoustic 'Jone brings a fin~
depends upon both the amplification factor
t.liri\L Mal«'n to lla<iw-Press,
IJ.H.C., 3,000 clientele,
and the impedancG of the valve, and by
Other Models 35/- to £15.
I'lwtoaraplls aud List 1/Rt:J.:.
comparing the mutual conductances of
different valves of similar class a good idea
PICKETTS r~~bi~'!'(~:"
(P.R.) Albion Htl., nexlcyheatll.
€lf their relative ''goodness " can be
obtained.
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EVINCTON ELECTRICAL

.£5

Mains Hum
The most frequent source of trouble ·with
the older types of mains receivers is hum.
There arc numerous causes, some of which
arc too involved to receive treatment in
the present artiele, but most of them can
he cured by fairly simple means. ]fig. 4
Rhowsa method which is generally beneficial.
Two .01 mfd. fixed condensers are put in
series across the primary of the mains
transformer and the junction is connected
to H.T.-or earth.
Huni caused by an
electric gramophone motor housed in the
same ea binet as the set can often be cured
by a similar connection of condensers
across its terminals. An insufficient earth
lead can be the cause of t.he most trouble.
some mains hum, so this point should
receive special attention when using an
all-mains set. Instability of the kind dealt
with as low-frequency reaction often
appears as a troublesome hum in mains
sets and the tests are the same as those
explained above, Just one word of warn·
ing. Unless you are thoroughly conversant
with electrical engineering, do not tamper
with any all-mains set -..vithout first disconnecting it from the power supply.
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HIGH VOLTAGE
MAINS VALVES
The fust range of mains valves available in
England, incorporating the most recent development in valve design-full mains voltage
indirectly heated filament.
These valves work direct off either A.C. or D.C.
supply.
They effect considerable saving in
constructional and running costs.
No transformers or breakdown resistancE'S required.
Considerably lm>·er current consumption than
any other mains valves,
Remarl.;ably free
from mains hum,

Descriptive
leaflet

on

request.

G.P. Del. and Power
Su11cr Power
• Rectifying Valves, 50
125

• •
• •
m.a.
m.a.

17/6
18/•
14/6
15/6

=(IJ:IW=J;ff~!_
RECEIVER AND AMPLIFIER KITS
With HrJti~h Compollf'!ltS. All in.>trudion~. COn'ylelc ready for assembly. Highly efficient,
yet cheap, becaUM) th<J Osl;J,r Ullll'ersc\l High

Yalvcs cut out cost ul transfonnet•s and
hrrakrlown rc~i~l<J.ll~€~. Wot•k oif either A.C.

Yol~nge
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or D.C.
2-Ya!voo- Rcreiv(T witll

3-Valve

R~celvcr

lkcUfter £6 10 0
Price ... £9 9 o
2-\'ah'l:< Amplifier with
3·Valve Amplifier witll
Rectifi~r
£5 5 0
ltcdifier £4 4 o
Write for full detai!ij to-Uay,

EUGEN FOBBAT,

Sole 1lep1·esentative tor Gt. Britain,
c/o Nivalight, Ltd .• 1, Rosebery Avenue,
E.C.l..

DESIGNS FOR APPARATUS FOR ANY RADIO
PURPOSE. INCLUDING TRANSMISSION. OVERSEAS
ENQUIRIES INVITED: ANY APPARATUS SUPPLIED.
CONSTRUCTIONAL WORK UNDERTAKEN.
We undertake to solve your Problem•, lucl•Jding obtaining
Amateur Transmitting Lkenc.,_ Whatever yo\U' difficulty,
write

Ill'.

Cbarges: SI-J!erqnery, lour ornt~~re, 2}6 each, wilh dlagmtrul.

Radio Technica.J AJiency (Dept. P.L.W.),
2, WestJiate Chamber~~,· Newport. M on,
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Epoch Loud-speakers
HE Epoch Radio

T
To sa>"e readers trouble, ue uttdertal:e ttJ send c.n
Cl!talogws

of

""'!

of

ad,~rlisas.

ow·

M<'rrly

,<fate

of th~ iii'IHS ft·nN u:/wm you req!!ire
anli add•·cs.·l it to "Catr!loauc," PRACTICAL
\\"LHELES~, (;('u. ;.,.·a·nrs, 1111., 81ll, .So•llh!lmpton SI.,
Nra11d, l.oi!IIOH. :r.c.2. H here adratiscrN malce a
the

"'"""·'

calaloyue~.

clwrac,

or 1'ff1Uirc postage,

:Manufacturing Co. have
spPcia!is!:'d iu loud-speaker eonstnwtlon for the
past five yf'ar~, and the latest catalogue io~ued by this
firm showH some very interesting: nwdel~. The :>peakers
of thb firm are ~uppli!:'cl with dilfcrent types of diaphragm and the catalogue gives a dmrt to enable any
vah'e to l!e ar·curately matched by a diaphragm
number. The speakers vary in Jlrke from £1 7s. 6d.
to £14 10s. The address is Exmouth House, Exmouth
Street, E.C.l.

this must be eJtc/o~ed.

R.l. components
HT~ lat<>~t lbt- is<:ned by Rndio Imtrum~nt.s, Ltd.,
eontain~ a wide range of high-class COIUJlOil('nts,
indudiug their we-ll-known J •. F. intervah•e transformer~. output transformers, eliminators, rhokes and
dual-range coils. Technical data for each component
b gh-rn which makes the llst parUcularly useful to
con~tructors who wbh to have components of the
correct values in their sets. There are also several
dia~rams showing clearly how some of the corn·
poricnts are connected ln various circuits. The
addrt*s is Purley "\Yar, Croydon.

T

Loewe Radio Specialities
E hnse received from The Loewe Radio Company,
Ltd., thf'ir latest price li~t and several leaftets
giving full particulars of their new all-mains receivers,
SJJeakers, paper condensers, pick-up and volume
control, 11nd high vacuam resbt.11nccs. One of the
nll-m!lins recch·ers, the "Super-Power" three-st11ge
model, is equi11fled with a built-in four-pole loU!lspe!lker, and emhodic.~ the late.;<t improvements. lt
c1m be supplied for operatin!J: on either D.C. or A.C.
Another modPl is mado for A.C. only, and is for use
with a separate speaker. Both receivers are housed in
l1andsome cabinets. Something new in loud-speakers,
the "Y11ritone," is also listed. This instrument is
fitted with a spcdal three-way switch for adjlJsting the
tone aml for matd1ing the output of the power valve.
'The unit is fittrd with 11 centre-balanced armature
and covers the whole range of frequencies. The
t;pe:~ker, which is llttR-d in an attrar·th-e cabinet, is
priced at the very moderate figure of 39s. 6d.
Osborn Cabinets
O the eYer-inereasing world of radio enthusiasts
the names Osborn and cabinets are ~YllOilymous.
:!'\o matter whether you require a table cabinet on
sinl]Jie line~ or a more IJretent!ous floor cabinet of
Queen Anne strle, you will find a design to suit your
purpo~e in the new list is.~ued by the firm of Chas. A.
Osborn. In addition to compldely-fini~hed cabinds,
uwehinf'd parts of mo~t of those liRtell can he had
ready for assembling:. or nssemblcd ready for JlOIL~hing.
l'utmistie, JaeolJran. Adam and Gothic designs,
neatly executed in either figured oak. mahogany or
walnut, all Jlnd a place in thi~ well-illustrated list,
which should he in the hands of ewry constructor on
the look-out for a smart antl well-made calJinet in
\1 hi eh to hou~c hi'> ~pt..
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MUSINGS

(Continutd from pagt 187)

swing. This results in overloading of this
valve, and, consequently, a volume control
in the remainder of the circuit will have no
effect on .the purity of the output. It is,
therefore, advisable in the majority of cases
to fit a volume control across the pick-upthe most convenient position being on the
gramophone motor-board-so that the
signal voltage applied to the grid of the
input valve may be kept within the limits
which that valve will comfortably handle.
The value of the control should be carefully chosen in order not to interfere with
the characteristics of the pick-up, and,
therefore, the makers' instructions should
be carefully adhered to.

____ ,___,_(__,,_,_,_,'!!'

I ____
Broadcast
Query Corner
1,
,_1_,_,,_,_,,_,
__ .

I

,,~

UNDER the atove title, with the Mslstance of a
recognised authority on foreign broadcasting matters
and a regular _contributor to wireless publications
l>oth at home and abroad, we are inaugurating a special
Identification Service, which should prove of great
MBistanco to our renders. When tuning in wellknown stations_ it happens frequently that listeners
pick up ·wireleSs trarlsmissions of whwh they fail to
recognise the origin. It is to solve these little pro·
bloms that the Broadcast Query Scn:ice has been
organised.
In order that a. careful search may be made it is
essential that certain datn should be supplied to the
best of th,o inquirer',; ability and knowledge. When
sending such· queries to the Editor the following rules
should !Je followed : 1: "\\'rite lef!ibly, in ink. Give your full name and
!I-d dress.

2. State type of recf'iver used, and whether trans·
mission was l1eard ou headphones or on loud-speaker.
3. Stat-e approxim11t.c wavclengtl> or frequency to
whkh r~c>"iver was tuned, or. altcrnativPI\'. ~t1tte bl'lween
which two statiom (of which you h11ve'the coudeuse1
readings) the irmtsmis~ion was picked ur..
4. Gi\'e date and time wht'n bror.dcast was heard.
Do not forget. t{l add "hether a.m. or p.m.
5. Give details of programmfl received, and, if yon
can, some indication regarding the language, if lWilrd.
6. State whl'thcr and what 0all was given and/or
kind of interval signal (metronome, musical box,
bells, etc.) Letween item~.
7. To facilitate publication of replies, append a
nom-de-plume to your inquiry,
Although tho service is maiu!y applicable to broadcasting stations, wherever poo~ible replies will be given
in regard to morse transmitters (commercial stations.
fog beacons, etc.) and short-wave broadcasts. }'or th6
identification, however, of stations operating on channels below 100 metres it will br evident to inquirer>~
that a closer estimate of wa\•elength must be submitt-ed than in the ca~e if broadca,.ts on the medium
or long waveband if successful identification is to
be ea:rried out.
All inquiries should bo addressed to Tlre EilitM-."

WIRELESS, 8-11, Soufhampton Strut,
Strand, London, JJ'.C.2, and the envelope marked
Broadcast Q'!M1'y Serrice, in top leit-hand corner.
Stamped addressed envelope should not be enclosed,
PRACTICAL

M

replies cannot be sent by post, but will be

publi~hed

in due course in each issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS.

Replies to Broadcast Queries
EVERSEAitCH (Camberwell): A test by station
engineers;
possibly ·Radio Nonnandie (FCeamp).
SEYON (llattersea) : Your wavelength must be wrong
as transatlantic telephony is not yet carried Ollt on
such short waves. If between 16 and 20 metres,
possibJ~r WND, Oce.-tn Township (N.J.), on 16.36 m.,
worldng with London tia GBS, Rugby. AR~WURER
(Luton): LR3. ll~dio Na~ional, Buenos Aires (316 m.).
METEORITE (Abery><twith): Warsaw. Tho call was.
Hallo! Hallo! Radjo Polskie Warszawa. }'. G. K:
(Glasgow): J,angenberg relaying Cologne. PoRTLAND
BI~L (Southsca): Neither Spain nor Portugal adopted
Rummer Time this year. G.M.T. is u,;ed.
:Madrid
(EA.T7) is now back again on 424.3 m. nu~mA (Cork):
W2XAF (31.4.8 m.) relaying WGY, Schenoctadv (N.J .);
National Broadcasting Company prograrnnie from
.N?W York. 'l'HHEF. VALVER (Seven- !(ings): Yes,
H1lversum. From 8.0 p.m. the 20 kW. transmitter
is brought into operation. WoNDEl\LAXD (St. Briac):
GUC, ltm;by works with liners on 60.30 m. K. G.
(Galashi!:'l~): Radio Nations (Prangins, Switzer!all{l),
on 31.31 m., testing with New York. ·Gramophone
records rcl~rod from Geneva st.udio. O'n (-Enfield):
CTIAA, J,lsbon (31.25 m.). Uall: R,adio Colonial
Lisbon; announf'eli in five different Emopean Ian:
guages. · lnten·aJ signal : Cuckoo call.
·
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NEWNES

EVERYTHING
WITHIN

Presentation
Book for every
reader of

TIT-BITS

A copY of this wonderful
Presentation Volume-value
twenty-five shillings-entirely
new, right up-to-date,
speciallY compiled bY a staff
of experts, beautifullY
pt•inted, illustrated through·
out, handsomely bound and
including an Atlas of the
World and Gazetteer

HAS BEEN RESERVED
FOR "YOU

Actual Size
of Volume
8!'' X 57-"
3" thick

Weight
over 3 lbs.

For fu\l particulars see the Great Gift Number ol

TIT-BITS
ON SALE EVERYWHERE NOW.

Geo. Neu·nes. [.h:i.
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The Greates-t ·-of
Ten
Domina.tin·g. Features all .,_e'W' 3-valve
'

1

2

.

Latest type of three-valve circuit (screened
Grid. .Detector and Pentode): ·

Receivers

" •• < • a performance above any other of its class : . . . astound;
ing results are obtained "
. Eveninw Standard

Wide .choice of stations from home and abroad
"On Thursday I received I ,l and on Friday 19 American
at full loud-speaker strength.

· F. W. Emerson, Bury St. Edmonda

Stations "

3

Can be used Without aerial or earth if desired. Many other testimonials prove that experts, press ·a nd

1t

Simplicity - itself -- single knob tuning with
illuminated dial ·calibrated in wavelengths.

5

Latest type moving-coil speaker.

6

Selectivity and volume control. 1

7

Connections for gramophone
additi9_n~l speaker.

8

Figured walnut bakelite cabinet.

9

Westinghoiise Metal Rectifier

public:, consider the M .23 the very finest of its kind.

pick-up

.,

and

.

1n A.C. Model.•

All-electric- just plug in i:o your elec;tric supp1r.to. and
switch on- that's all.
·
0

.

THE NU M BER OF VALVES slated-;,. descrittions of ._ '
EKCO receivers signifies the actual 1111mber of. R tl VJO
RECEIVING STAGES . • • Reclif\'ing · stages in ··A ~C
mod~ls are 110t t'llclwle_d: .,~. lVith 011e exceplzuu, all E J\CO
•
reccwers, etc. , employ the W estongloouse patent M etal
Rectifier, u·llid1 is of a definitely permaiiCIIt c/oarncter.

.

'

-

.
MODEL

M.23

PRieE.

17 GNS.

or 12 monthly· payments of 32.19
I
For A.C. or D.C. Mains

~~~~:u=~·~~•:: :.·~="~·:~···=!~:~:~: :1
"!

Address....... . ......................... ..... .......... .................................. ....... .

t~ o":::::::~:::::::: . :::,:::n• ~:::::::: •:::::::~::::::::::::::::::.:: •::;::•::::::~::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::~ :.o"
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LEWGOS RADIO PRODUCTS FOR BETTER RECEPTION
THE LONDON

ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMIT_HS Ji.MifED, CHURCH ROAD,

LEYTON. LONDON.

E,IO
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MAINS
The increased popularity of all-electric radio has
resulted in a demand for mains components of
unquestioned reliability.
lgranic answer the
demand with products that are built to the highest
standards of quality and efficiency. The lgranic
Main' Transformer is shown on this page. The
primary windings are so arranged that it can be
connected to any standard 50 cycle A.C. mains
supply of from 200 to 250 volts. The input terminals, mounted upon paxolin boards, are clearly
marked in 10 volt steps from 200 to
250 volts.
Price

2 7{6

The output terminals are also mounted upon a paxolin
board and marked with their respective outputs as follows:
Sec. I
4 volts 3 amps, centre tapped.
Sec. 2.
6 volts or 4 volts 1 amp, centre
tapped.
Sec. 3
4 volts 2 amps, centre tappc~i

Sec. 4

250-0-250 volts.

TV PE C.H.2.
CHOKE
40 henries, 40 m. a.
The type C.H.2 constant.
inductance choke is fitted
with four terminals to
enable coils to be put in
series or parallel. This
choke maintains a constant value of inductance
up

to

th~

maximum

current for which it is
designed, ~o that the
smoothing remains con~
sistent up to the maxiM
mum carrying capacity of

the ehoke. .
Pr;cc

9!6

.Write to-day for fully illustrated Catalogue No.]. 1207.
of complete new range of lgranic Quality Components.

/granic Electric Co., Ltd., 149, Queen Victoria Street, Landon, E. CA.

SEND FOR THE 1932 CATALOGUE

"

BE TH'E MAKING
Of YOUR SET.

lot£i!CI
0 E.V1Cf5

CY~·-:'U
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A BATTERY SET BECOMES THIS IS THE CABINET
Specified for the
A BETTER SET WHEN
"DOLPHIN THREE"
ELECTRIFIED WITH REGENJONE
An all-electric receiver
is constant in efficiency

of output, because the
supply of powe.r never
varies.
If you have a battery
set or a battery kit set,
why not enjoy the
advantages of Allelectric Radio in the
cheapest way possible.
Join up a REGENT ONE
Mains Unit in the

---·

There's a "Clarion" cabinet of equally
fine design and finish suitable for
pi'actically every set described in
" Practical Wireless."

same manner as a dry

A SPLENDID RANGE FOR RE·
CE!VERS,
RADIOGRAMS- LOUDSPEAKERS. ETC.

battery, connect to
the electric supply
socket, and your set
becomes p~rmanently
powered by the mains
at a cost not exceeding
6d. per month. Regen-

Full details and list on request.

Radio Furniture.
28~38, Mansford St., London,
( Tdethone: Bi•hop<gllfe 6371 .)

tone mains units cost

QUALITY

lrom39' 6,or8'-down.

Produces

6 STAR FEATURES COMMON TO
ALL RECENTONE MAINS UNITS

**
*
**
*

Seven voltage tappings.
Line voltage output regulator.
Solid drawn steel case.
High capacity smoothing.
One efficiency only.
Price determines current output.

EFFICIENCY
The origill:tl BEUlL c!Joni!c low lo;s former.;; <~re tll()roughlv
reliable. They arc used in all parts of the \\or!d. \\"henCnT
buying ehouitc-·in ro(b, sheets, tulw~ or panels-look fur
the BECOL trade mark.
A::,k your dealer.
If l!ll<~ble to
supply, 'nitc rlireet.
Send How, enclosing 6d. (post .free}
for up-to-cL1te l1andbook of tuning c-oib for DL\L HAXCE,
13.'\NDl'ASS, and SUPER-HET. circuits.
Fully illustrated
wiLh data. A very interesting hJ.ndlJOok

The BRITISH EBONITE Co., Ltd.,
Hanwell~

Fifty

Years

the

London, W.7.

Family

Favourite

Original Features and Popular
Contributions
Big Cash Prizes Every Week

TIT-BITS
THE SYMBOL OF INDIVIDUAL CRAFTSMANSHIP

EVERY SATURDAY

REGENTONE LTD.• Regentone House, 21 Bartlett's Buildings, E.C.4

On Sale at all Newsagents and Bookslttlls_. or by pmt 3da
from George Newnes~ Ltd., 8~11, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2

Telephone: Central 8745 (s lines)
Irioh Free State DistJ"ilmtcrs: Kelly & Shlels,Ltd., 47 Fleet Street. Dublin

E.2,

TWOPENCE

I EvE:"RvT"iiiNG-ii"Aolo~

SONOTONE 4

CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR.

l:. THIS
~

KIT UAJJ

8'3
Send

Chassis model, with· {Lissen) S.G.,
Detector and Pentode Valves. Cash
Price £4/9/6. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/3.

9

1

1

1

10/

1
1

7/3

3

1
1

InS.

.,,

.•.

...

..:

.• ,

B.

x
...

sO~~ciis~l:GN .o·oos iiit.:\. ·vr~.set
c:rnser

...

con:

...
...
...
...
. ..
T.c.c. type s.P•. 0002 mfd. fixed conrt~s~
...
...
...
...
...
. ..
T.c.c. type " s " .0001 mid. flxrd
condenser ...
...
...
...
...
...
T.C.C. type No. 50 2 mf'l. fixed COil•
llc·nscrs
...
...
...
...
...
SLEKTUN ~tand~r·.l H.F. Choke
...
BULGIN Standard Surccn~d H.F.

1

l

~ifw"~';.r~t ~30k~~;~·.~e J~;g~~-~1i"
H·stslauc·e ...
n-st~tnm·~

1

...

...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

fix,:ct...
. ..

COLVERN 25 chm" filameut valiable
rcsi~l an<·c Type FU. ...
...
...
...
SOVEREIGN 500,000 ohms volnme
control

...

. ..

1 lOO m·'rt Mierofnso
3
6
1
2

d-:-

4 0

.

, ••

LEWCOS 10,000 ohms Spaghetti fixed

...
...
...
. ..
BELLING & LEE Terminal Blocks
BELLING & LEE mar"kod Trrmin~ls
BELLING & LEE J.'ive·Way Battery
c5l'~rdGiii~ite.... ...
···
...
...
...
KIT "A.'' CA<;H OR t'.O D.

'

3

2

4

'

3

moV..r
~oard
an;l
uodenidcl)fJil

Z/6

8

G

0

0

9

6
0
0

'
'2
'

£6 l.

MODEL B wil.h Garratl
Double Sprin)l" )[OiOl", l2in.
Turulahle. Aulomatic Slop.
U.T.II. T(>llC·Arra with PH<·
!Jj>,
and Yolume Control
eomplete. A11tomatic Needle

~:b

3

I

SuPPLIED SEPARATELY. •
Orders over 10/- sent.
Carriage and C.O.D. charges Paid.
4 Valves as specified ••••••... -::-:-~
l CAMCO Ambassador Cabinet
(Walnut) ................ £1 15 0

W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING- Send
COIL SPEAKER. Type P.!II.2. Complete
with 3-ratio tran<;fonner. Cash Price,
only
£4/5/0. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments o! 7/9.

7/9

:

5/2

CASH or C.O.D.

CASH or C.O.D.

Carriage Paid.

i!. £8
: 3 : 6
Or 12 monthly 15{
! payments
of
£ Carriage Paid.

711

:

£9: 1818/2
:6

' ,',,,i

j Or12monthly
• : payments of
!
Carriage Paid.

I'MPo'Rf'i'riif ...P:;;....i(;;;:···;;;;;;~;.

5/6

l<meous componenu
or accessorieJ are available Cnh, C.O.D. or under
our OJI."n Easy Way H.P. Sy<tem. &ml us list of
your wants. 1Ve •·ill quote by return without any
obligation. Orders va!~ oJ•er 10f· Carriage or
C.O.D. Chargl'« Paid.

4/7

I

I

5/1

I

W.B. PERMANENT-MAGNET MOVSPEAKER.
Type PM4.

I
I

I

I ING-COIL

__ j

II

6

7

Slop, Automatic Needle Cup.

G g-~~h Ar;. 't8~J:i:

N
S

or 12 monthly
vayments ol 13,.'9,

N
8

)

5/6 ';

............................................ ,. ............... .

~

RADIO FOR THE MILLION "STA· • •
TION MASTER 3" (Model A). "'ith
valves and cabinet for hattf'ry us~:.
I
Cash Pricre £5/11/0. Carriage I'etirl.
Balanccin11 rnunthlypaymentsof10f2.
•
ROLA PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING-COIL Send
SPEAKER.F.6. With Univ('rsal tapped input
transformer. Cash Price. £2/9/6. Carnage Paid,
nalance in 11 wonthly payments of 4/3.
only
PETO-SCOTT CABINET SPEAKER,
fitted with Blue Spot lOOt' or l't'to- •
'
Scott l'crmanent Mac:nd Moving- Coil
,·
Vnit to choice, in beautiful walnut
0
cabinet,
with contrasting inlaid
walnut veneers. Cash Price £'lf1f6.
Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthlv payments of 4/6.

4/6

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. 77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1
West End Showrooms: 62, High Holborn1 London, W.C.1,

I

Dear Sirs,-Please send me C.O.D./CASH/H.P.......
for which I enclose £
S.
d. CASHfH.P. Deposit.

Clerkenwell

~~-~-~~~~
.~~-~~-FREE
..•..•.•.• , • •~~~-~~.~
Send me
1933
J'OIIr

Calalosu~.

NAME,,,,,:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::~::::::·.::::::::::::::::::,,,,,,,,,,,

I-~~;E::/10!3.:.:_.~·..:..:..

G

UNIT AND CHASSIS TYPE Send
99 PP.M.
Including ntatch<'d Tran<>·
former. Cash Price, £2/19/6. Carr. l'aid.
Balance in 11 monthly payment.i of 5/6. only

1

I

I

c.o.D.

,................ .
i BLUE SPOT
~

carriage Paid.

12

MODEL C with CC.Jb>ro In·
ductlon Electric Motor with
'I\one-Arm, Pi<·~.'np allli Y?~·
rrme Control in one Gn•L
l~ln. T«rnlal>le.
AutomatiC

STOP PRESS OFFERS
:
;

l"~ji~:~:::~~~~~f
~!.!;::~::.~~~ii~di
!

..................................................................

or

monthly
payments ol 12:·.

or

0
0
0

t:;t y~~

,
63

6

4

ex~~;~~~

vigncttrd front "" Hlu,trated and motor boHd,
rea<ly to bkc your own Set, Gramnl'holle .Motor 3nd l'icli;uv.
r>o .<~HI or e~p•r.>l>e tools are r~<JUlre,J to traiJ~form you>
Itarlio into a uornhiuation iH•Irunwnt, vroeenting I he profee,ionaJiy·tiniohed Rppcar·
.~nee of lhe moot luxnriono lt>tdlO Gram~·
phone money can bur.
12 monthly (lllJ•
•
ments of 5/9.
L'arl"iagc nud Packing 2/6 extra, Englun•1 and Wale•.

' •

2

•I

\lith

G

6

ex(ra

eMODEL A ;oni;,;to.~·.~·~-

6

3

Ready

BoaM,

required.

6

"'22

tween

4in.

BatHe

3

4

£learance Bo·

lltted with Mek

"

--ANY ""pARrs

J Complete with transformer. Ca~h
Price £'1./2/0. Carriage l'aid.
)~a lance in 1 monthly p.'lyments of 5f9. _
I!_______________

Dimensions :

Height, 38}in,:
width, Hjin.:
depth, 15!in.;
panel siza : lJ
x l8in. ; baseto~rd
depth,
Uia.; Speaker
C o mpartrnent,
17xl9lin.;

' 8
LISSEN two-gane; shielJcd coil will\
comhlllPd fll~ment switch...
...
. .. >7
UTILITY .0005 mlr!. variable condcns('r. two-gan~. iJ·pe .312/Air ....
READY R.ADIO .0005 mtll. rcact•on
2 a

R~~~~ R·im::"Q rii.tio ""3-1 .. L.};:
Transfor:ner
...
...
BENJAMIN Tran~fcrda ...
4 LOTUS 4-pin Vall'c holrler~
.

6/5

I

Veneers.

a

0

.M~rk

Walnut with
Inlaid Walnut

rs . I• 0

ilo

1 l'and 14 x 7 ins., ready drilled
l PET_O ·SCOTT Dasetma!ll
14b

Model 334 witi;···s~;~d·
metalliscd variable-mu S.G. and detector
valve~, power valve an<l cabinet. Cash
•
l'riee, £6/7/6. Carriage l'aid
only
Dalance in 11 monthly payments of 11/10.
SLEKTUN SCOUT S.G.3.-S.{~ .• detector and Send
power. l'ilot Author Kit "A" {less valves
and cabinet). H.educed Pri~e, Cash or C.O.D.,
£3/19/6. Carriage Paid.
only
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/3.
R & A "VICTOR" PERMANENT-MAGNET With
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER DE LUXE. With
6-ratio input transformer and protecting grill.
Cash Price, £3/10f0. Carriage Paid.
order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/5.

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND CHASSIS. Scn<l
TY_PE 1000. Cash Price £1/12/6. Carriage
Pmd.
.
Balance in 6 monthly payments o[ 5/2.
only
EKCO H.T. UNIT. Type A.C.25. For n;.ulti-valve With
sets f('quiring up to 25 rnja. 3 tappw.gs, S:G.,
ddector and 12Ufl;,o volts. For .-\.C. mams.
r
Cash Price, £3/17/6.
o~der
Balance in 11 monthly payments of l/1.
ATLAS ELIMINATOR. Type A.C.244. Thr<>e Send
tappings, S.G., detector and power. Output :
120 volts at 20 ro./a, Cash Price £2/19/G.
Carriage Paid.
only
Balance in 11 monthly paymE"nts of 5/6.
GARRARD
INDUCTION
GRAMOPHONE Send
MOTOR.
For A.C. mains.
Model 202.
~{onnted on 12-inch nickel motor plate with
fully automatic electrk starting and stopping only
switch. Cash Price, 12/10/0. Carria~e Paid.
Balance in 11 monthlv pavments o! 4/7.
REQENTONE W.1.F. 'H.T: ELIMINATOR for S.-nd
J A. C. mains, tapped S.G.,. detector aml120f150
. ~·. at 12 mfa, Cash Pnec £2/15/0. Carnage
J Paid.
only
Balance in 11 ro.onthly payments of 5/1.

7'r<lde

Constructed in

Or 12 monthly payments of 11/1. Carriage paid.
Thes; _!!_re _t__he- part~ th~·--A-;;ih.-;,r used-

11'6 ;

cossoR'MELOoY'MA."iiER.

ADAPTAGRAM

Author's Kit of specified componenh
with Ready Drilla:l Panel, but less
valves and cabinet.

CASH OR C.O.D.
CARRIAGE PAID

only

u LlSSEN
Sen~ .......l.
Cabinet Model.
Complete
Lissen Speaker and Lissen S.G.,
Detector and Pentode Valves. Cash
!
Price £6/5/0. Carriage Paid.
:
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 11/6. only
~

SKYSCRAPER''wJ",.t;h:···

1933

EXACT TO SPECIFICATION
As described in this week's issue.

YEAR'S WINNER

" LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 3."
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We realise that it is
frequently very difficult
for most constructors to
follow the usual theoretical
circuits. To obviate this
difficulty this and subse•
quent announcements are
designed to make every•
thing abundantly clear to
all. The necessary connections, as you will see, are
shown in simple pictorial
manner, clearly understood and extremely easy
to follow,
Improve your present set
or make additions by
following our sketches to
the letter-

October 22nd, 1932

A new and ingenious &tting for all sets, radio~grams, electric clocks, fans,
electric il'ons, etc. It safeguards your electric installation for in the event
of a breakdown the house cannot be plunged into darkness. With a fuse
in each pole, it is yonr greatest safety factor. The pin~ are standard 5 amp.
and the plug will therefore fit any standard socket. FIT A FUSE PLUG
AND BE SAFE. The S~amp. Switch Socket is introduced as yet another
convenience for all who wish to make their own mains-supply extension for
eliminators, etc. The switch has quick make~and~hreak action and sockeh
are standard 5 amp. Fuse plug and sockets in handsome walnut bakdite.

AND YOU CAN'T GO
WRONG!
For further assistance you wi11
find the Manual at the back of our
famous 80-pp. Catalogue " N " of
great aid in set building,
In any case our free technical
service will help you out of
any difficulty.
Wrile now /a: Calalogue 'N'.

A new L.F. Choke specially designed for use with Pentode valves, elec•
trically centrc•tapped to enable a step~down ratio of 2-1 to be obtained.
Fitted in new universal mounting case for either chassis (inveried) or
baseboard mounting, it is beautifully finished in frosted aluminium with
insulated terminals.
With an exceptionally high inductance, it is eminently ~uitable for
certain eliminators, output filters, etc. To get the best from your plllntode
fit a Bulgin Choke and ensure the highest possible efficiency at the
relatively lowoost price.

Follow the sketch closely and fit this fine Output Filter Cl::.oke in the
anode circuit of your output valve. It diverts the steady anode current
(D.C.) fo·om the windings of the loud~speake-r, passing only the signal
currents. The loud~speaker is thereby safeguarded from overloading
and con~equential breakdown, and ensuru that a movinR:~iron speaker
cannot become demagnetised. It is essential with most moving-coil
speakers. This nnit incorporates a 20H. L.F. Choke and 250~volt 2-mfd.
Condenser, Fitted in the new Bulgin Universal mounting case with
dearly indicated insulated terminals, and is ready for use with any set,
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A Volume You Cannot Buy l
1 Loud-speakers on Tramway Cars
J: have reu~ivetl many lptters fr~lln · JX Stockholm (Sweden) !lla.ny el.ect.rie
rcaderR (w1th cash enclosed) askmg
tramway ear.s are eqmppcd \nth a
to be supplied ·with eopies of the• microphone-, amplificr anti loud->:pcakcr.
\r£RF.LESS CoNSTRUCTons' K~cYCLOP.-l:DTA.
The apparatus is operated hy the conIn :;pitc of the fad that our first duetor, who announces by this means the
print ran into mrrny thousands. C'Vcry <:opy various stops during the journey.
was reserved within a few days of publication
of !\umber 1 of PRACTICAL \VIRELESS. Italian Operatic Broadcast;
ISTE!S"ERS to Italian transmissions in
Two reprints have since been similarly
the pao;t will have hcr1rd relays from
reserved by readers, and no copies of the
'vork will, therefore, he on sale until all the famous Sca.lfL Opera House a+, Milan.
regular readers have been supplied. \rhen As this thC'atrc was threatened this year
copif'S arc available for sale through the with a Rr-rious detieit, there was a strong
ordinary channels, an announeemcnt will possibilit.y that it might have to dm;e
down. In order to assist, the E.I.A.R.,
be made in these page..,,
the association responsible for broadcasting
A New Public
,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,_,,_,,_,,_,_,,
HERE can nmv Le " no possible
probable Rhadow of doubt" (to drag
Gilbert and Sullivan into it) that PRAC·
TICAL \\'uu:u:ss is a.n c•stablished success.
The thousands of letters of c·ongratulation
which continue to pour into these oftieC's
provide weighty evidenoe of our sueC'ess ;
and the reprints of our earlier editions, and
the thousando; of repC'at ordPrs from the
track. coupled with the fact that the print
of J'\os. '1 and 5 is prog-ressively many
I
I
thousand>'~ greater even than the thrt>e
The Ultra-Modern
j
preceding: issues provides even weightier
f.vidcncc that a. va.st public was waiting for
Receiver.
a paper run on practirol linP;;, "-e shall
ttncPasing:ly continue our pfforts to providP
See pages 225 and 226.
the type of matter which has quite evidently
met. wit·h cueh universal approval.
in Italy, has agreC'd to grant a substantial
Queries
annual o;ubsidy on the undero;t.anding: that
lTEHTF.:S hy the thousand have ponre.d reht:-o·s are to be earrled out at rf'gular in.
into our oflices, and a grPat.ly aug· tervals of performances ghTcn during the
menh•d staff is hard at work anMwering coming winter season. 'J'hesP broadcasts
thE"m. 1f !lOll have a quPstion to ask, sPnd will be takm b.\' thC' North .ItfLlian group of
it along; you may rely upon a c::<r('ful stations, including Genoa, 3-Iila.n, TricstC',
analy~is of your diflicult.y.
Turin, Flot·ew:e and Bolzano, and also on
many occasions by H-ome and .:\aples.
Proposed New French Station
QjlE eighteen months ag:o 'vork was Wireless Picture Postcards
~E\Y wireless picturc·postcard service
~tartcd at Camphin (France) on a
has been inaug:uratNl Ly tlw German
new 20 ].;ilowatt tramnnitter. destined to
replace the station now opf'mting at Lille. Posts and Tt>legmphs, by whieh passengers
on liner::t, trrking part in pleasure cruises to
J~ack of funds, howC'VC'l', pnt a stop to its
construction, with a. result that listenprs Sca.ndinavian and other countries, may now
appC'aled to the -Paris authorities for transmit mc-ssagC's at reducC'd ra.tes to their
fnrthPr assistanec. It is now n'portcd that friends ou "hor-e. 'l'he radiogram is wire·
negotiations are proceeding with the les"ed from the stC'amC'r to tlw Norddeieh
:French administration of Posts and Tele- coastal station, 'vhet'C a number of suitahlv
graphs, a.nd that },ilk may he endowed in illustrated p(l;;;t.rards arc kr-pt for t hfs
The tmve1\er gives the ship
J93:l, not with n 20 kilowatt, but with a purpose.
operator the text of a message limited to
transmitter of much higher power.
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some t0n words, ami also stipulrrk-'1 thr·
type of posi-.card to be used. On re('ept ion
, at Korddeich, a similar type of C'ard is duly
filled up and Sl'nt to tlw addressPc by post.
For such wirelesR greetings the charge made
is roughly 2s. Ud.

I

French Stations and Sponsored Concerts
p to the present the French wit'cles.s fan
has newr beC'n asked to pa.y a lis.
tC'n<>r's ta.x, but the la.w eOtllJlels him to
declm·e his rcetoivcr at. the nearest. post
ofuce, fl nd to SC'cure a. registration pertifimt\'.
for which the modpst ~mm of one Freneh
franc is chmw'd. Although the new budget
does not foresee any spC'eial tax on radio
receivr-r>~. it. is expC'eted that a broadcasting
bill nmy be brought in at a later dfttc.
With the exception of t}JP Sta.t(·-ownerl.
stations, to which an oflicial subsidv i.~
granted, the :Freneh broadC'asters Jimst.
defray thc·ir expenses Ly revenue (lerivPd
from voluntary suhs('ript.ions, or subsist on
an ineome SP('UrPd from publieity tnlm·
missions and sponsored concerts.

U

Turns in Spanish Programmes
I Beginners'
X Hpain no artist engaged by tlw studio i ..: .

Idocumentary
a.\lowed to broadr.oast un!e~M he c.·an shuv:
proof to the f'ffeet that h'-·

a. wireless n•cPivPr. In pla.cc of thz·
I owns
Ui'ual private audition of singem anrl in-

strumC'nt.alists, the Ban•elona (EA.J l) station
incoryJomtes a. number of "'beginners' •·
turns in its programrw•s, \\~ould-be broad·
castc·rs are invikd to frrcr- the microphone,
and judgment of their talent is ldt to thP
unsl'en audience.
ln C'onseqnPnee, thP
studio postbag duriug the past fpw weeb
has assumed unwieldly proportions.

Short-wave Broadcasts from Prangins
ADIO Natiom, tlw 20·ldlowatt station
at Prangins (8witzerland). may b\·
heard PVPry Sunday hPtwC'C'n 10.0 amll0.4!i,
G.l\-LT .. orl 4_0.3 nl. and 20.6-t- m. For the
first fiftef'n minutes a. talk is hroadeast in
Fn:neh. for the seeond in Eng:lish. and the
last quarter of an hour is devoted to t.IH'
Spanish lanl:!na.ge. These transmissions ar;·
dcst.inC'd to give listenPrs all O\'E'r the world
nn opporhmity of hPflrin1r an aeeount of thP
League's aetivitie.s. In future broadeastH,
a. portion oft he time may b(' devoted to tlw
anHwPring of quPstions srnt in by list(•ner...
or rC'prE'RPnt.ntivr- journalists. At a later
date a SJWCial programme for Europe will
also be transmitt-ed on Sundays, but. fot'
t.his brondeast another, a.nd JWrhaps more
suit.:1.ble, wavelength may be chosC'n.

R
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Round the World of Wireless
Russia and European International Concerts
N view of the fact that Soviet represen~
tatives were invited to attend at the
:Madrid Int.cmational Conferpnce, it is
reported from Moscow that the Itussian
broadcasting stations will suspend the
tmnsmission of special propagan<la ta..lks
destined for foreign countries and, in future,
that such talks will be limited to a mere
description for living conditions under Soviet
ndt•. Further, a network of pupinized
cables is being laid down in order to
link up :Moscow and Leningrad with
the Polish and Lithuanian frontiers,
in the hope that Russia may take
)Jart in the European International
concerts.
Paris Fashion Broadcast to New York
N November 6th, when a fa.r;hion
show takes place at the American
"romen's Club at Paris, a running
commentary on the gowns disp1a.yerl
will be transmitted by wireless to .New
York. Photographs of the new creations will then follow by the first mail.

I

···-·-··-··--·---·--·-·-·
I
i S

The Cuckoo Club's Broadcast
HORT·\VAVE "fans" \Vho tune in to
\V2XAD, \V2XAF, Schcnectndy, or
o
"
f..,_,,_,_,_,,_,_,,_,,_,_,,_,,_,,_,J to the Boundbrook (~.J.) relays in the
early hours of Sunday morning may have
not cxpe?ted that the wa-velength of 525 been mystified by a '' KUKU" call. This
metres wtll be retained, and it is reported ~s the name of a mythical station adopted
that a channel in the neighbourhood of m a burlesque skit broadca.s,t by an associa3J2.8 kilocycles (875 metres) may be tion calling itself the Cuckoo Club. It is
adopted.
usua.Hy heard from the New York studio on
the National Broadcasting Company
of America chain of stations between
3.0 and 3.30 a.m., G.l\LT.
INTERESTING & TOPICAL
PARAGRAPHS

Leipzig's Interval Signal
O commemorate the work of its
great composer, Leipzig, as an
intcrYal signa.!, uses four notes,
B A C H, the last note in German
musical terms being cquiva.lcnt to our
note B. The signal usually follo,,-s
the ticking of a metronome. Dresden,
as the relay station, proposes to use
a. melody a-ssociated with its own eity,
and may adapt a tune by Carl l\Iarin
von \Vehcr, who for many years
directed the State Opera House. By
this means it hopes to identify itself to
all listeners.

T

O

Belgian Privately~owned Transmitters
VER and above the hvo high·
pmrer Rtat.ions at VelthcmLouvain, which broadcast the Brussels,
:Flemish and French programmes, and
the smaller Itadio-Schacrbeck and
Radio-Confe1·ence tn"LDRmittcrs in the
capital, Belgium posscRses a number
of miniature, privately-owned transmitters working in the provinces. Of
these, five arc situated in and around
Li6gc, namely, Radio-Franchimont
(207.3 ro.); Seraing (203.6 m.); LiCge
Regional (215 m.); LiCge Experimental (241.3 m.); and RadioCointe in the same city, working on 271 m.
Small stations also exist at Binche
(231.1 m.). Ant\verp (211.3 m.), and at
Font.aine l'EvCquc (231.3 m.). Authority
has been granted to these stations to broadcast, hut only on the ~ondition that common
·wavelengths between 200 and 207 metres
are used. A further st-ipulation is made to
the effect that they must not resort to
microphone publicity.
Jn these circumstances it is 0xpected that many of them
will be eo m polled to close down.

O

Strasnice Again
N m·df'r to establish a service of alternative programmes, the old Strasnice
transmitter, which previously broadcast
the Prague wireless entertainments, has
again been resurrected on 249 nl. ; its
vowcr is 5 kilowatts.

I

New Latvian High-power Station
s the geogra.phieal position of lliga
(Latvia) has been found unhvourable
for the broadcast of wireless entertainments over the entire country, a. new high·
power tranRmitter is being erected at
Aiviekst.e, near Madonna. Although, at the
outRet, it will work with a. power of only
15 kilowa.t.ts, provision is being made for an
in{jrease to 50 kilowatts, if necessary. lt is

A

Weather Reports from Heston
HE Heston Airport broadeac;ts of
the Air Ministry weather reports
on behalf of the Automobile Association, on 833 m., may be heard daily
every hour from 9.30 a.m. until J.'JO
p.m., and again at 3.30, 5.30 and 6.30
p.m., G.)LT. On the second Tuesday
of every month the 11.30 a. m. trans·
mission is not given in "\Tie\v of the
interference , caused by the Xational
Physical
Laboratory ·. calibratiqn
signa.], on 830 m., sent out at that time.

T

What is said to be one of the largest wireless frame
aerials in Europe is situated on the roof of the
Bush House, !1/dwych, W.C. It was erected
by the United States Shipping Board to cqnducl the busines.~ between London and the
United States. It is 8ft. by 6ft., and is wound
with forty-eight turns of aerial wire. Mounted
on ball bearin.f!s, it can be made directional
/ram the interior of Bush House by a wheel
similar to the steering-wheel of a motor-car.
Messages can be received from places 8,000
miles distant.

I

Wavelength of New Belfast Station
T has been decided that the Belfast 50kilowatt llcgional transmitter will be
built at some few miles from the city, on
the summit of Divis Hill.
As 242 metres
would not be a suitable wavelength, f!ome.
thing nearer to the frcq uency used by
I~ondon Regional may be used. \Vork on
the station is to be started \Yithout delay.

(continued)

B.B.C. and Physical Exercises Broadcast
T is reported that the B.B.C. may broadcast early-morning physical exercises
in the near future, in a similar manner to
those transmit.tf'd daily from n number of
Continent-al stations. The early broadcast
would be followed, possibly, by a "spot
of music " provided by gramophone records,
and would be carried on, with but a short
interval, until the daily service (10.15 a.m.)
is put on the air.

I

French Operatic Broadcast
RELAY of a performance of the opem
Der Roscnkanrtlirl' (Strauss) \Vill be
broadeastfrom the Paris Grand Opera House
an October 30th; it will be re-t-ransmitted
throughout France by all PTT stations,
including Eiffel Tower.

A

No.

s.

Tompl,:in~ made up a three-valve ~et., llSing
an ~tluminium dm~~i8, and followed the line~
of our Long Range Expre~s Three. Wht-n
completed and rt-ady for test, he switched on,
but no signal~ came throu.',(h. All wiring
wa~ checker\, and on testing with a voltmeter
no ''0ltage rrading could be obtained aeroci:,;
the filament terminal:> of the Yalve-holdcr~.
\Viring to the on-off switch was from l •. T.+.
but thb wire was intact and making good
connection, whil~t the negative flin1ltent
drcuit was completed from the ehassi~. which
also shouhl be O.K. Where had he gone
wrong'!
Three books will be aw:mled for the tlrst
three correct solutions opcm•(l. 3fark cnnlope~
Problem ~o. :; and ~cm\ to the Editor,
l'R.tC71CAI, \YJJtF.LESS, Geo. Newne~, J,tU.,
1:\·11, :->outhampton ::ltreet., :'\tranrl, J.Olltlon,
\Y.C.2, to n~a<·h u~ not later than Oetol:ler 2-tth.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 4.
Th': L.P. mhe tm.~ oscillatir~g.
The following readers received books in ronn~ction
with J:'rohlem Xo. a:
li-Ir. F. 1\all, J5, Common I·ane, 'Vashwood Heath,
J1irmim:ham;
Mr. S. nrown, lOH, Nkolas Huad,
Chorlton·cum-Hardy, Manchester; lir. S. Frost, 1;7,
Hawkin~ Lane, J3urton-on-Trent.

Wireless Retailers' Association
HEX your llC\V set is held up for a
grid Ierrk, a. special type of coil,
or some other gadg;et that you have Oil
order, yonr loc:1l wireless dcal,cr i0:1 apt
to come in for a lot of unkind criticism.
Those sc\'cnty dealers situated in the
Manchester area, therefore, deserve n.
special pat on the back for their enterpriso
in each donating £3 to a £200 fund to
advertise the 1\Tanchcskr branch of the
Wireless Retailers' Association during the
nm of the Xorthcrn Hadio Exhibition.
By fostering such associations their customem-that's you and me-are protected
just as much as the retailers thcmselns,
for the association has an effective wa.y
of dealing \vith traders who give customer~
anything but :1 fair deal.

W
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IT

AND HOW TO
W. B. KINGSTON
In this instructive article the author explain'> lucidly
the cause of this common form of interference, anj
shows how it may be overcome.

T

HERE is a.

troublC'somP form

wnv(' local suffic·ir-ntly strong to impose the
~ignal oa to the grid coil HI). In other words
in dua.l-rungc eoils known as ·· brcak- the medium-wave station "break>~ through."
through." It is \.he lm•aking through of In tlw casr- of the circuit shown in ],'ig. 2,
Lme or more {JO\n•rfltl Tnf'tlium-\ntYe local
which is another popular arr:tngcment f(Jr
stations on to the long waves. In f'xtreme a dual range eoil, the pft(:et is simila.r.
cases the station or ::;tatiom: on the nwdium Here the long-waYe primary c·ircnit con'vavcs which are causing the sist of winding;,; A and C, but C this tinw
trouble can be heanl all over is not a separate coil, but a t:tpped portion
the dial when the set is of D. The practical difference is that the
switched onJo the long waves. cirr-uit of Fig. 2 is more tightly couplc(l
LTmally, hdwever, it is not on the long waws than that of Fig. l.
quite so bad
as this, the How to Cure It
Any attempts at a cure must br: in the
in t c rference
being moBt direction of keeping the natural waveA
B noticl'able
at length of the primary eoil AC well n,way
Fig. 3
tlw lower end from the medium-wave hand.
of the tuning f,;hows a very popular circuit muuh usCd in
dial and very commercial coils ·where onlv the mediumgradually de- wave winding i:,; tapped, but. here, of cour.se,
creasing to- there is no attf'mpt at sclcr-tivity on the
D Wf\I'ds" the long 'mYf'S. 'Yith the circuits given in
Figf:l. I and 2 there are two eourses open.
upper end.
Onf' is to raise the nat.ural wavelength of
The Cause
A.C. abon: the medium-wave and the other
"t~--~>--~---- Curiouslv is to take it well belme it. The usual practice
enough, thC is to raise it.. Fig. 4 shows one method.
~
cause of the Thif:l consists of introducing a separate coil
F(q.I.-CircUilojaduaHange trouble is t~ in series with A and C. This raises the
coil with whic/1 breaiHhrough usually due wavelength of the primary circuit snfto an at- ficicntly high to clear the medium baud
may occur
tempt on the and at tl:>.c same time does not decrease
part of the designer of tho coil to obtain the 8clec':..iVity. The coil E should consist
selectivity on the long-wave band.
In of about fifty or sixt~· turns, and should be
order to do this it is usual to employ placed a little way from the tuning coil or
either a separate aerial coil of <'0l11para- ·with its axis at right angles to th~t of the
tivcly few turns coupled to the longwave grid coil, or to tap the longwasc coil near the earthed end.
This,
of course, gives the desired selectivity
as regards the long-\vave stations them;,elves, but introduces break-through
with it from the medium wans.
VC'TV

of interfC'"rC'nec ·smnetinws

Jllf't,

1

>vith

r---

tuning coil so as to prevent interaction.
Screening is hardly m·ec:;::<ary nnles,; space
is very limited. The design of the C'oil i;.;
not critical, and pile winding is quite suit.a.ble, CRpe('ially as. this method tends to
limit the extern11l fic·ld. Fig. 5 sho,vs a vr-ry
;:;imple and effective method which ean be
applied to tlw
r-ircuit of Fig. I.
A fixed condcnRC'!"
of .0003 mfd. m·
.0005 m fd. i.s

B

c

I

What Happens?
1\ow look at Fig. 1, which shows a
typical dual-range circuit. In this case
when the switch is in the" in" position
the medium-wave circuit. consists of an
:tPrial, or primary coil A of from five to
fifteen turns, and a grid, or secondary,
(·oil B coupled to it of a bout sixty turns.
\\'lwn the switch is "out., the winding;.; C and D are inr:luded in S('riPM with
A and B respectively so as to bring the
total inductance up to that required
for tuning in the Jong-wayc stations.
:\ow C may f:onsist of iwPntv or thirtv
turns, and 'this, together with A, givCs
nn aerial coil of about fortv turns.
'.l'hi.s winding is not of itself vefy sr-h:c- Fig. ?.-Another
tiw, and h('ing of about the right wave- t_q pica! dual- rang'!.
length, brings in the pmverful mediumcircuit.

~

E
D
Fig. 4.- The sa me
circuit as Fig. 2, but
modified to cure breal{~
through.

placed ar-ross C. This again increases the
wavelcngt.h of the aerial coil without iucrPasin[.! the coupling. In this way the
selectivity on the long w·uvcs still remains
good.

Another l\Iethod
Taking the wavelength of the aerial
v.'inding below th:::l medium band is not
generally considered good practice, since it
can only he done by making Loth A
and C very small, and this naturally
increases the selectivity on both the
medium and the long waves to a degree
which is not alwavs desimble. However, the writer hii..s found that where
great seledivity is necessary thi;;
method is admirable. Tho eireuit i'l
prerisely the same as in Fig. 2, but A
consists of about five turns tightlv
coupled to B, tha.t is wound on top Of
B, and C is a tapping of about fiftr-en
turnr;.

Fig.3.-

A very common circuit
employed in commercial coils.
Break·through doe.s nvt occur, but
it is unselective 011 the lam! mnvej,

" Selectivity " Condenser and Breakw
through
There i:;: one advrmta.ge in thts me.
thod, and that. is there is no fear ot
trouble arising through the use of a
condenspr in sPries with the aerial as
a selectivity control.
lt sometinw3
(Continued on f>4ge 263J
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"AN
or more. One
secondary winding gives 4 volts,
4 amps. _A. C.
current and is thus
capable of heating
the cathodes of up
to four indirectlyheated valves. The
high-tension winding supplies 200
volts at 30 milliamps, and this
is passed on,
through a. safety
fuse, to a metal
rectifier which is
Fig. 1-=- The construction. o/ thi, connected on the
really efficient A.C. eliminator i' half-wave principle.
fully described in this article,
During rectification
the voltage
is
designing the eliminator illustrated reduced to approximately 160, the
in Figs. l, 4 and 6, it was decided that it maximum available current being 28
should comply as nearly as possible milliamps. The current is smoothed
by passing it through a 40 henry
with the following conditions.
choke and by connecting two 4 mfd.
It must:1. Be suitable for any average receiver condensers between the positive and
having from one to four valves (battery negative leads. Mter smoothing, the maximum output is fed to sockets H.T.1 and
or A.C. types).
2. Supply H.T. and L.T. current whilst H.T.-; the H.T. supply from these points
having sufficient reserve voltage to is intended for feeding the anodes of the
allow for " automatic " grid bias when S.G. and L.F. valves. A 60,000 ohm
voltage dropping ·resistance is connected
required.
3. Be absolutely safe, reliable, and fool- between H.T.1 and H.T.2, so that the
voltage at the latter point is between 60
proof; and
4. Its cost should not greatly exceed and 100 (depending up()n the current
conslimption), It is, therefore, suitable
£4.
These considerations have all been met for connection to the anode of the detector
and the exact methods employed can best valve. A 2 mfd. condenser is connected
be explained by making -reference to the between H.T.2 and H.T.- to complete
circuit (Fig. 3). Starting with the mains the decoupling arrangement and to further
transformer, this has a tapped primary assist in smoothing. Screening-grid supply
winding so that it can be used on any for S.G. valves is taken from socket H.T.3,
mains voltage from 200 to 240 and having which is connected to the slider of a. potena. frequency of 40 cycles per second tiometer wired across the main supply.

ALL-POWER
A Fine Home - Constructor's
Set for A.C. Operation

_IN
•

voltage to the detector. An earth connection is made direct to H.T.- as an additional safety measure, and to minini.ize
the possibility of receiving shocks when
using the eliminator.
Choice of Components
In making any apparatus to work from
the A.C. mains it is essential to allow an
ample factor of safety in every component
part. This explains why all the smoothing
condensers are specified as being for 400
volts D.C. working ; they will thus withstand a voltage of twice that supplied by
the transformer secondary.
Experience
shows that such a safety factor is not too
great because, when the eliminator is
first switched on, the voltage momentarily
rises to at leW!t twice its normal value.
This is due to the fact that there is no
load on the high-tension supply until the
valve cathodes warm up, which takes
upwards of ten seconds. .The terminals
and H.T. sockets are covered with material
of high insulating properties, and are insulated from the panel by means of suitable
paxolin washers. These latter are supplied
with the sockets, but must be bought
separately for the terminals. A 60-millia.mp
safety fuse is included in the lead from .
the transformer secondary to the .metal
rectifier to guard against short circuits.
If the fuse were not employed here a short
circuit might easily ruin both rectifier and
transformer. The particular kind of mains
plug required will depend u'pon the type
of wall socket or lamp bolder from which
the A.C. ·supply is to be taken.
Making the Eliminator
After cutting out the panel and base-

STYLE .HT.7
RECTIFIER~

"'~
):o

:r

~
'

Fig.

2~Wiring

diagram

o/ tl,e all-power A.C.
eliminator.

By. rotating the potentiometer, any_v,oltage .,
from zero to mall.imum may be olitained.
If there are no S.G•. valves in use, this
tapping can be used for supplying a variable
. ;- ~ '! •

m,.

.,

board, the former should. be drilled, as
shown in Fig. 5.' . In paslling, it might
be mentioned that there is no objection
to using an ebonite panel if any con-
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ing the braiding
Photograph
t.o H. T.- it
shows
forms a very
Mr. Frank
eflicient screen;
Preston,
and so preve-nts
Unit for Converting Any the A.C. "ripple" from causing interference
with the H.T. circuits. In using the braided
By FRANK PRESTON, F.R.A.
wire care must be taken that the end of the
braid is pushed back \Yell clear of the bared
structor prefers to do so. Mount all connecting \vires, otherwise a " short"
components in the positions indicated in will occur.
Make quite certain
Fig. 2 and commence the \viring. \Vhcn
making receivers it is usually quite optional about this, for you
to use bare or insulated wire, but in this may conceivably be
the
case it is very essential to employ well- wiser after
insulated material to prevent short circuits event, but certainly
poorer
to the Im~tal portions of components.
Connections to the high-tension sockets by the
are made by soldering the appropriate eOst of a
wires to tags provided, but the terminals nr\v set
are made with a slit down the shank so ofva.Ives
tt
that the end of the wire can be put in and or
scourely attached by scre\ving do,wn the nut. ''burn- out"
The connection from the '' 4-Yolt A.C. " of some other
terminals of the transformer to the panel part.:::.
Take every
terminal~ is made in Le\vcos twin bntided
\vire. This material consiRts of two strands precaution
of rubber-covered wire passing through a when experimenting with mains sets, and eliminator. This prevents the liability
tubing made of braided metal. By connect- short circuits cannot occur.
of damaging the recei\'Cr due to the H.T.
voltage rising: to a high value when there
is no " load" on it.
On the other hand, if one prefers to make
the set entirely mains operated, new A.C.
valves will be required and a few simple
alterations must be made to the wiring of
the set. Also, if four-pin valve holders arc
in use. they must be replaced by those of the
five-pin type.
Fig. 3 (left.) is given to
l.T+
illustrate the fev;r changes required in the
wiring, a three-valve (S.G.- D.- L.F.)
receiver being chosen as an example; \Vith
L..Tother types of set the alterations .'vill cor84TTERY VALVeS
H.T.C.B. +
respond. It will be seen that the earth
connection is not shown in Fig. 3 ; this is
Fig. 3-Diagrams showing alterations required to a battery set
because it ha.s been transferred to the
when converting it for all A,C, operation.
earth terminal on the eliminator. }'ig. 3
also shO\vs how automatic grid bias can be

ELIMINATOR

(Continued overleaf,)

!'*'·-··-·-··-··-··-··-··-·--··-··-··r
I
I
I

AN ALL.POWER A.C. ELIMINATOR: COMPONENTS REQUIRED "

~ 1 Plywood Panel, Bin, by 6in.

~ ·1 Baseboard, Sin, by 12in. by 5/Sin,

I
j

~--~~--~~--~~------+--+f-+-~--~HT
~~~c=-=>e~~>«~=-~<=-c~~~~V.R.C.

A.C. VRI..VES

CRID

BI~S

Methods of Connection

Fig, 4--A plan view c,f the A.C. eliminator, showing the
layout of the compcnents and the wiring.

As stakd }Jreviously,
the eliminator c1n be
used with almost any
t.:'>'PC of receiver.
If
the
latter
employs
batter:'>· Yalyes, and it
1:-; dcsired to retain
'the same valves und
aeeumulat.or, the hightension portion only
·will be required, the
connections being as
mentioned before. ,J uo;t
one word of warning:
when using the eliminator to supply high
tension only, be sure
to switch on the filament
current to the valves
before switching on the
eliminator,
and
to
switch it off after the

I

1 Mains Transformer supplying 200 -,
volts at 30 milliamps and 4 volts _
at 4 amps (Savage).
j
_
j 1 40 Henry Smoothing Choke (Sav- ~
~
age type C,C.38).
_
.:: 2 4 mfd, Condensers, for 400 volt j

I

~t;SIST,t:}/"'C E:.

1

~ 2
~

f

j

.::

I

j
"'
I
~

"'

I

~"'

!

1
'

wo•king (T.C.C.).

2mf~. Condensers, for 400 volt

I

workmg (T.C,C,).
1 Baseboard Fuse Holdet" with 60 ~
m.A. Fuse (Belling-Lee).
1 60,000 ohm Metallized Resistance
(T.c.c. 1 watt).
1 50,000 ohm Potentiomctcr (Col- "'
'·ern type S.T.IO),
1 Q.M.B. Mains Switch (Bulgin).
3 Terminals: 2 marked "L.T.A.C." ~.
and 1 " Earth" (Belling-Lee type
R).
•
3 Terminal Insulating Washers (Bell- ~
ing..Lee).
I
4 Plugs and Sockets, marked H.~.- 1

.l

I

I
I

j
8

1
I

H.T.I, H.T.2 and H.T.3 (Belhng- .

Lee).
1 Mains Plug to suit convenient
socket. (Belling-Lee)
"" 1 Coil Glazite, short length Lewcos
:::I
twin braided wire, length flex,
1 sCt"ews, etc.

I
1

"t
:;

""I

_

j
..,.._,,_,,_,_,_,,_,,_,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,...,.l
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this set gave a remarkably good account of
itself. It did, in fact, prove to be far
superior to any receiver of similar typeand at any pricc~that the writer has ever
had the privilege to experiment with.
Using the valves specified, it was found that
the reaction condenser could be set to its
optimum position for e>ithcr wavelength
range and then left entirely alone whilst
numerous stations were easily tuned in.
Some t\vcnty-odd !;tations on the medium
waveband and eight on the long \ven,
received at good loud-speaker strength, and
in each and eve-ry case the "quality"was of the kind usually obtained only
on an expensive instrument. There ·waR no
interference on any stations except thosc
1 - - - - - - 4" ______,____~4'
very near in waveh•ngth to the ''local,"
the tuning of which 'vas found to spread
over about 12 degrees. The latter station
could also be heard tm.,·ards the bottom ot
the tuning range with the switch in the
long- wo.Ye position, but it 'vas easily
eliminated by tightcning np reaction. A
11umber of piek-ups were tried, and in most
instances reproduet.lon was very good and
of ample volume. Some pick-ups, however.
require a volume control in shunt with
them to l'E'clncc high-note response and ar(~
consequently unsuitable for com1ecting
directly to the f'td. Types not requiring a
Fig. 5-Panel layout.
volmne control are the high- resistance
ulJtaincd for the prmel' Yalve by
Test Results
oneR. If a Iow-n•siRtancc pick-up is to bf'
i•l~ertinrt a suitable resistance (shunted
l;"\: a. 1 mfd. condenser) in the Jcad \Vhen tPI'Itcd rceently on an a vcrftge e~1ployed, it shoo.!d be used in C«?njunction
from the cn.thode to H.T.-.
The type of fiOft. Mingle wire aerial situated w1tlf an appropnate shunt rC'sistanC'e a~
;;ctual value of the resistance will twenty miks from a HC'gional transmitter., advu;ed by the makers.
1lrpcml on ihc type of valve emVoltage Tappings on Mains Transformers
ploy<'d, but with such power valvcR
Maim tramd0nner~ an• almost invariablY
as the Cossor 41 .MP., 300 ohms will
fittf'd with three or fout' primary terminal~.
be 1."\ll'rect. For the benefit of t·hose of
each of 'rhieh is snitablc for a particula1
my readers who are not quite ·• au
muins voltage, hut Aonwtimes norie of the-n·
·bit'" with A.C. mains receivers, a
is exactly the same as that of y~our mains.
dra "·ing is given to show how the
In rmch a case it is quite pormb;sihle·
tt-rminals of a five-}Jin valve holder are
;trrangcd.
The markings of the
to use the terminal ne:.orest to the mains
volt.agf:'. If it iH known that the main.'3
tPrminals col-respond to tho."C' in the
voltage frequently ri::;cs above its nominal
circuit. diagram, Fig. 3.
value, or if it is suspected that the set i::;
H.T. Voltage Available
receiving too high a voUagc, the mains
Before this article "as \\rittcn,
lead should be ·connected to a bigher tapthe eliminator waH tPstPd on a
ping. Thi'5 \Yill reduce the output voltagP
from the transformer and might improvP
number of receivers, and in C\'erv ease
rnmlts were very satisfftetory. In 1he
the \VOrking of the set. On the contrary.
ca:o;c of those sets primarily intended
the output Yoltago can be increased by
tOr battery operation the volume
t'Onnecting the mains lead to a lowc>r
waH considerably greater evpn when
voltage t.rrminal. If this is tried one should
lhe H.T. portion alone was in use.
make smc that the transformer is not
When the sets were converted for full
being unduly ovel'loaded as would be imliFig. 6- -Front view of
mains \vm·king, results were still
eated hy excessive heating.
the finished elimir.alor.
fmther improved, both range and
60MII.FUSE
yo}ume being incrPased. In all cai'\eS
mu ins hum was almost enti;rely absent.
J t was just audible during the silPnt
periods of a programme, but dis:lppearcd entirely as soon as the
programme was continued. The H.T.
vnltagc available from the eliminator is
the maximum for most battery Yalvcs,
bnt is rather less than the maximum
(of 200) for A.C. valves. This diU
not appear to be any disadvantage in
1he I\:ctdvers available for test, because
the difference in volume level at 160
nnd 2()0 voltS was imperceptible. Of
course, the lmver voltage does slightly
rf'strict tho power hundling co.pacity HT- o--......
----<1----&--__J
uf the ow.t.put valve, but this is of
vn:--· little consequence in practice.
H is hoped that the brief descrip·
tion of the method of converting a
haHery set fOr ma.ins working with
f his instrument will be sufficiently
'MI/INS PLIIG
ooxplicit, but if readers experience any 60R'711b-------J
difficulty, the writer will be pleased to
<t~hisc for anv particular circum8tances,
Fig. 7-T!:e circuit diaf!ram.

6"

8"

--1r--.....
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Tapping Short-wave Coils
N unusual method of tapping short.
wave coils of thick gauge bare wire,
supported bv ebonite spacing strips,
is illustrated by the accompanying sketch.
One of the spacing strips has holes of a

A

.......................................................................'"'...................;

;
~

An A.C. Accumulator Charger
VE~Y inexpensive accumulator charger.
smtable for A.C. maiw, maybe made
Every reade.- of 1' PRACTICAL WIRELESS " must have originated some little
from a one pound jam jar, some sheet lead
dodge which would intetellt other reader5.
some aluminium sheet and half a pound
Why not pass it on to us ? For every item
of ammonium phosphate, Two plates
published on this page we will pay half a
guinea, A further batch is published below.
one of aluminium and the other of lead:
Turn that idea of yours to account by sending
are cut from the sheets, so as to easily
it in to us, addressed to the Editor," PRACTIfit the jar. A terminal is fitted at one end
CAL WIRELESS," George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. Put your
of each plate, and the constructional part of
name and address on every item. Please note
the rectifier is finished. The plates should
tbat every notion sent in must be origitu~l.
now be bent as shown in the accompanying
~...... ..................... ~
.......................................................: sketch and inserted in the jar. About two
level tablespoons of ammonium phosphate
switch points. The w,iring can be done in are placed in the jar, which iB then filled
with
water. If the supply mains are in
Glazite or other similarly insulated wire. It
will be seen that if the lower switch is left the t-wo hundred volt range it will be
open, both speakers are in circuit, whilst the necessary to connect three of the rectifiers
closing of this switch places either of the in series. Sufficient ammonium phosphate
speakers in operation by the position in may be obtained at any chemist's shop
which the top switch
is turned. The
arrangement obviates
the possibility of
short-circuiting the
L.S. output, as no matter how the switches
are handled, one or
the other (or both)
of _the speakers is in,
circuit. In other
word~, it is impossible
to cut }loth .speakers
out entirely. If the.
set_ is provided with
choke or trarisformer
outpUt, thei;e ·will, of
~n inexpensive accumulator char!Jer.
.,.
courSe, be .Oo necessity
to observe the negative an<J. positive posi- for a few pence.-J. HrcKMOTT (West'
tions for the various 'leads.--{JAMELOT Kensington).
(Scarborough).
A Useful Wiring Hint
~
the instructions given for the ·wiringup of ''The Long Range Express
Three," it is stated that" the valve-holde:t
legs will only comfortably take one piece
of Glazite." On terminals with very little
space under tho holding-down nut for the
wire I have found the following method
very useful: Ring the wire at the endwith round· nose pliers preferably- to
slightly over the required size ; then place
the ring on a flat IUetal surface and give it
a few sharp taps with a hammer. The
copper wire flattens out very easily in its
SINGLE POLE
cold state and it can be made, in a second
or two, so thin that three or four conllec~
tions can be made on a terminal \V here only
one would fit before. A further advantage,
is that the flat surface of the wire makeS
better connection with, and fits more
suug!y against, the shoulders of the termimi.l
and the holding-down nut. I make all
my connections in this manner on account
of these advantages.-A. BAXTER (Burnley).

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!

-

Simple method of tapping short-wave coils.,

diameter in which an ordinary wander plug
fits fairly tightly, drilled at right angles to
the spacing holes and slightly offset, as
shown in the sectional view. This allows
the wire, when threaded on the strip, to
partially project into the second set of
holes so that the wander plug, when inserted, will make a relia,ble, firm~contact.
B. G. R. HoLLOWAY (\Voking).

Using Two Loud-speakers

.... _

ANY iadio enthusiasts nowadays utilize
:
two loud-speakers, and it is invariably
discovered that the best ·result is obtained
if they are connected in series rather than
in parallel. The accompanying switch system ·will
probably interest readers, · - - - - - - .
and it will be seen that it
enables either, Or both, of
the speakers to be used by
the simple turning 'of a
L.$.
switch. The method of
construction is clearly indicated in the diagram, and
it will be observed that the
top switch is of the singlepole double-throw type,
whilst the other is of the
ordinary make-and-break SET variety. Spare electric light- SET +
ing switches of this description · can, of course, be
utilized, if on hand. The
six terminals can be of the sP:':~ER
ordinary pillar va:riety, or
telephone te.rminals can be
used if desired, and should
be mounted on. a piece of
N'?2
SPEAKER
ebonite approximately 4in.
wide by 6in. deep. This
can be mounted on a
wooden block which can be
fixed outside the set iri any
TERMINALS OF PILLAR
()R TELEPHONE TYPE
convenient position. To
obviate indifferent con- A method <Jj switching loud~speakers. Glazite or similarly
nections, it is advisable to insulated wire at back of ebonite.
Wiring looped in at points
loop-in thC wire at the three
A. B and C.

M
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CHoosiNG A MoDERN VALVE
HE selection of a JllOdcm \;th-e f(Jr
any partieulur purpose has become
in•:rca,;inglv difficult during tlw la~t,
1\':•• yrar,.:, alHl hi-day tlw multiplicity of
t.\:)lt'" a.vailablc ha01 bf'wildcn·d l'F'll tlw
'xn(•J'iPn•·Pd constructor.
One manufac:lm~f-l' lists thrrc vaL~·R, all of \\hi eh lm ve
rh;· .;,nmc imJw(lance-nawely, 4,000 ohJll.'J ~
, ;vi.tn ohviously these nrC' all small power
._ ,, !n-,::, but the -.;cry j~ 1 et. that they are
,, t; jj:.;tvd clearly iJHli.cutc-.; that they arc

,_.,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_.,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,!

T

+

H.T.

Fi_f!. 1.-A
screen-grid
t·alve u;ith tuned anode coupling.
~liJi'crcnt.

How, then, is th0 would-be USC'l'
decide ,vhich va!Yc jg the one fOr his
par',icula.r set~ The answer is that to-da.y
rlw choice of H· valnl by the old method
,-,f impedance is not enough; at least t"-o
dw.raderistics and in cxeeptionnJ eases
ti)lH' have to 'be ta.kcn into <'On~ideration.
Thi; rc·dew ha<> been ::;pecially written so
that the amateur may fully understand the
fmwtions of the \"arious types and he en,-, bled, with the knowledge of his own set,
to select the valYe tl1at will at least give
the same results ns the one previously
l,.,,_,(l. Probably the greatest mistake that
li ..;h'nt:rs make is to find the nearest equi\·;:, l('nt of impedance. Thi.:~ is dangerous with
hnth:ry valyes and fatal \Yiih mains tyvcs,
• ,-l

Indirectly~heated

Mains and Battery Valves

For general con~ideration it is not neces:-;_uy to consider ~;:paratcly indircctlyh<:·atcd mains vah'cs and batkry -valves,
,,,.; they arc much more closely allied tlmn
is popularly supposed. A battery valve
1ila.mcnt is a core ''"hich is ~nrfaced with
.-'rJme special substance, gencmlly a mineru,l
,,xidc, that ha.~ the pro]wrty of emitting
<'npious quantitie,.; of electrons at a knv
t•'HJpemture. At t.ht' temperature to which
the filament is heated by the low-tt>nsion
<l•:•:umnlator the aet\ml 1Hdal core will not
...:_~,-~~ off auy apprceiahle qnan1ity of elee·
trmJ:-::; on the other hanrl, the coating is
• ,f c'ollsidernhle n~~i~;tancP and ,~.-il!llot 1la:>s
:'nv appreciable current: thus the core
l!t<i.ts tho eoatinr: vr surfacP, \1·bid1 in turn
._.in.s off r·lcl'tronf'.

- In an i!Hlin•('tlv-lwafr(\ lll<lins -..-alvc the
lt:•_:,·hanieal constl·uetion is rlifrl:'rPnt. ns it
i,.; n·-··<'s:->ary to insulale the .. (·ore" ti:om
t_Jw ·coating·," aJHl c'onseqnently they nre
1t1adc> 'i!'p;uail·ly and nr,, C"<llitll resp~..-tin~ly
L•',Llll' ami e;tthmh•. Th.:: ]wate-r is <"L thick
\\itc whi,·h ltedo; ih~:- unhude in exad.!v
1 hu f.'.~ me '1av that. a rov.!iator i_,; wwd tO
\\.iltlll a rooln, nnd is c·un·I'C'il \\'ith an

rC'nliscd, but the foregoing cxplann t ion
to make the meaning ofthis term clear.
PERCY RAY Gives Some Very
lt \Yill be as well to mention that amplitica·
tionfactor, magnilication factor and mu all
Interesting and Informath·e
mean the ,c;cunc thing. (The latter is the
Notes Concerning the Valves
rhonetio of the Greek letter p, which i•·
u~ed to denote this eha.racteristiC'.)
of To-day
Hlope is the term that combines impc·
dance and amplification factor in sudt a
insulating materia-l to pn•vent it fmm cam- ' way that the de;rrec of cfliciency of the
ing into tlirect eontad with the cathode. ,-a.Jvc ("an be readily seen: a high slope
The cathod~ is the equivalent of the denotes that the amplification i'3 high for
cmissivc smfa.co and consists of a. metal the particular impedtlllCC, and vice versa.
tube cow•rcd with the satnc substance that For cx:ouHplc, if two yalvcs had nn imis used to ~over ROme makes of battery peditncc of S.OOO ohms and one an amplificavalve filament~ ; the metal tube serves no t.ion factor of 12 and the other 16, the slope of
other purpose tlmn smneUting to put the the fOrmer would be 1.5 and the h\.tter 2.
coating on to, as the lnttPr does not possess
the mechanie11.l properties to stand alone. The Screen-grid Valve
J'ollowing the brief survey of the maiu
The fol'l'going de~cript.ion of a filament
heater and cathode shows ho'v clearly a characterist-ics, the various groups of
battery and a mains valve are allied; both valves e:tll for :->cpara.tc attention, and the
arrangements arc provided to throw off the logical bt>ginning is the screen-grid. Ten
necessary electrons, and it will be intcl'est- yeaxs ago plug-in coils and ordinary valvt>s
ing to mention in passing that a hvo-volt were used for high-frequency amplification,
supcr-pmver valve \\·ill give off in one 'Yith no special procrmtions fol' stability.
thousand houn;' normal use electrons total- Thi~ \\'as lJossible owing to tho horribly
ling fl bout· one hundred and fifty times the incfilcicnt coils lll1ll poor Yalvcs (the old R
type r~cldom l'eaehcd a .<;}ope of .2).
weight of its own filament.
With the appearance of the Cossor Pl and
Ediswan A.R.D.E. sonwthing had to be
The Anode of a Valve
This is fundamentally a piece of metal done to hold the set dmvn and prevent
situated at a reasonable distance from the it ffom bursting iuto a violent howl, and a
filament, so that when made very positi,,c potentiomctcf was usually prcssrd into
by connecting it to an H.T. battery it will service to adjust the potential on the gritl
attraet the electrons towards it at an in- and malw it Rlight.ly positive; this resulted
credible pace and in incomprehensible in a lo;;s of o;cleetiYitv that woWd make the
hordes. The key to the valve is the grid, set useless to-day. J'he lm.se of the trouble
whieh controls the number of electrons
TAP
that can pass front filament to plate by
reason of the voltage on it; for instance,
+H.T
the electrons in the first valve of a receiver
will be rontrolled by the signals varying the
potential (or voltage) of the grid. The
requirements of, say, the first and last
TO 1'/E.XT
valve in a set are totally different: the first
VALVE:.~
will be called upon to handle very, very
small signals and the Iu.st relatively big
ones. It is desirable that each ::;tage should
give a~ much ampliflcation as pos-Sible, but
unfOrtunately a valve that will give big
amplification \Vill handle only small inputs,
antl vice versa. Thus the first valve can
conveniently be a valve with big amplificatiou and small ha.ndling capacity, ""'bile the
last will require a big handling capacity
and will unavoidably have a small amplificaFig. ~------A screen~f!rid valce 1n"th
tion factor.

I
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I
i

I

scJYCS

I
I

I
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1

•

tuned grid ~oupling .

High and Low Impedance
was that the grid and anode formed thn
The extent of a valve to nr:commodato plates of a condenser and coupled the
the signal passed to it from the preceding anode coil and the aerial coil together.
\'alvc is calkd the gri{l swing, \\hilc the The next step was the ncutrodync, which
output that it will handle before distortion was an arrang;emeut wherein the couplino
bccomcR evident is called undistortrd out- fed through the eapacity of the grid and
put. A Yn.hw that will handle a heavy anode of the valve could be balanced out
outvut has low impedanee, and one that by reverscd coupling.
This system was
·will haudlo only small inputs has high most efficient, and tho screen-[.!;rid val-.c. in
impedance; the former will have a low the. state that was originally presented to
amplitieation fa.etor, tlw lattcr n high Lhe publi1J ''"as, in the writer's opinion, a
amplifieation factor.
'l'hi:o term dcnotcc< I definitely retrograde step ; in fact, it wa:>
the number of tilllt'S that the -..-ah·e will 1 not until <.tbont eighteen monthi'J n~·o, 'dte!l
muliiply <1 >;i~nal. For vxamplc, if 8. sig:md Je-cent screen-grid valves were a.vailab]('
of one yo\t. is appliPrl to the grid and that· it was possible to beat a nent;odyne:
filament, with the n>e·allt that a, voltage as the sercen-grid valve is in!Forcntlv unchange of elC'vcn yolts is created to pass sekdive compared to an ordinary \q)('.
on to the next sb1ge, tlw ampliticil.tion althou.!.!:h the former ha.<~ a. hr hig;hcr a mfaetor mu::;t be clev\~ll. In 11.dual prad.ice plitication factor.
the fnll OJllpliiication faetol' ic; 11ut often
(To be con/hjucd)
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TUNING AND ADJUSTING W. J. DELANEY
Some Notes on the Cqrrect Adjustment of
THE SoNOTONE
the Trimmers and Volume Controls.
to employ this small knob at any part of
the tuning range. It is always as well'
howc\Tcr, when a station has been tuned
in by means of the main tuning knob to
rotafC the small knob in each dircction, that
is, swing it about a ccntral point, to make
quite certain t.hat the two circuits arc in
tunc. \Ye shall have more to say about
this trimming controlhter on when dealilw
'='
\vith the reaction control.

This illuslra,tion shows lhe complete baseboard
N orUcr to get the best out of t.hc Sonotonc
it is necessary to adjust the trimming
condenser, the .series aerial condenser,
and the volume controls in the correct
manner, a.nrl if you have built the receiver
as dcscribcd in these Dages last \veek, you
·will have fmmd probably that the rcef'ivcr
·when first completed at once lives up to its
daimR. It mu:,;t be understood that the
aerials used by each listener will Yaty, not
only in length, but in height and insulation
dliciency, d.c., ·whilst in connecting up, the
small trimmer on the front section of the
condenser will also be moved. These
factors, in view of the fact tha.t ganged
tuning circuits arc e-mployed, will hn;ve to
be ndju.stcd, and it is for that reason that
these notes have: been "\v-ritkn.
\fr- will as::;ume that the rt-cciver is
completed, and batteries are eonneetcd up
-in other words we are ready to listen-in.
Br-forc switching on set the various knobs as
fOllows: the right-hand knob with the arm
nbout ltalf-WR.~~ round; the top left-hand
knob also about half-way round, and the
lower left-hand knob with the vanes of the
condPnscr all out, that is, with the knob
turned as far as it will go to the right. Kow
turn the small knob at the right-hand
cornr-r of the cabinet to the left. The
receiver is now in a pm;ition t.o tunc over a
wa \Te-band from 200 to 530 metres, and
there will no doubt be a fairly powerful
local station in this band within a fe\Y
miles of you which you can use for the
prelimin11ry adjustments. For the sake of
this article we will assume that this local
is the London H.egional, alt.hough listeners
in other parts of the country can proceed
exactly in the same manner by substituting
their local for the London st;tt.ion. ltot.ate
the tuning-dial to the 80-dcgree mark and
slowly rotat<' it over thrr-e or four degrees
each side of this spot. The London station
will be hcard somewhere just here, and if
you are lueky in the setting of the trimmers
and the other factor.;; mentioned at the beginning, this station will come in with a
roar. \Ve will, however, for the benefit
of those who are some distance fi-om a
station, assume that everything is against .
us, and all the adjustments are right out.
\Veil, then, the London station will, in
these circumstances, be very faint indeed,
perhaps b11rcly audible. Turn the dial
slowly, and find the exact position of the
station, which will be somewhere about
80 degrees.

lay~out

viewed from ihe back.

The Pre-detector Volume Control
\Vc have balanced our tuning conden:::ers,
11nd tuned-in our local station, and the
rel'mlt is, perhaps, anything but pleasing:.
This is due to the trcr~cndous amplification

I

A plan of the set, showing the Very neat and compact arrangement of the component:;.
Adjusting the Trimmer
Now, on t·he front section of the varia b1e
condenser (that is the section farthest from
the panel) "\Vill be found a small trimming
condenser. This is a small piece of springy
bra.ss over a strip of mica, with a nut at the
lower end. Give this nut half a turn in
each direction, trying the tuning after each
adjustment to see if any improvement in
signal strength is obtainable. If an improvement is noticed when it is turned in one
direction, give it a further half-turn in the
same direction -and again try the tuning.
Do this until you find a position where
signal strength falls off on turning it either
one way or the other. This will then
indie.:1.te th11t the two sections of the condenser are ganged at that pa.rticular tuning
position. Now turn the dial to a low reading station, such as the London l\ational,
and on tunin;:; to the loudest position,
rotate the small knob which is concentric
'""ith the tuning knob, and sec if this has
any effect on the tuning. If you examine
the condenser you will find that this
smaller knob controls a small air-dielectric
trimming condenser on the rear section of
the assembly, and if the wiring has been
well carried out there should be no need

The 46 Stations received on the Sonotonc.
;,•········•··•··•··•········· ..............................................................i
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SHORT WAVES
l<'Ccamp (HaC_io
Normandic)
Cork
Bordeaux
Niirnberg
Belfast
Triestc
Gleiwitz
London National
Turin
Heilsbcrg
North ~a.tional
Bordcaux
Geno11
G6tebop
Brcsluu"'
l~ru..'!sels (!\o. 2)
J~ondon Rr-gional
Toulouse
l\'Jidland H.cgional
Sottens
Katowice
Dublin
Berlin ("Wit.zlcben)

Madrid
Belgrade
Stockholm
Rome
Paris {PTT)
Beromtinster
I~yons

La.ngenbcrg
North Regiona.l
Prague
Florence
Milan
Brussels {Xo. I)
Vienna
Sundsvall
LONG WAVES
Kalundborg

1\fotala
\\'arsaw
Eiffel Tower
Daoveniry
h.Onigs
\Vust.crhauscn
Radio- P<iri~
Huizcn

:

~

(
;
\
1
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given by the sot., and the volume controls
have now to bo adjusted. The central
knob on the right controls the filament of
1hc H.·F. valve, and by turning this so that
1he volta.go on the filament is reduced. the
::.;trcngth of the signal passed on to the
dctcetor valve is aiso rclluced. Therefore.
if you are situated fftirly close to a pmvcrful
station thii::! control will have to be employed
on the local to a,·o:d owrloarling the
detector. The npper kft--hand control is
the post-detector Yolmnc control, atHl this
is used to rf'ducc the volume of the ~ignal
passed on hy the first L.P. Yah·c ~o that the
output valve is not. overload,,d.
the
local i.<; tmwd-in with neithe-r
control,; adjusted, the rc,ult will he
distortion, and tlJC first thing to do
rlown the po,;t-detector volume 1
You williind. if the local is YCTT m•ar, t
no matt-er ho11· muc·h tiw signal ;,;tr·cngth
rt>dnced lJy weans of thl" t'nntrol, eign:d
are still distorted. 'J'Lls j-; the indic·at-inn
of detector OYcrload, and thcreforo t lie
pm-cletcetor volume control must be reduced. As soon as l'i_gnal.'l beeonw clear
yon can increase the post-detcetor control,
and yon will no doubt find that louder
signals arc possible from the loud-speaker
without distortion. These 1 \YO controls
have. therefore, to be balrmeNl,nndalthough
the abon~ description may seem to suggest
rather complicated opcratious it. will become
quite a, simple mntkr to dN·idc when output
va,lve or dCtr:ctor ,-ah·c i:,l overloaded, as
:vou \Yill get used to HH• maximum volume
the output valve ,\·ill dl'livcr without· distortion, and then it will be ~~ Rimplt: matter
to bring u 11 signals to that kw I.
The Reaction Control
When a distant station is required, the
dial should be tnmcrl to the approximate
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cxcesl:!ivc u,;e of the reaction control will
result in distortion, and it should, therefore,
only be used in 1vha.t mi;,;;ht be termed
·· an emergency."

reading, an!l then if the signnl i,; nob loml
enough, the rcaetion control ;.;hou!J be
nsPcl to bring up the volume. This conlrol
is the lmver left-hand one, and it should
only be needed when a very 1.\i,;ta nt station
iR required. When use is made of this
control it will be necessary to nmkc slight
compensation in the balancing of the two
tuning circuits, and for this reason thL"' small
trimnling knob on the front. of the panel
has to be nsNL H.emcmbPr, therefore, that
the reaction knob and trimming knob must
be used together. Bear in mlnd always, that

The Aerial Condenser
So far we have not told vou what to do
with t·he aerial condenser,~ and we must
therefore explain the u,:;c of this control
next. ~~s an experiment, tune in the local.
nnd notic·e hmv many df'grec.'i this statioa
covers. Xow adiu~>t the scren' on this small
(;Ondenscr and, after adjul'lting the front
tdmming knob notice the difference in the
amount of" spread.'' You 1vill find that
there is a position for this screw that gives
a compromise between signal strength and
selectivity, and once this has bE"cn set there
should be no need to touch it again. It is
advisable, howevet', befOre the recei\·cr is
flnally in;;;tallcd in the home, to experiment
with this control and mu.lw i}Uitc certain
of the best pmlition. Do not forget, any
adjustment of this condenser will upset
the t.rimming, so that use will have to he
made of 1he trimming control, as it. is
adjusted, to keep the circuits in ·tune.
The list accompanying this artide give::;
the principal European stations which have
been rccci\Tcd on thl:> set, and they are in
strict order of waYclcngtlL It is onlv
necessary, therefore, to tnne in the princi118.l
stations, and enter these on a piece of ruled
paper, and then the remaining stations will
be found in bdwecn tho>:>e tuning points.
The list on page 225 gives the stations
you can expect to hear, although it must be
understood tha.t a fc,v of thc:;;e arc badly
heterodyned during some part of the eve~
ing, and you cannot, therefore, .rely upon
them for a programme of cntt:~rtainment
value.
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ERY often in
repair work
the practical
radio enthusiast rectniros to unwind a
considerable number
of turns; for instance,
when an " opencircuit:' has occurred
in an I •. l~. choke, etc.,
and it is a tedious job
Frg.
-The unlesR some form of
machine is a.vailable.
grin:htoni! be/or~
The foUmving dcserip1 onversion
to a
tion of an ine.xpensiye
coil winder.
coil-winder. which I
lw ve found extremely handy in my own
workshop, may perhaps be useful to other
readers of PRACTICAL \Vm:~<:u:ss.
Fig. 3 of the accompanying dia~-tnuns shows the fini::;hed winder.
J t eonsists of a small hand"g:rinding
machine (obtainable for about one
. :-:billing) ; an empty tinuhout 2in.
diameter by 4in. long; a wood
:-;r:rcw telephone tcTmina.l; a 1in.
muud nail ; a small block of wood

and the two clumping wao:hcrs. leaving
the >~pindle. which i~ hchl in position by tho
grub-screw A, Fig. 3.

Details of Construction
The next step is t.o take the tin, which
must have a tight-fitting lid, and pict'cc the
bottom exactly in the centre 'vith an old
pair of compasses to allow just the point
of the sharpcned nail to enter. This should
be done carefully, as once the tin is pierced
it is easily made too large. A half-pound
size carbide tin, with a tight-fitting lid
anf!wers the purpose admirably.
Next, take the lid, lay it on a piece of
wood and drill it to make
a sliding fit on the spindle. c
B
lt will be noticed that the

approximately
by l~in.
Jin., uud sundry4in.screws.
Fig. by1 l~~~~~~~?Z~~~?Zz;~?Z~~~~~~~
illustrates the grinder with the
tool-rest removed, but before doing
Fig. 3- The finished
thi,:; take the one·inch nail, grind
u:inda.
a
concentric point at the end ~nd
!ay a:'!idc for future use as the "centre.''
Then remove the tool-rest, grinding wheel

spindle .
has
a
shoulder
on it (see
B, Fig.3)
against
Fig. 2-End
which the grindin_q
"iew o/ the coil
wheel >Ya':l tlampcd,
winder.
and it i."! advisable
to put on a small
sleeve to keep the tin clear of the driving·
wheel spindle (sec C, Fig. 3).
Now
put the lid on the spindle, with a washer
on either side, tighten up the nut, aPd
force the tin on, taking care not to bend
the lid.
Scre1v the telephone
terminal on the block of wood
imert the nail through the hol~
and bring it up to the centre of
the bottom of the tin. It is now
a. simple mntter to adjust the
}JPight of the " centre '' to level
up the tin. Put a. drop of oil on
the "centn;" point and the machine i~
ready for U&L~, nftcr scre,dng down the
block.
No attempt has l:lecn made to deserihfo
a ::;uita.ble holder for the coil being unwound,
as its dc,:;ign will depend upon the compmwnt
under repair. A mdul hint which facilitates the testing fOi' continuity is to soldt>r
the start of the winding to the rim of the
tin, then a touch of the test leads on the
tin ig much easier than looking for tlJL"
starti.n~ end each ti111e.
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OISES

>Yhich
o c c u r
from cause,o; outRide the set are
mmallv far more
Uifficu.lt to elimin-

ate than those
which are caused
through
some
defect in the receiver itself, since
it is very rarely
that thcv can he
tackled vat their
sourcc. That the
source may be
well known to
you is not usually
of much help for
frame aerial
that reason.
The usual noises experienced are crackling and simihr noises due to electrical
maehinery, mains hum, atmospherics, and
heterodyne whistles.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

probably the most successful of all is t.hc
centre-tapped frame aerial. An ordin11ry
frame ·will gcncmlly effect some improvement, but not to the extent that a properly
balanced frame will. The mcr~t of the
frame is not due to the fact that it is less
efficient than an outdoor aerial, and that
therefore it picks up less of the disturbance.
If that were so, there would be no advantage
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possible, electrically as well a>! mechanically.
Hoth the outside leads should be the san1f'
length and equi-distant from the centre
or earthed lead. Katuralty, you will need
a sensitive receiver with a frame aerial
if you wish to get foreign stations with any
degree of volume. A super-het. is ideal,
but a straight four-valver, with a serccngrid stage, will usually meet all a\rorago
needs. The placing of the receiver in a
metal box or in some way screening it,
will be an advantage when used in
conjunction \Vith the frame, although it
is unlikely to be of much help with an
ordinary aerial.
~

Try a Counterpoise
The use of band-pa.ss tuning and Yariablcmu valves is sometime's very helpful in
..._TUNING
reducing electrical disturbances, as both
CONDENSER
tend to give a silent background. Another
scheme is the use of a counterpoise earth.
This has some-what the same <>dion as the
frame aerial, although it is not so effective.
In its simplest form it consists of an inFig. 2.-Circuit far
sulated wire similar to the aerial and pla.ced
balanced
frame
directly underneath it. Naturally thi:=;
Interference Due to Electrical Machinery
aerial.
The problem of disturbances due to
is not. always a practical arrangement,
('}ectrical machinery in the ncighbourhoo:l
but for those who wish to try it, it is ill us·
sime
signals
would
also
be
reduced
in
t rat-ed in Fig. 3. The earth terminal of the
of the receiver is one of the hardest to
proportion,
and
any
attempt
to
increase
set. is joined to the counterpoise instead
solve. Amongst tho more mmal sources 1
·
arc trams, trains, electric signs, automatic I the signal strC'ngth would increase the of to earth.
I
disturbanre
again.
Actually,
however,
the
traffic signals, eharging plants, generators,
H.F. Interference via the ·Mains
etc. The radiations are apparently
U sometimes happens that most
caused by sparking at commutators
of the noise arrives Tia the ma.ins,
and switches, etc.
These act. in
and not down the aerial. This can
much the same way as a Rpark
be tcskd by disconnecting; the
~tation, the transmitting aerial being
aerial. If the noise continues then,
represented by the supply mains
you can be fairly certain that the
'crhich feed the ma.chiuery. In the
mains are picking up most of the
<'asc of trams, the overhead trolley
nmva.nted impulses.
Try a good
which co11ccts current from the
H.F. choke in each lead with a
conductor is often a prolific source
fixed condenser across them, as in
of crackles and crashes, and even
Fig. 4. An .01 mfll. condenser (or
the ordinary tumbler switches of
larger in the case· of D.C. mains)
the house lighting system cause a
will be suitable.
click in the loud-speaker every
I'tlains Hum
time they arc operated.
This most troublesome form of
In some of the worst cases a
noise can usually be dealt with quite
complete cure i~ oft.cn impossible
sucecssfully in the set itself.
I
unless the cause is remoYed. The
might, for that r•:uson have ineludcd
B.B.C. arC', of course, doing much
it und<'r the heading of noises. due to
good work in this connection, but
defects in the receiver, but although
you C::lll often supplement t!1f'ir
careful design of the receiver will ·
Fig. 3.-A counterpoise earth.
£.ffort.s by yourself approaching
eliminate it, it canowners of noisy plant, such as
not, strictly speak·
electric charging Rystems, sausage machines, frame appears to be much more
ing, be said to
f'tc. Ofkn the fitting of such an incxpen· sensitive. at any rate, to
emanate from the
the distant broadcast than to
~in~ aUdition as a good earth comlC'ction
set. In the ordinary
or a. pair of 4 mfd. condensers acro,;s the the local clisturbance.
way the avcmg.e
The circuit. fm· the balancrd
brushes, ·with the centre point earthed,
frame is shovm in Fig. 2,
set does not g've
will make all the difference.
H is similar to that of an
Frame Aerial as a Cure
ordinary frame, except that
As regards the receiver itself, there arc the centre point of the wind·
various dodges which may be tried, but ing is earthed. One end of
the frame goes to the grid of
the first va.Ivo in the usual
way. The centre tap goes to
earth, while the other end is
TO $ET joined to ono side of the tuning
FRO/'f MAINS
;.!1.
condenser only.
Points to
POTENTIOHETER
remember in the fitting up of
TO
such a frame arc : that each
Fig. 5.-A cure for mains hum-a
half of the frame should
pol~nliameler is connected across. the
be as nearly identical a~
healer supply wirin.!/.

·=

H.r.-
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Fig, 6-Another ct:re for mains hum.

Smoothing the H.T. Supply
A potentiomekt· nw~T nbn he indudf•li
\vith ndnmtagc act·os>~ the fi!am{·nt of the
11Sual fnH-wave rediticr n1lve. the H.'l'.
pnHitivc lrrul lx>ing; tnkcn from the f.l!ider
ino;tead of from the cpntrc tap of the tt·ansf()J'J11Pf. This will balancf' nut any hum that
would othcrwi,;e enter the filtt·r circuit.
The cmmct·tious :no f<hown in Fig:. t\.
There unc st·n·ral potentiometen; on tht·
mn,rkd· suitable as hum elirninrrtors. Tlw
type shown in Fig. 7 is spf't•ia,lly mnd(' Cor
the rn1rpo:-c. Jt i" tlw ('laro4at .. Humclinger.''
Thf' ~hi•·ldiu!! of all ll('akr \1 irin,Q in
f'arthcd :-;Jppving and tht• use of cartlwrl
kad-eovt'rf'd wirl' i'rom the nwin., to tlw
set an• other \Y('ll-knm,·n tlotlge~'< for t•liminn.ting hum. TnJ~c· t·att' nl,.;o that yonr tH·J·ial.
t•nrth and S]wtll>:f'l' ,,-ires dn no\ run clo:;e to
Pt' para.lld \1-itlt tlw oHppl~- lll<lim.

Tunable Hum
A hum may ;;omdinw.; lw rxrwri(•nced when tunNl ill to :t sttung I ranelmis:-;ion lili:e t lw lm·n I station. Thi;:: must
not he. confused ,,-i1h the mi('rophonie
noisp tlm· to vibrating {·onden~"l'l' vftrli'S
de"!critwd in tll\" .Hrst article.
Tunn bk
hum i" uswdh- ~H't'Cnt.uat('tl. if not
e;nt.'if'tL hy <-'· ·JIOOl'. earth t'OtHWI'tion.
Failing a t·urc \i \H'll thi,.; has hel'n
Htkmh•d to, try tlw fulh11Yitlg_: vntllll'('t

TO AERIAl.

quireU station accurately and then reduce it
to u workable volume with the rpuction or
the volume control. This will at the same
time reduce the atmospherics. :]t. i'l perhaps
not quite eorrcet to ,;1-1.y atmoelphericl':l arc untuned, as they ·will often be found to be le:o:s
troublesome on the medium waYcs than ()n
the long. In this cast', if you have a. choiC'c
of m;ing either band for your local llrogramme, as for instan.:e when Da.vcntry
National and London Xational are givin~
the ;;ame programnw, you will natural!~
t-une in to the one \Yhich has the lea;t
interference.

Heterodyne Whistles

A \'C'l'Y shrill ·whi·;tling sound is sometime;;; heard above the ll'gitimatc.signal when
t-uned to <L pa.rticulal' station. ·•This i;.; d1,1e
to jamming hy another statioH working; on
the same. or nearly the Hamc, \\'a.velengt-h.
It is not uncommon in these daYs of ovt:rerowding (m the broadca::-:t ,\·avchand;:;.
First of all make quite eertr:;in tha.t it- is not
caused by your own recr:ivct· being on the
bordet• of mwillation and it;:;clf hctcrodynin.q
the in('oming cal'rier. It is quite possib!C
for this to happen if you am trying to
WjUCPZC the last ounce out of your reaction.
Again, the trouble may ht> due to a neighbour's receiYcr oscillat-ing:. Your redre:O;s
here JiC';:; with the Poc;t Office. Assuming,
howevc-r, that the trouble is due to
ja-mming, and if the station affected
is one Of your fttvourites, vou mav
eare to fit up a. high-no.te filt-e1:.
This is shown in Fig. 10, and consists
of a .01 mfd. c-ondPth;er <:~nd a
50,000-ohm varia hie resistance fitted
aero.s"l the .:-;peaker terminals.
Bv
Firt. 8-0ne cnu~e of hum is the aerial, earth or varying the re:-::i,;tanve the degree r;f
speaker leads, running paralld tu the ~upply matns. cut-off is c-ontrollr>rl.

t' e d u e i n g. t. h {'. i r
dfeets. One thing
to remcm her is
that volume control
1'hould
Hen•r Le dfC'eIC'd Ly detuning, sinee
by thh; method
the atmo~
pheric.s, being
untnnahlP,
remain at full
J-;tn:ngth, while
the signal is
Fig. 9-lf crackling 11oises cease when t/1e aerial rerlurPtl. The
is disconnected this i.~ ccl'lain proof that they i1cst \Y<lV i.o; to
j nnc in ihc' mare caused by atmospherics.

Fig. 10-A #igh~nvlc filter-a cure fer u:h.'stle,
roused by heterodyning.
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MAKING A MAINS TRANSFORMER
This Article Explains How to Make Mains Transformers and Smoothing Chokes at Home
LL-1tiAIXS receivers and mains
eliminators arc rapidly increasing

A

in favour and t}lf'ir construction
nas been simplified to such an extent that
amateur set-builders can make them with
CARTRIDGE PAPER

APPlY
SHELLAC

Fig,

lA.~Delails

I By

I

~:-<·-·-·,_,_,,_,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,'!

o

FRANK PRESTON,
F.R.A.

1

L,,_,,_,_,,_,,_,,_,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,-~

Materials Required
The list below assumes that everv
item is home-made, but mention will
later be made of altcrnathTe ones that
can be bought complete if desired:6 doz. pairs No. 4A Stalloy stampincrs,
1 length !in. by !in. mild steel.
o
4 3. 16in. bolts, liin. long, with nuts.
2 strips Paxolin, or Ebonite, 3 9/l6in.
by {tin. by iin.
9 6 B.A. TerminaLs "\Yith soldering tags,
2 pieces Mn- FibrE', 2Vn. by 2~in.
2 pieces l/16in. :Fibre, 2Jin. by 2~in.
l sheet Cartridge Drawing Paper about
30in. by liin.
6} ounces 36 s.w.g. Enamelled \Yire.
2~- ounces 18 s.w.g. d.c.c. Wire.

of the former

cverv confidcncc. But most amateurs are
in the habit of buying all the necessary
component'> rcady-nwde and merely assembling them. This i;.; perhaps the wisest
plan in regard to m:::my components, but
there arc some whi<·h could be madf' at
home at a fradion of the cost of the readymade articles. And. what is more, tiJC
work of making them would prov0 of great
interest to all amatPm' mechanics and
PlPctriealenthusia.sts. Among these latter,
mains transformers and smoothing chokes
first come to mind. Tlwse arc probably
the most expensive items whilst being the
easiest a.nd safest to construct.
No doubt they would be made at home
far more extensively if constructional information were available regarding them.
Veculiarly enough, wry fe-w technical
writers have devoted th0ir attention to
this interesting subje-ct and therefore the
writer does not consider any apology
necpssary in pref:!enting the practical data
to be given in this article. Although one
specific transformer will be described, it is
hoped that the information supplied will be
sufficient to ena blc any reader to modify
the component, if necessary, to meet his
own requirements.
The instrument to be described is suitable
for operation from any A.C. mains having
a -voltage of from 200 to 240 volts and a
frequency of 40 to 100 cycles. It supplies
both H.T. and L.T., the high tension being
nt 135 volts 100 milliamps and the low
tension 4 -yolts 4 amps. The higher
volta.ge is colTect for feeding n \Yesting.
house H.T.7 metal rectifiPr on the" voltage
doubler" principle, and the output from
the rectifier is approximately 220 volts at
2R milliamps. After smoothing the current.,
by passing it through the usual choke,
the voltage is reduced to just about 200,
which is the maximum required by nearly
all indirectly·heated valves. The 4·Volt
winding will heat the cathodes of from one
to four A.C. valves. Both core and wind·
ings are designed on vcry generous lines, so
that the transformer will safely stand an
owrload up to 25 per cent. without damage.

A wooden former having the same eros~
section as the core (l l/l6in. b~,/ 15/lG in.)
is required and a l !in. wide strip of cart~
ridge paper is tight.}y wound round it.
Thick shellac varnish is applied liberally to
thc·paper as it is being put on, to stick it
and to stiffen the tube. When the tube has
been built up to a thickness of a bout l/16in.
it should be removed from the former
~nd thoroughly dried-preferably by baking
In a warm oven.
Next make four end cheeks to the dimen~
sions shown; two arc -fiin. thick and two
l/I6in. The cheeks arc made of fibre,
although cardbo:ird, if treated wit.h shellac
and then baked well, ·would act almost
equally well. The square holes in the centre
should be cut ("\vith a sharp knife or ehisel)
to make the cheeks fit tightly on the sqnrHe
tube. First put a thick cheek on one end,
wrap round a fmv layers of empire tape,
7/16in. wide, and then put on one of the
thinner cheeks. Again, "\Hap a few layem
of empire tape (this time {;in. wide) round
the tube before putting on the third eheek.
Finally, apply more 7/16in. tape before
putting on the last check. The ta pc is
w;ed, of course, to space the cheeks evcnlv.
and it helps to strengthen the spooL if
the spool does not appear to be quite rigid
by this time it should be given two coats
of shellac and allowed to dry thoroughly.

Putting on the Wire
When Uw spool is ready the windings

Fig. I C.-Spool details.
The Winding Spool
Thi,; is the first and most· important
part., and ii:l made as illustra.tcd in Fig. lA.

F;g_ 2.-Details of the
core.

can be put on. This may be done bv replacing the spool on the "\vooden formef and
gripping the latter in a lathe or holding it
in the hand, The number of turns required
for any winding depend::; upon the voltag£•,
frequency, core cross section a.nd material
used for the core. Without entering into
the necessary calculations it will be sum.
cient to state that in
the present insta.nce,
with fL core of ap·
proximately one
sq wtro inch and a
mains frequency
bet-ween 40 and lOO
cycles, a suitable
number of turns·pcr~
volt is 8,
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ThuB the H.T. secondary requires 8 by
135, or 1,080 turns; the L.'l'. secondary
S by 4, or 32 turns (with a centre tapping);
the primary, a total of 8 by 240, Ol' 1,920
turns, with tappings after 1,640 and 1,760
turns. The H,'l', secondary should be
capable of carrying up to about lOO
milliamps and therefore 38 s.w.g. wire
would do. ..,\s, hmvcvcr, there is sufficient
space for 36 gauge enamelled 'vire -which
is much easier to ha.ndle, the thicker wire
is specified. The L.T. secondary must
o_:arry over 4 amps. to ensure an ample
margin of safety, and \VC therefore u;'!e
18 s.-\v.g. double cotton covered wire which
has a safe current capacity of 7 amps.
The primary has to deal with the total of
the pO\vcr in both secondary windings plus
a certain loss in the core, etc., which
mnounts to about 30 watts. This is
equivalent to a current in the region of
.15 amp. and we therefore employ 36
gauge wire which has a safe current rating
of .18 amp.
Bcfore commencing any winding, s.older
a 12in. length of rubber·covered flex to
the finer wire to act as a terminal lead. It
is advisable to use resin aS a flux so as to
obviate subsequent corrosion of the joint.
Take the flex once round the spool and
continue to \"vind on the finer wire. If a lathe
is used it must be run at a slow speed
or else there will be a danger of breaking
the wire.
Keep a fair and even tension
on the wire and run it on as evenly as
possible.
A layer of insulation (empire
tape, oiled silk or thin waxed paper) is
used half-way through the primary winding
to prevent any turns at widely different
potentials coming in contact. Ko insulation
is necessary in the other windings which
provide a lower voltage. After putting
nn the insulation be careful that no later
turns are allowed to slip past it or it will
ha vc no effect.
Tappings are made by baring the wire for
a short distance, twisting the end of a
piece of flex round the bared portion and
applying a spot of solder. Here, again, it is
well to wind the flex once round the spool
before bringing out the lead, so as to reduce
the tension on the fine wire. It i~ also a
good thing to cover the soldered joint with
a small piece of gummed'papcr to prevent
any sharp ends scratching against other
wires and so causing a short circuit of some
of the turns. At the end of each winding
solder another length of flex as at the
beginning, and cover the winding 'vith a
f€nv layers of empire tape. The flex can
most easily be secured by passing it through
two holes made in an adjacent cheek, as
shown in Fig. lB.
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Fig. 2, where it w.ill be seen that they are
inserted from alternate sides. A " T "
piece and then a " U " piece are put in
from one side, a " T " and " U " from the
opposite side, and so on untH the spool is
quite full ; the stampings should be packed
as tightly as possible without applying
undue force. It will be noticed that one
side of each stamping is white, being
covered with insulating material ; the
insulated sides of a.Il stampings must face
in the same direction, so that every stamping is insulated from the next.
Final Operations
Theoretically, the transformer is now
complete, but for practical reasons the core
stampings should be tightly damped
together to prevent vibration and suitable
terminal strips should be fitted. A pair of
core clamps can be made from t'lvo strip:;; of
mild steel hoop aB shown in Fig. 2, or
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(of no less than "250 volts working,.
specification) being employed for voltagE
doubling. The 220 volt D.C. output will,
of course, require to be smoothed in the
usual manner before it is applied to the
receiver.
A Smoothing Choke

A really good smoothing choke, havin,..
an inductance of about 30 henries at 30
milliamps, can be made in a similar manner
to the transformer by using six dozen Xo.
30A Stalloy stampings, with a spool !in.
long, a.nd having two end cheeks of the
same size as those shown in Fig. lB. No
intermediate cheeks are required, and the
single winding should consist of four ounces
of 38's gauge enauwlled wire.
Obtaining the Materials
There are now two or three firms who
speciaHsc in the supply of transformer

Fig. 3.-The finished mains fram/ormer,

Assembling the· Core Stampings
The core sta.mpings, ·w·hich a.re supplietl
in pairs, consisting of a " T " and a .. U "
piece, should next be fitted into the spool.
The method of fitting these is shown in

components, and among these might be
mentioned J[essrs. W. Brian Savage, 292,
Bishopsgatc, London, E.C.2 ; Messrs. Sound
Sales, Trcmlett Grove, Highgate, N.l9;
Jlessrs. Lumen Electric Co., 19, Scarisbrick
Avenue, Lithorland, Scaforth, Lancs. These
firms will supply everything required,
including cast core clamps, fibre end cheeks
and ready·cut terminal strips. The prices
in all eases are distinctly moderate, and
it is possible in many cases to purchase
complete sets of part.·s of chokes and trans·
formers, w hi eh include all the necessary
Connections
Figure 3 shows the finished transformer fittings, such as bolts, wire, etc., enabling
and gives diagrammatic details of the con· the complete component to be home-made.
nections to a \VcstinghouRe style H.'£.7 Apart from the interest of this homemetal rectifier. As mmtioncd previously, manufacture, one also obtains valuable
the rectifier is connected on the " volt.'1ge information on the design of mainf'l
doubler" principle, two 4 mfd. condensers apparatus.

HE recent excitement in the daily prPss
rPg<:.rding the" eavesdropping" on the
truns-Atlantic phone service has been of
interest to mo and has afforded not a little
amusement. I have not tried to. receive
Rugby or its American counterpart recently,
bufi remember that soon after the service
was inaugurated I often listened to the
tl'ansmis!'.ions from both sides of the Atlantic. f-::lo far as I ean recollect, the trans.
missions were on about 4,000 metreH and
1·ould be brought in at good strength on a
\,hrce-valvc set. There \VUS certainly no
secrct"'y about the transmis,;ions beyond
U:e fact that they were on a longer >vavc·

which some of the side bands are " chopped
off" at the transmitter and added again
at
the receiving end. Thud, if the trans~_,_,_,_,_,_,,_,,_,_,, _ _ ,_,_,j
mission were tuned in on nu ordinary
set speech would be quite unintelligible.
length than most receivers could be .tuned But there should be little difficulty in
to. I know that some alten:ttions have devising a corrector circuit if any one were
been made, but I f~'1il to sec how the so anxious to overhear the transmissions.
transmissions could be made absolutely According to a Post Office statement
private, and it seems to me that people however, it is sometimes necessary t~
using tlwm should be made to realize this revert to a more Ol' less normal method of
fact, especially when transmitting informa- transmission when reception conditions
tion of National importance. \Vhen con- arc poor. In that case, it is a!'!sumed that
ditions arc favourable I believe the trans. communications could be l1eard wit.h any
missions consist of a modulated ca.rrier of long-wave receiver.

T

alternatively they may be bought readymade in the form of strong castings from
the firms mentioned below. The drawing
will need no explanation, whilst the
method of fitting the clamps is clearly
shown in Fig. 3. This latter drawing also
shmvs the paxolin (or ebonite) terminal
strips. These arc fitted under the heads of
the clamp bolts, and the leads from the
spool arc brought up to, and solder-ed to,
the terminals.

r··_,,_,_,,_,,_.,_.,_,_,,_,_,_,,_,,

!The Trans-Atlantic Telephone!
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TWO
VARIABLE-MU
SCREENED GRID H.F.
STAGES

•

ILLUMINATED TUNING
DIAL CALIBRATED IN
WAVE LENGTHS

ONE

•

KNOB TUNING

•
POWER GRID DETECTION

•

GRADED
VOLUME
CONTROL

•

S·UPER

POWER

OUTPUT

•
MAINS ENERGISED MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKER

•

ALTERNATIVE TONE
SELECTOR

•

SPECIFICATION'

Complete receiver ~• illun~ated above, in
h3n<bomely flnl•hcd cabinet with five Co.,or
A.C. Mains Valve•. Type< M,V.S.G. (2 MetaiJ,ed) 41 M.H. (Metollised) 41 M.X.P, and 442

.

f~~~~ ~~~

bu£ilt-in

Price

Cossor

u uh

17 17
•

Moovlnc
•

Hir• Purtha<e Ternn: 6o/- ,Uposit
and u m<mthly paymenu of %8/·.
Complete R"ceiYer Model 533A u illustrated

ab<>ve bue r,ued wlth ha .. d•<>rne!y fonlohe<i

stand lormlnc a

ma~:niflcen~

console model.

,,,,.... £18 .18. 0

':~d' i:~!~;h;;e;;:;~.;,c~~{-o1"f~f:t

P>~&e> do •wt appl) '" l f 5

Scrc~ned

with
Variable- Mu
Grid stages to ensure exceptional range and
EQUIPPED
selectivity, this handsome Cossor All- E\ectri.;:
ru•o

Receiver represen1s remarkable value-for-money.
Its mains-energised moving coil loud speaker gives
superlative reproduction-equal in every way to
Receivers much higher 1n price. The fact that this
Set is built by Cossor (one of the oldest fi·rms in
the industry) is your guarantee of its dependability
and long service.

CossoR

,------------.---.- ..
: To

'
I
I

MOVING

COIL

M 0 D EL

LOUD

SPEAKER

S33A

For A.C. Mains only 200{250 vo!h ladju.table) 40il 00 cytl<n.

20-

p~ge

!

me free o! charge you•
Catalogue of Cossor
Raceivers B. I 6.

I

No me

All-Electric R ECE lYE R
WITH

~ig~~u~;s;r~v~:d{on~:l;,d~.s~ept

Please send

AddreJs

.

:
:

~ l'l:.'l,(;, ~ 2

ti.C.Conor Llot., li<$hb~•) G>ot·~.London,t{.5. D<Pols <JJ Birmillgham,Brislol,G/asgow,Luol>,Lit•rrpiJoi,MaHchesle<,.\'t!i.'Ca>at,S~ef!idJ,Belf~>l 0- D .. ~;,~ 1

10 ,..;~.
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TELSEN STANDARD H.F. CHOKE
Covering the entire broadcast band, and occu..
pying only the minimum of baseb!)ard space,
the Telsen Standard H.F. Choke has proved
deservedly popular ever since its introduction.
With an inductance of 150,000 microhenries, a
resistance of 400 ohms, and an extremely low
self..-capacity, it is highly suitable
for use in reaction circuits, and
is constantly being specified in
this respect by the leading set
designers.

f)

TELSEN BINOCULAR H.F.
CHOKE
In H.F. amplification, the performance
of a choke is of supl'eme importance.
Where the very highest efficiency is
the primary requisite, the T elsen

Binocular H.F. Choke is the in•
evitable choice. It has a high induc ..
tance of 250,000 microhenries, with a
Yery low self..-capacity and a prac•
tica!Iy negligible external field (due to
its binocular formation). It is h·om
every point of view the ~
ideal choke-and where
high..-class circuits are
concerned, definite1y the
essential choke.

.RADIO COMPONENTS

BUY,A CO.PV OF THE TELSEN R~DIOMAG-- PRICE
6d.
'
'

ANNOUNCEMENT

OF

THE

TELSEN

ELECTRIC

eo ..

LTD.,

ASTON.

BlR(VliNCHA:\·1
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SIMPLE CHASSIS CoNSTRUCTION
N its simplest form a chassis is that
which is built of wood and co\Tered
with metal foil, and is -seen ~in Fig. 1,
and while these are all very well in their
\Yay, an all-metal chassis makes a wireless
set into a real engineering job.
An all-metal chassis can be built up• in
a variety of ways, and aluminium has the
advantage of being easily workable. Fig. 2
shows one method Of constructing a
chassis. It Will be noticed in this arrange-

I

Fig, 1.-A slmple way o{ makin,g a
''metal'' chassis. A wooden framework covered with 'metal ff!il·

__ ,1'
How to Make Up the All- I
metal Type of Chassis, I
Simply Explained by
j

·1-'!_,_,,_.,_,_,~·~'-''_,_,

I
I
I

t _______
w. H. DELLER
.· I
!_,
,___,_,.after marking out the positions of hole;S_
required to accommodate fixing bol~ for
the componehts or for the passage of wires;_
the ··chassis members· may be taken apart,
thus leaving the essential
portions in the fta.t, thereby
greatly facilitating drilling,
and ·more especially will
this convenience be appre·
ciated where an irregular·
shapec! hole or two has to
·be pierced-~with a fret-saw.
V-arious Formations
The 'more usual form of
chassis now employed is
inade by bending sheet
tlletal into a fairly wide
channel seCtion formation,
-the panel being either
or bolted On to one of the
flanges or narrow edges. Fig. 4
shows such a chassis. Another form
of bending is ilJustrated in Fig. 5.
In this the pahel _platfori:ri
and terminal panel are in one
piece, and the remaining por-

ment that no sheet metal bend·
ing is required. The metal panel is
attached t-o the platform with a
convenient length of angle aluminium, and the same material is
used for the returned portion or
t-erminal panel. Thus the cha$sis
comprises three flat pieces of sheet
aluminium and a couple of lengths
of angle. This material, by the
way, is obtainable in >arious ANGLES
gauges and with equal and unequal width of sides. For the l'uLl LENGTH
Fig 2.-A "metal chassis using
present purpose, however, !in.
to iin. width by 16 to 18 s.w.g. thickness angle-irons_ instead o/ bending
the aluminium.
is most suitable. The sheet aluminium
and· angles are joined together by drilling tion- of the front panel below
holes through both pieces and fixing with the platform is completed
small brass screws and nuts. In another by the addition of an angle
adaptation of this arrangement an ebonite piece running the ·whole
terminal strip may easily be incorporated length. The fitting -of side
as shown in Fig. 3. One further advantage pieces in wood or metal
to be obta-ined from the adoption of this as in Fig. 6 would make
or a similar form of construction is that, this unnecessary.

Now unfOr-tunately"' these long rightangled or mo~fied forms of bends are not
e{tSy to .make_ with the.. means at the dis. posal. of liome cOnst~cto:fs generally, and
while beating the metal over an object
with a sqUare "edge .with a hammer or
mallet might produce a very nice antique
e£t:ect, the resulting chassis Would not please
the d_iscriminating· wireless" enthusiast.
I

Method; of Bending

'fhiJ only reliable:. way of -making bends
of . this- description _- is. to ~loy some
mechanical means, and·, the'·_
wing is a
short ··~e·scription of a 'Simple :li.ppliance for
this purp-ose. R-eference ·to the photograph,
Fig. 9, in which the bender is seen in
operation, shows it to be a contrivance
which anyone \Yith a very elementary
knowledge of woodwork could ;quickly
make. The essential parts arc a Q~seboard
with clamping bar fitted to it witb a bolt
and wing nut at each end. The bending
flap is hinged to the baseboard, and is pro··
vided with a short handle for extra leverage.
Just a word of warning: do not use timber
that is too light for the job, it should be
lin. to 11-in. thick, the latter for preference ;
use a good pair of steel hinges, eit-her back
flap or butt pattetn will do,· secured with
good stout screws. Arrange the position of
the hinges so that the unsupported part· of
the bending flap is divided into three equal
parts. -The bending face of this flap, when
lving flat, should coincide with the top faoo
Or· the baseboard. so arrange tho hinges
accordingly. See that the front edge of
the clamping bar lays parallel with the
flap when it is in a ve~ical positi-on.
The two clamping screws are iin. \Vhit.
countersunk-headed ones; tight-fitting h.oles, afterwards countersunk on
the underside, are drilled in the baseboard to receive .them, and the
matching holes in the bar are drilled
to gim a slight clearance. Provide
two Jarge diameter washers for the
wing nuts to butt against.

"""""'"'=="~"'==_:

Fig. 3.- AAIGL,f'
How to fix
an ebonite strip at the
rear of a metal chasds /or terminal con~
nections.
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length for bends, but provided that the
radius in the corners is not too small, It
will be sufficiently accUrate to
~-""""~"
length befOre bending the total
of the :lengths of the sides.
ShoUld the material require
eutting .to size, it will presumably have at least one
clean-cUt edge ;
if so, this is the
one to work
frOin. Make a
mark at ' each
end ·on the op- '""~ ~''·'·'''
posite side of
the metal, and
With · a steel
rule placed

Fig. 6.- Wooden side
pieces attached to the
base to give rigiJity, and
to avoid the short ex ten· .. ·
sion at Fig. 5.

s;;1}TJ/.r7f/iiirrm,_...,._

.,.

Fig. 4.-Tite most c.omnion.
form of metal chassis. Note
how the panel is bolted to the
front.·
necessary _to pull the flap ~hrough
an arigle of a little more than 90
degrees, so make an allowance_ for .
this _by phining the; front -~ge Of ·
the clamping bar one or two degrees
out of square, a_t the same time
making sure that then(will be rOom
for a thickness of metal of the gaugeto be used between the bending faces.
A small radius should be worked
along the "bottom front-edge of the
clampjng bar ; this ~ will leave a .
similar radius ;in the CQmer of the
work being bent.

'

against these marks, strike a welldefined lirie · with a sharp-pointed
scriber as shown in the photograph. The remaining edges are
scrihed off square with the readyfinished edge. To make a good
job of the ohassis the metal must
be kept 'free·from buckles, so great
care must bo taken to maintain
the flat sillface ~during cutting
operations. So for. this reason
·work outside the wanted portion, bending
the scrap part ·as it· is cut to provide an
easy path for the snips. Any roughness or
irregularity caused by a slight deviation
from the line in . any place is easily
removable by draw-filing with, a fine file.
The bending may now be Commenced.
Make a pencil line where each bend is
re_q11ired, keeping these lines, of courSe,
parallel with the respective edges. Undo
the wing nuts and slide the metal under
the clamping bar until bending line coincides
absolutely with the ffont edge of the bar,
afterwardfi tightening the nut_s well down.
Raise the lever until it "is in a vertical
position, when bend may be examined for
squareness. Owing to the slight springback ·on the metat a.. little·_ extra bending
mav be' neCessary:- Having attained the
desired result·, the remaining- bend or bends
m8.y be cOmpleted in ·like manp_er.
,- The· remaining WOrk consists Gf drilling
and needS no comment, bJ.tt the photograph.
shows a "method of cutting large circular
holes such aS ·are reQuired in- sCfeens.' A
small hole -is ·drilled in the centre- of, the·
required hole arid the -metal fs cut through
from either side with a pair of dividers.
These di~iders muSt be of the tYPe provided
with a quadrant and positive locking device,
the end of ·ono leg being sharpened tO akeen point. Hold the ·aluminium on a
hai'd surface to prevent the leg in the
centre h_ole from pushing through and_
enlarging it.
·.
.

.S.-An alternative me ..

thod. of constru_ctina panel,
:Marking Out a.nd Cutting
- Having decided on the sizes of the baseboord and terminal strip
in one piece,
chassis to. be made, the making-up
should qe p~oceeded with
~=""'
as foilo.Ws. If possible,
l;my the -aluminium already cut to required
s~es with the_ edges, of
Course; clean cut and
~Uare with one another.
Make allowances in the

Fia. 9.-A simple bending
device is illustrated above,
and the illustration on the
left shows how to cut o'ut the
large circular holes /or valve
holders, etc.

French Announcers
N many Paris broadcasting studios
announcers are not paid a fixed salary
but are remunerated on the piecework system, namely, according to the
:hours of duty undertaken by them- in the
~ourse of a week.

I

Dutch Mystery Station
lllVS'l'ERY: pirate stati0n calliiog itSelf
" 'l'..-730 _,- and '·bJ'oadcasting On 230
~s when ~ t~ . Dutc~ tralli!mitters
-have c~osed down, JS arousm2 oonstderabie-

A
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interest ,in Gouda (Holland). Its location
has complet~ly ,baffled the loCai. police
authOrities.' The~ oWrier. in his amloullcenieilts ·:UsUallY Sellds 'greetings to 'these'
officials and much to the delight of the
'listening p~blic, dedicates various items

of his repertoire to the police officials who
are endeaVouring to discover his whereabouts.

Russian Interval Signal
O.ST of the Russian studios,· incluqing
Moscow and Leningrad, as im
interval
signal,
have adopted
the
striking- of a hammer. on an _anvil. This
'sound may· be 'Iteard·-.nigktly, through·
Moscow (Tmdes- Unions). on ·1,304 metres
or. through the short-wave station on
50 metres.

M
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Use your own bands,
pounds t- get a better set
YOU

GO WRONG
-YOU ARE
TOLD WHAT
TO DO WITH
EVERY SINGLE·
NUT t; SCREW/
INCLUDING. METALUSED S
VALVE HIGH MU DETECTOR
ECONOMY POWER PENTODE

.This is the only kit you can
yourself
employing such HIGH POWER VALVES·
The~e never has been the equal of

this sei within the range of the hOme conatnietor
new Liuen Skysciaper is the only one OD the market that you can build
yourseU, employini Metallised Screened Grid, High Mu Detector and Economy
P9w~r Pentode Valves.' No factory-however weU-equipped-can build a better
r~•ver.
No mai:J.ufacturer, however lB!le,_can·produee a receiver whose results
!'JU .....,... those you will get from the Lissoa Skyscraper ,... build yoilr_oelf, lt
JS the only battery m
that can deliver .
·
··
·
··
ouch power-yet the H-T. eurreut · •.•"" LISSEN COMPLm EONSTRUCTIONI\1
sumption is far less th8n that o. the
. ·· ·
'

-th18

INCLUDING VALVES
CABINET AND

LOUDSPEAKER

:;:.race eommereially·desiped

3-~alve

C· H AR T
FR EE

Yet the Liss.en Skyscraper i.1 made •imP,le lor
you to build. Elaborate care has beea tU:ea to
ensure your sueee11 by airlar-in the · Sky.o
scrape!' Coastruetional Chart-suc:h detailed
.
iallruetioa• aad suc:h profuse iUastrations that
.
.
everybody_, with no technical knowledre or
dUll at all, caa build it quickly and with com•
plete certainty of aucceu,
· You buy the Linen S~yscraper Kit eo"mPiete "'PRA
·
witb valv.. -a Limn Motalliood S.G, a Hirb
.
CJICAL WIRELESS"
READERS
Mu Detector, and a Lissen Economy Power
·
·
Pentode Valve- and the price h only 89/6.
Sem{Coupon below /~f. yocir copy of
or you c:an buy ,the Li..en W!'laut Couaolette
FREE eH· 'RT 1
SkySd'aper Cabinet and Loudspeaker com•
.n
•
bined as illustrated
It holds all batteries, ·
· - · _- ~
._
-aud acc:amulat~r and loudsp~aker as well. -,tt.{••-__•_•••••••-,.·--•••••_••-.,
Blabs everytbint &eH-contained.
A apec1al 1 PI
d
--- ~E·.E~~--- I
Pentode Matched Balaac:ed-armature Load_ eate sen me FR
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THE HEART OF yOUR SET
Part 3.-0UTPUT VALVES

T

HE earlier stages of a reccivc.r are

only required to provide voltage
amplification, but to the power or
output stage is given the task of providing
a substantial amount of energy to operate
the loud-speaker.
Something over lOO
milliwat.t.s of audio-frequency power is
required for reasonable volume and quality
with the smallest type of speaker, \Vhile
anything up to 2,000 milli\vatts is necessary
to operate the larger types of domestic
spea.ker.
The output valve, therefore,
mul'>t be capable of delivering ample
pO\ver for the speaker to be used. Provided tl1e- impedance of the speaker is
of suitable value for the valve which
drive it., the output of a power valve depends upon three factors-the signal voltage injmt to the grid, the impedance of
the valve and the amplification factor.
Unfortunately, in the case of threeelectrode output -x:alves, _thel'>e fa.ctors
are stmngely conflicting. For instanC'e, it
is not easy to design a triode which will
have the high amplification factor required
fOr high sensitivity, and also the low
impedance _-I:GQuired for big output. This
at once limits, the output obtainable if
only small :signal voltages are provided
by the earlier stages of a recl;}iver .. For big
outputs with a . three-eleGtrode .. v_alve,
therefore, a low, impedance Yalve having
a comparatively low amplifica.tion _factor
must be employed, and the set must have
~mfficient earlier amplifying stages to provide a big- grid input to the output valve:

'"itl

f''_,,_,,_,,_,_,,_,,_,,_,_,_,,._.

I
I

H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE,

-

A.C.G.I., A.M.I.E.E.

By

i

I
B.Sc. (Hon,,), D.I.C., -

j Wh.Sch.,

1
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hand, t.he super-power valve has a
longer " grid baso " than the power
valve, and thus ca.n handle the
stronger signals ·without distortion.
It must be dearly understood that
the mere substitution -of a power
valve by a super-power valve will

··•.FB·i·tffJ;!. '(.'r:iitH!}.!J
/Ji;Q•••Jfi{•••··

not
producethe
greater
volume-on
the
.
contrary,
lower
amplification
factor of the super-power valve re- __...,.,._);;\.;
suits in a diminution of volume. But

volume obtainable from a ·Small power
valve. But the development· of yet another
class of valve, the '' pfmt·ode,'' makes jlOS·
siblc a combination of high amplification
and big output in one valve.

Power Valves

A natural process of competition and
selection has resulted in the survival of
t\vO main classes of three-electrode output
valve. The so-called '· power" valve has a
fairly hip,h amplification factor, of the
order of 12, and a medium low impedance
of from 3,000 to 4,000 ohms. It will handle
without distortion signals up to about
6 or 7 volts amplitude, and is thus suitable
for providing moderate output and good
quality reproduction in such sets as
portables or 2-valve domestic receivers
where it is necessary to make the most of
comparatively weak inputs. \Vhere previOus
amplifying stages are employed; the signals
,.,_,m be sufficient to load a " super-power"
valve. Valves of this class have very low
impedance, of the order of 2,000 ohms or
even lC'ss, but as already pointed out, this
is only achieved by a reduction of the amplification fac~
tor, so that
greater amplification must
be supplied in
earlier stages.
/7A'o"c
On the other
~=;::~;n;

r,

. ,. ,. .

EnRTH GRID

?

lf'VXILIRRY6RIO

,-.oo:;::.'.I~CONTROL CiRIO
f'l~RM£/Vr

if the necessary grid
swing to load a
super-power valve
is available, a valve
of this type will
handle it, and give
full volume and ex1ccllcnt quality.
Another point of
importance is that a
super-po,ver valve naturally makes bigger demands upon the high
tension battery than a
small power valve, and
it is hopeless to expect
good quality reproduct.ion and reasonable life
68.+ of the high tension bat·
tery when using a superpower valve unless a
H.T.- large ea pacity battery is

Electrnde
atsemb/y of
a typical
Pentode
Output
Valve.

1--.,...----,---4--L.T.-

L--------LT+
G.B-

Diagrammatic representation of a penlod<O
. output valve, shQWing connections.

fitted.
\Vere three-electrode
valves the only type
available for use in the
output stage, the Cnvner
of a small set \VOuld be
limited to the moderate

Tbe Pentode
The pentode is so called because it hM
five electrodes-filament and anode, control
grid, and two further grids. The second
grid, termed the auxiliary grid, is conneckd to the high tension supply-usually'
to the maximum voltage tappin<Y, The
third grid, located between the ;uxiliary
grid and anode is connected inside the
valve to the filament. The operation of a
pentode is somewhat complex, but the
effect of the auxiliary grid is to give the
valve a very high amplification factor
,\,hilc the third or·' earth" grid avoids th~
secondary emission of electrons from the
anode to the auxiliary grid which would
otherwise occur and upset the proportionate
amplification produced by the rontrol
exercised through the normal contn:A grid.
The average battery-operated pentode
requires a grid excitation of the same order
as a " power " type triode ; while its
power output is comparable with that of
a super-power valve. There are, in addition,
two further classes of pentode.
One is
an " ccoriomy " pent-ode, requiring <l gTid
swing of only from about 3 to 4t volts
peak value and operating at a very low
anode current, and the other comprises
pentodes with grid acceptances comparable
\vith those of super-power types, but giving
still greater output. Pentodes, therefore,
may be considered as a special class of
output valve, having a higher sensitivity
or higher electrical efficiency than triodes
{Contirmed en pag! 260.)
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MANSBRIDGE AND MICA

[ONDENSERS
THE lOO% PERFECT CONDENSERS
TELSEN. MANSBRIDGE
TYPE CONDENSERS
Made by the most advanced processes
from the &nest materials, triple sealed
and guaranteed non~induc:tive, and sub..
iected during manufacture to stringent
tests up to Admiralty and Post Office
standards.
Offered in two type..-the
eapaeities- from .01 to 2 mfd. in bake lite
cases and,. in blocks of 4, 6 and 8 mfd. iD
metal cases l'L'ith soldering tags.

TELSEN TAG CONDENSERS
Of estre~nely compact and tturdy construe..
lion, May be mounted on either insulated
or·metal pa•el• by utilitinl' the two baseboard

screw holes in the neatly desicned moulded
calrinc. The tags enable the condensers to be
connected to an)' otber coJDponents, either
directly or by solderiq
H.F. lo1ses are
aegligible.
In copacitie• of .0001 mftL to
.002 mfd,

::r.:

500 volt

'"'

.01 ...... 1/6
.04 ••••• -1/9
.I •••... 1/9

::r.:

....

500 volt

.25 •••••• 2/•
5 ...... 2/3
I •••••••. 2/3
2 ...••... 3/-

THEY SET A WORLD'S STANDARD IN LASTING EFFICIENt;Y
TELSEN
MANSBRID'GE
BLOCK
CONDENSERS

TELSEN MICA CONDENSERS
Represent an important advanee in techuique:
H.F. losses have been practically eliminated,
even in the larger capadties. -En dosed in a
very attractive moulded case, adaptable to ftat
and verticaiiDDUnting, Grid•leak clips, which
may be mounted in series or in shunt, are
supplied at no e-.:tra ch•rge, with capacities of
.0001 ••0002, and .0003 mfd.
In (;apacities of .0001 mftl. to
.002 mfd. ...
••• 1/3
Also .006 mfd. .•.

Contained in metal C'asea
with &ring holes. Like all
Telsen Mansbridce Con..
densers, they are triple
sealed ami guaranteed
non~inductive, being tested
during manufacture to
Admiralty and Post Office
standards. Made in threetypes, each having total
capacities of 4, 6 and 8mfds., each type being
divided into 2-mfd. -sections, so that several ar- '
rangements of capacity
may be obtained. Selderinc tags provided for each
section.

r----------~ ~&:
I

TELSEN PRE-SET CONDENSERS
Very low minimum capacity, giving a wide
ranee of selectivity adjudment when used io
the aerial circuit,_-Substantial}y made, easily
adjusted and provided witb loc.:king ring.
Hh:;b insulation and low loa...
In maximum capacities of .0001
mfd: to .002 mfd.

: 4
I
I

6

: 8

500

volt
test

1,000

volt
test

5/6. 9/6
8/· 14/6
1016

I
I - - •• •••'••• - - · - • • • • - '

RADIO COMPONENTS

IT'S THE 'LASTING EFFICIENCY' THAT COUNTS
ANNOUNCEMENT

OF

THE

TELSEN
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BIRMINGHAM
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LITTLE MISTAKl

I

An Interesting Article Pointing C
Construction and How to A~
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for use on metal ; however, this is a much better
method than making the
mistake of trying to chisel
out the hole and then
cleaning up the edges with
a half-round file. Another
mistake one is liable to
make is to drill the panel
holes from the measurements on a blue print,
quite forgetting that
one intends using
some component one
happens to have on
hand in place of
one of those specified.
If this happens to be of a different shape
or size, it may mean it will foul some
other part when in operation, unless we
alter its position by drilling the hole for
the spindle in a slightly different position

case the two holes would run into one
another and the panel would havo to be
scrapped.

I

Mistakes in Cabinet Design
While on the subject of panel drilling I
might mention a mistake which I have
come across several times recently in the
products of professional cabinet makers.
I refer to the thickness of the wooden panels
on which the controls are supposed to be
mounted. These are often so thick that it
is impossible to screw the locking nuts on
io the spindles of the various controls (see
Figs. 2 and 3). Even if you drill away the
wood round the hole so as to countersink
the locking nut, then often the dial will not
go on, since there is insufficient of the spindle
protruding for the set-screw to grip.
Clearly these manufacturers have not
tried fitting a set into one of their own
cabinets ! Another point : Why is not
the panel made detachable so that it can
be used in the con.
struction of the receiver ? As it is a
separate panel is
always rlecessary in
order U.,. build the
receiver as a unit.
This panel, unless it
is of very thin metal,
will again add to the
total thickness of material through which the
spindles ha.ve to pass.

who never makes mistakes never
makes anything." So it has been
said, and, of course, in this constructional age it follows that we all make
mistakes.
Radio folk, whether they be
manufacturers, constructors or designers,
are no exception to the rule. I would be
the last person to
claim immunity from
an occasional stumble
into one of the many
pitfalls open to the
unwary. In fact, it is
just this reason which
prompts me to give
here some of the errors
and " snags " which
I have come across
from time to time in
my own and other
people'S work, with
Recessed Panels
the idea that a knowHere is a little point
ledge of them may
to remember if you
possibly save you from Fig. 2.-C abinet fronts are
Fig. 3.-A cure /or are building a portable
on the panel. Sometimes.
much "gnashing of often so thick that it is impos~
the trouble illus- in which a sunken
of course, it can be altered
teeth and vexation of sible to screw on the locking
nuts.
Cabinet
makers
ought
panel is used for the
trated in Fig. 2.
afterwards by drilling
spirit." After all, to
to study these points.
controls. This is done
another
be forewarned is to
to prevent them being
hole by
be fore-armed !
accidentally knocked,
the side oft he first one
quite apart from tht
and relying on the
Drilling Panels
question of appearance,
dial or knob to cover
I shall deal chiefly with errors in the
practical work first of butlding, then of
HOLE
WORK
HOLf
t.esting a receiver. One of the first little
COI'fHiiNCE.D
REVERSED
mistakes the amateur constructor must
FINISHED
beware is in drilling ebonite or wood panels.
Do not drill straight through from one side
to the other. If you do the drill will burst
through just at the finish and leave a nasty
ragged edge to the hole. The proper way
is to drill until just the point of t.he bit
comes through and then to reverse the
panel and start drilling from the other side.
This will give a clean edge to the bole on
both sides. Fig. 1 shows the process in
detail. Even an aluminiumd screen may
Fig. I.-The correct method of drilling wood or
·be drilled for the screen-gri valve quite
ebonite panels.
successfully with a sharp centre bit by
this method. Make a small hole to start
up the error from the front. But
the bit and support the screen on a block
Fig. 6.- it may be that the new hole
of wood. Naturally care should be taken
A counter- has to be only a fraction of an
as these centre bits are not really intended
sink.
inch to one side, in which
'
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WE ALL MAKE! ·

lut Some of the Minor Errors of Radio
oid Them-By W. B. RICHARDSON

'

....................................................... ~ ........................................................................................................................l

but don't forget when assembling to fix
the knobs in position before screwing the
set in the case, otherwise you may not be
able to get at the grub screws which hold
them in place. The edge of the case will
prevent you holding the screwdriver at the
right angle. (See Fig. 4.)

Fixing of Screws

~cxt to drilling the panel comes the
mounting of the components. Here the
use of round-headed screws is usuallY
necessary since the holes in the fixing
flanges of most parts are not countersunk.
If you use screws with flush fitting heads
you are liable to split off the fixing flange,
as in Fig. 5. Naturally if you possess a
countersinking bit you can countersink the
holes first, and this will then make an even
neater job than using round-headed screws.
Such a bit can be obtained for a few pence.
One type is illustrated in Fig. 6.
Some sets mounted on , wooden baseboards have a sheet of metal fixed underneath part or -whole of the
baseboard to act as a screen.
l' >~ually a wire is taken from
this to some earthed point. In
(·onstructing such a set be very
ear<'ful that the screws used U.
hold the parts in position are
llot so long that they go right
through the wood and into the
metal plate. Obviously no harm
will result if all the components
have bakelite flanges, but in the
case of some strip resistances
and similar components, the
metal ~onnecting tags, also, ~et
Fig.
as holdmg down lugs, tn wh1ch
case if the fixing screws pass right through
~ n rul touch the metal plate a direct short
, circuit will result. Fig. 7 shows what I mean.

everything is apparently in order simply
because some point which should have
been earthed to the screen has been left
unconnected. It may be just a short wire
from a terminal to a holding down bolt
passing through the screen which, through
its very insignificance, has escaped our at.
tention. The leaving out of the insulating
washers under a t.erminal fixed to a metal
chassis is a -similar kind of thoughtless
mistake. This, however, may lead to more
disastrous results. To make an unneces·
sary connection is always more risky than
leaving one out.
A mistake which is quite easy to make
if you are getting out yOur own design is to
make a wrong connection to the filament
of a metallised valve. As you know the
metal covering is always connected t.d one
particular filament pin. This is usually
marked and must of course be joined to the
filament wire which is at earth potential.
This is usually the negative cne. Often

,.,,...,=

connecting wirt~
the condenser vanes.
Firstly, in designing your cabinet always
have sufficient height above the ba.seQoa.rd
to accommodate the tallest valve vou are
ever likely to use. 1 myself have exv€rienced
-~,;,:.;
trouble here and have had to
take the terminal cap off a
screen grid valve because the
roof of the cabinet was a fraction of an inch too lo;w. Always,
if possible, arrange fOr the grain
of the wood of the cabinet or
baseboard to be across the ax1s
of ·the fixing screws. Fig. 8
shows the fixing of a hinge. On
the left the grain is vertical and
the screws will easily pull out.
On the right the grain is hori·
zontal as it should be. There
is no chance here of the·- screws
B.-Incorrect and correct methods of fixing hinges.
going " round and round "
when you go to tighten them
whe:r;a planning out a neat wiring layout
as
sometimes
happens if they are driven
one 1S apt to forget that the negative wire
into the end ·of the grain.
must go to, say, the right-hand filament
With amateur coil-making a common
terminal, when it would be much simpler
~- Earthing the Screen
mistake is to wind the reaction coil the
to take it to the left-hand one.
Sometimes a set refuses to work when
wrong way round. The symptoms are
Mistakes of Amateur Designers
that signals are not very strong and when
While on the subject of home-made
the reaction is advanced they get weaker
designs, here are one or two
instead of louder. This is easily remedied
by reversing the leads, but it is just as weJI
points which come to mind.
to know what
is the cause if
a set displays
trouble of this
sort.
The
passing of a
connecting
wire close over
the top of a
variable condenser (as in
Fig. 9) is
another silly
mistake which
could be easily
avoided by
having the
Fig. 7.-Make certain that Fig. 5.-Use of the wrong screw will cause vanes open
securing ~crews do not cau~e this I Don't use countersunk screw~ unless during the
a short circuit.
the lug hole i~ ,__
countenunk.
wiring.
_,,_,,_,_, _______ ,_,_,,_,_, ___,_____
, _________
,__________
..J
Fig.
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ece1vers
We shall be glad to
advise readers regarding purchase
of complete sets.

e(5C3Tds

SELF-CONTAINED battery-operated
suitcase portable receiver must
always make a popular appeal, for
it can be used anywhere without being
dependent, as is the Case with other types
of sets, on an Mrial and earth.
Although its size and weight is such that
it can be moved from room to room as
cjeslred, this does not necessarily imply
th&t the range of the receiver has been
sacri.fieed to its 'porta.bility ; on the contrary,- in many instanceS the set of a portable
type, with its enclosed frame aerial, may
prove more selective, and more generally
Useful, than its more bulky competitors.
In their "Atlantic" suitcase· model the
makers have embodied a straight circuit
comprising one H.F. stage tuned-grid

A

Another Portadyne. The Transportable Cabinet
Model. The Portadyne SuitcaSe "Atlantic"
Model reviewed in th'u article is illustrated
below.

coupling, grid detector and two transformer-coupled L.F. amplifiers, with, in the
last stage, a power output valve. A point
of outstanding interest is the use in this
circuit of a swinging coil to secure reaction,
and two stages of transformer coupling to
obtain sufficiently magnified signals through
the Celestion loud-speaker fitted in the lid
of the case. The receiver contains a high·
tension battery of the standard capacity
size, a 2-volt accumulator using jellied
electrolyte-the unspillable type-and the
necessary 4! volts grid-bias battery.

Few Controls
Although I have handled a number of
wireless sets, I have not come across many
with so few controls. . On the panel of the
Portadyne " Atlantic" you will only find
two knobs and two thumb-operated drum
dials.
The left-hand knob acts as an
"on-and-off" switch, and at tho same time
effects the change over from medium
(200-800 m,) to long (J,OOQ-2,000 m.)
waves. On the right of the. panel. is the
reaction and volume control. The method
of tuning is an origina.l ohe, and is one of

!....~~:~..;::r:~;:~·. :,-;:~~=;~:·::··~···~
l
/;

Portable S.G.4.

i

!

:-·----·-· ..··....................................................................!
the roost interesting I have seen. Ill view of
its novelty, it deserves a few words of expla;nation-and praise.
The two millededge thumb controls are on each side
of a scale clearly marked in wavelengths ;
in some instan·ces, to facilitate matters. the
names of the better-known stations have
been indicated.
A diagOnal line runs
throughout the main scale, and a similar but
movable one is seen on the celluloid band
attached to the left-hand condenser .which
tunes the frame aerial. All that is needed,
therefore, to keep the two circuits in tune
is to see that the movable diagonal line
is imposed over the other one. The tuning
is of knife-edge selectivity, which, combined
with the directional property of the frame
aerial, enables you to separate stations
working on almost neighbouring wavelengths. ThiS is not a hit-or-miss method;
thore is no need to twiddl& the dials. It is
a mere question of getting the two diagonal
lines to correspond on the dial with the
wavelength of the transmitter. A slight
adjustment of the volume and reaction
control knob will bring tl)e broadcast up to
the desired strength.

Reaetion ·and Calibration
With the method employed, reaction is
exceedingly smooth, a valuable asset when
searching for the weaker or more distant
transmissions. ·Moreover, I specially noticed
that the wavelength calibration of the dial
is remarkably accurate ; it might. possibly
have proved an advantage had they been
spread over a longer scale, but the thumb
control is so easy that this did not prevent
the capture of the more elusive broadcasts. Tested at a spot some thirteen miles
from the Brookmans Park transmitters, there
was no difficulty, whilst these two stations
were working, in f!!ecuring broadcasts from
Hamburg, Breslau, or Poste Parisien.
Miihlacker could not be separated from
London Regional, but when the latter
st~tion was resting the Stuttgart concert
was received at full loud-speaker strength.
During daylight hours, Huizen (1,875 m.),
Radio-Paris, Eiffel Tower and Brussels
were tuned in ; from 8.0 p.m. onwards
some thirty Continental stations were
logged whilst the two London programmes
were on the air.
They include such
stations as 'Radio Normandie (Fecamp),
Trieste, Turin, Breslau, Radio Toulouse,
Frankfurt-am-Main, Sottens, Rome, PTT
Paris, Beromiinster, Prague, Brussels,
Vienna and Budapest on the medium
waves, with t-he addition of Leningrad, Oslo,
Kalundborg, Motala, Warsaw and Hilversum on the longer waveband.
Konigs
Wttsterhausen was clear of both Daventry

Tested
hy
/ACE
and Radio-Paris, and Motala free of interference from Warsaw, thus demonstrating
the excellent sensitivity and selectivity of
the receiver. Generally speaking, the tone
of the loud-speaker was very pleasing,.
provided the volume was kept at a reasonable strength. Th~ power emitted by the
loud-speaker was amply sufficient to fill
an average-sized drawing-room, and when
speech was heard it was crisp, clear and
of a natural quality.
For an efficient four-valve receiver of
a suitcase model, the· price of £12 12s.
complete is distinctly advaptageous, as
the Portadyne "AtlBtltic" S.G.4, although..
of the portable type, IS peculiarly efficient ~
ita all-round performance is so good thit it.
can be highly recommended as a " household" set.
1
It is my opinion that every listener
shou1.d own a portable set, even though
he may also own an ordinary set operating
from an outdoor aerial, for there are dozens
of oc_casions when it is desired to listen to
the wireless programmes in some part of
the house remote from that in which the
ordinary set is installed. Also, it may be
that some member of the household is ill
in bed ; under such circumstances a
portable is a great· boon, for the two sets
can be in operation at once, It is worth
while reminding those who have not taken
the trou blc to read their wireless licencesthat the 10s. wireless licence enables a
listen~r also to use one Portable receiver.
There is also thecase of a listener
who wishes, for
example, to listenin to, say, RadioParis, whereas theremainder of the
family are keen
on listening t;o..
an English programme.
Here
again the portable
comes to the
rescue. It is a
The Portadyne Po;table useful stand-by
as reviewed in this article. when the ordinary
receiver is out of
aotion for some reason or another. In many
other ways the portable comes to the rescue~
and the great improvements in modem
receivers rid portables of most of the bug~ars to which thf!Y were heir five years ago...
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Get a 'Challenger and put an
end to indifferent reproduction
Does your loud-speaker do full justice to the output from
your roceiver~the dear·cut notes of a soprano ; the rich
R. &. A. 'BANTAM' Permanent Magnet
Moving Co!l Reproducer
,
The R. and A. Bantam is ' little
htotber' to the ' ChalJeng«' and
is the finest value ever offered at the
price. It is truly the small repro•
ducer with the big vOice, its per•
formance being but slightly inferior
to that of the famous 'Challenger.'
Dimensions 7!" dia, x 3!" deep.
Complete with 3-ratio Ferranti
Transformer.·

bass notes of the orchestra?

The Challenger P.M. Moving-coil Reproducer was de•

signed to faithfully reproduce all that a good receiver can
give. That is but one secret of its enormous popularity.

Ask your dealer to demonstrate, and you will realise the
difference between an ordinary loud-speaker and the incomparable CHALLENGER.

35'·
INCLUDING

3-ratio Ferranti
Transformer
(Dimenoions

84-~

deep,)

dia.

X

31"
' Wireless World' Test Report- States--

Your dealer can supply.
Write us /~r lea/let.

REPRODUCERS & AMPLIFIERS, LTD.,
WOLVERHAMPTON.

" The performance ••• merits discussion
from an absolute standpoint and without
regard to the very reasonable price asked.
Reproduction of bass below 100 cycles quite
definitely above average , .• speech natural
balance in music exceptionally good.''

e

From the NEW

BEFORE you start building any set get the NEW \Vearite
Booklet G.N.!
Whether it is Coils, Resistances Chokes·
Tr_an_sformers, Switches, or components of special desig~, c_onsulf
this Illustrated booklet first.
Every component listed in it is
built up of years of experience of the needs of the constructor.
Each and ~very product has the , - - - - - stamp of efficiency on i t I
'WEAR I T E.' Remember WEARITE PARTS I
w ea_n•te wa::.- tl1e fi rs t na_me .~n REQUIRED
FORTHREE
THE"
" MAINS EXPRESS
~r~~~~o~::onents-and lS still and "DOLPHIN STRAIGHT 3

I
I

e

SEND FOR YOUR.
COPY NOW ' WRITE
F0 R
B0 0 KL£ T

•

Q.V.C. 1 10,000 ohms .... 4/6

II c.w.c.

Swi<oh ........ I/>
H.F.P. Chok• " ... , • "· 316
H.F.P.A. Choke w1th
armoured pigtail • , • , ,

J

No. G.N.
\Vearite will solve your technical
difficulties. \V rite to "Research
Dept.'~ if you have a problem.

I
"I
I
I
.4/•

I

I

H.T. 16SmoothingChoke 10/•
2G.-.42 Switches com~lete
w1th brackets ancllinking arrangement ,_, ••••
metal screen and

5J..

I
I

chassis' with all holes,

--=-~=c=~~J

AND REMEMBER-A GOOD EARTH ALWAYS!

~-- Wuroft. f mt~e: •• T.
NOJ SPANNEff. •

NO 'SCREWDRIVER

WRIGHT &
740,

HIGH

ROAD,

»>

f

p CiCe
. 3/6

j

COmpete

WEAIRE Ltd.,
TOTTENHAM,

Tel.: Tv!tfflkam 3P47/8 a11J 30U,

N.l7
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HE -Radio Exhibition of 1928 1narked "-"_,,_,_,._.,_,_,_"_'_"_"_"_'~
the first nation-wide appearance of
COSSOR MELODY MAKER!
a kit of parts inte-nded to be madE' ·
t
1
into a complete -receiver-. This kit was KIT MODEL 337
known as the Cossor Melody Maker, a.nd 1
1
was introduced by A. C. Cossor, Ltd. Eaeh - ;_..,_,_"_'_"_'_"_"_,_.,_., _ _ .,-'.
year this enterprising firm has introdueed long. waves, to stop the former from butting
a new and up-to-the-minute kit which in on the presenT'S of the latter. , This
has gained such popularity that to-day it is refinement is a boon to listenet'<> situated
a case of-" think of a kit and you think of
Cossor:" Each successive year has markC'd
thc advent of a ne'v kit containing notable
improvements, up to the appearance of
the present model, which is distinguished
by the· presence of a \lniablc-mu valw•.
This year's range includes four separate
kits, each based upon the same fundamenta I
principles a.nd emp}oying a variablc~mu
valve, but differing inasmuch that two are
for battery working and two are intended
for use on A. C., mains ; each pair consists
of substantially the same kit., but one is
with loud-speaker and one without.
The kit illustrated at Fig. 1 is the
Model 337, which is the all-mains model
with incorporated loud-speaker which is
designed for use on A.C. mains only,
~00-250 volts, 40-100 cvcles. The circuit
:is shown at Fig. 5 mi.d presents
interesting points. Let us commence
the surv·ey with the aerial coil,
which, it \Vill be noticed, has winding so arranged that the aerial is
tapped _in at predetermined points,
which can be at any position on
the coil that the designer wishes : this in
·.itself is refreshing after the slavish centretapping that follows the nse of the con- Fig. 1.- The Cossor Melody Maker All~mains
M odd No. 337.
ventional three-point switching. A feature
of great interest is the coil, which is in
series ·with the aerial when switched for
KIT:
-~
Cossor Melody Mnker, All-Mains Model
long waves, but is out of circuit whe-n thP
set is switched for short waves. Pic-sumablY
M~K:;;;,,
the purpose of this coil is to act as a chok~·
Ltd.,
f
to short-wave lengths when working on the I1 A ... C. Cossor,
Highhut'}' Grove, London, N.5,
SPECIFICATION:

T

1

···-··-··-··-·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··,
1-

I

I
!

A.C. mains only, 200·250 volts, 40-100 cycle~. ,Cossor variable mu MVSG, 41 MH and _
41 MP valves, hi-phase ti'Ctifier, mains trans· -,
fo.rmer tapped at 200, 220 and 240 volts,
fuses in !...ads of rectifier anodes, metal chasrsis, built-in permanent magnet
moving coil loud-speaker,
capacity-controlled
reaction,

in the vicinity of a powerful regional transmitter as otherwise they would experienc<~
tlw amH_lyancc of having half the long·\'HF\'C
f'.valc con·red with a mixture of fhe alternati\'c transmi:-;sioru.
This eoil is .shunted across the grid.cathod"
of the variable-mu valve, CoSsor MYSG
metallized. \\·hi('h is in turn provided with
n eent.re~tapped anode coil, giving n, step-up
mtio of 2 :I.
This coil is provided with
capacity~(·ontrollcd reaction in .the conn·ntion~~l mannet,. In connection with this
('ircnit it i,..; interesting to note ·that th('
anotL· to gTiJ coupling condC'n8eT has aiL
extremely low value~namcly, .000025 mfd.
It would seem that su('h a. verv small
eapaeity would lmn•r the volume 'on long
vmves. hut the substitution of fl, larger
one experimentally entircly·discreill.ted this
idea. The advantage of such a low1 eapaeity
is that the tendeney for mains hum to
he intrmlueed in the screen-grid stage
is minirilized.
The detector stage
makcs me of a Cossor 41 MH metallizE"d mains valve, and is designed on
conventional lines.
The output stage employs a Co"!sor
411\iP, which is an indirectly-heated -power
valve cal)able of an output that is more
than adequate for domestic purposes. It
is interesting to note that this valve gives
more volmne than any· indirectly-heated
})f'ntode would do, a.s it has the distinction
of haying the highest sensitivity factor of
any Yalvc, which _is largely accounted for
by t.he ph<:'nomenal valne of mutual conductance, which is no less than 7.5 m.A./-.,.~.
The mains pack is designed around the
Cossor 44-2 BU, which is a hi-phase rectifier
of very robust construction hrrving a- fiat

PRICE,£11.19.0,
or
without
loudspeaker, £9. 15. o

'-·~-~-.-...:

Ftg, 2.=-Rear, view of th~(: ossor Melody Maker.

Fig. 3.- The compact arrangement of the chas~is~·"'·<

(Continutd
on pag;e
244.)
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GUARANTEED
'SONOTONE'. KITS
WtTH FREE CALIBRATOR
OBTAINABL.~-~· FROM

.

Lissen
2~gang £ s d.
·shielded coil with
combined
fila.
ment switch . .
17 6
Utility .0005-rnfd.
Z-a_ang variable
condenser type

W 312 . .
Ready

19 6
Radio

~~r~~m::~de~:;r

Sovereign .OOOS..
mfd. pre-set con·
denser •;
••
1 T.C.C, 3 terminal
type .0002-mfd.
fixed condenser
I T.CC.' .0001-mfd.
fixed,. c':!"denser
type S
.·
3 T.C.C. 2-mfd. fixed
condensers
.•

ReadyRadioStan~·

dard H.F. choke
Kinva Screened
H.F.Choke
..
Ready Radio L.F.
Transformer ra•
tio 3-1 · ·
··

J B£;1d:in.:rran~:.
Every "Practical Wireless" enthusiast
must haw· a·Calibrator, the 'new gadget
that identifies Foreign Stations by name.
Amazingly simple-to use, it trebles the
entertainment value of any Receiver.
No set is cOmplete without it.

THAT
IS WHY
WE
GIVE ONE
ABSOLUTELY
FREE WITH EVJ;:RY
DIRECT RADIO KIT

---------------,

: DEMONSTRATIONS'
1
1
I
I
1

Make a point oi visiting our ~
Showrooms
at
159,
Borough I
for
interesting
High
Street,
demonstration of- all new Kit I
Sets and Loud Speakers.
r

L·--------------.J

DIRECT RADIO

(forward) £4 11
L
600 h
sewchs tti
mJ

fi

2 4
3
11

6

6
2 9
8 6
11 6
2 0

£5. 12. 6
(less valves and cabinet) or
12 monthly payments of 10.1

9

ohms spaghetti
li.xed resistance

0

(with valves less cabinet) or
12 monthly payments of 14.0

3

6

(with valves and cabinet) or
12 monthly payments o£ 16,6

4

6 Kit•NO. 4

Colvern 25-ohms

resis~

1 s~~~~=i~!soo,oOO
ohmsvolumecontrol

I 100 m. a. fuse and
6

Kit ... Ne. 1

r~s'i!t:nce
x~.
Lewcos 10,000

[filament

2 6

1

holder
·•
3'Bellin~r Lee termi~
nal blocks
··
6 Belling Lee ter~ minals
(aerial,
earth,L.S.-L.S.+.
and 2 pickups)..
Belling Lee S-waY
battery cord
2 CoilsGlazite
..
I Permcol
panel
14in:x 7 in. dril~
ledtospecification
Baseboard 14in,
x lOin.
4 Mullard Valves;

0
2 0

3
2

0
8

4 0

~~ 112LF~1Ji 119

9

°

Kit • No. 2
Kit .. No.

3

£7 .11. 6

£8, 10, 0
£13.10.0

or 12monthly payments of 25.0
Compl:eteKitofComponentsas
specitied,withValves,handsome
Walnut Consolette Cabinet,
Siemens Batteries, Qldham
Accumulator and Epoch A2
Dance Orchestra Moving Coil
Speaker.

SONOTONE ACCESSORIES.
I Siemens 120 volt£ s.
H.T. Battery . .
13
Siemens . 9-volt
G.B. Battery •·
'
Oldham 0.50 Accumulator
••
S
Epoch Twentieth
Century Moving

g~~ssis Speak~~

44-pinva\veholders
''159"TableMode\
115 1
I R.I. Audirad OutCsbinet,inWalnut 18 6
or in Epoch Oak
put Choke
8 9
Cabinet
·-·
2
7
(forward) £i'111
1£8 10
Filt. Earth
2
TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS. We specialise in Radio for ExpMt. Goods to
yOur exact specification are verY carefully packed and inmred, all charges forward.
Terms: Cash with order, or deposit one-third with order. Balance C.O.D.

°

MAINS EXPRESS THREE
KITNo.1
£9:1:3
(less valves and Cabinet),
U monthly paJments of

f7/..

·,

KITNo.2
£12:6:3
(with Valves le11 Cabinet)
12 monthly payments of
22/8.
'
KITNo,3
£13:11:3
(with valves and Cabinet)
lZ monthlY payments of

..,..

DOLPHIN STRAIGHT THREE
KIT No. 1 (less valves and
cabinet)
£2 : 13 : 0
10 monthly \"!Ymeats of 6/~
KIT No. 2 (w1th valves, lesa
cabinet)
· £3 : 15 : lt
12 monthly payments of 7/•
KIT No. 3 (with valves and
cabinet)
•£4 · : 16 : 9
12 monthlt_ payinents of 9/·
KIT No. 4 (WJ.tb v~hes,cabinet,
ba.tteries, R. ·a: A. type
50 )oqd~speaker, aerial and
earth),
£6 : 19 : 3,
12 monthly payments of 13/•
and
0 •

Telegraph
immediate
"

11 I

The "SONOTONE"
merits a SUPER
SPEAKER.
Why
not an EPOCH
A2 Dance Orchestra
Moving Coil Model
with Multi Ratio
l~put Transformer ~

63/-

w

CASH, C.O.D. AND EASY PAYMENTS EXPRESS ORDER FORM
To: Direct Radio Ltd., 159, Borough High Street, London Bridge, S.E.l.
Please dispatch to me at once the following good$ •. , .•. , . , .............. , . , ... , ...... , ... , , .. .
(a)
for which (b)
{c)

I endo5e
I will pay on delivery

J enclose first deposit ol

{cross out line} £ ......... ~ ..••...... ~· ~·
not applicable

NAME .................................................................................. ,.

awt~eonk.•plil4~1g
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constructor more 1:9 the slightest extent. The use of separate
t.han about three tuning controls for each condenser has
hours.
After the ,m_any advantages when the- receiver i~
chassia has been duly used- under adverse circumstanCes, such is
assembled and wired when using an indoo'r aerili1, as tha't·
it is slipped into the · little . bit of extra punch that _make-s
cJibinet. aS shown at all the difference between bad and good
Fig. 4, :when the ~ug reception is not lost. This is not the case
gestion of a. kit is with a ganged receiver unless great ·care
entirely lost and a is used .in trimming, which is, generally
complete
receiver speaking, impossible with a kit. As was
is created, equal in expected, the completed kit was highly
every way to a fac- selective and possessed excellent range.
tory-built job which Station after atn.tion cn.n be tUned--_- in
would be fat more without interference- upon a Silent- ·b&~k_-_ expensive. Incident- ground which
delightfully free, f~m any
ally the -kit illustra- trace of mains hum. After listenlrig fOr· 3
ted is £11 15s .• and considerable period, it ·-must be admitted
is available without that the reproduction of ·both_ Speooh ahd
Joud-speakC.r at music reaches a high . ~tandard well in
£9 15s.
keeping with the oth8r qua.iitie8 'or thi;
The test was carried out at 21 miles excellent all-mains receiver.
Fig. 4____;_._,0ne of the easy-wiring diagram3 which accompany the kit.
Yiewed from the " home " standpoint
from
Brookmans
{Ct?r¥inutd from_pa~ 242.)
Park on q,n aerial the receiver- leaves nothing to be desired
·tape filament.
This valve is fed by a 45ft. long, made up of 25ft. dmvn lead and It is selective, powerful, gives reall.)
specially-designed mailli tmnsformer which 20ft. horizontal in an area which is entirely excellent reproduction bf both spe~clland
is tapped for working on 200, 220, or 240 normal and quite free
reception freaks.
volts ; fUses are provided in each of the from
leads to the rectifier anodes. Smoothing is There are four colltrols
take_n care of by a 30 henry constant (excluding wa vc - change
iriductanc6 choke in conjunction with a ·switch), two tuning conden2 and 4 mfd. condenser. Fmther reference sers, _volume and reaction.
to Fig. 5 ·will show that the possibility of The high clegrcc of selecmodulation hum is stamped out b~i an tivity obtainable is de..earth shield-- _between. the primary and pendent- upon the correct
secOndary winding of the mains transfonner. u<>e of the volume and
A large and exceedingly well-printed reaction control; for
chart. is included with th& kit which shows maximum selectivity it
in a conciSe and definite manner the correct_ iB iwcessary to turn
procedure of assembly. This chai-t is --a down the volume control
ma.s<; bf 1careful forethought that sh0ws until the the station iB lost
that every possible_ mistake that the con- arid bring it back by means
structor· could make has been realized and of reaction ; in other
guarded ·against. The various components words, the -.olumc conti-ol
-are all-boxed, 'while-small parts are enclosed should be turned down as
in envelopes bearing their description. 'l'he far as possible and reFig. 5-CiTcuit diagram of the Cossor. Melady .Maker Aft..
all-inetai Chassis is in two pieces-, on which action advancPd as far as
mains Model No. 337.
t.he components are mounted befo-re the practicable withOUt lOss of
two ,sections are united by means of four qua.lity. Too much stress eannot be laid on] music, has the appearance of _-a. fac-tory~,
bolts and nuts. These are, perhaps, a thE' advantages of the variable-mu yalve, built receiver when fitted, -into its waltrifle inaccessible, but the fixing is easily which, in addition to many other advantages, nut~finishE'd
cabinPt,
and consumt•;:
accomplished if it is approached cnJmly ; permits perfect volume control that will from thu mains only one unit of elecaltogether, assembly is extr~mely simple allow the local to be tuned down to a trh:it.y for every twcnty-si4- hours that- it
and would not take the most cautious whisper without ad,~ersely a.ffecting quality is working.

m
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SIMPLE TESTS WITHOUT

Il

on page 97 of our issue dated Oct. I, 1932

j.,_,,_,_,,_,,_,_
Interaction Between

A
Fi~.

!

The~~~~~~~~~~~red

TO MAINS

GOOD way
wanted coup-

I
-

-··-··-·~

-··-··-··--·-··-·-··-··-··-··--·--··-·-·-··-·
H.F. Circuits
A Polarity Test
to test for unA simple way of testing the polarity of
lings between two the mains is to dip the ends of the t'vo
tuned cir- 'vires in an cggcupful of Water. Bubbles will
rise from one wire. This is the ~egative
cuits in a pole. Naturally, you must be very careful
setisbythe
absorption not to allow the wires to touch one another
method. For or you will short-circuit the mains. For
instanc0, if lower voltages, it may be necessary to add
your receiver a pinch of salt to the water to increase its
is not very conductivity, bnt do not do this when

~~~~·i::~;~~J

~

2-FinJ-

ing !he po/u.rilY of
rh~ mains. Bubb!~.~
rhe from the. r.egatice lead,

!

between the behaviour of
\ : / CONNE.CT
DISCONNECT
the two wires in the water.
be due to stray
AERIAL FROM
~' AE RIIlL HERE
coupling between the aerml
HERE AND JOIN
Testing
the _State of the
cd::o FORTHE
H.T. Battery
circuit and the intervalve
TD INTERYALVE 'T------1~-, c:f:• TEST
Here is a test which will
cucmt. To test it there 1s
COIL.
any interaction, remove
give you a rough guide to
the state of your H.T.
the H.F. valve and join the
~rial to the top end of the
battery in the absence of
mtcrvalve coil through a
a voltmeter. Disconnect
very small condenser, as
the battery from the set
and join a wire to each
in :F1g. 1.
Tune in a
end, as in Fig. 3. Momentfairly \\eak statiOn on tlie
arily ·~ short "these_ \vires
mterrah-c coil, and then
tune in the aerial coil to
by quickly flicking the end
R£1'10YE
of one past that of the
the same wavelength.
If
THIS
there is an obvious reother. The actual contact
VALVE
duction in signal strength
must be very brief, or
as soon as this point is
you will harm the battery.
reaChed, it is evidence of
If a bright, fat spark
an undesirable degree of
occurs when the wires
Fig. 1,-A simple way of ascntaining whether or nollhue is interactirm
interaction between the two
touch, the battery ·is
bctu;een 5 G. and detector ciJCuil!.
eircuitf:l.
On the other
O.K., but if there is
testing the mains or too much current \vill only a feCblc flicker, then- the battery is
hand, no reduction in signal
"Strength indicates minimtnn interaction· pass and you may blow the fuse. Plain running dm-..m. Needless ·to say', you should
This test is not, of course, applicable where tap water is quite sufficient. The same test not repeat this test more often than neces_e:anged condensers are used, since -the two will distinguish A.C. from D.C. If the sary, as some current is taken from the
supply i~ A.C., there will be no difference battery even with the briefest contact.
circuits cannot be independently tuned.

~table, it may

(a

:/

"f--<1---------4--'"""'--1------------

Parallel Wires

_ _ _ _ _ _ _, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ \orill most certainly up;;et the trimming
unl?s~ you replace them m exactly the Rame

1 ODDS AND ENDS I! pos1hon.

1...------·-·-·-----.
.
J
I

At one time, and only a fe\V years ago, we used to take elaborate pain::; in wiring
up a Rct to make all bendf:l right-angular,
to cn~mre that no adjacent \vires ran parallel
t,{) each other and so on.
Since then the may be adjusting some other part of the
pendulum se~ms to have swung· pretty set, for you may cause a" short." Do not
well in the opposite direction RO that really ta~e off or move. th~ co':ers of band-pass
neat wiring is ~eldom seen. But although colls after the set IS fixed m the case. You
the appearance of the wiring is not of great
comeqnenec, it is RS important as evel· to
make sure that wires in grid and plate
circuits, if near together, should not run
para.ll"'l to each other. The capacity
formed between such wires can be quite
THIS book has been prepared for the
sufficient to cause instability, e:>-pecially
non~fechnical listener, After reading
in a set giving a large amount of highThe Outline of Wireless, tour set, which
.frequency amplification.
a few days ago was as a scaled book to you,

Everything you want To
Know About Wir.eless

When Testing
'Vhen you have assembled a receiver
and are carrying out the prelhninary tests.
there are one or two little mistakes which
an~ likely to occur if you are not careful.
Do not, for instance, pull out the grid-bias
Jllugs \vhile the set is working so as to try a
different value. 'fhi::; putB a great strain
on the valves. The correct way is to switch
off each time a change is made. Be Sl,II'e
not to touch the metal covering of a
mctallized valve \orith any bare wire, or [
,vi'th a metal screwdriver with \Vhich you

will now be yours to do with as you will.
Many illustrations and diagrams.

THE OUTLINE
OF WIRELESS
By RALPH STRANGER
au. PAGES
Obtainable at all N~4UtJ!Ienf:; a.nd Bookstalls, or
by posl 9/· from Geor11e Newnes, LtJ., 8-11,
Sou.lhom(Jion Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

8I 6

Actually, of course, they. should
be pu~hcd .home firmly before carrymg out
the trnnmmg and then left severely alon0.
Anode Bend Detection
In the case of anode bend detect-ion,
first consideration must be given to the
suitability of the valve for this form of
detection. This can be judged by the shape
of the grid volts I anode current curve
supplied by the makers. The curve should,
of course, have a sharp and pronounced
bend at its lower end, and a long ~traight
characteristic above. !1_1 operation, tho
valve should be worked at about the medium
anode voltage recorilinended by. the maker,
and should be biased to well down on
the bottom bend.
As a general rule the valve maker's
recommendation as to t-he value of coupling
condenser and grid-leak ean be followed
in the case of a leaky grid or power grid
detector. For normal grid rectification,
the valve should bo operated usually at
the lowest anode voltage \vhich gives
sufficient modulation output to load the
following stage aml at the same time
renders reaction control effective, while
for power grid detection the va.lve should
be operated at its inaximum rated anode
voltage.
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BAKELITE DIELECTRIC

CONDENSERS
TELSEN
AERIAL SERIES
CONDENSER

The ideal volume and
Gelectivity con t r o I,
solidly
constructed
with ..-ery low-ntinimum capacitr.
The
externally
keyed
switch~arm when rotated to a maximum
pcsition, connects with
a contact on the fixed
vanes, thus sbort..cir•
cuitiug the condenser
for maximum vol ..
ume. Sup•

::~~~ c:m;

knob.

Capacity

.0003

m

TELSEN BAKEL!TE DIELECTRIC
TUNING CONDENSERS

rn

New design of great rigidity and exceptional Cl)m ..
pactness, ensuring the utmost l'fficiem;y in use even
where space is very limited.
The well~braced
vanes are interleaved with a minimum of the fine~t solid dielectric,
giving abso!ute accuracy of tunir.g

Supplied complete with knob.

c~fJOO~''cs

TELSEN DIFFERENTIAL
CONDENSERS
lmproverl type of exceptional!y
rigid construction. The 1·otcr
vanes are keyed to the spindle
and fitted with definite stops.
A strong nickel~si!ver contact
makes connection to the rotor,
a llositive connection
being
made to the
stator
vanes.
Supplied corn•
plete with knob.
Capacities
.0003
,00015

rn

•

,Oii03

TELSEN
REACTION CONDENSERS

.COOl

I

Capacilies .0003 ~
.00015

..
"

.0001

,00075~

.ooos ti;)

BADIO COMPO~ENJ"S

-BUY: A COPY OF THE TELSEN- RADIOMAG- PRICE 6d.
"

~

~

ANNOUNCEMENT

~

OF

THE

TELSEN

ELECTRIC

CO"

LTD.,

ASTON,

BIRMINGHAM
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N shm't·\vave reception, it is oftm the
i'lmall and seemingly insignificant details
that. make all the difference bct·wccn
[L set that is a pleasure to use and one that
i:;~ a
perpetual source of PXaf>pera.tion
to its owner·!
Easy tuning, an entire
abFJence of hand-capacity effects, velvetysmooth reaction, and freedom from grating
or crackling noises due to faulty rubbing
eontacts, etc., arc among the desirable
features that make a really good short\vaver pleasant and easy to handle.
These ideals can be attained without
difficulty by paying careful attention to
certain important details when designing,
constructing, or adapting a set for short\Vave work; and similarly, of course, one
should look out for t.hese points when buying short-wave apparatus ready-made.
The case or otherwise with \vhich tuning
adjuHtments may be made depends very
largely on the capacity of the variable
condenser or condensers in the set.

247

capacity effect between the ends of the two
metal spindles which facecl one anothel·
inside the tube.
Sometimes pronounced body-capacity
By "RADIO MAN "
T effects occur through unwanted high..............................................................................................\ frequency currents finding: their way into
Trimmer Condenser
the low-frequency part of the set. When
A simple expedient which may well be this is happening, one often finds that the
adopted is to connect a small independent tuning is upset and signals fade out whentrimmer or vernier condenser (having, say, eYer the headphone or loud-speaker leads
one fixed plate and one moving plate) are touched. The remedy is to improve
in parallel with the .0005 mfd. variable the H.F. choking, by-passing and de·
condenser. For short-wave \Vork, the final coupling anangements inside the set,
adjustments can be made with great pre- and (the simplest and usually the most
cision by means of the vernier condenser. effective remedy) to connect a high-freHand-capacity effects are seldom trouble- quency short-\vave choke in either or both
some above about 25 metres with a wen- of the output leads which go to head~
designed modern short. wave set; but on phones or loud-speaker.
It may be
shorter wavelengths--say around 16 or necessary to connect a small-capfLcity fixed
19 metres-they may become a nuisance, condenser between the anode of the outunl('ss Hpecial precautions are taken to put va.lve and earth, in order to get rid
avoid them.
of the high.frequency currents that are
:Metal screening may help to eliminate blocked by the H.F choke or chokes.
hand.capacity effects-or it may make them
Condenser Capacities
a thousand times worse ! A good deal Smooth Reaction
.
·with a .0005 mfd. condenser, for in- depends on the earth connection used.
Smooth reaction depends on a number
stance, such as is used in the majority of 'Vith a poor earth, one sometimes finds
ordinary broadcast receivers, tuning on that appalling hand.capacity effects occur of factors, such as the resistance .value of
the short waves is exceedingly sharp and \Vhenevcr the operator's hands come any- the grid-leak, the anode potential on the
critical, so that very delicate and skilful where near any part of the metal chassis detector valve, the tightness or·otherwise
adjustment is necessary when tuning-in or screening. That sort of thing, of course, of the aerial coupling, etc. Connecting
sta.tions. That is why, in sets, adaptors, renders satisfactory reception almost im- the ret.urn end of the grid -leak to the
moving contact·arm of a suitable potenor converters expressly intended for short- possible.
tiometer (more correctly termed a potential
'-''<We ·work, the variable condensers used
divider), shunted across the L.T. or fila·
have quite a low maximum capacity~say Avoiding Hand Capacity
.00025, .00016, or even .0001 mfd. The
One of the most widely-used methods ment circuit, helps greatly to ensUl"e smooth,
:-:lmaller the maximum capacity of the con- of avoiding hand-capacity consists of joining efficient reaction control.
As an alternative to an ordinary potendenser, the broader the tuning, and there- extension rods to the spindles of the varifore the easier it is to tune in stations able condensers, so that the latter can be tiometer of the variable type, one can use
quickly and accurately without undue mounted several inches behind the control a fixed potentiometer, having a single
tapping at a suitable point on the winding.
''fiddling."
panel.
In the case of any circuit intended exThe type of extension--piece usually sold The ends of the resistance winding are
clusively for short wavelengths, therefore, for this purpose consists of an ebonite connected to the filament circuit, and the
it is strongly advisable to use variable tu be with set-screws near each end. One return lead from the grid-leak is joined to
condensers \Vith a relatively small maximum end of the tube is secured to the spindle of the tapping. This is, of course, a slightly
capacity so as to facilitate adjustment. the variable condenser, while a short metal simpler arrangement than the variable
But what of sets that are only u~ed occa- spindle secured in the other end of the tu be potentiometer, but the latter, being adjust·
sionally for short-\vavo reception, being connects it to the slow-motion dial on the able, naturally gives finer control of the
adapted for the purpose by plugging in controlpanel.t I have come across instances degree of positive bias applied to the grid
tshort-wavc coils in place of the ordinary in which hand-capacity effects persisted of the detector valve. If the grid is made
broadcast coils ?
in spite of the use of these extension rods ; too positive, reaction is apt to be" ploppy,"
A small-capacity variable condenser the signals would fade out whenever the while if it is too negative, smoothnel'ls of
is inconvenient for use on the ordinary dials (which contained a good deal of reaction is obtained at the cxpemm of
broadcast wavebands, as the range of wave- metal in their construction) were touched signal-strength, to some extent. A happy
lengths covered by it, in conjunction with with the hands. In each case this trouble medium must therefore be found in order
any given coil, is too restrieted. One wa.y has disa-ppeared completely on substitut- to get the best results.
out of the difliculty is to compromise be- ing a short spindle of solid ebonite rod
When a short-wave receiver is operating
tween the .0005 mfd. condenser that is in place of the metal spindle connecting on or near the point of oscillation, it is
customary for ordinary purposes, and, s.,"ty, the extension-piece to the .'310\v-motion so sensitive that, unless the connections
the .00016 mfJ. used for short-wave work, dial. Apparently there was an unexpected to the moving vanes of the tuning and re.
by adoptin~ some intermediate valu<'.
action condcnsPrs are \W'll·nigh -perf()ct,
~uch as .0003 mfd., which does fairly well
loud grating noises may be heard in the
for both purposes.
headphones or lond-spcal.:·er whenevertram!Don't Let That Wireless
Another plan that is sometimes rcf?orted
missions arc being tuned in.
Variable
Problem Trouble You.
to is that of switching a fi:xecl condenser
condensers that are quite satisfactory and
jnto series with a .0005 mfd. variable one
silent in operation on the ordinary broad·
\vhen working on short waves. This, of
cast wavebands often set up intolerable
<'tmrso, reduces the total effective capacity.
scratching or grating noises when used on
Thu ...:;, for example, a .0005 mfd. 1hed
the Ahort waves. It is strongly advisable,
condenser h1 series with a .0005 mfd.
Read the simple conditions on page 258 ~ therefore, when building short-wave rccciv.
variable one reduces the total eftCctivc
ing apparatus, to use condensers of a type
~
~
capacity to .00025 mfd.
expressly designed. for short-wave wo:rk.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON
SHORT-WA YE WORK.
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LET US SOLVE IT !
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AUTOMATIC NEEDLE CUPS FOR GRAMOPHONES
illu4ration :-hows one of tlw m·w aut.omat.it
THEnttlllc
fot
OnP
to
the top of tl1c tleYice t.o obtain one needle. Each
cup~

~rnTuophom·"·

~inqoly hn~

pre.>~
~·ontaiuer

holll" ahout 200 nrrdln of anY dc~ign whir·h
may !Jc poured. in. lt ruu easily be attacheil to anr
g-ramophone
or
radiogram, and b
made for IH' as
n ~rparatc unit.
It atttomrrticallr
prcn•nh the u~c
of Old nrer!les,
nnd
is
neatPr,
t!1lirr, rmd nwr~
du~tproofthan the
open bowl~
u~nally

~UJ•plied.

r,f wilhlin:;t to gin• a straight linro variation of volume.
The \Yatmel \Yirele~~ Co., T.td .. Illake rf'sistatl("e~
nntl potcntiometcrs which will suit all l'mpo~P~, allll
amongst these we would mention Typr I, \lhil"h
b a wire-woun<l resistance or potcntiometer having
a pr(Jtceted whvlin.2: wouml on a non-shrinl\aLk
former. A direct wiping <·on tact iR used in this mo(l.Pl,
whh-h b tnilde in varion.:< ratill!'S from I,OOO to GO,OOO
ohms to carry 50 m/A to 15 m/A. 'l'he price of this
type is 5s. Ud. Type :1 b of the non-imlueti\e clement
t._qJe, with a wire contact. Thb i~ a smalln com})(mcnt than Type 1. llllt naturally will r10t l'flrrr the
current, and is therefore made in nnwh !Jighcr Yaiuc..;,
wunelr, from 50,000 ohmR to 0 megohm~. 'IhP
price of thb type b 4~. Ud, Both t~'J'P~ w!ll lw fonnil
t.o gi\·c CYcrr sutbfaction, silent workln:; and clean

contact.

WATMEL
H.F.
CHOKE
The function of
a r·hoke
Automafic needle cu.'Js for radio~
gramophones.
Tiinornbr

C'lw\,:c

'11 Jl'

D X 3,

demand~

that the induetance
&hall l>e
hi~h and the srlf-

Cilpadt~·low.

mnnufadnrcd

The
JJr

the "atmel 1\ Jrelc-~ (_ o, 1 !<I , has an induet3!1te
of 200.000 mh, nnll u ~~·lf-1·nprwit.y of only 1.0 Ul,l!lfll.
Jn udditiol! to thPoC e~dmiral•le dtaraetrri~tk~. the
dwlw b wound in binoi'Ular form, whi1·h rc1luee<
the ri~k of intenl('tion. Thb thoke will l>e f()Uilll to IJe
u~eful \1-heren-r an H .J•'. dwl;:c b reqnirc•d, and t()~t;; 4s.

SHORT.-WAVE CONVERTER
'l'u rm1hlo u~er~ of onlinar> brmHl('n~l rr·reinr~ b
tunc in t11c slwrt \Htvcs quit'e a numl.orr of a1!apt1·r~
have heen plat·1~1l on the
market.
In prncticalJ~
cvery case the~e 11 rr
~irnpl? onc-n1ln' detector
circuits with a ping to
enat•le it to l•e- plu~ged
into th~ J,.t'. ~icte of the
ordinan' Htt.
Jn a dH~
ferent C.nte£:ory. however,
i;o tl1e Eclex l:ihort-wan'
Con\·erter maHnfaeturerl
by J. J. Elhtiel; an(} Kon~.
'l'hr~ i~ an ingruious circuit
arrangement, which can

=:r

++I
"" ...

The Watmel Binocular flwke.

only be u~ed 1\ilh a <>et crnplo:dn<:>: H.F. sta!!l"'·
The
comhiuation th~n make~ an efli('knt Hlper-lldPrndpie
rerciver, erwhling ~roo1l lowJ"~JlPakn rp~ultct to be
(>]>tuined on wa\·elClJgt!Js of HHiO or (\O.J:!O metrr·~.
The con\·erter. with vulvf', co.~tti £:~. nnrl rtrlclition;ll
modeb are rnadc for use with maino ren·in•r.~.
WATMEL RESISTANCES
\':trbl.ole re~i4nnce~ are ntilbed fur a number of
1lif!t•rent purpo~e~, .~ome of which cntriil l"urn·ntcanying capucity, whi!~;t other5 need u ><pecial type

Th~ Graham Farish fixed c<mden:rer. These ar~ fe.<tcd on
750 volts D.C. and are guaranteed accurate to 1Vilhin fine
limits.

WATMEL
CARRIER
One of the most
portant points in
int: a picl;:-11p
tr:Jcking augle,
\Yatnwl Pkk-up Carrier
is built ~o that 110t only
i~
corn~d.
ali)(Jltntmt
tt-<8nre1l, but. weight is rPdnced, and by reason of the
acrmaev of the workrrmn~l1ip, Yibration is n'duced to
a wininium. The price oftllh eowpon"nt i" i~.Utl.. am\
" template j-; .';!IJlplini to t·n~urc tlmt the carrier i,
Ulounktl in the correct po~ilion.
MAINS INPUT CONNECTOR
No mattPr what de\·ke ~-ou me whirh work~ fr?m
maiu~, it h illiJlOrt.ant. to cnsnrc that the ('(mneetJon
i~ safe.
:Many cheap main~ conner'hJr~ (u~nally1:ho~r or
foreign manufuet.ure) haYe their in1euwl C'Oilllcctin::.c
srrew~ too dooc togct.her,
with t.he result that: inu~c
the end~ of the wire Jby
out and "~hort," thu~
l1lowinc.o the fuse. ·Me~~r~.
Hellinfi-Lec, Ltd. fmuou~
:1~ the maker~ of enrr
t~·pe of terminal and eli'ct riea!
eonncetor, baYe
ju~t. JlfO\lueed the mah1~
input I'Onncet<Jr ~hown. tlt
1~.
3d., whieh {·n~nres
eomplete ~arcty in u~e.

tlw

The Gralwm Farish "Lillo:;" variable condenser,

LITLOS VARIABLE CONDENSER
The hllkelite type of couden~er cnu br the ~ollTN'
of rftthcr large \o~~e· nnlc~s Yery careful!~· de~IJ..(ne(I.
J\Ie;Jsr~.
Graham Farhh ha\-e ~]!rnt r·on.-literablc
tlwu:;tht. on the efficient de~ign of thi~ t~·rc of r·ondrnscr. and the result b cml.oodied in th~ L\t.lo.; Yllriable
reproduce1l on t11b pug\'. The lJal~Plile dkle_ctl'i:· !~
Yl'f\" :H:(:uratelv g:uweil, ami a sohd Urns~ pJghul J'
nee(\ to makt• c'onnectlon t-o ihl" modug vnrw~. Three
t~·pc.' oft hb eondeJ~"Pf nre. nvaila!J\c, ~-Oi! line, strai\.'ht,
I imo enpaciiy and dtt!l~rentJal, and \"arLQU~ values up to
.0005. The prke, ~3.
WAVEMASTER
CONDENSERS
'I'he \Yebh Conden~er Co.,
Ud., of Hatt(Ju Gttrdrn,
:E.C.l, hnro ~ent us tht>il"
latest tMalogue of rondrn~er~.
Yarial_,le~
with !Jal;eiite or
mctnl end-plntc~;
~low
motion 1lrin- variabll"s; difft·rentbl awl onlinary type~
of reaction condenser, and
two nnd threc-gtmg (·ondcnser~
nrc wrll rPprP~rntcd in thi~
catalop:ur.
The prkcs of
the•r eomponen!s are quit.c
~tantlarrl, and workman.<hip
aml Jinbh arc all th:tt ean be
dl'~ired.

A NEW ON-OFF SWITCH
Th! N~u: Wearitc
The orrlinarr trpe of pu~hOn-off Stcihh.
vnll Hwiteh lms t11e o:li~arl·
nmt~ge th:•t it is not st"lf-elcanincr. anrl ns a rC',ult
the ("OHial"ls oxidize and, hy ean,ing :t volta.c:e 1!rop,
rrJu(·r voJnnw. Anolhcr •li~:Hhnntnc.o(• b thnt Iller
nrr• often nllt of rouml ~o th,lt by rotating the ~witeh
Olll' u1n oflo•n rcdnee or in1:reuse Yohmw. The Ht(•rit.
of tlw ucw Wraritc on-orr Rwitch i!lnstmtcrl 011 t!Jis
11:wc i~ immedlatdy apparent, fur in pl~l"e of tlte
ll"n~l t·yliiHlrr t~·pe contad, a di<e is proddpd whkh
Jlmkes Yot.r po~itil·p mn!ur:t with tlw 5prin~ arm~.
'J'Iw mo\'emcnt. is 1lefirdtr, aml by rea~on of ib fjllick
Ure~kiJ1g aHd robu~t eot1struetion is a s:~fc type to he
11sed for lwth battery and main.> receivprs. The
~piral spring bchinol the tlis~: <I!Hl arouilll the spindle
a~~urcs contact llCin:z cleanly made or hrokPn.
H
eost.s Is., and a push-pull waYe-chan!!P l'Witeh, Is. 3d,
A chnngc-o\·er ~witch costs ls. 6d,-all of them from
Wright ~and \Ycaitc.

The W almel /:lick"'
up carrier.

WEARITE
LING .RESlSTANCES
'l'wo t~·pes or \'(']'_~·
neruratt' drrouplim! H'<b·
jtt~t.
l•ren
t:lllccs have
snlmtittnl to 11~ br tlw
famou" Jinn or \Yrkht n.nol
Weaire. A J•nrt.il"tllar frat lll'l'
of tht'~e l<'~i~t:,n(·e~ i~ tht•
e:1:o1' with whicll tlwy l"Ull lJI'
u~e(1 in tl1c ccn~tmct.ion nntl
\1 iring or a reeciwr. ThE'
n3ual disad,-nntag~~ of the l3paghctti tyve are nnn-rxi;·
tent and firm contact eau lw made nt both poiHI". 'J'lw
.tOO to ~,000 ohms eo~t L~ .. from 2/>00 to 10.000 ohm"
ls. Od., from ::o,ooo t.o fiO.OOO ohms 2~., nnrl 130,00(!
tu 100,000 ohms 2s. Ud.
The Jlln.Q;·in tYJW~ an'
~hnilar in e1·cry wa~- to tho~e dt>~rnhell. hut h11Ye
bren deoicmcd to facilitate rapid f"han~in~ of rr•i~bm·c
when l"hnlwe of other component; ea!~~ for n ehnnL:<' in
re~i~tanrc \·aiue~.
The base for the rc~i-tnm·h l'O:;t~
3d. each.
(Continued on POBc 250.)

A cheaP m,lins canneclar-The Belling-'-ee.
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l.E TRANSFORMERS
COUPLING UNITS and OUTPUT CHOKES

m

THE TELSEN "ACE"

TELSEN "RADIOGRAND"
L.F. TRANSFORMERS

The Teben "Ace" i5 eminently suitable
for Receiver, where highest efficiency is
required at low cost and whu-e space is
limited. A! ih characteristic
curve will show, it gives a
performance equal to that
of the most costly trans~
formers. Rati.o 3~1. Ratio 5~1.

'J't.,, u>l of .r!l !ha! i-1 finest in Britioh f?,!dio

~ ~a,:;;~~~·~~;,~.:~~~~'~1. , 1 ):·:;,<1 ;,·;~~~clc1~~ ;;;·co;-t~" ~~~~•u,;;,~ /:
~•1;;!J:c~t111;;

/or

j>riJ•,·:'p!..s and tc·sted 'l!€1l>rJ11s/v
pufurn:aliCe a•td e!!dHn"g

!lii!J;acuta.'e

crjicicHcy.

1\rdio

3~1

l?alio

i;-1

e

7/6

TELSEN "RADIOGRAND"
(Ratio 1.75·1) TRANSFORMER
For u<c in 1/igh-c/as<; y,;cei;:os cmf>lorirlg ln·o
!lj
J.. F. amphfication.
When
uso>rl

.\I<Jge.~

f'ollm.;:i•lg

an

r:_<h/i>UC(

J..F.

;ta~:e em,I,!O~'ing

it

C'!Hf'IPI{.;,

;:·Jth J'<-',>i.!rh<Jb/,;

clioJ:,,

U!II,!J!e

_!U1'0'S

ur

"ulUJ!!C

10/6

;cprvd11ction.

TELSEN "RADIOGRAND"
(Ratio 7-1) TRANSFORMER
,.,n nlra high ampli(i.:a!irm on rtceircrs
·mh!n·,-ing vlllv O!U: -'""~-' cf L.F. amp!!/ic,!IWi!.
Sot n,·om."iiC!Idfd (or 1!SC ·"·il/1 I<>V J..J'. S!.Jges,

1O/6

"' •J;·"·rloading i> lihd} to cccur.

TELSEN POWER PENTODE
OUTPUT CHOKE
F'''

ot>rr!l!ccl

liiil!.il.l

-'li'Jdr cun,·nt uf I!P to

'<!ki,,~

bc>liodn

·.w

an

."nTes Uu/11

111.11.

to pr:i'CIIt dlt<"d Cii!"/CI!! f>d<slll[!. liu"<m~h 11:.:
'/'<rl/,·a and 'u Ul.l 1<h !lie sf'ta!i<'Y to '""
r•<•J!n1!.: ;i!/;·!, "'!Ill lil,' <lw,'-<' or t!na rano,-

--1-1, U:-L 1.1·1.
<'<l.'!dc•<.<er
Ill

1! gJ<"6S

('_,c,[

<·il/r a 1-nifJ.

a great Jmrcrc.~

bc-ih quttli!y ami ;·o!umt.

1OIi6

TELSEN TAPPED PENTODE
OUTPUT CHOKE

f'-''f,-cl

(> 1!11 !'1' o!•aa!cd feniO!I<''
curr:nt t~( t:P i<> ~0 !i/.a.
!af,'nng f'rrr-id,·s (/J\' "''-'<"!$·
Pj J-1, l.i\-J, :: . .->-]. Cll.ll!l'ill;!
1/111!</!ing !l"d' r <c'Hicl_v <"'fl'!ll;:::'

,-rmditiolls,

A/:;o S/t<!,;./•!r fur

'"a'c/ii!li!

;:, ,i/,:~·;-:,~ l!l;;;~l:~~c,';·:,l:Y"":;crl-a;j,j~h cu~:p! ing
bc;;r_~

, ""denser

ih;, p;~;_.~u;e.

Jao,:l!l'O!dc.i _for

7 I/6

TELSEN INTERVALVE
L.F. COUPLING CHOKES
I'' i!l'<li ~lv Jo.,igned _for u1c
I ;~t JJU_l' b~ used !I! a;ty

tts coupliq; _c:u;kcs
nrCillt cany:rr~ . 11ol
lli:lit the .ltipi'Jr;l,·d maHI/l/Wt C!li!Oii.
1/:c 100lf lvt>~ is for H. or H.L. type nti<<:~
.<i:.l U.·,; .I!J/f )or!.. tyPes.
_\'{)1'/!!al
J1<:1:.
11/IHC

fl',>!i!IJ!,. (urreiil.
.Jtllf.- ,-, '-''·"·

JIJO lf.--

~

n:.a.

('I(J'J'CIIf.

10

!'!.a.

8

/JUl.

5/-

_for use

with /}0'<-c'.:t or s~tpcr·j1 0«'.-:r
talt'~S tak!m; an anode erure1tt of up tu JU m.. l.,
this OJ:!j>:d )iller PJOl'Hlcs art ided response WT;,•e

illldo all co11Jitions.

For use ,;·ith a
Wildc'tlocr of not less tita!! 1 mfd. capanty.

For use 1,·i!h :nr11,·i;:r;-wil :'l'fflkf;<, /ia;·in~ "
loc;'-impcdana ~peah cm! u:·,,utu:g, a;;d sttl'l!b!c
fur a:wdec;rruuts of uplo W ,,t.a. Thrrem!IO.I\l-1, lJ-1, :::: ..;-] ---,!!le•;,· far wrn:c! m.-dchl•!g p(
·'·f'ra.1;ers of _,t'i.fely ;·aryin;:
llic!radcr:s!ICS.

10 f6
'
1

TELSEN OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
(Ratio 1-1)
Fur coJw.:c!in_g !he speal,·a !o the O!ilf>rrt .\rae:e,

TELSEN OUTPUT CHOKE
D,;;;i~11M

TELSEN MULTI-RATIO
OUTPUT TRANSFORMER

7/•

i!St:tg
~~ lrw,te va!o'C.
.h·o;./s sa!l!ml!c>n bv
iy>froti11g the ]).C. f."OIIl the s/J.:aker -.:·inding.~.

.1/so keeps ll.T. vollut..e from tire ·'l'eal:c.- uml its
!cad, ;chich is esft<cwtly imporlunl a·here a D.C.
du!iinator is btt;rg 11~e:!. S1oilable
;ur anode CI!Nen!s of u,~ to -10 m.rr.

10/6

RADIO COMPONENTS!

BUY·A COPY OF THE TELSEN RADIOMAG- PRICE 6d.
ANNOUNCEMENT

0!'

THE

TELSEN

ELECTRIC

CO.,

LTD.,

ASTON,

BIRMINGHAM.
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Chat about the Latest
Components
{Continued from page 248.)

"'p

tr.-tin7

New Telsen Components
have rctently been
a mnuher of

lnanufflctmcd

l!y the

gin~n

the

'Irl~en

the opport-unity of
new ('OlllJIODcnt.s

Com]!nny.

As

the

lllnjority of our readers ;~re nwnre_ this firm mannon un t•xten~ivc ~calc, ]ir!Wtirally CVt'l"Y typr
of component u6etl in a wirelPSS H'Ct•Inr, and tlw~c
t·mTr sucll items a~; valvc-J:wltlrr~, fixt'<l rontlcn~er~,
tunim; coil~, variable conclcnscr~, switche<, ~low
motion diab, etc. \Ye give lwlow a short n~port of
.~omc or these THlft~. wilich we have no hesitation in
f:t('tnre~.

~llC>in:t

nrc or

llr~t-d"~-~ worklll~lll~hip and tiubh, aiH[
rc~ult of careful thought ami cxpcri-

\Yhieh show the

meJJt.
GANG cormENSF.R ASSEMBLY
'l'lw twin gang comltnoPr ns~embly is a very
in\!eniou·
piece
of !nechaniHm, cmnpri~ing a
drum (]ial aJHI two log. variable eondensers. Tlw
I'OJJ1 ro! !;;:noli is in two H'ction~, the i1lfg(·r one rotating

the mo\·i•l'(.vnn('R at both condenser~, and at the ~ame·
limP llll horinc scale, whh·h is il!uminatecl from the
rear. The sma~Jer knob moye~ tlle fixed ~edion ofUJC
Jpft.Jwnd condenser through a few degrees, to enable
eomjJ\~nsation to he made for slight ilHH'cnracii';; in the
hYo circuits with whkh the coils arc u~cd. The two
runing condmlsers lHC JlrOYided with compensator~
l'll11iJling preliminary halandn.\t to bo cnrried out. The
must no1cl.and intere~ting points oftliis a~wmiJly are
the H"1t!P and "trimmer indicator." Unlike oUJ~l'
mah·~ of tuning diul, MtsHrs. Tclscn snpJlly two
horine scale~. One of thc~c has a platn ~ca!e~O to
lU0-11hil~t t.he other is calibrated direet in waYe
lr·n~1h~. the short-wave band on the left or the s~ale,
<tmllon!! wayes 0!1 the ri~ht. If med with the Telse11
!m(. Comlen~crs, this enahkK dillCct re:Hling of st.ation~
to be obtained. ']'he ~calc is slotted so t.hat it may lw
adju~Led to giye a true ri'tVling on one H1ation, and
th(·n a!\ otller wavelengths will automatkallr f:tll
true.

M·a!e. It thcrrfnr" throws a ~lmrlaw r•n the ~(·nle, on that.
tlw ]•o~ithn oftlm ll'imrner i~ easily ~Pen, aml tuning
made mttch sintpler. The movement of t.l1~ whole
n~<emh!y i~ dl'ligh!fnlly ~mooth, nwl Ill!~ b a rcully
11r~l-d:H~ component, whid1 we hope to ineluile in
one uf our ~<'hat nn eurly dtttc. l'ri~e 17"'. \.i(L

INTERVAL YE COUPLING UNIT
The new hdll0<l of" nnnnging n parallel-fed LF.

trnn~rornwr lla-; hePn im:orporatcd in 1/li:-< unit with
mnrl;:i~<l inqlniYPment~
over· the u;.md type of
t''Pl]ilor. The unotk rc~i~tuncc hus a valuf" of ~,).000
ohm~, and the 1'0ilplinc( eondcu<>er i~ .5 mfd.
The
t.ran~formcr b {,f" tin~ !1ic<h ]Wlnwability niekd alloy

core type, with an indut·t.1!WC or 411 lltnric.o. 011itlf.i
to tl1e dlicil'n~y of the de~ign ln tl1io Cl>1PJ'Onen!, the
gtqHlJ1 ntlo i~ 10-1, and t11c rc.sponse t"un·e ltls a
rbiw.; dtnrnCtPristic at Uw lm\('f l'lH] of the mn~ical
~<'ah< wit.h a sli~ht J;tlling offnt. the upper rzHI to re1lnee
inlerfcrcn('C frulll hdcrodrnc \lllbt.!cs, needle scrateh,
et<:. Tlli~ interc~Un'" ('Ompmwnt i<> so l\irc1l that. by
conncdin;:- a c!wl:e \'ith n value of 100 ltemic~ in place
of the feed rr~btance. t!:c ama<.ing Ull!IJlilication of
22::; h oLtainal!Ic.
l'ricc 12~. tid.

AERIAL SERIES CONDENSER
This is n f~rtller iuq•rr.•wrnc•nt on ncrial eondcn~crs.
Although IW\"i11g a rnaximum rnpndty of .ooo:l !llfds,,
the ,resign hrH L•ccn ~o arran~ed that it Jws the low
lllinimum of .OOOOOG wt.Js. A furtl:er useful l'Oint in a
coulicnser of lhio type, whkh is uoeU in the aerial
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!Pad. i~ a ~l1ortin~ SI\ it eh, multi!\~ (·ome ..; i11to operation
when t.hn (:onill·n~er n·~rhP" it~ fl1il cn]·~ei!~·. Tlw
eondrnsrr i>' ~upplie(l with in-ul:tlill'.£ wa~hers ~o lhnt
J.he compoli('Jit -may Lt~ wountcd on a lliCtal panel.
l'ricc 2s. :>d.
POWER fUSES
No mains-op•nr.ted rerriYer
should Le willwut a fllSE',
nnd the stnall rartrillgeo·ro fu~es wl1ich Mes~r>.
'J:Plsen rue now mamJf:wturillg will be found
n:ry consenicnt to
liSP.
The fuse~
eonsi~t of a small
gl~h:l tu Le <J/16 in .
hy I] in. with
metal caps.
ln~ide the tulJe is Q.
thin wire, acnuately mca~nred off
to a dcflnitc curn•nt ratin\.':.
A
i.!<lml f{•atuie of this article i~ tlmt tlw lalw\
gil"ing the rating is rndosed ilbitle the tulw,
with the result that the \·alne may nlwa~·s he
sern, and will not get fuhl:wrl on· or oll!JtcrateU
whilst !n use. AvailalJ!e in Yariou;; wtiu::t8
from .5 to 3 awp~. l'ri~c tid. o~dJ.
-

holding - down
~!'rcws.
The
ineom·enien c o ~
of these
arc
OI'CrcomO
b y
\Ylmt Lo known
a~
the Hloc:k
TUNING COILS
The drum dial and condem;r .assembly, show~
Condenser,
The nPw Matellea Scrrrncd Coil iK m1r of the
in!! the rigid framework upon which it is
which con~ists
l1est. coils \H' have y_et te~ti'(l, and lm~ l1een
a"embled.
The indiculin!! pointer of the
of a lnrge metal
de~i.1.med after lon!! HlHl enreful investif'ation.
tr:mmer (an be .,een just irrsh!P the drum
ease housing
Unlike the ma_iority or ~ercrnPd (•oil~ on the
above the central shaft.
a
1l u m I) er
market, these coils h1 1 c an aprrio!lir' aeri:tl winrlin:r for
of cmvlPnsPrs of the !1\an~bridge t~·l''~. Three pat 1ern~
hoth~hortand luug waYes. imtead of a trq1ping into Uw
of tlli'i JJio<'k are aYailahle, lmdn".( tutu!- of 4, 6 nml f;
long-wave ~ee1ion. 'L"Ili~, of r·ourse, will h'TlCl to pr('q"IJt mfd~., earh t~·pc being di\"hlul up into 2 mfd. H'r·tions.
'· hrcaJ.:-throngh." 'l"hr coib nre \10\HHI on a rilJlleU Tl1e ('omwdion~ :1re :1!1 bro11!':ht out to the tor, so that
former hn \·ing an over~ ll diamrt.cr of ll in.mul the ~hort Jlr~ctka!ly an.\' de~ircd value may he obtained b~
wave winding i8 in E<Jienoi<l form. with "x•rtir.mnlized ~uital,J~· ('onnedin!"" the h1g~. The l!lo('b are made in
windings for ttJe long wa\e.o.
A common rea(·tion
two trves. 500 1·nJt te~t awl 1,000 1 u!t tP~t (thb latter is
wind in).( b Jlrovided. JH yi(•w of the extra nperiod.k 11nt, howen•r, made in the 8 mtU. Jmttern). Prk<~~ of
windiug <Jll t.lw~r roil~, dght teru!in~b arc found 011 the thr~e eon!len~crs will lJe found in the advertisement
lmse in~tea1l of t!Je ('lbtomary ~ix. Aluminium sncening
('nm are fitt<:d, aml a cam-opcrat('(l ~~~·itch i~ tltted
in the ba~c. Connecting rods for these ~witrllr;; are PRE-SET CONDE~SERS
1 r~-sP1 condrn~cr~-uJJndime.~ klHnvn us "~ern~:
proyi;le1l, .~o thnt· eit.her ono or a numhcr of 1ht• <'oil~
variable.'," arc limnd YCrY uscl"nl for the cxmuy be mounted. 11ilh one ~wit~h control on the panel
JICI'imruter.
l'roYid(•d the in~ulation io good, and the
front.
"Tlw coiJq arr ar<'ur<liPly matelJCrl, and ead1 roH i~ action smoolh. they prove a boon in PXJH•rinwntal
"hnuli:-up~."
The Teben l're-."'rt is proYi\lcd \1ith a
~UpiJliPd with llxing ~crews, esrutd1eon, ete., tc[!Ctl1er
loeking ring, ~o that \\"]H'n adjusted to .a ~uitablp
wit.h a l!ooklrt giving all information, e\r(·uit~. method
po~ition, tile adju<t.ill!! Hrn•w may be lixcd,
1'\ladt~ in
of conncctiou, etc. An mlditional re/lncnwnt i~ an
cyelett(•d hole in ttJc top oft he .o<'rccning can to facilitate maxiluum eapadtics of .OOlll to .oo:;, these interesting
emupm1cuts
\'O~t h. lid., anU are gmuanl"t'cd J<Jw-lo.o~.
l'onnN:tion liJ the nnodc terminal lJI a ;;.u. nlh-c.
The~e eoi''' co-t be. tid. each.
H.F. CHf!KES
'l'h('fC arc two main me.~ for an H.F. choke in a
TAG CONDENSERS
receh'er--to
dwke bnd.;: ]1.1<'. r·mn'nh for roThcrP arc innnmemhle mcs for fixed cond.eJber.~
iu !he an~rngc recciYcr. an(l it would not. he in- adion pnrpo;;e~, ami to provide a eOU]•Iing imped:UICP.
For
tlw
f(n·mrr
purpo.-e the n·fjniremeilts arc not,
correct to ,.;;ay that this i~ the t:omponcnt whieh is used
obvion~ly, ~o important, awl the Stand::ml 'J"Pb(•n H.F.
mo~t often.
Not ~o Yl'l',v lung ago, this took the for!ll
CIJOkP
will
lw
found
admirable for tllb purpo~e. An
of a ~n1all ''honite ('fl~(', ~o dc~igucU aml drilled thnt it
inductance of L>O,tJOO minoh(•nriPs, a IJ.C. re.obtnnce
could Le mounted eithrr vertical or horizontal. Terof
,100
ohm~.
and
a
Yery
low sclf-cupurity, are inrlicawiunb 1wre prm-ided for making the <"OIHJh-tion~.
tion~ of t1w Pflkit•nc~· of thi~ clwke.
\Yith a neat r·a~e
Wilh the mof\~rn dt~oign of rcrrivers, it b not always
cnalJ!in~
it
to
he
mountrd
in the minim11n1 of -]'U\'(',
r·oun•nient or worth while to tlx the condtnsPr
IJy ~eH"\b or bolts, and, U1rreforc, the "tag" thi~ it(·m eo5t~ ~~., ani.! v:ill be found ideal for reaction
contlen.ocr l:a~ been prodllt~1l f?r mode_rn f!llrpo-r:~.
}"or a eoupling impedance. a mnd1 l1ictlwr iwluetan(·('
l!Wuntwg. 'l'hi~ consi~ts of a thm bnkehte
i~ BP(''.'.•.':lry, and the .Bino('ular Chol;:e, with a ,·:due ut
('a~ing, Jr.,~ than. a q~ar_tcr
2l>0,0UO microhenrie~, certainly has 1t duim hen•.
In
of an inth thwk, ms11le
adtlit.ion, it j,; wouwl in binocular form, Wilich n•duce~
whirh the plate~ and dielPdric nrc Jhed. Moulded the external field and ~o vrn-enh in~tability \lue to
into the emh arc thin interuction. This component i~ ohYillnsJ~· rlearer. hut,
i~ \\ell \\"orth the ;:;~. \\"h~rc a ehokc for c:oupling JlllfJIO~e~
metal
~trip~,
is required.
JlfO\ i<led at the
(•ntl with ring~.
Tllcso ring cnrb
nre quite thin
;m1l, therefore,
h•ml
llwmgeJves ntlmir:t l.>ly
to nmunling benr.1th terminal llNHl!,
cte. ny nnnm;in:: the (listanr(' betl\f.'Pn,
for in,;tanee. tit~ tuning coil JJU"C and 1he
1kt''''tor va]l"(• thl~ c:onc!en~·er may l.1c u~cd
to llri1l::e !hl'."'l: two eomponenb, tlm~ caving
two 11 iru, nnd on!.\· giving
t \Hl connPdions to he made
in~ lead of four. l\l:111y other
\bes \\ill be fouml fo~ thi,;
wllieh
i~
component.,
mn<lo in all vnlues from
.0001 to .OU::! ml<.ll.
l"or
tlwou who for any f(':\son
pref~r the old mctlwd of
rnountin.co:, two hole~ are
JlfOI iill't( at t.ltC S](iCS Of !hb
eondcn~er. 'l"ile price is tid.
eat h.

MANSBRIDGE BLOCK
CONDENSERS
l"o; the comtruc!ion of
n mains ~et, n nun1bcr
of large fixed eomlcnscB ure
cs~enti:tl. Thc~e take up a
con~idemble

requiring

a

~pace,

lil'~ides

number

of

Th,
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SUPER

SELECTIVITY
with the•
I

I
i

COLVERN!
T.D. COIL

T

HE Colvern T.D. Coil is completely screened and incor·
porates tapped aerial coupling
and reaction.
Four alternative aerial tappings
are arranged as sockets with a wander
plug.
The first two tappings give aerial
couplings similar to those normally
employed but with greatly increased
selec ti vi ty.
Numbers 4 and 5 give a high degree
of selectivity with weak aerial counling suitable for use in a swamp are·a.
There is no break through on the
long wave-band from B. B.C.
~
stations.
PRICE
Suitable for de\ector L.F.
type or screen grid receivers.'----

IS/6 I

Send for the Colvern
circuit booklet, RLIO.

COLVERN
LIMITED
MAWNEYS

RD., ROMFORD,
ESSEX.

A RIGID CHASSIS

THAT IS ALL ONE PIECE
Matched to
within ~ of 1
per cent. ·!half a mmfd.

•

so strong that there can never be the

slightest distortion in use.
NUGANG
TYPE "A" is similar to the standard
Nugang l\1odel, but wilh the addition of a
powerful Disc Dri\'c. Easily fitted-only
round holes to cut in receiver panel·
Trimmers to eacl1 stage operated by
e-xterna\ stafwheels.
Vanes wide spaced
and of heavy gauge. Special rotor bearings
ensure permanent accuracy and give remark~
abh· free movement. Capacity, .0005 mfd.

Write for new catalogue.
!-;UCAI\G TYPE "A··.
CompL:tc with Disc Drive.
Scm;·ccr::t>ncd
(without lirl).

!S/6

2-~an~

16/6

D/~

)-~a:q

34/6

24/6

-f.~af)'~~

_) ~/6

PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS
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DIAL MARKED IN ACTUAL WAVELENGTHS-SINGLE KNOB CONTROL
Turn the dial of the JUPITER S.G3
to the wavelength of the station requirl'd
-and there it is !
It's the essence of
simplicity, making it possible for the
absolute beginner to obtain a large
number of stations at the /irsl handling,
the number naturally increasing still

further as he gains experience.

SPECIAL
SEPARATOR CONTROL
This unique device incorporated in t!Je

JUPITER S.G.3 adjusts the degree of
selectivity when receiving both local and
di.~lanl

stations,

without affecting

either the tum'ng or the fidelity ol
reproduction! It is also a valuable adjunct for ~:ar.ving oolume/rommaximum !o
G!L'hisper ,even on the local stations!

ANNOUNCEMENT

OF

THE

TELSEN

ELECTRIC

CO.

LT D,

ASTON,

BIRMINGHAM
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Full size 1/· Blueprint given FREE
with the TELSEN RADIOMAG No. 3.
ever before has it been possible for
N
build so powerful a 3.-valve receiver as the
the ordinary home constructor to

Telsen JUPITER S.G. 3! For never before
has such amazing power, such tremend•
ous range and such superlative selectivity
been attained with the use of only
standard components! Child's play to
build, child's play to operate, it is beyond

question the most sensational home
constructor set ever produced. Yet ii
is not a "Kit" set, but purely a circuit
design using specified componentssome of which you may already have
and will not therefore need to buy!

Jn keeping with the highest modern
practice, the Telsen JUPITER S.G.3.
incorporates Ganged Condensers, Ganged
Coils, a Tuning Dial calibrated in wave ..
lengths, and Matched Output, the
brilliant circuit arrangement providing
for absolute control of selectivity, with
entire prevention of L.F. oscillation.
The revolutionary 10-1 Coupling Unit
specified gives an L.F. stage gain equal
to that of a two~stage amplifier~ en ..
suring (in conjunction with the special
low loss coils) an overall amplification
never hitherto approached in any re..
ceiver of its type.

Yet you can build it yourself-in an
evening-with the aid of the full size 1,'•
Blueprint and complete constructional
details contained in the Telsen Radiomag
No. 3. PRICE 6d. Get your copy NOW!

3

full
size 1/· Blue·
prints given FREE with the
new TELSEN RADIOMAG
Th .. Tclse" RaJi.vmag N<J. 3 tells

.}O"

how to build the t:cry latest !_;;pes of
,-eceivers· how lo modc!'llise and improve yam· existing set-how to rectify
lillle faults- how to ~et the best out of
•·adio in e~·ery WGy. Get }'0111" copr
nou;-price 6J. of all radio clealen>
and newsagc11ts.

'TEtSEN RADIOM.AO ·No~ 3,
A N" N 0 U N C E M E N TJ

0 F

T H E

T E L S E N

E l

E C T R I C

C 0 •

t.TD,.

.
ASTCt.t,

B!n.HINGHAM
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S(REENED TUNING
I COILS
HE result of much research and ex•
periment, these coils embody the
ultimate efficiency attainable in a
perfectly shielded inductance of
moderate dimensions. Provided with sepa•
rate coupling coils for medium and long
waves, they are suitable for use as aerial
coils or as anode coils following a screened
grid valve, giving selectivity comparable
only with a well-designed band-pass filter.
The coils are fitted with cam•operated
rotary switches with definite contacts and
click mechanism, and are supplied corn•
plete with aluminium screening cans,
bakelite knob and handsome "Wave

T

C:hange" ·escutcheon plate

finished in oxidised silver.
T elsen

~creened

Coil

Full instruction.s are .supplied with
every Telsen Screened Tuning Coil
.showing you the alternative methods
of mounting the coils, either singly or
in tWin-matched or triple-matched
form, as required,

Twin

c,,,,

lfatch~d Scrr~nd

.... 111-

,guy A COPY QF TH·E ·TELSEN RA.DIOMAG- PRICE 6d.
ANNOUNCEMENT

OF

TilE

l'ELSEN

ELECTRIC

CO,,

LTD.,

ASTO!',,

BIRMINGHAM
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All letters intended for publi~atior: mud hear tbe name and
al!drus of the se11.der, uot
oece~sarily for publication.

The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his Correspondents
Burton-on-Trent Radio Society
Sm,-The Rnrtmt-on-Trent- ..\lllatt·nr
1-htdio Sociek, whirh has lJ('C'H fornl('d to
further the irlterC'st in radio rec·eption in the
distrid-, hopes tu t•alcr for t'H'I'_\'011<', fmm
the w•ril'st heginm•r to the• old baml. Kcw
memlwn; will bP wf'lcom{'d, All a rplieations
:-;hould lw >wnt to the flon. ~l·udan·.
\V. A. Mf'nd. C;"i\"Y, · Addiseombe>
Bram.;tmw Hond, Bnrton-on-Trcnt, or ring
up Burton ~3;}. The 1-tocid-y would nlso
wPlr:omc ]('c-t.nn·t·,.; fl'nm mawtfaduring firms.
A. )T1nv. C.'iY_·y .. ,\T!'m. n.s.c.B ..
Hon. foicc. ( Bttl'ttln-oH-Trent.).

In regard to all the articles on pentode
valve::>, ped1aps my experience may intcrc,:;t
you, if nuL your readers.
1 have JW\TI' yet seen a pentode :Hlvised
in a set with two L.F. stages, us it causes
owrloadiug and instability.
Xow (prepare for shocks), I have n. well-

known home-made set, dct. and t-wo I,Jf.
transfomwr couplt'd f:ltages, with <1 pentode
in the final stage, and pick-up in the
detector valve.
Crante1l. the volurne control has to be
tuned dow-n a bit on the local, but on distant stations it is a revelation to my old

Mr. Richardson Bows !
Sm,-)Iay I tender to you my lw.st
wishes, and thanks, for producing t:!Uch a
helpful weekly journal.
It is the best threepenny"·orth I ha...-e
bought, with a free advice service, too.
I wish you a.nd staff every success in thic;
new departure. \V. B. C. Richardson 's
article was very good.-F. \YEBSTEH
{Bristol).

Prison for the Editor and Staff ?
Sm,-I have just finbhcd giving Xo. 3 of
PR.4.CTICAL \VwELES~ H, preliminary " oncepOWCl' Ya ]ye,
over," and ha\~e arrived at the following
An Appreciation from Cameo
Furtlwrmon~ (more shocks), I use no conclusionF! : (I) That you and your entire
8m,-l.f the lir"t (,,-o isstH't' of Pr:_\CTrc.u. t.appecl ont.put. ehoke: merely an ordinary staff should be sent to prison for ten years,
WTR:t<;LE~s ;,n· (•xftmp1cs of forthcoming
filter that I uscd for my power valve aud representing one year for each one of those
issue,;, tht·n the BU('tt•s>; uf this paper is , a tone control of .01 fixed and spaghetti of you havo withheld PHAC'l'ICAL 'VIRELE:';S
ttndoubtedly
assured.
_ _,..,.,.__
from the radio-mindl•d public. \Ye
SHALL P~ECT!ONS
There is still a wry
70 AOO .TO EFFECT
have been waiting for such a, publilarge number of t·onr-ation for that lr-ngth of. time;
structors ldto wust n·p!..
(2) That it is the fineBt radio
t'OntP a pnhlicaticm suc·h
E journal offered, or ever has been
as vonrs.
\1-hidt
is
offered, to the public; (3) Tha.t it
........__ SI1Al..L. SLOCI<
narinneJ full of ~!ood
is worth 3:;.; (4-) Tha.t if the present
idcas, sng;:.restion:-; and
standrml of the ('ontents is mainadvice, and we· tal>l' thi.-.;
tainf'rl, your circulat-ion "\Vill be
opportunity of 11·ishiu;:.r
determinedly maintained and go on
.\'OUJ.' journal ('\-Pl'_\' pm.:increasing and increasing. In fO.ct,
,.;ible snccrs.o:.---\\'.
,J.
it'B a stunner, anc.l I honeStly wish
SA.L-\::IL-\::"i", Sales Uirec·tor
to congratulate you and your staif
(Cnrriugt.on 1\.Tattllfllc·t 111'- Dic1gr·ams il!usfraling letter from " V it:·~
on it-;: tine achievement.
in.~ Co .. Ltd.).
i_Barnstaple).
\\"hat 1t wealth of information
you ::n·e giying us ! Hardly bclievInstruction-not Sarcasm
20,000 ohm~ across L.K. tf'rminal:-;, with a 1 able ltt the price! The details, the diagrams,
the ''~·hys and tho wherefores; do please
Hm,-Ph·a,;l' p\'rmit me to atld 1n:.- r·on- Hnrlic tonl' selector.
!.!l'<l.tnlations upon th(' ex:cdlf'twe of PR.-\CWith 130-vnlh; Strmdard ::\o. 3 H.T. keep it up, especially the clia.grams. In
TlC.\L \Vnn;LI·:.-;~. and L'Otmt on my bei11g a
battery and a (i6 H. Blue Hpot, tone is llP:Lrly short, please maintain the present standarcl.
rcq,ular subscriber.
as )Hn·e a:=~ <1 moving coil, and noborly I won't ask you to do tlw impossible, and
J like your arti('l{'-:, \dti<:h 11 n· frN· fl'Om would say I wns using tl1is much-abused improve on it. I may add that this is
the first letter l have ever Bent to a paper .
..,;areasm: ymtr ach·it'C bltl'C'_au i."i ;t boon: , typt:: of vah·e.
and, abo\·c all. l like t.he fat·t that your 1 I don't :".ay all makes of pentodes would Again thanking you for "the goods" and
paper rtdJwres to wirckss jn,.t.rudion, am] aet n.:::; Bai-bfil.etorily as the make I have, such Bplcndid reading-and diagrams.doe:-;. not attempt to fill spac·e w.ith stuff but my Yalwa (all three of them), are A. G. K. SEIHER {:Xewport, l\Ion.).
"-hidl the• \\·ire]e,.;;-; hm doesn't \\aut..
built different to others, I believe, a.nd on
Your c:hat:,.: aw gri'a.t, and do not gin• us ~the 'gram. l e<~n make the ornaments A Constructor's Thanks
<l. new cin:nit PYcrv \H•d.::, m.ther h·H us how 1 rat-tle without nnv distortion,
Sm,-:.\-Jany thanks for putting a book
to make tlw mo~t· of the J.Wt which touk all!
Trusting this 1~uty interest yon.-R. G. like PnACTlCAL \frRELESS on the ma,rkct ·
our pof·kd-mom•y to con~trnd.-~ .-\ . . 1. H.u:msox (Xcwenstle).
it fulfils the ner-d of every amateur lik~
f~A \\'Rl~XC'E ( :\C'\\'I'f\St}C' ).
.
myself. With only the second numbe!'
published, I, who befme its advent was
afraid to interfere 'dth my set in case of
causing damage, have been able with it'3
help and diagra.ms to take it to pieces for
PnurH'\L \\Jt{LLt:'-'s.mdmustcotli-!l•da-1
deaning IUid rcassC'mblc it successfully.
J,t tl{~,~l(~~ :::~ t !:~ ·~~~t~r 1\:li~t:lli:t '\1111tt c~ ih~:~ jt ~; l
j \Vishing you C'Wl'Y sucec&s.-G. 13ExIOlllHd.J~ theH appe,llR to})(' l1C'S!;lect of the! : ~Th.tt m H l' ,ahc undrr-1mHi.l \\tll H~tlt . , NET'I' (Swansea, Gl:m!.:h__
:\mth of 1-:n;.d,utd and 1ts prob!rm-:, Jl'rep- ' • m ftMtcn •l tunnu;
·
Radio Cabinets

-w.

~

I

! 'if m
ITzn
I

'"::~:·::~ ·:::. ,. ·. . . . . . . . ·111
t If1J
1

tlOJJ eondt110H". Ptt'.

11

I
;

A '' :.Jori.ltl'l\1 H<Hllo ~('\\ s · \\ ould. l .llll
be of inll-n·;:;t.---H. BrLT.\L\\[ (Dun·
'
']'
)
..,;ton-on- ync .
p t d
·
,
U Sing en 0 es
SII:,~-::\lay I con~mtulute you on a fiuc
dl'ul't. 'You have. to my idea, stnwk th~
rig:ht- Rtyle: 11ot too dull, awl 110t too
lcamrcJ for the a veragc radio enthusiast.
While not exactly a no-vice. having been in
mdio :-;int'c \~e had accumulators weighing
rit ;-;ccmed) a ton, I find it most rdreshing
iu i!,"i :-;t,,-1(' and ha\'{' placed my t'(:'gular order.
:-;urc

'

~Tll.tt Ion.! !crHl~ on the output ~llle ol 1 '
rcccnt•r ~:Jn1e~ult m hqiHJOtc lo~s.
~Th_;tt onli_nary Ya<.t'line appli~·l lo tile
1rrmmab ot un [H't'llnmlator w11! J!H'Yent
" crct'piu;;" ami conooion.
--That a 1moe eonrrol of morlfrn <lhbn will
euable that amw:;iu~ lwterodyne ~; hi~lle

to t•c

Sl1J!]'l'C'>'il'd.

~That-, il hy towhiuc-: n gric11erminu\ nith ;t
moi<t lin!!;•'r a · Jilop" i.'i h<"artl, that Ynh·.;: i,;
o~cillating,

-Thnt a full-'-iz,, P.:\Lf;. 100·1'! . .neriul t.as a
natural \\'U\'t'len)-':lh of nt>out 120 metre~.
-That the rcprndncti,m from a t'ODC kmll·
~1wal;rr m:1y often h~- improved l1y pnhJt.inA
th<~ ron~ with a ro!ln<lion Ior ccJlulo;;c) Prtint.

_.

.............................................................................. .

Sm,~As a, Uesigner of radio cabinet~, J
waR \'C'l'Y iniPrested in your article on
Cabinets.
Rarlio cabinet-making has
become a Sl)Pt'ial branch of the woodworking trade, and I should like to offer
a few suggestions, if I nuty.
Enclosed is a sketch of yom Fig. 8 as I
should earry it out, with the " reasons
why" indicated.
Xo reflection on ~Ir.
Richawlson is intended, as his is a dilHcult
job. It is worth noting that in )fcssrfl.
Telscn '.'3 recent competition, out of ::!00

(Contirmed
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40-50
STATIONS
WITH THIS

Easily .. built
Set

~ED•
SCOUT S.G.l
Designed to
Super Reception

Thousands are making this sensational

set and testify to its super performance,
its long range, power and selectivity.
Everyone proclaims it to be the set of
the year. It has been specially designed by leading component manu~
J'acturers as a specialist's set that even
a novice can build-and that anvone
can afford. Build it yourself, -The

complete kit of parts and a screwdriver are all you need.

COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS

fREE

BLUEPRINT AND THE
MOST
COMPREHENSIVE
CONSTRUCTIONAL BOOK EVER PRINTED

¥-

Post the Coupon-or ask your dealer

Messrs. SLEKTUN PRODUCTS LTD.
21, Douglas Street, Westminster, S.W.l.
Please send me Ill,; FRr:ro Ht!ok of the Scottt S,G.3,
together wi!h the fu!t-stzc Bli:o·-pnitt. 1 e;tcfose 1;\-d.

stamp to

CO<U

cost of postage.

NAME ................... .
ADDRESS ..
P.R,;W,5,

Practical Letters from Readers
(Continued from page 255.)

designs only fifteen were considered " passable." All kinds of designers entered~an
architect~. gainc{l second prize, another
commercml cabinet designer and myself
first and third respectively. The sample
cabinets even had a " Lumping " test, so it
is evident that radio cabinet design and
construction is no " picnic" nowadays.
V{ith every good \Vish that your paper may
successfully live up to name.~" V re,
(lhrnstaplc).

October 22nd, 1932
consists in thro\ving such "junk" away,
and that it is quite possible to utilize even
broken transformers and faulty variable
condensers, and those old coils that were
wound so carefully years ago ; and I would
urge that some of yom experts ·would be
adding enormously to your readers' interest
if they would tell us how to make use of
this accumulation of odds and ends, the
debris of many years' experiments. It is
absurd to suppose that no use can be made
of this material. I have, for example, a
little model "water-mill," the inside of
\Vhich consists only of junk, which serves
an invalid as a one-valve set. I know of a
" birdcage " set, which hangs in the
windmv, and looks like a birdcagecanaries and all. It works a loud-speaker
on high or Jmv wavelengths, and, again, its
parts are only discarded "junk." I have
seen, also, an" occasional'' table in a lady's
drawing-room (that i8 ail that it a.ppears to
be on the surface); but it is really a threevalve loud-speaker set-again nmde of very
ancient components. I believe that if you
were to publish a series of articles on
"\Vhat to do with your .Junk," you would
be filling a gap, and responding to a very
real question \Vhich looms large in the
minds of many of the amateur experimenters of the present day.-S. N. SEDGWICK
(Liss, Hants).

Congratulations and a Suggestion
Sm,~Allow me to thank you for producing an instructive weekly at a moderate
price.- I thank you, too, for five very useful
hints which I have already put to the test.
Let me here say I mostly regret that, owing
t.o illness caused through the late war, I
shall not be able to have the pleasure of
constructing your sets as much as I would
like to.
Of the t\vo already published
I like the Long Hange Express Three, and I
think two of my friends will take my advice
and get the kits for me to construct for
them. 1\ow for the true reason for writing
you. I'm a man whose sole intercst in
wireless is to build sets, find their faults and
rectify them. I am called out to all kinds
of sets and to me it is a great pleasure when
I have a st.iff problem. On many occasions A Few More Suggestions
I have sat up all night with them.
Sm,~I would like to thank you verv
\V ell, here is a hint which I hope you will much for the first two copies of PRACTICAi-,
not resent me giving you. :My experience \VIRELESS. As a wireless enthusiast of
is this, that there are thousands of people several years standing, I would like to
who have not got sets, but would like to make one or two suggestions which I hope
own one. They arc beaten by the technical will be useful to you :
terms and technical circuit diagrams. \Vhat
1. \Vhen reviewing new appar~tus, do not
they want is plain English and actual forget to give figures. Adverts. tell us that
drawings of components with point-to- everything is the best., but very few give
point connections. These are the thou- figures to prove this.
sands who are waiting to be educated as
2. l\:Iay I suggest that a page weekly be
regards the ins-and-outs of wireless. I hope used for " How to 1\Jake " chokcs, transyou \Vill take them under your wing, as the formers, home accumulator chargers, and,
edit-or of a. new \Virelcss paper, and become above all, a variable cut-off, heterodyne
their wireless father, giving them plain whistle filter.
advice and instructions. You \vill be help3. Do not forgot that a home constructor
ing these people twofold : first, you will hasn't two or three pounds to spend on
be educating them, and, secondly, by giving band-pass tuning, so let us have something
them something they can understand, you different sometimes.
will be keeping them clear of the few wire4. I think lots of people would welcome
less sharks who make money out of the an article on the following : The exact·
people's lack of lmowledgc.
performance of a set and speaker built. in
Here's your chance. Keep to :=:implc in- the same small cabinet one sees to-day, and
structions in plain English, and I can see the same set and speaker built into separate
your paper having a huge circulation.~ cabinets of respectable size. The thicknes:=;
,JoH~ E. DEws (\Vakefield).
of material used to be taken into account
for speaker.---C. P. HorKIN (Peterborough),
Radio Fads and Fallacies
Sm,-l\lost of the wireless set designers A Cure for Feed-back
of to-day take it for granted that their
Sm,-I am a \orireless amateur of about
readers are possessed of unlimited pocket- ten years standing and must congratulate
money, and can go on spending it on the you on your new paper, PRACTICAL \VmEnewest gadgets that are put on the market. Ll<~SS ; not only are there plenty of articles
I have written on several occasions to these and advice, but they arc really useful and
people protesting, and ·when I bought your helpful. I shall certainly continue to take
first number, I hoped that perhaps a new· your paper.
paper would recognize this fallacy, and
Here is a hint for your readers :
would at least reserve a page or two f()r Sometimes when fitting a new coil, or
those~the C'normous majority of possible especially a nc\Y detector vake, the set
roadcrs~who can not afford to spend
oscillates ,.vit.h the rea.cl·i.on condenser only
money on the latest thing in coils or tuning in a few degrees. Thur;, with t.he vanes
units, etc. But here is your contributor, all out, the fced-back js too much on loud
1\fr. W. B. C. Richardson, with the air signals. The cure is a small fixed condenser,
of a millionaire, gaily writing : " Another about .0001, in scries with the moving vanes
silly fad is that of saving obsolete appara- of the reaction condenser and the plate
tus~with the idea that they might come of the valve.
This lowers the condenser
in useful. Throw them away~it is only short circuit if the condenser vanes should
a sign of lllf'anncss." For my part, I happen to touch.-ERIC BASILIO (\Vest
suggest to your readers that the silliness Hove),
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SPARE
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cycles
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• •
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curve

you arc ir;
with
all
branches of industry
you cannot see the
possibilities of em~
ployn:ent, _ but \\:ith
our g1gant1c orgams<l~
tion we arc in tuuch
with every sphere of
activity, and we know

Unless
touch

the~t in manv tradr·s
and profcssio~s th~re

more vacanc1es
than there are trained
men to fill them.
arc

We teach by post all branches of the following
"~
vocations, and specialise in all
examinationsconnectedtherewith.
v.,~SS\
OuradvioeisalwaysFree.
:t t>f.OG _,.ot>.\.0

1\\~

«10 s-t

\. ~~\) «~0~" -t\\~
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The above o::urve shows the increased amplification of high notes which
can bz obtained. The Rectatone can of course be used after any detectOl'
valve, suitable adjustment of the compensating resistance producing the
above characteristics.

t. Has a rising response curve
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

from 1,000 to 4,500 cycles.
Balances any form of sound
reproduction.
Restores a weakened treble
to its correct value.
Gives a variable compensa•
tion and therefore complete
control of tone correction.
Gives the required tone•
correction without an ex. .
tra L.F. stage.
Becomes at will and instantly a normal straight•
line transformer,

'~·le"'
._v~!..,.""~'"· _,. •·

The ideal L.F. coupling for
selective sets. Particularly

useful where the same L.F.
amplifier is used for radio
and gramophone reproduction.

151" RATIO 7: 1 '·'
The degree of compensa~
tion is variable and may
be suited to the particular
tuning circuits in use or
employed to correct de~
ficiencics due to the loud~
speaker or to the acoustics
of the room.
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To Messrs. Varley, Kingsway House, 103 Kingsway, London,
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Date
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hq Our Technical Sial/

SIZE OF FILAMENT FUSE
" 1 wi~h to tlt- a fu"e in my hat-trry-UriYrn reeelver
to ~i,ff'guartt ihf' Yalrcs from l>l'ing lmrnt-out in the
eycnt or a ~hort from th~· H .'1'. What ~ize must
tlli~

fuse l>e? "· {H. K. H. C., Brbtol).

ln the majorit~- of rer·eiverK the filament-~ are wircll
in parallrl, and ~-ou mnot thrreforc add to;rether the
filament eurrcut of each Yulvc. You should thr•n ehoosc
a fn~c with ll rntin::r ju~t lower thnu this figure-remem-

l!"ring that. lOO ru,:'A is tile same as .1 amiJs.

CORRODED CONNEC·

TIONS
have notic:ed thnt
UJC ~pade t.enninal attacht~tl tn my aceumnlator
grts eonrcd with a ~trccn
ery.otal devo~it.. Is there
nnything Wl'ong with my
fH·cumulator. orb this the
normal rffed of work
ing? "-{IL S. T., Heston).
The torrosi(J!l is a
Faulty or corroded balfery natural outcome of fl1e
connections will have a con~ cfth.:t or the acnunulator
$idcrable e!fed on the recep- aciJ on eOJlJll'r. It i~,
}HJwrn•r, a thing whieh
tion of the se/,
~houhl be a\·oidfiil, as it
H'!>ults in weaJ,ent'd rer·eption. Thorough!~· dean your
>'patlt•-end, anll the terminal, and then. alter tighten
ing thl' terminal on the spade, ~mear it ~~~ over with
vaReline. A !eaU connection, in place ot the copper,
will uvohl tlti~ wrrosion Uift\~ulty.
" I

PORTABLE LICENCE
" I ha\"C' jnst pnrehasrd a portablr receiver. Do
I lmvr to Uuv n lkencr' for this ~f't Y 1 might mention
that I already have a flye-Yah·e ~et for whkh I haHl
:a licence."
The J..ieen~ee, L. V. (Tynemouth), is permitted to
U$C any ntunb,'r of receiw•rs at t.he alldrtlSH mentioned "on the liccnre, but not olsewlwre. As a eoJl·
('ession, one portable set may al~o bo used under that
liecnee, at an address oth('r than that given on the
Jin•nce, but thi;< cone•!~sion iH for the convenience of
the liceMee ou holldays, week-end ear tripo:~, etc.
DETECTOR-VALVE
BROKEN
"1 rather fancy
that my detector valYO
has l1ecome damaged,
:~nd not
heing hwk~
enough to hnve
an~· test meWrs
I wonder it" you
could tell me
any easy way
of testin.~ wh!:'t.hcr it i~ hro
l<f'll? "--(I' . .!1-L,
Kn['ller- Hall).

'J'he shH]i'lc~t
test is il\u~t.rated
her e. Join a
pair of 'phones
in the I'late dreuit, and t.~ p the
g!aHHl:lUlbgcntlj
with your fingertip. A ringing noi~c will be indicative of the fnct
that. the vah·c filament is nnbrokeu.

To lest the detector valve, disconnect the
wire /ram the valvehalder terminal lettered A or P, and connect one lead from
a pair of headphones fa the lermin..l, and
the other lrarl fo H.T. positive 60. TatJ
the valve with your finger and you should
hear a ringing rwisc in the phones.

S.G. VALVES
·~ l hfl\"e nulieL•d that th'-' Lwu ~et.~ you ltave ~o rar
puiJlished cmplo~·ing screen-gri1l vah·rs, do Jlot emJlioy
the usual \'('rtkal ~creen with the ntl\'c ]JUShcd throm:h
it. h this method not nen~~~nry nowadays?,..:._
(A. U. T., l'ecl;:hmn).
The \·alye~ Pmployed ln onr two srb were metaHizcd,
and this metal coating arts 11s (JUit.e a ~ood sPrt'en
vrhen il is earthed. Certain t~·pe~ of S.G. valve nre
so cJ!iciPnt that ('Oiuplete H'J•nration of the anode
and grid <'irPUil~ i6 rs«cnti:ll if :4ahility is to be maintained. ('arel\Jl de~i:m and ehoi(X! ofcomponents\\ill,
howevrr, rnal;le a stable rccci~·rr to be constructed
without the Yerticnl ~;creen arrangement.

H.T. CONDENSERS
" f havP jn'lt.llllrl a ~et !milt. up for rnr. anct :tm ratiwr
puzzled 11~· n peculiar rf!"cct. \Yh<•n I Iwrr Jinbhrd
li~tenin<r-in, 'l ~wild! ttl(~ Het off llll<l <'Hll IH'Ilf the
l'wit.ch dirl;:, hut Uw ~ignals h'f'JI on for fl srcuntl or
w and then fMlc out.. I)Q('S thi~ mean that tlwr~·~ a
lenk ~omcwl•cre? "·--(W .•r., Iloxt.on).
. The phenom<mon you rc!Cr to indicatrs tlwt yom;
srt ic> prohalJly well COJJ~tructerl. AlTOS'i the H.'l'.
tappini!d you will 110 (}onl!t fh1<l lar~e enpncity fiXCll
condensers, an<l wlwn these arc t•f gooll quality they
store up the currf'nt, ~nd then when you switeh oH·
they dbehar~e this "~t0rf'," giving rbe lo the ciTed
you refer to.
LONG-WAVE WINDING
" Wh~· b it that the long-wnYc scdion of a eoil
is inY:Hin.hly wound in ~!'f·tions in~tP/1{1 of in a single
hank? 1 ap11reciute 1hc fad, tlJUt it eould nut Loc
wound in so!P.nohl fa~hion. lJI't b tlJcrP nny reason why
one good pile win<ling woultl not do? "-(F. T. P.,
Ballmm).
The rC/1$011 is tlmt a coil hao to po,~css inductunrc
and capneit.y in ecrtain proportionH if it is to be emdent. The induct;uw(~ is dedded hr the umon11t of
wire. awl the cap:1dty fl'~ults from the el!"ert bctwrcn
atljaccnt turn,; of wire. By ~plitt.inl! thl' eoi\ llJl into
a numll{'r of Hmall ~edion.~ wt~ redn<'P the Ol·cr-all
ca]mdtr, and therefore, presen·c the cfficicnc~·.
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TUNING COIL DATA
Cut this out each 1\'eek and paste it in a notebook.

I

I

OubJdc I
Lcnf!th
Jn(lucdmme I "\"\ 1re
No of
of
tame
ter of
gauge. 1 Turn~-~\\ mdurg. 'alut'
former.
I (m!< ro- _ 1---~ _ _ _ _ _ _ l~.!_mes)
1.5"
28 .u.c.c.
0{
2.2;,
17[)

I

1.[)'

2.0"

2.0"

I:w D.S,C.

2d D.s.c.

8'.!
58

1.~5
1.01

21'! D.s.c.

M

1.15

~:~: ~ ~! K~:L
:l.O"
3.0"

122 D.C.C.
22"~l.C.C.

1

'I

200
175
200

g1

~:~~

~~g

50
!i5

1.0
2.0!:1

lj;)

200
With a .0005 mfd. Tuning Cl!ndcn~cr tlw
175 mierohenry r·uil will cover a band of
approx. 200 to MiCi metres, and the 200 microhenry coil a range ?r 250 to 600 metres,

INTERFERING HUM
"1 am troulJ]C(I by bail hum from mr main;; set.,
which can be cured by disconnecting the aerial. A
small indoor aerhll work~ O.K., hut does not giye
nny rang<'. Can the acrinl IJick up hum. und, if so,
how can I remedy it 'I "-(A . .P. l'., 1\lackpool),
As the ncrial eert~1inly seem~ to help in picking up
the hum it would seem thut. some out~ide ~onrt·e is
responsible for thiR trouble. Therefore, make sure that
rour 11erial <loc~ not run pnrallcl with any conductor
of A.C.; hou~c lightinll; wires, t~~mwa_v overhead
wires, etc. You slwuld also cnq >,re whether any
machinery i~ in use near )'Oll which would cai!~C
the inte~fcrencc. In the !alter <·use ~·oa ~houhl get
into t-ouch with the ownerH of the apparnt.u~, awl if
they are unwilling m unalJle to redu~c the interference,
writ-e to tlle l.l.l.I.C.
SPEAKER FOR SMOOTHING
" I ha\'e been givrn t-o lHHl('r~tand that n moYing
coil type of 10\Hl-speuker may be lbCll in an eliminator
instt'ad of Uw oniinnry ~moothin;.: dwk<•. A~ I am
building an eliminator, and nt. the snmr time WiHh
to purcha~c a ntovin;.: roil speaker. I ~hould lil.;;e ~ome
information on this arrangcmcut."-(l•'. J. I'., Windermere).
To l'llll hle yon to m;e the firld wind in~ of a loud·
speaker for smoothing purpose~, you mnHt iir~t of
all choose n mnin!> transformer allll rectifying valve

whkh will dr!iver a volt.ng-r murh in exrr~~ (Jf that
requirc<l for your Yalw~. 'IIw >;]J\'tll.cr mn~t tlwn he
of the ]),('. t;.-pc, dt'"ignr\l t"or thi~ ~pednl J>Hrpt.N'
whkh llH'flll.-> tlwt the re~htUJI("C mu~t, la' nry high.
The ,-oltagc <lropp('U IH·ro~~ the 1\c!J will. or rour~c,
!Pan• ~-ou with the JHJrmnl mnin~ output voltag<',
Snita\Jle value~ arc--mnin~ transforuwr and \llh•·
t.o <lcliver 3~0 volb-~]lel!ker HeiJ. f(·~i-1anee, ~,001.1
ohm~.

INDUCTOR LOUD-SPEAKER
'I h11Yc seen a numlwr of ttlh·crti~cmcnt.-; kltcly
rcft,rrinl;" to a lollll-~p<:·aker e:~Ilf'll an' Jwludor llynamic.· 1 know lww the onlinary reed and bnlanee<\
urnmture !'peaker~ an: eon4ruetcll, but lam nfrai\1 l

The lnductor

1){7,

Dynamic
Speahr.

1

?aLE 1'/ECES ;,

am not awnrfl of the ft>at.urps of Uti~ arrun,..emrnt
Coulrl y_oucxpl~in the hlca t.o me? "-·-(R. S .. Brighton):
';"he J!lu~t.rat10n ahJvc ohould CX]llain the principrll
pomts of the lnductor type of ~peakcr. A~ will \'('
~et.'n. thr: reed ~HPJlOrting the t"Oll\1 is attaehed to two
thm spnn~s, held ut; OJlpositc ends, llllo.l ~upportr\t
between. two pole }lie(~('~. As the Fprings an~ hd(l
at oppos1tc ends they may be very thin, and furthermore, the moveml'nt of the roil will l.oc .4ricth· lwril\onb_d .. Th!s rcsulb in n real "pi~ton" IIIOY,\'Hient,
and It IS cilumed that the overall rc~pon.~e is impron:d,

DEFECTIVE VALVE-HOLDER
" I rez:cnt.ly took out the grid leak from my detflrlm
st.age, with a. view to suhstituting one of,; difl'rrent
\·uluc. Jmagme my surprise to find t.hat it wade no
difference to reception. as Si"Illl.l~
cum~ throu"h all
0
t.hc time with no diffcrcncc. llocs this mea; that
t.hcre is anythin"" Wf(mg wit.h 1hc \'ah·e, or some
other compm1ent 'I "-{S. A. Y., Bcbizc !'ark).
Tl~eorehcal!y, the Yalve shou\cl not work without
a gntl ,leak, but actuall,v t.hb state of 11ll"llir~ doeH
not exist. The mo;;t likely trouble is 11n infnior
vah·e ho~d.cr. whkh IWl'mits of a leak l1ctwepn tt;c gri•t
~mtl po~Jt.Jve filament socket. 'l'hb of ecurs<•, urt~
m th_e same manner a~ :m orthodox grid leak, and
penmts the vah·e to fundion.
GRAMOPHONE SWITCHING
" I hrn·e ~Pen sen•ral note.~ and drruit~ in \'Onr
issue~, but ea,nn~c~r~t.nnd the UJCorctical diugriun~.
,

~F

Diagram sho·dng
W!i!ching arran~e·
me'!/ for pick~u.'>
u·ithoul
vo!am~
cor.lrol.

Switching arraf!J~e
mcnl /or pick-up
u·ith o~;~l~~ con- ~,.":!g.,-r

Could ~-on pl!'UO.C. ther~fur<'. give me a diaL:rammatir
drawing of tt.(' ~witd1in:.( urrungemrnt for a ;;rnmophonc J•ick-up '! "-(S. V. T., JTa~tin!!~lTIJC two Hkl~tdws abuve show thP nwtlwrl of arr:maing n switch t:.> conncrt. a pick-up to thr ~ri:l o! a \'<Jl\'c.
(Continrud on page 260.)
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YOU NEED A MOVING-COIL SPEAKER
You will never get the realism
and quality that is there to
get until you get a modern
moving-coil speaheL
You
need the "Mansfield" per·
manent magnet ntoving .. coil
speaker-W.B.'s latest and
famous P.M.4. It gives true
and brilliant reproduction
from any 2 or 3 ~·alve set.
Price 42'. complete. vVritc
now for the free art booklet
"Speaking of Speakers.''

PIONEERS & LEADERS

"'""'!"'A.C. to D.C. BATTERY CHARGERS""'""""!"'
THE "N.P. SENIOR" t
A Heal Batteq: Charging'

----- -175'! Complete.

Plant.
\\'Ill do Jrom
to 8 lnUcr:cs ;d· once.

10 volts at
3 Amperes
Output.

For Wall or Bench.

GUARANTEED.
Fitted
with
Ammeter
and S1icling Hc•;isL_tn,·e
Lf'' X 7" l'olisbcd Doard.

METAL
Send

i

,

RECTIFIER :
l . .
for new lists.
.c>o-

1

Trial.
Larger
i

.

Models
to

J H£1T2. &IL2.TO

"Plug-in and Sw,'ch on"
Westinghouse Rectifiers Used .o.o

NASH PRODUCTS LID •' 93,

up

• '

• •

VICTORIA ROAD, STECHFORD,
BIRMINGHAM.

THIS SPLENDID
LOUD SPEAKER
CABINET 12{6
Xliis Cameo Sprakcr Cabio.et represm's
wonderful v:>lne for money. ll is
handsomely desi~ued and j·s splen:;i<l
Osk fimsil giveH ,. an excep.ionlly pleas;n'l
appearance. Will •ccorumodate 1:!' ton~J
or oba sis and uni"s.
~end coupon to' ~REE C~l:tine\ Cataloguo
giving loll paroiculars of tbis and other

Cameo Cat;m•'s.

CARRlNGl'ON

MfG. CO. L1'D.,
2~.

P.a IOU Gdn.,

london, E.C.l.
'l't.one:
RolbOTU 8202

Wo:ks:
l'osr ''' )4. "'"'"!qn

S. C:oydon

- NP.rdll:

E. d. HERAUD, Ltd., Dept. P.4, NUMBER ONE, EDMONTON, LONDON, N.18.
})J\JII(h~s; 713,.'8:!., Furt St., .Edi!i >!lion; 17, lVc\<1 Gr,'l'll Nd., To!!c,Jw.m;
-, P!t.W

:H, St. ]amcs .'-,!_, Wultiwmstow;

<~•hi

1:\!l, Ho·tjoul Rd., l:"nfield IVw;h,
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Queries and Enquiries
(Continued from pa~e 258.)
Onr illuotrntion show~ the eomu•etion for :l pick-up
v.ithout nJ!nme control, n!lil th::- ot.\wr with such
eontrol. The racHo romp.)nent refPrrr\1 to in the
skddwH i~ the wid rondcn-;n, or !he• L.F. tran~formPr.
TU~ wi!! o:lrnend, of cour~r, upon whothor it is the
delcctor-p:rill drcuit. or L ..l!'. cir•·u:t,

From t11c "T. & R. Bulle·
tin "
rO{ii<'ial or!}an of !loe
Jladio Society of 11/., Rritaiu):

Prices:
Type B, with ltexa-

gonal shoulder

4d·
Type A •
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InterrsUna jo/ilcr

" What we particularly like
about thi" i~ the laet that th€
borly is pro1·ided with a lwxagon shonldO' "o tlmt >t Pan be
llcld w1th a ~p,um~r while the
nul~ behind ar~ mctdc tight-,"

Cllx terminal~ are more TObu 8 tcompkt~l;·
insul~t,·,J,
:r:on-;emovaiJ\e lu:ads. Rr-d or
bl~c·k.
Full range of ea,Jly
read m<trkings,

'f.."' j1ee.

LECrRO UNX;,L~T~D~
.. ~2~S<~,~~~BRIDGE ROAD, S.W.I.

AERIAL ARRANGEMENTS
"I am unt'ortunatc in not Jw\ in:.;
nnr ~an!Pn in which to Pn~d un arrial. r~~--~-c::""=:---.,
aeri.nl
Coul1l you ~ug'.!r~t any ollwr outdoot
arran,<.;;Pmont whkh I I'OIIl<i !1uild up
RO a~ to get. rr~ults whkh wonld lw
bettrrt!Hman indoor aeriul? "-(l:'. ::;,,
B:uking).
Thcrr arr two goo1l method~
whieh ~-on co1Jld CTnJllo~·. all(\ thc·y
are IJOlh ilhL,trat.ecl (right).
WhPrP
a chimnr~·-~-tack is a\-ailnble at l':trh
end of the roof, pok~ may b•· Hxcd
U('fO.<c~
to Sll]JJIOtt t.wo ht>rizont.al
wire~, ~paced 4 or 5ft. npnrt.
The
wirr.~ nt one cnJ nrc joincJ toge\hrr
!tl\ll taken down t.o tlw fi'\'Piu•r.
Ycrtknl polr~ nwy hr u~ecl in plat·c of the rllimneyyou rnu ('Xplain all this."-(1\L JL Prrshl·yeh).
~tack~, nnri lead;; mli~' he taken from the centre of the
The bruidPcl flex i~ u \(•ngth of ordinary !lex ro1·cri':l
aerial if that courec is more conwnicut.
with a meta!lic braiol. The two rnd>! of u \en!!lh
of
thb lead are bared, one end joiner! to the grid
SAFETY FUSE
terminal of Y1, and t.hc other end to the fixed plate~
"l ha,-c lith~cl a ~afety fuse to mr l>::ttterr rorriver,
of
the
fir~t condrn'\er.
'!'he corerin,q i~ tlwn rarthed
as shown on the nttadwd skct.rh. I ran, howcn·r,
p:ct no signal:<. Have 1 put the fuse in the right b,v mrans or a dip altaeheU to the metal chas~i~.
plaee? "-S. T. V., Leeds).
THERMAL SWITCH
\'Oil have inHcrt.ed t!H~ fuHe in ~cries with a filament
"What i~ nwant by a 'fh('rnto J)(•Jayin-:; Swilrh,
wire, and this i~ not the correct po~ition. The fuse which I hn\·e ~prn :vher(i~ed rrc·('nt]~· ~"
shoald he in';<'rted in the short !('ad which eonnrrt~
You ha\'C; got tlw term rnthrr mixed. The swih'h
H.'l'. and T,.'J'., und thP. wire t.o the !1\amenh ~hould
is a 1\ela~·-artion ~witrh working on a th••rmal action.
be taken front the side of the fu~e wllith b joinecl It consists of a thin wire wouncl round, or in clo>'l.·
hl t.hc L.T. terminal.
proximity to, a hi-metal strip. 'Yhrn a eurreot l,f
a 1:erlain Yalue passes through this ~mall winding
SHORT-WAVE DIFFICULTY
At a eertuin dctrrmined trmpcrnturn
"I hnve made up a ~hort-w:n·r ~rt. u;.iut! homr- it heat.~ up.
made plug-in coils with a slow-motion .OOOCO tuning the hi-metal ~trip dbtort~ or lwn<l~, ami this i~ arrangc1l
sn that this makes a eont:u·t an(l so complete~ a circ11it.
comlen~er nnd a .000:3 rl'actinn conriPmer.
So fnr
l hanl not bern able to get a .~imtlr station, ~o I 8e!l:l Thr ~wit{'h b cmplo,1·rd in wain~ operaterl Hets to comyou the cirruit herewith and ~hould be glud t.o receive Jllete the TLT. dreuit, only after the heaters ha\·c
reacbeo:l maximum temperature.
any hints.''--( B. P., Hythc).
A tuning condcn~er of the ~izc ~·ou are nsiup; is
much too lar~e, evPn with a ~low-motion di;li. Tile
FREE ADVICE BUREAU
Jnrgest conclen~f'r rotl should attempt to use is .00()2,
w!Jile best. reHults will be obtained with a maximum
yaluo of .OUOl.
~This coupon is available until Od. 2()t,h, 1032,.
DUAL RANGE COIL
~and must be attached to all ktcers containing~
"Is it. pos~ible to make up a dual range coil at home?
~
queries.
·
"
If so, could
give me detail~ ~uch n~ gauge of wire,
;
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 22,:10,'32,
~
number of (urns, etc. 1 "--(G . .'1-l., Harrow).
'
~

r ...........................................................................................

~

COUPON

,-m•

The Heart of Your Szt
(Cor.timud from pag! 236.)

TEST
YOUR
SET
Makes all the difference to Enjoyment and
Economy.

No skill required with this

instrument. The Wireless World describes
The
it as "the most comprehensive."
ONLY popular priced instrument testing
resistances as well as voltages of H.T. and
L.T. batteries, valves, transformers, coils,
condensers, short circuits, distortion, etc.
FOUR readings on one dial (1) 0-150v. for
H.T. ; (2) 0-6v. for L.T.; (3) 0-30 milliamps; (4) resistance test 0-2000 ohms.
Of all Wireless Dealers, Ironmongers, etc.,
including 4 page instruction leaflet.

\VATES

126

Universal Meter
Made in Britain

Fully Guaranteed

3-IN-1 POCKET METER L.T. (0-Sv,)
H.T. (0-lSOv,) and 0-30 miiliamps
Pocket Case for same 1/3
Explanatory Lea/lets Port Free.

WATES RADIO L TO.,

8{6

'::'iiiiii;':J

rB4-8 Sllaftesllvry Av., Londcn, W.G.2 4ii

An rllident 1ual ranp:C> roi! m:ty r:-~siJ~c be ron·
st.nwted at honw, an• I full dl'tail~ of ~ueh n roil wrrc
given ou pagr 1:1 of the Fwe Gift Book given away
with No, 2 of l'JlAC'TJC.U, \YII\EJ,E~t;.
LONG RANGE EXPRESS
"ln the blue print of the T.ong Range Expn'~~
,-ou show a lcatl mnrkr:i ' To l•'ixed Plah•o of APiial
Tnning Condr.' with a 110tr thut this b brahlc(\ ftrx
<'arthed to ehu,~k 1 cannot nmlcrstnnd either how
~·on can earth braid. or if thi~ i~ 110t wh:~! you mean.
why you ~hould curth the flpx from the gull. l'trilflll~

How to Select the Valve for the Output Stage
The choiec of an output va.lvc must be
considered ·with reference to h1-o main
points-the volume of sound required
(always assuming; that the speaker is capable
of giving that volume ·when correctly
driven) and the design of the previous
stages of the receiver. For modcmte
volume in a receiver where, owing to small
input, or restricted amplification, only a
small grid swing is available for the output
valve, a "pO\vcr" type valve must be
chosen. If greater volume is required a
pentode must be used. In all receivers
having one or more previous stages of
amplification, a super-power triode capab.le
of handling without distortion the big gnd
swings nvailablc should be sclected, or
a pentode can be employ('d providing the
receiver incorporates some form of volume
control so that overloading of the pt:>ntode
can be avoided by redneirlg the grid input
when necessary.
Of several triode output valve>~. all of
which are capable of handling the signals
,vit.h which they wi!l be called upon to deal,
those havin:::; the lowest impedance and the
hicrhest amplification faf'tor will give the
gr~at-cst output, the valuP of the mutual
com1uctance or factor of goodness being
the final dC'ciding factor.
Decision in the case of a pentode
a.crain must b0 made on a eompa.rison of
tl~c 1 ~utual conductancf's of the available
alternatives.
In some c::~scs, however,

.............................................................................................

it may be neccssary to take into consideration the battery eonsumption of the valve,
and in the interests of economy in batte-ry
power, a Yalve taking a smaller anode
<~urrent lllfl,Y ha.vf• to be employed in pn•ference to a more efficient valve requirin~
a somewhat larger l-I.T. consumption.
Detector Valves
There is a much smaller range of choice
of detector valve::> than of -valves for
amplification and power output. In the
first place, for all ordinary vurposes, the
only class of ya,}ve that can be used for
detection is the triode. lt is possible to
employ both screened grid and pentode
valves as detectors, but the circuits are
not w-ell knO\vn at. the moment., and are
seldom met with in commerciallv built
sets.
Moreover, British valve -maker,;
appear to be standardising on fewer typP>:
of detector valve-in fact, the special
detector seems to be disappearing from the
catalogues of many makers, and the socalled "general purpose" triode, suitable
for both detection and low frequency amplification, is coming into its 0\\'ll again.
For use aB a normal leaky-grid detector,
the "H.L." type has proved most satisfactory when followed by transfornwr
coupling. or for
an
R.C. coupled
detector when the anode resistance is of
medium -vahw, say, below 100,000 ohmH.
A valve of this type should, therefore, bC'
chosen in sets employing no high frequency
amplifier before the detector stage, unlcss
a very high resistance R.C. coupling is
used, when an "H" type, high a.mplific~tion, high impedance valve will probably
g1ve better results.

I
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AMAZING DISCOVERY
RADIO SETS "DOWN" IN
EFFICIENCY THROUGH
FAULTY GRID LEAKS OR
M /CA CONDENSERS!

0
I

I

RECENT analysis of amazing discovery. They have The new TELSEN Grid
Kit sets and Home been designed on entirely new Leaks and Mica Condensers
Constructor Receivers jlines and embody the new , set a world's standard m
reveals the astounding fact
·
I I lasting efficiency.
that 98~~, were consider/
IT'S THE
11
ably . 'down' in efficiency 1 •
I I , LASTING EFFICIENCY •
through faulty Grid Leaks , '
or Mica Conden~ers. These I
I THAT COUNTS
tests were carrzed out by i
1
one of the foremost Radio 1 1
i1 I
-""'~~
Engineers in the Country I TRLSEN rT\TD MIC\ coNDEXSER 1
On sets which the OWnerS ! (Slum.:n with_!_;,-id Lca/1 Cli]Js remnvcd!.

A

I

1

tho_ulht ~ere working 1 principles formulated by the
satzs actorz Y·
lj T elsen Radio Engineers to

I

overcome the numerous faults
-

The above facts were brought
to the notice of TELSEN
1
Engineers who immediately
commenced intensive research 1.•
and experimental work to
·discover the causes.
Every ,
Two views of the TE~_SEN -~~E_-~EAK. _
known make of Grid Leak
and Mica Condenser was disclosed and to attain pertested and examined in con- i manent efficiency.
junction with all types of ' .................................................
Receivers.
TRY THIS SIMPLE TEST
Jj

I

I

"b.,.-------·-,

Invaluable information and
new data were obtained from
these investigations among
which were startling revelations concerning the rapid
deterioration and consequent
loss of ·efficiency in these
components.

The new TELSEN Grid
Leaks and Mica Condensers
are the direct outcome of this

~.

;I<
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say 1/1" Sorlfl·
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le•,•cl .
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U I 1 Tdm• ell ica
'*·lJ :. ~ ·.. ""f·ut'
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f
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1
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L___________A.
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valu<')
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1

·-·~ I

~ I 4"l»itri~~
n

ffiC

aerial iu11ing
cundcnser.

'
L..:::..:::=-=------'
2~~'f~:~u,;'I /J:~
tuninf.f condo1.~cr until the same station
is hci>Yd, nnd it u"ill IJC fo-;;;;;rthat the
si.~twl strength is equal to tlwt ftre-v•iou.,l:-,;
obtained, j>YOl'lll.<! tlmt tfw Tdse't .UiC<f
Condcll.,cr lws an e_{ticiency con~Jmrablc
with that of th<I t•ariable ui•· co!tden:er,
the most c_fticind t:yfn• of condeu~·er used

in radio broadcast reception.

.................................................

i

TELSE'

FJXEO

XllCA CO};DE'CCER.

C<m<p/cfe;~d~~:;·idl.ml<l

Tha! well over a

quart~r

of a million

radio components are produced every Gay

in the new Telscn \Vorks (the largest
and best equipped radio organisation in
the world, employing in~ the neighbour·
hood of 8,000 "vorkpeople) -·-and that
even this record output is only barely
sufficient to meet the enormous and stdl
rapidly inneasing demand for these
populurly priced quulity components .

* * *

That enormous numbers o:· home con·
stnoctors are fitting the newT eben Drum
Drive and Ganged Condenser i\ssemLly,
whose single knob ope;·ated tuning scale,
caliiJrated in actual wavelengths, malws
stat:on loggin:: literally as ca<;y as :\.B.C.

* * *

That the new Tc!sen Tc!ornor (illumi·
nated variable ratio slow-motion Disc
Drive, whose handsome silver oxidised
escutcheon pbte permits of the very
effective group:ng of all controls) gives
home-built sets the dignity and beauty
of line of expensive commercial radio
receivers.

* * *

That home constructors everywhere are
thrilled with the perform':lnce of the
sensational new Telsen JUPITER S.G.3
and A]AX 3 receivers, and that free ]/blueprints and constructional details o£
these amazing- sets are given with the
Telsen Radiomag No. 3, price 6d.
Announcement of Tlfe T~l·'~" t-:l~ciric Co., Ltd..
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Radio Ramblings
-T;T;.7;;s--F~~-;-;;~--~
1
I

NOTEBOOK.
By "DETECTOR."

1
:

·------------------

The Earth Connection
Metallized Resistances
suppose that a 500 ohm bias resistance is reHAVE recently run up againRt what
A_-:\1 Yery fond of those little metallized quired for an A.C. po\vcr valve having an
appears to b~ almost an epidemicrcsistances which were first brought on anode current consumption of 50 milliamps
of inpfJicient cart h leads. In most cases to the market last autumn.
They are (.05 amp.). The power bken by the
the earth hc1s looked O.K., but the set has compact, non-i11ductive, and obtainable in resistance will be .05<1 mult.iplied by f50H,
given trouble due to low-frequency oscil- a variety of pO\ver-ratings. If you cvcr or .0025 times 500, which is l.2;l watts.
:ta.tion or some similar fault suggestive of manage to break one you will find that thf' Adding to this a 20 per cent. safety factor
an unsatisfactory earth connection. {The resistance element resembles the lead of we find that a suitable resistance f>hould
way to test an earth, by the way, is to an ordina.:ry pencil a.nd passes through the haw a power mting of not less than 1.5
touch the earth terminal of the set 'vith centre of the otherwise solid porcelain .rod. watts. As another example, we \Vill
a moistened fing'er ; if this affects reception The ends of the resistance element arc suppose that a. :30,000 ohm resistance i::o
in any way the earth lead is failing to do connected to metal end ea ps like t hosC' of required for decoupling the anode circuit
it~ proper job.)
In nearly eYery instance the usual grid-leak.
These resistnnces of a detector valve taking l milliamp
of a faulty earth the trouble can be traced can thus be used by fitting them in an (.001 amp.). The power diRsipation of the
to a Corroded contact bcbvccn the wire ordinary grid-leak holder, but they possess resistance will now be .001 \l. times 50.000.
or .05 watt, so a 1 watt component (the
lowest rating gem•rally made) would be
more than sufficient.

I

I

l Another Cause of Mains Hum
T would be impossible to give a list of
all the things which might cause hum in
a mains set, for one iR continually running
up against new ones. The method of
treatment abo varies in almost every case.
"Thilst testing: a wcll~known make of
commet·cial four-valve A.C. set .:recently,
I was amazNl to find that the hum \\'as so
bad as to make reception of e\ien strong
sbttions most unpleasant.. I had recently
used a similar set with every satisfaction,
and knew that t.hc mains supply was not
unduly· "rough." Valves, speaker, and
sundey other things were suspected, but
no fault could be found. Eventually the
back of the cabinet was removed to gain
acceg;; to the "'vorkl'l," and the cause of
trouble was at once apparent. This particul::tr RPt was fitted with a very long length
of flex to connect up with a distant wall
plug. but the owner had recently moved
the set on to a table nearer to the plug.
To avoid cuttin.<J: off a length of the connect·
in:~ flex, the lat-ter had been coilerl up and
tucked away inside the set., H so happem•rl
that the coil wa,; quite near to an L.F.
tran;;;fnrmrr :1nd induction was responsible
for th~ hum finding its way into the trans.
formor windingd. (See Fig:. 2.)

II
Fig.

1.~

Using an extension lead to facilitate the connection of

and buried plate, or water pipe, as the case
may be. The cure is thoroughly to dean,
and re-make the contact either by soldering
or by tightly binding round the wire and
then to cater the joint \Vith a. good coat of
_paint or varnish. This co>ering will
protect the joint from further corrosion
for two or three years at least.

wire~end

resistances.

the added advantage of having a short.
conned.ing wire projecting from each cap.
In most. cases it is possible to attach them
dire0tly to the set by means of the comwcting wires, but it is sometimes found that
t.he wires are not long enough to reach
the appropriate terminalR. It then becomes
nC'ccssary to extend the wires b:-- sonw
means or other. The most obvious is to
solder longer pieces of wire to them; hut I
prefer another method. I fit a ::;mall
terminal to the wire and conned. np to
this in the uRual way. This method simplifies the changing of om' resistance for
another of different value when experimenting. (Sec Fig. 1).

Loud-speaker Demonstrations
'VO::\DER why so many radio dealers
will persist in giving perpetual loudspeaker demonstrations (?) in their Rhops.
I went into a shop recently and the
noiRe was so great that 1 was obliged to
shout a.t the top of my voice to make
known my requirements. Hoping to take
a rise out of the manager, 1 mentioned the Power Rating of Reslstances
ou have noticed that most of the
fact that it 'yas n6w contrary to regulations
to use broadcast transmissions for public
rcsistances used for wireless purposes
demonstration purposes, but he quickly are now sold in a variety of pO\ver rating.;;
reassured me that he was using gramophone from 1 to 10 watts, and have perhap.;;;
records and was consequently \VCil within wondered exactly what these figures are
the law. It is a pity that something intended to convey. As the resista.nees of
cannot be done to stop this nuisance, for lower rating are cheaper, it is customary
it is bound to ha>e a bad influence on the to use the lowest which is sufficient for
radio trade. The trouble is that most the required purpose. The po,ver con·
dealers endeavour to obtain the greatest sumption(in
possible volume from an ordinary three- \vatts) can
~J:IGC. =-~
or four-valve set and a small moving-coil always be
speaker. As a result, hoth Ret and Rpeaker obtained
~
arc grossly overloaded, so that ,good repro- from t. he
duction is absolutely impossible. lf dealers formula:~
really must give these demonstrations and
W =C 2 R
"shout down" all competitors, wh:-· don't where C iR
they buy or make a proper amplifier and the current
speaker capable of giving a decent output? in . amperes
This would at least ensure that reproduction and H the MAINS J
bore some resemhla.nce to the original, resistance in LEAD \..
even though it were sufficient to deafen
ohms. \\'hen
~
customers-" and the dealers them:Jelvcs," choosing
a
-. .
l almost added-hut they seem to be resistance, though, it is wise
'"
quite immune from aural troubles. They to allow a safety factor of
~
rnust be, or they could never live through 20 per cent. or so.
the continual din.
Bv way of exanwle, let u ..;

I

Y

(Co11tinued on page 263. )

srr p:r.,,...,.._,;,
( rrr_,,._) l

\._...,_;;//
-!:".·;l,, l
r

Fig. 2.-How mains hum was introduced
into a receiver. by a coiled lead in toq
close proximity tv a transhrmer,
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Radio Ranlblings
...

(Ctmtimuod from
paif<' 262.}

Safety Fuses
HAVE often been rather smpriscd to
find that apparC'ntly experienced ann~
teursdid notlmo\v wl1ere to Ht a snJct.yfuse
in a set. Xmv, the object of the fuse is to
allow sufiieient anode cmrent to flmv to the
valves, but to prevent the Omv of any current
high enough to burn out the valve fila.ment~
in case of an accidental short circuit or
wrong connection. It is fairly obvious
then that the fuse should be fitted between
the hi1-(h-tension batt-ery and the low~

I

We supply all «<.>od Quality Radio Receivers and Ao~essorics
on deferred terms. Large stocks are carried and orders are

executed promptly.

Price List fJ:ee on request,

READY RADIO "METEOR" S.G.:.l. KIT, ;,,.

1

duding c·ah•Mt, l'ah·c, "',':~,;:'·;_;;\~~~ ···;1.-~~ :6(.'

C 0 I LS

e Exclusively Specified
in the
"LONG-RANGE

HT.

MANUFACTURERS' KITS
NEW LISSEN "SKYSCRAPER " KIT, in·
eluding: -valves. This is an ontstandlllg Kit
and we eau strongly recommend it.
Cash Price £4,9,J.
Amlll moDtllly payment" ,f 8, 3,

UNNOt

'\lilh

EXPRESS
WOth

11/•

Per

An,J 11 montlll<' pasments of 16/S.
or•\cr
TLi> Rcceil·cr ~i,o tU:n~o to C:tr,.-,;l,orl onler Wa;·~s

UNIT. The Finest of the New Permanent Magnet

Units.

Cash

Pri~e

£2;19.3,

An<l 11 monthly payments of 5:'6,

Wjth

5/-

(o!'<ler

WJII\

ATLAS ELIMINATOR, A.C. 2-11. 3 H.T. Ta;J·
I>ingo. 20 .Ill/A uutput.
('AI'<h Pl'ice £2,19. S,
,\nd 11 UlO!Lihly p"yment" oi 6/6.

5/o.Uer

NEW

With

EPOCH

MOVING~COIL

20e. PERMANENr
UNIT,
c.~•h

MAG:>Er

l'rice £1,15,0.

And 6 In<Ol)lhly payme11L' n[ 5/7.

5/7
v«ler

M\ ab~ve carria!'e paid.
To avoid delay, will customers kindly send Jlr"t pa:nn,•ut
";th order.
Goods ordered C.O.D. nrc rle•patd'"'-1 hy relu:-n of po<t.
All Poot Char~~o p.<id by u;.

-L.£AD
Ftg. 3.- The

type
Actu<1lly it could be fittf'd
mthcr the positn·e or negative hightension lead, but it is g<'nerally imerteJ
! bC't.wccn H.T. and L.T. The simplest wa.y
to fit a. fuse to a set not so equipped is to
employ one of those combined 'vith n, battery 'vander plug. It is then only ncceo;sary
1 to replace the negnt.ive lLT. wander plug
I by the combined plug and fuse.
This type
of fuse has the further advn,ntagc of being
readily accessible. (See Fig. 3.)

CONTAINING the WIDEST CHOICE OF
ENGINEERING COURSES in the WORLD
Study at !10mc wiih The T.I.G.B. for a
well·paid post. Become an A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., etc. TrJ.ining
until Succes~ful is Guaranteed ior the
one fee. \VI{!TE ~OW for Fn~e Cuidc,
stating bran~h, post or qnalilication that
interests you to

Pair

with Screening
Cases.

1

I tension supply.

lm

• These coils have been
specially designed, and it is

I
I

Coils are used to obtain
best results from the above
~et.
Obtainable from : -

essential

happens that when reducing the setting
of such a condenser a. point is reached
where break -through oecurs. This iB
because t.hc natural wa.veleng,th of the
primary circuit, which in the particular
coil used would normrrlly be well above the
hrcak.throug:h mngP. is lowen'd :mfiieiPntly
to bring it into the clrtngcr zmw. Obviously,
this cannot Ot'Clll' with the second method
since the natural wavelength uf t.lw vrimarv
circuit is already below ihc mcdimn-v,rav·e
band, and the reducing of the conden•wr
setting wmtld onlv
tend to lmn'r i't.
Fig. 5.still further. \\'llC'rc,
Another
however. trouble of
cure for
this sort dm·s arise
break~

thr'Jugh on
home~ made
coils.

that

TANNOY

TANNOY

PRODUCTS,

Specialists m High Grade
Radio Equipment,

DALTON STREET. WEST
NORWOOD.
LONDON,
S.E.27.

Break Through and How to
Cure It {Continurd from page 219.) ,.

En~i IJEEI's·Guide

15!6

Complete

HT

ACCESSORIES
NEW BLUE SPOT 99 P.M. MOVING-CalL

3"

''

HF.OD.

EWEBEC"
'l'llA!J!: M.\HK

The \\"onderfnl Xcw

Cnivrr~_'ll

COIL
FORMER
for
ronstnKV>rs·

ltlc'al
home
Suitable for all \\-il.\'(' lengtlto•
Eao;ily 1\'0lllld by h,lJlll. ' ;\o
~lutti1og 0r :lriiJing rrqni1cd,
llJghc~t po~s1ble efli<·JcTwv.

TllAD!S

L•~:«QUIRI1:3

:;oucinm

If yom· deali>r ca•~nDt ~uJ_,pJr.
~~n(l your order dtrect, g•ving
In~ nawe and addres~. ;n:d we
will scntl1Jost
free.

EVINCTON ELECTRICAL
MANFG. CO.
5 Beckingham Road1 L~icester

B

THE TECHNOLOGICAL
INSTITUTE OF GREAT
BRITAIN, 252, Temple Bar
House, London, E. C. 4

DESIGNS FOR APPARATUS FOR ANY RADIO
PURPOSE, INCLUDING TRANSMISSION. OVERSEAS
ENQUIRIES INVITED: ANY APPARATUS SUPPLIED.
CONSTRUCTIONAL WORK UNDERTAKEN.

D

Wa undertake to >-OJVe yonr Problem", ind<J<\Lng obtalrun~
Amateur r~-msu:ti~~iug Licence, Whatever your diULo..lt:;-,
n<.
C.hargea ; 31- per quarr,lour o.r more, 2/6 ucll, with dia~ram1
~<ite

Radio Technical Agency (Dept. P,L.W.),I
2, Westgate Chambers, Newport, Mon.

The MATHEMATICS ol WIRELESS
By RALPH STRANGER

A book •peciallv wlitten to owe~P o.w.\y the ~rfnk•t ohstaele to
the nn,\erst~"dinlt' ol \\~rel~""-the nntheumllco 61 the .oubjco~.
Ori~inal ""'l !uci'l cxpl;uo~tiun• of all lm•nche. ~~ mathematic~
''" applic<l to ra<lio. Indhpen.ablo tu all who woul<l under•tand
techni<'<ll book• >tnd artide•· Dilfcre<>tia\ and h•tcgral Calculus
are explained at so!He l~ng;h. :md tlJe u<e of Logantb..ws awl the
Slide Rule cl(lll.rly 8hown. .Fully llht.>trattJ.

5/0M.ainah/e at art Xewii'Jgents anrl Eook$tall•, M PO<I jne, 5/3 from
G"orge i'{ewnes, Ltd., 8·11, SQ"thampton Stncl, Strmld, Loml<>J<,
IV.C.2

only cure is to increase the setting of
the series aerial condenser and make up for
the reduced selectivity by dccren,sing the
coupling between the primary and second~
ary circuits. If the coil is a home-made
one, this can easily be arranged, either by
reducing the number of turns in the tapped
portion C, in the case of Fig. 4, or by placing the windings C and D farther apart, in

the case of Fig. 5.

RADIO AT LESS THAN COST-

1\:ib; aJHl Components. Send list of rcquin'mcnt~.
Twenty to 80 pl"r cnJt.. saving on any circait gnaran·
teed now. "This week's special," comprising limited
stock, quality components below cost (Dubilicr,
llurndcpt, etc.): L.l•'. Transformer~, 1/3; Binocular
H.F. Chokt>H, 8<L; Speaker l;nit~. 1/11 ; v.~condcnscrs
(.0003, .0003), lld.; f.-conrlcnsers, v.-holders, 3d.;
g.-leak~. 4d. ; Valves, guannJteed, 2;11.
Kits (with
diae;rams), 3-v. H.G., Hl/6; :.l·Y., 10/f>; 2-v., 8/6. Over
10/· sent C.O.D.-City ltadio Surplus Supplies,

Dept. P.W., 14, CursiWr Street, London, E.C.4.
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o<traight-lille rlia!, anti-capadtr >twltr·he~, drum dials
and the '· Utilitr "Mkro-Dial with a rat.io of 100 to 1.
Thb dial, with it~ fine Vt'rnirr adju~tment. and ~n10otb

aetion b specially

To <m·e rea,lers tro,.b/e, "'" wu!erlal.:e to """<! on <:r.<~«IOJ"·" of '"'/1
of wr adt'!Jrri\&-8. )lere/tJ Klalo lh~ name• of /},.. firm_, fr<n" "hom
you mt11iro eatulo:~ues, aod ad1lross i l l " " (\/10/oyu;." l'RW'r!l-_\L
Wli";LES,, Geo.
Lld., H-11, Swrhamz,tcm St., .'</rm>d, Londor>,
Jl".('.:l,
Wh~ro «dt"l!rli~ers make a cl<arue, vr I'Clllire J>Jslu'}<J, lhio

11''"'"""'·

'""·'/ bs e11closod.

BAND-PASS COILS
OXSTIUJC'l'ORS 11~lng band-pass tuning will flwi

C

the latest Britich General li~t. of }nlfticular
intere.,t. A new device li~tetl con~i4s of hrackPt.,
whkh enaUle a Jlllir of onlilmry conilen-wr~ to JJe
ronJ'lell up efficiently. A JJCw range or B.G. ltltPr
l"Oi!K arc in three types, the llr~t heing a hami-JJUS~
n<:"rial coil, the sewnd, ·a band-pas~ U.F. coil, nnd the
third a s<:"reened H._F. coil dc~ignetl to mat<'ll with
either of the othrr two. The :wrinl l>and.pa~~ filter
i~ a mixcd-<:"onpled llltei· in which great attention hn~
lH•Pn ]Jairl to compactness without sa('ritldng- etliciPIH'Y·
Other- ('Omponents includecl in this IL-t are Uual·wa\ c
('Oil~ ~nitable for ganging, tram.formers and ll.F.
dwke~.
'
LOEWE RADIO COMPONENTS

n'otcll prindpn!!y_ for their vacunm
A LTHOVGH·
type re~istaJH·e~, the Locwc nn:dio Company

uloo manufacture a numher of other lmc~. aml thctr
new ('atalogue, ju4. rPceivcd, gi\·es a number of intne~t
ing t•x:unJJles. l'aJ•er condenseu-with detail~ of the
'uriotB tCsts to whkh they arp subjcrted ;· vain~~.
both of the multiple type, and red.ifying valves:
rrr·t>iver cha~sis; !J'flllllOJl}JO!Ie ]Jick-up; YOI1.1me
control ; loud-speaker untl loutl-spcakcr chn~~b, are
well illustrat.ed, and copious detail~ are ginn. lt
i~ rxplainerl that tile majority of the components arc
protected by Letter~ Patent.
"UTILITY" COMPONENTS

of a fme range of "Utilit~'" steelPAHTICULARS
condenser;; is dn'n in the new
(.':~nged

sea~on's

cat.alu:::uc of 'VilkiBs an(l "'right, J,td. Tlw <'lm~~i~ b
hnilt. of heavy gnugc steel, and the R]Jinrlle~ run in
b'lli Uraring~ of amvlc ~ize whieh en~ure smooth action.
All ganged romlen~ers are matcliell to le~~ than oneJmlf per cent. For super-het. ~ets a model i~ '!IIJliJlictl
\lhich incorporah'H a ~pedally-llesi;zned ~~ction f0r
tnning thn o~dllator c]r("uit. These tonden.-;ers are
olotainalJle in the two, thn·c or four-gang type. Other
high-c-ln-~ compom·Bb sh0wn in the liot include a IWW

~uitaUle

for

~hort-wan

tlming.

r··-··-·-··-··-·-··-·,-··-··-·-·-·1
j
Broadcast Query Corner
!

~··-··-··-··-··-·-··-··-··-··-··-··-·,!

that a doser estimate of wavelength must. loo &lll>lllitted than in the ease of hromtca~ts on the medium
or long WU\"eband if suece8~ful i<leutlficatioll i~ to
be carri~d out.
All inqnirieR ~hould be addres~ed to The Editor.
PRACTICAl,

\YIRELESS,

8-11,

,<;,'outlwmplon

Straf,

Strand,

London, lf'.C.2, and UJC em-rlope markPd
}lroadcast Query Service, in top left-lmnd corner.
~tampt•<l add.rc~scd envelope should nnt be cru:k>sPt1,
u~ rcp!ie~ Pan not Ue sent by JlO~t, Uut will lJe puh!i~hcd
iu due eour~e in ead1 bsuc of l'HACT!CAL Wm.~::LE~s.

l"xnEn the aboYe title. with the a>~i~tancc of n
rcro,'!ni~<:"d anthorit~' on foreign Uroadeastin:z rn!tlt<:"l'b
awl n, r<:"gu!ar contrilmtor to wirele~~ puUlkation~
both at- home an(l almmd, we arr, inan::mrating a ~pcdul
LdPJJtifkution BerYice, whkh ~houhl prove of g-rrat
a~~htance to our n•aders.
V."hcn tuning in wellknown ~tutiuns it hap]JetB freqm•ntly that li~tcncr~
11kk up wireless tran~mi~~ion>< of which t.hc~' fail to
reeo~nizc the ori)l;ill.
lt- iH to solve these little JJroblem., tlwt the Broadcast Qnery Serrice ha~ !Jeen
organbed.
In onler that a careful search mny he madt> it-. r~
e~~ential that certain dat11 should \Je supplied to the
bc.,t of Uw inquirer's ability and knowled)l;!'. ~When
~en,Jin~ sueh queries to the Editm the following ruh.·~
shoulrf!Jc followed:-1. ""rite legibly, in ink. Gi\·e rour full name and
aUdrc~s.
2. State type of rec;:iver USC(l,
mb~ion wa~ heard on headphone~

and whethE-r transor on loud-~]Jeuker.
3. State fiJlJlroximate wavelength or frequency to
which ret"eh·pr was tunrd, or, alternnth·e[y, stnte IJelu-een
whkh two station~ (of whkh you hare the condcn~er
r<:"ading~) the tran~missiou was picked up.
4. Gh-e date und time when broadcrr~t wns hem·d.
Do not forget-. t-o aUtl whether run. or p.l,l.
5. W·;e details of programm~ n:~<:"ii"C(], and. if \"011
can, S0IllC indication regarding the hmguage, if hrilni.
0. State whether and what call wu~ gh·cn anri'or
kind of int<'l'\"a[ signal (metronome, tim;ical Uox,
bells, e1 r.) between items.
7. To facilitate puhlkation. of replies, t:tpprud a
nr11.t·de-plume lo your inqniQ•.
Aithongh the scrvicr is mninly applicahlf' to broadca~ting ~t-atiuns, wherever po~sible replie~ will hl' gheu
1

:-:~,/;~\~~~.'~n~~ ~i:~)~~n~r~;:~~~~i_t~-:;r~~e ({;~g~:~~;~~~.~- ~~~~~oth~
identi1kntiou. hO\ICYer. or station~ opl'rntin::: on ehanJICb below 100 wet-re~ it will Ue Cl iticut t0 iuqnircr~

Hear the difference now? That's
what a Tor.ax does for you.
Only three minutes to fit and
every trace of chatter, "J:uu"
and rattle is gone. Reproduction is clean and you'll find
thase "foreigners " come in
lOuder and clearer.

TON AX
IMPROVED GONf ADAPTOR

From mwl de;r/ers or Post and Padr:b!g Free for 1•. 2d, PfO,

Money returned il not satisfied. Write Dept. "N:•
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A BETTER AC(UMULATORBASED ON A NEW PRINCIPLE

In· About 24 Weekly Parts, 1/- Each.

NEWNES'

COMPLETE

WIRELESS
explains wireless theory in a way never before
achieved. It is packed with really practical
-articles. Not a square inch of padding in
the whole work, and not· a page which you
cannot understand.
Type E.L.S.?
60 a h capacity

IF you earn your living in the industry, this
work iS worth pounds to you" as an ever ready
source of reliable information.

Pcice

12/6

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
7he work contains hundreds of photographs showing
·approved methods of servicing modem receivers,

including Ekco, Pye, H.M.V., Columbia,
Philips, etc.
An·other interesting
series of photographs illustrates
the principles of wireless
in a fascinating

Type E.L.M.4
1 45 a. h capacity
1

·manner.

THE
CGI'o1RIEDTORS.

A FEW ITEMS IN EARLY ISSUES
Servicing Ekco
Receivers,
Screen-Grid Pentode
Two.
Double Cone Portable.
Mains Transformer.

PART 2.
Servicing Ekco
Receivers.
Pedestal Recei\·er.
Set Construction.
Methcds of Volume
Control.

PART 3.
Pre.-Tuned Three.
Servicing Pye
Receivers.
Safety Regulations for
Mains Sets.

Servicing Pye
Radiograms.
Six Designs for Radio
Cabinets.
Short-Wai'e Broad..
casting.

PART I.

One

ShiBing
Weekl~

PART 4.

PART 5.
Servicing H.M.V.
The 7.-Metrc lhree.
Fault Tracing Chart.
Making a Wave Meter.

Price

8/-

yet you pay no more for

~~

"Balanced capacity" ___ an entire_ly new devclc-pment
in accumulator design-is the outcome of three years'
ceaseless research in the Ediswan laboratories. Briefly
it means that positive and negative elements are in
accurate electrical balance making very rapid charge
and very slow discharge rates equally practicable without damage to the elements. Careful tests show that
the new Ediswan accumulator outlasts every other
accumulator of sirri!!a:- capacity.
Outside <!Swell as inside, the new Ediswan accumulator
is a tribute to the quality of Ediswan workmanship.
The glass containers are British made with moulded
ebonite lids, screwed vents, non-corrodible and noninterchangeable connectors and a carrier which fits
beneath a moulded projection of the glass container.
In the E.L.S. types a "grease-cup" on pillar prevents
"acid-creep" . . . See them at your radio dealer's.

Parts lto5

Now

On

Sale.

GET YOUR COPYTO-DAY.
O~iai~.J!e

al ,I/ v.-.~·,-,,c"r'/:, Cl'(ll!vd;t,./f<.. flY ''o<l [r.>e I'] .'rvm Gc._·r;;e
i<l., f-11, S, ·:!l:.l•n,oto•! Si:et/, StraFJ, Lu.dun, W C.l.

_'.',,~,-.!

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDOI\i, W.L2
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· Seven tu!led c~rc~its~yct. single knob tuning.
: ~elect_!vity ~o· pron_o\!nced as 'to_p~rmit St~tio_ns
by Name ! Simply turn a pointet: to the name
'of tt~; st"ati~n you w~~t. . ·-An unlin~ited choi~e
~f st~ti~s fro!ll· hom"e a~_d abroad . at ali .times.
Tone so -;~perb ·that; iriai[:ect conipai-i~on .,Vith
living artistes, the audience could not distingitis-h the ·ditfcrenc~ b~t~een EKCO.- a,_.;~
f• \ • * rea<~ty.
_ . 3
'

I

I

This ne~v model . is housed in a most beautiful
waln.u t -~g_u~ed bakelite ~abinet, ~omplete with ·
built-in moving-coil speaker. All-elect~ic, just
'plug ""'i n,._ t_o......·tne electric light or power supply
and switch on-that's all.

I·

.J
MODEL S.H. 25

I

Pri~
'

24 G~in;;s.
•

• -

-

.-

or 12 monthly payments
of £2 6s. 3d.

I•

.* D irect

Comparison
D emonstrat ions
by
famous artistes between Record...::...Radio
and
R ~a lit y, . u sing
standard EKCO · ReCeivers, were sweep"ingly " s uccessful . at
Rad;olympia,
l\1anchestec and other parts
of t he ' country.

------ ---------T o E. K. Cole, T.td ., Dep t. P .:J.
_.' .
£1{~0, \\'ork,, S~uthcnd-on ·S:,.a.
Ple:l ~C send me ill u~lrn t cd FREE li terature of
E l,(\) Ali· Elec tric Radio .

• !'\.\)lE...

:'

A f ew extracts from many tcsti:
" £yery station on Dial at full
loud-speaker strength ." Glasg,i>J~.
" Reproduction ' as . near . th~
original as I have eyer heard/'
· St. Albans.
,
'~ Best we have eYer handled.
Performance really a~;,zing. ;,
Cardiff. _ .
.
" Separated all stations ·n-ith ease.
· E:ttrdordiiiarily .. tiatu~al _·tone.;,
- Norwich.
" EYery st~tion on Dial recorded.
Tone _beautifi{l. ~ A ' uyefatiim."
London.
nio~Jials
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LOOK
FOR "EDDY"

-

IN

YOUR

LI

DEALER'S

WINDOW
There are three brandi new and outstanding valvesJui
the Mazda A.C. range.,
THE AC/SI I"M.A sensilive variable-mu screened grid valve, specially

Ji

suitable for mains operated transportable sets.,
THE AC/SC VM. A super-sensitive variable-mu screened grid valve

*

designed specially for circuits employing grid bias
Cross-modulation in the H:F. stages is reduced
amount by its use.
)HE PP 3/2 50. A large output power valve
moderate
anode voltage, wfuich will de!iver ample
moving-coil speakers.

----

;

volume contraf:
to a negligb!e

-

-

-

-.

requiring only a
volume to large

Full details of these and other useful Mazdà A.C. types
will be found iii the Mazda catalogue, sent FREE on request.
Mazda Valves ore tHed by all the leading receiver
manu facturen. MI- good radio dealers stock them.

The -amazng.

EDIS

-U

WAN

RADIO-

B

ITISHDesigne

L
The Edison

n

Eerric Co

.'.t_
-

-

.-

.

Li-d

.aired h G,.,t ßth.h,

r..

kZDA
THE

BRITISH-

-.

VALVES
b British. Engineers

ISB

Chring Cross Rd London

TLt ßrth4 Tbto-Ho,tto,, C. Ltd.
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DO YOU KNOW
-!Vw
!

-

YOUR VALVES

THE "GOODNESS" OF

-

-

-

5TT.O

-

Vdlves made two or three years ago had a Factor oF "goodness" (actually their
utual conductance) oF '3 to '7, when new. To.day sorne Six-Sixty valves have a

-

goodness
-

THAT
ARE

IS

"ten

time as great

ONLY

SPECIHED

ONE

IN

THE

OF

REASONS WHY SIX-SIXTY VALVES
Practial Wireless BIJOU THREE."
THE

When yôu build your set make certain that it will ' pull in " all that it should.
When you have Ñtted it with Six-Sixty Valves you ¿an make certain because your
-

,..

nearest Six-Sixty Valve Service Station

¿.

-..-

SERVICE

3I[0IJ
B.V.A.RADIO VALVES

Xifh/r

and EQUIPMENT

-

Sly-Sixty Radio Co., Ltd.,

Six-Sixty House, 17/18, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street,

On this point the experts agc
ANone Jíit a Moving' Goil ça,,
give Moving Coil performance

:

-

\

he R & A 'CHALLENG1R' is a Permanent
Magnet Moving Coil Reproducer of which
the Wireless World states-:

,;

2
s;

"Merits discussion from an absolute standpoint, and without
-

'

London, W.1.

;..

:

Moving Coil performance represents the dosest approach to the
ideal in sound reproduction. For sheer fidelity it stands supreme,
and is not even approximated by any other method. You desire
the finest reproduction of which your receiver is capable-the
rich flotes of the bass, full-bodied orchestral music, and perfect
clarity of solo instruments and speech. You must have a Moving
Coil reproducer-any other type is but a compromise.

',

-

______________________

.,

.

Six and Sixty

YOUR

..

.

viceStationnearesttoyou.

AT

will be pleased to help you to get th

maximum results.

-f.

.

regard to the very reasonable price asked . . . overall sensitivity
. reproduction of bass
slightly better than average of its class
below loo cycles quite' definitely above average . . . full-bodied
bass without 'boom' . . . speech natural . . . balance in music
exceptionally good."

..

Ask your dealer to demonstrate the "CHALLENGER."
Compare its performance with that of a Moving Iron
or Inductor Type-and you will agree with the experts.
REPRODUCERS&AMPLW[ERSLTD

-

-

-

INCLUDING
3-RATIO

FRRANTI

TRANSFORMER

-

L

I

-..
-

-,'.

____
aotseiis

-

-

J

J
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1

CA

OTI

E.

TO ALL CONSUMERS

'OF ELECTRICITY

C.

LINS

AN ALL MAINS SET TLJAT WILL WORK ON

EITH R

Ìf you are at present on D C and are h1eIy to
be changed over to A.C. you must see and hear
'.ïhese wonderful receivers.

.

.

SPECIAL FEATURES ARE:

..

'
S

S

-

D.C. or AC. WITHOUT ALTERATION.
Uses NO mains transformers or resistances.
The Valves work off the mains just like an
electric lamp.
Uses 1/10th the current ofany other mains set.
Superb reproduction and no mains hum.
British thade..
3 and 4 Valve Kits (including rectifier) also
available. .

-

-

A/3. Utilising three valves
,,
B/4
,,
four

Coil Speaker.

gns.
14 gns.

:.1O
/

-- ±.

Osi'AR -GA N)

S.

CHARTERHOUSE RADIO, 2-3, CHARTERHOUSE SQUARE, LONDON; E.C.1. Phone:

I. _

C'lerkenwell

7749

Aa

D:Ur-I-IJMI.g

-

...-

Modernise your
et by fitting
the
Utility Straight Line
Dial, a dial that makes any other
form of tuning control obsolete.

The whole of the scale

is exposed
to view and illuminated.
No
bending up to a dim and, distant
future or turning back to a murky
past. The whole of yout tuning

f
f

range always before
at a glance.

you-to

be read

Obviouily t1e commoñ-sense method
of tuning is to have a moving
pointer traversing a stationary scale.
That is the essential feature of this
new Utility dial.
But ask your
dealer -to show it to you and judge
for 'youse1
-.
-

:

From your' dealer or post free. from the ,iakeis

PRICE

-'WILKINS& :'
-WRICHT LIMITE

complete w.th
Escutcheon.

t

-

6d. extra if fitted with panel lamp
indicator.

M

-

-

-

UTIUTY WORKS, HOLYHEAD ROAD,
BIRMINGHAM.

M

-

Morton, Lid.,
'E. -R.
'Agents-:
Bart1et's Buildings, Holborn circus,

London
22,

-

-

-.

-

II

-

E.C.4.
-S

.

Jietmoul

-

-'4
-
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LET ME BE YOUR FATHER
Unless you are
all
tòucli
s\'ith
branches of isdustry
you cannot see the
possibilities of employment, but with
our gigantic organisation we are in touch
with every sphere of
activity, and we know
-that in many trades
and professions there
are more vacancies
than there are trained
men to fill them.

.

\VE

DO NO1'.
PROFESS
TO
ACT AS AN EM-

.

PLOYMENT

.

e-*

AGENCY, BUT
\VECERTAINLY
ARE IN A POSITION TO GiVE
FATHERLY ADVICE ON ALL
CAREERS AND
THE POSSIBILITY OF EMPLO Y M E N T

THEREIN.

We teach by post all branches of the following

for the

g

.

SPARE
TIME

j

"CLARION" IS SPECIFIED

i

IN YOUR'

CAREER
A
SHILLINGS MONTHLY

HOME

ified, you can rest assured
'ihat' the designer of the
sèf h&s secúred exact{y
what he wanted-A cornpactand attractivecabinet.

k
Three»

Whenevr you see
-Clarior«' Cabinet spec-

STUDY1 YOU CAN HAVE A CÔLLEGE
TRAINING IN ALMOST
AT
FEW
FoR

I

Clarion Radio Furniture
is designed to suit the job.
for which it i. intended.
-

267
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specialise in all
.xaaninationsconnectedtberewitli.
Our advice isaiways Free.
vocatións, and

"BIJOU THREE"

Note: Claion 'was also, specified for
the " Dolphin Three." Cabinet 1919.
Chassis 716.

Full details and List

CLARIO'

'

O

p

Generai ducation
Heating and Ventilating

Free.

Radio Furniture,
28-38.

(Telephone:

Mansford

St.,

Inturance

London, E.2

Bishopsgate 6371).

AccountancyExaminations
Advertising and Sales Management
A.M.I. Fire E. Examination

$im pie

tt's

Applied Mechanics
Army Certificates

Auctioneers and Estate Agents
Aviation Engineering
Banking
Boilers
Book-keeping, Accountancy and
Modern Business Methods1

BAND-PASS TUNING

withoutalteringyOurset

JUSTFITA

B.Sc. (Eng.)
B.Sc. (Estate Management)
Building, Architecture and Clerk

MATCHED
TUNING

.

ot Works
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Civil Service
Ail Commercial Subjects
Commercial Art
Concrete and Structural Engineering
Draughtsmansh!p. All branches
Engineering. All branches, subjests and examinations

-

ASSEMBLY fr-i
r
V,'

Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining. Ail subjects
Mining, Electrical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Municipal and County Engineers
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Police. Special Course
Preceptors. College et
Pumps and Pumping Machinery
Radio Reception
Road-making and Maintenance
Salesmanship
Sanitation
Secretarial
Shipbuilding
Shorthand (Pitsnan's)
Structural Engineering
Surveying
Teachers ot Handicralts
Telephony and Telegraphy
Transport
Weights and Measures "map."
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
Works Managers

It you do not see Yost own requirements abov., write to us on any subject

I

DO NOT DELAY
THERE MAY BE CHANCES FOR YOU TO-DAY FOR

-

r.

IT

-

r

-

WHICH YOU MAY BE TOO LATE TO-MORROW.
EVERY DAY COUNTS. IN A MANS CAREER.

COSTS NOTHING TO INQUIRE
.WE TEACH BYPOSTINALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
Also ask for our New B00k-FREE OF CHARGE

THE HUMAN MACHZNE

It's easy to bring your set up to date by fitting TRIPLE GANG
a Formo Band-Pass Tuning Assembly as a ASSEMBLY
separate unit. Doing so saves rebuilding. It
is a simple solution to obtaining tise degree of

-

selectivity required to-day.
A Formo Matched Assembly-the latest
development in Band-Pass Tuning-improves
range and tonal qualitis and gets any station
without overlapping.
A: Snos: good dealers. If you have any
difficulty in ob!aining, please write direct.

FORMOLONDON
guowRooMs 23, Golden

Secrets of Success.

46'6

J.

S

i

I

-

i

DUAL GAitIG

33'6

Sq.,Piccadilly Circus,W.1

-

-

(Dept. 192)

SHEFFIELD

-

-

g

-ILL

(Dip). 1921

_________

j
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LLENCLAND WOW. BU IDlE

THE SKYCAPER

1..i

You CA 13U1U YOURSLU
EMILOYING M11ALLISW SCIEEft GIDVAIVE?
¡lIE

I

i

I

OÑLY

ECEIVFI

/
:

:

k

:
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SET EVER BUILT s
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.

n
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SII

.

4
W

CESSF

L

CHART EVE R
pUBLISHED

i
-

.

II

-- -

-

-
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i

There never has been the equal ot this set wIthin the range
ot the home constructor-this new Lissen Skyscraper is
the only one on the market that you can build yonrselt,
employing Metallised Screened Grid, fligh-Mu Deteétor
and Economy Power Pentode Valves. No lactory, however
well-equipped, ca build a better receiver. No manufacturer, however large, can produce a receiver whose
results will surpass those you will get from the Lissen Skyscraper you build yourself. It is the only battery set that can
deliver such power-yet the HT. current consumption is
far less than that of the average commercially-designed
3-valve set.
-.

-S--

-

-

-

S-

-

.

Yet the Lissen Skyscraper is made simple for you to build.
Elaborate care has been taken to ensure your success by

giving-in the Skyscraper Constructional
-

L

Chart-such

detailed instructions and . such profuse illustrations that
everybody, with no technical knowledge or skill at all, can
build it quickly and witiccomplete certainty o! success.
You buy the Lissen Skyscraper Kit complete
with valves-a Lissen Metallised S.G., a HighMu Detector, and a Lissen Economy Power
Pentode Valve-and the price is only 89/0.
Or you can buy the Lissen Walnut Consolétte
skyscraper Cabinet and Loudspeaker combined

S

.
1

as illustrated.

J

-

,1

-

i;r:
oat

i

GREÀ1
LISSEN

P'

Li

It holds all batteries, -and
accumulator and loudspeaker
as well. It makes everything
A special
self-contained.

CHAR 17
FRZE.

To

..
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LISSEN LIMITED,
Dept. P.R.6, Worple Rd.,
ISLEWORTH, Middlesex

ISSEN
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,P.
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ROUND THE WORLD
French Train Radio Unpopular
APPARENTLY, passengers travelling in
French trains equipped with wireless
receiviñg apparatus are not supporting this
new 8ervice. Radio-Fer, the company
which has installed the instruments on
various expresses running between The
Havre and Paris, may be compelled to
suspend operations. Travellers have complained that the relay of solely French
transmissions provides insufficient interest
during the journey.
Dutch Wired-Wireless
YTIRED-WIRELESS installations by
VV
which Dutch listeners may hear the
Hilversum, Huizen and other broadcasts
through the existing system, is making
great strides in Holland. The relaying
stations are allowed to switch their subscribers over to a number of foreign stations,
but the Dutch Govenment has forbidden the
re-transmission of any bròadcasts emanating
from a Russian source.
Berne Broadcast to U.S.A.
NSunday, October 23rd, Berne will
broadcast a special concert for
listeners in the United States. The retransmission will be carried out through
the Prangins short-wave station on 31.31
metres (9,580 kc/s) from which it will be
picked up and put over the American
network.
Argentine Broadcasting Stations
the Argentine Republic there are
IN forty-three broadcasting stations, of
which some seventeen are situated in
Buenos Aires. All with the exception of one
controlled by the Municipality are privately
owned and operated. .The majority of
the studios subsist entirely on revenue.
derived from broadcast publicity, such
items being inserted, in a similar way to
that adopted by Radio Toulouse, -between
items of the programme. - Cöncerts mainly
consist of gramophone records supplied for
the purpose by local dealers. Generally
speaki4g, singers and musicians are very
poorly paid, and but few artists of repute
are willing to face the microphone. In
view of the mixed foreign population in
Buenos Aires, many stations put out
special programmes in English, French,
German and Scandinavian languages.
Spanish Poihical Broadcasts
SINCE the advent of a Republican
Government in Spain the broadcasting
.

'

__
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THE BIJOU
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THREE:
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A SPLENDID
LITTLE RECEIVER i
WITH- A -BIG
PERFORMANCE !
See pages 29Ò to 292
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stations generally have kept their listeners
in closer touch than hitherto with political
activities. Every Friday night Madrid
EAJ7 relays debates taking place at the
Municipal Concert House, and on special
occasions a re-transmission is made from the
In such
parnsh Cortes (parliament).
instances listeners to Madrid EAJ7 may
frequently hear very excited discussions
between 10 p.m. and midnight M.T.
e.--.e.--.,e

i

....

Hilversurn Time Signal

THE Hilversum (Holland) broadcasting
statioñ has adopted time signals in

preliminary tests may b. carried out
towards the early part o next spring.
New High-power Station at Nanking
AT Nanking (China) the Telefunken
Company has installed a new 75-kW.
transmitter to broadcast on 440 metros.
The station will also be used for Wireless

Telegraphy.»

Better Reception of Foreign Stations
RECEPTION conditions during the past
two weeks have improved so greatly
that many transmissions which had not
been heard by listeners in the British Isles
since last winter have again been captured.
Amongst these may be mentioned Riga.
Reval, Ljubljana and Reykiavik. It should
be borne in mind that the latter station (on
1,200 metres) works to Icelandio time,
namely, Greenwich mean timo less one
hour, and that in consequence the studiò
is usually on the air until 1.0 a.m. In
addition, in view of its increased power,
broadcasts
Rostov-on-the-Don
from
(U.S.S.R..) on 848.7 metres can now be
logged on almost every evening between
9.45 and 10.15 p.m. G.M.T. The station
possesses a male and also a female annotmcer.
Another Golden Voicel
THE wife of Mr. A. W.. Macnamara,
founder and managing director of the
Telsen Electric Company, presented him
with a son on the 12th inst., at Bushwood
Nursing Home, Birmingham. We tender

many ways similar to our Greenwich "six
pips" The exact Amsterdam time is put
out at G.M.T. 7.55 a.m., 2.55, 6.55 and
10.55 p.m. The signal consists of a series our heartiest congratulations.

-)

followed by four Tests from New Egyptian Station
of morse V's (. . .
dashes,, then five dots, the final "pip"
T11E power of the Abu Zabal '(Egypt)
indicating the fifty-fifth minute of the
transmitter now in course of conhour. Dutch time is twenty minutes in struction will be 10-kilowatt aerial.
advance of Greenwich mean time.
Although it is anticipated that tests may
be carried out during October-November
Radio L.L. Suspends Transmissions
UNDER penalty of having its trans. it is hardly likely that the station will be
mitting licence revoked by the ready for operation before March, 1933.
French 1\Iinistry of Posts and Telegraph's, The transmitter is connected to Cairo by
Radio L.L., a private station in Paris special cable.
broadcasting. on 370 metres, has been Russian Listeners' Tax Rèiüstated
compelled to suspend its simultaneous
IN order to encourage the development
short-wave transmission on 33metres. of radio in Russia, the Soviet authorB.B.C.West Regional Station
ities suspended the listening tax for a
EXCEPT for one or two minor details period of two years. As, however, some
the erection of the two 500-foot aerial difficulty may be experienced in defraying
masts of the B.B.C. West Regional Station the expenses of the many high-power
is now complete, and in the course of a few transmitters which are being erected
weeks work will begin on the installation according to the five-year plan; the táx
of the transmitter. it is expected that has been

_____-_ ____

reinstated:-

_:

.

-
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Electrostatic Loud-speakers)
HAVE you tried an electrostatic loudspeaker yet? They are not particularly new, since they were first intro¡
duced in practical form at the 1931 Radio
Exhibition, but they don't seem to have ear than upon the meter for judging the
quite "caught on" yet. Perhaps the quality of reproduction. reason is that they are unconventional and
of rather únwieldly proportions, but they 90,000 Milliwatts Undistorted Output
an old radio friend who is chief
do represent a definite advance in many
engineer in one of the programme
ways. When I was at the recent Radio- HAVE
lympia, an attendant on one of the loud. relay stations now in operation in most of
speaker stands proudly
demonstrated the various
A ONE-HORSE POWER RADIO SET!
models to me,and assured
me that the quality was
better than that of any
moving-coil speaker ever
made. I was not in cornplete agreement, but I
must confess that the
reproduction of the higher
musical frequencies,
especially those of the
violin and piccolo, was
undoubtedly superior to
that of any moving coil I
have yet tried. Since the
show I have tried a few

-...-,-j

....

---

*
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(continued)

the larger towns. Recently he showed me
round his station, which at the moment
supplies about a thousand homes with radio
music. The apparatus consisted of two

"automatic" receivers, which were selftuned-so that any one of six selected stations
could be received by the movement of a
switch and four separate push-pull ampli.

Each amplifier gave sufficient output for 250 loud-speakers, or, in other
words, about 90,000 milllwatts, and consumed 600 milliamps high-tension current.'
On connecting a hot wire
ammeter in one of the
fiers.

main loud-speaker supply
leads, I was not. very
surprised to find that it
gave a maximum reading
of ovêr half an ampere,
the current falling to
about .2 ampere on soft
passages. This current
was, of course, entirely of
a high-frequency nature,
and had nothing to do
with the steady anode
currents consumed by the
valves.
-

The Telornor

i,l*-,trn.

static speakers in my own
laboratory, but despite
many serious efforts, I
have failed to obtain
satisfactory bass response.

By working an electrostatic and a good moving
coil in conjunction,
though, I have obtained
a better tonal "balance"
than by any other method,
the electrostatic speaker
giving "brilliance" and
the moving coil bass and
"mellowness." I would
recommend the combination to any of those who
are in search of perfection (a
sound reproduction.

ilESSRS.

-

I
i

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

mobile transmitter and receiver for mounting on a horse or mule.
¡t is here shown in operation with a metalfis/sing.rod-antennafoftransmittin and
receiving. Contrast the portable antenna with the huge metal antenna tower.
Power for broadcasting is supplied by the hand generator shown at the left.
The illustration demonstrates how wireless, is linking up remote parts of the

Picture shows

a

world with civilisation.

fine ideal

)

in

idea for reducing the work
of the set builder by intro.
ducing an artisticallydesigned bakelito panel
plate and slow-motion
condenser drive, on which
can be mounted all the
for an averace
set. The Telornor, as it s
called, has provision for
on-off and, wave-change
switches, a tuning condenser and a reaction
condenser.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 5.

The S.G. Anode Connection
you use a metallized screened-grid
valve, don't forget to employ some form
of insulated anode coinector. Since the
metallized bulb is connected to H.T.
negative, there would be a definite short
circuit of the H.T. battery if the anode
lead were to touch the bulb. This pre:
caution is also worth while even when
using a valve with a plain glass bulb, because the anode connection is always liable
to fall down and touch another terminal or
wire when making adjustments.
Dual Compensated Loud-speakers
IHAVE just been testing a new season's
all-mains Radio-Gram, fitted with a
dual compensated loud-speaker unit, and it
has left a very favourable impression on my
mind. The speaker unit really consists of a
pair of moving-coil speakers, one' of which
is designed to emphasize the high notes,
while the other deals with the bass. The
resulting tone is very fine, and I am flow
fitting one of these units in my own" home ".
receiver. You might be interested to know
that both Messrs. Rola and Magnavox
make these compensated reproducers at a
price little higher than that of the average
large single instrument.-,JAc)it.

Owing to the use of a sinai panel, the 8witch would
in eJ4th-icul com'ad wWl L.'f.-(wMch, of cosiese,
io earthe4). Tile conneetion of L.T+ to the owitth
would result in a short circuit unless an insulating
bush was. fitted fo the swilch. This, then, was where
Z'oMpphad.,sseq wrcmij-h had omUkd the bush.

The following three readers receive books in
connection with Problem No.
Mr. j'. Booth, 273, Oktham Read, Limehurat,
Ashton-U-Lyne. Lanes; Mr. C. R. Hurd, Lytheys,
Raiser Road, Hersham, Surrey; Mr. H. R. Lydlatt,
247, Fore Street, Edmonton, N.18.

SOLVE THIS!

Electrolytic Condensers
CONSEQUENT upon recent price reductions, electrolytic condensers should
become very popular. Size for size, they
have a larger capacity than condensers of
the ordinary type, and are more efficient
for smoothing purposes. It should be
remembered, however, that they are only
suitable' for use on D.C. current, since
they ar polarized. That means they must
be correctly wired up to the positive and
negative leads, otherwise they will be
ruined. The outer metal case forms the
'negative electrode and the single terminal
the positive.
Ear or Meter?
AMILLIAMETER is sometimes connected in the anode circuit of the
output valve to detect the presence of disr tortion, the idea being that a "kicking"
needle indicates that distortion is taking
place. This gives to some the impression
that the needle must remain dead still if
good reproduction is to be obtained. The
idea is far from true, for it is impossible to
make any adj ustments which will result in a
perfectly steady reading when loud signals
are being received. Unless the operator
is quite "au fait" with the working of his
set and corresponding milliameter indications, it is much better to reJy.,gn ,he

TELSEN

IVI have struck a good

t

-

PROBLEM

INo.

6.

Simpklns made up aGramophono Amplifier,
the Circuit of which is reproduced below.
When t was tried ont signals were loud
but gradually berame distorted and then
ceased. The amplifier was switched off, all
connections tested, nothing vas,found wrong,
so he switched on again. Exactly the same
thing happened.
What was wrong?

be
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TEST METER
...

.....................................

Below is Given a Description of a
Useful Instrument witha Variety
of Uses which can be Made (or

g

i

.

-

-

About 15s.

ByFRANKPRESTON,F.R.A.

.

-

rr ig.

interior
test

t

i.-i ne
of

ihe

meter,

-

showing the resishmncsand wiring.

HOW often have you wished you had
a voltmeter to test the high.
tension and grid - bias batteries,
or a rminiameter to measure the anode
current consumption of a power valve?
Scores of times, no doubt, but you have
probably thought twice about buying
them, and then decided in the negative,
due to the high price of such instruments.
The little home-made test neter of which
you see photographs on this page will
measure O to 10 milliamps, O to 10 volts,
O to 100 volts, and O to 200 volts, a.nd yet
it costs our fifteen shillings to make.
It can be* med to carry out practically
any measurement required in a wireless
set, and its acuracy is ample for all requires
ments. Actually the degree of accuracy
on the 200-volt range is within about
a half of one per cent., but in no case doe
the figure exceed five per cent.
Making the Tester
The complete unii is built in a small
cigar box, and the parts required are:
1 low-resistance milliameter reading up
to 10 milliamps
3'metallised isistances; 1-1,000 ohms:
1-10,000 ohms and 1-20,000 ohms (Dubilier
i watt).
4 insulated sockets (Belling Lee).
i wander plug (Belling Lee).
2 test prods (Bulgin).
Length of twin red and black flex.
No particular make is specified for the
mihiameter, because
any reasonably
good instrument will serve, and most
experimenters will have one already
That used by the writer was bought for
7s. 6d, so this price can be taken as a kind
of basis. Of course, it is possible to pay
three or four pounds for a very accurate

After well glassjustified in this case.
papering the cigar box, the four insulated
sockets and milliameter are mounted,
on the base, which serves as a "panel.'
The holes for the sockets, by the way,
Next,
should be 5116m, diameter.
a tin. hole is made through the panel near
each meter terminal, and also between the
meter ancL the sockets. -The very' simple
wiring can be followed on thc photograph,
and i also shown. in the diagram of Fig. 3.
The resistances are attached to the sockets
by soldering their connecting leads to the
tags provided. Ali three resistances are
connected together at one end by twisting
and soldering their other connecting wires.
Two other wires are also soldered to this
junction; one passes through the panel
and is attached to the positive terminal of
the meter and the other is joined to the
fourth insulated socket. A long connect-'
ing wire is used between the meter and the
test prods, so that the latter can easily
be poked into awkward corners if necessary.
The flex is passed through a +in. hole made
in one side of the box and has a knot made
in it so that it cannot be pulled out. The
black lead is then passed through the panel
and connected directly to the negative
terminal of the meter; the red lead is also
passed through the panel, but has a wander
a
plug attached to its end. Finally,
strip of paper is glued across the panel
this
is
marked
in
ink
near the sockets, and
to show what range is covered by each.

buSt

such a price

volt" range, a reading of i snilliamp
will correspond to 1 volt; on the " 100.
volt" rañge 1 milliamp will correspond to

10 volts, iLnd on the highest range 20 volts
will be indicated by a i milhiamp deflection.
If desired, other scales could be drawn,,on
the dial of the meter, but this is not essen-

tial.

How it Works

-

Different Meters
The abovö explanation will make it
clear that a meter giving a full scale
deflection of more, or less, than 10 milliamps
could be used so long as appropriate
resistance values were chosen. So if you
already have a niilliameter of different
type to that specified, you can use it for the
test meter described. If you should
have any difficulty in working out for
yourself the suitable resistance values,
remember that yoú can always apply to the
PRACTICAL WIRELEss Advice Bureau with
the assurance that your needs will receive
Using

-

high

to permit of ac:
curate measurement ofeliminator
voltages, but, as
is always the case,

+
M.A

the

+

'

-

-

Fig. 3.-Diagram
cànneëtions

.

-

'

of

-

-

Having decided to make this almost
indispensable gadget, you will wish to
understand how it is possible to cover all
the four ranges with - one meter.
The
explanation is simple, and depends on
Ohm's Law, which defines the relationship
existing between current, voltage, and
resistance. Stated in straightforward language, Ohm's Law says that the current
flowing in a circuit is (in amperes) equal to
the applied voltage divided by the circuit
resistance in ohms, or more directly,
C=V/R. It will be seen from this that
if a pressure of 10 volts is applied across
a resistance of 1,000 ohms, the current
flowing will be 10 divided by 1,000 or
1/100th of an ampere. This is equivalent
to 10 milliamps, since i ampere is equivalent to 1,000 milliamps. If the voltage
is increased to 100 and the resistance to
10,000 ohms, the Current will still be 10
milliamps.' Increasing the volta«e to 200
and the resistance to 20,000 ohms, will
also give the same result. In these calculations we have omitted the resistance of
the meter itself, but, provided that this
does not exceed 50 ohms or, so it will not
affect the results to any noticeable extent.

tery without any
fear of placing too
heavy a load on
the battery cells.
Its resistance is
sufficiently

would not bé

-L

--

-

-

-

..:

Fig. 2:-The complete four-range lest
miter wit/i test prods.

socket appropriate to the rango required,
and connection to the set is made by the
very convenient test prods. When used
as a voltmeter, the instrument ha a very
high resistance,
and can safely be
0V.
IØM,A
00V.
connected across
even the smallest
'?
high-tension bat-

-

meter,

-

Using the Instrument
In use, the wander plug is put into the

-

H

-:-.-

'
i

eliminator
must be connected to the set so
that, it is"under
lo a d.'
Wh en
I

nromrt

attention.

---
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HOME CONSTRUCTOR'S

THE

An

on the Selection and Use of Tools

Article

for

ByW.B.
ebonite, or metal, it is essential to have a
set of twist drills. These are designed
to cut metal, so it follows they will
quite easily drill softer
materials. Fig. la'and
b shows what twist
drills look like. They
are used in the hand
ljj
drill (shown in Fig. 2).
As,
however, the
average machine will
not take adrillwith
a larger shank than
tin., the type shown
in Fig. lb has been
evolved. These can be obtained in
5116m-, and tin.
izes with a shank
only tin. in diameter. You should get
a set of the ordinary type in sizes up
to tin., and also one of these narrow shank
ones for drilling ein. holes for condenser
spindles, etc. They are quite cheap, and
it pays over and over again to buy good

'

¡

11TH the present vogue of placing
complete kits of parts at the
y
disposal of the home construetors, it is quite possible to assemble a
receiver entirely
with
aid of
a
screwdriver
16
and a pair of la
pliers.
I say
/1

V

th

-

assemble,'

because one

cannot, in any
sense of the
term, call it

"building"

a

-

However,
the average conset.

structor's
terest is

3.-

Fig.

in-

straight through from one side to the
other, but with wood or ebonite you should
stop as soon as the point of the drill starts
to come through. You should then turn
the work over and drill from the other side.
The hole will then have a clean edge on
both sides. To prevent the drill slipping
about when starting a hole make a small
nick with the centre-punch illustrated in
Fig. 3.
Use

of

the Ratchet Brace

In building sets on wooden chassis you
will need to drill holes about lkin. in

diameter for the chassis-mounting valveholders. You may also need holes through
which to pass such components as H.F.
chokes. This is where the brace and
centre-bits illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 come
in. Centre-bits are also better for drilling
small holes in wood than the metal-worker's
twist-drills just mentioned. Like all drills
used for soft materials, they should be
taken out as soon as the point shows
through and started afresh from the other
side, otherwise they will burst through
the wood and leave a ragged hole. The
brace that is used to hold the bits should
be of the ratchet type, as this will allow
holes to be bored in awkward corners.
Instead of having to turn the handle round
and round ste with the ordinary brace, it

Usin'g a

not
usually limited
ti
to the completing of a kit
b
a
c
set, and for most Fig. 1. -r Ordinary twist
of his work ho drills; one with a sho&ldered
needs a certain
number of shank; and a rose bit.
simple tools.

¿

-

.t

di

centre

-Ii'

punch.

,' Fig. 4.-A
brace
and
centre-bit is
handy for making
large holes in the
baseboard.

The Complete List

In detailing the list of tools you will
require I shall assume that you will be
undertaking the whole work outside the
construction of the actual components. To
feel perfectly equal to any job, I think
you ought to have the
following: Asetoftwist
drills, a hand drill;
screwdrivers, brace and
. centre-bits,
a centrepunch, a counter-sinking
bit, a pair of pliers, añ
t awl, a soldering outfit,
a measuring rule, and a
II
file. This may appear
at first to be rather a
lot, but I will endeavour to explain
briefly where each
comes in,
with
special reference to
0
their use in the completing of awkward
or unusual jobs.

Some cheap foreigR makes are not
ground at the right angle at the cutting
edge, and you can drill away until thoroughly exhausted before completing a
hole. A good make "bites" instantly
and cuts quickly without much pressure
being needed. The best way to use twist
drills is to apply light pressure and turn
the drill fairly fast. Metal can be drilled
ones.

''

-

Ï

-

7

u,

1__

I

-

i

Fig.

2

-

gea.re

Drills

ç

.7

w

and Drilling

Usually, the first job
in construction is drilling
the panel and baseboard, or in some eases,
the chassis. As you may
be dealing with wood,
,

-'-,t

.

,..

-

-

Fig.

5-ÇntrebiIs,
.zA.

4.

.

and a panel cutler,

can be used by turning it backwards and
forwards through part of a circle only.
Actually you set it to "free-wheel" in
one direction, so that the bit pauses as you
make each back stroke and advances as
you make each forward stroke. Fig 4
shows a hole being bored in a restricted
space by means of a ratchet brace. For
drilling large holes in sheet metal or ebonite
a centre-bit is not really suitable, although
it can, of course, be used if great care is
exercised. A better instrument is a panel
cutter. This is illustrated in. Fig. &. It

.
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Experimenter -.

the Amateur Construëtor ánd
RICHARDSON,

When purchasing make sure the blade
is not more than tin. wide, otherwise
you will not be able to get at some
of the miserably tiny set-screws which
are to be found on most control knobs
and dials.

a brace in the same ,ay as a
centre-bit, but it must have a small hole
drilled first to take the guiding spindle.
is held in

The Best Type of Screwdriver

' In
nuttine together the panel and
baseboard or chassis and in the mounting
of the components, the screwdriver is
probably used more than any other tool.
The right choice, therefore, is of great ;importance and has a direct bearing on the
speed and ease of assembly. You will
need at least two different patterns:
one for general use and one very
small one for tightening up grub
,
screws, etc. The general.purpose one f /
should be long, and preferably have
a screw-holding device so that the
screw can be carried direct to the
f
hole on the end of the
- 'starting
driver. This refinement is a great
help when fixing a screw in an
awkward corner where it is impossible
to reach with the fingers in order
to steady it. Figs. 6 and 7 show two
'different types in use. One has
a metal sleeve 'hich grips the
head of the screw, and the
other has a double blade which
springs apart. The blade is
closed and inserted in the slot
lin the head, when the pressure
against the sides of the slot
holds the screw until it is
pl aced i n
position. The

I

I

I

I

8.-An

screwdriver
of

the hand.

Uses of Round-Nosed Pliers
In wiring up you will need a pair of
round-nosed pliers and a soldering outfit.

.3

Fig.

7-A

screwdriver
with a double

blade.

i1

Improving

-A

-The pliers should be fairly sturdy and not
of the long, thin-nosed variety. They
should also be fitted with a wire-cutting
device. Such a tool is illustrated in Fig.
10 and will serve a number of purposes.
It can be used to cut the wire, bend it into
a. neat loop to pass over the terminal,
and then to tighten up the terminal when
the wire is in position. If you use any
other type you will need more than one
pair. Pliers without cutters mean you
have to have a pair of nippers as well.
Again, small types with very thin noses
are not strong enough to tighten nuts or
terminals.

a

Bradawl
With screwdrivers
one naturally associates a bradawl
for making the
screw holes. If an
ordinary small
bradawl is used you
will find it a good
idea to sharpen it
to a four-sided
point, as in Fig.. 9.
This will make it
easier to use than
special with the ordinary
Fig. 6.
point, besides
screw-driver which grips chisel
producing a tapered
She head of a screw,
hole more suitable
for the job. Personally, I always sharpen my
awls thus and find the resulting tool more
useful than either a bradawl or a gimlet.

lu:
,t'osu'

Fig.

all-melal
which is held in the palm

/./

aOUND

r.,'

Soldering Irons
If you have electricity laid on, there is
no better type of soldering iron than the
electric one. You can now get one for
quite a reasonable price and you will find
it cheap to run. There is, of course, no
chance of burning the iron, and therefore
no need for continual tinning. Besides

thatitcuts out

all the running
from and to
the gas-ring or
fire and the
waiting while
it heats up.

You

r:

-

»

-

-

-.
»

..

-

.

just

»'

switch it on

'. -

-

andgetonwith

-

-

the job. If you

"

O

are forced to
..
use the ordinJ
i-/mE
arytypeof iron Fig. lI.-Trimming a hole in a
CUTTER
Round or flat-Headed Screws?
panel with a pen-knife.
The question of whether round or flatheaded screws should be used for holding- previously mentioned useful for cleaning
down purposes depends on whether the up the facets of the bit when re-tinning.
holes in the components are countersunk
or not. I think that generally a neater Optional Tools
appearance is obtained with flat-headed
To the which has so far been given may
screws sunk flush with the surface. If be added one or two other tools which,
you wish to use flat-headed ones, and the although not absolutely necessary, are
holes are not already countersunk, you nevertheless very useful. First, there is
can soon make them so yourself with the the tapered reamer shown in Fig. 12. It
aid of the rose countersinking-bit shown is held in a brace and used to ream out
(enlarge) holes which may be a fractioñ
with the twist drills in Fig. 1.
To complote the list of what I consider of an inch too small. Ons of these is often
5ECT/ON
necessary tools for the construction of the
very handy when a hole is required which
Fig. 9.-A sinai!
chassis and the mounting of the compo- is larger than that made by a particular
bradawl sharpened
nents, you must not forget a rule for measur- bit but smaller than one produced by the
o a four-sided point
ing and a small file for cleaning-up pur. next larger size. A wile-gauge is another
is usciulfor making
poses. Saws are not needed unless you useful tool which may be used for checking
Fig.
¡0.-A
pair
of
small holes. A halfout out your own panels or make your the stated gauge when buying wire for
pliers
round
nose
with
round 6in. file is also
own cabinets. A fretsaw, however, is coils, or may be used to determine the
Wire-Cutter.
useful.
useful in cutting tuning-dial apertures, thickness of sheet metal. For small jobs an
secons screwdriver may well be of the but is not absolutely essential, as this can old pair of scissors will answer for snips.
all-metal type, which is held in the also be accomplished by drilling a
palm of the hand as in Fig. 8. It is number of holes round the outline and
operated by twirling the knurled collar cutting away the waste with a peur
thumb. knife. This is shown in Fig. 11.
Fig. ¡2.-A tapered reame
the fingers and
between
I

I

.

1J
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An Article Explaining a Method of Easily
Making a Chassis Type of Receiver
By HAROLD

THE majority of wireless fans
may have noticed that
better class of modern wire-

G

ill result in a more
compact outfit, and, if properly
-.
carried out, a more efficient set.
less set is what is known as
-First of all, for the chassis.
chassis built
That is to say
Ordinary wood may be used for this
the conventional wooden base-preferably five-eighths piy to
board is not used but in its placo
avoid warping. On to this screw
Fil
is a sheet of metal, not necessarily
a sheet of thin aluminium foil,
II
flat, on to which the various cornwhich is obtainable from any
0
ponente are bolted. You may
'..
good-class ironmongers.
Copper
have wondered why this form of
may be used (and will in fact
construction is favoured, and
simplify matters by enabling
4,
whether it is more efficient.
.'
soldering to be employed for cer¶
I'
If you examine one of these sets
tain earth connections), but on
you will find that practically all
no account use sheet tin. This
L
the components are in metal boxes
is actually sheet iron, having a tinned
«
-including the tuning coils. The
surface, and iron has certain properties
chassis is also usually in the form A lypicaI modern
'.which make it unsuitable for screening.
of a tray, some of the srnaller
There is no need to cover both sides of the
componente and the majority of
baseboard-the top will be sufficient. Do
the wiring being underneath. This makes isolation of eaeh one, the overall efficiency not be tempted to put your own coils
for ease of construction, and this is one is much greater than that of the unscreened inside an empty condensed milk tin, as
of tho reasons underlying its use. coils. Furthermore, as the earthed screen these also are iron, and are unsuitable for
Efficiency, however, plays a great part in surrounding the coil comrletely isolates it screening. Unless your coils are small in
this form of construction, for the follow- from external influences, two or more coils size, leave them as they are, or you will have
ing reasons
may be tuned by two condensers joined difficulty in obtaining a screen large enough
together (or ganged), the circuits remaining to go round them outside their field or you
Tuning Coils
matched over the complete tuning scale. will spoil their characteristics. Buy a set
A tuning coil, to be really efficient, must This, then, is one of the important features of canned coils if you wish. A ganged and
be of certain dimensions, depending on its of the chassis-built set.
screened tuning condenser assembly. will
place in the circuit, the wire with which it is
eiable "one knob control" to be used, and.
wound, etc. For an aerial tuning coil the
this is a great help in.tuning.
Stamped-out
Chassis.
efficiency is highest when the diameter is
When a manufacturer decides upon' a
greater than the length (for the normal
-.
broadcast band that is). The tuning coil in design of receiver, he has at his disposal Valve-holders
Be very careful about the choice of valvethe chassis-built set i wound on a small certain components, and with the chassis
former, about lin, in diameter, and very size decided upon, this may be stamped out, holders. Sorno of these have the screws to
which. the connections are made fixed in
fino wire is used. It is, therefore, inefficient complete with holes, to take bolts to áccomif used alone.
In a receiver having an modate every component, so that the work such a way that the heads are level with the
HF. stage, however, two coils at least arc of assembly may be carried Out by in- bottom of the holder. This may cause them
required-one for the aerial circuit and one experienced persons, bolts being passed to come into contact with the metal base,
for the inter-valve eireiiit If band-nass through the necessary holés, and nuts and so short-circuit the voltage supplies.
aerial tuning is used, then there wilf be screwèd up. This is much easier than driving Watch all parts having such connecting
three coils in all. Now, a large coil has a home wood-screws in a wooden baseboard. screws, and make quite sure there will be
large field, and in order to preserve the Furthermore, the metal work may be used no shorts. The terminals may be attached
efficiency of such a coil, nothing must be as the earth connection for any point which to a terminal strip in the usual way, or
included in its field which will affect it needs earthing. A number of wires are saved some of the moulded terminal mounts may
characteristics. Therefore, three coils would by this means, a soldering tag being placed be used. The panel also may be of metal,
take a great deal of arranging, to avoid under the bolt head holding some component provided that the components which are
interaction, and, furthermore, would take in place, and this being used as a connection. mounted upon it are of the type having a
up a great deal of space. If they were
The above details should be sufficient to one-hole fixing bush, which is metallically
crowded near each other, the efficiency show that it is worth while building a connected to a part which has eventual y
would be lost. It is here, therefore, that the receiver having one or more H.P. stages on to be earthed. If this is not so, then a small
"canned coil" proves its worth. Whilst the chassis plan. (If no H.P. is used, there ebonite insulating bush must be fitted to
individually cachone is not so good as a large is no need for screening, and the ordinary the panel to accommodate the one-hole
coil, when three are employed they can be type of set is satisfactory.) There is no fixing bush.
Sufficient has been written to enable you
designed with characteristics, when screened, need to be a metal worker to build such a
which enable three of them to be set, and the following details will enable to understand the features underlying the
placed in the space occupied by the one you to remake your own receiver, or build design of the chassis-built set, and to relarge coil; and then, owing to the complete one of the future sets described in these design your own receiver if you wish.
-
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resisiance potentiometer can

be used for a variety of purposes,
.AHIGH
but the expense of a good one often

makes it a prohibitive item. It is possible
to make a satisfactory substitute for experimental purposes for a few pence, by the
following method, which, although not
new, may be interesting to readers who are
unacquainted with this form of resistance.
Procure a small glass or similar vessel about
2ins. in diameter and nearly fill with water.
Cut a strip of ebonite, bakelito or other
insul$ing. rnatçrialiong enough to rest

AUseful Liquid Potentiometer
across the mouth. At each end fix a terminal
with a length of bare copper wire suspended
in the water. The path between the terminals constitutes our resistance, which
amounts to many thousand ohms. A third
electrode is now made, similar to the
other two, a.nd mounted in a slot between
This is the
ftxed electrodes.
arm. As an input volume

thJn
pqtçeter

.

-

control, connect the fixed terminals across
aerial and earth. Connect the earth of set
to earth, and the aerial of set to the moving
arm. The movement of the latter between
the two fixed electrodes will be found to
give an even control of volume from zero
to maximum. Though simple, this is a
sound device and has a virtue not possessed
by otherpotentiometere; it is quite noiseless in operation and contact is perfect.
Other uses for this high resistance unit
will be apparent.
B. S. J. WALLACE
(I"4orbury).
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THE PENTAMP.

-

L..O.A Simple, Easy-to-make Amplifier, Using
a Pentode, Clearly Described in Simple
Language
-

--

By W.

I

DELANEY

J.-

HE apparatus described in this article
is a single-stage amplifier, utilizing
the pentode type of valve. As most
readers probably know, this type of valve
has a very large amplification factor and a
comparatively small consumption of H.T.
current. This results, therefore, in the
ability to construct a single stage of L.F.
amplification which will work a loud-speaker
quite satisfactorily; and the amplifier
described m this article may therefore
-be added to a single valver so that the corn.bination will - give quite sufficient LS.
volume for the normal home requirements.
should be noted, however, that the
It
pentode valve will not handle a very large
input, and therefore this particular amplifier
should not be added to a set in which there
is already one stage of L.F. amplification,
or distortion will be noticed due to over-

these parts are

not

standard

in size no dimensions have
been given.
Mount the ter-

minals and
screw this strip

of ebonite to
the rear edge
of the baseboard; mount
the panel com-

i

I

i

ponents, b u t
do not attach
the panel until
all the baseboard wiring
has been carned out. This

"l

-

makes that
loading.
plate terminal of the valve holder. Cut off
One drawback to the pentode in the past part of the work considerably easier.
a short length of ordinary lighting fox,
has been the shrillness of the reproduction, j
end, make a small
due to the emphasis of high notes, and in Wiring Connections
t and after baring one
this amplifier a tone-controlling device has t.. Carry out the wiring in wire of the loop, just large enough to go over the ter.
,been fitted, which will enable the minal on the side of the pentode
user to adjust the tone of the revalve-base. To the other end of
0HZ+ this flex attach a wander plug,
production to uit the particular
loud-speaker in use.
which is fitted in the top of the
..
safety decoupler. This device onFixing the Components
ables the flex to be permanently
Otir
Obtain the components, as speciattached to the pentode, and the
'
fled in the list of parts, and lay
valve can then easily be removed
out the valve holder and other
ft'iMlì the holder for dusting or any
baseboard componente on the baseother reason by simply removing
beard, fitting the valve in it holder,
the wander plug.
At the same
and so making quite sure that there
time, the voltage is reduced tIuough
is ample room for the parts and
-,
the decoupler, giving stability and
the grid battery. When you have
S W! 7C#f
'
avoiding- one terminal on the tergot the parts satisfactorily ar2
ranged, fix them do
with screws. /NjI
L.r# minal strip. The value of the resistance also ensures the correct
There should be no difficulty in carOL.T
voltage on the grid.
ng out this part of the construetion if you follow the layout shown
JIt will be noticed that there is
C,,c'ct_,,r
-sJ.'#
in the wiring diagram, Fig. 4. The
no H.T- terminal fitted. The
circuit diagram is given in Fig. 1.
reason for this is that some singleFig. 1.-The theoretical circuit diagram.
Drill the panel and terminal strip as
valve sets have the common
8hown in Figs. 2 and 3, the holes being Glazite type, paying particular attention negative terminal earthed, whilst others
drilled to accommodate the terminals, to the connections to the small pentode have LT. positive earthed. If, therefore, th
volume control and on-off switch. As safety decoupler. The volume control is two L.T. terminals in the amplifier are joined
usually fitted with three ter- to the corresponding two terminals of the
/0"
minals, one being connected to single-valve set, the H.T.- lead will be
the arm of the control, and the automatically joined in circuit.. If, hdwevcr,
other two to each end of the the amplifier is used with a crystal set, it
resistance element. In the am- will be necessary to connect the H.T.1;.
.1r1iflnv
qrh,1 n,-,n nf 1
lead to L.T.- terminal. It must be unde, terminals is not used. The ter- stood, moreover, that this is onlyto .e
minal joined to the arm of the done when a crystal set is used, othcrwiu 4- 3"-i
control is connected to the .01 a short-circuit may occur.
-" 3
condenser, and one of the other
q
_j_ 4,
_k terminals is then joined to the UsIng the Amplifier
'r
'r
's
When the wiring is
completed, plug a
Cossor pentodo into
the valve holder, and
plug the safety wander plug into the deI
o
o
o
4
coupler. Connect the
io"
I

I

-

I

-

-
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Fig.
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2.-How

-

-

.

io drill the panel.

.a_

-

j

-

$1/N

Fig. 3
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I
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of
'phone termina1
your present set to the
inputtetÙiinaIs of the
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amplifier. Adjust the gridbias plugs to the correct
sockets, according to the

valve-maker's instructions.
and the H.T. positive plug
intó the maximum voltage
recommended. If a highresistance loud-speaker i8
used, join the two leads
from the output terminals
to the pair of terminals on
the transformer marked
"high resistance." If a
low-resistance speaker is
employed, the leads will, of
course, be joined to the
other two terminals. Switch
on, and tune in your local
station on the receiver. If
the reproduction - is too
shrill, adjust the contrOl
knob until the tone is suit,.
able. The value of the
resistance given should enable you to get satisfactory
reproduction unless a ,very
poor loud-speaker is used.
In the latter case it may be
necessary to adjust the
values of the control and
the fixed condenser. However, for normal use, those
givenare most satisfitctory.
It will he noticed that
this specification and description relate to a pentode with the extra connection taken to a terminal on
the side of the valve hase.
Where it is desired to employ one of the later types
of pentode which utilises a
five-pin base the only altera.
tions necessary will be in
connection with the valve
holder. Instead of a fourpin a five-pin holder will
have to be obtained, and
tho connection from the
safetydecouplingresistance
will then be joined to the
extra terminal.
As mentioned in the
opening paragraphs, a pen.
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tode valve should only be
employed after a detector
stage, as the addition of
any i.e. stages in Iront
of a pentode often gives
rise to trouble from overloading. In cases where an
existing receiver already
employs L.F. stages and it
is desired to fit this pentode
amplifier to increase the
strength of very weak
distant stations, some form
of volume control must be
fitted to the receiver so as
to limit the strength of the
local stations if the Pentamp is left connected as a
permanency. If the Pentamp is to be operated from
a common H.T. source it
would be advisable also to
decouple all previous stages.

-

-

LIST OF COMPONENTS

i panel, lOin,
i
i
i

i
i
i

i
i
i

by 7in
(British Hard Rubber
Co.).
baseboard, lOin, by 7m.
valve holder, Benjamin.
L.F. transformer, Varley
Nicore II.
pentode output transformer, Varley D.P.5.
fixed condenser, 2 mfui.,
T.C.C.
fixed condenser, 01 mfd.,
T.C.C.
pentode safety decoupling
resistance, Bulgin.
volume control, 25,000
ohms, Varley.
f' on-and-off" switch,
Busby.
-

u

7 terminals: input, output,

G.B.

M M M M L.+
M M
- M+
U.T.+

OUT

FOR the past week I have been using a
very antiquated set that a friend
asked me to try. It was a set that none
of our readers would be seen dead with,
but it drew my attention to a very interesting point that some of you may have
already noticed when using a set having
the old direct coupled aerial tuning.
Perhaps you have noticed that with modern
powerful sets and modern powerful stations
the aerial has become less and less important
and, unlike the old crystal set days, we do
not give a hoot for its being long or high so
long as it is rcasonably selective. Well, a
few weeks ago my aerial fell down and as
my set seemed to work O.K. and, as I was
very busy, it just stopped down !-a rather
terrible admission for a radio writer to
make, although I might make the excuse
that the aerial wire was insulated. ,With
this old set, however, it was a different
story, and I decided to put the aerial back
up again and replace the rotten rope that
had been the cause of the trouble in the

Fig.

L.T

4.-Wirjng diagram

¡("1

-

of

¡lie Pent-Amp.

-, G.B. +, L.T.-,

LT. +, H.T. +, Belling-

Lee.

i strip of ebonite,

10 in.

by lin. Wire, scres,
grid-bias battery, etc.

TALKING of aerials reminds me of a visit
I paid to. the top of Eiffel Tower
during quite a heavy wind. Looking down
the straight aerial wires that run down to
insulators sunk in the ground in the
Champ de Mars I was somewhat alarmed
bflb
e4....b......
to notice the rise and fall of the wires due
duly reinstated, I began work on the set to the movement of the Tower in the wind.
and, when I got it working, I automatically As the tower is some 900 feet high, the
made a note of the dial readings on some movement is fairly considerable and
of the moro powerful stations. (I always accounts for the large amount of
do this on any strange set for future "sag" left in the aerial to allow for this
reference.) The next night I tuned in and movement.
found all the stations had moved about
two degrees! You needn't all tell me that ET. Batteries ' the condenser dial had shifted because
It is false economy to use cheap HT.
that was what I thought, but when the
next night the dials readings had almost batteries, because their discharge rate is too
gone back to the original readings I thought meagre to supply the requirements of the
again! To cut a long story short, I found valves.
out that the rope supporting the aerial
An H.T. battery should not be iudgeL
was stretching and contracting with the by the reading it gives on a voltmeter. It
alternate dry and wet weather we happened may easily register 80 out of a possible 120
to be having and the aerial was alternately when three months old; yet its discharge
first case. I asked my wife to get me some getting nearer and farther away from the rate has probably dropped, and, as a conrope-and, visiting ono of our great stores- earth, making a sort of variable condenser sequence, it is not fit to be kept in service.
you won't need me to tell you the name of action. At least that is -what I put it Some HT. batteries will function well till
the millionaire founder-she brought mo down to, but I am- open to contradiction, the very last hour of their normal discharge,
enough, rope to hang myself and several aithough n prizes are offered for other and then cease to apply a er,iceable
aeria) solitionpJ
aerials as well for. -sixpençe
potential.

ODDS ANb.
ENDS
....
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screened grid, H.F. valve, D.H. metallized
detector and a D.P.T. pentode output
valve.
Between the detector and output valves
a resistance-fed transformer eoupling is
used in order to obtain good quality.
All valves are oontrolled by fixed series
resistances to supply the right voltage,
with, in addition, a suitable resistance lamp.
In order to safeguard against any possible
risk of electric shock by the operator, the
removal of the back of the receiver, if
inspection is desired, automatically breaks
the electric supply to the receiver. This
safeguard is a useful one in the event of an
omission to switch off before any part
of the interior of the set is touched.
The lay-out of the individual components
has been carefully thought out; all coils
are effectively screened. Particular aUention has been paid to provide an efficient
smoothing system, and this, in conjunction
with other details, achieves results cornparable with those obtained by some of the
l
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Tested

better types of A.C. receivers. In opera.
l'y
tion, there was very little trace of hum.
lACE
The moving coil speaker, to which is
attached a large input transformer, is on
the top part of the cabinet, behind the London broadcasts were on. The wavegrille.
length range is a liberal one, enabling us,
In front, immediately below, you will see ¿s it did, to hear transmissions below
the controls. They consist of a slow. 220 metres and also to permit perfect
motion ganged condenser of which the tuning in of Budapest.
illuminated dial is clearly calibrated in
No trouble was experienced jn receiving
wavelengths. This main tuning control broadcasts from the main B.B.C. National
also embodies a concentric trimmer which and Regional stations and in separating
is adjusted until exact tuning is obtained. them from their immediate neighbours,
Below, there is the wave change switch for such as Langenberg, . Prague, Sottens,
"long" or "short" wavelengths, to the Bordeaux-Lafayette, etc. In addition,
right and left of which separate volume Florence, Rabat, Riga, Sundsvall, as more
and reaction controls have been placed.
seldom-heard stations, were also logged.
Although, at first sight these four-or On the "long" waveband, starting with
should I say five ?-knobs might appear Rostov (Don) on 847.8 m., almost the
fearsome to the raw beginner, their use entire range of transmitters now in operation
is rapidly learnt and the adjustment thus was clearly tuned in. Sorne difficulty at
obtained so accurate that they will enable the outset was encountered in separating
him to capture transmissions which in the Warsaw from Eiffel Tower and Kônigs
ordinary way would Wusterhausen from Paris, but this was
prove much more accomplished by judicious use of the redifficult m'a re- action and volume controls On the whole,
ceiver fitted with the calibration of the condenser dial was
fewer individual found to be reasonably accurate, the slight
controls.
discrepancy in some instances, being
Moreover, by this accounted for by the trimmer; the actual
means it is pos- differences in the readings were unimsible to avoid or re- portant. Terminal sockets are provided for
duce interference the connection of an additional speaker
to a very great of almost any type, and a jack is fitted in
extent, as in the the back of the set to permit the use of a
case of transmis- pick-up for the electrical reproduction of
sions on neighbour- gramophone records. In this event, howing wavelengths the eyer, it should be used in conjunction with
volume control can an external potentiometer volume control.
In every respect the quality was satisbe brought into
play with just the factory, and ample volume was readily
right amount of obtained with the majority of transmissions,
reaction without musical broadcasts in particular being very
speech was also good.
risking unnecessary well received;
loss of sensitivity The receiver is well built, compact, of
in the receiver. pleasing finish and appearance, and should
This separate hand- give all-round satisfactioñ. The price of
hag of the t,o the Kolster-Brandes Three-Valve D.C.
"controls will prove model is LiS 18s.
very helpful when
In. addition to the model above referred
searching for dis- to, the listener who only has access to D.C.
tant transmissions. mains is also provided for byi;the K.B.
On test, for a three- "Pup," which is a two-valve receiver invalve combination 'coi-porating an adjustable type phone loudthe receiver gave speaker. Of òourse, it is understood that
an excellent per- Kolster-Brandes manufacture a large range
formance, as some of battery reeivers, and receivers intended'
thirty stations were for operation from A.C. mains. These range
logged at illloud- from the simple two-valver (the K.E.Kitten),
-,
speaket
IS1*he,) which costs only £3- 15s., -to atht-valve
ú1)er
for A.'C wkioljccts £24 lis6d.
whilst
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The' Kólster-Branjes
3-Valve D.C. Mains Receiver, reviewed
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or even more, while the generalpurpose type of A.C. valve usually has
an amplification factor of the order of
thirty-five.
Choice of valves for use in an A.C. mains
set should be made on precisely the same
lines as when selecting battery-operated
valves, although owing to the much higher.
efficiency of the indirectly heated valves the,
choice of alternatives is not so laije,
This is in some measure due to the facl
that the range of battery valves reflects,
to a great extent, the history of radio
development during many seasons, it.
being necessary to make and supply valves.
suitable for the many different circuit
arrangements which have successively held
five

-

-.

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

the field.

-

So far, this short series has dealt with
those valves whose filaments are
heated with the current provided by
an accumulator, the filaments themselves
acting as the cathodes of the valves. In
sets operated entirely from mains power,
some modification of the cathode system
generally is necessary.
Dealing first with A.C. mains sets, it is
obvious that no great difficulty arises in
obtaining a low-tension supply at, say, 4
volts from the house mains, by means of a
small step-down transformer. But valves
of the normal 4-volt battery type cannot
be used on a "raw" A.C. low-tension
supply successfully, for the result would be
an unbearable hum from the loud-speaker.
The reason lies in the fact that if the filament were fed with an alternatmg current,
the electrical potential of the filament
would be constantly changing, and the
anode current would be similarly modulated,
giving riso to a "musical" note in the
speaker, corresponding with the frequency
of the alternating-current supply.
Indirectly Heated Cathode
This difficulty is overcome by employing
an indirectly heated cathode. Instead of
using the filament itself as the cathode,
it is surrounded by a tube of nickel treated
with radio-active material. The heat
generated in the filament by the passage of
the A.C. low-tension current is transferred
to the cathode, but as this independent
èathode is electrically insulated from the
heater, all portions of its surface are at the
same potential, and no mains hum is introduced.
The indirectly-heated cathode principle
can be applied to valves of every class-and
is used universally for screened-grid highfrequency amplifiers, for detector and early
stage low-frequency valves, and for some
types of output valve. It is possible, howover, to use directly heated valves in the
output stage, because what little hum
might be introduced at that point is not
subject to further amplification. A good
range of both triode and pentode output
valves of the directly heated type suitable
A.C. mains receivers ia.ayiIable.

forusn

-

-

Sensitivity of Indirectly Heated Valves
In the ease of mains sets, however, which
of comparatively recent introduction,
The essential connections to indirectly are
experience, and the availabifity
heated AC. valves are identical with those of accumulated
super-efficient valves, has resulted in a
battery valves, except that all grid circuits of
greater degree of standardisation in circuits
are returned not to the filament circuit, and
general receiver dsign, and there is
but to the cathodes. There are AC. valve therefore
a corresponding tendency totypes corresponding to all the types of wards the limitation
of the number of valve
battery-heated valves, 'but in general their types. A further factor
because of
characteristics are considerably, better than the greater sensitivity isof that
the indirectly
those of their battery-heated counterparts. heated valves, fewer stages are
requiredThis is accounted for in part by the very especially on the low-frequency side. Most
generous electron emission which can be
obtained from the comparatively largeRec ri P/ED
OOrPOr

©HT

ND/NG
II

LI!

nc

Lz
i

/r5CT/F/ED (A17°Ur

-

Fig. 1.-The "diode." or two-electrode valve,
used as a rectifier in an AC. mains set.

i

I

Fig. 2.-Rectifying valve with two aflojes
fed from a cent re-tapped transformer.

I

-

surfaced cathode, and in part by the fact British valve manufacturers nd that praothat the cylindrical cathode construction ricany all normal requirements so far as
permits very much closer spacing between detectors and early stage low frequency
the electrodes than is possible in
amplifiers are concerned, can be met by
I
a valve containing a fairly long
I two or at the most three types o
filament which has to be arranged
tr de valves
in some form of zig-zag.
(con:
on page 313.)
300
High Efficiency Obtainable
As examples of the high efficiencies obtained from valves of the
indirectly heated A.C. type, it may
be stated that few battery-operated
screened-grid valves bave amplification factors approaching the &)0 k
figure, but amplification factors of
1,000 and even more are quite
commonly found among AC.
screened-grid valves. Similarly, in
'0 /5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
the case of AC. detectors, the
r,1'7iv OUTPUT/N /W/Q44Pc'
amplification factors of valves corresponding to the "H." and" H.L."
Fig. 3.
Typical performance curve of a
classeanum.y be as high as seventyrectifier valve.
I

I
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filament of which has burnt out,
is carefully broken by first wrapping it in a piece of cloth and lightly
tapping with a hammer, the result will
be most interesting. For the interior
eoñstruction may be examined and, in
conjunction with the following description,
the various parts understood. In a
modem valve of the type illustrated in
Fig. i there
Ma9fleS!Um
are three distIe tfe r
tinct parts ;
these, as shown iii
the Figs., are 2
the ifiament at the
IlL
centre, surrounded by
3, the grid, which in
-i-1I/
II
its turn is surrounded
4, the anode, these
(n III i three parts are known
pi
as electrodes. Inside the bakelite
I
% II
base from which the
valve pins project
is cemented a glass
pinch ; embedded in
this are five stout
_
supporting wires,
four of which run
-.
iLUfrom the electrodes
right through to thò
valve pins, two of

_

'

been iniroduced in response to a general
request from hundreds of readers who
have only just commenced lo lake

alve, the

I

In
° interest in wirçless construction.
WC propose to explain. week by week;
very simple language, facts abouf the
Various aspects of the practical side of
TO rthe many thousands who
Wjre55.
cannot yet understand circuits or terms
used in connection wit/i wireless we extend
a cordial helping hand.
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EXPLANATION OF
THE VALVE
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which are known as electrons. The
eleetrons pass through the grid, and are
attracted to the anode, they flow thence
back to the low-tension battery. To
attract these negative electrons to the
anode from the filament the anode i
kept positively charged, or it is a wellknown fact that in electricity a positive
charge attracts a negative charge. To
positively charge the anode, it is connected
to the positive side of a high-tension
battery, the negative side of the battery
being connécted t low-tension negative.
In this way the voltage to the filament
is unaltered, but the voltage of the anode
with respect to the filament is greatly
A
increased and with it the electron flows
:
Fig.l.-lnternal parts
The Grid
of a modern valve.
-'
The grid is a spirally-wound length of
wire (see Fig. 3), and, as before stated,
these four to the
Fig. 4.-The plate.
is between the filament and the anode.
filament pins, añd
To this the incoming wireless signals are
one each to the anode
applied. These signals are alternatively
valve, go to actuate
and grid pins respecnegative and -positive; this changing of
s
-.
the loud-speaker.
tively; the fifth wire
polarity tends to control the electron
The
electrodes
acts as a support
-.
flow from the filament to the anoe, for
il
which ¿onstitute the
for the filament, and
filament
when
grid
the
is positive it acts like a
valve would not be
heins to hold it in
small aiTode, and because it is nearer
able to operate if it
its - correct position
Grid
to
filament
the
its attraction for the
were not for the fact
s
between thç spirals
is
much
electrons
greater;
but this also
Othat they do so in a
of the grid.
means an increase in anode current. The
vacuum-that is to
The Filament
grid, however, is just as often negative,
say, all the air is
The filament may
and, has the effect of repelling electrons
exhausted from the
well be dealt with
leaving the filament, for like repels like.
valve. Valves in
first, since it plays
A negative grid will therefore mean a
which a trace of gas
one of the most imdecrease in anode current. It may be
is allowed to remaiu
portant parts in the
seen, then, that if the grid is biased
a re classified as
operation of the elecnegatively with a grid-bias battery as
gassy " or " soft,"
trodes, although it
much as possible, it wilI tend to stop any
and rare apt to beis only a fine thread
positive signal voltages from making the
come unstable,
of wire upon which
grid positive; grid current is thus prebesides having a very
generally the life of
vented although the controlling action
short life. - In the
the valve depends.
of the grid is maintained. If over- or
of manufacThe functioning - of
under-biased, however, the grid will not
turc the valve is
the valve is combe able to deal with the applied signal
connected to pumps
process
menced by passing
voltages, and distortion will be noticeand as nearly as
O
a low-tension current
able.
Now it is possible to underpossible evacuated
from an accumulator Fig. 2.-The filament. stand why with correct amount of grid
Fig. 3.-The grid, a n d
hermetically
through the filament; this has the effect of bias the anode current consumption of
sealed. It is then
heating, it.' When the ifiament has the valve is cut down ìtnd the H.T. battery brought into close proximity' tcl a high
reached the correct temperature it throws is therefore being used as economically frequency coil,,the high-frequency currents
off minuto electrical negative charges as possible. The grid.serves to
9f which tend to heat the electrodes ;'his
I

:

.

SIMPLE
'
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the wireless signals, the periodicity of
which varies with thedifferent wavelengths
of the broadcasting stations into which
the set i tuned ; this is called the j
carrier wave. In a wireless wave of 300
metres th freqitency of this carrier wave
j the neighbourhood of 1,000,000
cycles per second,
which is far above
the frequency audible
to the human ear.
Amicrophone current
is modulated into
this carrier wave at
the broadcasting station, and this produs the sound
waves of speech and
music ; this current
has, - of course, a
much lower
fre. ¡mode
quency. The action
of the detector valve
in a set is to demodulate these two variations of currenti.e., separate them,
retaining the sound
waves
(low
fre.
quency) and dispersing the carrier
waves
(high frequency current).
These low-frequency
currents are the variations which, when
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has the effect of releasing any gases remainin the metal of the electrodes, and when
IIng
the temperature becomes sufficiently high
a smafl piece of magnesium, previously
fixed inside the valve, is ignited and
burnt. The combustion of the magnesium
absorbs the remaining traces of gas in
the -valve. The- process of combustion
causes a portion of the metal to be deposited upon the inside of the glass bulb
in the form of oxide of magnesium, which
gives that silvered effect which may be
seen in the upper part of all valves. The
operation of final exhaustion by magnesium is called "gettering,"' and the
magnesium is known as the " getter."

th number of queries which
have been sent in by readers
FROM
asking questions about decoupling,
it would appear that theré are quite a
number of readers who do ñot fully understand what is meant by the term, or why
it is necessary. I will therefore try to
explain, in as simple a mañner as possible,
just what it is and does First of all,
its purpose is to seliarate, electrically,
the anode circuits of each valve, or, put
in another way, to take the HF. currents
direct from the anode to earth in order
that they shall not be passed back into
a valve in a succeeding stage. This may
sound very complicated, but with the aid
of the illustrations you will find it is quite
a simple affair. We have stated that it is
the H. F.currents w,hih have to be
disposed of, and we will, therefore, have
to explain the nature of these first

i
i
¡

¡

i

-

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
Metallized Valves

The screening provided by this metallic
coating is quite as efficient as is obtained
by enclosing the valve in a metal box, so
long as the valve holder i's correctly wired
up. If you examine one of these metallized valves you will find, attached to the
coating just above the base of the valve, a
small disc or ring. This sometimes bears
the letter E. From this disc or ring a
thin wire can be seen passing into the
holder, and the metaffic coating covers
both disc and wire. The filament leg
beneath this disc mwst be joined to the
earth terminal of the set to enable .the
screening to be effective.

The latest - development in modern
valves of the screened grid and detector
types is the coating of the outer surface
of the glass bulbs with a finely-divided
metal powder. This appears to be applied
in a dry state to the tacky surface of a
coat of-varnish. Its effect is to eliminate
the usual aluminium shield, and must
be earthed ni the same way as such shield.
This earthing is already arranged in the
valve by the manufacturers. The effect
of the metal coating is to isolate the valve
electrically and prevent stray currents
from interfering with other surrounding
components.

--

-

and if no decoupling components are
fitted. these currents will pass toeart.hvia
the H.T. battery.
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Eun-down Battery
When a battery has been in use for
some time the cells, owing to the chemical
change which has taken place, develop
a high resistance, and, as we have just
seen, this will offer a barrier to the
A
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the less the current,
which means to say
that a resistance offers
a barrier to current,
Now H.F. currents
are present at the
anode of the valve,
-

1.-The

high resistance of the shaded part of the
battery will give rise to motor-jsoating or "feeding back."

Fig.

a

.

-

qRrN-'

"decoupling resThanci:"' lias been added,
which will act as a barrier to HF. currents.

.

V2

V1

2.-Here

Fig.

'

I

HF. Currents
Now the H.F. currents are in the form
of oscillations; that is, they flow "backwards and forwards" at a terrific rateactually, more than 12,000 times per
second, and this is termed frequency.
When an alternating current is applied
to a condenser, the effect is as follows:
One terminal of the condenser is at one
moment negative (which means, it has a
superfluity of electrons or particles of
electricity), and the other plate will be
positive (which means it has a shortage
of electrons). If, now, the state of
affairs is reversed-that is, we reverse the
potentials applied to the condenser termmabe-ve shall be in the same position
as before, except that now the terminals
will be of opposite potential. The effect
of this, therefore, is that oscillating
currents apparently pass through the
condenser, or, in other words, a condenser
does not offer a barrier to oscillating
currents. This is the first point in our
explanation.
1f a voltage is applied to a wire, a
current will flow, and the thickness of the

SOME FACTS ABOUT WIRELESS LICENCES

Post Office Licence must be obtained
T'receive
by every listener who
in a position
the broadcast programmes. if an

¿

is

i

i

i
i

i

I

i

to
aerial is erected a licence is necessary, even
although no set Is connected to it. The
Authorities take the line that the intention is
to receive the programmes, hence the aerial.
The-licence also covers the use of a portable
receiver but another licence Is required for a
receiver which is taken to a further dwelling.
If you have two receivers, one permanently
connected to the serial, and a portable in
addition, only one licence is required.
In addition to the Poet Office Licence, it is
also necessary to have a licence from Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Company, Ltd., for the
use of their patents (if such patents, are
employed in the receiver). Most manufacturers
hold such a licence, and the receiver should
carry a small licence plate stating that the
due royalties have been paid.
The home-constructor is not inimune
from this levy. If you construct a receiver
for your own use, and make use of any of the
above compafly's patents, you should write
to them for a licence plate, which will be
supplied on payment of the royalty. If in
doubt about the employment of patents, send
them n wiring diagram of the receiver. The
Poet Office Licence is lOs, per annum; the
home-constructor'e Marconi Licence is 12s. Od.
per valve; and the Manufacturer's Marconi
Licence is Is. per valve.

i.
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l

i
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i
i
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H.F. currents. In the diagram we have, i
shown the resistance of a run.down
battery by. a shaded area, and you will î
see that the añode of the first valve is
joined to one énd of the battery, whilst
the anode of the other valve is joined
to the tapping before the shaded area.
It will be obvious, therefore, that the
HF. currents from Vi will pass into the
battery, but owing to the high resistance of
the shaded area will pass back to the anode
circuit of V2, and it is this feeding back
which gives rise to "motor-boating,"
or L.F. oscillation. Fig. 2 shows the
same arrangement, only with this time a
decoupling resistance and condenser inserted in the anode circuit of Vi.
What happens now? The resistance
Rl wifi act as a barrier to the HF.
currents, and they will, therefore, be
unable to get round to the H.T. battery;
and as a condenser is joined between the
anode and earth, this will offer an alternative path, with the result that there
will be no H.F. currents present in the
battery, and, therefore, stability is
assured..

i

STANDARD PANEL SIZES.
i

HE following are the sizes in inches

T
recommended by the B.E.S.A.
and used by home-constructors:
6

S

x 9,

6x12, 7x14, 7x18, 7x21,

8x12,8x16,8x20, 8x26, 8x30.
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Various Types. and

TO OUTPQ7

s.
Their Principles-I

VLVE,.

1.-The simplest
type Of mevement is
ihr cone type.
Fjg.

balanced armature.

armatore

is less

As will

rigidly arrangcd

between 1h: two magnets.

-

of the armature. As the armature is
rather rigidly held, it must be arranged
close to the pole-piece in order that the
weak impulses may affect it. Therefore,
on a low note it tends to come mto contact
with the pole-piece, giving rise to
"chatter," a fault which is also noticed
when very loud signals are received.
It will be seen from this, therefore, that
this type of speaker is only suitable for
receivers with a fairly weak output, and
one which is not designed to reproduce
the very lowest notes in the musical

-.

-

'

.

:

The Balanced Armature
This idea was brought out to

try and
avoid the principal fault of the first type
of speaker, namely, resonance. As- will
be seen from Fig 2, the armature is
now less rigidly arranged in between
two magnets. There is, therefore, an
equal pull in ech direction, and this
tends to make the armature move about
a central positao
avoiding the natural

2.-The

be seen, the

AGLANCE through a wireless cata- restoring force which we noticed in the
logue when trying to decide on the simple type of movement. The gap between
loud-speaker to buy for your set, the magnets may be fairly large, and so
will leave you, perhaps, rather puzzled greater signal strength can be dealt; with
at the different types of speaker. There without the risk of "chatter." This
is the simple cone type; the balanced type of speaker is, therefore, most suitable
armature; the inductor dynamic, and for receivers employing two or more
the moving coil. Well might the novice vahs, and designed more on "quality"
or new-comer to radio say, "What is lines than the usual cheap set.
the best type of speaker to get for my
set?" In this article we shall touch The Inductor Dynamic is 'the nearest
The inductor dynamic
briefly upon the four above-mentioned
types of loud-speaker, describing how approach yet obtained to the ideal
they work, and their respective merits, in moving iron speakers. In both of the
so that you can decide just whether previous movements it is obvious that
you have got the wrong type of speaker as the iron armature is fixed at one end,
for your set, or what type you will buy there must necessarily be a -certain amount
for the new set you are going to make up. of resistance to 'overcome in order to
vibrate the armature, and the tendency
The Reed
of the armature to return to its position
The simplest type of movement is the of rest is always present, no matter
one illustrated in Fig. 1. It consists what electrical impulses are at work.
of a strip of iron, fixed at one end, the This prevents the slow oscillation necesfree end being above and close to the pole sary to produce, say, a pedal note on the
of a small magnet. To the strip of iron, organ, and, in addition, the cone is not
or armature' as it is properly called, is operated in a direct push-and-pull movefixed a thin rod on to which a cone ment. The actual direction of the coue's
diaphragm may be fixed. The windings movement, to produce true tones, sho{ild
of the magnet are connected in the Output be what might be termed a "piston"
circuit of the last valve of the set. As movement; that is, it should' move in a
the current changes, due to either speech
or music passing through this magnet
winding, so the pull on the armature
Wireless Shorthand-I
is varied, with the result that the vibrations are transferred to the cone, and so
The beginne, in usireless soon encounters diflicully
the sounds arê heard by us. It will be i in reading the mystic symbols which the sci des'gner
uses
in combination tofo,,,, the circuit. The circuit
obvious that the armature will always
consists of a numlser of conventional signs linked j
tend to return to its normal position,
together, 0d this hort serie, of ictoriol diagrams
and this natural restoring force gives
will enaisle The beginner to recognise what they mean.
rise to its first .faIt, namely, resonance.
Again, the current fluctuations due to
NECì,oi
a very low note, such, for instance,
as the beat of a drum, are very great,
and should result in a large movement

scale.

Fig.
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horizontal plane. Now, as one end of
the armature in the speaker movements
so far described is fixed, it is obvious
that the operating reed is taken through
a small arc during its to and fro movement. This gives rise to a form of
distortion.
To overcome all these defects in a
moving-iron loud-speaker seems rather
difficult. However, a certain inventor
set to work and the result of his
endeavours to produce the ideal movingiron movement is known as the Inductor
Dynamic Speaker. The actual arrangement is the subject of Letters Patçnt, and
only a few firms in this country are licensed
to manufacture it. There are four
pole pieces to the magnet system, and
two armatures. The two armatures are
held together by means of rigid, but light
rods, and the armature assembly is held
at the front and back by very light springs.

I

I

I
I

I

I
I

I

Wh'Non-Inductive"?
YJHEN one comes to study the list
VV
of parts required for a modem
set, one is at once struck by the number
of fixed condensers and resistances
specified as being non-inductive types,
and a question which flashes through
one's mind is Why "non-inductive"
The answer would not be hard to find if
a condenser or resistance of the ordinary
pattern were taken out of its case and
dismantled. The condenser would be
found to consist of a "sandwich" of
tin foil and waxed paper made up into
a flat roll ; inside the case of the resistance
would be found a coil of fine wire on a
small former, the whole thing rather
resembling a high-frequency choke. It
will be clear that either the condenser or
choke would resemble a tuning coil and
could therefore have the same propertyinductance. And if an inductance is connected in a complete circuit it will tune to
a certain frequency; if it is in a tuning
circuit it will entirely upset the normal
tuning by creating "resonance peaks,"
and at certain frequencies will absorb
much of the energy from the tuned circuit.
It is for this reason that the coupling
condenser and by-pass resistance of a
band-pass circuit must always be noninductive. A similar thing applies to
the by-pass condenser, usually wired from
the screening grid of an SG. valve to
earth. Stopping resistances inserted in
the grid lead of L.F. valves to prevent
the passage of H.P. impulses into the
amplifier must also be non-inductive,
for if not the would only be effective at
certain frequencies. In some cases (principally where a high resistance is used)
the resonance peak might fall within the
range of audible frequeneies, when serious
distoo
esult
Y

j
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view of the
large number of differcnt types of
tuning coil at
present on the
market, many
no
readers,
doubt,
have
trouble in deciding upon the various
merits of the coils, and are in doubt
what particular type of coil to buy
for their set.
The following a4cle
should enable one to decide just which
particular make or type will fulfil the
particular needs of the set or locality
mn which each reader finds himself.
The Simplest Coil

The simplest type of coil is, of course,
the single layer wound solenoid (see Fig.
1)-that is the tube of either ebonite
or some similar insulating material,
having a diameter of three inches or so,
round which is wound a certain amount
of wire much in the manner of a cotton
reel. For the simplest type of sét, such
as a crystal receiver, this is undoubtedly
the best type of coil. If provided with
tapping points so that the damping
of the crystal and aerial may be distributed effectively over the coil, it will
be found most efficient. Its drawbacks
are, firstly, the large space taken up,
and, secondly, the extent of the electrical
field which surrounds the coil. In the
case of valvo sets, the efficiency of the
coil will be lost unless a very large baseboard is employed, owing to the proximity of other components such as variable condensers, etc. Any metal body
(especially if earthed) in the field of the
coil causes losses, and this brings us to
the first consideration in choosing a
coil for a valve receiver-namely, a
small external field. This means that
the coil has to be
either of small dimensions, or that it
must be wound in
some manner which
limits the field.
The Honeycomb Type
of Plug-in Coil

In the former class

we have the ' honey-

-former,
i
/-

I
i
I

.

I

-

I
-

I

comb ' type of plugin coil, where the
turns of wire are
limited to a small
and are

j

wound over and over
upon
themselves,
giving low self-capa.
city, but high inFig. 2.-The honeycombductance.
(Fig. 2.)
type 01 plug-in Coil.
This coil is very
efficient, especially if wound with good
thick wire or high-frequency cable (Litz
wire), and its chief drawback is the need
for coil changing to cover various wavelength ranges. For a receiver which
is designed to cover a naow bandsuch as a local station receiver-it forms

e,,oeceoS, a..,,n.

fl

a very conven.3nt arrangement. The
coil illustrated in Fig. 3 is enclosed in a
bakelite case, which prevents moisture
and dust affecting the chai-aeteristics
of the coil, and gives a more robust
coil. This is no doubt the beet type of
coil to use in any circuit where a single
coil is required. Although its field is
not so large as the solenoid, care must
be taken to avoid coupling with other
coils, and, therefore, it is a good plan
to arrange all coils, no matter at what
distance they are placed, at right-angles.
The Dual-range Coil
The next type of coil to be considered
is the dual-range coil. This has been
brought out to avoid the inconvenience
of changing coils when listening to the
long-wave stations, such as Daventry,
Radio-Paris, etc.
The
principal
commercial
forms of this cil are
of the solenoid type,
the large amount of wire
required for the long
waves being wound into
slots on the former, each
slot accommodating a pile
This ar-of windings.
rangement enables a lot
Fg 3LA
,,
esc1ose so
i,Ç- of wire to be put into
Jite case,
a small space without
in.deasing the self-capacity of the coil too much.
Further, .this type of
coil is usually provided
with a base (or pins
to fit into a base), and
is, therefore; held in such
a position that the surrounding components of
the receiver cannot be
included in its field. In winding 5.-Asiatic
in w!, ich
other words, the coils the Jeld of one
are mounted vertically coil nrsslrnli-es the
(Fig.4.) Afurthermethod. field of the other.
of winding these coils to avoid the" field"
trouble is to use two small formers,lmounted

(
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Is a
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Storage Battery

?-A

storage

battery is a device which may be used
WHAT
repeatedly for the ,torage of energy.

Energy, in the form or electricity, Is put into the battery when it is charged and given up
hi the same form when the battery is discharged.
What are it Essential Parts ?-Two $
- unlike platea (positive and negative) In a
somution (electrolyte). The electrolyte act.s
r upon the plates and gives to the positive
I a tendency to deliver current and to the
negative a tendency to absorb Current.
What Is the Electrolyte ?-lt consists of a
mixture of pure sulphuric acid and- distilled
water. If you are filling your own batteries
and "breaking down" strong acid to the
requIred strength, the follving precautions
should be observed -Vessels should be of
glass, earthenware or least, and nevr of any
other material. Pour the acid slowly into the water. Never water Into acid. Stir
a stick or wooden spoon, and
weLl with
allow to cool before taking gravity readings,
Dirt and moisture allow the current to
leak away, and reduce the efficiency of a
battecy. They also tend to start corrosion
by attracting and absorbing minute quantities
of acid,
CorrosIon Is beet prevented by removIng
all traces of acid from terminals and coimee- î
thons (by wiping with a rag moistened with
ammonia) and then coating all metal parts
with puic vaseline,
i
r
I

leSe

I
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side

by side,
and to wind half
of the winding
on one coil, the
remaining half

-

being wound on
the other former
Fig 4-A dual-ra,ue
in opposition. In
this way the
field of one coil neutralizes the field of
the other. This is known as "astatic"
winding. (Fig. 5.)
coi!.

The Governing Factors
The size of the wire, the size of the

former, the spacing between adjacent
turns, and other factors all help in varying the characteristics of a coil, so
that in receivers employing two tuned
circuits, it is necessary to obtain two
coils having exactly similar characteristics if the twotuning condensers are to
remain in step. Manufacturers to-day
are making coils which.are so accurately
wound thàt the characteristics are guaranteed to i per cent., and for circuits employing niere than one H.F. stage
these coils are necessary, as then one
can obtain condensers joined together.
or "ganged," which are also guaranteed
to i per cent., and, therefore, only one
tuning knçb is required to tune as niany
as four circuits.
Selectivity
To obtain the utmost selectivity,
either to get distant stations when operating a receiver close to a high-powered
station, or to separate stations on a very
close wavelength with a receiver having
HF. stages, the latest type of coils
to be put on the market will be found
essential. This is the band-pass coil, and
this was fully dealt with in the Free Gift
Book given with No. 2. The coil consists
actually of two coil,, of practically
identical characteristics, and with a
good ganged condenser provides oneknob control of a receiver and yet enables
such stations as Mühlacker and London,
for instance, to be separately tunedwithout any loss in quality. Where
selectivity is sharpened up by the use of
reaction, distortion occurs owing to what
is known as "side-band cut-off." The
peculiar censtruction ofthe band-pass
coils, however, prevents this, but maine
tains the same degree of knife-edge
selectivity.
.

"Shock-excitation "
When situated close to zuch high.
powered stations as Daventry, etc., it is
often found that the station can be heard
all over the tuning dial, no matter what
type of circuit is employed. This is due
to what is known ni "shock-excitation,"
which means that the oscillations from
the transmitter are so strong that they
strike the actual coil in the set, and
so set up impulses which are not tunable.
To obviate this, the modern coils are
now supplied in a metal can; but do
not think that you can get a similar
result by putting a cocoa tin over yo

I

-

¡

coils.
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one

or two stations.
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how

to:..increasé

the range of

-

yourset

Every night the great European
stations pour out a wealth of entertainment. Are youone of the
thousands 'öf people whose worn-out
or inefficient valves prevent them
from enjoying it? '
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To increase the range of any S.G. Set
-to enjoy a wider choice of pro
grammes---use Cossor Screened Grid
Valves.' Due to' their abnormally low
inter-electrode capacity and, unique
construction, including the famous
Mica Bridge, Cossor S.G. Valves will
definitely increase the range of. -any.
well-designed Screened Grid Receiver,
.
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An Efficient Earth.

A

!

FAULTY earth can make a great
difference to your reception, and
an hour spent in overhauling your
earthing system will not be wasted. For
your lead use copper wire, if possible, and
'the thicker the better. The insulated wire
used by electricians in house
wiring is cheap
and quite good
for the purERRrN
pose. Trouble
is generally experienced a t

the actual

ÛRE

-

por

due to
rain
and
weather cam-

tion,

ing deteriora-

-

Eç'tEO
dI.oweR

earth connec-

tien, and to
prevent this
the connection
must be well

protected. Use a coppertube earth, and leave the
top two inches above
ground level. Make a tight
CcER
contact with a strong spade
terminal, using plenty of
insulating tape and smother
with motor grease. This will
exclude the air and keep
the contact clean. Now
A novd
thread a flower-pot along
met/tod of
the lead and invert it
arranging
over the earth-tube. Insert
an efficient
a tin funnel in the hole in
earilt.
the pot so that the spout
extends down into the
earth-tube. It now becomes
a simple matter to moisten
the earth through the funnel, when
tiecessary, and at the same time the
water and the weather are excluded from
the electrical contact.-R. A. BOOTH

(ambridge):

-

-

-

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!
-

-

¡

'l'

Every reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE.
LESS" must have originated some little
dodge which would interest other readers.
Why not pass it on to us? For every item

I

To FiMrscr
INSI.,LArIsG

W*SHotS

published on thispage we will pay half-a.
guinea. The latest batch is published below.
Turn that idea of yours to account by sending
it in to us, addressed io She EditOr, "PRACTI.
CAL WIRELESS," George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11,
Southampton Street5 Strand.W.C.2. Put your
name and addres, on every item. Please note
that -every notion sent-in must be original.
Mark envelopes -' Radio Wrinkle."

Recessing a Cabinet Front
To my annoyance, on several occasions
I have found that, having constructed a
chassis, upon sliding it into the cabinet,
the bushes and spindles of most components
will not reach through the front panel (A),
which is very often of in. plywood (used
generally to avoid box resonance and
shrinkage). This can be overcome by
recessing the back of cabinet front (B)
4-WooD
______________

-

______________

'

Support

A Simple Coil

HERE is a useful coil support for homewóund coils of the usual ribbed
former type. When using a metal chassis
or metal-covered' baseboard, these supports
will be found to increase the efficiency
of the coils a great deaJ. The best' way
of affixing is to bère the holes in the
former first,- then use a piece of folded
paper to wedge the former on to the sup.
port, and move
T-RMINPLS
the former up and
down to find the
-

-

Ciiìissis-"

of fixing a bulb for an
illuminated dial.
..

A neat methad

LOCA'NUT

best

-

height,

,Q/8850

-

-

-

-

-

-H.S.
HA L E

-

(Clapham
-

Recçssing a panel Io lake back nuts
on components.

-

5cREWS

5EcoR,o

- FORMER

-

T -

-

-

/

Common).

-

'ontinuid

:

CHQ5S/5"
WOOD
________ ______________

I

screws.

-

W,tioa«rs

______________ COLLRR
__________

-j

t he n
insert

FORMER

Il

on

page 286.)

-

-

-

-

-
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W000 P,LLPR\

W000 /-2
sufficiently to accommodate locknuts
ru Fir /iYS
W000 BissE
and
thus
allow
bushes
to
project
Avoid Cheap H.T. Batteries.
ThicK'
enough, to fix the collars and
(RPPROX)
yJHISTLING noises often complained of knobs.-" Vie" (Barnstaple).
VV are usually due to defective cells in the
H.T. battery. Cheap batteries of foreign make Illuminated
Dials
are mainly responsible for thèse disturbances. A "dolly" comes awash or a cell ¡T is often quite practicable for
irics up, causing the whole of an anode I constructors óf A.C. sets to light
circuit to be upset, owing to the resistance the bulbs of illuminated dials off
introduced in the circuit by the faulty the transformer filament winding.
A handy coil support
cr11. If this cell is near the.négative end-- In most cases the framework of the
y between zero and the first socket--- dial is at earth potential, while there
it can easily be cut out by advancing the are two terminals provided for the illu* SPECIAL NOTE
negative wander plug to the next socket mination of the bulb. Remove the insuII' the fault is, at the- positive end the posi- lating washers from one of these terminals,
WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTORS'
ENCYCLOP,RDIA
tive plug can be shifted in the same way. thus connecting one side of the bulb to
Owing
to
a
misprin
in
the earlier
Sometimes one or two cells in the centre earth. Connect the insulated terminal to
copies of the Subscription Voucher
of a block H.T. battery become faulty. one side of the 4-volt transformer winding.
In this case they can easily be cut out by As the centre of the transformer wind- i for the Presentation Volume of the
above, the binding for the Edition
bridging them with a short length of flex ing is connected to earth, tho bulb will
De Luxe was given as "water-proof
and a couple of wander plugs. If you want light up, having a 2-volt current flowing
moroquette" The notice should
maximum results from your set, choose through it. If a 3.5 flashlamp bulb
H.T. battery of a well-known make. is fitted, the illumination will be found i have stated "quarter moroquette,'
forming an -equally, rtistio and
Thei-e are several on the market which can quite sufficient, although the bulb will
durable style.
be relied on to give a steady output with he working under its rated voltage.an evenvoltage decline in all
A. SMETHVmT (Manchester).
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TELSEN DRUM DRIVE

-

CONDENSEASSEMBLY

.--- -

complete ganged condenser tuning Unit
incorporating several distinctive features
TwoTelsen.00O5logarilhmicvariablecon
densers with right- and left-handed move
menti, and fitted with compen.ators, are
mounted and ganged together, through o
rigidly c.ntructed drum-drive conttol. Mounted o..
thesarnespindle aisisasthe maintun,ugdrive isatrim.
mer, givsng a swinging movement of about 20 degree
A

,

.1

.

\k\.\
_______________

-

.

,

t:e;

TELSEN
LOGARITHMIC CONDENSERS

-

-

.._.

ri

ç

I

'./

,

,

i

to be maintained throughout the tuning range. Two
scale. are supplied, cae marked in wavelengths and
one in graduations from 0-100. Th. scale is illuminoled and s ea.sly removable when it is desired to fit
one of ¡pedal calibration. The escutcheon is handsomely finished in orridised silver, with knob, of the
Provision. is made for panel and
push-on type.
baseboard mounting f,ull in-

The frame is braced by three solid pillars, and
the vanes clamped -at three points, inaving
distortion impossible, Tire rotor is also &uüt
luto a rigid- unit, ¡be vanes being held
troth ends. Generous trearin;s obviate backlash
or end-plate.
Models orth left-hand and
rigkt-harrd ,nove,ncnts respectively incorporate
a compensatOr '(,r:a. cap. no ?nicro-,nicro.
henrys).
Cap' .00025
:.
.. - ..
.. 416

-.

f.

structsovs for
gether will,

Cap. 0005 (left-hand ,noverneut

with

!

_.j

\

fI

'

-

i

5!

TELSEN DRUM DRIVE

Vil

r,

c'ih

mounting, to.
double-ended

a

drsaced

-

\

'i

Er,tbodies numerous refinements, including a
cord drive, arranged to reduce wear to a
,nininmnni,n and to prevent over-rntni, and a
rocking stator tri nr nier, which gives a variation
of 20 degrees, and visual indication of setting.
For use with Telsen screened coils, arr extra
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BUY A COPY OF THE TELSEN RADIOMAGASTON,PRICE 6d
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Radio Wrinkles

to have a set for family use at one's instant
disposaI. For this purpose I have rigged up
a switchboard on the wall above my
A Cabinet Hint
T is quite usual for manufacturers to pro- bench with five double-pole, double-throw
1
vide oniy one "fillet" each side of the switches. The top connections of these
case for the Bet baseboard to rest on. Now, (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, Lt. 64 are permanently
connected to the " family ". set. The
(Coiinued from page 284.)

-

SIJEDGEI
Or P.qNELJ

lower connections (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, liA,
124 to terminals at bottom of switchboard.
With switches ali " up" the family set is
in operation ; with switches "down"
(except mains) connection is made to the
experimental terminals; with switches

I

I

R
5nsEàoPRa

I',

Screening Small H.F. Chokes
jN a number of óircuits using a screened
I HF. choke I had three chokes, but these
were all of unscreened pattern. To
remedy this I obtained an old aluminium
cup from a Thermos flask and cut it as
shown in sketch. The result was quite

"out" altogether, everything is dead to
enable any alterations to be made in a
moment with safety. In this way one can
always cut into a broadcast programme for
a special item without disturbing the
A useful
f7LLET7
experimental set. The mains switch should,
cabinet hint.
of course, be either up or out, although
if put down by accident the set will
Sio
OfCPa/NET still be dead. It will be noticed that
sithough most baseboards are of plywood fuse wire is connected between the centre
An efficient improvised screen for smaIg
those do not always remain true-it may be and bottom terminals of the mains
HF. cho/es.
of interest to readers to know that quite switch. Caro must be taken, of course,
JOSEP
MATTHEWS (Ash.
a lot of makes of plywood "wind." (This not to touch sny metal of this switch satisfactory.
term "wind" is used to denote a diagonal or one will receive the full supply ington).
twist). It is a far better scheme to brad voltage as a shock, and if it is An Alternative Aerial Connection
and glue another fillet (A) above (or below) desired (especially where there are children
As a general rule the aerial circuit of a
the first one at such a distance that the about),' a special enclosed switch of any
set is designed to supply the strongest
baseboard will slide into cabinet between the suitable make should be put in here. The signal to the grid of the detector valve.
two strips, thus holding the baseboard
This holds good when dealing with distant
true and firmly, but also allowing of
stations, but is not always satisfactory
easy removal. One should note that
when receiving local stations.the front panel must be set in (B)
Sometimes the volume control. can
enough to allow: for the width of this
take care of the very strong signals
fillet.-" MaKER"' (Barnstaple).
from the locals, but in mitny cases
distortion is introduced. A good way
Uses loi Old Coils
of getting over this is to fit a seìond
motor-car igniaerial connection. This 'second-circuit
tion PTcoils, even when discarded
can - be arranged to' apply.only averand unfit for further original us,
age signals instead of very strông ones
form a very rich source of,potential'
to the grid of the valve.
wireless wealth. They can usually be
---A simpIe method- is to includo a
picked up for a copper ortwo at any
fixed condenser of very small capacity
garage, and are well worth the investin the aerial wire to the coils when
ment. Starting from the outside the
the second connection is used, and this
ebonite case (about 6m. x 2in. dia.)"
is often effective, provided the capacity
Showing enera1 arrangement for an experimenter's
forms an excellent coil former. Itis firstis small enough.-A. J. B. (Harrow).
-switchboard.
class ebonite and cuts easily. Under this
is a stalloy shroud, 2ft. long and already object of the neon lamp is to prevent the A Valve-holder Switch
cut into strips 6m. x lin.-useful for mains switch being left on by mistake when
AN ordinary valve holder can be made
transformer or choke cores. The long making alterations, as it will then glowto fill a variety of uses. For instance,
ribbon of insulating fibre under this shroud its consumption is only 5 watts. This in the aerial circuit it can be used in place of
need not be thrown away. Small circles switchboard is equally suitable to those a switch. By plugging in to the sockets, the
-. under the valve holders cut to size maysave who work from batteries only, in which aerial can be shorted to earth when not
a valve being burnt out through its legs case the part to the right of the line 'AB can required, passed through the condenser, Or
touching the metal baseboard. The uses be dispensed with, the batteries being put taken direct to the set, as will be clear from
to which the primary winding of the coil on the shelf in place of the eliminator. An the accompanying sketch, Figs. i and 2.
may be put are obvious. Two ounces of added refinement would be a fuse in the If an aerial extension is require1 indoors, a
20S.W.G. d.cc. wire never.need go begging. H. T. circuit.-A. E. D. IÇENARD, A.C.G.I. five-socket valve holder can be used, and
Between the primary and secondary wind- (Harrow).
connection taken to the extra terminal.
ings is laid a length of oiled silk about
For the purpose of switching two loud3ft. x 6m. The sort of stuff which you want
speakers a valve holder can also be used,
,qER,PL
particularly badly at night when the shops
as shown in Fig. 2.-C. VAELEY (South
-:
-.
are closed, for binding tiansformer nindings
Shields). or headphone bobbins, or,at a pinch, for
-,
WPNbE4
covering ì cut finger. -The secondary
Pz.uc ci
winding is, to most people, a perpetual
-)eíò,i'rFx
source of wonder. It's an everlasting
supply of 38-40 S.W.G. enamelled wire.
There seems to be miles of it! Even after
making np several dozen yards of homemade Litz wire, and providmg all your
cronies with material for H.F. chokes, there
}r'.cc
is still sufficient left on the core to make it
into quite a hefty L.F. choke for mains
,/ CONL'ENSER
units. You can even wind first-class
tuning coils with it if used four strands at
EàRrH
once, making sure that all ends are securely
LE.qo 7V
joined up.-J. B. (Whitley Bay).
W/RELESS
# COMMONLEg
SE7
Experimenter's Switchboard.
THERE must be many experimenters
F
Fi
'
I like myself who are constantly try-'
Two meÍhod of isiñ a valve hoMer os asmitch.
ing out various circuits, and yet like
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;RADIO-CRAMOPHONE

;Th

/radio set

\

(Óftheyear.
TEN DOMINATING

UP. TO - DATE SET
1. Very latest type of three-valve
circuit (Screen Grid, Detector
ana renLoae).
2. Wide choiee of statións' 'from
home and abroad at full loud-

:

-

speaker strength.
3. Can be used without an aerial
or earth if desired.
*. Simplicity itself - single knob
tuning with illuminated dial
calibrated in wave-lengths,
5, Látest type moving-coil speaker.
6. Selectivity and volume control.
7.- Connections for, gramophone
pick-up and additional speaker.
8. Figured walnut' bakelite cabinet.
9. Westinghouse Metal Rectifier in

+

.

'

-

e.:

-

powerlul and sUent decirle
motor.
2. New 'type pick-up giving realistic
reproduction.
3. Gramophone Volume ControL
special
sod
sio
i.

-

A

,

5

,o

tieuatilul mOdern walnut csbinet."
Model R G.23-3.valve Receiver with
moving-coil apesker and electrIcallyoperated Cramophooe.

.

j

..

'

Ç

- -

.-

.

.

A.C.

l

yòr

-

these°

Gramophone features

A.C. Mod'eL.*

MODEL

nL

30

il. 9

i2 monthly psymenlu of £2.

D C. MODEL
.

'

-12

32

fffl3

monthly payments of £3,

Dedler 'to show' you
EKCO 5-calce Scper.Het Consoleue Model
5H. 25 as 24 gs,ineus rand Ras4so-Geam Model
RC 25 at 42 gn (or by Easy Pa;ments)
:4Iso- ask

-

::'
',

'.

.

-.

-

modern radio -gram»

-

-

All electric-.just plug in- to your
electric supply and switch onthat's all.
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degrees.

While

it

is

in rapid

motion

its

SMOOTHING CHOKES IN

.'

body possesses is called its mass or inertia.'
The same thing applies to an electric
current in a cirçuit. An. electric circuit
stores up energy in consequence of its
inductance or electric inertia, and a current
cannot be established or destroyed in it,
quickly, without in some way dissipating or
using the stored up energy. This quality
What exactly does this mean and, first possessed by an electric circuit, in virtue of
of all, what is inductance? Inductance which a current flowing in it has energy, is
is always present in alternating current called its inductance. So long as a direct
circuits, it is much increased if the coils current in a circuit is not changing in
have iron cores, and is greatest in circuits strength, inductance has no effect, but
containing electro-magnets.
The inductance
expresses the magnitude
of that property of an
electric circuit, whereby
it opposes any change in
the value of the current.
flowing through it. This bC.O#
NE
---- CONDENSERS
opposition is due to the R1CTPIEO
fact that any change in
the current involves also
a change in the magnetic
field set up by the current,
CHO/(E
which produces an electro-motivo force in the
-c-o
circuit in such a direction
as to oppose the change.
Fig. 2.-A choke connected up in a typical smoothing circuit.
This electro-motiveforce is similar in its action to an while the current is growing or while it is
inertia of the current, and is due dying away, the presence of inductance
to the inductance of the circuit. greatly affects it. When a current is inThe unit of inductance is named creasing, inductance causes it to increase
the henry. It is the inductance more slowly, and when a current is dying
in a circuit, when the current is away, inductance tends to prolong it. In
changing at the rate of one ampere all cases the effect of inductance is to
peri second and producing in that oppose fluctuation or any change in the
circuit a difference of electrical strength of the current, and the function
pressure of one volt. Its physical of the choke in the smoothing circuit is,
nature is a rate of change of magnetic field therefore, to absorb by means of the
strength through the circuit. This is a inductance of the circuit, the ripple or
technical definition of the term inductance,
ulsations of the current flowing through it.1
and of its unit the henry, and many
The reason that the maximum plate
readers would probably welcome a more current which a choke is required
to carry1
homely and less involved explanation.
should be specified when ordering the choke
is that the inductance varies inversely with1
Effect of Inductance in a Circuit
the current. That is to say, the inductane
Many changes in electrical conditions can becomes less if the current is increased, and
be faithfully reflected in mechanical or if the current is reduced the inductance
water analogies, and a clearer conception becomes greater. The inductance, however,'
of the effect of inductance in a circuit can does not vary inversely in direct proportion
be obtained by viewing the subject in this to the current. It is sometimes asked, what'
manner. For instance, a heavy mass, such is the difference between inductance and
as a motor car or a train, cannot instantly induction. They are really the same thing,
be set in motion, energy has to be imparted it is a question of cause and effect. Induct.
to it gradually. Neither can it be brought ance is the property possessed by an
to rest instantly when it is moving rapidly,I electric circuit, and induction is the effect
its energy of motion has to withdrawn byl produced by that property

FILTER CIRCUITS
L

L

....

N constructing an eliminator, whether for

DL mains, the object is to
render available for the receiver a supply
of direct current, free from all ripple or
fluctuations which may produce an audible
note in the speaker. With this object in
view, the smoothing circuit of the eliminator
therefore becomes its most important part.
Ripple is always super-imposed on D.C.
mains, and is also present in rectified A.C.,
which may be considered as still an alternating current in view of its pulsating character,
and before it is possible te use the supply as
a source of high tension for the receiver,
it must he smoothed by the unstinted use
of capacity and inductance, and there are
certain minimum capacity and indûctance
values to be used in order to adequately
smooth the output. Capacity is introduced
into the circuit by means of fixed condensers, and inductance by the use of
chokes, and it is to an explanation of the
A.C. or

-.

''+:-

effect of the latter in a circuit that this
article will be confined. A choke in its
most simple form consists of a coil of wire
wound over an iron core, (Fig. -1), and its
position in a typical smoothing circuit is
shown in Fig. 2.
Inductance Value
Constructors buildiñg up eliminators
from component parts, to instructions
given in the wireless press or by manufacturers of eliminator parts, are usually confronted with the statement that the choke
should be of ample size, and should have
an inductance of, say, 30 to 40 henries when
carrying the maximum plate current taken
by the wireless receiver, and that it is
advisable to specify the plate current consumption when ordering the smoothing
cftoke.

THOSE of you who aro new to mainsoperated sets should be reminded
thal the switching on of both L.T. and
H.T. when mains are used is not such a
simple operation as it appears. In particular is care needed when the valve
filaments are fed by accumulators, the
anode current being obtained from some
form of eliminator. When the latter is
the case the filament current should always
be switched on first and the H.T. afterwards
for if the high tension current is allowed to
pass before the fi)aments have had time
to warm up and attain foil emission, peak
voltage is produced and considerable
damage may be done to the valves and
probably fixed condensers. With a fully
¡nair-operatcd set the danger is not so

I.

i

'I

up sufficiejitly. The switch is built on the
principle of those little thermal switches
known as flashers which intercepts the
Round the World of Wireless
current passing to electric signs at regular
(Conin,ed from page 270.)
intervals and causes the lights to "go n
and out." A small heater wire, through'
........
Ie4
which a current passes, raises the temperapronounoed as the switching in both turc of a bimetal strip causing the strip to
circuits is simultaneous but it is not bend. A spring retains its movements fori
generally known that valve life can be the required time until the flexing strili
prolonged if some way of deferring the overcomes thé force of the spring when it'
passing of high tension current is used closes the switch contacts and the high
until the filaments have warmed up. It tension current pssses. Three types are
is possible to buy a novel little switch made, for D.C., A.C. dry rectifiers,
called a thermal delay switch for a few and for A.C. valve rectifiers respectively,
shillings, which holds back the HT, for and the instrument is rightly described as
about 30 seconds during which time most a modern safeguard for modern apparatus
mains-valves' filaments will have wariiied by the makers, A. F. Bulgin &.Co., Ltd. .eJ ...... 0..-oel ....
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HOME-

BUILT SET
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THE

DIGNITY AND BEAUTY
OF LINE OF A COMMERCIAL RADIO RE..
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View of a home-bath
receiver, showing the

handsome appearance
achieved by the use
of the "Telornor.'
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HE new TELSEN TELORNOR makes better sets
easy to build! The handsome silver oxidised
escutcheon plate, embodying an illuminated variable
ratio slow-motion Disç Drive, adds immensely to the
"good looks" of your set and permits, with the
minimum of trouble, a very effective grouping of
your Volume, Tuning, Push-Pull
and On-Off controls. Ask your
dealer to show you a TELORNOR.
It will make your set a set to be
of-in appearance as well as
proud
in performance!

S

Boc! view oj the "Telornor" showing
how

-'S

I

the corn ponenhs

can be mounted.

-
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Three-qzzorterjront view
Telorno,:"
of the

BUYA COPY
ANNOUPICEMENT
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.

RADIO COMPONENTS

OF THE lEISEN RÁDIOMAG'- PRICE
THE

TELSEN

ELECTRIC

CO.

LTD..

ASTON,
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raised on small fillets

ew0rg501ia

carried out below
$

th:

.

-

winng to be carried
out neatly, and also
simplifies the coimeoA
tions. The valve- I
holders are of the
chassis-mounting type,
which are quite simple to
mount, and are rigid. The
variable condenser has a slowmotion drive, and the panel
also carries a small variable
condenser for adjusting the
aerial, if it is found necessary.
-

--s

-,

-

j

J

.

i-

I
$

I:

-

-'
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Clarion Cabinet,.

DESIGNERS have, from time to time,
produced receivers of the so-called
"midget" type, but these have been
in the majority of cases a compromises
We have set out to design an efficient
receiver, which could be housed in a really
small cabinet, and yet would give redly
first-class results-giving, for instance, the
choice of several stations on the loudspeaker. The photographs and illustra'tions will give some idea of the compactness
of this set, and it will be seen that there is
no waste of space in any direction, and the
set can justly be called "a midget."
The Circuit

The circuit is clearly shown, and it will
be seen to employ the usual three-valve

arrangement of SG. detector and pentode
valves. The tuner is an ingenious "allin" device, employing an aperiodic aerial
coil with variable coupling, shoot and long
wave grid coils, and a common reaction
winding. The change-over from short to
long waves is accomplished by the same
spindle that varies the aerial coupling, and
this also operates the on-off switch. The
SG. valve is aperiodically coupled to the
detector valve, and this is transformercoupled to the pentode. Stability is
assured by decoupling the detector stage,
and a by-pass condenser is employed from
the screening grid to earth.

I

Construction
Now that all the main
details have been described,
we may proceed with a description of the actual constructional work.
The components are listed, and should all
be obtained before any of the work is
undertaken, as it is always advisable to
arrange every individual component in its
position before fixing, so as to make quite
certain that enough clearance is left 'at
each point for valves, condenser vanes, etc.
The three holes for the valve-holders should
be drilled first, and then the small holes
through which the connecting wires pass.
Attach the small fillets at the sides, and
then mount the valve-holders. See that
these are the correct way round before
screwing down, and note that the five-pin
holder is at the extreme left of the base
(viewed from the rear). Attach the remainder of the parts, leaving the coil till
last, so as to avoid damage to the wiring.
The panel should next be marked out, and
the escutcheon attached, with the condenser. While this is being done, and
until the rest of the receiver is completed,
the vanes should be kept closed up to
avoid risk of bent plates or other distortion.
Mount the other condensers, and you are
then ready for wiring-up.

Front view of the Bijou, showing controls and /the neat

Cheap and Efficient Little Receiver with a Splendid Performar
When you have inserted the valves, J that to receive certain stations which are
normally jammed use will have to be made
joined up the aerial, earth, and L.T. battery
of all three of these controls. The coupling
turn the control knob on the left of the
coil must be set to suih a position that the
panel a few degrees to the right. This
signal strength is just below that which is
will switch on the valves and at the same
finally required, and the reaction control
time put the receiver into a sensitive
used to bring the
condition on the
medium waveband. p-LIST OF COMPONENTS-'-s volume up.
Once the idea of
Set the control of
handling these conthe condenserabove ! Panel 12m, by 8m. (Bric. Hard Rubber
...O.).
trois has been
this knob in a
.0005 Variable with Slow Motion Dial
grasped, it will be
position where the
(Telsen).
moving vanes of
found quite simple
.0003 Compax Variable Condenser (Po.
-although the dethe condenser are
lar).
abouthalf-wayout.
scription of the
.00015 Compaoc Variable Condenser
working may seem
Now r o t a t e t h e
(Polar).
rather complicated.
main tuning con2 1 mfd. Fixed Condensers (T.C.C.).
No description
trol, which is the
.0001 Fixed Condenser (T.C.C.).
of actual results
lower knob in the
Dual Range Aerial Coil (Ready Radio).
will be given, as so
metal escutcheon.
HF. Choke (S.G. Type,H 4) (Bulgin).
much depende on
and you will soon
L.F. Transformer (Lissen Hypernik).
io e a conditions,
find your local sta3 Chassis Type Valve-holders (two 4.pin
etc. It may be
tion.
Provided
and one 5-pin) (Clix).
mentioned, howyou are using an
ever, that at a test
outside aerial, and ¡ 2 Terminal Mounts' .(Belling Lee).
this is not too I 30,000ohmSpaghettiResistance (Lewcos).
it was possible to
get Radio-P a r is,
large, you will find $ 4 Terminals (A ri il, Earth, L.S.
L.S.+) (Eelex).
really loud, with no
tuning is fairly ¡
1
meg. Grid Leak (Graham Farish
1
sharp.
The leftinterference whatOhmite).
ever from Daventry
hand knob, as it is $
3 Valves (S.G. 218, 210 D and 220 Pen.)
rotated further to
5XX.
(Six-Sixty).
the right, will inCalibration Notes
Cabinet and Baseboard, -12m. by 6m.
crease the strength
for Builders of
(Clarion Bijou).
of signals, but will
the Bijou Three
2 Coils Glacite.
alsoflattenthetun1F you regularly
100-vols H.T. Battery (Ediswan).
tag-or, in other
follow the meas'L.T. 2-volt Accumulator (Lissen).
words destroy the
urement
charts
selectivity.
i 9.volt Grid Bias Battery (Ediswan).
The
issued by the BrusI
i 5-way Selling Lee Battery Cord.
reaction knob (that
sels Laboratory of
2 Wander Plugs (G.B. - and G.B. +
on the right of the
the Technical Corn-'
(Eelex).
panel) will increase
mitteeoftheU.I.R.
Short length of Flex.\
the strength of the
Y O O w I I ha
Screws, etc.
signal, but ifturned
noticed that statoo far the set,svil]
I Loud-speaker (Ormond R. 450 in
tions in general are
Cabinet).
burst into oscilla,_I getting much
The most
tion.
b ett er
behaved
sensitive condition
with regard to the important matter of
is just before the oscillation point. You will
keeping to their allotted frequency orhave noticed by this time that there are
if you prefer it that way-wavelength.
three controls affecting volume the coil
Most of the big stations are checked by a
contrOl, the aerial 'condenser, and the reU.I.R. wavemeter and their frequency
action condenser. The two former controls
graphs are nowadays beautifully straight
have also the effect of varying selectivity, so
¡
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-
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!

-

'

.

'

.
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Wiring

.

-

The wiring diagram on page 292 shows
clearly the arrangement of all the leads,
and no troubles should arise in this connection. The leads to the valve-holders
should be put in first, and in view of the
The Receiver
smallness of the slot in the legs, only one
The receiver itself is built on the semiwire should be put in. Therefore, trace
chassis arrangement, the baseboard being
out the leads, and cut off such a length that
the wire will cover the full distance. Then
scrape bare at the points where contact is'
made. This instruction applies particularly to the filament wiring.
When connecting up, plug H.T.2 into the
maximum tapping on the H.T. battery;
r- namely, 100 to 120 volts. H.T.1 should be
tried in any socket from 27 to 50 volts.
1f the set tends to oscillate too readily,
o,use a low voltage; but if it does not
oscillate, use a higher figure. The
higher the voltage you use on the
screening grid the greater will be the
magnification until you reach
"
the optimum point. Do not,
however, use more than 55 volts
if you wish to get long life from
the HT. battery, as the total
plate current also increases with
the voltage. G.B.- should be
plugged in at
volts on the
gnd bias battery.
L.Three-quarter rear view of the Bijou Threà.
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Circuit Diagram

of

the Bijou.
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line." Turn up the charts
j
issued as recently as two
years ago and you will have
H.
a shock!
Some of the
most reputable stations
t
'
were terrible offenders in
those days and some of
their charth read like those
of an influenza patient's
"
temperature.
With an
i-'overcrowded ether, how
-,
ever, no tolerance can be allowed
,ii
and the powers that be watch with
-,
..
[
i
eagle eyes any departure from the
allotted frequency. The overlap
on either side of a wavelength is r
fairly large and tho nine frequen- !'
ta
cies separation is proving none too
generous with all our selective sets
and better transmitting equipment.
Rear view of the Bijou, showing rails for raising the
Incidentally don't forget that the
baseboard to clear valve-holders, etc.
most reliable way of identifying
like sunlight which covers the whole known
unknown transmissions is by the use of
chromatic scale of colours-and there are
a wavemeter. These are fairly simple to
over 1,400,000 waves of the red ray in the
make and handle, although the calibration
Imperial Standard Yard. As it is possible,
trouble seems to some people to be insur.
'with the wavelength comparator of course,
mountable. The most important point rs
to measure something slightly better thA
the obtaining of a really good variable
one-twentieth of one wave, the accuracy of
condenser with really accurate "straight
the yard has been determined with an
line frequency" characteristics, and with
error of only one-millionth of an inch.
clear open dial markings. You tune in
When dealing with measurements of this
as many stations of known frequency as
kind it is not surprising that the room
possible and by means of a graph plot out
temperature has to be maintained at a
the dial readings corresponding with the
predetermined level, and as modern infrequencies you thus obtain. A straight
dustry is demanding more and more in the
line drawn through the points you obtain
way of measurement accuracy this can be
will complete your calibyation.
......
accounted as good work.
Wavelength 4comparator
EVEN readers of PRACTICAL WIRELESS
¡N talking of accuracy in measurement
have, we feel sure, at some time or
t be it in wavelengths, feet or pints, it
is easily understood that absolute accuracy
another experienced trouble with their
Sometimes, aL course, the probis somewhat of a phantom. All our
radio.
lem is easy of solution: a new valve or
scientists can do is to cut down the inbattery, a repaired lead, or a re-made
accuracy to such an infinitesimal percentconnection, and the station is there for the
age of th& whole as to have a negligible
turning of a knob. But at other times,
importance. It is largely a matter of
things have assumed a more serious aspect.
proportion and we would not demand the
accuracy of measurement in buying a foot. Results may have been bad or even unobtainable altogether; the manufacturer
of wire (assuming you were in Aberdeen) as
disappeared, a spare part obsolete, the
one would require in buying a foot rule.
favourite old speaker "dis" ; and the
It is all a matter of relativity as Mr. Einstein
test meter damaged. It is then that the
would say, but it is obvious that somebody
news of a firm of really pecialised repairers
has to keep a fairly accurate check on
comes as real solace to a troubled spirit.
measurements of all kinds if sharp practices
You can have the address on applying
are to be avoided. This brings me to the
to the Editor.
fact that attempts have been made recently
to find out how nearly a
yard our Imperial Standard
Yard is. After a lot of ret_____
search work certain indefatigable members of the
staff of the National Physical
Laboratory have devised a
complicated apparatus which
Nl
uses by optical means the
U'
red rays of cadmium for a
IL
.4 '
basis of lineal measurement.
a
a,
It is known that the
4
a
rays emitted from a cadmium lamp have a natural
wavelength and the apparatus, known as a wavelength comparator, takes
advantage of this fact. In
order to be certain of the
definite wavelength of a ray
of light the ray has to be
monochromatic in character
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For Explanatory Text see pages 290 and 291
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PILOT AUTHOR KIT
CASH.rEvE1'Th-iÑG AAÔÌÖ1

BIJOU THREE. i933

CARRIAGE PAID TOYOUR DOOR.
MAKER. Model 334with Send

COSSOR MELODY

eslo.

THIS. YEAR'S

3."
S.G.,

I

I

only

0

5

Dimension, : Height.
3811,,.; width, 2111w.
depth,

.

I

6I5

Po!

I

-

H

CASH

I

t

EASIWAY
NO

-

-

A PrPMAÑFPJT MAIIPJrT
Mflh1IRlt.. c-.1
COIL SPEAKER F.6. With universal tapped
4'6
transformer. Cash Price £2/9/6
J
Balance in
monthly payments of 4/6
Only

Il

i

READY RADIO KENDALL-PRICE
S.G.4. Send
SG., Detector,' L.F. and Power. Complete
kit less valves and cabinet. Cash Price 8 £41616 Carriage Paid.
Balance in
monthly payments of 8/-.
Only

li

with transformer.

5/2
i
i

SONOCHORDE

MOVING-COIL

.....

BLUE SPOT UNIT AND CHASSIS
TYPE 99 PP.M. Including niatebed
Cash Price £2/i 9/6.
Transformer.
Balance mli monthly payments of 5/6.

PERMANENT - MAGNET Send
SPEAKER with universal
Cash Price £1/12/6. 6 -

input transformer.

Send

with

Cash

oi

C/rrard MODEL C with Colloco la12m. motion Electric Motor with

COD.

or 12 monthly
Poymenla et 12/Carriage Paid.
J

6

Toue-Ana,, PIck-up and

Vol-

o,ne Control In osso Dolt.
32m. Turntable.
Automatic

Stop. Automatle Needle Cup
(Fer AC Mains).
G

C CashorC,OD,orI5
N monthly payments
S. et 13/9. Carr Paid.

ß

ß

N
S.

only

Send
tappings. SG., detector and power. Output
120 volts at 20 rn/a. Cash Price 62/19/6.
Carriage Paid,
only
Balance in Il monthly payments of 5/6.
tGARRARD INDUCTION GRAMOPHONE Send
MO'fOR.
For AC. mains.
Model 202.
Mounted on 12-inch nickel motor plate with
fully automatic electric starting and stopping only
switch. Cash Price £211010. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/7.
AUTOMATIC
GARRARD
RECORD
Send
CHANGER for A.C. mains. Mounted on
unit plate complete ready for fitting in
j
position including Garrard pick-up and tonef
arm. Cash Price 610/0/0. Carriage Paid, only
Balance in Il monthly payments of 18/6.
.
UNIVOLT ELECTRIC UNIT. Standard unit
send
with Univolt pick-up, automatic start-andstop, for AC. mains, 110/250 y. Cash Price,
85/15/6.
Carriage Paid.

monthly payments of 12/7.

If the makers

I

I

can deliverPETO-SCOTT
can supply

Only

COnverta any Set to
Band-asu Toning with Needlei sharp Selectivity.

Payments ot 4/6

ments of 7/-.

11

l.laotiy

25eOrt ,eenthly

Balance in

Any parts supplied scpara(cly.

I

BAND-PASS UNIT esto eSt
progeorno,e Interlerence eIle.tt!ely amt aharpeac tuning te
needle-poSit ee'octlu'ity. It ta
simple te ctta,h orni rae be
oper&twl by anyone without
No
teetnirat knowledge.
valves or extra.s required.
CASH or C.O.D.

TELSEN

£611716.

Only

PILOT BAND-PAS& UNIT
Wletber your cet le Matas Or
Battery opeested. the PILOT

READY RADIO 303. 13 valve Xìt (Det. Send
LP.) with valves, cabinet and permanent
magnet moving coil speaker. Cash t'ricci 2 7

2

Send

I

J

-

Carriage Paid.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/-.

ATLAS ELIMINATOR. Type A.C.244. Three

I

B

Turntable. AutomatIc Stop.
B.T.R. Tone-Arm with l'lckup, and Volume Control cornPlete. Automatic Needle Cup.

Pill

Ii

W.B.PERMANENT-MAGNET MOVINGCOIL SPEAKER. Type PM4. Complete
Cash Price £2/2/0.
Carriage Paid.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5/9.
BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT. AND
CHASSIS.
TYPE 1000.
Cash Price
£111216. Carriage Paid.
6
in
monthly
payments
Balance
of

MODEL

Double Spring Motor,

STOP PRESS OFFERS

with 3-ratio transformer.
i

.

I

Send

W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVINGCOIL SPEAK ER. Type P.M.2. Complete
Cash Price 7 9
Only
£41510. Carriage Paid.
Balance in
monthly payments of 7/9.

MODEL A

profeualooally-finlahed appearance of the mont
luxurious RadIo Gramophone money can buy.
12 monthly paymentn st 5/9.
Carriage and Packing 2/6 txtn,, England and Wales.

Fie,is/ued Receivers or .4ccescories for Cash, C.O.D.
or H.P. o,, our own system of Easy Payments. Send
is a list of tour was,gs. We will quote yo,, by rel,,rn
C.O.D. orders value over 10/- se,,: carriage asd
posi charges paud.

EPOCH

i

.

IM PORTANT

"20 C" PERMANENT MAGNET Send
MOVING-COIL SPEAKER. (New Edition.)
With 3-ratio input transformer. Cash Price I
only
Carriage Paid,
£111510.
Balance in5 monthly payments of 6/6.

required.

Cornea to you 'sIlk vieaetted front os
lllo,trale,l and motor board ready So
take your own Set. Oramophone Motor und Pick-up. No
skill or expensive tools are required to transform your RadIo
tatou combination iu,trmoeot peeneotiag the

Il/I.

deal'with you.direct

il

nrsi Ve,,eers.

OR C.O.D.

Or 12 monthly paymentsof
Carriage Paid.
Set of Valves, £2 2 6; Cabinet, £1 IS : O

DEPOSITI Strict
Privacy. No third
party collectiòns. We

lOin.;

î

Constructed in Wa!n us wit!, i,,laid !Val-

CARRIAGE PAID.

I

I

2/6 ezira

penent with ready Drilled Panel,
but less valves and cabinet.

I

18

baseboard depth, 14m.
Speaker Compartment.
Clear17 n 1911e.;
suce Between meto,
board and nedees,de
o! lid 45e. Ready OIled
with bock BaRe Boned,

Exact fa specification au described in
October 15th issue.
COMPLETE KIT PRICES.
VIT "A" Author's Kit of specified corn-

I

panel

1511,,.

aise:

O

SONOTONE. 4

RADIO FOR HE Mil.L1ON "STATION
I-MASTER 3" (Model A). With valves
Cash
t and cabinet for battery use.
Carriage Paid.
Price 65/il/O.
I Balance in 11 monthly payments of
10/2. R & A "VICTOR" PERMANENTMAGNET MOVING-COIL SPEAKER DE LUXE. With
I With 6-ratio input transformer and protecting
I
t grill. Cash Price 63/10/0. Carriage Paid.
order
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/S

Murk

-c----- -

-.

-

-

I

Il

-

£3

Balance in Il monthly payments of 6/..
£2
i:
Set of Specified Valves ..

Send
"LISSEN SKYSCRAPER 3."
Cabinet
with
Model.
Complete
Lissen Speaker and
Lussen
S.C.,
Cash
Detector and Pentodo Valves.
Price £6/5/0.
Carriage Paid.
monthly payments et 1116. only.
Balance in

I

Paid..

DELIVERED ON
FIRST PAYMENT dF

-

CONVERT YOUR SET
TO A RADIOGRAM

less valves and Cabinet.

but

Cash Or C.O.D. Carriage

'

7

Author's Kit of specified component with Ready Drilled Panel,

I

Send

model, with (Lissen)
Detector and Pentodo Valves.
Cash
Price £4/Sb. .. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments et 8/3.
Chassis

K IT"

WINNER

"LISSEN SKYSCRAPER

"

WALNUT

ADAPTAGRAM

EXACT TO SPECIFICATION.
As described in this week's issue.

inetallised variable-mu S.G. and detecto
Cash
i valves, power valve and cabinet.
£6/7/6.
only
I Prece
Balance in .. m
.........
.

-or H.P.-

C.O.D

"JUPITER" S.G.3. Com)lete
less valves and cabinet. Cash price,
£311710.
Balance in 11 monthly pay-

kit

Orders value over
charges paid.

Send

-

only

loi- sent carriage and

West-End Showrooms: 62, High Holburn, London, W.C.1.
HoIborn 3248
Dear Sirs,-Please send me COD/CASH/H.P ................................
for which I enclose £ s. d. CASI-I/H.P. Deposit. Send me your FREE 1933 Catalogue

I

1NAME....................................................................

itj

IMMEDIATELY.

I

I

-

I

ADDRESS
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H OSING A MODERN VALVE
ase

Twenty-five Miles o! Valves
The screen-grid valve is actually a three.
electrode valve with an extra grid interposed between the normal grid and anode
for the purpose of minimising the condenser effect between them. This figure
has been reduced to an incredible figure.
In many eases as low as .001 micro-microfarads. This means very little to all but
mathematicians, but there is a simple way
of getting an indication: If the capacity
of a standard .0003 grid condenser were to
be equalled by gathering together sufficient
screen-grid valves, it would be necessary

2

higher ifnpedeisee, and is suited, par.
ticularly, to untapped couplings. The
other two have much the same characteristics.
¡
A very good variable mu valve in the
battery class is the Cossor 220 VSG, and this
has very good characteristics. It has set a
stiif pace, as it has a slope of 1.6, which is very
high for a two-volt valve, when it is realised
100 volts high tension and no grid bias, a that it is difficult to produce a high slope
condition under which the valve will prob- with a variable mu. This valve will definably never be used; it is surely time itely increase the selectivity of any receiver
that this extraordinary farcc was dis- provided that the arrangements for varieòntinued.
able bias arc made.
I
¡ PERCY

RAY Continues his
Interesting and Informative
Notes Concerning the Valves
of To-day

#ff

1-60-80

-NT Detector Valves
250 There is probably mora
confusion concerning
valves suitable for the de- 70 GI OP
-- MP
teeter stage than any
other position: Certain
types of special detectors
are available, but most of
these take an anode current that is too high for
the average low-frequency
transformer, with the result that there is a serious
loss of bass. Let it be
quite clear that the lettocs HF. and L.F. that
-- G.9.94r1TIY
-S.are sometimes associated
2S000 70 S
(9-is ó.rs)
.
with the type numbers
50QOO OHMS. ?
tPREPERA&V GRAOrn.
mean absolutely nothing,
-* Non' -,pYoJcr1v
'as au "1l.F." type is
Fig. 3.-Circuit diagrams showing the method of applying variable grid bias Io a variable mu mains va!ve
usually the best m the
and one of the baHery
iow frequency position,
while the majority of non-screened grid
to collect 300,000 valves, which,. end to Choosing a Mains Sereen-(rld Valve,
end, would reach for over 25 miles.
Wheù choósiñg a mains screen-grid valve portables use one" L.F." and one "HF."
There are three considerations when it is .rital.to make.sure that the bias resist- in the two high-frequency stagos. Given
choosing a screen-grid valve--impedaiiee, ance in the set is suitable, as if it is too a suitable circuit any valve will work
slope, and inter-electrode capacity. The low for the-valve-distortion and fiat tuning reasonably well as a detector, and there aro
former will depend almost entirely on the will result, whie if t is too high, swamping eirmstances where a screen grid, a pentode
coupling that is to follow it. If a two-volt from the local station will result. Wheñ or a super-powerare the best types to use.
\Vhen choosing a detector valve, bear
type is required and the coupling consists building üp a mains receiver from this
of an untapped tuned anode, it is unlikely or any other journal it is even more two facts .ini mind-the impedance and the
that a type that gives exceptional results essential to uso the valves specified than high tension: current. i 'shall next week
with a tapped tuned anode will give a very when constructing a battery model. The show a curve of & batteri valve eminently
brilliant performance;. it must, of course, newcomer to the screen-grid series is the suitable as a detector-the Cossor 210 H.F.
be a two-volt type, and possibly of similar variable mu, which has already taken a Four vajies- of high-tension voltage are
make, but it is wrong to asiume that' any strong hóld,and quite rightly. It is prob- plotted, 75,100, 125, andJSO, while along
type of screen-grid will give equally excel- able that by this time next year out of the bottom various values of grid bias
lent results in any type of circuit.
every ten screen-grid sets built nino will are shown, and up the side a progressively
increasing scale of anode current in milIf the coupling is an untapped tuned contain the variable mu.
-.
liamps. The purpose of this curve is to
anode (see Fig. 1) care must be exercised,
show at a glance aU tl1al there is to know
as the circuit is inclined to be somewhat
Mu
The
Variable
Valve
about the valve, and the expert can tell the
unstable, and if screening happens to be
This is simply a screen-grid valve that impedance ör any other tharacteristic withrather limited a valve with a moderate
slope is a safe proposition: for this type has the construction of the grid so modified out añv other. information-; from the amaof circuit a valve of high impedance is that it is possible to use about ten times teur's point of view this, is not necessary
required, round about 300,000 ohms, and the value of grid bias before the valve stops as the characteristics are invariably quoted,the lower the interelectrode capacity the amplifying. Thus, by means of a variable but the curve is an invaluable guide to the
grid bias control, the grid swing of the all-importaht subjeptof anode current and
less chance there is of instability.
If tho coupling is the very popular valve, and also the slope, can be varied at grid bias. To read a curve it must first of
tapped tuned grid as shown at Fig. 2, a will. This provides the only known form all be decided what the anode current is to
low impedance valve with a high slope of volume control that does not upset tuning be. In the exämple to be given, suppose it
may be used. it is interesting to note that or ganging and also avoids the bugbear is to be 125. now take 'the 1-volt grid-bias
the former possesses the unique feature of.the screen-grid valve which is a spécial line and follow it vertically until 'it hits
that if it is worked without grid bias it form of interference known as modulation. the curve in question at the 12ö line, and
will give, its maximum.efficiency, and con- This trouble differs from ordinary. jamming at the point of junction followS the line
sequently is probably the only valve that as the interference always disappears when horizontally to the right-hand margin,
gives a higher slope under working condi- the wanted station closes down. What actu- whenit will be seen that the anode current
tions than shown by the quoted charac- ally happens is that the screen-grid valve be- is three milhiamps. Now repeat the proceteristics. The reason is that about ninety. comes overloaded, and the two programmes dure with the, two-volt line, and it will
nine per cent. of valves give a lower effi- get modulated on the one wavelength. Fig. 3 be seen that with this bias the anode curciency when working in the set owing to shows the method of applying variable grid rent is a little over i . If the same thing
the application of grid bias, which reduces bias to a variable mu mains valve, and als is done with the 3-volt grid-bias line a
the slope': for some quite incomprehen- to a battery type. Of the former, three types difference will be noticeable, as it hits the
sible reason characteristics are quoted from are of special interest-the Mullard, Osram anode line at a curved portion.
(To bc consivaed.).
measurements taken of the valve with and Cossor. The Osram has a slightly
cr4-/2O-I5O
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TEISEN

DUAL-RANGE .AERIAL COIL

S

Incorporates a variable selectivity device making the coil suitable for
widely varying reception conditions.
This adjustment also acts as an excellent volume control, and is equally
effective on long and short waves.
The wave-band change
is effected by means oî
a three-point switch
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H.F.

amplification with Screened
Grid Valve5 either as an H.F. Transformer or,
alternatively, as a tuned grid or tunéd
anode coil. It also makes a highly effident Aerial Coil where the adjustable
selectivity feature is not required.
H.F.

-

r

-

Greatly simplifies sisort.ssave receiver construction. ..Tuned
with a .0025 Condenser. it enables a wave range of 20 to 80
meters to be covered by the operation of an ordinary switch.
Tuned with a .0005 tuning condenser, it is suitable for use in
sets covering all wavebands (in which case
the dual range feature is not employed). lncoporates stranded wire windings for aerial, tuning
and reaction circuits.
-
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Is your radio set behind the times? Is it failing to give you modern efficiency? Do you
'
realise how easily and cheaply you can make
it even better than it ws when new?
Take
advantage of the many improve\
ments in design and efficiency which
\ have been discovered since your set svas
\ built and bring it right up-to-date with
Ready Radio Cornponents. Every Ready
'(
Radio Component is the outcome of
extensive laboratory research of the famous designer Mr. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.,
.
and possesses special features which
i
will give you greater efficiency and
reliability. As soon as you put
Ready Radio Components into
your set you will be impressed
by the improvement.
'
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Have you

-

a straight two or

Dual Range Coil
10/6
Standard H.F.
1/6
Choke
Volume Control
319

Coils
plete)
S.W. Coils
S.G:

(com8/6

4/-'

On-Off Switch lOd
1/6
Wavechange
2/3
Panel Light
H.T. Fuse Holder
Fuse

--

64
64

LF. Transformer
8/6
400 ohm Potentio-

meter
S.G. Choke

2/9
5/6

u

I
nootncemenZ of Ready Radio,

Led.,

Rafnor lloue,

LetacA-Picath,
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tivity and sensitivity such as you have never
(f
had before. Your set will also be much easier
to operate because of the unique four-in-oñe
control which operates on-off, wavechange,
selectivity and voiume control-all with' oñe
knob. Worth, 1Q'6, isn't it ?
Are you losing efficiency, in your tuning condenser? The Ready Radio" Micalog" has a ,//J
special di-electric which gives it an amazing
/11
degree of efficiency-yet the cost is only 3'6.
'/
Whatever your set Ready Radio Cornponents will give it new life and vigour /i//
-in the easiest and cheapest way. \Vc '///
show you how FREE.
Post coupon now and ve will send i a free,
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copy of the wonderful 1'- Book of KendallIt contains full details, ,7
Price Circuits.
and diagrams of //
photographs
plans,

ten modern circuits with complete
instructions for modernising '.,f/
your old set or building an
entirely new one.
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Con-

denser
3/6
Disc Drive 25 to
4/..
Snap Switch
2/9
Log
Law
Condensers
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-
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Valve Holder 4-pin

6d

,,
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E-pin
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94

-

Thermium
Leaks
-

.

Differeñtial
eenser

Giid
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Con2/6

Post coupon now for your FREE copy of the KendallPrice Rook of Circuits and complete Catalogue of
components.
-.

:

k

o.... ................................. uBflU...hI..I..flU ......... loi...... ...................

:

To: READY RADIO LTD. (Book Dept.). Eastnor House; Blockheath, S.E3.
Please send me FREE copy of the Kendall-Price is. Book of. Prize Circuits. I enclose
lfd. stomp for postoce.
.
.
If you also requ.. set of ten full-s:zed blue-prints enclose is. in stamps with this coupon.

:

Name
Address

.........................................................................
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which now ranks as one

of Britain's greatest industries,
\,VIRELESS,
has no doubt provided a task

THE SLEKTUN "SCOUT"

I

KIT
for the "mass " manufacturers, and during
the past two, or three years their prod nets
have found an enormous market amongst
the home constructor of slender means. a measure of compensation for any slight
The "Scout" three-valve screened-grid discrepancy which might arise due to
receiver shown on this page is a set whose incorrect ganging of the dual condenser.
superlative qualities have been made pos- A glance at the photograph will show that
sible only by the combined efforts of a the number of components used has been
number of well-known radio mariufac- kept down to minimum, so making the set
t.urer. The circuit diagram shows that easy to construct. As a fact, the set only
takes a couple of
o '«"
hours to assemble.

i

:?i

,I

and also the neatest All soldering, however,
should be done with great care.
It will be noticed that point-to-point
wiring has been adopted throughout, as,
although square wiring undoubtedly looks
very neat, it is very hard to do properly,
and is apt to cause instability due to feedr.z The Chassis
back through minute capacities between
In the "Scout" adjacent wires.
"
receiver a form of
chassis construe- Testing Out the Set
tion has been emThe test was carried out on a small aerial
"
ployed, but in order about fifteen miles from Brookmans Park,
i
to facilitate the and the reception was remarkably good, as
assembly of com- more than forty stations were received at
ponents, the chassis good loud-speaker strength, many without
has been made of the use of reaction. A very noticeable
wood, and alu- feature of the set was the selectivity on.
s
minium foil screen- medium waves. By making full use of
-o
viing is provided. the series aerial condenser it was possible
As it is a áimple- to receive Mühlncker with only a trace of
matter to puncture the 'London Regional station as a back'a
the foil where neces- ground. The quality of reproduction was
sary with a bradawl exceedingly pleasant, and the volume given
or any other point- was enough to work a moving-coil loudScout.'
ed instrument, the speaker at full strength
construction of this set is rendered as easy as it would be
were a panel and baseboard
layout adopted.
-

I

I

e-o

I

.

.

-

-*

'

Tise

circuit diagram,

of

the

only three valves are used, oùe of which is
a screened-grid high-frequency amplifier,
followed b a high-quality detector, which
is transformer-coupled to the butput valve.
The Valves

-

The screen-grid high-frequency stage is
ess'ntial to any set which is intended for
reliable foreign station reception, and it is
upon the efficiency of this stage that the
real distance-getting properties of the set
depends. The tuning is simplified, as only
one knob controls the two tuning condensers. To ensure ease of handling, however,
a variable series aerial control is provided,
which serves a triple function. It can be
used to control both selectivity and volume,
and at the same time it acts as a trimmer
on the aerial-tuning circuit, thus providing

KIT:

L

The Siektun "Scout" S.G.3.

i

i

Siektun Products Ltd., 21, Douglas Street,
Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.1.

SPECIFICATION:
j
i
i

i

Battery set, two-volt, wooden chassis with
aluminium foil screening attached. - incorporating Slektun super transformer and ¡
coils, Cyldon ganged condeisser with sector
vision escutcheon, T.C.C. fixed condensers,
W.B. valve holders and switches, and ready- i
drilled panel.

PRICE:

r

Complete kit of parts, 84s.
....

_.._...._............

(

i

»

-

all ter-

minal

heads are

screwed

down
hard

ou

to the
wire and

-

MAKERS:
i

The Constrúction
All the components used are
fitted wit-h terminals, thus enabling the constructor to dispense entirely with the use of
a soldering iron
if he so wishes.
Care should be
taken, however, to
see that

I

-

-

thattliere

is no possibility of the
wires working loose and

coming adrift while the
set is working. If the
constructor is able to
solder properly, this
method of connection is
by far the most efficient

-

.4

f.

/

'p--

An interior view of the
Scout"comeact-looing job which produces

a

excellent results.
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ALL keen amateurs are now devoting
a good deal of attention to the
"sporting side" of Radio, as shortwave work is frequently called, and it will
be the object of this article to show how
short-wave reception can be carried out
os the most satisfactory and inexpensive
manner. It is proposed to suggest two or
three suitable circuits, and to explain how a
few simple modifications can be made to
existing short-wave seta to improve their
effectiveness.
As a normal broadcast
receiver cannot conveniently or economically be modified to enable it to operate on
short waves, it becomes essential to builda
separate set or to employ some forni of
"adaptor "in conjunction with the recèiver.
To those who intend to do a fair amount of
short-wave work, I strongly advise a
separate receiver- designed specially for
the purpose, but I fully realise thnt there
are many to whom the expense of such a
set would be out of proportion to its usefulness. Those in the latter class must therefore be content with a short-wave adaptor
which can be used in conjunction with the
L.F. amplifying stages of the broadcast
receiver. Such an adaptor, if vcll made,
will give extremely good results and will
have a world-wide range, but wifi have, to
be connected to the receiver each time it is
to be used.
Short-wave Adaptors
There are two entirely different kinds
of short-wave adaptors, and the circuits of
each are shown at (a) and (b) in Fig. 1.
The circuit of (a) is that of the more usual
type of adaptor, where the valve replaces
the detector valve of the ordinary set; the
detector valve is removed from its socket
and replaced by the plug of the adaptor,
and, apart from transferring the aerial and
earth leads to appropriate terminals on
-the adaptor, no other alterations are

-
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short-wave receivers, for they only require
the addition of suitable amplifiers. As
explained, the valve of circuit (b) would
WAVE CIRCUITS
require to be followed by at leaat three other
valves (S.G.-Det.-L.F.), and would thereAn article which ¿xplains, in simple
fore make a comparatively expensive
ilanguage, how you can make the best
receiver. And my experience goes to show
use of Short-Wave Transmissions.
that for most purposes the superheterodyne
i
By FRANK PRESTON, FRA.
is not the best type of circuit for very shortwave work, although it is probably unsurpassed for reception on wavelengths of, say,
tions as an intermediate frequency amplifier, 100 metres upwards. The leaky-grid detecwhilst the detector and L.F. stages operate tor circuit given at (a), however, can be
exactly as before. It will be noticed that made into a very good complete short-wave
two H.P. chokes are used in
this super-heterodyne adaptor; the short-wave (H.F.C.1)
ono prevents the passage of
j
signal frequencies into the
amplifier, and the ordinary
broadcast choke - (HF.C.2)
serves to couple the adaptor
t
to the set on the chokè-

SOME USEFUL SÑORT-

-

-

-

:1

capacity

prin ci pie.

As with any

superheterodync the
tuning of
the inter-

o

mediate

freq u e n e y

amplifier
must re-

main fixed
after it is
once adjusted to its

optimum
setting.
The opti-

-

An

efficient

shorl-wäve ac rapI or.

mum tuning position will depend principally upon
the tuning system of the adaptor, but
requirea.
.vill generally be found to correspond to
The circuit shown at (b), although in about 500 metres or a frequency of 600
appearance very similar to (a), operates iii kilocycles. When the correct intermediate
'an entirely different manner. It is only frequency lias been found; results can be
suitable for use with receivers having one improved by changing the choke H.F.C.2 for
or more S.G. stages, because it acté as a a coil tuned to the intermediate frequency.
combined detector-oscil'.ator and: trans- Worth-while Modifications
forms the receiver into a short-wave
Both the circuits mentioned above
superheterodyne. The S.G. stage(s) fune- might
well form tho bases of corn niete
-

Fig.

I

(a).-Circuil

of ¿ simple shortwave adapto,.

-

Fig

t

receiver by the addition of one L.F. valve
only. The circuit of such a set, plus a few
minor refinements, is shown at Fig. 2.
The basic circuit of the first valve follows
that of Fig. i(a), but the refinements confer
many noticeable advantages. As the improvements may be applied to almost any
short-wave receiver or adaptor they are
worthy of closer consideration.
In the first place a small capacity, semivariable condenser has been inserted in the

(b).-.-Circuit of

a superhet. s/sortwave adaptor.
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potentiometer slider; by adjusting
H.t+ the potentiometer
the absolutely best
bias potential can
be obtained. InH FC cidentally, it might
be added that it is
sometimes an advantage to coñneet

derived by the inclusion of such an amplifier. In my experience, though, and I
am not alone in my belief, an SG. stage
LS.
PRE-SET COIDS'R
is definitely worth while on all wavelengths down to 10 metres, at any rate
C.2
at the moment I am in some doubt as to
G Bits value for wavelengths lower than this,
/
.
because my experiments in this respect are
'T
not yet complete. "But if an SG. valve
L
i ¶
gives no amplification what advantages
a .001 mfd. conden- can it confer?" you wifi no doubt ask.
ser
between the grid It will produce a delicacy and fineness of
.
leak and earth as reaction control unobtainable with any
-r
shown in. broken non-SG. regenerative detector circuit, and
will very noticeably improve stability.
As all short-wave fans know quite well,
ooi -i L{
Decoupling the L.F. the accurate control of reaction is the
I_TI
. I
IMF
Circuits
biggest factor in increasing the amount
Besides the im- of amplification possible from the detector.
j__
I_
provernents s u g. And it is obvious from what has been said
LT
250A POTR
gested for the earlier on in this article, that almost every
'
w
detector circuit refinement to the normal short-wave circuit
Fig. 2.-A good two-valve short-wave circuit,
there are a few is directed towards the improyement of
which can advan- reaction control.
to
aerial lead. This tends to make the detector tageously be applied
the L.F. amplifler.i
oscillate more readily, by reducing aerial The first of these is to insert a stopping
An S.C. Short-Wave Receiver
damping on the tuned circuit. It also makes resistance in the grid circuit of the valve
Fig. 3 shows a 3-valve short-wave rethe reaction setting more uniform over the following the detector. The resistance, eeiver consisting of an S.G valve followed
whole tuning range, and eliminates "dead i which should be a non-inductive one of by a detector and a. single L.F. amplifier.
spots" which are occasioned by resonances from 100,000 to 500,000 ohms, prevents
The aerial circuit is not tuned, but a
in the aeiial system. One particular setting any stray H.F. currents froni leaking into .25 megohm resistance (which must be
non-inductive) is used to give
aperiodic aerial coupling. It
would be almost a practical
- impossibility to tune the aerial
________________________________________________________
50.000fl.
circuit as well as the intervalve circuit, due to the
difficulty of making thò two
s/w
o
extremely critical adjustments
_______
L
H.EC
simultaneously. But since the
SG. stage would not give any
appreciable amplification in any
ease the aperiodic coupling is
______
¶
almost as efficient as a tuned
L
circuit, and selectivity does not
enter into the question because
that of the single tuned circuit
-j
is quite adequate for all purposes. Transformer coupling is
Lfl
IME
O
employed between the SG. and
L.+ detector valves, because this is
to be considerably better
LT- found
than tuned grid coupling, which
_________________
_________
______________________________
is more popular in receivers for
_______
Fig. t3.-Circuit of a short-wave receiver with a screen-grid a1ve.
use on longer wavelengths. The
L.F. stage is practically tue
same as that shown in Fig. 2.
of the condenser will usually be found to be the amplifier and so causing. instability.
correct for any particular tuning range. It need scarcely be mentioned that the General Points in Short-wave Receiver
The maximum Capacity of the condenser detector anode circuit should contain a
Design
is not critical but, generally speaking, shou]d decoupling resistance and by-pass condenThe design of a short-wave receiver is
be about .0001 mfd. for wavelengths down ser, for these are included in all up-to-date very similar to that of a really efficient
to 20 metres, and about 20 micro-micro- sets.
for use on the broadcast bands, but
It is a good thing to connect a condenser set
farads (or .00002 mfd.) for wave-lengths
much more care must be exercised in
below 20 metres. Instead of connecting the of about .002 mfd. between the anode of eliminating all sources of Capacity loss,
aerial to the tunéd grid coil, it is taken to the last valve and earth, because this is and in making all Connections absolutely
one end of an aperiodic winding which is usefpl in by-passing any HF. currents firm and tight. There is no neea to solder
The connections so long as terminals and coninductively coupled to the tuned coil. This which leak through to this point.
gives an effect similar to the series aerial condenser prevents thö set from howling necting wires are scrupulously clean.
condenser by reducing aerial damping and when the loud-speaker or 'phones are Another point which should be borne in
The size and touched. In the case of 'phone reception, mind is that the tuning capacities employed
eliminating resonances.
position of the winding are best determined it is often advisable also to include a are very low and, therefore, any moveby trial, but as a rule it should have from short-wave HF. choke between the 'phones ment of components or connections will
half to three-quarters the number of turns and the anode of the last valve, as shown probably change the capacity of the
used for the grid coil, and should be separ- in Fig. 2. The choke serves as an ad- circuits so much as to make accurate
ated from the latter by half an inch or so. ditional HF. filter, and is particularly tuning impossible. It is thus advisable
The next modification is in respect to useful in a sensitive set where movement to make the whole structure perfectly
the grid-leak connection. It is usual to of the head affects tuning, or where hand- rigid. The most suitable values of comconnect the grid leak to LT. positive, capacity effects are troublesome.
ponents are indicated on the circuits shown
and although this is generally better than
in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, and these should be
Stage-Is
It
Worth
While?
taking it to LT. negative, it is not by any A Screened-grid
adhered to with fair accuracy. The layout
It
is
recognised
that
an
SG.
generally
means ideal. The optimum detector bias
is also of importance, and when a receiver
degree
of
no
appreciable
can
give
is usually found to be somewhere between valve
is being constructed, no deviation should be
short
waves,
this
amplification
and
for
on
L.T-apd LT. +, so a 250 ohm potentiomade from the published instructioñs.
draw
the
iaetor is connected between the latter reason many experimenters
benefits
afe
to
be
(To be concluded next weelc.-Ed.)
conclusion
that
no
points, and the grid leak is joined to the
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7 days trial, f satisfled, complete purchase
by 5 monthly payments
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SENIOR"

CHARGERSj
Coni P lele

Will do from i
batteries at once.
For Wall or Bench.

Plant.

f

Amperes

Trial.
\

Larger
Models jip
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RECTIFIER
for flew

at

Output.

with

Sliding Resistance
14" X 7" Polished Board.
Send

3
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and

METAL

lo volts
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-

GUARANTEED
Ammeter
lists.

to

:

£12. 12.0

H.T&L.T.

hug-inThrd Switch on"

Westinghouse Rectifiers Used

NASH PRODUCTS LTD.

j

93, VICTORIA ROAD, STECUFORD

BIRMINGHAM.

RADIO.TI'1E
Switches

more fear of
No
missing your fay.

on

and

radio

off

automatically!

Uteu Time SwItch-ingenIous, simple, fool-proof.
attached to your alarm clock-switches your radio
on and of! at whatever time you set the clock. Anyone con itt it. Nothing Io go wrong. 1..nots o lifetime.

Complete

The maim model is your servant on many other

Post Free

UTEX DOES IT FOR YOU!

Occasions.
ourite programme
vouch on your electric kettle for early
by relying on your iT WILL
morning tes ne brcakfoet In bed.
memory.
IT WILL eoitcb of! tIce scurotry lights oiler the
kiddies havegonc to bed.
No mora getting IT WILL switch on and oIT your shop und sIgn lights.
.

2
3

bed to switch
off yout set,
No more keeping
awake till the early
hours of the morning to get foreign
oint of

,tatioñs.

lT WII.L switch on yuso eleàtrie cooker gr your
salt lights.
IT WILL swItch on your car fights.
Tvery time you orean electric nolteb thlskof IITEX.
Sotiefaction guaranteed er money and
funded ut osee. Teode enquiries Invited. UTEX

postr'-

MAgIUFAC'lIJR!NG CO. LTD.. (Dept. 7). Telephone g
Chancery 7114. ii. Eolbo,n Viaduct. Lnndsn, E.C.I.
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A Real Battery Charging
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Dept. P.5, Number One, EDMONTON, LONDON, N.18
Branches: 78/82, Fore St., Edmonton; 77, West Oreen Ed., Tottonham;
34, St. James St. Waithamotow; and 139, HertJord Rd., Enfleid Wash.
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superb Brawn
Itovang Coli Unit is
aleo obtusoable ßtted
Into a mort hasajaome Oalflat CabInet of modÉra
desIgn;
height
beraalth 13li,sa.; depth 011as.
Liet Price £3 10 6.
OUR
PRICE 30/6.
send only
2,. Od. for 7 days trial, ii
satIsfied, pay further 2.. Od
at
once, theo 8 monthly
paymeato of Is. Od. (Cash la
7

32x6

not-to-be-missed oppor-tussily of obtaiting
really first-class PERMANENT MAGNET
a
MOVING COIL Speaker at a greatly reduced
pnce. This entirely new 1933 BROWN Unit
and Chassis; with tapped Transformer, is a bargain that -will instantly appeal to the home constructor., It is highly stittbIe_to_work with any
Set, from 2 volves upwards, giving deep, rich
tone and wonderfal volume withos,,t .distortion.
Send only 2s. 6d. deposit and try it for 7 days.
If satisfied (as you surely will be), pay furthee
5s. 0d. at once, then Complete purchase by 6
monthly payments of 5s. (Cash in 7 days. 32s. ôd.).
Fitted cohaplete onBaffle'Board, l2ins. high, l2ins.
wide; 41,ns.
Only a limited nombre, therefore tend withoat delay.
Here is

'

EL9

80 a/h capacity

-

Price

yet you

'

..!....

ILji

pay no more for

it

"_

an entirely new development
accumulator design_is the outcome of three years'
ceaseless research in the Ediswan laboratories Briefly
it means that positive and negative elements are in
accurate electrical balance making very rapid charge
and very slow discharge rates ecually practicable without damage to the elements. Careful tests show that
the new Ediswan accumulator outlasts every other
accu m ulator of similar capacity.
Outstde as well as inside, the new Ediswin accumulator
is a tribute to the quality of Ediswan workmanship.
The glass containers are British made 5with moulded
ebónite lids, screwed vents, non-corrodible and noninterchangeable connectors and a carrier which fits
beneath a moulded projection of the glass container.
In the E.L.S. types a "grease-cup" on pillar prevents
"acid-creep" .
See them at your radio dealer's.

Balanced capacity
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II

i

..

2! 6
With full Instruetlorse.

Battery
model

2/6

Mains
model

5/6

Mounted on
griseas teed
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number of stations ai the first handling
Ehe number naturally increasing still
further as he gains experience

SPECIAL
SEPARATOR CONTROL
This unique ¿ev,cc incorporated in the
SG3 adjusts the degree of
selectivity when recelvin both local and
distant stations
ithout affectuig

JUPITER

eitherthetuningorthefidelityof
reproduction' ¡t is also a valuable ad

-

jussct for varying volume from maxunum fo

awhisper even on the local stations'

SURE YOU GET YOUR
ELECTRIC

CO.

LTD.

ASTON.

IRMINGHAM
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llueprint given

1/-

RADIOMAG

with the TELSEN
before has it been possible for
ordinary home constructor to
build so powerful a 3-valve receiver as the
Telsen JUPITER S.C. 3! For never before
has such amazing power, such tremendous range and such superlative selectivity
been attained with the tse, of only
standard components! Child s play to
build, child s play to operate, it is beyond

the
Never

.

\5

"e.

-

-,

\\

\

.\

,

-:

-

-

(5r\

j

3 full

No. 3.1

question the most sensational home
constructor set ever produced. Yet it
is not a "Kit". set, but purely a circuit
design using specified components
some of which you may already have
and will not therefore need to buy!
In' keeping with the highest modern
practice, the Telsen JUPITER S.G.3.
incorporates Ganged Condensers,Ganged
Coils, a Tuning Dial calibrated in wavelengths, and Matched Output, the
brilliant circuit arrangement providing
for absolute control of selectivity, with
entire prevention of L.F. oscillation.
The revolutionary 10_1 Coupling Unit
specified gives an L.F. stage gain equal
to that of a two-stage amplifier, ensuring (in conjunction with the special
low loss coils) an overall amplification
never hitherto approached in any receiver of its type.
Yet you can build it yourself-in an
evening-with the aid of the bill size 1/Blueprint and complete constructional
details contained in the Telsen Radiomag
No. 3. PRICE 6d. Get your copy NOW!

-

çj
-

FREE

'

-

-

1/- Blue-

"

prints given FREE with the
new
T

TELSEN

RADIOMAG

The Tetsen Radiomag No, 3 tells you
how to ,build the very latest types'of
receivers-how to modernise and improve your existing set-how to rectify
little faults-how to get the best out of
radio in every way. Get your copy
now-price 6d. of all radio dealers

and newsagents.

-RADIO-COMPONENTS

TELSEN RADIQ$IAC No.3
ANNOUNCEMENT'

OF

THE

TELSEN

ELECTRIC

CO.

.

LTD..,

.

ASTON.

2
BIRMINGHAM
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DUAL-RANGE AERIAL COIL

ETA VALVES

REE new valves are Just announced by the
fff Electrical Trading Association-the D.W.3, D.W.9
and D.W.8.
These are of the 4-volt tipe,
D.W.3 being directly heated, and the other two
indirectly heated. D.W.3 and.9 arc both pentodes,
the former having an amplification of 80, and the
latter the extraordinary figure of 180. These valves
will take up to 300 volte R.T., and although the
anode current is 20 and So rn/A, the undistorted output
is 1.600 and 2,000 mllliwatta respectively.
D.W.8
is is variable-mu screen grid valve of the indirectlyheated type, with an amplification of 400. The prices
of these valves are iSa., lOs,, and lOs. 6d. respectively.
FRANI(LIN CONDENSERS
Some interesting types of condenser are announced
by Franklin Electric ('o., Ltd., amongst which
are the small variables with bakelized paper dielectric.
These are made In three valus-.Q0015, .0003 and
.0005 rnfds. These sre very neat and compact, and
take up very little room at the rear of the panel. The
price is 2e. 6d. For a compact receiver the tubular
condensers will be found extremely conyenient. These
are made in three values, .1, .25 and .5rnfd, and in
two types, 500 volt A.C. teat and 1,500 volt D.C. test.
The prices are is., is. 4d. and is. 8i1. respectively in
the lower [rating, and la. ad., 2a. and 2s. ad. in the
1,500 volt type.
UNIVERSAL COIl. FORMERS
Readers who make their own coils wlllbe interested
in the new "Ewebec" Universal Coil IFormer,
which will enable anyone to wind a coil to soit a given
wavelength in a few minutes. These coil formero
consist of hexagonal discs, in which are cot six slots,
'and six comb-shape pieces suitably slotted to assemble
into the completed coil former illustrated on this page.
A set of parts for snaking, one of these coil formers
costs only Is. 4hd., post free, and by means of them
one Is enabled to make extremely neat coils. It only
takes a few seconds to assemble one of these formers.
The top and bottom discs arc numbered and the parta
are assembled by tal1ng one hexagon and one slotted
spacer, and sliding the slotted spacer Into the hexagon
between numbers one and two. The spacer is inserted
with the straight edge outside, If a single layer coil is

reguired. Having assembled the first spacer, take the
other hexagon and slide it into the other end of the
slotted spacer already In position again using the slot
between the numbers one and two. Now take
another slotted spacer and insert it opposite the one
already in position, when the remaining four spacers
can be inserted.
It will be seen that It is possible for a few pence to
make a complete series of coils suitably for all wavelengths. Such coils will bayo an extremely low loss,
and when incorporated irs the set, look extremely neat.

-

t

.

I.

.

-

,

CONVERSION UNITS

Owing to theexteuslon of the grid eystem throughthe country, a considerable number of
supply companies have changed their supply to the
standard voltage and frequency, and D.C. areas are
in many cases being switched over to AC. One of
the greatest bugbears in such change-over work 11es
in the difficulty experienced with ratho apparatus.
To meet the special circumstances the General
I Electric Co.,
Ltd., has given close study to all the
factors involved and has solved the problem
by developing unite which will allow existing
.
receiving apparatus to be continued with
satisfactory resulta. The company came to
-the conclusion that owing to the wide variety
of eliminators that are employed, it would.
be Impracticable to replace these by alternatives of the AC. mains type, and that it
would be considerably more economical
to substitute a unit which would give the
equivalent of the original D.C. supply.
Accordingly the Gecophone BC 1534 A.0 to
D.C. Conversion Unit has been designed
specifically for such a purose.
This unit
is capable of giving an output up to 30 rn/A.
of smooth D.C. supply, eminently suitable
for feeding existing D.C. eliminators and in
general giving more silent operation than
was originally obtalned'with the D.C. mains
supply. It is constructed on standard
eliminator lines, an Oaram U.10 valve being
employed as a rectifier. The nrlmacy of
the mains transformer is arrangea to accommodate 200/250 vOlts and the D.C. output
..
is controlled by teppinga on the HT.
secondary of the transformer feeding the
anodes on the rectifier valve.
The unit la housed in a black crystalline
DealFormo
enamel container, is neat in appearance ami
Range Aerial
complies in all respecta with lEE. ReguCoil, e6owing
lations.
disc on top of
I

Many and varied are the types of dual coil at
present ou the market, each one differing in
some respect from the others. The new Formo coil
incorporates a festine which certainly has the merit
of originality, and is one which will doubtless appeal
to the home constructor. We refer to the colouring
of the shielding can, separate identifying colours

I

A.C.D.C.
out

J

I

I

I

.

4
r
-

.

bearing
coil
circuit diagram.

i°-

belog used for aerIal còll, H.P. coil, etc. Red Is used
for the aerial coil, blue for the H.P. coil, and green and
yellow for the first and second band-pass coils. In
addition to this scheme, a coloured connection chart
Is permanently fixed to the top of the actual coil,
and this shows the wiring circuit sud position of each
individual terminsl. The aerial coil consists of aerial,
secondary and reaction wlndings, the latter being
conunon to both wavebands, and the two former
windhngs being fitted with a short-circuiting switch
for the change in wavelength. Four alternative aerial
tapping pointe are provided, and these are conveniently
arranged on the plug and socket principio on the
ebonite base. Alterations may thus be carried out
without removing the shielding can. The switch knob
is clearly marked, and provision Is made for ganging-.
The makers give all the data relative to these coils,
Inductance, HF. resistance, cte., so that nothing need
be left to guesswork when fitting these coils into a
circuit. The price Is 7e. Od. each. The aerial coli,
ganged with an HF. coil, on an aluminium base, costo

los.

ERIC RESISTORS

For anode couplings and other purposes
where current has to be carried, a good type
of resistance Is essential.
The Eric fixed
resistors, of which we have just received
samples, are very handy components. Made
InI, 2 and 3-watt types, colour coded, tag identilIed
and with wire ends, these components will be found
-

'st.'

:_

The coal Ohuit, re,isiance, manufactured lu, Graham

Farlih. Lid..

ideal for both grid-leaks and voltage-dropping or
grid-bias resistances. The - element is composed of
carbon and rare earth, the actual value being arrived
at by varying the quantities of m1nerals. Stability
is obtained by a complicated process by which
humidity and loose gases arc expelled, after
which the resistor Is impregnated. lly this process
all' risk of variation, due to climatic conditions, are
obviated. A further point is that these resistors are
very much under-rated; for instance, No. 2 resistor
is rated nominally at one watt, whilst the 100-hour
rating is exactly double that wattage.
To ensure perfectly silent operation, the tips of the
resistor are copper-Impregnated, so that a really
sound joint may be made at the wire ends. A final
point is that an unqualified guarantee is given by the
makers against open-circuiting. The price is is. per

watt.

'The componcni paria of Ihe

The Ewebec Coil Former
Euu,l,ec Universal Coil Former.

assembled.

TIME SWITCH
It is very annoying to switch on a receiver to hear
some particular item, only t. find that you are too
late. Varions suggestions have been put forward
for overcoming this trouble, and the Utex Manufacturing Co,.Ltd,, have, produced .a time switch, which is
said to take care of aIltroubles. We hope to have the
pleasure of testing this device and reporting on It in
a future issue.
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V1I[
ORAD10SETS "DOWN"IN
THROUGH:

S

I

EFFICIENCY
FAULTYGRID.LEAKS.

U MICA

CONDENSERS!.

ARECENT analysis of amazing discovery. They have
Kit sets and Home been designed on entirely new
Constructor Receivers lines and embody the new
reveals the astounding fact
that 98% were considerably 'down' in efficiency
I ''h
through faulty Grid Leaks
or Mica Condensers. These
tests were carried ut by
one of the foremost Radio
Engineers in the Country TELSEN FIXED MICA CONDENSER
(Shown with Grid Leak Clips
on sets which the owners

OR

The. new TELSEN GridLeaks and Mica Condensers
set a world's standard in
lasting efficiency.

''-

1T'STHE
'LASTING EFFICIENCY'
THAT COUNTS

re,,ioved).

-

thought were working
satisfactorily.

-

principles formulated by the
Telsen Radio Engineers to
overcome the numerous faults
TELSEN FIXED MICA CONDENSER.

The above facts were brought
to the notice of TELSEN
.nrn'
Engineers who immediately
commenced intensive research
and experimental, work to
djscover the causes. Every
The TELSEN GElD LEAIC.
known, make of Grid Leak
and Mica Condenser was disclosed and to attain pertested and examined in con- manent efficiency.
junction with all types of
Receivers.
TRY THIS SIMPLE TEST

The

new

TELSEN

Grid

Leaks and Micá Condensers
are the direct outcome of this
-

:
I

:

-t

I

I

I

:
:

j¿t

'

a quarter of a million
radio components are produced every day
in the new Telsen Works (the largest
and best equipped radio organisation in
the world employing in the neighbourhood of 8,000 workpeople)-and that
even this record output is only barely
sufficient to meet the enormous and still
rapidly increasing demand for these
popularly priced quality components.

Now
a
Telse,i Mwa
co,dcnser (q
to .0003 ,ufd.

connect

value)

across the
aerial iiøing
condenser.

:

rt5t
....................................................
:

used

structors are fitting the new Telsen Drum
Drive and Ganged Condenser Assembly,
whose single knob operaied tuning scale,
calibrated in actual wavelengths, makes
station logging literally as easy as A.B.C.
*
*
*
That the new Telsen Telornor (illumi
nated variable ratio slow-motion Disc
Drive, whose handsome silver oxidised
escutcheon plate permits of the very
effective- grouping of all controls) gives
home-built sets the dignity and beauty
of line of expensive commercial radio
receivers.

*

*

-

*

That home constructors everywhere are

thrilled with the performance of the
sensational new Telsen JUPITER S.G.3
and AJAX 3 receivers, and that free 1/blueprints
detailsol

Telsen Radiomàg No.
4,,no.4ncemetit of

V

-

i

*
*
*
That enormous numbers of home con-

ievei.

Dec reUse the
value of the
tuning condenser until the sa,.ic station
ì.,
and it will he found that the
sigial streugth is equal to that 'reviously
obtained, ¡'roving that the Telsen Mica
Condenser has an efficiency co,,1'arab1e
with tl2at of tÑe variable air coudetser,

Grid Leak)

-WE HEAR

10f, of the
rnediss,u wavelength batidsay the Northem
1egiona1.
Note the signai

In

,v

T1at well over

TTu,teiàa:
siation at the

I

Invaluable information and
new data were obtained from
these investigations among
which were startling revela-.
tions concerning the rapid
deterioration and consequent
loss of efficiency in these
components.

Conzj'lete u'iil& Grid Leak Cli,bs

V

75e

3.

V

price ód.

TeIle's Electric Co.. LSd.

-

-
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Tramway Interference
AWEEK or so ago I was talking about
the interference in radio receiving
seth caused by electrical apparatus,
and it seemed to me to be a strange coincidence that I should have a practical
demonstration put before me quite unintentionally. It happened a few nights ago
when I was on a visit to a friend's house,
and as my visit had nothing to do with
wireless, it was not until I prepared to leave
that he switched on his set. Ï should,
however, say first of ail that he lives in a
newly-developed suburb situated between
two small districts connected together by
a single-line electric tramway system. As
I was putting on my overcoat we chatted
about wireless matters; but as it was
getting laje I suppose must have ahowu
some impatience, for my fiiend said:
" Don't go- fér a minute; there won't be
a tram along for a few minutes." "They
run to a time-table, I suppose ?" said I.
"Weil, they may, but we can hear when
one is coming, in here," replied my friend,
pointing to the loud-speaker. "We can
hear a tram as soon as it gets to the Cross,
and it takes threé or four minutes to-get
from there to the stop on the corner?
I was so interested that I said I would
stay a bit longer and listen to this self'
heralding tramway system, and sure enough
after a vhile we could detect a faint rustling,
crackling sound coming from the set.
Suddenly it stopped.. The tram had stopped
at "the Cross," my friend explained, and it
soon began again with increased strength.
The noises gradually became louder in a
crescendo of "mush," and soon we could
feel the vibration of the tram as it passed
the house, after which the rattle from the
speaker slowly grew less and then faded
away altogether. "Now you'll have to wait
another ten minutes for the next," warned
my friend. Well, it was worth it
Varied Remedies
best thing you can do if you suffer
in this way is either to use an indoor
THE
aerial or else alter the direction of your
outside one until the interference is cut
down to a minimum, because I have found
that in the majority of cases the bodies
responsible for the trams are very conservative and do not listen to listeners" complaints with a very sympathetic ear. I
am pleased to note, however, that on a new
trolley-bus service at Teddington every
vehicle has been fitted, at some expense, be
it noted, with a choke-filter arrangement
for the sake 'of neighbouring listeners.
This is to be commended, and the owners
of the Teddington service shoulçl be'praised
and their buses patronized. Sometimes, if
your A.C. is drawn from a station of
somewhat old design, your súpply may be
a little " raw";, and while most of the
modern power stations distribute electricity
above reproach in this respect, there is still
some- very rough "juice " being sent 'out
in sme places. Interference of this kind is'
continual at all times, but it can be cured

i
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by inserting an arrangement across the
mains as shown in Fig. 1. The condenser
shquld be 2 thfd. tested to 500 volts, mains
type, and the two coils, virtually chokes,
should be about S0yds. of ordinary insulated
lighting' cable coiled up and. bound with
Empire or insulating tape. You can insert
this arrangement across the mains wires

noted. The meter should read up to five
miffiamps if your eliminator gives a fairly
hefty outpuL You all know Ohm's law
which says R
where R is the known
resistance, V the voltage, and C the current
passing, in this case in milliamps. We
wish to find h& voltage, so we work the
equation out to V=R-C, -which tells us to
multiply the reading of the milliameter
by the known resistance. it is well to
choose a reiistnce of between 20,000 and
100,000 ohms, and supposing you use a
MrnNS
100,000 ohms resistance (use on of reliable
2MFO
make and the error will not be very large)
and the meter reads 1 milliamp, the voltage
obtained will be 100, and so on. There is
one point I should like you to remember,
however, and I hope you know it before
Fig. 1.-A stmple device for removing
I tell you. Always take the reading while
interference from the mains.
set is working and the valves are lit,
running to your set, but better results would the
the reading obtained will be
be obtained if it were fixed nearer to your otherwise
meter. In the latter case do not attempt abnormally high.
to fix it yourself or you may land yourself Wlrdless Receivers and the Next War
in serious trouble. Get the suppliers of
READING a newly-published book about
the electricity to send an electrician out.
the next war (!) recently, I was struck
He will do the job for you and the charge
by the thought that, should there ever
will be very little or even nothing at all.
be another war, would the Post Office take
advantage of the clause that used to be, I
Checkin H.T. Voltages
HEN you fit a battery eliminator to believe, on the back of our old licences
your set the voltages you are sup- regarding the' use 'of wireless apparatus in
plying to the various tappings are wartime? They have the power to close
often a matter of,guesswork. By means of down any ' receiving station "-that's your
Ohm's law you can calculate the approxi- and my set-but what a job they would
mate voltage passing through each tapping, have in hand nowadays. Figures issued from
but your calculation depends on the accuracy Madrid show that there are 140 million
of the maker's estimate of the output of people regularly listening to Broadcasting
the eliminator and on the valve maker's and that there are wireless sets in 34,500,000
estimate of the current consumption of the homes, half of these being situated in N.
valve. The obvious 'Way to get a really America, and most of the other half in
'
accurate result, is to measure the voltage;' Europe.
but another snag crops up here. Very,
Overloading
very few listeners aro the fortunate posAFEW days ago I was called in by a,
The
sessors of a suitable voltmeter.
friend to look at his newly-construct.
average voltmeter possesses a very low
ed three-valve bnd.pass receiver.
resistance and the voltage drop 'across the
He didn't make any complaints at first, but
proudly tuned in numerous Continental pro.
grammes. Later he tuned in at two different
T
points at least four, degrees apart on the con.
denser dial. My friend explained that he had
'.,J'.'Ì '.,'
20,Ooo'rò
tried every possible setting of the trimming
/00,000 OHMs
condensers, but could not get rid of the
"double-humped" tuning on the local
station, although other stations were
tuned In quite sharply and with ample
I
selectivity. It' took me a long time to
Fig. 2.-Measuring H.T. eliminator
convince him that his set was tuning quite
voltage with a milliameter and a
accurately, and that the "double-humping"
resistance of known value.
was due to the first valve being overloaded
when the set was tuned to exact resonance
elimiñator terminals when such an
merit is applied is so large that the reading with the transmission from the powerful
obtained is probably far more inaccurate station. In the end, to prove my point, I
than that obtained by calculation. If, connected a small fixed condenser in
however, you can obtain a milliameter series with the aerial lead-in to reduce the
you. can take a reading across the H.T. input, whereupon tuning immediately be.
terminals to be measured by placing the came normal. This experience might be
millihmeter in series with a resistande of useful to you, and will at least show that it
known value across the H.T. The diagram, is uiiw,ise to utilize a powerful signal for
Fig. 2, shows how this is accomplished gaiigli 'purpòses.
t4gè,IO8)
(Continued
and the reading of the meter should be
-
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MANSBRIDGE AND MICA

I
THE 100% PERFECT CONDENSERS
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Made by the most advanced processes
from the finest materials, triple sealed
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TELSEN TAG CONDENSERS

c

0f extremely compact and sturdy construc-

--

hon. May be mounted on either insulated
or metal panels by utilising the two baseboard
boles in the neatly designed moulded
casing. The tags enable the condensers to be
c?nnected to any other component,, either
directly or by soldering.
H.F. losses are
negligible.
D
In caparitses o? .0001 mfd.
to
.....
.002 mfd.
-

.

-

tests up to Admitalty and Post Office
atandards.
Offered in two types-the
capacities from .01 to 2 mid, in bakelite
ciisès and iii blocks of 4 6 and 8 mfd. in
metal cases with soldering tags.
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THEY SET A WORLD'S STANDARD IN LASTING EFFICIENCY
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Represent an important advance in technique:
losses bave been practically eliminated,
even in the larger capacities. Enclosed in a
very attractive moulded case, adaptable to ffat
and vertical mounting. Grid-leak clips, which
may be mounted in series or in shunt, ara
supplied at no extra charge, with Capacities of
.0001, .0002, and .0003 mid.
In capacities of .0001 mM. to
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Telsep Mansbridge Condeniers, they are triplo
sealed and guaranteed
non-inductive, being tested
during manufacture to
Admiralty and Post Office
standards. Made in three
types,each having total
capacities of 4, 6 and 8
midi., each type being
divided into 2-mfd. sec
tions, to that several atrangements of capacity
may be obtained. Soldering tags provided for each.
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TELSEN PRE-SET CONDENSERS
Very low minimum capacity, giving a wide
range of selectivity adjustment when used in
the aerial circuit. Substantially made, easily
adjusted and provided with locking ring.
High insulation and low loss.
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(Continued from page 306.)

CHAPEST PERFECT CONTACT

«

Specitled for the

THREE"

"BIJOU

DESCRIBED IN THIS ISSUE
Acknowledged by experienced experimenters and
technical experts to be the perfect valveholder.
Sturdily built, skeleton type for mounting on metal,
ebonite or wood. Turned Resilient Sockets guarantee
lull-surface contact with every ........................
type of valve pin-solid or other5 Pin
wise. Easyinsertion the unique
Model
design of the plate allows sockets
4PiulMedel8d.
to move laterally and centre
themselves with valve - pins. ...........................

9d

Low Loss-Highest EfficIenCy.

Fully Illustrated folder N free on request from
LECTRO LINX LTD.. 254, VAUXHALL BRIDGE RD.. S.W.I.

PROTECT YOUR VALVES
ACCIDENTAL

FROM

SHORT-CIRCUITING
BY FITTING

j

All "BUSCO"
-

- Each
Post Free
Comt,lete
with Fuse

Switches have
Self-cleaning Contacts
Is
and "Set Crackling
Safeguarded through the
Vice-like Grip at
Contact Pojnti.

,

Bulb

BUSBY

&

Co.,

Ltd., Prig,

St.,

BIRMINGHAM.

The Plays That Have

''

Thrilled

MILLIONS!

7tILL1ONS of wireless listeners
who have been thrilled by such
plays as "The Path of Glory" and

The Mary Celeste" caca now- read
them in book form for the first
tiene. Five radio thrillers. a6 pages.

RADIO By PLAYS
Du Garde Peach
ENGLAND'S FOREMOST
RADIO DRAMATIST

L.

)Obiainabte at all Newsa ponts «nd Booloslallo.
or ¿s, post 2/9 from George Newnea Ltd..
Street, Strand. London.

Operating ReceIvers from D.C. Mains
AWIRELESS friend of mine had a nasty
and unexpected shock the other
day whilst following the apparently safe
occupation of weeding his garden. He
was working in one comer and quite by
accident ran against the aerial lead-in
with his face. Luckily his cheek and the
wire were only in contact for a fraction of
a second, but it was quite long enough
to make him give a wild yell and to use
unbecoming language. He was baffled
to know how the aerial could possibly be
charged with electricity for, although he
was using a newly-constructed D.C. mains
receiver he thought that every precaution
had been taken to make it quite safe. It
was only after snaking a number of enquiries that he discovered that the positive
supply main was earthed at the power
station. As a result the negative was
"alive" and, being'c'onnected to the aerial
(through the tuning coil), it was capable of
giving a nasty shock. The whole trouble
was easily corrected by putting a .0001 mfd.
fixed condenser in series with the aerial
lead. As a further safety measure a
2 mfd. condenser was also wired in series
with the earth lead. As a matter of fact,
when feeding any set from the D.C. mains,
either direct or through an eliminator, it
is always wise to isolate the mains from
both aerial and earth by fitting condensers
as just mentioned. Not to do this is
against the rules of the electric supply
companies and is In contravention of he
conditions of fire insurance policies.
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An American Receiver-and a Moral
QN his return from America, a sea-'
faring friend of mine recently
brought home a present for his wife, this
time not a parrot to console her during his
absence, but something perhaps more
efficient, a super radio set with eight
"toobs."
It was an all-mains set,
and was simply bristling with gadgets
of all kinds. It was fitted with a tone.
control, and a weird and wonderful knob'
that served the multi-purpose of on and
off switch, volume control, and with a pushpull movement as a pick-up on and off
switch. Well, they prepared for a quiet
evening's enjoyment, when, to my friend's
disgust he noticed that on a plate inside
the set was the caption-" 110 y. 50
cycles."
Now you may or may not

know that the standard voltage "over
there " is 110 volts, but my friend
did not know this, and as his voltage wasP
230, 50 cycles, he canee round to me to
ask if it was in order to switch on. My
answer was decidedly in the negative,
at which he asked what he could do, as
he had visions of much of his hard-earned
pay floating away, at least it had already
floated, but he had expected something
for his money. .1 would not like to insult
my readers by asking them to guess what
I told him to do, as it is fairly obvious,'
but at any rate I will say this, it was a
most difficult job to find a radio shop with
a two to one step-down power transformer
in stock. We covered many mijes in our
search, but eventually tracked dowñ one
of foreign make. It did not take long to
get the set working O.K. and I left leim as
pleased as Punch. The next night he was
round again, and as soon as I saw him I
thought that probably the transformer had
Polarity of G.B. Batteries
burned out. But, no, this time it was somerather a surprise the other day on thing else. He couldn't get DaventryI HAD
I replacing the grid-bias battery of my nor Radio-Paris-nor Eiffel Tower-nor
favourite battery set. Apart from ehanging Warsaw-nor . . . . in fact, he couldn't
the battery, no other alterations were made, get any long-wave stations. Once more I
but when I switched on after making the am sure you know the answer. They don't
usual connections reproduction was some- use long wavelengths for broadcasting in
thing terrible. Music, which was usually America, and the set was limited to the
reproduced with splendid clarity, sounded medium wayeband. This time I told him
like that from an old-fashioned hurdy- to go to America and see if he could buy
gurcly, and the announcer sounded rather a long-wave adaptor. I did not suppose for
as if he had swallowed a hot potato or was a minute that he could, but I wanted to
suffering from a severe attack of tonsilitis. get back to my dials. If there is a moral
I suspected the power valve of having gone to all this itjs Buy British.
soft, but replacement by a new one dis- Precautions with All-Mains Apparatus
proved this theory. The first L.F. valve
HOW often have you obtained a "nasty
was tested and also found to be in perfect
one" when fiddling with the mains
health, so I thought I had better apply a
You
few systematic tests. N3turally the first supply to your all-electric set?
thing was to measure the anode current; knew, of cous-se, that you should have
my heart came into my mouth, for the switched off beforehand, but it is human
needle shot up to 30 (the maximum reading) nature to be lax with quite dangerous
with a click. The normal H.T. consumption apparatus, and this was pointed out with
was known to be in iho region of 15 mili- some force by Dr. Stephen Jellinck, in
amps., so it was perfectly obvious that there addressing the International Congress of
was something wrong with the biasing Electrioity in Paris. To support his statearrangements. I thought I must have ments he brought along a formidable array
mixed up the positive and negative G.B. of figures, and he proved that ordinary'
leads, but inspection revealed no fault people could easily stand oñe hundred
there. It was not for some time that the times the amperage of direct current over
solution dawned on me-the battery had current of similar voltage of A.C. In case
been wrongly marked by, the makers. I this should not be of sufficient warning
proved this by testing for polarity with a to you when handling AC., he went on to
leaf of pole-finding paper and found that say that with a direct current shock one
the negative socket was clearly marked was liable to be rendöred unconscious by
+." Quite apart from the inconveniepce the first "knock-out" effect, whereas
that such a mistake might cause to a non- with A.C. a series of convulsions were
technical listener, it would easily have been possible, due to the change of direction
the cause of the low frequency and power of the current. Ho said that nervous
valves being ruined. Had the high-tension people often possess perspiring hands.
battery been up to full voltage there is which invariably intensifies the effect of
little doubt that the valves would have the current.
(Continued sn page 311.)
suffered.
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MAKING WÏRING CONNECTIONS
ALTHOIJGU it is a common practice
- nowadays to wire sets without soldering, I am sure there are quite a number of
wireless constructors who always solder
their joints, in spite of remarks that a
looped joint is every bit as efficient. To
such readers the following hint may be
useful. The usual procedure in wiring a
set is to wire the base-board components
first, the panel components next and then
to screw the panel to the baseboard. Finally

309

&
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shown dotted were to be connected the
job would indeed prove difficult. A method
of getting over the difficulty is as follows:
The panel is only loosely screwed to the
baseboard, 'and the wires A, Al and B, Bi
shaped to make the necessary connections
in the usual manner, leaving small bends
to fit the soldering tags. The panel is now
removed and the ends A, Al soldered to
the switch, care being taken that they are
in the correct direction. (No difficulty is

[VERYTHINC CARRIAGE PAID,
SKYSCRAPER 6.0.3. CHASSIS
Cnoh or 0.0.0. 64/9/6, or 12

.LISSES
KIT.

i

/3

monthly payments 8 j
SKYSCRAPER S.O.3 COMPLETE KIT. Cash or 0.0.0.. 56/5/0,
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or 12 monthly payments 11 j'6
CO3SOR MELODY MAKER MODEL 334.
CanS or C.O.D., 66/7/6. FirS payment
Baanre in 11 monthly paymrntn
of 11/10.
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,

10 "-

Balorke 11 monthly payment, of 14/10
SLEKTUN SCOUT S.O.S CHASSIS KIT.
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READY RADIO 303 COMPLETE KIT.
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5 '2
I
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Cash or
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W.B. MOVING-COIL SPEAKER TYPE P.91.4.
Cash or 0.0.0., 62/1/-. or 8 monthlY PrY'

R. &. A. VICTOR MOVING-COIL SPEAKER.
Crab or 0.0.0.. 53/10/-, or 12 monthly pry-

ment'.

R. & A. BANTAM MOVING-COIL SPEAKER.
Cash or 0.0.0., £1/IfS, or 6 montlrly9ay.
PETO-SCOTT WALNUT 1933 ADAPTAGRAM.
Cash or 0.0.0.. 63/-, oriG monthly payment'.
ATLAS ELIMINATOR TYPE AO. 244.
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I
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6/6
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,'..e
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I
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UNIT TYPE A.C.25;
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value over 10/. sent all C.O.D. charges tsad

the remaining wiring is completed. Some.
times, however, these latter joints are very
awkward to get at, especially with a hot
soldering iron. Moreover, one slip may
mean serious damage to a component, and
I have myself often ruined a choke or coil
trying to solder such joints. For instance,
in the accompanying diagrams it would
be difficult to solder a piece of wire to the
switch S without doing damage to the adjacent components (Fig. 1). If the wires

experienced in this process.) The appear.
anac will now be as shown in Fig. 2. These
joints are cleaned and, on permanently
fixing the panel to the baseboard, the ends
B, Bi of the wires will fit the soldering tags of
the other components. If they do not quite
do so, the wires can easily be bent slightly.
Finally, the ends B, Bi, are soldered to the
tags and in this way a thoroughly efficient job
can be made without the slightest damage to
eomponents.-E. HDTNG (Southampton).
-.
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BATtERIES
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WORKÏNG

TWINIÑÇ

.1

In a Modern Valve Set there arè Two Distinct Types of Batteries
-

:?v1

t

E
NEW

H.

Uséd-the High-tension Dry -Battery and the Low-tension
Accumulator

aUO.eUi el
Low-tension Accumulator
DEAliNG first with this type of battery,
it is used for aeoumulating or storing
electricity.
Its working depends
upon the chemical changes undergone by
certain substances when subjected to the

11

al al

.I

1

eI.01

a.

charged or left for any length of time with
a low vo'tage, as this tends to cause buckling and suiphation of the plates, also the
effective areas of the Plates are reduced,
and so will require charging more frequently.
Suiphation appears n the plates in the

WIRELESS

INSTRUCTION
J

¿r

The ICS. Wireless Courses covei
every phase of wireless work, from the
requirements of the youth who wishes
to make wireless engineering his career
to tl man who wants to construct
a broadcasting set for his home, and,
at the same time, to know how and
why it operates and how to locate
any faults that may develop.
No branchof industry has ever progressed as rapidly as wireless, and the
rate of progress is increasing. Only
by knowing thoroughly the basic principles can pace be kept with it. Our
Instruction includes American developand practice in addition to
ments
British. It is a modern education in
radio, - covering every departmentof
the industry, and gives au outline of
the principles and possibilities of television.
-

Our Courses

Included iñ the I.C.S. range are
Courses dealing with the Installing
of radio sets and, in particular, vith
their Serviceing, which to-day intimately
concerns every wireless dealer and his
employees. The Operating Course is
vital to mastery of operating and transmitting.
There is also a Course for the wireless
salesman. This, in addition to inculcating the art of salesmanship, provides
that knowledge which enables the
salesman to hold his own with the most
technical of his clients.
We will be pleased to send you details
of any or all of these subjects. Just
mark and post the coupon, or write
in, any other way-the information
you require will be forwarded at once.

YOU MAY USE THIS COUPON
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS. LTD..
Dept. 94. International Buildings, Kingiway. London. W.C.2.

WiI'hout cost or
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segel me lull inRADIO COURSES.
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and how they are grouped and
connected together.

action of an electric current. The charging
current, i.e., the current which feeds electricity into the accumulator, produces a
gradual chemical change in the active
elements of which it is constructed. When
this charging current ceases, so also does the
decomposition, and if the terminals of the
accumulator are connected to a circuit a
reversal of the process commences until the
battery is exhausted and has to be recharged. The essential parts of the wellknown 2-volt accumulator, which is used
for heating the filaments of the valves in
a set, consist of two unlike plates, a
positive lead plate and a negative lead
plate. These plates are immersed in a
solution of sulphuric acid and distilled
water, known as the electrolyte. The only
difference between the positive and negative
plates is in the composition of the active
material, the positive is known as lead
peroxide, and when fully charged is a rich
brown in colour, whilst that of the negative
is lead protoxide, and the colour is slate grey.

form of a white deposit of lead sulphate.
Slight traces may be removed by a prolonged charge at a reduced rate, but if not
checked immediately it will probably mean
new plates. Never let the level of the
'électrolyte fall below the top of the plates,
keep it up to the level marked on the
outside of the battery case by the makers.
The drop in level is caused by evaporation
of the water only. Sulphuric acid does
not evaporate; therefore, if the specific
gravity is still correct, it is only necessary
to top up with distilled water. Loss of
the acid does occur, however, but only
when the accumulator is gassing freely
when on charge, thus causing what is known
as "spraying" through the filler cap,
which cap it is advisabre to remove from
small accumulators when charging to allow
for breathing. The only other loss is, of
course, by the spilling of the electrolyte,which
may be made up by the addition of acid
of the correct specific gravity stated by
the makers.

Keep Fully Charged
When treated with ordinary care its
efficiency and capacity should deteriorate
very slowly. To keep the accumulator
up to standard it should be kept as fully
charged as possible and charged at regular
intervals, a full charge being indicated by
both plates gassing fairly freely, the voltage
rising to approximately 2.5 volts. A
battery should never be completely dis-

Testing with Hydrometer and Voltmeter
Testing the condition of a battery should
be done with a voltmeter in conjunction
with a hydrometer. The voltmeter test
must be taken under load-that is to say,
when the set is operating, otherwise the
reading will be misleading. The hydrometer's graduated float will give readings
to determine the specific gravity of the

electrolyte.
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When purchasing a low-tension accumu-

later for a set, make certain it is of adequate
capacity and quite capable of handling
the current demanded by the set without
frequently having to be re-charged. The
size for normal use is about 20 ampere
hours, but it is preferable and moro economical to select one of at least 30 to 40 ampere
hours actual capacity. An accumulator
of insufficient capacity will be overloaded,
and it should be noted that if the discharge
of the battery is too great the paste will
be driven out of the grids of the plates, and
in a three or four-valve set this will con-

siderably shorten its life.
Always buy an accumulator with large
non-corrosive terminals and preferably
one having bright red and black tops,
care being taken to see that they are of the
non-interchangeable type, that is to say,
having different sized threads, making it
impossible for the red terminal top which
is positive to be screwed on to the negative
terminal thread and vice versa. Even if
terminals which are said to be non-corrosive
are left in a very dirty state they will
corrode; the best cure is to clean all traces
of acid away and scrape the terminals and
connections bright with a file or pocket
knife, afterwards wiping over with a rag
dipped in ammonia and then smear freely
with vaseline.
The High-tension Battery
There are several grades and prices of
H.T. batteries on the market, and it
behoves everybody to consider well before
buying any but those manufactured by
firms of repute. It should be understood
that, the very life of the battery is governed
by several important points. A battery of
120 volts is made up of 80 cells of 14 volts
each. These cells are connected in series;
that is to say, the positive of the first is the

positiveor + of the battery, the negative of
this celi being joined to the positive of
the second cell, the negative of which goes
to positive of the third, and so on until
the requisite number of cells are connected
up, the sum of which make up the voltage
required, ending, of course, with the negative
or
It can be seen now how simple it is
for the manufacturers to make provision
at different points on the top surface of the
battery, enabling it to be tapped for
intermediate voltages. The larger the

-.
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elements in the cell the lower is its resistance'
which enables the current of the cell to
have a greater output. It must stand to
reason, then, that the larger these cells are
made-and this must consequently increase
the over-all dimensions of the battery in
its cardboard or tin case-the better will
the aggregate number of cells stand up to
the consumption of the valves. That is
the reason why a " triple" capacity battery
of the same voltage is bigger than one of
"standard" capacity.

-

"double," and "triple"
capacity. The following is a list of capacities most economical for the number of
valves in a set
"Standard" capacity for 3-valve sets
taking up to 6-7 milliamperes.
"Double" capacity for 4-5 valve sets
taking up to 10-16 milliamperes.
"Triple" capacity for multi-valve sets
taking anything up to 30 milliamperes.
The battery having a " double" capacity
does not cost twice as much as the "standard," although, if used on the same set
will give twice its life. Another good
feature of the larger capacity is that its
voltage drops more slowly; this means a
more uniform output and a better performance of the set. A big ll.T. battery, the
initial cost of which is very little more
than ts smaller brother, if taken over a
long period, is much more economical
to run.
The composition of the cell is made up
of a carbon rod, positive element,- the
electrolyte (which is in paste form), and the
Eine container or negative element, see
ill..ustration. The action of the pasteand this is a mixture of sal-ammoniac
and certain other ingredients-supplies the
electrical current. This action in time
tends to eat away the zinc and is one of
the things which govern the life of the
battery, for the corrosion of the container
cannot be- renewed without dismantling
the whole battery. The paste electrolyte
is very important, for if this dries up the
whole chemical action of the battery ceases,
and it becomes dead. The grid bias
battery consists of a number of cells of
exactly the same nature as the H.T. battery,
i.e., of the dry Leclanché type
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YOU can spend ari flterettini hour building
your own Mains Unit. It's a simple task with
the Heayberd Assembled Mains Unit Kit. Just
a matter of connecting a few wires to different
terminals:
All components arc ready assembled and mounted
on the base-plate. A handsome bronze finished
metal cover is included with each assembled kin
The easy point-to--point blueprint provided,
together with full instructions, makes it
impossible for you to go wrong.
HEAYBERD C.150 ASSEMBLED KIT.
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ALTERNATIVE OUTPUTS: 25 ma.at 150v. or Ilmo. at 120v.
SAX. TAPP1NOS: 40/110v. Var. 1.0.. 01150v. Var. rad
150v. Oxyd.

Price.... 76/-S
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their ability to "keep" even when in
PR.A
stock six months. What a step forward
this would have seemed in the early days of
F.C.HEAYBERD &Co.
Dry Battery Guarantee
wireless, when buying a ET. battery
IO FINSBURY STREET, LONDON, EC.2
TALKING of the wireless trade brings was as much of a gamble as the purchase of
One minute from Moorgate Sth
mc to a little point that has not a valve-neither guaranteed until you
received the publicity it might have had, got home with them t
being as it is a striking commentary on
the progress that has been made in dryFREE! Post this Coupon
battery design and manufacture through New Short-Wave Station at Prangins
To SLEKTUN PRODUCTS LTD.
THE activity on the short waves in. Il
the needs of radio. It is an announcement
Street, Westmin,ter, S.W.1.
creases daily, and even television I Please sensi me21titeDouglas
issued to traders and retailers by a large
construction book and Blue Print o) the
British concern who make, among other is being tried out "down there." Shortly I SCOUT S.G.3. ¡endose ljd,starnpfor postage.
components, a large range of dry batteries, enthusiasts will be listening weekly for
including those for supplying ET. to wire- the new League of Nations station at
kmt.....................................
less sets, to the effect that from now on Prangins, near Geneva: Every Sunday
Address ......................................
a "shelf life" of six months is guaranteed. from 10 o'clock in the evening onward a P.R.3._
_.j
If any battery shows signs of distress statement of the week's work and progress
when put into commission it will be re- of the League will be broadcast in English,
GRAMO-MOTORS FROM STOCK
placed if the printed date-form attached French, and Spanish, and the programme 10,000
CASH DISCOUNT ALLOWED!
will be relayed throughout North, Central, BIG
SLLOW8 that it has bees rn stock Wider the
Mike
Gramophone or Radiogram.
OtileS
1000e
or ort, oid easix months. Behind this announcement and South America and the Far Eiist. semble them kIte
t boIre. Oct for 3d
si-pope ooWogno arito acole
lies the years of research and progress that So long as the station sends out a good
and inotroctiona how to
have gone into the H.T. battery business. report of the League's doings in their deawrngo
make them. Wo oeS motora Irom 7/C,
0000d brocs, 1/O. p1kYears of work that now enable a batIery efforts to keep war at a distance we shall tone-arm,,
big volume horn,, Ioudepeo.ker,,
maker to have sufficient confidence in his not need to begrudge some of the staff rodio kiti, rompIote reosiving set,,
radi0mma. Repaira
products, which, mark you, are of an the comfortable jobs that some of them grnmophooee,
door. EotoblI,lol 1903.
r REGEItT FI1'ING3 Co.,'D.2S5. 120. OId Street, Loa-loo. E.C.1.
extremely ¡)erishable nature, to guarantee undoubtedly have
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LET OUR TECHNICAL STAFF SOLVE
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YOUR PROBLEMS
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LOOSE CONNECTION
"My set has,reeeatly developed a howl which varies
ji tone with the controls.
is a 3-valve set and tue
HT! is supplied from the mains.
appear4 that

jt

It

loud slnsl or a slight tap will start it howling. Can
you tell me the cause and cure for this ?.-(L. C. D.,
Epsom).
You are apparently suffering from a loose connection.
we advise yost to took carefully at your aerial and
earth terminals, and also make sure that your valves
arc making good contact in their sockets.
Is it practicable to use s short-wave adaptor
(detector stage) with AC. Indirectly heated vai ces ?
W.
C., Surrey).
(P.
both adaptor and receiver are worked with AC.
valves the two can be operated togethe. lu this case
a four-pin plug-adaptor will be necessary.
The pin
which is missing must, of course, be the grid pin. If
the adaptor is worked from batteries, many complications might occur, and it is not ,recommended it should
a

if

be used.

-

I have recently built a mains three-valver, 5.0.,
Pet, and L.F. stages. All parta are of good make, and
the mains side is well smoother. In addition, each

stage is efficiently decoupleil. In spite of this, however,
when I tune in the London station I get a terrible
loud hum. This only occurs on the London station,
and the set la quite silent all over the dial. Can you
explain this, and perhaps indicate a cure ? '-(It. li.,
Edmonton).
The fault is known nsa modulated hum, and is caused
by the strong signal from your local station modulating
the hum from the mains side of the set. The core Is
quite simple and cheap. You require what is known
usa Buffer condenser. This consista of two condensers
of', say, .1 nifd., joined in series. The junction of
the two condensers is joined to earth, and the other
terminals are joined to the two anodes of the rectifying
valve. Special condensers are obtainable for this
purpose.
POOR SIC. REPRODUCTION

"I

have just bought a moving coil speaker, after
being assured that it would give' perfect reproduction.
I am very disappointed in the results, as it is giving
reproduction worse than my old cone. Can you help
(one of the largest
me ? The speaker is a
firms in the country)."-(S. V. P., Tranmere).
The speaker gives more accurate reproduction, and
this accofints for the poorer quality. Your receiver
delivers distorted resulta which were covered by your
old speaker. For Instance, certain frequencies may be
cut off in the receiver, but the speaker had a resonance
at those frequencies, resulting in an apparent even
response. Your MC. speaker, giving a true straight
line response, now shows up this cut-off-hence the
apparent distortion of the speaker. You will have to
adjust your set to give straight-line response, and then
you w ill reap the benefit of the new speaker.
UNMATCHED OUTPUT
My loud-speaker does not match my

output valve,

nd'i want to match up without-buying a new-valve, as
all my voltage droppers, grid bias resistances, etc., arc
now fixed. Is there any way of doing this ? "-(F. R.
1'., Brompton Road).
An Output Matching Transformer, obtainable from
eny of the firms who specialise in such components, will
solve your trouble. A transformer, with variable
ratios would be most useful, as you could.then change
the valve, it' necessary, at some future date, and still be
enabled to match up.
"1 have an AC. eliminator giving ET. also a 4-volt
3 smp. rawA.C, for I.B.M. valves which-is not in use as
I have ordinary 2-volt battery valves. To save

'

scrapping these could I usc the 4-volt tapping with a
suitable metal rectifier and a resistance to reduce to
2 volts ? "-(C. S., Soutlisea).
The cheapest way would be to buy a 4-volt I amp.
valve (making sure your HT. supply is enough for
valve chosen) and supply the filament from your
eliminator. When doing thia a resistance of 2 ohms
(capable of carrying 2 amps) must be connected arrosa
the HT. terminais.
"Why is a potentiometer of only 400 ohms used in
the detector circuit for controllIng the potential on the
grid. 'The potentiometer is usually connected across
the LT. supply (in the case am thinking of it is a
O volt) and tite slider taken to the grid of the valve.
Part of the pot., therefore, acts as a voltage reducing
resistance. The full voltage, when the pot. is at the
positive end is 6 volts plus. Now the current taken
by the grid la only in the shape of micro amps. (one
millionth of an amp.). If we take Ohm's Law, therefore,
to have a control of, say, 3 volts on the grid it would
want about a 10,000 ohms, resistance. With the old
type valves 400 Ohms might have been alright, but it
stili seems to be the practice to usc 400 ohms, whether it
is a 2, 4 or 6 voltaccumulator used. On aSO, variablemu s'dive a potentiometer of between 25,000 to 50,000

I
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UNSELECTIVE SET
I hare n 3-valve set which Is very unselective,
and I am also unable to receive foreIgners. 110w COfl
I remedy this? "-(W. 0., Yorkshire).
If connecting a small condenser (.0001 rnfd.) in series
with the aerial does not give you the desired selectivity
and bring In the foreigners, we suggest that you
seriously conidex building a -more selective set, such as
the " Long Range Express Three described in our
Issue for September 24th.
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TUNING COIL DATA (Long Waves)
Cut this out each week and paste it in a
notebook

Outside
Diameter
of

Former

lOin.
lOin.
15m.
-15m.
lOin.
20m.

d

S

No. of

Wire
Gauge
36D.S.C.
36Rnnm.
36 D.S.C.

36D.S.C.
34 D.S.C.
31 D.S.C.

No.

of

Turna

Per
Slot

Slots
5
5
4
4
4
4

-

69
80
57
65
45
51

Sizes of
Slots.

1/lfiin.

Induetance
Value

(micro-

henries)

wIde

1,600
2,100

by *in.

1,600
2,300

tin. deep 1,600
separated 2,100

With a .0005 mfd. Tuning Condenser the 1,600
microhenry coil will cover a band of approximately 800 to 2,000 metres, and the 2,100 microhenry coil a range of 850 to 2,100 metrea.
ohms is used, and what difference should there be
between this and the detector valve where the grid
control is concerned? "-(3. J. fi., Croydon).
You have apparently not yet fully understood the
operation of a leaky grid detector valve. For efficient
operation, the grid has to be slightly positive, with
respect to the filament.
The potentiometer across the
LT. supply enables this adjustment to be carried out,
by moving the slider from one end to another, the total
difference across the Potentiometer being equal to the
voltage of the LT. battery. No current flows to the
grid, and therefore you cannot apply Ohm's Law. For
the SG. valve, only small variations in potential can
be used and, therefore, a high value across a larger
battery will enable small differences to be adjusted.
"Inn 3-valve set Det. and 2 L.F. (both transformer
coupled) the reaction on the-long wavelength seems to
be pecuilar. The coil ia n commercial one and covers
both wavelengths. When the set is tuned to the short
wavelength the reactIon knob turns left to right and
is the same up to the Daventry National, but any
station on a higher wavelength cannot be reacted on
unless the knob is turned to the left. I have a HF.
choke and by-pass condenser In the plate circuit of
the Detector valve."-(J. E., Ilford).
Wo would advise you to have your coIl tested. 'It'
this tala good order, make sure your grid leak and.
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condenserareofthecorrcctvaiue. Two transformers,
If not of reliable manufacture will causeinstability,
producing such a result as you are experiencing.
"I am desirous of constructing a 4-valve highquality receiver and wish to usethe following vulve

-1

combination
variable-mu, 11F. Stage, Detector,
1 L.F. and push-pull output.
I want valves of the
Mazda PPS/400 class for the output, but am dubious
of the current consumption.
Will you kindly
inform mc whether my power supply of 500 volte
120 ns/a will be enough to supply the above-mentioned
combination, using, of course, automatic grid bias.
Should the output valves take too much, perhaps you
will recommend a suitable type to use in their place ?
(L. L., London).
As the voltage has to be dropped you will just about
be able to work these valves at full pressure from your
present output. A resistance of 400-500 ohms, capable
of carrying 120 rn/a will be necessary in the HT. lead
supplying the two PPS/400 valves.
The maximum
lIT. voltage of these valves is 400 colts and the current
at this pressure and correct bias is 60-62 rn/a each.
wish to instal n moving coil speaker to work ny
2-valve receiver. Reception Is quite good at preset t,
hut I inten( to replace my power valve with a pcntode.
My malus eliminator just supplies sufficient current for
this valve and detector.
I propose to mount the
speaker in the cellar behind a lath and plaster scali in
which a large hole is to be cut as the usual baffle board
aperture. By making the front of the board on which
the unit Is mounted a cinse fit up against the wall I hope
to make the wall serve as a large baffle. The wall is
about 1km. thick, and provides the only convenient
piace. I should be glad if you would give me your
opinion on my proposals, especially as to whether any
precautions are to be taken in incorporating a pentode
valve and whether I ans likely to experience any
undesirable resonance from the plaster wall.'
This method of mounting is quite satisfactory. The
only precaution necessary when burying the speaker
la to make sure that it is complete with su output
transformer suitablo for the pentode valve,
SIZE OF FILAMENT FUSE
1 wish to fit a fuso In my battery-driven receIver
to safeguard the valves from being burnt-out in-i he
event of a short from the HT. What size must
this fuse be 0 "-(11. R. B. C., Bristol).
In the majority of receivers the filaments are wired
in parallel, and you must therefore, add together the
filsmentcurrcntofeachvaive. You should then choose
a fuse with a rating just lower than this figure-remembering that 100 sn/A, is the same as .1 amps.

-
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NEW LOTUS CONDENSER

Slow-motion Condenser. Constructed throughout
aluminium, this component is highly efficient,
perfectly smooth and noiseless In operation.
A
ball-drive integral vernier device is concealed in
the spindle, and both direct and slow drives are controlled by the double knob-dial supplied with the
condenser. With braided pIgtail connection to rotor.
Specially suItable for superhets. The reduction gear
is 7 In 1. Two capacities are made, .0003 and .0005,
and the price is fis. 6d. each.
of

POTENTIOMETERS AND RESISTANCES

AUSEFUL range of wire-wound pot-meters and
resistances is shown in a leaflet we have just
received from Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd. These components are of high-class manufacture, and the pot.meters, owing to the hlgh'inductance value of the
resistance, ara specially suitable for all purposes of
voltage regulation, volume control, etc. Another
component listed Is n speeial wire-wound fixed resistance for use in circuits requiring a non-inductivo
winding, such as in free-grid biasing, potential dlvidinq
and for dc-coupling. TheSe resistances areobtainabie'
in capacities from 100 to 100,000 ohms.

L

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

COUPON

This coupon is available until Nov. 5th, 1032,
all lettera containing
queries.
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plicity of types. Most makers supply one,
or at the most two, screened-grid types,
ope or two detector types, and a pentode
and a triode output valve.

The Heart of Your Set(Co,uMued from page 278)
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Of these two types, ¿nie is generally. a
high-magnification valve with a fairly high
impedance, and should be selected for
receivers having no high-frequency amplifying stage. The other general-purpose typ
an amplification factor of the order
of thirty-five, and an impedance of the
order of 10,000 to 12,000 ohms, and should
always be used as the detector in multistage receivers.
For use in the output stage, there is
amQflg the AC. valves no counterpart of
the small battery-heated " power " valve.
Triodes capable of giving outputs comparable with those of the normal super-power
battery vàlve are available in both mdirectly heated and directly heated forms, but
mains sets are fitted with three-electrode or five-electrode output valves giving
very much larger outputs. The reason, of
course, is that power drawn from the
electric light mains is much cheaper than
that generated chemically in batteries, and
it is, therefore, possible, for quite a reasoníbIe expenditure on current, to employ
valves giving an output which could only
be taken from batteries at prohibitive initial
and running costs.
The problem of designing valves for use
in D.C. mains-operated sets is much more
difficult of solutioñ than that of producing
satisfactory A.C. valves. It is true that the
trouble of mains hum is not so pronounced
when D.C. maim are used, but the problem
arises in the arrangements for low-tension
supply. One solution to this is to use
ordinary directly heated filament valves,
running all the filaments in series. Apart
from he disadvantage that all the cathodes
are at different potentials, and in some
cases many vOlts above earth, very great
eare in rnanufacthre has to be taken to
ensure that all the filaments have the same
current rating. Even when this is achieved,
a further complication arises because the
filament of the valve situated at the low
only its
potential end has to carry
normal low-tension current, but also the
anode current of the other valves, while
the filament of the next valve has to carry
the anode current of all the valves following
it, and so forth. In order to ensure correct
filament temperature, therefore, it is
usually necessary to shunt each filament
with a carefully calculated resistance.

TheDiod

.

BUI'

-

Only one other type of valve demands
attention before closing this short review.
This is the diode, or two-electrode valve.
Commonly called the " rectifying " valve,
this is the direct descendent of the original
Fleming valve, and contain two electrodes
only-the filament or cathode, and the,
anode. Its use in receiving sets is restricted entirely to rectifying the house
alternating-current supply to provide a
uni-directional current which, after suitable
smoothing, can be used for the high- This is without doubt the most valuable chart yet
published, as it can quickly give you the following
tension supply.
factors:
- It will be clear that a valve of. this type,
3.
1.
Current.
Volts.
possessing a filament and one anode, will,
2.
4.
Watts.
Ohms:
by virtue of its power to pass current in one Jod drop us a Une and we will send along
a free copy
direction only (from filament to cathode
AND
POTENTIOMETERS
WATMEL
within the valve), rectify any alternating
supply applied between the ifiament and
-RESISTANCES
anode, the anode becomng the negative \Ve are specialising in these two components this
terminal of the high-tension supply, as Season, and we will be pleased to send you full particulars on request.
indicated in the diagram Fig. 1. Greater
Trade enquiries invited.
smoothness of output can be obtained by
using a rectifier having two anodes, insuR(SI$TAN(
CLAUPINC
I
lated from each other within the valve, and
fed from a centre-tapped transformer, as
shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 3 gives thé typical form of the performance cur4e of a rectifier valve. It will
TTANUL ReIS
CONTAtI,
be noticed that for a given A.C. voltage
applied to the anode, the rectified voltage
varies with the load. If a small current is
drawn from the rectifier, the D.C. voltage
will be high, but will fall off as the current
output is increased. British valve-makers
are-now standardizing on a few representative sizes of rectifier, the standard outputs
being 60 milliamperes at 250 volts, and
120 milliamperes at 350, 500 and 1,000
volts. The first-mentioned is the size used
4
in most domestic receivers, while the
120 milliamp, 350-volt, type is required for
/
the larger radio sets and radio-grams, the
d'
remaining types being of special application
"II,I,1II'
to powerful equipments such as public
i.
address apparatus.
It should, of course, be remembered that
the rectifying valve is being fed from a
lid '
transformer, and therefore it is absolùtely NW WATMEI. 1932-33 VARIABLE RESISTANCE
essential that the valve and transformer are
-TYPE 3.
chosen together. In other words, if a valve This flew All-British resistance embodies many new
novel features which guarantee a higher degree 01
to give 120 m/A is chosen, the transformer and
efficiency and a tar steadier performance than
also should have a rating just as high. A resistances
Types of Valves Available
constructed on old and obsolete principles
In spite of these difficulties, there are a fixed condenser of 4 mfds. capacity is also ADVANTAGES :number of commercial receivers designed now being standardized across the rectified 1. The extremely firm and even contact with the
element. This is obtained by a new patented
for series-run directly heated valves, and output.
clamping cone which, directly it. is screwed down,
suitably matched valves in screened-grid,
forces the external ring against the wire band.
The pressure is so great that, perfect all-round.
detector and pentode types are produced by
contact is made with the element which will not
certain valve makers. The modern soluvary under any circumstances.
tion, however, is the application of the
2. Self-cleaning wiping contacts.
This ensures
perfectly clean contact always.
indirectly-heated principle to direet current
...
%Vireless'
3. Non-inductive.
mains valves. As, however, it is not
4. Silent in operation.
possible to use a cheap and simple. trans5. Price 4/6 any value froln 10,000 ohms to oiegoisms.
A book cverì listener has been waitiig
former to give a low-tension supply 'at a
With quick-break switch price 6/6.
for. This practical work will solve your
We recommend this resistance (Type 3) where the
voltage of the order of 4, it is common
difliculties and enable you to obtain the
wire-wound potentiometers are not required.
practice to wind the heaters for operation
best possible results 0f which your set atta somewhat higher voltage, of the order of
is capable;
20, ail the heaters in one receiver being run
in series, with a line resistance to absorb the
difference between the mains voltage and
I,
the pressure required by the valve heaters.
Some elementary precautions, as regards
smoothing and good insulation of other
GET THE BEST OUTOFANY SET
portions of the reoeiver from the mains
supply, are all that is really unusual in the
WATMEL WIRELESS 'CO. LTD.,
circuit arrangements.'
nl all New,a gent, and Booksellers. or
IMPERIAL WORKS, HIGH STREET, EDGWARE.
Directly heated D.C. mains valves, for Obtonoble
by post 3/9 from George Newne,, Ltd. 8-l!,
Telephone: Edgware 0323.
the same reasons that applyto A.C. valves, Southampton Street. Strand, London, 13"_C2,
M.C.74;.
are not manufactured in a great multiI
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Ail letters intended for iibtialina must bear the name and
n ddress of -the sender.' not
necessarily for publication

s-

The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his Correspondents
Practical Letter
Sia,-I have

]

been in possession of
-PRACTICAL WIRELESS for about two hours
and I have already given my newsagent
n permanent order for it. I consider it the
best wireless weekly or monthly that I
have had, and I ha-vo taken the whole lot
of radio books in during the last three
years. It is written in non-technical terms,
which makes it the most wanted of wireless
-books. It does not require a semi-expert
to understand any of the information
it contains. Perhaps later you will be
able to run a page weekly on common
faults and how to cure them, taking a part
of the set each week. I wish PRACTICAL
1ATIRELESS and all its staff a prosperous
future.-H. W. JonEs (Walsall).

:;

-

Congratulations and Some Criticism
Sia,-Congratulations for a great paperkeep it up! The most notable thing I found
about it was the amount of real reading it
contains between two covers.
And now, with your permission, I will
offer som suggestions.
Firstly: "New sets fully analysed!"
A splendid idea! Better than dozens of sets
which nobody ever builds.
Secondly: The clarity of the diagrams, a
plea sure to the eye.
Thirdly: Your Wireless Constructors'
Encyclopaxlia; very enterprising and very
appropriate.
Fourthly: The "Long Range Express."
From the "not-too-clever" fellow's point
of view, this looks an "up-t&the-second"
sort of set, and you seem to have sèt yourself a high standard to live up to, but,please don't specify the metal panel and
baseboard too often. Remember the
home constructor's stock-in-trade is wood.
One part of your policy which I do not
agree with is that you specify one make of
component. There is no reason for it
(within bounds), and the majority of home
constructors can't afford new components
every time. Please give at least one alteinative make.-R0BERT F. GRAY (Aberdeen).
-

I

I

I

A Bouquet from Loewe

I

-

Sm,----We were interested to receive this
morning a copy of No. i of PRACTICAL
WIRELESS and we should like to take the
opportunity of -wishing your paper every.
success. There is still a laíge ifiarket of
home constructors to be catered for, and we
most heartily endorse your policy to offer
the constructor one particular set of com-

ponents only and not to advocate alter-

natives-THE
LDÍLTED (A.

-

LOEWE

RAmo

COMYANY,

ComREida, Director):

-

Re Criticism of Programmes

SiR,-I thank you for your paragraph, on
page 121 of this week's PRACTICAL WritELESS," re Criticism of Programmes, and
I am pleased to know it wifi be absent
from your columns. Owing to the vindictive criticism of the B.B.C. in some
of the journals I used to take, I was
compelled to give them up. Therefore I
thank you for this assurance.-H. THOMAS
(Coventry).

-

-

CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK

DDYOU KNOW?
the coupling condenser used

n so

BCO. unit must be oî the mica variety to
ensure that the grid Is efficiently insulated
from the HT. supply..
-

An Appreciation

Siit,-1 have read with mtich pleasure
your issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS for
September 24th. I feel that this paper fills
a pressing need for amateurs like myself,
who make sets and components for themselves. Other papers have, ni the past, been
good from the practical wireless man's
point of view, but are now either too
technical or too much of a manufacturer's
catalogue. Your articles on Band Passing
and Pentodes were excellent, as also "My
Favourite Circuit, and Why."
Being interested in short-wave work I
was somewhat disappointed at not finding
an article on this subject, but I have no
doubt that articles will appear in the future.
I therefore sincerely wish you every success
with your new paper.-D. C. GustE (Whit.
church, Glam.).

-That

a transformer will only transform
alternating current (AC.) sad nôt dIrect
current (D.C.).
-That even a straight wIre has inductance
and capacity.
-That a pentoda valve may be used as a
combined oscillator and detector In a sup.-het:

receiver.

-That

paralleling alvea is no remedy for an
overloaded output stage. Push-pull is the
only way out.
-That the huthan voice covers a band of
frequensies from 64 to 1,024 cycles per second.
-That an inductive resistance Offers an impedance to A.C. currents which is greater
than Its D.C. resistance.
-That extension handles of ebonite are
preferable to a metal panel for avoiding handcapacity effects in abort-wave work.
-That tise average mains set consumes less
current than the average electric lamp.
-That a hydrometer is more essential than a
voltmeter for testing the condition of an
....

---;-

....

I
I

Snt-I

:

feel I should like to offer a
-

few words of appreciation for the first
issues of PRACTICAL WIRELESS; -it ha
satisfied a long-felt want in that it eaters
for the very beginner as well as the more

advanced amatur. Its hints are most
helpful, being set out very explicitly. In
short, it is a real live wireless weekly, and
may it enjoy the success it deserves.-E. A.
SimEit (Welling).
-

-

Using Gas-pipes as Earths

-

-That

I

Aothr Äpìeciati

-

Reader's Thanks
-'
Sia,-I should like to record how much I
enjoy your new PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
I found more "meat" in it than in many
shilling books I have had, and was much
impressed by its contents. I feel sure
you have hit on a much wanted need. It
is so different in a good way from the
others. I need hardly say I am after
the Encyclopmiia. I posted my coupon
this morning.,
I feel very pleased to have had the pleasure
of coming across you; the name of F. J.
Camm gives me joy. Success to PRACTICAL
WIEELESS.-J. GARDNER (Wavertree).
A

I

j

-

Sia,-We have noted that on page 84
of your second number of PRACTICAL
WIRELESS references are made to the use
of gas connections as a means of eartlaing
wireléss sets, more particularly by those
who use indoor aerials.
We thought it advisable to let you know
that this practice is strongly disapproved
of within the gas industry for the following
reasons: (1) The experience of many users
of wireless Aets is that an earth effected
through the gas-pipes is much less satisfactory than when earthed in the normal
manner. Gas-pipes are not in continuous
metallic connection with the ground, owing
to the many joints in he pipe-run. These
joints are made with material which is
essentially of a non-conducting character,
although the amount of joint material is
not sufficient to render the pipe-run entirely non-conducting, which explains
why they can act as earths, although
imperfect ones; (2) The use of gas-pipes
as earths is accompanied by very real
risks. We -have actual knowledge of
serious trouble being caused due to the
fusing of the gas pipes and consequent
fire. In addition, there is the risk due to
lightning, and, inasmuch as the user of
the wireless sot would be the sufferer, it
would seem wise that he should be warned
against the practice..
Several gas companies have realized the
need of warning their consumers against
the practice of earthing on to the gas-piping,
and the following is typical of the wording
of some of the notices that have been issued
by gas imdertakings:
-

-

-

-

-

-

I

-

HARTE WIRES FOR WIRELESS
RECEIVTEO SETS

'

-

"To lise gas-piping for attaching the
frt5m the above apparatui is a

Earth Wire

dangerous procedure; and should never be
done.
In the event of the Aerial being
struck by lightning, or in the case of a
leakage of electricity from an ALL-MAINS
Set, there is considerable risk of the piping
being fused, which would- cause an escape
of gas, and probably fire. Gas consumers
are warned to refrain from this dangerous
practice, and should on all occasions arrange
for a separate earthing system."
Having regard to the obvious aim of your
paper namely-to aid users of wireless sets
to get the very best possible results-you
will no doubt regard the above information
as of value to your readers.-Yours faithfully, J. F. WALKER, General Secretary,
British Commercial Gas Association.
-
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Mare Congratulations and Suggestions
Sm,-As one who has dabbled in wireless
since before the War, may I congratulate
you on the production of" a long felt want"

i

Sra,-I- wish to thank you and your
techca1 staff for the very practical
manner in which- you have compiled your
new eehiy, PRAIcAL %VLSS. it is un-

j

I

I

-

i

CQ ILS

doubtedly the best threepennyworth I have
as yet come across. Wireless has been my
hobby since it was first broadcast by the
Westinghouse CoW, from Trafford Park,
Manchester, and to-day there are very few
broadcasts in this small world of ours that
I 'cannot receive from 5 metres upwards, so
you will understand that I am not without
a little experience, and well able to recommend your new issue to all who are
rntereted in wireless. They simply cannot
go wrong if they read the articles therein.
For instance, turn to page 86, issue No. 2
(an aerial behind a picture)-this, like all
other articlès in PRWrICAL WIRELESS, is
quite correct; my best aerial is enclosed
behind a 30in. x 20m, oil painting, and
brings in foreign stations galore, as well as
all B.B.C. stations.-C. WOLMOUGE (Barrowin-Furness).

in PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
I have taken in most of the wireless
journals since their commencement, more
as a habit I think, and I am now discontinuing them in favour of yours, which,
judging from the first two numbers, promises
to give me what I have long wished for. In
the papers in question the idea seems to be
that one wants 'to make a fresh wireless set
every week and,. worse than that, 'one is
forced to use Jones' or Smith's dual coil or
some similar gadget. It isn't everyone who
can afford to buy special coils for every set
they make: besides which, they probably
have a workroom stocked with numerous
components already. By all means recommend components, but, if possible, give
details so that those of a practical turn of Non-practical Matter Not Wanted
mind could make them or adapt components
Sn,-May I use the medium of your
they already have. If I might make a
suggestion or two I think it would be a good "Letters from Readers" page for the dual
of
purpose
of thanking you for giving us a
idea if you published hints on values
grid leaks, condensers, etc., for different really practical paper, and for criticizing
conditions: improvements one could make those readers who seem to desire that this
to existing sets: articles on impedance, etc. practical side shall be sacrificed bit by bit
Some of these are embodied in your first in favour of reading matter which can be
issues, and I am hoping that you will obtained elsewhere by the minority who
need it.
continue the good work.
I refer particularly to Mr. Coley, of
With best wishes for its success.Tonbridge, who is the thin end of a wedge,
GEO. E. WELd (Wakefield).
very easily inserted but hard to remove if
encouraged. I can recommend him to
other wireless books in which he can read
the latest records; about talks with
Articles for Amateur Transmitters Wanted about
foreign listeners, and the miles of cable laid
Srx,-Having been connected with the in such-and-such a broadcasting station;
radio industry sinca 1920, or about two but I cannot recommend him to a better
years before the inauguration of broad- threepennyworth of "practical" wireless
casting, I have made it a practice to take than the book into which he is endeavouring
the first few copies of any new wireless to introduce non-practical matter-even an
periodical, and I can confidently say that extra pennyworth a week of it.
No! Give us sets to try out; our owi
no issue has impressed me so much as
your No. 2 which I have just urchasecl, coils to wind; how to make mains and
and, in consequence, I am ordering No. 1 other transformers; useful testing gadgets
and tips; ultra.short-wave, home-made,
and all future issues.
The style is excellent and the method of transmitting sets on a small scale, and thus
explanation easily understandable by the encourage the practical man to experiment
man in the street. Unlike most wireless and learn.
Please don't stint the practical articles
writers you do not either describe sets of
elaborate and intricate design whose cost is and fill up with details of the la,test giant
prohibitive to the ordinary reader. I shall valve (twice round St. Paul's sort of stuff),
certainly make a point of introducing your or a page of latest records which 50 per cent.
cxcellent publication at the next meeting of your readers can't afford or have no
wish to buy.
of our Society.
I hope Mr. Coley, and othere upon whose
In conclusion I would like to ask if it corns
I máy have stepped, will forgive me,
would be possible for you to devote some
space to the amateur transmitter? Owing and that you, Sir, will realize there is
to the vast number of broadcast listeners sufficient of truth in what I say to warrant
the transmitter has of late years been very publication.
Every success to PrtwnoAi.. WLRELESS.much neglected by the ivireless press, and
this is, I think, a pity, inasmuch as there are "SKrrmtus" (Leyton).
quite a large number of amateur licence.
holders these days, and with tite publication A Suggestion
of so much matter on S.W. reception there
Sin,-I send this little word of encourageare -bound to be a large number of interested ment regarding your paper, with which I
hearing
our
signals,
would
listeners who,
am delighted. If you keep up the
like to know at least a little about our side standard of the paper as you have comof radio.
menced, I'm sure it will be a great success.
Should you be able to devote a little Here is a suggestion for what it's worth:
space to our interests, readers could help you Begin in one issue with a crystal set,
by supplying you with notes or photos of complete the description in the following
their stations.
issue, and then deal with other circuits,
Wishing your 'publication continued suc- including multi-valve sets, in the same way.
cess.-E. W. RAnIER, G610 (Hon. Sec. I'm sure from the beginning you have made
Sth. London and District Radio Trans- that you will rise to the occasion.-WALT1R
WALLACE (Orkney).
mitters' Socety
-
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These coils have been
specially designed, and it is
essential
that TANNOY
are used to obtain
Coils
best results from the above
set.
Obtainable frófn--

I
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I

TANNOY
PRODUCTS,
Specialists in High Grade
Radio Equipment,
DALTON STREET, WEST»
NORWOOD.
LONDON;

i

I

I

I

S.E.27.

I

REaD.

'EWEBEC"
TIiSDE StARK

The '.onderful New Universal
-

COIL

i
-

-

'

-

-

Pat.
373
TRADE ENQIRIE3
SOLICITED
,

FORMER

Ideal for home constructors.
Suitable for all wave lengths.
Easily wound by band. No
slotting or drilling required.
Highest possible efficiency.
your dealer cannot suppl'y,
send your order direct, giving
his name and address, and we
will send post ...................
free.

II

EVINCTON ELECTRICAL
MANFG.
5

CO.

Beckingham Road, Leicester

"''

.

DESIGNS FOR APPARATUS FOR ANY RADIO
PURPOSE. INCLUDING TRANSMISSION. OVERSEAS
ENQUIRIES INVITED: ANY APPARATUS SUPPLIED.
CONSTRUCTIONAL WORK UNDERTAKEN.
We malertake to colse your Problem,, IncloSing obtaining
Ametcur Trusamlitlus LIcence. Whatever your diQlcoJty,
write us.
Chartes :3/-per qse,y, tour or moie, 2j each, with ilagesm,,

PlaSto Technical Agency (Dept. P.L.W.),
2, Westgata Chambers, Newport, Mon.

Indispensable for

Your Bookshelf

IREL SS
STEP BY STEP :.
By "Dictron"
(Ninth Edition)

Obtainable at nil Newsagents and Bookstalls, or post free 2/9 from George
Newnes, Ltd., 8-lt Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2

-
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ATALOGUES
__RECEIVED
,'

To nave readers trouble. we underlahe to send os
cataloones of Onu of our advertisers. Merely state, on
a postcard, the names of the lirios from whoop sou
require catalogues, sod address it to 'Catalogue
Newnes, Ltd., 8/11.
PRAOTICLL WI9EI.E85, Gro.
Southampton St.. Strand, London, W.C.2.
Where
odeertisera mate a charge, or rcqulre postage, this
should be inctosed.
FORMO SPECIALITIES

--n

E

We
on

att cood canUt, P.niio Recensen rand Accoscorasa
Large stocks are oarflod and ordra are
enecuted pennelli,. Price List fre ou celaSsi.

supply

THE new range of components shown in the latest
Forino list should appeal to all discerning constructors. Amongst the components listed are dualrange aerial and band-paso coils, Lii'. transformers,
multicouplers, and dual and triple gang condensers.
The ganged condensers can also be obtained mounted
on a common base-plate with either two or three
matched ganged coils with coupled switches. In the
triple gang condenser each assembly le provided with
an ordinary trimmer. The itet also includes a range
of Formo "flymeg" fixed condensers of Varions
capacities up to 14 mfd.
-

ùInred ternis.

MANUFACTURERS' KITS

1

NEW - LI8SEN "SEYSCRAPER" KIT. Including Valves. This is an outstanding Kit
and we Can atroely recommend II.
Cacti Price 84/9/O.
And 11 monthly payments of 8/3.
READY

RADIO

ciading cabinet,

With

¡3
I

order

"METEOR" LO.3. KIT, In- With

volvos and moving Coli unit.
Cash Frico
t8/17/6.
And 11 monthly poymente of 18/8.
This Roceiycr also tune, to iîtra-steort orde, Waves

ACCESSORIES
U monthly payments

And

pinge.

20 hl/A

ootpot.

U monthly payment,

And

3

EPOCH ì0. PERMANENT
MOVING-COIL UNIT.
6

monthly poysnente

Wtth

-

order

5/8,

NEW

And

ll.T. Tope

Cash Frico £2119/f,
of

"ATLAS"

order

of 5/6.

ATLAS ELIMINATOR, AC. 244.

-

Ord

With

NEW BLUE SPOT 99 PIll. MOVING-CCIIL
UNIT. The Finest of the fleec Permanent Magnet
Unite.
Cash Price £2/19/I.

t

With

MAGNET

Cash Price 11/15/0.

order

of 5/7.

All above Carnale laide

To avoid delay, will cuseomers kindly send ilrst payment

'.

October 29th,193:2-

with order.

Qoodo ordered C.O.D. ore deepatched by return of post.
All Foot Chargen patd by us.

MAINS UNITS

ACO,ÇPREHRNSIVE range of "Atlas" maIns units
is listed in the latest folder Issued by H. Clarke
and Co., of George St., Patricroft, Manchester. Some
are combined HT, units and LT. chargers, while a
new AC. modells aleo provided with grid.bias tappings.
Other models are designed for delivering IST, only,
ûnd one D.C. emit is provided with an ingenious
switching arrangement which ensures the full voltage
being delivered even when different amounts of current
are being taken from the unIt. It is for working on
200-250-volt mains, and the output is lIto 25 mililamps.
Other "Atlas" components included In the folder
arc an Lii'. transformer designed for parallel-feed
circuits, a new permanent magnet loud-speaker, shortwave colla, and a pentode choke.

"SIX-SIXTY"

PRODUCTS

a neat folder we have just -ecelved from SixSixty Radio Co., Ltd., 17-ls, Rathbona Place,
Oxford Street, Wi the coigplete range of their weilknown valves is usted. Particulars are given of
varions cabinet receivers, some with balanced armature
ioud-opeakers and others with P.M. moving-coil
speakers. 'Also described In the folder are an AC.
mains unit havIng a maximum output of 40 snllllamps;
cone units; a valve and set tester; and the S.S. Multistat, a nest device which Operates as a radio and
gramophone volume-control and a racliogram changeover switch.

IN

T.C.C.CONDENSERS

ED condensers of various types and for al
purposes are shown In a new folder issued by
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Road,
North Acton, W.3. Small asics condensera with
capacities of from .00005 to .25 mfd.; high voltage
electrolytic and paper condensers; smoothing condensers; and a special line of cub-divided block condensers aro included in the folder, together with

tables giving the dimensions, capacities, and pfices
of each component.
VARLEY RECEIVERS
AFTER years of research work Messrs. Varley have
produced their line range-the Vsrley "Square
Peak ", Mains Receivers and Radio OramoplionC,
the outstanding features of which are quality of
reproduction, selectivity, and simplicity of design,
The three-valve receiver (SG., detector and pentode) le
provided with band-pass tuning and a built-in movingcoli speaker, and is. housed in a bcautifully'finlshcd
figured walnut cabinet. The "square-Peak" superhet model Is a five-valver with one-knob tuning, und
Is obtainable either as a table or console model. The
all-mains radio-gram, In also equipped with a livevalve super-het set and moving-coil speaker, while the
gramo. motor is a Garrard model. Full partIculars of these high-class receivers are given in an attractive booklet we have just received from Messrs. Varley
Kingoway House, 103, Kiugaway, London, W.C.2.
-

UsnxR the above title, with the assistance of a
recognised authority on foreign broadcasting matters
and a regular contributor to wireless publicatIons
both at home and abroad, we are inaugurating a special
Identification Service, which should prove of great
assistance to our readers. When tuning in wellknown stations it happens frequently that listeners
pIck up wireless transmissions of which they fall to
recognize the ociguk. It is to solve these little problcms that the Broadcast Query Service bas been
1
orgttnised.
In order that a careful search may be made lt Is
essential that certain data should be supplied to the
best of the- inquirer's ability and knowledge. When
sending such queries to the Editor the following rule-e
should be followed
1. WrIte legitel.', In Ink. Give your full name and
addreso.
2. State type of receiver used, and whether trans-.
mission was heard on headphoneo or on loud-speaker.
3. State approximate wavelength or frequency to
whIch receiver was tuned, or, alternatively, state beilegen
which two stations (of which you have the condenser
readings) the transmission was picked up.
4. Give dato and time when broadcast was heard.
Do not forget to add whether ant, or pen.
6. GIve details of programme received, and, If you
can, some indication regarding the language, if heard.
O. State whether and what call was given ansi/or
kInd of interval signal (metronome, musical boxa
bella, etc.) between items.
7. To facilitate publication of replico, append a
ne en-ele-pl urne to your inquiry.
All inquiries should be addressed to Tite Editor.'
PI1ACTLOAL WIRELEss,
8-li; Soutilarnpdon Street ç
Strand, Londota, W.C.2, and the envelope marked
Broadcast Query Sere/ce, in top left-hand corner.
Stamped addressed envelope should not be enclosed,
as replies cannot be nent by post, but will be published
In due course in each issue of PRACTICAL WUtELESS.
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EARNING ÏÓWER
This comprehensive new work has been written by
pfactical men for the practical man. It is not for the
arm-chair engiñeer, but for the man who is interested in
practical inethods, ¡ather than design and theory. It
shows the approved methods of applying theoretical'
principles in actual practice: It is invaluable for reference ..»
purposes, ancj contains a great deâl of data on the practical'
side which cannot be found in any existing text-book.
PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING is worth pounds
to anyone engaged in the electrical industry.
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PROFKIENTt

\Vhilst special emphasis has been praced on the practical
side of electrical engineering, it is understood that a sound
knowledge of theory is essential to the progressive man.
Valuable circuit diagrams are given, -and.ibeever
noc3ssary,. the theory of opertion has een sim'py,3'
explained. 'To the man who is " clever with his )ca4
this book will well repay study. The man who.s
with his hands " will find something oj valuc
him on
every page.
--

"lcvr

The man who is able to combine a sound theoretical
knowledge with ability as a craftsman has a onderful
opportunity for advancement in this expanding industry.
PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING will help ¿lie reader
10 cIe.quire this valuable couibinalion.

ABSOLUTELY COMPREHENSIVE
The most modern applications of electricity, including
,sojnd-film reproduction, wirelea, etc.. have been dealt
with fully, and in all cases the articles have been written
charly and accurately by practical men..

i

ciefinïte Every illustration has .le'n izludca' with
purpose. In constructroñâi - articlês the illùstrati
enable the reader to see the whole of the preces-a from theL
early stages to the finished product.
-.

EXPERT CONTRIBUTORS
-The contributors to this work include many famous
members of the profession. Sir John Ambrore Fleming.
Sir Richard Tetley Glazebroòk, Professor Miles Walker,
Professor A. T. Dover, Mr. Keneim Edgcuinbe, Colonel
Sir Thomas F. Purves are a few examples.

S convenieñtly bound in five handy
This binding is oil, acid, and water proof, and has been specially
designed so that the volumes may be referroj to at any moment withoüt
possibility of damage. The cover is full bound in Brown Rexine.
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FILI is the most efficient scientific
earthing system ever invented. As
soon as the copper receptacle is buried,
the wonderful chemical it contains
begins to spread through the soi!,
making a permanent highly conductive
area to a depth of several feet, ensJrIng
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Efficient earthing is vital to good
reception. Without it you cannot
obtain the power, purity or volume of
vhich your set is capable.
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